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SOCIAL SECURITY

FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 1958

UnruZ STATZ SENATE,
COIM TWtON. FnA .ox

10:Waeldngton b.OThe committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:15 a. in., in room 812,Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd presiding.Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr Frear, Long, Ander-
son, Douglas, Martin, Williams, Maione, 6arlson, Bennett, and
Jenner.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer chief clerk.The CAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. I submit forthe record the text of H. R. e18549 and the report of the Bureau of
the Budget thereon.

(H. R. 18549 and the of the Bureau he Budget follow:)

1



85M CONGRESS H. Re 13549

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Auouu 1, 1958
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To increase benefits under the Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and

Disability Insurance System, to improve the actuarial status
of the Trust Funds of such System, and otherwise improve
such System; to amend the public assistance and maternal
and child health and welfare provisions of the Social Security
Act; and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Social Security Amend-

4 ments of 1958".



SOCIAL SECVikTY

2

1 TITLE I-INCREASE IN BENEFITS UNDER TITLE

2 1I OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

3 INCREASE IN BENEFIT AMOUNTS

4 Primary Insurance Amount

5 S ,o. 101. (a) Subsection (a) of section 215 of the

6 Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

7 "Primary Insurance Amount

8 "(a) Subject to the conditions specified in subsections

9 (b), (c), and (d) of this section, the primary insurance

10 amount of an insured individual shall be whichever of the

11 following is the largest:

12 "(1) The amount in column IV on the line on

13 which in column III of the following table appears his

14 average monthly wage (as determined under subsection

15 (b));

16 "(2) The amount in column IV on the line on

17 which in column II of the following table appears his

18 primary insurance amount (as determined under sub-

19 section (c));

20 "(3) The amount in column IV on the line on

21 which in column I of the following table appears his

22 primary insurance benefit (as determineJ, under. sub-

23 section (d)) ;or

24 "(4) In the case of an individual who was entitled

25 to a disability insurance benefit for the month before the

26 month in which he became entitled to old-age insurance
1.4 •
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benefits or died, the amount in column IV which is equal

2 to his disability insurance benefit.
OTAtm Pon DaMRMIlNie PaIMARY INsvIIUAOu AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY

"1 I1 III IV V
,olry IpIms (PKNuar, luowi (Averse ueIbly (Primary lnaur. (Maimum

emfturItS aumue 816 4 at"gs) 00%S *moout) £11p
Aem edtd) Ade)bed)

"It Indlvldua's Or b imary Imarw. Or his average montbly And the most.
prwsylamam scsamuI (a detrwag m etie The suint ro. mum aoef

mimunder ss under AbO. (=)) I- arrod to In the benefits yI
ps() (e) i- prece tng ra. (0 prvdoda

_ - .pnapio orhis seo. 3 (a) on
6%si=2611J0a 1he basls ONi

But ad But ad But noal b- war..a ad Wt.

$10.00
10.48
11.00
11.48
11.00
12.48
1& 00

14.00
14.48
15 00
1& 60
IS6.20

17.60
18.40

20.64
21. 25
21.88
22.28
22.68
23.404
23. 78
24, 20
2460
25,.00
2548
25,.92
26,.40
26,.94
2740

21200
21.68

30.30
.30.92
31.52
3100

81.8
3U.80
352so,
S3 g0
36. 40
37.06
37.60
3&.20
3911
A 08

3..OV 30, 00
880. 10 31.00
31.10 32.00
32.10 3W00
33. 10 84.00
34.10 85.00
35 10 88. 00
3610 37.00
87.10 31.00
38.10 39.00
39.10 40.00
40.10 41.00
41.10 42.00
42.10 4t0
43.10 4100
44.10 41. 00
45.10 46,.00
46,.10 47.00
47.10 48.00
41.10 *49. 00
49.10 80.00
80.10 80.90
81.00 51.8
51.90 82.80
82.90 83.70
51.80 84.60
54.70 5&.60
86.70 56.50
6,60 87.40

87.80 U8.40
as,8 so 89.30
89.40 60.20
60. 30 61.20
61. 30 62.10
62. 20 600
83. 10 64.00
6410 64,.90
65.00 6& 80
.65, 90 66,.8067.70~

69.7 70

71.60 72.40
72.80 71.80o
7&40 74.30
74.40 7520
7M.30 76 10
76,.20 77.10
77.20 78,.00
7&.10 78.90
79.007I.g0

seoo easo

57
89
01
82
64
68
68
70
71
78
78
77
79
$1
82
84
88
88
go
91
93
95
97
98

10
102
103
105
107
105
110
1i4
119,
123
128
133
187
142
147
182
150
161
160
170
178
1S0
184
189
194
198
203
"I8

584
56
58
60
61
63
65
67
69
70
72
74
76
*7B

83
87
89

92
94
96
97
99

102
104
106
107
109
118

1118
122
127
182
136
141

10

174
179
183
188
198
197
202
207
o11

$33
34
35
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
40
47
48
40
s0
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
8

61
62
63
64
65
68
67
68
89
70
71

74

75
78
77
78
79,
so
81
82
8884

$53. 00
54. 00
85. 00
56. 00
57. 00
58. 00
59. 00
60.00
61.60
63.00
84.60
66. 00
67. 50
69.00
70. 60
72.00
73.860
75. 00
76. 50
7& 0079. 80
81.00
82. 80
84.00
85.0
87. 00
88. 50
90.00
91. 60
93. 00
94.60
90.00
97. 50
99.00

100.50
102.00
104.00
107. 60
111.20
1& 20
119.20
122.80
126. 40
130.40
134. 00
187.60
141.80
145. 20
14. 80
152.80
15. 40
160.00
164.00
167. 60

481 Ol6
10.49

12.01
112.4911.01
11.4918. 01
18. 49
14.01
14. 49
15. 01
1& 61
16.21&6.85
17.81

2001

21.29
21.89
22.29
22.89
31.09
23. 4
23. 77
24.21
24.61
9& al
25.0
26, 41
21L95
27.47
28. 01
28.69
29,26

30.87
30. 93
31. 83

4

36.41

37.61
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'0TAxLM Pon DwTSRMiNING FIMAStY INSUiANCII AMOUNT AND MAXISIUM FAMILY

Bvsxn,.--ontlnued

lit lit IV V
"(Prmary Insurence (Primary Ineraulet. (AYeMao Monthly (Primary har. (Maximnum
InofAt under ItJ amount under iM4 waP) W se amount) 01fa1ly
A.t, aS moIfied) Act) benefts)

"If on tndlvldual's
t;wmairy In'oircno.,

teat (s dietermined
under subweo (d)) It-

nut n,4
"At leuat- more

than-

"539. 09 840. 33
40. 34 41.12
41. 13 41. 76
41.77 42. 44
42. 45 43. 20
43. 21 43. 76
43. 77 44. 44
44. 45 44. 88
44. 80 45. 60

Or his prinmy Iuur.
s9m mount (as deter-

mined unl~er subrae.(o)) I-

At Wet-

580.0
81.80
8280
8. 70
84.00
85.60
8& 50
87. 40
88.40
89.30
[90.20
91.20
92. 10
03. 00
04. 00
94.90
959.o
96.80
97. 70
98. 70
99.00

100.50
101.50
102. 40
103. 3o
104. 30
105.20
108. 10
107. 10
10&00

But not

$81. 70
82.70
83.0084.5W
85.50
88. 40
87. 30
8& 30
89. 20
90. 10
91. 10
92. 00
02. 90
93. 90
94.80
95.80
96.70
97. 00
08. 60
99.50

100.40
101.40
102.30
10& 20
104. 20
105. 10
106.00
107.00
107.90
108.50

Or his *verb" monthly
w-1e (m determined

uwAlt iabe, (b)) is--

At #at-

8212
217
222
228
231
2,36
240
245
250
254
259
264
268
273
278
282
287
292
290
301
308
310
315
320
324
339
334
338
343
348
352
357
362
380
371
37680

385
9

39

But not
more

them-

$218
221
225
230
235
239
244
249
253
268
263
267
272
277
281
288
291
205
300
305

314
Sil
823
328
333
837
342
847
351350
801
385
370
375
879884
89

398
400

The amount mn-
f(rred to In the

rahs of thiM
uLrwtilon
shall be-

887
88
89
90
01
92
03
94
05
06
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

W123128
124
125.
126
127

And the mail.
mum amount of
beeflts Payable
(U torovldsd In
me. 203 W) on
the b t ofhis
was and ell

tscole "Id be-

$171.20
175. 20
178 80
18.40
186. 40
190.00
193.80
197.60
201.20
204.80
20 80
212. 40
216.00
220. 00
223. 60
227. 20
231. 20
234.80
23& 40
242. 40
24. 00
249. 60
253. 60
254. 00
254. 00
254.00
254. 00
254. 00
254. 00
254. 00
254.00
254.00
25. 00
254. 00
254.00
254.00
254.00
254.00
254. 00
254.00
254. 00"

Average Monthly Wage

2 (b) Section 215 (b) (1) of such Act is amended by

3 striking out "An" and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

4 "For the purposes of column III of the table appearing in

5 subsection (a) of this section, an".
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

5

(2) Such section 215 (b) is further amended by adding

at tle end thereof the following paragraph:

"(5) The provisions of this subsection shall be appli

cuble only in the ca.se of an individual with respect to whom i

not less than six of the quarters elapsing after 1950 are

quarters of coverage, and-

" (A) who becomes entitled to benefits under sec-

tion 202 (a) or section 223 after the second month fol

lowing the month in.which the Social Security Ainend.

ments of 1958 are enacted, or

"(B) who dies after such second month without

being entitled to benefits under such section 202 (a) or

section 223, or

"(C) who files an application for a recomputatioi

tinder section 215 (f) (2) (A) after such second

month and is (or would, but for the provisions of sec-

tion 215 (f) (6), be) entitled to have his primary in-

surance amount recomputed under such section, or

"(D) who dies after such second month and whose

survivors are (or would, but for the provisions of section

215 (f) (6), be) entitled to a recomputation of his

primary insurance amount under section 215 (f) (4)."
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6

1 Primary Insurance Amount Under 1954 Act

2 (c) Section 215 (c) of such Act ic amended to read

3 as follows:

4 "Primary Insurance Amount Under 1954 Act

5 "(c) (1) For the purposes of column Ili of the table

6 appearing in subsection (a) of this section, an individual's

7 primary insurance amount shall be computed as provided in,

8 and subject to the limitations specified in, (A) this section

9 as in effect prior to the enactment of the Social Security

10 Amendments of 1958, and (B) the applicable provisions

11 of the Social Security Amendments of 1954.

12 "(2) The provisions of this subsection shall be appli-

13 cable only in the case of an individual who-

14 "(A) became entitled to benefits under section 202

15 (a) or section 223 prior to the third month following

16 the month in which the Social Security Amendments of

17 1958 were enacted, or

18 "(B) died prior to such third month."

19 Primary Insurance Benefit Under 1939 Act

20 (d) Section 215 (d) of such Act is amended to read

21 as follows:

22 'T"imary Insurance Benefit Under 1989 Act

23 "(d) ,(1) For the purposes of column I of the table

24 appearing in subsection (a) of this section, an individual's

25 primary insurance benefit shall he computed as provided in
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I this dil u in es edt prior to the na ment of theSocal

2 Seuity Act Amendments of 1950, except that-

a "(A) In the computation of such benefit,, such In

4 dividua's average 'monthly wage shall (In lieu of being

5 determined under section 209 (f) of such title as In

6 effect prior to die enactment of such amendments) be

7 detemined as provided in subsection (b) of this section

8 (but without regrd to paragraph (6) thereof), except

9 that his starting date shall be December 81, 1986.

10 "(B) For purposes of iuch computation, the date

11 he became entitled to old-ae Insurance benefits shall

12 be deemed to be the date he became entitled to pri-

is mary insurance benefits.

14 "(0) The 1 per centum addition provided for in

15 section 209 (e) (2) of this Act as in effect prior to the

16 enactment of the Social Security Act Amondments of

17 1950 shall be applicable only with respect to calendar

18 years prior to 1951, except that any. wages paid in any

19 year prior to such year any part of which was included,

20 in a period of disability shall not be counted. Notwth-

21 standing the preceding sentence, the wag- paid in the

22 year in whi such period of diubilty bea shall be

23 county if the counting of such wages would result in a

14
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1 to (D). The provisions of subsection (e) shall be ap-

2 pllcable to such computation.

8 (2) 'The provisions of this subsection shall be appli-

4 cable only In the case of an individual-

5 "(A) with respect to whom at least one of the

6 quarters elapsing prior to 1951 is a quarter of coverage;

7 "(B) who meets the requirements of any of the

8 subparagraphs of paragraph (5) of subsection (b) of

9 this section; and

10 "(0) who attained age 22 after 1950 and with

11 respect to whom less than six of the quarters elapsing

12 after 1950 are quarters of coverage, or who attained

18 such age before 1951."

14 Minimum Survivors or Dependents Benefit

15 (e) Section 202 (m) of the Social Security Act is

16 amended by striking out "0" wherever it occurs and

17 inserting in lieu thereof "the first figure in column IV of

18 the table in section 215-(a) ".

19 Maximum Benefits

20 (f) Submnction (a) of section 208 of the Social Secu-

21 rity Act is amended to read as follows:

22 "Mxmum Benefits,

28- "(a) Whenever the total of monthly benefits, to which

24, individuals ire entitled uvder sons 902 and 228 for a

26- month on the basis ofe wage and se&fempl iucome
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1 of an insured iiukvidual is greater than the amount appearing

2 in column V of the table in section 215 (a) on the line

3 on which appears in column IV such insured individual's

4 primary insurance amoidnt, such total of benefits shall be

5 reduced to such amount; except that-

6 "(1) when any of such individuals so entitled

7 would (but for the provisions of section 202 (k) (2)

8 (A) ) be entitled to child's insurance benefits on the

9 basis of the wages and self-employment income of one

10 or more other insured individuals, such total of benefits

11 shall not be reduced to less than the smaller of: (A)

12 the sum of the maximum amounts of benefits payable on

13 the basis of the wages and self-employment income of

14 all such insured individuals, or (B) the last figure in

15 column V of the table appearing in section 2i5 (a), or

16 "(2) when any of such individuals was entitled

17 (without the application of section 202 (j) (1)) to

18 monthly benefits under section 202 or section 223 for

19 the second month following the month in which the

20 Social Security Amendments of 1958 were enacted, and

21 the primary insurance amount of the insured individual

22 on the basis of whose wages and self-employment income

23 such monthly benefits are payable is, determined under

24 the provisions of section 215 (a) (2), then such total

251, benefits shall not be reduced tq, less'than the larger of-
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1 "(A) the amount determined under this sub-

2 section without regard to this paragraph, or

3 "(B) the amount determined under this sub-

4 section as in effect prior to the enactment of the

5 Social Security Amendments of 1958 or the amount

6 determined under section 102 (h) of the Social,

7 Security Amendments of 1954, as the case may be,

8 plus the excess of-

9 "(i) the primary insurance amount of such

10 insured individual in column IV of the table

11 appearing in section 215 (a), over

12 "(iS) his primary insurance amount deter-

13 mined under section 215 (c), or

14 "(3) when any of such individuals is entitled

15 (without the application of section 202 (j) (1)) to

16 monthly benefits based on the wages and self-employ-

17 ment income of an insured individual with respect to

18 whom a period of disability (as defined in section 216

19 (i)) began prior, to the third month following the

20 month in which the Social Security Amendments of

21 1958 were enacted and continued uninterruptedly until-

22 "(A) he became entitled to benefits under see-

23 tion 202 or 223, or

24 "(B) he died, which ever first occurred,

25 and the pA insunce amount of such insured indi-

29748 0-88-----2
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1 vMual Is determined under the provisions of section 215

2 (a) (1) or (8) and Is not less than $68, then such

8 total of benefits shall not be reduced to less than the

4 smaller of-

51 :() the last figure In column V of the table

6 appearing in section 215 (t), or

7 "(1D) the amount in column V of such table on

8 the same line on which, in column IV, appears his

9 primary insurance amount, plus the excess of.-

10 "(1) such primary insurance amount, over

11 "(iH) the smallest amount in column II of

12 the table on the line on which appears such pri-

18 mary insurance amount.

14 In any case in which benefits are reduced pursuant to the

15 preceding provisions of this subsection, such reduction shall)

16 be made after any deductions under this section and after

17 any deductions under section 222 (b). Whenever a reduo-

18 tion is made wider this subsection, each benefit, except the

19 old-W or disability insurance benefit, shall be proportion-

20 ey deeaed."..

21 Bffective Date

22 (g), The amendments made by this section shall be

23 applicable in the case of monthly benefits under title 11 of the

24 Social Security, Act, for months after the second month fol-

25 lowisg, the month in which this 'Ac t is enacted "d in the
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1 ,case of the, lump-sum death payments tinder, such title, with

2 respect to deaths occurring after such second month.

8 Primary Insurance Amount for Certain Disability Insurance

4 Beneficiaries

5 (h) If an individual wax entitled to a disability Inur-

6 once benefit under section 223 of the Social Security Act

7 for tihe second month after the month in which this Act is

8 emicted nd became entitled to old-age insurance benefits

9 uoder section 202 (a) of such Act, or died, in the third

10 month after the month in which this Act is enacted, then,

11 for purposes of paragraph (4) of section 215 (a) of the

12 Social Security Act, as amended by this Act, the amount in

13 cohlmn IV of the table appearing in such section 215 (a)

14 for such individual shall be the amount in such column on

15 the line on which in column II appears his primary insur-

16 imve amount (as determined under subsection (c) of such

17 ..; etion 215) instead of the amount in column IV equal to

18 hi disability insurance benefit.

19 Saving Provision

20 (i) With respect to monthly benefits under title II of

21 the Social Security Act payable pursuant to section 202

22 (j) (1) of such Act for any month prior to the third month

23 following the month of enactment of this Act, the primary

24 insurance amount of the individual on the basis of whose

2, wages and sel-employment Income. such monthly benefits an
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I payable Phall be determined as though this Act had not been

2 enacted; such primary insurance amount shall be "l indi-

3 vidual's primary insurance amount for purposes of section

4 215 of such Act for montths after the second month follow-

5 ing the month in which this Act is enacted If it is larger

6 than the primary insurance aniount determined itider section

7 215 of the Social Security Act as amended by this Act, nd

8 shall be rounded to the next higher dollar if it is not a

9 multiple of a dollar.

10 INCREASE 1N EARNING8 BASE FROM $4,200 TO $40800

11 Definition of Wages

12 SEc. 102. (a) (1) Paragraph (2) of section 209 (a)

13 of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

14 "(2) That part of remuneration which, after re-

15 muneration (other than remuneration referred to in the

16 succeeding subsections of this section) equal to $4,200

17 with respect to employment has been paid to an in-

18 dividual during any calendar year after 1954 and prior

19 to 1959, is paid to such individual during such calendar

20 year; "10

21 (2) Section 209 (a) of such Act is further amended by

22 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

23"(3) That part of rernunetation which, after re-

24 muneration (other than remuneration referred;to in the

55 sfte g subsections of- this section) equal to, $4,800
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1 with respect to employment has been paid to an m-

2 dividual during any calendar year after 1958, is paid

3 to such individual during such calendar year;".

4 Definition of Self-Employment Income

5 (b) Paragraph (1) of section 211 (b) of the Social

6 Security Act is amended to read as follows:

7 "(1) That part of the net earnings from self-

8 employment which is in excess of-

9 "(A) For any taxable year ending prior to

10 1955, (i) $3,600, minus (ii) the amount of the

11 wages paid to such individual during the taxable

12 year; and

13 "(B) For any taxable year ending after 1954

14 and prior to 1959, (i) $4,200, minus (ii) the

15 amount of the wages paid to such individual during

16 the taxable year; and

17 " (0) For any taxable year ending after 1958,

18 (i) $4,800, minus (ii) the amount of the wages

19 paid to such individual during, the taxable year; or".

20 Definitions of Quarter and Quarter of Coyerage

21 (0)Oass(i (i) of, section 213, (a) (2)

22 () of the Social Seurity Act are amended to read as

23 flos

4"(ii) if the wages paid to any individual in any

25 calendar year equal $8,600 in the case of a alendar
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1 p re after 1950 and before 1955, or' 4,900 In the

2 On of a adendar year after 1954 and before 1959,

8 or84,800 Inthe cae of oalendar year after 1958,
4 qeira q ttofuh'yr s hU (s ot to o~se
6 (1) be a quarter of covemp;

6 "(iI1) if an individual has self-employment in-

7 oomet for a taxable year, 'and if the sum of suoh

8 income and the wages paid to him during suoh year

9 equals $8,600 in the case of 'a taxable year begin-

10 nb after 1950 and ending before 1955, or $4,200

11 in the case of a taxable year ending after 1954

12 and before 1959, or $4,800 in the ease of a taablo

18 year ending after 1958, each quarter any part of

14 which falls, in such year shall subjectt to clause

15 '(1) ) be quarters Of bvemagill

Average Monthly wag

1? (d)'(1) Paragrph (1) of section 2i5 (e) of such

18 Act is amended to read u follows:

19 "(1) i computing a41 individual's average monthly

20 we tbere shah not be counted theexcess over $8,600 in

P - the ca" of ay akndar year aftir 1MO and before 1955,

22 the excess over 4,20 in the am of any caendar year

23 after 1954 and before 1959, and the excess over *4,800

h the ae4Ofany aiendayear fter 1958, of (A) the

25 ags id Wto him in such year, pixi '(t) the self-em-

s-cA. I z J
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1 ployinent income credited to such year (as determined

2 under section 212) .

8 (2) Section 215 (e) of such Act is further amended by

4 striking out " (d) (4)" each place it appears and inserting

5 in lieu thereof "(d) ".

6 TITLE I1-AMENDMENTS RELATING TO DIS-

7 ABILITY FREEZE AND DISABILITY INSUR-

8 ANCE BENEFITS

9 APPLICATION FOR DISABILITY DETERMINATION

10 SieC. 201. Section 216 (i) (2) of the Social Security

11 Act is amended-

12 (1) by striking out "while under a disability," in

13 the second sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "while

14 under such disability,"; and

15 (2) by striking out "one-year" in clause (ii) of

16 subparagraph (A) and inserting in lieu thereof "eight-

17 een-month".

18 RETROACTIVE PAYMENT OF DISABILITY INSURANCE

19 BBKEFITS

20 SEc. 202. (a) Section 223 (b) of such Act is amended

21 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:

22 "An individual who would have been entitled to a disability

23 insurance benefit for any month after June 1957 had he

24 filed application therefor prior to the end of such month
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1 shall be entitled to such benefit for such month if he files

2 application therefor prior to the end of the twelfth month

8 Immediately succeeding such month."

4 (b) The first sentence of section 228 (c) (8) of such

5 Act (defining the term "waiting period" for purposes of

6 applications for disability insurance benefits) is amended to

7 read as follows:

8 "(8) The ten 'waiting period' means, in the case

9 of any application for disability insurance benefits, the

10 zrliest period of six consecutive calendar months--

11 "(A) throughout which the individual who

12 files such application has been under a disability

13 which continues without interruption until such

14 application is filed, and

15 "(B) (i) which begins not earlier than with

16 the first day of the eighteenth 'month before the

17 month in which such application is filed if such in-

18 dividual is insured for disability insurance benefits

19 in such eighteenth month, or (ii) if he is not so

20 insured in such month, which begins not earlier

21 than with the first day of the first month after such

22 eighteenth month in which he is so insured."

18
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1 IURTOAOTIVE IFWMT 01 APPLIOATIONS FOB DISABILITY

2 DETEMINATION

8 Baa. 208. Paragraph (4) of section 216 (1) of such

4 Act is amended by striking out "Juy 1957" and inertng

o in lieu thereof "July 1960", by striking out "July 1958"

6 and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1961", and by striking

7 out ", if such individual does not die prior to July 1, 1955,".

8 IMMURM STATUS UQMBNiTS

9 Disability Freeze

10 Sn. 204. (a) Paragraph (8) of section 216 (i) of

11 such Act is amended to read as follows:

12 "(8) The requirements referred to in clauses (A) and

13 (B) of paragraphs (2) and (4) are satisfied by an individual

14 with respect to any quarter only if--

15 "(A) he would, have been a fully insured in,

16 dividual (as defined in section 214) had he attained

17 retirement age and filed application for benefits under

18 section 202 (a) on the first day of such quarter; and

19 "(B) he had not less than twenty quarters of

20 coverage during the forty-quarter period which ends

21. with such quarter, not counting as part of such forty-

22 quarter .peritJ any quarter any, part of which was in-

23 eluded in a prior period of disability unless such quarter

24 was a quarter of cover"
1-

19
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1 Disability Insurance Benefits

2 (b) Section 228 (c) (1) (A) of such Act is amended

3 by striking out "fully and currently Insured" and Inserting

4 In lieu thereof "fully insured".

5 UBNWITB POB TMW DEPENDENTS OF DISABILITY INISUBANON

6 I3ENBKOIIAI

I Payments from Disability Insurance Trust Fund

8 Suo. 205. (a) The first sentence of section 201 (h) of

9 such Act is amended by inserting ",and benefit payments

10 required to be made under subsection (b), (c), or (d) of

11 section 202 to individuals entitled , to benefits on the basis

12 of the wages and self-employment income of an individual

13 entitled to disability insurance benefits," after "section 228".

14 Wife's Insurance Benefits

15 (b) (1) Subsection (b) of section 202' of such Act is

16 amended by inserting "or disability" after "old-age" where-

17 ever it appears therein.

18 (2) So much of paragraph (1) of such subsection as

19 follows the colon is amended by striking out "or" the fik

20 time it appears and inserting immediately before the period

21 at the end of such paragraph ", or her husband ceses, prior

22 to the month in which he attains retirement age, to be

23 entitled to disability insurance: benefits".
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SHusband's Ins ce Benefits

2 (o) (1),Subparsawph (0) of subsection (o) (1) of

3 such section 202 Is amended to read as follows:

"(0) WAS receiving at lent on$-hai of his support,

5 as determined In accordance with regulations pre-bed

6 by the Secretary, from such individual-

7 "(1) if she bad a period of disability which did

8 not end prior to the month in which she became

9 entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits,

10 at the beginning of such period or at the time she

11 beame entitled to such benefits, or
12"(II) if she did not have such a period of dis-

13 bility, at the time she became entitled to such beae-
14 fits,

15 and filed proof of such support within two years after the

16 month in which she filed application with respect to such

17 period of dbifity or after the month in which she

:18 became entitled to such benefit, as the ase may be, or,

19 if she did not have such a period, two yer after the

20 1400. in wich she bocme entitled to iuch benefits,
21 and"

2(2) The remainder of such subsection (e) (1) is
23 amended by inseg "or 4~b &I*yr "oldage" wher-

24 ever it appears there

(8) 8o much of ,h, snbsection (o) (1) as follows

21
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1 the colon Is, firther amended by striking out "or" the firt

2 time it appears and inserting immediately before the period

3 at the end thereof ", or his wife ceases, prior to the month

4 In which she becomes entitled to old-age insurance benchi,

5 to be entitled to disability Insrance benefits".

6 Child's Insurance Benefits

7 (d) Section 202 (d) (1) of such Act is amended to

8 read a follows:

9 "(d) (1) Every child (as defined in section 26 (e))

10 of an individual entitled to old-age or disability insne

11 benefits; or of an individual who dies a fully or c tly in-

12 sured individual after 1939, if such child--

13 "(A) has flied application for child's Inune

14 benefits,

15 "(B) at the -time such application was filed was

16 unmarried and either (i) had not attained the age of

17 eighteen or (H) was under a disability (as defined in

18 section 223 '(e)) which" began before he attained the

19 age of eighteen, and

20 "(C) was dependent upon such individual--

21 "(i) if such individual had a period of di.

22 ability which did not end prior to the month in

23 which he became entitled to old-age or disability

24 insurance benefits or (if he 'has died) priot to the

25 month in which he died, at the beginni of audi

G"Til
FTA
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1 period or at the time he became entitled touch

2. benefits or died,

.... (H), if such individual did not have such a

4 j..riod and -is living, at the time such application

5 was filed, or

8 "(iii) if such. individual did not have such a

7 . period and has died, at the time of such death,

8 shall be entitled to a child's insurance benefit for each month,

9. beginning with the first month after August 1950 in which

1Q.., s4chcild. becomes qo entitled to such insurance benefits and

11. ending, with the month preceding the first month in which

12 any of the following occurs: such child dies, marries, is

13 adopted,.(except.for adoption by a stepparent, grandparent,

14 aunt, or uncle subsequent to the death of such fully or cur-

15 ,rntly insured individual), attains the age -of eighteen and

16 is nor under a disability (as defined in section 223 (c))

1 w]ich began before he attained such age, or ceases to be

18, und~r A dibihity. (as so defined) on or after the day ou

19 which he attains age eighteen. Entitlement of any child

20 to ezjefl updor this subsection on the basis of the wages an4

21. silf-qmPloymeut income, of. ai; idividpal entitled to disability

2 insurance benefit. shol! also.end with, the month before the

!3,..piqh in wbiclh such .indvidual co#e to be, entitled to Suoh
24, benefits uIeqo such ind idual is, jor ths month in which ho

AlOn Votkuwihh

28
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1 eues to be so entitled, entitled to old-age insurance benefits

2 or unless he dies in such month."

8 Widower's Insurance Benefits

4 (e) Subparagraph (D) of section 202 (f) (1) of such

5 Act is amended to read as follows:

6 "(D) (1) was receiving at least one-half of his sup-

7 port, as determined in accordance with regulations pre-

8 scribed by the Secretary, from such individual at the

9 time of her death or, if such individual had a period of

10 disability which did not end prior to the month in which

i she died, at the time such period began or at the time

12 of her death, and filed proof of such support within

18 two years after the date of such death, or, if she had

14 such a period of disability, within two years after the

15 month in which she filed application with respect to

16 such period of disability or two years after the date of

17 such death, as the case may be, or (i) was receiving at

18 ' lease one-half of his support, as determined in accordance

19 with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from such

20- individual, and she was a currently insured individual,

21, at the time she became entitled to old-age or disability

22 insurance benefits or, if such individual had a period

28 of disability which did hot end prior to the, month in

which she became so entitfled;at the time such perio4
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1 began or at the time she became entitled to such

2 benefits, and filed proof of such support within two

8 years after the month in which she became entitled to

4 such benefits, or, if she had such a period of disability,

5 within two years after the month in which she filed

6 application with respect to such period of disability or

7 two years after the month in which she became entitled

8 to such benefits, as the case may be, and".

9 Mother's Insurance Benefits

10 (f) Section 202 (g) (1) (F) of such Act is amended

11 by inserting "or, if such individual had a period of disability

12 which did not end prior to the month in which he died, at

13 the time such period began or at the time of such death"

14 after "death".

15 Parent's Insurance Benefits

16 (g) Subparagraph (B) of section 202 (h) (1) of

17 such Act is amended to read as follows:

18 "(B) (i) ws receiving at least one-half of his

19 support from such individual at the time of such indi-

20 vidual's death or, if such individual had a period of

21 disability which did not end prior to the month in

22 which he died, at the time such period began or at the

23 time of such death, and (ii) filed proof of such support

24 within two years after th date of suhdeath, or, if odh

25 individual had such a period of, disabity, within two

26
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i years after the month in which such individual filed ap-

t" plication with respeto such period of diability or

S two yt after the date of such death, as the oa may

S Simultaneous ntitlement to Benefits

a (h) Section 202 (k) of such Act is amended by In.

I sorting "or disabity' after "old-age" each time it appears

8 therein.

9 Adjustiont of Benefits of Female Beneficiaries

10' (1) (1) Subparagraph (B) of paragraph (5) of seo

11'tion 202 (q) of such Act is amended to reads follows:

12 "(B) the number equal to the number of months

13 for which the wife's insurance benefit was redcoed under

14 such paragraph (2), but for whioh such benefit was

15 subject to deductions under paragraph (1) or (2) of

16 section 208 (b), under section 208 (c), or under

17 section 222 (b) ,"

18 (2) Such paragraph is further amended by striking out

19 the period at the end of subparagraph (0) and Inserting in

20 lieu thereof ", and", by striking out "(A), (B), and (0)"

21 in the matal following subparagraph (0) and Inserting

22 In lieu theteof"(A), (B), (0), and (D)"; and by adding

23 after subparagraph (0) the following new subparagraph:

24 " (D) the"number equal to the number of months

25 fn whwf e's i bu un
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1 ,tier,ch paragraph (2), butin or after which her en-

2 tidement to wife's insurance benefitswa terminated be

3 . cause her husband ceases to be under a liability, not

4 including in such number of months any month after

5 such termination in which she was entitled to wife's

6 insurance benefits.".

7 (8) Subvaragraph (A) of paragraph (6)" of mob sec-

8 tion 202 (q) is amended to read as follows:

9 "(A) the number equal to the number of months

10 for which such benefit was reduced under such para-

11 graph, but for which such benefit was subject to deduc-

12 tions, under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 208 (b),

13 under section 208 (a), or under section 222 (b), and".

14.. (4) Such paragraph is further amended by striking out

15, the period at the end of subparagraph- () ,and inserting in

16,, lieu thereof ", and", by striking out " (A), (B), and (0)"

17., in the material following subparagrph (0) and inserting

18 in-lieu thereof "(A), (B), (0), and (D)", and byadding

19 alter. subparagraph (C) the following new subpragrph:

20 ",(D) the-number equal to the number o month0e

21. for which such wife's insurance benefit was reduced

22 under such paragraph, but in or after which her entitle-'

23 meant to wife's insurance benefits was terminated be1Muse

24 her husba4 ceased to be under a disability, not inolud.'

29748 0-8----8
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1 ing in such number of, months any month after such

2, termination ik which she was entitled to wife's insur-

8 ance benefits.".

4.4 Deduction Provison

5 (j) section 208 (c) of such Act Is amended by insert-

6 ing "based on the wages and self-employment income of an

7 individual entitled to old-age insurance benefits" after

8 "child's insuranue benefit" the first time it appears therein.

9 Circumstances Under Which Deductions Not Required

10 (k) Section 208 (h) of such Act is amended to read

lias follows:

12- 'icumstanoes Under Which Deductions Not Required

13 '' ! "(h) In the case of any individual, deductions by reason

14 of the provisions of subsection (b), (f), or (g) of this seo.

15 tion, or -the provision of section 29- (b), shall, notwith.

18 standwg such provisions, be. made from the benefits to which

17 such. individual is entitled, only -to the extent that such de-

18 ductions reduce the total amount which wotld otherwise be

19 paid, onthe basis o1 the same wages and self-employment

24-income, to.,such individual and the other individuals living

21 inthe same homshold." ,

22,,C urrently Insured Individual
23 (1) Section 214 (b) of such Act is amendedby insert-'

2 i "or,&*b immediately after "old-age"..
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1 Rounding of Benefits.

2, (m) Section 216 (g) of such Act is amended by strik-

a ing out "sections 208 (a) and 224" and inserting in lieu

4 thereof "section 208 (a)".

5 Deductionson Acoount of Refusal To Accept Rehabilitation

6 "Servioes

7 (n) Section 222 (b) of such Act is amended by insert-

8. Ing. after paragraph (2) (added by section 807 (g) of this

9: Act) the following new paragraph: I

10, "(8) Deductions shall be made from any wife's, hus-

11 band's, or child's insurance benefit based , n the wages and

12 self-employment income of an individual entitled to. disability

13 insurance benefits to which a wife, husband, or child is

14 !entitled until the total of such deductions equal such wife's,

15. husband's, or child's inmnoe benefit or benefits under seo-

16 tion 202 for any month in: which the individual, on the basig r

17 of whose wages and self-employment income such benefit,,

18 was payable, refuses to accept; rehabilitation services and

19'.. deductions, on account of such refusal,, are imposed, under*

20 pauaph (1).

21 , Suspension of Benefits &ased on Disability

22. - i (o) Seoionp225 of such Actis amended. by adding at,

28 thi eni thereof the following new sentence: ,"Whenever. the

2, benefits of. an individual entitled, to, a disability insuranol

25, !beneftrms suspendedfor any mbnthI the benefits of anyl

29
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1 individual entitled thereto under subsection (b), (c), or (d)

2 of section 202 on thebasis of the wages and self-employment

8 income of such ndividu, shall -be speed for, such

4 month."

& mwAL Op mDUOTIOx OP BEEFTS i ON DIS&3UTY

6 SE. 206. Section 224 of'such Act is hereby repealed.

7 E . EFFECTIVE DAMTU

8 S . 207. (a) The amendments made by section 201

9 shall apply with respect to applications for a disability deter-

10 mination under section 216 (i) of the Social Security Act

11 filed after June 1961. ,The amendments made by section

12 202 shall apply with respect to applications for disability

18 insurance benefits under section 228 of such Act filed after

14 December 1957. ,The amendments made by section 208

15 shall apply with respect to applications for a disability deter-

16 mination under such section 216 (i) filed after June 1958.

17 The amendments made by section 204 shall apply with

18 respect to (t) applications for disability insurance benefits

19 under such section 223 or for a disability determination under

20 such section 216 (i) filed on or after the date of enactment

21 of this'Act, and, (2),,Appliations for such benefits or for

22 such a determination filed after 1957 and prior to such date of

28 enactment if the applicant hat not Iied prior to such date of

24 enactment and if notice to the applicant of the Secretary's

25- decision with tespect thereto has ,not been given to him on or
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I -,prior to such date, except that (A) no benefits under title II

•2 of the Social Security Act for the month in whichthis Act s

•8 enacted or any prior month shall be payable or increased by

4 reason of the amendments made by section 204 of this Act,

5, and (B) the provisions of section 216: (f) (1) of the Social

6, Security Act shall not prevent recomputation of monthly

7 benefits under section 202 of such Act (but no iuch recompu-

8- station shall be regarded as a recomputation for purposes of

9 section 215 (f) of such Act). The amendments made by

10 section 205 (other than by subsection (k)) shall apply with

11. respect to monthly benefits under title II of the Social

12 Security Act for months after the month in which this Act

13 is enacted, but only if an application for such benefits is filed

14 on or after the date of enactment of this Act. The amend-'

15 ments made by section 206 and by subsection' (k) of section

16 205 shall apply with respect to monthly benefits under title

17 II of the, Social Security, Act for the month- in which this

18 Act is enacted and succeeding months.

19, (b) in the case ofany husband, widower, 'or parent

20 who would not be entitled to0bnefits undei section-202 (o),

21 section 202 (f), and section 202 (h), respectively, of the

22 'Social Security Act except for the enactmentof "section 205

23 of this Act, the requirement in such section 202 (c), sec-
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A tion 202 (f), or stio 202s(h), as the case may be,,that

2 proof of supportA h Oled wthin a two-year period shall not

8 apply if such proof, is filed within two years after the month

4 in whichthisAotis enacted,,,,

5 TITLE 111-PROVISIONS RELATING TO* ELIGI-

6 ABILITY OF CLAIMANTS FOR SOCIAL SECU-

7, RTY BENEFITS, AND MISCELLANEOUS PRO-
8 , VZS!ONS ,

9 ELIGIBILITY OF SPOUSE FOB DEPENIIENTS O SURVIVORS

10 RENEITS

11 , Husband's Insurance Benefits

12 S c. 301. (a) (1) Section 202. (c) of the Social

13 Security, Act is amended by redesignating paragraph (2)

14 as paragraph (8) and adding after paragraph (1) the

15 following new paragraph:

16 "(2) The requirement in paragraph (1) that the indi-

17 vidual entitled to old-age ordisa biity insurance benefits be,

18 a currently insured individual, and thopro.visions of sub.

19 paragaph () of 4uqh paragraph, shall not be applicable in

20, the.-aseofauyhusband vho,-,.,

21- "(A) in the month pror to ,he ,month, of his ,mar--

22 riagq to qhc- indiv,0i4 was entitled to, or on application.
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1 tierefor and attainment of retiremei age in 'such prior

2 month would have been entitled to, benefits under'sub-

8 setion (f) or (h); or

4 "(B) in the month prior to the month of his mar-

5 rig. to such individual had attained age eighteen and

6 was entitled to, or on application therefor would have

7 been entitled to, benefits under subsection (d)."

8 (2) Section 216 (f) ofsuch Act is amended to read u

9 follows:

10 "(f) The term 'husband' means the husband of an

il individual, but only if (1) he is the father of her son or

12 daughter, (2) he was married to her for a period of not

18 less than three years immediately preceding the day on

14 which his application is filed, or (8) in the month prior to

15 the month of his marriage to her (A) he was entitled to ,

18 or on application therefor and attainment of retirement age

17 in such prior month would have been entitled to, benefits

18 under subsection (f) or (h) of section 202, or (B) he had

19 attained rage eighteen and was entitled to, or on application

20 theifor would have been entitled to, benefits under subsec-

21 tion (d) of such section."'

22 Widow's'Inkane Benefit.

23 (b) (1) Subparagraph (B) of section f2 (-e) (8)

24 of such Act is amended by striking out "but she is not

25 his widow (as defined in section 216 (c))" and inserting

33



throf 0whc o0urs within, ono yoq after such

2 :morrigo and *ie did not die A fully insured individual".

a (2) Sectio, 216 (o) of such Act is anienotd to read as

S ' "(c) Tlhe, tnp 'widow', (except when, used in section

6 202, (i)) moans the. surviving wife of ani individual, but

7 only if, (1) she is the mother of his Aon or (lnughter, (2)

8 she legally adopted his son or daughter, while she vas married

9 to him and while such son or daughter was under the age

10 of eighteen, (3) he .legply adoptOA, her son oi- dinighter

11 while she was married to Jim and whi]0 such son or daughter

12, was under the age of eighteen, , (4) sho was married to hin)

13 at the time Woth of them legally adopted a child under the

14 age eighteen, (5) sie uAs married to him for a period of

15 ;not less than oie year immediately prior to tie day on

16 which he died, or (6) in the month prior to the month of

17 her marriage to him (A) she was entitled to, 0r on tipplica-

18 tion therefor and attainment of retirement ago.in such prior

19 month would have been entitled ,o, benefits under subsection

20 (e)or (h) of section 202, or (B) she had attai4ed age

21 eighteen and was entitled to, or on application therefor

22 would have beep entitled t,, benefits under subsection (d)

23 of such section
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1 Widower's Insurance Benefits

2 (a) (1) Section 202 (f) of such Act is amended by

8 redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph (8) and by

4 adding after paragraph (1) the following new paragraph:

5 "(2) The requirement in paragraph (1) that the

6 deceased fully insured individual also be a currently insured

7 individual, and the provisions of subparagraph (D) of such

8 paragraph, shall not be applicable in the case of any indi-

9 vidual who-

10 "(A) in the month prior to the month of his

11 marriage to such individual was entitled to, or on ap-

12 plication therefor and attainment of retirement age in

13 such prior month would have been entitled to, benefits

14 under this subsection or subsection (h) ; or

15 "(B) in the month prior to the month of his mar.

16 riage to such individual had attained age eighteen and

17 was entitled to, or on application therefor would have

18 been entitled to, benefits under subsectioft (d) ."

19 (2) Section 216 (g) of such Act is amended to read

20 as follows:

21 "(g) The term 'widower' (except when used in section

22 202 (i)) means the surviving husband of an individual,

23 but only if (1) he is the father of her son or daughter, (2)

24 he legally adopted her son or daughter while he was married

25 to her and while such son or daughter was under the age

35
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1 of eighteen, (3) she legally adopted his son or daughter

2 while he was married to her and while such son or daughter

a was under the age of eighteen, (4) he wits married to her

4 at the time both of them legally adopted a child under the

5 age of eighteen, (5) he was married to her for a period of

6 not less than one year immediately prior to the day on which

7 she died, or (6) in the month before the month of his

8 marriage to her (A) he was entitled to, or on application

9 therefor and attainment of retirement age in such prior

10 month would have been entitled to, benefits under subsoc-'

11 tion (f) or (h) of section 202, or (B) he had attained age

12 eighteen and was entitled to, or on application therefor

13 would have been entitled to, benefits under subsection (d)

14 of such section."

15 Definition of Wife

16 (d) Section 216 (b) of such Act is amended by striking

17 out "or" at the end of the clause (1), and by inserting before

18 the period at the end thereof: ", or (3) in the month prior

19 to the month of her marriage to him (A) was entitled to,

20 or on application therefor and attainment of retirement age

21 in such prior month would have been entitled to, benefits'

22 under subsection (e) or (h) of section 202, or (B) had

23 attained age eighteen and was entitled to, or on application

24 therefor would have been entitled to, benefits under subsection

25 Nd of such setion".
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I e),finition of Former Wife l)ivorced

2 (e) Section 216 (d) of such Act is amended to read

3 as follows:

4 "(d) The term 'former wife divorced' means a wonma

5 divorced from an individual, bt only if (1) she is the mother

0 of his son or daughter, (2) she legally adopted his son or

7 dlaughter while she was married to him and while such son

S or daughter was under the age of eighteen, (3) lie legally

9 adopted her son or daughter while she was married tohim

10 and while such son or daughter was under the age of eighteen
/

11 or (4) she was married to, him at the time both of them,

12 legally adopted a child under the age of eighteen."

13 E Effective Date

14 ,(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply,

15 with )cspeet to monthly benefits under section 202 of the

16 Social Security Act for months beginning after the (late of

17 enactment of this Act, but only if an application for such

18 benefits is filed on or after such date.

19 ELIGIBILITY OF CIHLD FOR DEPENDENTS OR SURVIVORS,

20 BENEFITS

21 Definition of Ohild

22 SFc. 302. (a) Section 216 (e) of such Act is amended

23 to read as follows:

24 "(e) The term 'child' means (1) the child or legally'

25 adopted child of an individual, and, (2). in the case :of si
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1 living individuit,i wtelwiild who l3m bei'eI 8si.01 sltepl'ill

2 for not less tian three years inndiat ly pneetdihig the

3 (lily Ow Which 1lj)Hpletioll il' child's bent111it4 is ile(d, 1u1d

4 , (8) in the case of at tle(t-ased individual, a stepchiid wiho

5 has been such stepehiihl for not less thain one cyear inimwedi-

0 ately preceding the day on which such individual died. For

7 purposes of clause (1), a i;.jrsou shall be ikwnied, as of

8 the date of death of an individual, to be the legally adopted

9 child of such individual if such person was at the tine of

10 such individual's death living in such individual's hottsehold

11 and was legally adopted by such individual's surviving spouse

12 after such Individual's death but before the ead of two

13 years after the day on which such individual died; except

14 that this sentence shall not apply if at the tihns of stich

15 individual's death such person was receiving regular cou

16 tributions toward his support from someone other than such

17 individual or his spouse, or from any public or private wol-

18 fare organization which furnishes services or assistance for

19 children."

20 Effective Date

21 (b) The amendment made by this section shall apply

22 with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the

23 Social Security Act for months beginning after the date of

24 enactment of this Act, but only if an application for such

25 benefits is filed on or after such date.
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3 1IAUIJtLIIITY OP REMARRIED WIDOWS FOR MOTITER'

2 INSURANOJ BENEFITS

3 8O. 803. Section 202 (g) of the Social Security Act is

4 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 paragraplh:

6 "(3) In the case of any widow or former wife divorced

7 of an individual-

8 "(A) who marries another individual, and

9 "(B) whose marriage to the individual referred to

10 in subparagraph (A) is terminated by his death but she

11 is not his widow as defined in section 216 (e),

12 the marriage to the individual referred to in clause (A)

13 shall, for the purpose of paragraph (1), be deemed not to

14 have occurred. No benefits shall be payable under this sub-

15 section by reason of the preceding sentence for any month

16 prior to whichever of the following is the latest: (i) the

17 wonth in which the death referred to in subparagraph (B)

18 of the preceding sentence occurs, (ii) the twelfth month

19 before the month in which such widow or former wife

20 divorced files application for purposes of this paragraph,

21 or (iii) the month following the month in which this para.

22 graph is enacted."

39
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1 FORrr, 1 PAUNT'S # 11su,ANOR 1NEPITIs

2 Provisions Relating to Eligibility

8 Sa8 . 804. (a) (1) So much of section 202 (h) (1) of

4 the Social Security Act as precedes subparagraph (A) is

5 amended to read as follows:

8 *i- " (1) Every parent (as defined in this subsection) of an

I individual who died a fully insured individual after 1939,

8 if such parent-".

9 , - - (2),The amendment made by this subsection shall apply

10 with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the

11 Social Security Act for months beginning after the date of

12 enactment of this Act, but only If an application for such

1 benefits is filed on or after such date.

14 1 Deaths Before Effective Date

18 (b) Where-

18 (1) one or more persons were entitled (without

17, the application of section 202, (j) (1) of the Social

18 Security Act), to monthly benefits under section 202 of

19 such Act for the month in which this Act is enacted on

20 the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an

21 * individual; and

22 (2) a person is entitled to a parent's insurance
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1 benefit under section 202 (h) of the Social Security

2 Act for any subsequent month on the basis of such wages

3 and self-employment income and such person would

4 not be entitled to such benefit but for the enactment of

5 this section; and

0 (8) the total of the benefits to which all persons are

7 entitled under section 202 of the Social Security Act on

8 the banis of such wages and self-employment income for

9 such subsequent month are reduced by reason of the ap-

10 plication of section 208 (a) of such Act,

11 then the amount of the benefit to which each such person

12 referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection is entitled

18 for such subsequent month shall be increased, after the appli-

14 cation of such section 203 (a), to the amount it would

15 have been if no person referred to in paragraph (2) of this

16 subsection was entitled to a parent's insurance benefit for

17 such subsequent month on the basis of such wages and self-

18 employment income.

19 Proof of Support in Cases of Deaths Before Effective Date

20 (o) In the case of any parent who would not be entitled

21, to parent's benefits under section 202 (h) of the Social Sec t

22- rity Act except for the enactment of this section, the reaur-

23 ment in such section 202 (h) that proof of support be filed

24 within two-years of the date of death of the insured individual

25 referred to therein shall not apply if such proof is filed within

41
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1 the two-year period beginning with the first day of the month

2 after the month in which this Act is enacted.

3 U1H 11LITY W1O1 LUMIP"UM DIRlATW1 PAYMENTS

4 Requirement That Surviving Spouse Be a Member of

5 Deceased's Household

6 &w. 3001. (it) The first sentence of section 202 (i)

7 of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting "in the

8 same household" after "living",

9 Provisions clitting to Widows and Widowert

10 (b) Setion 216 (h) of such Act is intended by

11 sti-iking out ittragrapi (3).

12 Effective Date

13 (c) The 1il1leaidlients 1iiade by this section Phah1l pply

14 in the case of lu -upUtini death paymenitr under ill sectiin

15 2.02 (i) on the limsis of the wages aid Aelf-emloynient

16 ilitonle of aiy individual who (lies after the 111O4)1th in which

17 this Act is enitted.

18 ELJGIBILITY OF DISABLED) PEfSONS FO VI1 1'8 IBIRANCE

19 IIE2rEFIT8

110I Provisions Relating to )ependency

21 8c. 806. (a) Section 202 (d) of the Social Security

2 Act is amended by striking out "who has not attained the

n3 age of eighteen" each place it appears in paragraphs (3),

24 (4), and (6) thereof, and by striking out paragraph (6).

SOCIAL BICCURITY
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1 Effective Date

2 (b) The amendments made by this section shall apply

8 with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of the

4 Social Security Act for months beginning after the date of

5 enactment of this Act, but only if an application for such

6 benefits is filed on or after such date.

7 JLIKINATION OF MAMRIAOD AS BASIS FOB THRMINATINO

8 CERTAIN BURVIVOBS RUNEMS

9 Child's Insurance Benefits

10 Sw. 807. (a) Section 202 (d) of the Social Security

11 Act is amended by inserting immediately after paragraph

12 (5) thereof the following new paragraph:

13 "(6) In the case of a child who has attained the age of

14 eighteen and who marries-

15 "(A) an individual entitled to benefits under sub-

16 section (a), (e), (f), (g), or (h) of this section or

17 under section 228 (a), or

18 "(B) another individual who has attained the age

19 of eighteen and is entitled to benefits under this sub-

20 section,

21 such child's entitlement to benefits under this subsection

22 shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), not

23 be terminated by reason of such marriage; except that, in

24 the case of such a marriage to a male individual entitled to

25 benefits under section 223 (a) or thil subsection, the pre-

29748 0-58--4
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1 ceding provisions of this paragraph shall not apply with

2 ,respect to benefits for months after the last month for which

8 such Individual is entitled to such benefits under section 228

4 (a) or this subsection unless (i) he ceases to be so entitled

5 by reason of his death or (ii) ;in the case of an individual

6 who was ttitled to benefits under section 228 (a), he is

7 entitled, for the motth following such last month, to benefits

8 under subsection (a) of this section"

9 Widow's Insurance Benefits

10i (b) Section 202 (e) -of such Act is amended by insert-

11 ing at the end thereof the following now paragraph:

12 "(4) In the case of a widow who miarries-

18 "(A) an individual entitled to benefits under sub-

14 section (f) or (h) of this section, or

15 "(B) an hidividual who has attained the age of

16 eighteen and is entitled to benefits under subsection (d),

17 such widow's entitlement to benefits under this subsection

18 shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), not

19 be terminated by reason of such marriage; except that, in

20 the case of such a marriage to an individual entitled to

21 bewfits under subsection (d), the;preceding provisions of

22, this ararph shall not apply with respect to benefits for

23 months after the, last month for which such individual is

24 entitled to, such benefits under subsection (d) unless he

25 ceases to be so entitled by reason of his death."
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A Widower's lnsurnii'e Benefits

2 (c) Section 202 (f) of such Act is amended by adding

3 ut the end thereof the following new paragraph:

4 "(4) In the case of a widower who marries-

5 "(A) an individual entitled to benefits under ou! .

6 section (e), (g), or' (h), or

7 "(B) an individual who has attained the age of

8 eighteen and is entitled to benefits under subsection (d),

9 such widower's entitlement to benefits under this subsection

10 shill, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (I),

11 not be terminated by reason of such marriage."

12 Mother's Insurance Benefits

13 (d) Section 202 (g) of such Act io amended by adding

14 after paragraph (3) (added by section 303 of this Act)

15 the following new paragraph:

16 "(4) In the case of a widow or former wile divorced

17 who marries-

18 "(A). an individual entitled to benefits under sub-

19 section (a), (f), or (h), or tinder section 223 (a), or

20 "(B) an individual who has attained the age of

21 eighteen and is entitled to benefits under subsection (d),

22 the entitlement of such widow or former wife divorced to

3- benefits under this subsection shall, notwithstanding the pro,-

24 visions of, paragraph (1), .not be terminated by reason of

2 such marriage; except that, in the case of such a marriage

45
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1 to an individual entitled to benefits under section 223 (a) or

2 subsection (d) of this section, the preceding provisions of

3 this paragraph shall not apply with respect to benefits for

4 months after the' last month for which such individual is

5 entitled to such benefits under section 223 (a) or subsection

6 (d) of this section unless (i) lie ceases to be so entitled by

7 reason of his death or (ii) in the case of an individual who

8 was entitled to benefits under section 228 (a), ie is entitled,

9 for the nionth following such last month, to benefits under

10 subsection (a) of this section."

11 Parent's Insurance Benefit.q

12 (e) Section 202 (h) of Such Act is amended by add-

13 ing at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

14 "(4) In the case of a parent who marries-

15 "(A) an individual entitled to benefits under this

16 subsection or subsection (e), (f), or (g), or

17 "(B) an individual who has attained the age of

18 eighteen and is entitled to benefits under subsection

19 (d),P

20 such parent's entitlement to benefits under this subsection

21 shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), not

22 be terminated by reason of such marriage; except that, in

23 the case of such a marriage to a male individual entitled

24 to benefits under subsection (d), the preceding provisions

25 of this paragraph shall not apply with respect to benefits

SOCIAL SECURITY
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1 for months after the last month for which such individual

2 is entitled to such benefits under subsection (d) unless he

3 ceases to be so entitled by reason of his death."

4 Deduction Provisions

5 (f) Subsection (c) of section 203 of such Act is

6 amended by inserting "(1)" after "(c) ", by redesignating

7 subparagraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A) and

8 (B), respectively, by striking out "paragraph (1)" and

9 inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (A) ", and by add-

10 ing at the end of such subsection the following new para-

11 graph:

12 "(2) Deductions shall be made from any child's insur-

13 ance benefit to which a child who has attained the age of

14 eighteen is entitled or from any mother's insurance benefit

15 to which a person is entitled until the total of such deductions

16 equals such child's insurance benefit or benefits or mother's

17 insurance benefit or benefits under section 202 for any

18 month-

19 "(A) in which such child or person entitled to

20 mother's insurance benefit is married to an indi-

21 vidual entitled to old-age insurance benefits under sec-

22 tion 202 (a) who is under the age of seventy-two and

23 for which month such individual is charged with any

24 earnings under the provisions of subsection (e) of this

25 section, or

47
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1 "(B) in which such child or person entitled to

2 mother's insurance benefits Is married to the indi.

a vldual referred to in subparagraph (A) and on seven

4 or more different calendar days of which such indi-

5 vidual engaged in noncovered remunerative activity out.

,side the United, States."

7 Deductions on Account of Refusal To Accept Rehabilitation

8 Services

9 (g) : Section 222 (b) of such Act Is amended by insert.

10 Ing "(1)" after (b) " and by adding at the end thereof

11 the following new paragraph:

12 "(2) Deductions shall be made from any child's in.

18. sumee benefit to which a child who has attained the age of

14 eighteen is entitled or from any, mother's Insurance benefit

15 to which a person is entitled until the total of such deduo-

16 tions equals such child's insurance benefit or benefits or

17 mother's, insurance benefit or benefits under section 202

18 for any month in which such child or person entitled to

19 mother's insurance benefits is married to an individual who

20. is entitled to disability insurance benefits and in which such

21 individual refuses -to accept rehabilitation, services and a

22 deduction, on account of such refusal, is imposed under

23 pagraph (1). If both this paragraph and paragraph (8)

24, are applicable to ,a child's insurance benefit for any month,

25 only an o- uInt equal'to such benefit shall be deducted."
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1 Effective Date

2 (h) (1) The amendments made by this section (other

3 than by subsections (f) and (g)) shall apply with respect

4 to monthly henefits under section 202 of the Social Security

5 Act for months following the month in which this Act is

6 enacted; except that in any case in which benefits were ter-

7 minted with the close of the month in which this Act is

8 enacted or any prior month and, if the amendments made by

9 this section had been in effect for such month, such benefits

10 would not have been terminated, the amendments made by

11 this section shall apply with/respect to monthly benefits

12 under section 202 of the Social Security Act for months

13 beginning after the date of enactment of this Act, but only

14 if an application for such benefits is filed after such date.

15 (2) The amendment made by subsection (f) shall ap.

16 ply with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 (d)

17 of the Social Security Act for months in any taxable year,

18 of the individual on the basis of whose wages and self-em-

19 ployment income such benefits are payable, beginning after

20 the month in which. this Act is enacted.,

21 (8) The amendments made, by subsection (g) shalI

22 apply with respect to monthly benefits under section 202 of

23 the Social Security Act for months, occurring after the month

24 in which this Act is enacted, in which a deduction is incurred

49
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1 under paragraph (1) of section 222 (b) of tho Social Se-

2 purity Act.

8 AMOUNT WH[IH MAY BB BAXNRD WITHOUT LOSS OF

4 BENEFITS

5 Sno. 308. (a) Section 203 (e) (2) of such Act is

6 amended by striking out "last month" and "preceding

7 month" wherever they appear and substituting in lieu thereof

8 "first month" and "succeeding month", respectively.

9 (b) Section 203 (e) (8) (A) of such Act is amended

10 by striking out "the term 'last month of such taxable year'

11 means the latest month" and substituting in lieu thereof

12 "the term 'first month of such taxable year' means the

13 earliest month".

14 (c) Subsections (e) (2) (D) and (e) (3) (B) (ii)

15 of section 203 of such Act are each amended by striking

16 out "$80" and inserting in lieu thereof "$100".

17 (d) Section 208 (g) (1) of such Act is amended to

18 read as follows:

19 "(g) (1) (A) If an individual is entitled to any

20 monthly insurance benefit under section 202 during any

21 taxable year in which he has earnings or wages, as com-

22 puted pursuant to paragraph (4) of subsection (e), in

23 excess of the product of $100 times the number of months

I50A
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1 in such year, such individual (or the individual who is in

2 receipt of such benefit on his behalf) shall make a report to

3 the Secretary of his earnings (or wages) for such taxable

4 year. Such report shall be made on or before the fifteenth

5 day of the fourth month following the close of such year,

6 and shall contain such information and be made in such

7 manner as the Secretary may by regulations prescribe. Such

6 report need not be made for any taxable year (i) begini ag

9 with or after the month in which such individual attained

10 the age of 72, or (ii) if benefit payments for all months (in

11 such taxable year) in which such individual is under age 72

12 have been suspended for all such months of such year under

13 the provisions of the first sentence of paragraph (3) of this

14 subsection.

15 "(B) If the benefit payments of an individual have

16 been suspended for all months in any taxable year under

17 the provisions of the firstsentence of paragraph (8) of sub-

18 section (g), no benefit payment shall be made to such

19 individual for any such month in such taxable year after the

20 expiration of the period of three years, three months, and

21 #fteen days following the close of such taxable year unl

22 within Puch period the. individual, or some other person

23, entitled to benefits under this title on the basis of the saw

24 wages and sell-employment income, files with the Secretary
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S iormaton showing that a benefit for such month is payable

a tsuch Individual."

(a) Section 208 (1) of such Act is amended by striking

4 out "(g)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(g) (1) (A)".

5 (f) The amendments made by this section shall be

6 applicable with respect to taxable years beginning after the

7 month in which'ths Act is ected.

8 IUMP NATION OF OLAJMANTB BFOfBI BEOCETBAY OF

9* ' HIALTI, MDuOATIOt AND WELFARE'

1 t So. 800 The second sentence of section 20 of the

1i Bocial Security Act is amended by striking out "uponl filing

12 with the Administrator a certificate of his rht to so practice

18r from the presiding judge or clerk of any su4 6ouft".

14 OFUNSE UZND TITLE n OF THM 80014 SECUoRIT AoT

15 &aa. 810. Section 208 of the Social Security Act is

16, amended to read u follows:

18 "Sac. 208. Whoever-

19 "(4) for the purpose of causing an inra in any

s0 payment authorzed to be made under thigh' title, or for

21 thep of caing any payment to -made where

22 no payment b authorie under til title, shall make or

cause to be:niadeany false statement (r' representation
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1 (including any false statement or representation in con-

2 nection with any matter arising under subchapter E of

8 chapter 1, or subchapter A or E of chapter 9 of the

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1939, or chapter 2 or 21 or

5 subtitle F of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) as to-

6 "(1) whether wages were paid or received for

7 employment (as said terms are defined in this title

8 and the Internal Revenue Code), or the amount of

9 wages or the period during which paid or the person

10 to whom paid; or

11 "(2) whether net earnings from self-employ-

12 ment (as such term is defined in this title and in the

13 Internal Revenue Code) were derived, or as to

14 the, amount, of such net earnings or the period dur-

15 ing which or the, person. by wlhom derived; or

16 "(8) whether, a, person entitled to benefits

.17 under thi, ti had earnings in or forP partsr

18, period, (a4,, determine under, seonq 208 (e) of
19 this title for purposes of deductions from benefits),

20 or a.to the amount thereof; or

"(b) makes or ces, to be ma any ,false state

mert, or representation of a material fact i4 any appli-

23 cation for owY pymet or for a disability destination

24 unde ,is title; or,

25l"'(o) ot Any time makes,!oraseto be madany
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1 false statement or representation of a material fact for

2 use In determining rights to payment under this title; or

a "(d) having knowledge of the occurrence of any

4 event affecting (1) his initial or continued right to any

5 payment under this title, or (2) the initial or continued

6 right to any payment of any other individual in whose

7 behalf he has applied for or is receiving such payment,

8 conceals or fails to disclose such event with an intent

9 fraudulently to' secure payment either in a greater

10 amount than is due or when no payment is authorized;

11 or

12 "(e) having made application to receive payment

13 under this title for the use and benefit of another and

14 having received such a payment, knowingly and willfully

15 converts such a payment, or any part thereof, to a use

1 other than for the use and benefit of such other person;

17 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof

18 shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not

19 more than one year, or both." '

20 SIOK-LU&VB PAY OF STATE AND L00AL EMPLOYEE

21 So. 311. (a) Subsection (i) of section 209 of the Social

22 Security Act is amended by inserting immediately before

23 the semicolon a period and the following: "As used in this

24 subsection, the term 'sick pay' includes remuneration for

25 service in 'the employ of a State, or a political subdivision
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1 (as defined in section 218 (b) (2)) of a State, or an

2 instrumentality of two or more States, paid to an employee

8 thereof for a period during which he was absent from work

4 because of sickness".

5 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be

6 applicable to remuneration paid after the enactment of this

7 Act, except that, in the case of any coverage group which

8 is included under the agreement of a State under section 218

9 of the Social Security Act, the amendment made by subsection

10 (&. ?hal also be applicable to remuneration for any member

11 of such coverage group with respect to service performed

12 after the effective date, specified in such agreement, for such

18 coverage group, if such State has paid or agrees, prior to Jan-

14 uary 1, 1959, to Itsy, prior to such date, the amounts which

15 under section 218 (e) would have been payable with respect

16 to remuneration of all members of such coverage group had

17 the amendment made by subsection (a) been in efet on and

18 after January l, 1951. Jalure by a Stae to make su

19 payments prior to January 1, 1959, shall be treated the me

20 as failure to mike payments when due under section 218 (e).

21 BXTM]xSON OF Ou.GB IN 0ONNMON WTRx Gus RuM

22:, PODUCIW

2 Ssc. 312. (a) Section 210 (a) (1) of the Socia

2 Security Act is amended toread as fllov:

25 "(1) Service performed by foreign agricultra

55



1 work.n (A) under contracts entered Into in accord-

-anoe with title V of the Agrioultural Aot. of 1949, "

8 amended, or (B) lawfully admitted to the United States

4 from the Bahamas, Jamaica, and the other British

' West Indleu.or from any other- foreign country or

6 possession thereof, on a, temporary bas to perform

7, agr0ultura labor;".

8' (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

p with mope to vroe rmed after 1958.

10 NKPIOY WT M XON1 to~nF o SGU ATsOZ

Ut , 5o. 818. (a) Seotion 210 (a) (8) (B) of title, I of

12, the Sooial Seourity Aot I amended to read u follows:

1 , "(B), Servioe performed in the employ of a reli-

14 giou, charitable, eduostionali or other o nization de-

15 ribed in action 501 (o) (8) of the Internal Revenue

18 Oodeof 19tw4,whichiezempt from income tasunder

17, section 501 (a) of such Oode., but this subparaph

18 shall not apply service perfo med duri t period

19 for, which ,a ertifcte, fied,-putant tq setion, 8121

(k) ofthe InternalRevenuoOodeof,1964 n effe

21 if su hservioe is: permed by an, employs

22 1 wbo n ur appears on the list Aled

by sch orpazztionuder uch m on-8121 (k),

(ii) vho became ea employee of s rgaulo
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1 nation after the calendar quarter in which the cer.

2 tifloate (other than a oertifioste referred to in clause

3 (iii)) was filed, or

4 "(li) who, after the calendar quarter in which

5 the oertificate was filed with respect to a group

6 described in paragraph (1) (B) of such section

7 121 (k), became member of suoh group,

8 except that this subparagraph shall apply with respect

9 to service performed. by an employee as & member of

10 a group described in such paragraph (1) (H) with

11 respect to which no certificate is in effect;".

12 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

13 Apply with respect to certiflcates filed under section 3121

14 (k), (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 after the

15 date of enactment of this Act.

6, PAWIES'S TLD TAR" V(DINO AS WULT OP DBATH

17 So. 314. (a) Section 211 of the ocial Bemrity Act is

18 amended by adding at. the end thereof the following new

10 subsection:

20_ '~Toer's TaxAble Year &ndi4 #0 Rest of Death,
21; " (f) TIn oomputing a partnr'; net .ernaW from self-

22 employment for his taxable year which ends as a result of his

23 death (but only if such taxable yeWr ends within, and not

24 with, the taxable year of the partnenhip), them shall be in-

57
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1 eluded so much of the deceased partner's distributive share

2 of the partnership's ordinary income or loss for the partner-

8 ship taxable year as is not attributable to an interest in the

4 partnership during any period beginning on or after the first

5' day of the first calendar month following the month in which

6 such partner died. For purposes of this subsection-

7 "(1) in determining the portion of the distributive

8 share which is attributable to any period sp i ified in the

9 preceding sentence, the ordinary income or loss of the

10 partnership shall be treated as having been realized or

11 sustained ratably over the partnership taxable year; and

12 "(2) the term 'deceased partner's distributive

1 share' includes the share of his estate or of any other

14 person succeeding, by reason of his death, to rights with

15 respect to his partnership interest."

16 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

17 apply--

18 (1) with respect to individuals who die after the

19 date of the enactment of this Act, and

20 (2) with respect to any individual who died after

21 1955 and on or before the date oft the enactment of this

22 Act, but only if the requirements of section 403 (b).(2)

23 of this Act are met.'
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1 GRATUITOUS WAGE EDITS FOR AMERIMAN CITIZENS WHO

2 SERVED IN TIE ARMBD FORCES OF ALLIED COUNTRIES

8 General Rule

4 So. 815. (a) Section 217 of such Act is amended by

5 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

6 "(h) (1) For the purposes of this section and section

7 215 (d), any individual who the Secretary finds-

8 "(A) served during World War II (as defined in

9 subsection (d) (1)) in the active military or naval

10 service of a country which was on September 16, 1940,

11 at war with a country with which the United States

12 was at war during World War II;

13 "(B) entered into such active service on or before

14 December 8, 1941;

15 "(C) was a citizen of the United States through-

16 out such period of service or lost his United States

17 citizenship solely because of his entrance into such

18 service;

19 "(D) had resided in the United States for a period

20 or periods aggregating four years during the five-year

21 period ending on the day of, and, was domiiled in the

22 United States on the day of, such entrance into ub

23 active service; and

24 "(E) (i) was discharged or released from such

29743 O-58--5

59
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1 service under conditions other than dishonorable after

2 active service of ninety days, or more or by reason of a

8 disability or injury incurred or aggravated in service ia

4 line of duty, or

5 "(ii) died while in such service,

6 shall be considered a World War II veteran (as defined in

7 subsection (d) (2)) and such service shall be considered

8 to have been performed in the active military or naval serv-

9 ieofthe United Statem.

10 "(2) In the ase of any individual to whom paragraph

11 (1) applies, proof of support required under section 202

1 (h) may be flled by a parent at any time prior to the e-

18 piration of two years after the date of such individual's

14 death or the date of the enactment of this subseotion, which.

15 ever is the later."

16 Reimbursement to Disability Inuranoe Trust Fund

V? (b) (1) Section 217 (g) (1) of the Soia Security

18 Act is amended by deleting "Trust Fud" aud inserting in

19 lieu thereof " Ts Funds".

2o (2) Section 217 (g) (2) of the Social. &xeity Act is
21 aded by deleting "the T u Fnd" each time it appears

22 thein and inserting in lieu thereof "the Federal Old-Age
28 ad Survivors Insurae Trust Fund", the- first time and

Xt "mo Trust Fund" the other times.
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1 Effectlve Date

2 (o) (1) The amendment made by subsection (a)

8 shall apply only with respect to (A) monthly benefits

4 under sections 202 and 228 of the Social Security Act for

6 months after the month in which this Act is enacted, (B)

6 Jump-sum death payments under such section 202 in the

7 case of deaths occurring after the month in which this Act

8 is enacted, and (0) periods of disability under section 216

9.: (i) In the case of applications for a disability determination

10 filed after the month in which this Act is enacted.

11 (2) In the case of any individual-

12 * (A) who is a World War I veteran (as defined

18 in section 217 (d) (2) of the Social Security Act)

14 wholly or partly by reason of service described in section

15 217 (h) (1) (A) of such Act; and

16 (B) who (i) , became entitled to old-age insurance

17 benefit under seotion202 (a) of the.,8oislW eurity

18 Act or to disability inuraebenefits undestion 228

19 of such Act priorto the ,t day of themonth foeow-

20 ing the month inwhichtbis Act'is enaeor (ii)

21 died prior to such first djay ad whose widow, former

22. wife divorced, widower, child, or parent is entitled for

28$,. the, month in which thih Atis enacted, on the basis of.

24 .,his wages and selt-employment income; t6' m onthly

25, benefit under eon O2f su6fw4 A ;adc

61,4
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1 (0) any part of whoso service described in section

2 217 (h) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act wa not

8 included in the computation of his primary insurance

4 amount under section 215 of such Act but would have

5 been included in such computation if the amendment

6 made by subsection (a) of this section had been effective

7 prior to the date of such computation,

8 the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, not.

9 withstanding the provisions of section 215 (f) (1) of the

10 Social Security Act, recompute the primary insurance

11 amount of such individual upon the filing of an application,

12 after the month in which this Act is enacted, by him

13 or (if he has died without filing such an application) by

14 aay person entitled to monthly benefits under section 202

15 of the Social Security Act on the basis of his wages and

16 self-employment income. Such recomputation shall be made

17 only in the manner provided in title II of the Social Security

18 Act as in effect at the time of the last previous computation

19 or rooomputation of such individual's primary instirance

20 amount, and as though application therefor was filed in the

21 month in which application for such last previous computa-

22 tion or recomputation was filed. No recomputation made

23 under this subsection shall be regarded as a recomputation

24 under section 215 (f) of the Social Security Act. Any such

25 recomputation shall be effective for, and after the twelfth

ji2
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1 month before the month in which the applioatlon is filed, but

2 in no cme for the month in which this Act Is enacted or

8 any prior month.

4 POSITIONS OOV2tBfD BY STATB AND LVAL BETIBItMBNT

5 ISYSTRUG

6 Division of Retirement Systems

7 Swl. 316. (a) (1) Section 218 (d) (6) of the Social

8 Security Act is amended to read as follows:

9 "(6) (A) If a retirement system covers positions of

10 employees of the State and positions of employees of one or

11 more political subdivisions of the State, or covers positions

12 of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the

13 State, then, for purposes of the preceding paragraphs of this

14 subsection, there shall, if the State so desires, be deemed to

15 be a separate retirement system with respect to any one or

16 more of the political subdivisions concerned and, where the

17 retirement system coven positions of employees of the

18 State, a separate retirement system with respect to the State

19 or with respect to the State and any one or more of the

20 political subdivisions concerned.

21 "(B) If a retirement system covers'positions of em-

22 ployees of one or more institutions of higher leaning, then,

23 for purposes of such preceding paragraphs there shall, if the

24 State so, desires, be deemed to be a sep t retire me

25 tem. for the employees of each such institution of higher

S OCIAL S SECURITY
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1 leaning. For the purposes of this subparagraph, the term

S 'Institutions of higher learning' includes junior colleges and

8 teachers colleges.

4 "(0) For the purposes, of this subsection, any

5 retirement system established by the State of California,

6 Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts, Minnesota,

I New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

8 Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin, or, the Territory of Ha-

9 waii, or any political subdivision of any such State or Teri-

10 tory, which, on, before, or after the date of enactment of this

11 subparagraph is divided into two divisions or 'parts,

12 one of which is composed of positions of members of such

18 system who desire coverage under an agreement under this

14 section and the other of which is composed of positions of

15 members of such system who do not desire such coverage,

16 shall, if the State or Territory so desires and if it is provided

17 that there shall be included in such division or part composed

18 of, members desiring such coverage the positions of individ-

19 uals who become members of such system after'such cover-

20 age is extended, be deemed to be a separate retirement sys-

21 tem with-respect to each such division or par L

22 "(D) The position of any individual which is covered by

23 any retirement system to which subparagraph (C) is appli-.

2 cable shall, if such individual is ineligible to become a mem-

25 ber of such system on August 1, 1956; or, if later, the day
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I he first occupies such position, be deemed to be covered

2 by the separate retirement system consisting of the positions

8 of members of the division or part who do not desire cover-

4 age under the insurance system established under this title.

5 "(E) An individual who is in a position covered by a

8 retirement system,to which subparagraph (C) is applicable

7 and who is not a member of such system but is eligible to

8 become a member thereof shall, for purposes of this subsec-

9 tion (other than paragraph (8)) be regarded as a member

10 of such system; except that, in the case of any retirement

11 system a division or part of which is covered under the

12 agreement (either in the original agreement or by a modi-

13 fication thereof), which coverage is agreed to prior to 1960,

14 the preceding provisions of this subparagraph shall apply

15 only if the State so requests and any such individual re-

16 ferred to in such preceding provisions shall, if the State so

17 requestS, be treated, after division of the retirement system

18 pursuant to such subparagraph (C), the same as individuals

19 in positions referred to in subparagraph (F).

20, "(F) In the case of any retirement system divided pur-

21 suant to subparagraph (C), the position of any member of

22 the division or part composed of positions of members who

23 do not desire coverage may be* tranderred to the separate
24 retirement system composed of positions of members who

25 desire such coverage if it is so provided in a modification of

65
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I such agreement which Is mailed, or delivered by other

2 means, to the Secretary prior to 1960 or, if later, the expira-

3 tion of one year after the date on which such agreement, or

4 the modification thereof making the agreement applicable to

5 such separate retirement system, as the case may be, is

6 agreed to, but, only if, prior to such modification or such

7 later modification, as the case may be, the individual occu-

8 pying such position files with the State a written request

9 for such transfer.

10 "(0) For the purposes of this subsection, in the case

11 of any retirement system of the State of Florida, Georgia,

12 Minnesota, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Washington, or

13 the Territory of Hawaii which covers positions of employees

14 of such State or Territory who are compensated in whole

15 or in part from grants made to such State or Territory under

16 title III, there shall be deemed to be, if such State or Terri-

17 tory so desires, a separate retirement system with respect to

18 any of the following: I..

19 "(i) the positions of such employees;

20 "(ii) the positions of all employees of such State

21 or Territory covered by such retirement system who are

*, - employed in the department of such State or Territory

23 in which the employees referred to in clause (i) are

24 employed; or

06
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1 "(lii) employees of such State or Territory coy-

2 ered by such retirement system who are employed in

3 such department of such State or Territory iii positions

4 other than those referred to in clause (i)."

5 (2) Paragraph (7) of section 218 (d) of such Act is

6 amended by striking out "(created under the fourth sentence

7 of paragraph (6) )" and inserting in lieu thereof "(created

8 under subparagraph (C) of paragraph (6) or the corre-

9 spending provision of prior law)"; and by striking out "the

10 fourth and fifth sentences of paragraph (6)" and inserting

11 in lieu thereof "subparagraphs (C) and (D) of paragraph

12 (6)".

13 (3) The second sentence of paragraph (2) of section

14 218 (k) of such Act is amended by striking out "the pre-

15 ceding sentence" and inserting in lien thereof "the first sen-

16 tence of this paragraph". The last sentence of suh )arat-

17 graph is amended by striking out "the fourth sentence or
18 subsection (d) (6)" and inserting in lieu thereof "suh-

19 paragraph (C) of subsection (d) (6),". Such paragraph

20 is further amended by inserting after the first sentence the

21 following new sentence: "An individual who is in a position

22 covered by a retirement system divided pursuant to the

23 preceding sentence and who is not a member of such system

24 but is eligible to become a member thereof shall, for purposes

25 of this subsection, be regarded as a member of such system.
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1 Coverage under the agreement of any such individual shall

2 be provided under the same conditions, to the extent prac-

3 ticable, as are applicable in the case of the States to which

4 the provisions of subsection (d) (6) (0) apply."

5 Coverage Under. Other Retirement Systems

110 (b) Section 218 (d) of such Act is amended by adding

7 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

8 "(8) (A) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), if tnder the

9 provisions of this subsection an agreement is, after December

10 31, 1958, made applicable to service performed in positions

11 covered by a retirement system, service performed by an

12 individual in a position covered by such a system may not be

13 excluded from the agreement because such position is also

14 covered under another retirement system.

15 "(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to service

16 performed by an individual in a position covered under a

17 retirement system if such individual, on the day the agree-

18 meant is made applicable to service performed in positions cov-

19 ered by such retirement system, is not a member of such

20 system and is a member of another system.

21 "(0) If an agreement is made applicable, prior to 1959,

22 to service in positions covered by any retirement system, the

23 preceding provisions of this paragraph shall be applicable

24 in the case of such system if the agreement is modified to so

25 provide.

680
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1 "(D) Except in the case of agreements with tle States

2 named in subsection (p) and agreements with interstate

3 instrumentalities, nothing in this paragraph shall authorize

4 the application of an agreement to service in any policeman's

5 or fireman's position."

6 Retroactive Coverage

7 (c) (1) Section 218 (f) of such Act is amended

8 by inserting "(1)" immediately after "(f) ", by redesignat-

9 ing clauses (1), (2), (8), and (4) thereof as clauses (A),

10 (B), (0), vad (D), respectively, and by adding at the

11 end thereof the following new paragraph:

12 "(2) In the case of service performed by members

13, of any coverage group-

14 "(A) to which an agreement under this section

15 is made applicable, and

16 "(B) with respect to which the agreement, or

17 modification thereof making the agreement so applicable,

18' specifies an effective date earlier than the date of execu-

19 tion of such agreement, and such modification, re-

20 speptively,

21 - the agreement shall, if so requested by the State, be ap-

22 plicable to such services (to the extent the agreement was

23 not already applicable) performed before such date of execu-

24, tion and after such effective date by any individual as a

25 member of such coverage group if he is such a member on
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1 a date, specified by, the State, which is earlier than such date

2 of execution, except that In no, ease may the date so specified

3 be earlier than the date such agreement or such modification,

4 as the, case may be, is mailed,, or delivered by other ieano,

5 to the Secretary."

6 (2) The amendment made by this subsection shall ap-

7 ply in the case of any agreement, or modification of an

8 agreements under section 218 of the Social Security Act,

9 which is executed after the date of enactment of this Act.

10 POLIOBMEN AND FWMIDN OF INTERSTATE INSTRU-

11 MBNTA14TIBS

12 Sico. 317. Subsection (k) of section 218 of the Social

13 Security Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the

14 following new, paragraph:,

15 "(3) Any agreement with, any instrumentality of two

16 or more States entered into pursuant to ,this Act may,

17 notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (d) (5) (A)

18, and the referencesnthereto'inmt bsectiojis (d) (1) and (d)"

19 (3), apply to service performed by employees of such in-

20 strumentality in any policeman's or fireman's position covered

21 :by a retirement system, but only upon compiaace, to the

22 extent practicable, with the requirements of subsection (d)

23 (3). For the purpose of the preceding sentence, a retiree*

24 meat system which covers positions of policemen orfIremen;

25. or both, and other positions shall, if the instrumentality con-

70
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1 corned so desires, be deemed to be a separate retirement

2 system with respect to the positions of such policemen or

3 firemen, or both, as the case may be."

4 TITLE IV-AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL

5 REVENUE CODE OF 1954

6 CHANOGS IN TAX SMOJINDUL

7 Self-Employment Income Tax

8 SWo. 401. (a) Section 1401 of the Internal lievenue

9 Code of 1954 (relating to rate of tax on self-employment

10 income) is amended to read as follows:

11 "SEC. 1401. RATE OF TAX

12 "In addition to other taxes, there shall be imposed for

18 each taxable year, on the self-employment income of every

14 individual, a tax as follows:

15 "(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning

16 after December 31, 1958, and before January 1, 1960,

17 the tax shall be equal to 3* percent of the amount of

18 the self-employment income for such taxable year;

19 "(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning after

20 December 31, 1959, and before January 1, 1968, the

21 tax shall be equal to 4+ percent of the amount of the

22 self-employment income for such taxable year;

23 "(8) in the cme of any taxable year beginning
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1 after December81,, 1962, and before January 1, 1966,

2 the tax shal be equal to 56 percent of the amount of

3 the self-employment income for such taxable year;

4 "(4) in the case of any taxable year beginning

5 after December 31, 1965, and before January 1, 1969,

6 the tax shall be equal to 6 percent of the amount of

7 the self-employment income for such taxable year; and

8 "(5) in the cue of any taxable year beginning

9 after December 31, 1968, the tax shall be equal to

10 61 percent of the amount of the self-employment income

11 for such taxable year."

12 Tax on Employees

18 (b) Section 3101 of such Code (relating to rate of tax

14 on employees under the Federal Insurance Contributions

15 Act) is amended to read as follows:

16 *SEC. 8101. RATE OF TAX.

17 "In addition to other taxes, there is hereby imposed

18 on the income of every individual a tax equal to the follow-

19 ing percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121

20 (a)) received by him with respect to employment (as

21 defined in section 3121 (b))--

22 "(1) with respect to wages received during the

23 calendar year 1959, the rate shall be 2+ percent;
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1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22.

23

24

25

"(2) with respect

calendar years 1960 to

shall be 8 percent;
"(8) with respect

calendar years 1963 to

shall be 3 percent;

"(4) with respect

calendar years 1966 to

shall be 4 percent; and

"(5) with respect to wages received after Decem.

ber 31, 1968, the rate shall be 4* percent."

Tax on Employers

(c) Section 3111 of such Code (relating to rate of tax

on employers under the F t .al Insurance Contributions

Act) is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 3111. RATE OF TAX.

"In addition to other taxes, there is hereby imposed on

every employer an, excise tax, with respect to having indi-

viduals in his employ, equal to the following percentages of

the wages (as defined in section 8121 (a)) paid by him

with respect to employment (as defined in section- 3121

(b))--

"(1) with respect to wages paid during the calen-

dar year 1959, the rate al be 2+ percent;

(2) with resp etospeiddwbgtecaltm

to wages received during the

1962, both inclusive, the rate

to wages received during the

1965, both Inclusive, the rate

to wages received during the

1968, both inclusive, the rate
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dar years ,1960

8 percent;
"(8) with

dar years 1963

31 percent;

"(4) with

dar years 1966

4 percent; and

"(5) with

78,

to 1962, both inclusive, the rate shall lie

respect to wages paid during the eidhi,.

to 1965, both inclusive, the rate shall be

respect to wages paid during the calen-

to 1968, both inclusive, the rate shall be

respect to wages paid after December

81, 1968, the rate shall be 4f percent."

Effective Dates

(d) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

apply with respect to taxable years beginning after Decem-

ber 81, 1958. The amendments made by subsections (b)

and (c) shall apply with respect to remuneration paid after

December 31, 1958.

INOREABIN IN TAX. BASE

Definition of Self-Employment Income

Sw. 402. (a) (1) Subparagraph (B) of section 1402

(b) (1) of the Internal. Revenue Code of 1954 is amended

to read as follows:

"(B) for any taxable year ending after. 1954

and before ,1959, (i) $4,200, minus (ii) the

amount of the wages paid to such individual during

the taxable year; and".

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1 (2) Paragraph (1) of section 1402 (b) of such Code

2 is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

3 new subparagraph:

4 "(C) for any taxable year ending after 1958,

5 (i) $4,800, minus (ii) the amount of the wages

6 paid to such individual during the taxable year; or".

7 Definition of Wages

8 (b) Section 8121 (a) of such Code (relating to the

9 definition of wages) is* amended by striking out "$4,200"

10 wherever it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$4,800".

11 Federal Service

12 (c) Section 3122 of such Code (relating to Federal

13 service) is amended by striking out "$4,200" wherever it

14 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "#4,800".

15 Refunds,

16 (d) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 6413 (c) of such

17 Code is amended to read as follows:

18 "(1) IN GB18RAJ,.-If by reason of an employee

19 receiving wages from more than gne employer during a

20 calendar year after the, calendar year 1950,and prior to

21 the calendar yoar 1955, the wages received by him during

22 such year exceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled

23 (subject to the provisions of section 31 (b)) to a credit

24 or refund ofany amount of tax, withrespect to such

25 wages, imposed by section 1400 of the Internal Revenue

29743 0-58----0
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I Code of 1989 and deducted from the employee's wages

2 (whether or not paid to the Secretary or his delegate),

3 which exceeds the tax with respect to the first $3,600

4 of such wages received; or if by reason of an employee

5 receiving wages from more than one employer (A)

6 during any calendar year after the calendar year 1954

7 and prior to the calendar year 1959, the wages received

8 by him during such year exceed $4,200, or (B) during

9 any -calendar year after the calendar year 1958, the

10 wages received by hin during such year exceed

11 provisions of section 81 (b)) to a credit or refund of

12 any amount of tax, with respect to such wages, imposed

13 by section 3101 and deducted from the employee's

14 wages (whether or, not paid to the Secretary or his

15 delegate), which exceeds the tax with respect to the

16 first $4,200 of such wages received in such calendar

17 year after 1954 and before 1959, or which exceeds the

18 tax with respect to the first $4,800 of such wages

19 received in such calendar year after 1958."

20 (2) Subparagraph (A) of section 6418 (c) (2) of

21 such Code is amended to read as follows:

2"(A) FomAL EmPLowm.--In the case-of

23 remuneration received from the United States or a

24 wholly owned instrumentality thereof during any

25 olendar year, each head of a Federal agency or
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instrumentality who makes a return pursuant to

2 section 8122 and each agent, designated by the head

of a Federal agency or instrumentality, who makes

4 a return pursuant to such section shall, for purposes

5 of this subsection, be deemed a separate employer,

6 and the term 'wages' includes for purposes of this

7 subsection the amount, not to exceed $3,600 for the

8 calendar year 1951, 1952, 1953, or 1954, $4,200

9 for the calendar year 1955, 1956, 1957, or 1958,

to or $4,800 for any calendar year after 1958, deter-

11 mined by each such head or agent as constituting

12 wages paid to an employee."

13 Effective Date

14 (e) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (c)

15 shall be applicable only with respect to remuneration paid

t6 after 1958.

17 PARTNER'S TAXABLE YEAREBNDING AS RESULT OF DEATH

18 General Rule

19 SEC. 403. (a) Section 1402 of the Internal Revenue

20 Code of 1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof the

21 following new subsection:

22 "(f) PARTNER'S TAXABLE -YEAR ENDING AS T

23 RESULT oF D Tn.--In computing. a pgert s net earnings

24 from sef-employment for.. hisaxabl'.year..which ends as A

25 result of his diath (but only if such taxahleyear ends within,

77
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1 and not with, the taxable year of die partnership), there

2 shall be included so much of the deceased, partner's distribu-

8, tive share of the partnership's ordinary income or loss for

4 the partnership taxable year as is not attributable to an

5 interest in the partnership during any period beginning on

6 or after the first day of the first calendar month following

7 the month in which such partner (lied. For purposes of this

8 subsection-

9 "( ) in determining the portion of the distributive

10 share which is attributable to any period specified in the

11 preceding sentence, the ordinary income or loss of the

12 partnership shall he treated as having been realized or

13 sustained ratably over the partnership taxable year; and

14 "(2) the term 'deceased partner's distributive

15 share' includes the share of his estate or of any other

16 person succeeding, by reason of his death, to rights with

17 respect to his partnership interest."

18 Effective Date

19 (b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

20 aim'endinent made by subsection (a) shall apply only with

21 respect to individuals who die after the (late of the enact-

22 ment of this Act.

2:1 (2) In the case of an individual who died after 1955 and

24 on or before the date of the enactment of this Act, the amend-

25 ment made by subsection (a) shall apply only if-
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1 (A) before January 1, 1960, there is filed a return

2 (or amended return) of the tax imposed by chapter 2

3 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 for the taxable

4 year ending as a result of his death, and

5 (B) in any case where the return is filed solely

6 for the purpose of reporting net earnings from self-em-

7 ployment resulting from the amendment made by sub-

8 section (a), the return is accompanied by the amount

9 of tax attributable to such net earnings.

10 In any case described in the preceding sentence, no interest

11 or penalty shall be assessed or collected on tie amount of

12 anuy tax due under chapter 2 of such lCode solely by reason

13 of the operation of section 1402 (f) of sui Code.

14 SERVICE IN CONNIITION WITH IUM RESIN PRODUCTS

15 SE. 404. (a) Section 3121 (b) (I) of the internal

16 Revenue Code of 19,54 (relating to definition of employ-

17 ment) is amended to read as follows:

18 "(1) service performed by foreign agricultural

19 workers (A) under contracts entered int/,) in accord-

20 ance with title V of the Agricultural Act of 1949, as

21 amended (65 Stat. 119; 7 IT. .1. (. 1461-1468), or

22 (B) lawfully admitted to the United States from the

23 Bahamas, Jamaica, and the other British West Indies,

24 or from any other foreign country or possession thereof,

25 on a temporary basis to perform agricultural labor;".
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1 (b), The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

2 apply with respect to service performed after 1958.

3 NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION'S WAIVEB ORITIFIOATES

4 Swc. 405. (a) Section 8121 (k) (1) of the Internal

5 Revenue Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

6 "(1) WAIVER OF EXEMPTION BY ORGANIZA-

7 TION.-

8 "(A) An organization described in section 501

9 (c) (3) which is exempt from income tax under

10 section 501 (a) may file a certificate (in such form

11 and manner, and with such official, as may be -pre-

12 scribed by regulations made under this chapter)

13 certifying that it desires to have the insurance sys-

14 tern established by title II of the Social Security

15 Act extended to service performed by its employees

16 and that at least two-thirds of its employees concur

17 in the filing of the certificate. Such certificate may

18 be filed only if it is accompanied by a list contain-

19 ing the signature, address, and social security ao-

20 count number (if any) of each employee who

21 concurs in the filing of the certificate. Such list

22 may be amended at any time prior to the expira-

23 tion of the twenty-fourth month following the calen-

24 dar quarter in which the certificate is filed by filing

25 with the prescribed official a supplemental list or
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1 lists containing the signature, address, and social

2 security account number -(if any) of each additional

8 employee who concurs in the filing of the certificate.

4 The ht and any supplemental list shall be filed in

5 such form and manner as may be prescribed by

( regulations made under this chapter.

7 "(B) The certificate shall be in effect (for

8 purposes of subsection (b) (8) (B) and for pur-

9 poses of section 210 (a) (8) (B) of the Social

10 Secuity Act) for the period beginning with which-

it ever of the following may be designated by the

12 organization:

13 "(i) the first day of the calendar quarter

14 in which the certificate is filed,

15 "(ii) the first day of the calendar quarter

16 succeeding such quarter, or

17 "(iii) the first day of any calendar quarter

18 preceding the calendar quarter in which the

19 certificate is filed, except that, in the case

20 of a certificate filed prior to January 1, 1960,

21 such date may not be earlier than January 1,

22 1956, and in the cae of a certificate filed after

23 1959, such date may not be earlier than the

24 first day of the fourth calendar quarter preced-

25 ing the quarter in which such certificate is filed.
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1 "(0) Ifl the ease of service Iperfortned by an

2 employee whose name appears on a suppleitental

3 list filed after the first month following the

4 calendar quarter in which the certificate is filed, the

5 certificate shall be in effect (for purposes of subsec-

6 tion (b) (8) (B) and for purposes f section 210

I1 (a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act) only with

8 respect to service performed by such individual for

9 the period beginning with the first day of the calen-

10 dar quarter in which such supplemental list is filed.

11 "(D) The period for which a certificate fie

12 pursuant to this subsection or the corresponding sub-

13 section of prior law is effective may be terminated

14 by the organization, effective at the end of a calen-

15 dar quarter, upon giving 2 years' advance notice in

16 writing, but only if, at the time of the receipt of

17 such notice, the certificate has been in effect for a

18 period of not less than 8 years. The notice of ter-

19 mination may be revoked by the organization 'by

20 giving, prior to the close of the calendar quarter

21 specified in the notice of termination, a written

22 notice of such revocation. Notice of termination'Or

23 revocation thereof shall be filed in such form and
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1 manner, and with such official, as may be prescribed

2 by regulations made under this chapter.

$ "(E) If an organization described in subpara-

4 graph (A) employs both individuals who are in

6 positions covered by a pension, annuity, retirement,

8 or similar fund or system established by a State or

7 by a political subdivision thereof and individuals

8 who are not in such positions, the organization shall

9 divide its employees into two separate groups. One

10 group shall consist of all employees who are in

11 positions covered by such a fund or system and (i)

12 are members of such fund or system, or (ii) are

18 not members of such fund or system but are

14 eligible to become members thereof; and the other

15 group shall consist of all remaining employees. An

16 organization which has so divided its employees

17 into two groups may file a certificate pursuant to

18 subparagraph (A) with respect to the employees

:1.1 in one of the groups if at least two-thirds of the

20 employees in such group concur in the filing of the

2 L certificate. The organization may also file such a

22 certificate with respect to the employees in the

23 other group if at least two-thirds of the employees

24 in such other group concur in the filing of such

25 certificate.
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1 " (F) An organisation which filed a certificate

2 under this subsection after,1955 but prior to the

8 enactment of this subparagraph may file a request

4 at any time before 1960 to have such certificate

5 effective, with respect to the service of individuals

6 who concurred in the filing of such certificate

7 (initially or through the filing of a supplemental

8 list) prior to enactment of this subparagraph and

9 who concur in the filing of such new request, for

10 the period beginning with the first day of any

11 calendar quarter preceding the first calendar quarter

12 for which it was effective and following the last

13 calendar quarter of 1955. Such request shall be

14 filed with such official and in such form and manner

15 as may be prescribed by regulations made under

16 this chapter. If a request is filed pursuant to this

17 subparagraph-

18 "(i) for purposes of computing interest

19 and for purposes of section 6651 (relating to

20 addition to tax for failure to file tax return),

21 the due date for the return and payment of the

22 tax for any calendar quarter resulting from the

23 filing of such request shall be the last day of the

24 calendar month following the calendar quarter

25 in which the request is filed; and
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1 "(ii) the statutory period for the assess-

2 ment of such tax shall not expire before the

a expiration of 8 years from such due date.

4 "(0) If certificate filed pursuant to this paa-

5 graph is effective for one or more calendar quarters

6 prior to the quarter in which the certificate is filed,

7 then-.

8 "(i) for purposes of computing interest

9 and for purposes of section 6651 (relating to

.10 addition to tax for failure to file tax return), the

11 due date for the return and payment of the tax

12 for such prior calendar quarters resulting from

13 the filing of such certificate shall be the last

14 day of the calendar month following the calen-

15 dar quarter in which the certificate is filed; and

16 "(ii) the statutory period for the assess-

:17 ment of such tax shall not 'expire before the

18 expiration of 3 years from such due date."

19 (b) Section 3121 (b) (8) (B) of the Internal Reve-

20 nue Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

2 "(B) service performed in the employ of a

22 religious, charitable, educational, or other organiza-

2tion described in section 501 (c) (3) which is

24 exempt from income tax under section 501 (a),

25 but this subparagnph shall not apply to service per-
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1 formed during the period for which a certificate, filed

2 pursuant to subsection (k) (or the corresponding

8 subsection of prior law), is in effect if such service

4 is performed by an employee-

5 "(i) whose signature appears on the list

6 filed by such organization under subsection (k)

7 (or the corresponding subsection of prior law),

8 "(ii) who became an employee of such

9 organization after the calendar quarter in which

10 the certificate (other than a certificate referred

11 to in clause (iii)) was filed, or

12 "(iii) who, after the calendar quarter in

13 which the certificate was filed with respect to a

14 group described in section 3121 (k) (1) (E),

15 became a member of such group,

16 except that this subparagraph shall apply with re-

17 spect to service performed by an employee as a

18 member of a group described in section 3121 (k)

19 (1) (E) with respect to which no certif ate is in

20 effect;".

21 (c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

4n shall apply with respect to certificates filed under section

23 3121 (k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 after

24 the date of enactment of tis Act.
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1 IXMTIMON OF UNOMPLOYMIENT BNEVITB PROM LVT

2g. Si, 406. Section 6334 (a) of the Internal Revenue

3 Code of 1954 (relating to enumeration of property exempt

4 from levy) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

5 following new paragraph:

a "(4) UNEZPLO!MINT BNBFi.-Any amount

7 payable to an individual with respect to his unemploy-

8 ment (including any portion thereof payable with re-

:9 spect to dependents) under an unemployment compensa-

10 tion law of the United States, of any State or Territory,

11 or of the District of Columbia or of the Commonwealth

19 of Puerto Rico."

13 TITLE V--AMENDMENTS RELATING TO PUBLIC

14 ASSISTANCE

15 OLD-AOI AS8ISTANOE

16. SiC. 501. Subsection (a) of section 3 of the Social

17 Security Act is amended to read as follows:

18 "(a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secre-

19 tary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an

20 approved plan for old-age assistance, for each quarter, be-

21- ginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1958,

22 (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the

23 Virgin 'Islands, and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of

24 the following proportions, of the total amounts expended

25 dung such quarter as old-ge assistance under the State
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I plan (including expenditures for ,insurance prmtms for

I medicalor any other type of remedial care or the cost

8 thereof)--

4 "(A) four-fifths of such expenditures, not counting

5 so much of any expenditure with respect to any month

6 as exceeds the product of $30 multiplied by the total

7 number of recipients of old-age assistance for such

8 month (which total number, for purposes of this clatse

9 and clause (B) and for purposes of clause (2), means

10 (i) the number of individuals who received old-age

11 assistance in the form of money payments for such

12 month, plus (ii) the number of other individuals with

13 respect to whom expenditures were made in such month

14 as old-age assistance in the form of medical or any other

15 type of remedial care) ; plus

16 "(B) the Federal percentage of the amount by

17 which such expenditures exceed the maximum which

18 may be counted under clause (A), but not counting

19 so much, of any expenditure with respect to any month

20 as exceeds the product of $66 multiplied by the total

21 number of such recipients of old-age assistance for such

22 month;

23 and, (2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
2W,, Ouam, an amOUnt equ toone-hAi of the total ofthe sums

o~pendod A1ring. such, quart a, oldrag aisanc nd*~

Io
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11 the State plan (including expenditures for, insurance pre-

2 miums for medical or any other type of remedial care or

3 the cost thereof), not counting so much of any expenditure

4 with respect to any, month a exceeds $86 multiplied by the

Total, number .f recipients of old-age assistance for such

6 month; and (8) in the case of any State, an amount equal

7 to one-half of the total of the sums expended during such

•8 quarter as found necessary by the Segretary of Health, Edu-

9 cation, and Welfare for the proper and efficient administra-

10 tion of the State.plan, including services which are provided

11 by the staff of the State agency (or of the local agency

12 administering the State plan in the political subdivision)

13. to applicants for and recipients of old-age assistance to help

14 them attain self-care."

15 AID TO DEPENDENT CHXLDBEN

16 Sw . 502. Subsection (a) of section 403 of the Social

17 Security Act is amended to read as follows:

18 "(a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secre-

19 tary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an

20 approved plan for aid to dependent children, for each quarter,

21 beginning with the quarter commencing October 1, 1958,

22 (1) in the case of any State other than Puerto Rico, the Vir-

2-3 gin Islands, and Guam, an amount equal to the sum of the

24 following proportions of the total, amounts expended during

: such 'quarter a ,id, to dependent chidren under the State

on
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I plan (including expenditures for insurance premiums for

2 medical or any other type of remedial care or the cost

3 thereof)

4 "(A) five-sixths of such expenditures, not counting

5 so much of any expenditure with respect to any month

6' as exceeds the product of $18, multiplied by the total

7 number of recipients of aid to dependent children for

8 such'month (which total number, for purposes of this

9 clause and clause (B) and for purposes of clause (2),

-10 means (i) the number of individuals with respect to

11 whom aid to dependent children in the form of money

12 payments is paid for such month, plus (ii) the number

13 of other individuals with respect to whom 'xpenditures

14 were made in such month as aid to dependent children

15 in the form of medical or any other type of remedial

16 care) ;plus

17 "(B) the Federal percentage of the amount by

18 which such expenditures exceed the maximum which

19 may be counted under clause (A), but not counting so

20 much of any expenditure with respect to any month

21 as exceeds the product of $33 multiplied by the total

22 number of recipients of aid to dependent children for

23 such month;

P4 aid (2) -in the case of Puerto Rico, the'Virgi Islands,

25 and Ouam, an amount equal to one-half of the total of the

90
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1 smnsexpended during 'sih quarter ua aid 'to dependent

2' children undei the' State plan (including expenditures for

a insurance premiums for medical or any othet type of

4 remedial ,care or the cost thereof), iot counting so much

5 oany expenditure with respect to any month as exceeds

6 $18 multilplied by the total number of recipients of aid to

7 dependent children for such' month; 'and (3) in the case

8 of any State, an amount equal to one-half of the total of the

9 sums expended during such quarter as found necessary by

10 the Secreta bAearthn-Mdcation, and Welfare for the

11, propp*rmd efficient "administration fthe'State plan, in-

12 &iing services wbicl( provided by the ff of the State

13/agency jor ' f th l0ch agency. 4diistering e State plan

4'in to r atiIVido es with' ~om such

/15 children (app, g~ fo'I orrpe -4g s 'Ph aid) 4eliving,

(16 in4~t wi ea~siti etspo~o elf
A7: career Whb are to matar and'Trengthen

fami13,Iife for - ( eh !

,k /
20 \ Sio. 50. Shfsetio (a) of section ip(13 of the Social

21 Secui3y Act is amended to read as f we:

"(a Fieiumuft"Jiopriated tiherefor, the Secre-

28 tary of the' TresMry shall pay to each Statewhich has an

PA approve, d plan for ld to, the blind, fi"r each quarter, begif.

25. ning with the quarter commencing October 11958, (1)

20743 0-58-7
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1u the y 8tate other than Puerto Rio, the Virgin

a Islands, and Guam., a amount equal to the sum of the

3 following proportions of the total amounts expended during

4 #ch quarter as aid to the blind under the State plan (la-

5 cluding expenditures for invurauce premiums for medicsl or

6 ony, other type of remedial care or the cost thereof)--

7 "(A) four-fths of such expenditures, not counting

8 so much of any expenditure with respect to any month

9 a fueeds the, product of $80 multiplied by the total

10 number of recipients of aid to the blind for such mouth

11 (which total number, for purposes of this clatue and

1 lkum (B) and for purposes of clause (2), means

is (1) the number of individual; who received aid to the

14 blind in the form of money payments for such month,

15 plus (U) the number of other individuals with respect

i6 to whom expeuditures were made in such moth as

17 aid to the bNd i4 the, form of medical or any other

18 W"peof re mcre); p*u
19 "(B) t ,ede, pr ta of the amount by
20 w~woh ~uc peaditrs exoed the1 axium which

21 may be qounted-uder claus (A), but not counting so

22 mubOf ayepnirewith respet~ a month s

2$ exvd roduct Of$~ zqultiplied ,by the tota

24 o be, a, reeipiens of d to the blind for mphc

35
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I and (2) in the case of Puerto Rio*, the Virgin Islands, and

2 Guam, an amount equal to one-half of the total of the sums

8 expended during such quarter as aid to the blind under the

4 State plan (including expenditures for inmrance premiums

5 for medical or any other type of remedial care or the cost

6 thereof), not counting so much of any expenditure with

7 respect to any month as exceeds $86 multiplied by the total

8 number of recipients of aid to the blind for such month; and

,9 (8) in the case of any State, an amount equal to one-half

10 of the total, of the sums expended during such quarter as

11 found necesary by the Secretary of Health, Education, and

12 Welfare for the proper and eticient adminisation of the

18 State plan, including services which ar provided by the staff

14 of the State agency (or of the load agency administering the

15 State plan in the political subdivision) to applicnts for and

16 recipients of aid to the blind to help them attain salf-apport

17 or salfce",

18 AM) TO T PTMUoWtl. TMD IO2ALLT DIRL An

19 830. 804 Subscon, (a) of- seton 1408 of the Sodl

20, SeoudtyAcsamOdedtoradas follow:
21, " '(a), Prom,.the sms approprissd threo, the Sma

22 Ut4 4aryT me. T creamy ipy to ea Seas. whi has an

28 approved plafor. aid to tho pormanen#y &Wmd totally die-

24, ablod, wo eah quaer, begmi*in with the, quarter co-

20 mencng October 1, 1958, (1) in the ae of any State other

98
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1, thaPumo ootl. Vl lAnd, and Ougm, an zount

A equal to the sum of the followln, proportion of the total

a asounta expedd &duAr mh quarter as aid to the perma-

4 neaty and toty disabled under the State plan (inoludi

6 expenditure for insuoe premiums for medical or any

6 other type of remedial are or the cost thereof)-

7 "(A) four-fths of sh expenditures not counting

8 so muoh of any expenditure with respect to any month as

* exceeds the product of $80 multiplied-by the total

10 number of recipients of aid to the permanency and

1 totally diwad for such mouth (which total number,

12 for purpose of this clause and clause (B) and, for-pur.

1 poses of okue (2), means (i) the number of individ-

14 vWsa who received aid to the per ntly and totally diso

:5 • sd in tho form of money payments for such months

W, Plu (1) -the number of other individuals with respect

17 towhom expenditures were made in suoh month as add

16 t- ,th pitmaeItly and alydsAbled in ths. form of

19W v t~k1ray, tberyp ofrenedialson);plu

0 "(B) the ekulper t~~ . pr6t amoelat by

21t. , whjehpmIitqrss exceeU" Ath. m um whioh

S~lp:b, suomed undp, :dbme (k4,t-u* no onoutin

28 ~ ~ ~ ~ fw~ smuh yp ltssetonymonth,

1'14[06" uqxcwsthepodas $*66nUltwlwfby ota,

9OCUAL OXCURITY
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1 number of sor redpients o aid" to t-0pe ma 10

2 and totally disabled for sacb month;

a and (2) in the e o Puerto Woos the Vlr& Ilsad and

4 Guam, an amount equal to one-half of the total of th sums

5 expended during such quarter u ai to the permaneutly

6 and totally disabled under~ the State plan (Icluding ex-

7 penditures for insurance premiums for medial or My other

8 type of remedial care or the cos therof), nocount

9 so much of any expenditure with respect to anY month

10 exceeds $3 multi b 4 l number of repieuti'

11 o f a d to permanently and totallyA 9bled for such-

12 montiianid (8) In the cese(61VWSate, an am t equal to

18 onft4ialf 'of t4oa of t14 sumsjxpendod d such

14 carter as 'nn~~rr the Sqiar of at,

15 ducatlon, and We othe p and t
U-7

16 istration 't.8 p~i~. whskar

17 rovided ydthe ot o the foa

qaI~I* I l kt.. t .

Bea&ulyAo~s urded by adlng it theihd htri the toI'

95'
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1 "(8) (A) Th 'Federal percentage' for any State

S (other than Puerto Nlico, the Virg Islnds, and Guam)

8 ha be 100 per eentum less the State percentage; and

4 the Stateperoente shall be that percentage which

S been the am ratio to, 50 per centum a the square of

8 the per capits income of suoh'State bears to the square

7 of the per oapita income of the continental United States

8 (exoludkg Alaska); except that (i) the Federal per-

9 oentage shall in'no cae be less than. ISO per centum or

10 more than 70 per centum, and (HI) the Federal per-

11 oentago shall. be 50 per centum for Alaska and Hawaii.

12 "(B) TheFederal percentage for each State (other,

18 tha Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam) shall

14 be promulgated by the Secretary between July 1 and

15 Aug H of eah evenunmbered year, on the basis of

16, the average per opita income of each State and of the

17 ontinntal Une States (excdi Alaka) for the

18 thr mos wcet calendar yar for which SaiW ory

1.... data e vailabe, from theDeparment of Oommeroe..-
20, Suk rmugaci halbeo ncls for &&.hof the'

21 eight quarters in the period beginning Jyuly neat Po'.

2eedi soi prmulgoajProndded That the Secr&
28 y sq JJ promu*u0o suoh peroentas w soon as pos&.

at mnm of , the Soc l Security, Amei&en
25 ments of 1958, which promnulpt*e 1wa bwoclusive

rho
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1 for each of the eleven quarters In the period begnning

2 Ootober 1, 1958, and ending with the cloe of June 80,

3 1961."

4 UXTUWSON TO OUAM

5 Sa. 506. ewtion 1101 (a) (1) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended by #riking out "Puerto Rico and the Virgi

7 Islands" and inserting in ieu thereof "Puerto Rico, the Vir-

8 gin Isands, and Guam".

9 IIOUmaB nr LIni1TATLONns ON PULO ABsww Cs PiY-

10 WMU6 TO PU O IWO A)D THU V IN ISLA

11 Sc. 507., (a) Section 1108 of the Social Security Act is

12 amended by striking out "$5,812,500 and "$200,000" and

18 inserting In lieu thereof "8,500,000 and "P00,00", re-

14 spectively, by striking out "and" Immediately following the

15 semicolon, and by adding immedia before the period at

16 the end thereof "; wd the total amount owd by the

11 Secretary wnder " titles for payment to Gum with respect

18 to amy hsMl ywa iAdlut~e $400,000".'

19 (b) The headift of it , seon Is amended to read

,20" W tA2 ed ON ftkuohih ftd vMu o , ot

24 4ddi4 a the end thero the'004 to~w* Itftft Tot-
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1 withstanding the provisions of sections 502 (a) (2), 51i

2 (a) (2), and 522 (a), and until such time as the Congress

8 may by appropriation or other law otherwise provide, the

4 Secretary shall, in lieu of the $60,000, $60,000, and

5 $60,000, respectively, specified in such sections, allot such

6 smaller amounts to Guain as he may deem appropriate."

7 THMPOR&BY EXTEN8ION OF CERTAIN 8ISCIAL PIOVISIONS

8 RELATING TO STATE P14ANS FOR All) TO THE BLIND

9 Suv, 509. Section 344 (b) of the Social Security Act

10 Amendments of 1950 (Public La"' 734, Eighty-first Con-

11 gress), as amended, is amended by striking out "June 30,

12 1959" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1961".

13 8PBCIAL PROVISION FOR CERTAIN INDIANS REPEALED

14 Wso. 510. Effective in the case of payments with respect

15 to expenditures by States, under plans approved under title

16 I, IV, or X of the Social Security Act, for quarters beginning

17 after September 80, 1958, section 9 of the Act of April 19,

18 1950, as amended (25 U. 8. 0. 689), is repealed,

19 TECHNICAL AMNDMNT

20 Su, 511. Section 2 (a) (11) of the Social Security

21 Act is amended by inserting. before the period at the end

22 thereof", Wluding a description of the steps taken to assure,

23 in the, provision of such aorvices, maximum utilization of

24 other agencies providing similar or related services".

08
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1 EPFECTIVE DATES

2 SPc. 512. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections

3 305 and 345 of (le Social Security Amendments of 1956,

4 as amended, the amcndments made by sections 501, 502,

5 503, 504, 505, and 506 shall be effective-

8 (I) in the case of money payments, under a State

7 plan approved under title I, IV, X, or XIV of the

8 Social Security Act, for months after September 1958,

9 and

10 (2) in the case of assistance in the form of medical

11 or any other type of remedial care, under such a plan,

12 with respect to expenditures made after September 1958.

13 The amendment made by section 506 shall also become

14 effective, for purposes of title V of the Social Security Act,

15 for fiscal years ending after June 30, 1959. The amend-

18 ments made by section 507 shall be effective for fiscal years

17 ending after June 30, 1958. The amendment made by

18 section 508 shall be effective for fisa years ending after

19 June 30, 1959. The amendment made by won 510 shall

20 become effective October 1,1958.

21 TITLE VI-MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE

22 CHILD WBLFAEE SNVJO=

28 Suc. 601. Part 8 of title V of the Social Security Act

24 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "PAW, 8-.4ux WWMrA SUMiwN

2 "APPMPRIATION

3 "Suo, 521, For the purpose of enabling the United

4 States, through the Secretary, to cooperate with State pvblic-

5 welfare agencies in establishing, extending, and strengthen-

0 ing public-welfare services (hereinafter in this title referred

,I to as 'child-welfare services') for the protection and care of

8 homeless, dependent, and neglected children, and children

9 in danger of becoming delinquent, there is hereby authorized

10 to be appropriated for each fiscal year, beginning with the

11 fiscal year ending June 30, 1959, the surn of $17,000,000.

12 o"ALOTMCNTO TO 8TATB8

is "Sn. 522. (a) The sums appropriated for each fiscal

14 year under section 521 shall be allotted by the Secretary

1 for use by cooperating State public-welfare agencies which

1s have plans developed jointly by the State agency and the

17 Secretary, as follows: He shall allot to each State such por-

is tion of $80,000 as the amount appropriated under section

19 521 for such year bear to the amount auIorized to be so,

20 appropriated; and he shall allot to each 8tat. an amount

21 which bean the same ratio to the remainder of the sums so

22 appropriated for such year as the product of (1) the popula.

28 tion of such State under the age of 21 and (2) the allot-,

24 mert percentage of such 8tate ja destined under section
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1 524) bears to the sum of the corresponding products of a.1

2 the States.

3 "(b) (1) If the amount allotted to a State under sub-

4 section (a) for any fiscal year is less than such State's base

5 allotmenit, it shall be increased to such base allotment, the total

8 of the increases thereby required being derived by propor-

7 tionately reducing the amount alloted under subsection (a)

8 to each of the remaining States, but with such adjustments

9 as may be necessary to prevent the allotment of any such

10 remaining State under subsection (a) from being thereby

11 reduced to loss than its base allotment.

12 "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1) the base allot-

18 ment of any State for any fiscal year means the amount

14 which would be allotted to such State for such year under

15 the provisions of section 621, as in effect prior to the enact-

16 ment of the Social Security Amendments of 1958, as applied

17 to an appropriation of $1,000,0W.

18 ~nW TO sTAWus

19 "So1b, 628. (a) From the sums appropriated therefore

20 and the allotment available under section 62, the Seetar

21d from, tme to tme pay to 08tf with a plan for

2, chd-welfar servicess developed as provided iu mob section

28 6 n amt eqa to, the Federal dr (a determined

'2 under setion 824)s of & total mm upended imnde, such

20f plan (Including the coet of "administration of the plan) In

101
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meeting the costs of district, county, or other local child-

2 welfare services, in developing State services for the encour-

3 agement and assistance of adequate methods of community

4 child-welfare organization, in paying the costs of returning

5 any runaway child who has not attained the age of eighteen

6 to his own community in another State, and of maintaining

7 such child until such return (for a period not exceeding fifteen

8 days), in cases in which such costs cannot be met by the

9 parents of such child or by any person, agency, or institution

10 legally responsible for the support of such child: Provided,

11 That in developing such services for children the facilities and

12 experience of voluntary agencies shall be utilized in accord-

is ance with child-care programs and arrangements in the States

14 and local communities as may be authorized by the State.

15 "(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts

16 shall be as follows:

17 "(1) The Secretary shall, prior to the beginning of each

18 period for which, a payment is to be made, estimate the

19 amount to be paid to the State for such period tinder the

20 provisions of, subsection (a).

21 ," ), From the allotment available therefor, the Secr'

22 tary shall pay the amount so estimated, reduced or Increased.

28 as the case may be, by any sum (pot previously adjusted

24 under this section) by which he find; that his estimate, of the

25wount to be paid the State for any prior period under this

102
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1 section was greater or less than the amount which should

2 have been paid thereunder to the State for such prior period.

3 "ALLOTMENT PUCENTAOB AND FEDERAL 8HARE

4 "SO. 524. (a) The 'allotment percentage' for any

5 State shall be 100 per centum less the State percentage;

6 and the State percentage shall be that percentage which

7 bears the same ratio to 50 per centum as the per capita in-

8 come of such State bears to the per capita income of the con-

9 tinental United States (excluding Alaska); except that

10 (A) the allotment percentage shall in no case be less than

11 80 per centum or more than 70 per centum, and (B) the

12 allotment percentage shall be 50 per centum in the case of

13 Alaska and 70 per centum in the case of Puerto Rico, the

14 Virgin Islands, and Guam.

15 "(b) For the fiscal year ending June 80, 1960,

16 and each year thereafter, the 'Federal share' for any State

17 shall be 100 per centum less that percentage which bears

18 the same ratio to 50 per centum as the per capita income of

19 such State beats to the per capita income of the continental

20 United States (excluding Alaska), except that (1) in no

21 case shall the Federal share be less than 88* per centum

22 or more than 66f per centum, and (2) the Federal°share

28 shal be 50 per centum in the case of Alaska and 06* per

26 centum in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and

25 Guam. For the fiscal year ending 1 June 80, 1950, the

103
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1 Federal share shall be determined pursuant to the provisions

2 of section 521 as In effect prior to the onactmient of the

3 Social Security Amendments of 1958.

4 "(c) The Federal share and the allotment percentage

5 for each State shall be promulgated by the Secretary between

6 July I and August 31 of each even-numbered year, on the

7 basis of die average per capita income of each State and of

8 the continental United States (excluding Alaska) for the

9 three most recent calendar years for which satisfactory data

10 are available from the Department of Commerce. Such

11 promulgation shall be conclusive for each of the two fiscal

12 years in the period beginning July 1 next succeeding such

13 promulgation: Provided, That the Secretary shall promul-

14 gate such Federal shares and allotment percentages as soon

15 as possible after the enactment of the Sooial Security Amend-

16 ments of 1958, which promulgation shall be conclusive for

17 each of the 8 fiscal years in the period ending June 30, 1901.
18 '"~k, '

19 "Sac. 525. The amount of any allotment to a State

20 under section 522 for any fiscal year which the State certifies

21 to the Secretary; will not be required for carrying out the

22 State; plan developed as provided in such section shall be

23 available for reallotment from time to time, on such dates as

24 the Secretary may fix, to, other States which the secretary

26 determine (1) have need i, carrying out their State plans
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1 so developed for sums in excess of those pro viously allotted

2 to them under that section and (2) will be able to Ose srich

3 excess amounts during such fiscal year. Stich reutltmentb

4 shall be made on the basis of the State plans so developed,

5 after taking into consideration the population tinder the age

6 of twenty-one, and the per capita income of each such

7 State as compared with the population under the age of

8 twenty-one, and the per capita income of all such States

9 with respect to which such a determination by the Secretary

10 has been made. Any amount so reallotted to a State shall

11 be deemed part of its allotment under section 522."

12 MATERNAL AND CHILD HBALTH

13 8W. 602. (a) Section 501 of such Act is amended by

14 striking out "for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the

15 sum of $15,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning after

16 June 80, 1951, the sum of $16,500,000" and inserting In

17 lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 30.

16 1958, the sm of $21,500,000".

10 (b) Section 502 (a) (2) of such Act Is amended by

go striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after Jube 80,

,21 1951, the Administrator shall allot $8,250,000 as follows:

i He shall allot to each State $80,000 and shall allot to each

a8 Staee such pert of the remainder of the $8,280,000" and

24 inserting in lieu thereof fot'each fiscal year beginning after

,2 June 80, 1958, the Secretary shall allot $10,750,000 as

105
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I follows: He shall allot to each State $60,000 (even though

9 the amount appropriated for such year is less than $21,-

8 WP0,000), and shall allot each State such part of the re-

4 mainder of the $10,760,000".

6 (o) section 502 (b) , of such Act is amended by

6 striking out "the fiscal year ending June 80, 1951, the

7 sum of 87,500,000, and for each fiscal year beginning after

8 June 30, 1051, the sum of $8,250,000" and inserting in

9 lieu thereof "each fiscal year beginning after June 30, 1958,

10 the sum of $10,750,000".

11 CHIUPPLRD CIDRN '8 BaORVICIES

12 Sfw. 603. (a) Section 511 of such Act is amended by

13 striking out "for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, the

14 sum of $12,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning

15 after June 30, 1951, the sum of $15,000,000" and inserting

16 in lieu thereof "for each fiscal year beginning after June 80,

17 1958, the sum of 420,000,000".

18 (b) Section 512 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

19 striking out "for each fiscal year beginning after June 80,

20 1051, the Administrator shall allot $7,500,000 as follows:

21 He shall allot to each State $60,000, and shall allot the

22 remainder of the $7,500,000" and inserting In lieu thereof

23 "for each fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1958, the

24 ecretary s allot $10,000,000 as follows: He shall allot

25 to ech State $00,000 (even though the amount appropri-
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I ated for such year is les than $20,000,000) and shall allot

2 the remainder of the $10,000,000".

8 (c) Section 512 (b) of such Act is amended by strik-

4 ing out "the fiscal year ending June 80, 1951, the sum of

5 $6,000,000, and for each fiscal year beginning after June..

6 80, 1951, the sum of $7,500,000" and inserting in lieu

2 thereof "each fiscal year beginning after June 80, 1958, the

8 sum of $10,000,000".

9 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

10 FURNI8HIINO OF SERVICES BY DEPARTMENT OF 11EALTh1,

11 EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

12 SmC. 701. Section 1106 (b) of the Social Security Act

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "(h) Requests for information, disclosure of which is

15 authorized by regulations prescribed pursuant to subsection

18 (a) of this section, and requests for services, may, subject

17 to such limitations as may be prescribed by the Secretary to

18 avoid undue interference with his functions under this Act,

19 be complied with if the agency, person, or organization

20 making the request agrees to pay for the information or serv-

21 ices requested in such amount, if any (not exceeding the cost

22 of fnrnishing the information or services), as may be deter-

23 mined, by the Secretary. Payments for information or serv-

24 ices furnished pursuant to this section shall be made in ad-

2948 0-8-8
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1 vance or by way of reimbursement, as may be requested by

2 the Secretary, and shall be deposited in the Treasury as a

8 special deposit to be used to reimburse the appropriations

4 (including authorizations to make expenditures from the

5 Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Tnst Fund and

6 the Federal Disability Insurance Tnst Fund) for the unit

' or units of the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

8 fare which furnished the information or services."

9 COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN EMPLOTSJCOF TAX-EXMPT

10 OBoAMZATIONSs WHIH PAID TAX

11 SEc. 702. (a) Section 408 (a) (1) of the Social

12 Security Amendments of 1954 is amended by striking out

13 "has failed to file prio to the enactment of the Sooial Security

14 Amendments of 1956" and inserting in lieu thereof "did

15 not have in effect, during the entire period in which the

16 individual was so employed,".

17 (b) Section 403 (a) (8) of the Social Security

18 Amendments of 1954 is amended by inserting "performed

19 during the period in which such organization did not have

20 a valid waiver certificate" after, servicee".

21 (c) Section 403 (a) (5) of the Sool Security

22 Amendments of 1954. is amended by inserting "without,

23 knowledge that a waiver certificate was necesary, or" after

24 "in god faith nd".

!08
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1 :MA O OF Tuia"811nMA

2 Sac. 703. As used in the provisions of the Social Secu.

a rity Act amended by this Act, the term "Secretary", unless

4 the context otherwise requires, means the Secretary of

5 Health, Education, and Welfare.

6 AMENDMENT PRESERVIMG RELATION8uIP BETWEEN RAIL-

'I ROAD RWTREMENT AND OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND

8 DISABILITY INSURANCE

9 SEC. 704. Section 1 (q) of the Railroad Retirement

10 Act of 1987, as amended, is amended by striking out "1957"

11 and inserting in lieu thereof "1958".

Passed the House of Representatives July 31, 1958.

Attat: RALPH R. ROBERTS,
Clerk.

!09
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EXscUTIV O CZ OF TH PJIDEINT,
BuaM5AU OF THM BUDGET,

WashigSton, P. Q., Aupue# 8, 1958.
11on. HAUYT . BTa,

Chairman, Coemittee on Finanoe,
United Statee Senate, 810 Senate Ofice Buid ing,Wamington, D. 0.

My Dsa Ma. CIjtamArN: This will acknowledge your letter of August 4, 1958,
requesting the views of this Omte on H. R. 13f549, to Increase benefits under the
Federal old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, to improve the
actuarial status of the trust funds of such system, nd otherwise Improve such
system; to amend the public assistance and maternal and child health and wel-
fare provisions of the Social Security Act; and for other purposes.

The Bureau of the Budget believes that the provisions relating to the increases
in social security benefits and taxes are reasonable, although more detailed knowl-
edge of the actuarial conditions of the fund will be available when the Council
which the Congress authorized submits its report in 1969. However, the removal
of the existing offset provisions is of particular concern to this Offlie. The
Bureau of the Budget recommends that present offset provisions be retained until
there has been a full exploration of alternative possibilities.

The President's budget message stated his belief that over a period of time
the States and localities should assume a larger share of the public assistance
burden. The provisions of the bill relating to public assistance have serious
budgetary Implications and we do not believe that a further Increase in the already
disproportionate overall Federal share in this program can be Justified. The
increasing imhprtance of the old-age and survivors insurance program and
the present disparities In programs and fiscal effort among the States are addi-
tional reasons why a comprehensive and long-range plan should be formulated
before further changes in the Iublic assistance program are enacted. An inten-
sive study of these matters is now in progress to develop recommendations for
submission at the next session of Congress before the scheduled expiration of
present matching formulason June 30, 1959.

Accordingly, I am authorized to advise you that enactment of the provisions
of H. R. 13549 relating to public assistance would not be in accord with the pro-
gram of the President.

Sincerely yours,
MAURCK H. STANs, Director.

The CI a, I. Mr. Secretary, this is your first appearance before
a congressional committee since you were appointed Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Secretary FLEX-MIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIM ,.N. We are pleased to have you. You may proceed

with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARTHUR S. LEMMING, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY ELLIOT
RICHARDSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, HEW; CHARLES I. SCHOTT-
LAND, COMMISSIONER, AND ROBERT 1. MYERS, CHIEF ACTUARY,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Secretary FIEMMINO. 1fr. (Chairmal and members of the cominit-
tee, it is a pleasure to appear before this committee to discuss social-
security programs of such vital importance to the American people.

I will confine my own testimony to two major policyy issues pre-
sented by H. R. 13549. Assistant Secretary Richardson and Commis-
sioner Schottland are here with me and they will be glad to answer
questions about other and more detailed issues.

First of all, I would like to discuss the proposed changes in the old.
age and survivors insurance program. The major changes can be sum.
marized briefly as follows:
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1. The tax contribution schedule now in the law for old-age and
survivors insurance would be increased effective next January 1, and
the dates of future tax increases already scheduled in the law would
be substantially advanced;

2. Benefit amounts would be increased by I percent, with a mini.
mum increase of $3 in the benefit amount for a worker who retires at
65 or later; and ,

3. The maximum limit oil the amount of annual earnings that is
taxed and credited toward benefits would be icreased from $4,20) to

luiing fiscal 1058 the old-age and survivors insurance system, for
the first time since the program began in 1987, paid out more in bene.-
fits than it received in tax revenue and interest.

The trust fund is expected to continue to decline, under the curret
law until the tax increase now scheduled for 1965. Under the inter-
nmediate cost estimate, the trust fund would then resume an upward
trend and continue to grow for many years thereafter.

The latest proiections indicate, ol an intermediate-cost basis, a long.
range actuarial insufficiency of 0.57 percent of payroll. The previous
report on the status of the trust fund estimated that the actuarial in-
sufficiently would be 0.20 percent of payroll.

As members of the committee know, an able and distinguished
Advisory (oincil on Social Security Financing, established by the
Congress, is now studying the long-rangie financial condition of the
program an(d is considering many of tht financial questions dealt with
i H. It. 13549. This committee is required by law to make its report

by next January 1. %

The administration would have preferred to await the report of
this Advisory ('ouncil before recomnleu(liIg changes in the pro-
fraini of sich nagnitude asthose lprolposfd in H. R. 13549. We be.
lieve that both the administration and, the Coigress would have
been in a better position to make major ilecisions after receiving the
beiiefits of the study by the Advisory (0Uincil.

Nevertheless, this preferellce is based princip)ally on questions of
timing aind procedure. Front tle information available to is; now, we
recoriiize that the mijor provisiolls of H. I. 13549 have considerable
lilerit anld do, ill fact, meet certain real ii*ds in this important pro-
gram.

The lprolwmxed clianges in the contribution rate would eliminate,
after 1959, the estimated annual deficits over the next few years
and would substantially strengthen the long-range financial condition
of the program.

A 1'2 )erceit iierease in wages since 1954, when the last major
changes were made 'it benefit aniounts and the tax base, jsifiet he
proposed increase 1in the earnings base.

An 8 terent increase int prices since 1954 justifies some increase in
benefits, particularly for the millions of persons who have been on the
benefit rolls for several years or more and have had no adjustment to
meet rising living costs since 1954.

Oi the whole, therefore I betleve the major changes in old-age
and survivors insurance, which I' have just discussed, are reasonable
and desirable and I recommend their adoption.

III
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The second major issue which I would like to discuss deals with the
proposed changes in the Federal Government's participation in public
assistance.

We believe that H. R. 13549 incorporates some very desirable ad.
ministrative principles. We concur in the view that the maximum
ceiling oh State expenditures in which the Federal Government will
participate should be computed on the basis of statewide averages
rather than on an individual payment basis..

We also concur in the view that the maximum amount on State
expenditures in which the Federal Government will share should
combine into one figure the separate maximums on money payments
and medical care. Likewise we are convinced that it is more equit-
able for the Federal share o assistance payments to be related to the
fiscal ability of a State.

On the whole, however, the administration is strongly opp d to
the public assistance title of H. R. 13549 because these desirable prin-
ciples would be applied in such a way as to substantially increase the
Federal Governent's share in the cost of this program and further
reduce the relative role of the States.

In his budget message last January, the President stated his con-
viction that the States should have greater-not lesser-responsibility
for programs of this nature. The President also stated:

Proposals will be sent to the Congress for modernising the formulas for public
assistance with a view to gradually reducing Federal participation In Its financing.

Former Secretary Folsom, in his testimony recently to the Commit-
tee on Ways and Means in the House of Representatives, recommended
that no action be taken on public assistance at this time and stated
that the administration would present recommendations to Congress
early next year in time to permit adequate consideration by the Con-
gress before the current financing formulas expire next ,June 30.

I believe that the philosophy expressed by the President is sound
and I concur in the recommendation of former Secretary Folsom.

In recent years, a steadily increasing portion of total public assist-
ance costs has beewtshifted from the States to the Federal Government.
In 1937, State and local governments provided more than 80 percent
of all public assistance expenditures.

In 1946, State and local governments provided 60 percent of the
costs of all public assistance.

In 1957, their share had decreased to 5) percent. ('ounting only
those programs in which the Federal Government participates--aid
to the needy aged, blind, disabled, and dependent children-the State
and local share of the cost has declined from 55 percent it 1946 to 45
I)ercent last year.

While State expenditures for public assistance have doubled since
1946, the Federal Government's expenditures in this samie period have
increased by more than $1 billion and ar iiow 3 times, as large as
in 1946.In the face of this trend, the proposed bill would increase the Fed.
eral contribution by an additional $288 million in the first full year,
and probably by more than $$X(h million in future years.

These programs are State programs, initiated by the States and ad-
ministered by the States and communities. They are based on the
sound concept that the States and local communities can best de-
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termine the actual needs of individuals and administer program; of
assistance to them.

In the next session of Con grejs, I believe, it should be possible for
the executive and legislative branches, working together, to develop
a new formula which will have the effect of providing vigorous Fed-
eral support for the public assistance program without weakening
the role of the States.

The proposed bill would further weaken the role of the States. In
the long run, to continue such a trend might well prove to be a dis-
service rather than a service to those who are dependent on the
program.

It should be emphasized that the administration's opposition is not
directed against an increase in assistance payments to individuals but
is directed only against an increase in the proportion of such pay-
ments that will be borne by the Federal Government.

I am impressed by this fact: If the States find that increased pay-
nents to individuals are needed, the Federal Government already is

in a position under the existing law to match, on a 50-50 basis, State
funds to increase payments for 60 percent of all the persons now re-
ceiving old-age assistance.

In many of the States where pubhic-assistance payments are now
the lowest, an even higher percentage of recipients could receive in-
creased payments on a 50-50 matching basis.

It is also.very important to consider the fiscal circumstances under
which this increase in the Federal share of public-assistance expend-
itures is proposed. The members of this committee, I kuow, are
already deeply concerned over the prospective $12 billion Federal
deficit'for this fisci', ,, ear. The proposed bill would, of course, increase
the prospective deficit.

In summary, Mr. (hairnman, I believe that the proposal before your
committee in the field of old-aire and survivors insurance is sound
both from a p rogran and fiscal point of view and that it will make
a major contribution to the strengthening of our economy and to the
.security of the aged, the disabled, and widows and orphans.

I hope that the committee will not couple this sound proposal in the
field of ol-age and survivors insurance with what we believe for the
reasons stated. is an unsound proposal in the field of public assistance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The (.uI.ItN.LN. Thank you, 'Mr. Secretary. ('ulld you give the

committee a statement as, to the progress that has been made by this
(1onmission 11) to this time ?

Secretary FiIrw..m mo. (ommissioner Schottland, Mr. (hairman, is
with me anl can give you such a statement.

The C(mmmi %N. The committee would like to know the composition
of the commission--how many meetings it held; and whether it has
reached any conclusions, tentatively or otherwise

M'. ScuV trr,1 A in. The Advisory Council on Social Security Financ.
ing, Mr, Chairman, is composed of the Comnuissio er of Social Security
and 12 members ai!ointed by the Secretary. The law provides that
the persons.aptpointed shall represent. equally employees and em-
ployers and shall have representatives from the self-employed and the
general public. - I I i I.... " ",
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The CHAIXMA. Could you furnish for the record a list of the per.
omnel of the membership

Mr. SInor tND. I would be very glad to furnish the names of the12 persons..

The Council has had a number of meetings. We can furnish for
the record the exact dates of the meetings.

In addition, they have divided into two subcommittees. These sub-
committees have held a number of meetings and have exchanged
voluminous correspondence in connection with rather intensive studies.

The two subcommittees are, first, a subcommittee headed by Mr.
Reinhard A. Hohaus, vice president and chief actuary of Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., which is studying the actuarial basis of the system,
looking into the validity of our estimates, both long-range and short.range, and making suggestions as to the soundness of our present
estimating procedures.

The second subcommittee is studying the management of our trust
funds; that is, suh matters as: Is the present law consistent with the
trust obligations of the trustees, ar we getting the appropriate interest
rate are there other ways in which the management of th e trust funds
mig t be improved, etc.

(The information is as follows:)
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING

The Advisory Council, which was established last year pursuant to Public
Law 880 of the 84th Congress, has the responsibility for "reviewing the status
of the Federal old.age and survivors Insurance trust fund and of the Federal dis-
ability Insurance trust fund In relation to the long.term commitments of the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program.' As set forth In the report
of the Ways and Means Committee (H. Rept. 1180, 84th Cong., 1st sees., p. 10),
"the committee bill provides for the periodic establishment of an Advisory Coun-
cil on $ocial Security Financing for the purpose of reviewing the status of the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund in relation to the long-term commit-
ments of the program, evaluating the financing provisions In relation to the
dynamic character end growing productive capacity of our economy before each
scheduledd increase ia the tax rates."

In discharging the responsibilities under the law, the Council Is doing the
following:

1. Studying the methodoloy of the actuarial computation to ascertain whether
the basis of the long-range and short-range estimates is sound.

2. Examining the validity of the assumptiona underlying the actuarial estl-
mates, Including such factors as population growth, morbidity and mortality
rates, retirement rates, labor force participation rates, levels of employment,
wage levels, and related factors.

8. Making recommendations on the tax rates, the Intervals between tax In-
creases, and related questions.

4. Studying what the maximum earnings limit for contributions (and benefits)
should be.

5. Considering what Is the appropriate size of the trust funds and what prin-
elples should determine the sxe of the funds.

8. Reviewing the present Investment policy of the trust funds and Its effect
on the Income of the funds and considering possible alternative policies with re-
gard to Investment, Interest rates, and management of the funds.

The Council has held meetings on the following dates: November 21-22, 1057;
January 24-25, 1058; May 24 .i98; and July 18 195A.

MXMRIUIIP--ADVI5QOY COUNCIL ON aOCIAL RECURITY FINANCING
Employers

HIllott V. 1il, chairman of the executive committee, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Co., 880 West 42d Street, New York, X. Y. Financial expert; specialist in Invest-
ments and economics.
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itelnard A. Hohats, vice president and chief actuary, Metropolitan Life In.
surane. Co., New York, N. Y. One of top actuaries in the United States; long
association with social security problems.

Robert A. Hornsby, president, Pacific Lighting Corp., 488 alifornia Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
Emnployqee

Joseph W. Childs, vice president of the United Rubber, Cork, Liqoleum and
llastie Workers of America; member of the AFLZ.CIO cowwittee on soclal
security; UIW Building, Hligh at Mill Streets, Akron, Ohio.

Nelson H. Oruikshank, director, department of social security, AFL-CIO,
Washington, D. C. Long association with social security problems.

Eric Peterson, general secretary-treasurer, International Association of Ma-
chinists; member of the AFL-CIO committee on social security, International As-
soclation of Machinists, 1300 Connecticut Avenue NW., Washington, D. C.
Public

J. Douglas Brown, director, department of economics and social institutions,
Industrial relations section, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. Long asso-
ciation with social security problems: economist.

Malcolm H. Bryan, president, Federal teerve Bank of Atlanta. Financial
anl banking expert; expert on investment policy.

Arthur F. Burns, former chairman, Council of Economic Advisers; now presl.
dent, National Bureau O Economic Research, New York, N. Y.

Carl H. Fischer, pro -.sor of Insurance, School of Busines Administration,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. Actuary.

Thomas N. Hurd, professor, agricultural economics; land economics, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y. Economist; specialist In agriculture econoipics.
R. McAllister Lloyd, president, Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association of

America, College Retirement Fquities Fund, New York, Expert In retirement
programs.

The council held its last meeting about 3 or 4 weeks ago, and is
meeting again at the end of September or the beginning of Octoher,
and they will have a series of meetings so that the Teport will be
ready in I)ecember.

Thie CHAIRMAN. No conclusions, even tentatively, have yet been
made?

Mr. ScioIrAArNn. I do not think it would be appropriate, Mr.
Chairman, to label anything that they have arrived at as tentative
conclusions in view of the fact there has been no formal action.

rhe CHAIRMAN. It is your position, Mr. Secretary, that you would
prefer that no legislation be enacted until this commission reports?

Secretary FLEMMING. That is correct. That has been the position
of the administration, Mr. Chairman, and we do feel that, of course,
it would be better to have that factual information in front of us.

However, on the basis of the information that is now available
we feel that the old-age and survivors insurance provisions of this
bill are sound.

The CRAkitAN. Could you furnish the figures as to the additional
cost on an annual basis of the changes that have been made in the
social security under this bill ?

Secretary FLMMINO. Mr. Schottland I
Mr. Sc'Hom w. We would have to divide the cost into two parts,

the cost of the old-age and surviv(trs insurance provisions and the
cost of the public-assistance provisions.

With reference to the old-age and survivors insurance provisions.
as you know,' we always estimate cost in terms of the cost of payroll,
which is indicativeof the payroll tax necessary.
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' The present old-age and survivors insurance system has been esti-
mated to have an actuarial insufficiency of 0.57 percent of payroll.
This means that in the long-range future, assuming all of the esti-
mates are completely accurate and all of the assumptions are com-
pletely accurate, we would be underfinanced by approximately one-
half of I percent of payroll. I

Senator WiuAtms. May I ask a question at that point. What is
thi payroll figure that you base that on In order that we can reduce_
that to dollars I

Mr. ScnorniwD. We have been using 1956 payroll figures.
Senator WILLIAMS. What is that figure U
Mr. Mytiss. Senator Williams, the current payroll is around $180

billion but for long-range purposes averaging in higher payrolls of
the future as the population increases we use a level average of about
$290 billion for present law and about $306 billion for the bill.

Senator WILAMS. Using that, you are using that on the computa-
tion for today?

Mr. Myyis. We are using that as the basis for the computations de-
termining the long range average costs, but for the immediate future
the payroll wouldbe about $180 billion and would slowly increase iII
tho future as the population of the country rises.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, this 0.57 increase in the cost that he refers
to is that 0.57 based on the $180 billion or the $290 billion I

Mr. MvES. As a long-range average it would be based on the $2NXP
-billion.

The CHAIwAN. Translated into dollars what additional cost will
that place upon the taxpayers each year f

Mr. Mwas. The additional cost would, of course, increase gradiu-
ally over the years as the tax rate itself rises.

The CI[A.RMAN. I understand, but let's start with this year.
Senator WILIJAMN. Yes.
Mr. M'riR. fn 1958, of course, there would be no increases in taxes

under the bill, but in 1959 for the old-age and survivors insurance sys-
tem, the contribution income, or the taxes. would be $1.1 billion more
than under present law.

The CHAIR AN. Makig a total of what t
Mr. MYR, s. Making a total of $8.6 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Carr it through for the next 3 or 4 or 5 years.
Senator KERR. Would that $1.1 billion additional be on the eni-

ployers only or is that the total that would be derived from the tax on
both employer and employeeI

Mr. MUp.as. That is the total taxes that would be paid by the em-
ployers the eml)loyees, and the elf-emloyed.

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. MmYEs. Roughly $500 million from the employes, $500 millionn

from employees, and $100 million from the self-e!qployed.
Senator WiLLiAs. i n the same year of 1959 what would be the ex-

penditures under the existing law and what would be the expenditures
under this bill, reduced to dollars I

Mr. MiYsa. Under the bill the expenditures would be $0.5 billion
as contrasted with $8.8 billion under the present law, or, in other
words, aix increase of $700 million.
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The CnaaM.AN. What are we collecting under the proset tax rate I
Mr. Myx sa. The present taxation would be $7.5 billion.
The CsAIsAh, "You, said it would be $8.6 billion which included

the increase of $1.7 billion?
Mr. Myirs. The increase is $1.1 billion.
Senator BVNNrrr. $1.1 billion.
The CHADDMAN. What will the tax increase be in the first year, ex-

p))4sed in percentage I
Senator hri.sNrr. About 14 percent.
The CHAnuxA,. Fourteen percent.
Of course that will change in proportion to the amount of the pay-

I-oll.
Mr. MyxRR. Yes, sir.
The CHA iMAN. The total amount will increase?
Mr. Myxas. Yes, sir; the total amount will increase.
The C(nATRUm;. Give the increase, for instance, for 5 years.
You show $8.6 billion for 1959; what will be the amount in 1960 and

so forth ?
Mr. Munas. In 1980 the increase in the taxes collected would be $1.5

billion.
Senator BzNNETT. Increase over 1958
Mr. MUmts. No; over the present law in 1960.
Senator BuP.NNrr. Yes.
Secretary Fi.xxMiNa. Mr. Chairman, ou want the total for 1960?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we want the total.
Secretary FLEMMINO. You want it under present law or on the as-

sumption this is approved I
The ChAIRmAN. I want it tinder both. Give it under the present

law and under the bill as approved by the House.
Mr. Mynus. Yes. In 1960), the present law would be $9.1 billion of

taxes collected, and the bill would be $10.6 billion or an increase of
$1.5 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you project that for 1961?
Mr. MYRRS. Yes, sil. I do not have the exact figures here in front of

me but in 1961, and in 1962 it would be approximately the same excess
over present law.

The CHAIRMAN. For the record please project it for 1960 and about
5 years beyond that date under the present law and under the bill now
before us.

Mr. My.R.. Yes, sir; we will do thqtL
Senator FRPEAR. Would you also include the expenlituree in that

request?
The CHAIRMAi. That is a good point; please show expenditures

also for each year.
Mr. Mnius. Yes, sir.
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(The intornation is as follows :)

othnssted $sa# and benefit peyusNi# inder old-ege, survivors, a.d disabillty
Esuerhheeus, tmnmder present law and under bll
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DISABILITY INOURANCE
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The CnIAuMuN. As I understand it your income increases are in
two categories. The first is that derived from increasing the payroll
tax and the second is that part to be derived from increasing the tax-
able earnings from $4,200 to $4,800. Do you have that broken down
showing the amount from each-

. r. TRs. Yes; we can give you quite readily how much is from
the increase in the earnings base andhow much from the increase in
the tax rate.

Senator WMLIAMS. When you send that information in could you
include also how much of the increase is based upo, the prospective
tax-rate increase and how much on the increase in the employment?

You see, you are going from $180 billion to $'290 billion.
How much of that is represented by prospective increase in the pay-

roll and how much is in tax?
Senator Km. How much is the increase in total?
Senator WTLUAMS. That is right.
How much is your projected increase based upon projected increase

in ayroll and how much on the tax rate?
r. Mys. Yes, Senator. We will show that of course by showing

what the taxes under the present law will be as compared with t bill
but we will bring this point out also.
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(The information follows:)

Increase in taxea t under old-ave, aurvivors, and disabltly #Vaelen wonder bill,
by cause of increase
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Senator KEJ4R. Now is the estimate you give there, you have just
given the chairman, is that based on what you estimate that the
payrolls will actually be in these years or have you used the figure
that you have estimated for the long range I

Mr. MY'ERS. The figures that I an quoting are bamed on the long.
range cost estimates, and they do not take into account any economic
depression there might or might not be or any wage increases that
there might be.

Senator KERRI. On what average amount of annual wages ar your
estimates of income based on $190 billion or $200 billion

Mr. MYiR.s. These estimates are based on the level of e-r'iigs in
1956.

Senator KERiR. Well, that is $180 billion or $190 billion?
Mr. MAlrs. Yes, sir. The covered payroll.
The CHIAIRMAN. You have here a one-fourth of I percent increase

each for employees and employers, and it three-eigXths of 1 percent in-
crease for self-employed, and you step up schedule for increasing the
rates to every 3 years instead of every 5 years.

Mr. MYsP. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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The CuAuwAr. I think the committee would like to have an analysis
of this increased burden on taxpayers which results from increasing
these rates m the future. Do you have that available now?

Mr. MyvaRS. Yes, we can show that, I think in the same table you
asked for showing the year by year comparison of taxes and benefits
by extending that table up through say, 1965.

The CHAIRMAr. Wat will bi tie maximum rate as far as this
projection goes ?

ITmean how far does the present legislation go in increasing rates?
Mr. Mris. The ultimate or the highest rate under the bill would

be reached in 1969 at 41/g percent from the employer, and 4%A percent
fiom the employee. Whereas under present law the maximum ib 41
percent each, that is reached in 1975.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the rate would be practically dou-
bled in 6 years less time?

Mr. Mmus. The present rate, which is now 4 percent for old.
age and survivors insurance and disability insurance combined, would
be exactly doubled by 1969.

,Senator WILLIAMS. What would it be in 1969 under existing lawI
Mr. Mvaas. Under existing law the rate in 1969 would be 3/ per.

cetit each.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be terrific taxation on payrolls.
Senator MA rIN. Mr. Chairman, let's have also in there the self.

employed.
Senator KERR. Two and a half times four and a half, is it not-

one and a half times four and a half?
Mr. Mva, s. The self-empltyed rate in 1969 under present law is47/$rcent.

Under the bill it would be 63/ percent. Of course under present
law the rate would go up after that whereas under the bill it would
stay level at that figure.

The CHAIRMAN. YOU can furnish a table showing all these In.
creases, I assume I

M. MYrs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Km . yce rate 5lf.ploed rate
io(am empkoyw)

tMset BIl 1904i Bill

lo w,, . .. ... 3: 11 . . :. -: , ,,,,, ,,, ,,

19M .~ ........ 4&4
IN ..................... . . . ......... 3 4r 4

ItWO-74 ........................................ 6IM AsG42 ........................ .... 41 S0

TheCHAIRMAN. Up to 1969 along these lines.
I would like to ask about the defit in this program. I refer to the

period when the income was not sufficient to pay tTe benefits.
When did that shortage occur, what year ?
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Mr, Mns. The first fiscal year that that occurred for the old-age
and survivors insurance system was the fiscal year that has just ended,
June 80,1958.

The CAmxuAxr. Up to that time there had bee a surplus each year l
Mr. MYxxts. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CuAismtA. What was the deficit in the last fiscal year I
Mr. My.s. About $215 million.
The CRAIRMA. Then it is anticipated that the shortage will be

what for this year?
Mr. MyzEs. In the coming fiscal year we are now in, ended Juno

80 1959, it is estimated that it will be somewhat in excess of $1 billion.
TheCHAIRMAN. When will it balance out?
Senator BENjRNz. Cumulative or annual ?
Mr. MwYs. In the year is the best way to analyze the matter.
Senator MARTIN. That is annual, is it?
Mr. MY s. Yes, sir.
Senator MArnNr. What will the cumulative be I
Senator BzNNET. A billion; two.
Mr. Myroa. In the previous fiscal years there were much greater

surpluses, resulting in the trust fund having built up to its present
level.

The CHAIRMAN. When do you estimate the income will be equal to
expenditures ?

$enator KzR. Under the proposed bill.
Senator BzEN1rr. Under existing law first.
The CHAIRMAN. Under existing law and the bill.
Senator Kitm. Under existinglaw, it never will be.
Senator BzNNETT. There is an automatic increase in tax which will

throw it over. It will catch itself up if we do not change the pres-
ent law.

The CHAIRMAN. When is the next increase under presentation?
Mr. Myzs. In 1960.
Senator MAWnTI. That is, by present law?
Mr. Mins. Under present law, in 190 the tax rate increases so

that the combined rate for employer and employee is 5% percent.
Senator MARIN. If you leave the law as it is, there would be a

shortage until that new tax becomes operative is that it?
Mr. yr.m. Mr. Chairman, even after that higher tax becomes

operative, in the first full year that it is operative, the income and
outgo would be very cloee to a balance, but in the next few years after
that there would again be a deficit until the increase in 1915 became
effective. From that point on, we estimate that, at least for two
decades, there would continue to be an excess of income over outgo,

The C ,AIRMAN. In that period, how much would the balance be
reduced, by your estimates ?

Mr. Mrzms. Between now and 1985, we estimate that the fund will
decrease between $8 billion and $4 billion.

The CAIRMAN. The fund is how much now?
Mr. Myms. -The fund now is about $22% billion, as of last June 80.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be reduced to approximately $20 billion.
Mr. MYzs. It will go down to between $10 billion and $2 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. If Congress continues to increase the benefits, of

course, it may go down much lower than that,
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Mr. Mras. Yes, of course, unless the taxes were increased equally
or more.

The CIAIRMAN. T would like to ask the Secretary if the ('ommis.
sion is giving any thought to the Impact of this terrific taxation upon
the economy. Ite are asked to levy 9 percent on the ordinary pay-
rolls and 6% percent on self-smployed.- It is a burden upon industry
and upon everybody concerned, because It is on gross payrolls.

Senator MAIwur. Mr. Chairman, I think that is ols of the most
important. things confronting us, and, if they are In the position to
give us that liitfrmation, it could be given later.

Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to get at this thing. Somebody
made the estimate a few years ago we would be in balance these vari.
ous years, and now we have a deficit, and I would like something along
how we come to the conclusion that these increases will keep us in
balance in the future.

This, Mr. Chairman, is a forced savings on the employed people of
our country, and we ought to be mighty careful that It is solvent at all
times, because we are the trustees for millions of people.

The CIuATUAN. Not only that, but we must try to examine tie
ability of the economy to stand the impact of this terrific taxation.
This is taxation on gross payroll. The income tax is on a net income,
which is a very different, thing.

Secretary P',r.mMio. Mr. Chairman, before I ask the Chaiman of
the Advisory Council whether that factor is being considered by the
Council could T ask that the question you asked a little while ago
be rounded out ?

You now have in the record the point at which the program will be
in balance under existing law, and I ask we put in tho record the point
at which it would be brought in balance tinder the projlfied changes
in the law that are now before this committee.

Mr. Mrvw. On that point, Mr. Chairman, in calendar year 1959,
there would still be some decrease in the fund under the bill, although
not as much as under present law, but, beginning in calendar year
1960 and running for at least the next two decades, in each year there
would be an excess of income over outgo.

The RnAIUAN. Do you mean by reason of these changes?
Mr. Myma. By reason of the changes in the bill.
Secretary Fi.zumimi. That is right.
Mr. Mrxs. Yes.
The CHAIRMWA. It is your pmsition that these changes are more than

self-sustaining, that more will be collected than paid out?
Mr. Myx. Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is correct, both over the short

ranpe n each year and in the long-range future.
Th (CAIRMAN. It will become operative January 1; is that correct I
Mr. MYram. Of 19 9; yes.
The CnAnitAN. Take the year 1959: what surplus would exist

under this increase in taxes ?
Senator ANDRUsoN. Can't we get both ways? I was hoping we

could get the present bill for 1959 income and outgo, and the presentbill income and OutI
blnator .1t'it., Vr. Chairman long tle line of tle statement the

gentleman just made, the excess ol income over outgo will not be made,
necessarily, in contributions by employers, employees, and selftein-
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ployed, but by the interest on the fund that lIe been built up to tisapproximately 120 billion; will it notf
,Mr. &rtn__. Ithe interest income to the fund is counted on to help

support the system.
Senator Fat. Yea, sir, But isn't that approximately the amount

of increase of income over outgo during that period of 10 years I Isn't
the increase about tie interest on the-20 billion I Aren't your pay,
mente equal, aproximately, to the income other than intere4t
Mr, bft. underr the bill you mean I
The CnAlamAN. Now, under the present law. How much do you

collect in interest I
Mr. Mym. We are now collecting about $550 million a year.
The CUAIUMAN. What percent The Senator from Delaware want

to know, and so does the chairman. Them balances you speak about
come mainly from the interest paid into the trust fwid; is that right
or notI

Senator FmnAn. The excess amounts that will be resolved into the
fund will come from interest and not from payments.

Mr. MrTzu. No; I think that interest will be only a part of the
excess.

Senator FmR. It will be more than that, then ?
Mr. MYRs. Yes, sir.
Senator Fmmu. I see.
Mr. Myxr. I will show that separately.
(The requested information is as follows:)

Rstin itod inaee in old-age and survit or insurance trust fur, under bill
tin mmmon)

inuam of Irnt fund du# to-
1enpflt .. . .. . . .Tea r. e- tywonta

Calelodtr Yos olIpteS stUd otlZHe Rzw of ntemrt
outdo a ta"0 ovW rWmpt Totaltotad outgo

IW4O........ ....... . ..... $1,303 s? WOO
ISo.r. .... h u n i li...............too ma ma mi

191............. ....... 11,106 1O09" 124 634 736
06...... ........................ s ite -" ION
..... .... ..... 19.. , negle..... 111& interest e eb W

1004........................... ...... 114 I) Gas1 I1on

Ober outg in orudes oin t toun ist say to rii W1n " r 0011efiutsai undst oeh

Senator FaVAR&. In 1969 how much balance will be loft on this bill
Itself, I mean these now taxes as compared to the new ex tenditures?

Air. Mrrss. In 1959, neglecting the interest element, thie bill willbrn inmrsntxsta twlpy out in benefits in an amount of
about $800 million.

The CHAIRMAN. Wi' "-slt decrease in future years or not?
Will that be approximately stationary under this bill alone?
Mr. Mym. Well, for a number of years there will be that exoes,

although in the long run it probably wilibe reversed.
The7C xaA.9What part of this comes from an increase in the

payroll taWes and what art comes from the increase in pay which IsNxe f rom $4 m to 1O I

297?48-6-41--.



Mr. Minus. Of the $1.1 billion of additional taxes that will be col.
lected in 1959, about $W million will come from increasing the earn-
in bas .

The other $700 million will come from the one-fourth percent higher
tax rate on the employee and the one-fourth percent on the employer.

Senator Wnzukus. I am slightly confused. A moment ago I under-
stood you to say that under thie existing law we are collecth-ng around
seven and a halft billion in 1959, which would be--is that correct ?

Mr. Mrs. Yes; that is correct, Senator Williams.
Senator Wuu-Ms. Under the existing law we would pay out in

1959, $8.8 billion; is that right I
Mr. Mms. Yes, sr that is right.
Senator WxuuAkMs. And if there is no change in the law made, you

would have a deficit of $1.8 billion in 1959, is that correct?
Senator BswN='r. We have interest coming in.
Mr. MYEs. Except for the interest income and the administrative

expenses going out.
Senator WA&UMS. Yes.
Mr. Myes. And payment to the railroad retirement account.
Senator WIUAms. Based on payments to your income and increase

your income in 1959, as I understand it, by $1.1 billion; is that right I
Mr. M Rs. Yes, sir.
Senator WUwAxs. And you increase your payments out under this

bill by $700 million; is that correct I
Mr. MYxeS. Yes, sir.
Senator BizNLrr. $1.1 billion.
Senator WILMAKS. Not your payments.
Mr. Mins4 The benefit payments are increased $700 million; that

is right.
Senator WuzuMs. And in 1959 the effect would be we are increas-

Ing taxes 14 percent, and we are increasing benefits 9 percent; is that
correct if thii bill is enacted I

Mr. Viyues. That is a roximately correct.
Senator WnzuxS. When you figure it in 1969 we would reach

the maximum under this bill of 6% percent, whereas under exist-
ing law it would be 47/ percent; is that correct ?

Mr. Myr=s. Those are the rates for the self-employed.
Senator Wzwms. Self-employed ?
Mr. Myrne. But, of course, under present law the rates for the self-

employed continue to rise after 1969.
Senator WIUtAMS. That is right.
The C hA MAN. Six and three-fourths, is the maximum, Mr. Myers t
Mr. M-es. Yes, sir for the bill.
Senator WLLtAMS. But figured in 1989, under existing law the rate

would be 47A percent on $4200; is that right?
Mr. MiTns. That is correct.
Senator WILLAMS. Under this bill they would be in that same year

6% percent of $4,800; is that right ?
Mr. M s. That Is correct, sir.
Senator WxLuAMs. And that represents an Increase in taxes of 56

percent; is that correct ?
Mr. Mrne. (It seems to be I have not figured it exactly but it
sto be correct.] Actually, b8 percent.
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Senator WiuuAMs. Assuming there is no change in the law from
now until 1969 that would be an increase in cumulative tax of 68
percent higher than it would be in existing law for the year 1969?

Mr. Mius. For the man earning $4,800.
Senator WILLIAMS. For self-employed l
Mr. Mxyms. Yes, sir.
Senator Wzuums. And the benefits would still remain with a 9-

percent increase; is that correct ?
Mr. Mnm. Approximately a 7-percent increase for persons earn.

ing under $4,20 and 17 percent for the $4,800 individual.
Senator WuuAms. So I think we might just as well point out

what we are getting under this bill.
You are projecting a tax increase beginning at 14 pcent that

scales all the way up to an increase of 56percent in 1963, under the
self-employed in turn for a 9 percent increase in benefits; is that cor-
rectI

Mr. Myrm. Yes, sir; that is correct Of course, the ultimate tax
In 1975 and after is only increased from 6% percent to 6% percent.

Senator WIUlAMS. That is correct.
Mr. Myns. Which is an increase of only about 6 percet.
Senator WLMS. Just figuring up to 1969 since a was the point

raised before, that is all I am doing.
Mr. Minu. That is a correct figure for 1969.
The CHAI.MA. I would like to ask the Secretary if it would be

possible to include the question of the impact on the economy of the
country in the future of these taxes.

Is that one of the studies that is being made ?
Secretary FUMmiNO. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Chair-

man of the advisory council whether that is one of the studies that is
now underway.

The CATRMAx. That disturbs me very much. We are rapidly in-
creasing this burden fixed by law to the point where it may be ex.
treanely burdensome, if not destructive.

Senator MARrrNS May I interject, Mr. Chairman, by saying we
have now and have been for several days studying the impact on our
economy of reciprocal trade agreements, and the difference in wage
scales of various countries.

I think, Mr. Chairman, and I am making this comment, I think we
ought to take into consideration whether or not this increased cost of
rroduction in our country, and this is an increased cost of produc-
ion, what effect that will have in our competition with other coun-

tries of the world ?
Mr. Soxorrtlw. Mr. Chairman, the Advisory Council is not con.

sidering in any detail the effect of these taxes on our economy as a
whole. Itis felt that its frame of reference is to consider the fiscal
soundness of the system itself. However, the Council is aware of the
fact that such studies are being made.

The National Bureau of Economic Research is going Into this very
question, and a number of other groups ar int in this ques-
tion so that we anticipate there will be some rather authoritative and
go_ studies.

ThOnAmm . Wilithat beon thas;pifiequetiont
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Mr. ScJiorrizrD. Yes; on the specific question of the effect of soclal-
security taxes on the economy as a whole.

The Cmwinuw, Mr. Secretary, ust one other question.
Do you regard the passage tis bill as bei inflationary
Secretary FL"XMINO. WelL Mr. Chairman as ar as the old-age and

survivors insurance aspect o? it is concerned, obviously it is not be-
cause it improves the fiscal soundness of the system.

As I have pointed out the proposed changes in the publio.assist-
ance law would add in the first full fiscal year about $288 million tothe
Federal deficit and consequently to the extent that a deficit in the
operation of the Federal Government contributes to inflation this
would make a contribution in that direction.

The CRAIRMA. You say that the study is being made by other
agencies of the Government as to the impact.

Senator Bzswrrr. Private agencies.
Mr. SVumirrAmV. A private agency.
The Cmm~un . Yes. I would like to see included in your re ort

if it is possible to do it the study of the impact of these taxes. I think
that would be a great problem In years to come and I want to ask
whether that could not be done.Secretary FLEMMINO. Mr. Chairman I would be very happy
through the chairman to take that up with this Advisory Council to
determine whether or not it is possible for them to make such a study
within their frame of reference.

The CIJAIRMAN. I know the finance committee would be anxious to
have that study made because we are embarking on a great project
here that is going to cost--we would like to know where the point
comes when it is going to be destructive or very harmful to the busi-
ness economy of the country.

Secretary FzMMJNO. Right.
The CitmmmN. Could you have a subcommittee of the Commission

to do that I
Secretary FLEMMiNo. I will be very happy to look into that. Hav-

ing been around only a few days, I am not familiar with the way in
which this council has been operating but I will be very happy to
look into it and to see whether or not we can have such a study made.

The CHAMMAx. And let the chairman know ?
Secretary FLEMMiN. Right; I will be happy to report back.
Mr. Chairman, on the points we have been discussing Assistant Sc-

retary Richardson has a point he would like to make and which I
would be very happy to have him make.

Mr. R.oiIARDBON. Mr. Chairman, I though it might be somewhat
clarifying if I said a few words about the character of the short-range
and the long-range estimates that we have been discussing and the re-
lationship to them of the proposed increase in contribution rates pro.
vided for in the House bill.

I think it should be made clear that when it is said that under ex-
istins law there is a long-term actuarial deficiency in the old-age and
survivors insurance system of about a half percent we are talking
about the quite remote future.

Actually even under existing law, the trust fund of the old ae
and survivors insura*e system will build up gradually so, that b
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the year 2000 it is estimated on the basis of the intermediate cost esti-
mate to aggregate about $64 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. That assumption is on the basis that the Congres
will notcincrease the benefits without proportonate taxes?

Mr. Rioumwso. Yes - I am speaking of the existing law.
'The CU'A v. Thants i assumption.
We have gone into these benefits every 2 years, every election year,

since this program started.
Mr. RioVANWON. Under this assumption, under existing law, it

would be $66 billion In the year W00. Under the House bilIt would
be$168 billion in the year 2000

The CnAzaiA. That is conjectural, is it not? Because that de.
peiids upon the Congress increasing benefits without increasing taxes ?

Mr. |itunAiwSoN. 'That figure is a projection based on the effect of
the Iloise bill. It does not purport to reflect what Congress will do.

Ths Cuan w.N- Speaking of the future, speaking of teyear 2000,
you indicate the Congress is going to increase taxes whenever benefit.
are increased?

Mr. RUQUAmmns. This is solely projection of the House bill.
The CmARMAN. That is based on the tact that no future legislation

will be enacted ?
Mr. IxCHIwsox. Exactly.
TheCIRwM.u. That increases benefits and at the same time that it

increases taxes 1Mr. Rzionlso .That is true, Mr. Chairman.
I merely am trying to illustrate the fact that even under pre&tnt

law, notwithstanding short-run excesses of benefit payments over in-
come to the fund in the years 1900 through 194, the trust fund would
nevertheless after 1965 increase until in 2000 it will total about $5
billion.

The effect of the House bill, as well as erasing deficits in the years
1960 through 19064, is to produce much larger increments to the trt
fund by the year 2000, and when we talk about a longterm actuarial
deficiency of about a half percent we are talking about a deficiency in
the years 2050 and beyond. The real effect of the House action in
increasing taxes or rther accelerating the scheduled increase in taxes,
is thus to shift a larger ultimate share of the cost of the system to
the present generation of contributors

If that were not done, the effect would be to defer those taxes to
some future generation of workers and employers, even under present
law.

Senator CAsisoN. Mr. Chairman, while we ar looking to projeo-
tions, I believe my figures are correct that, at the present time, w
have about 15 million people, or 81 percent of our population, that
are 65 years or older, and ii about 1975 It is anticipated tbst we might
have 21.6 million, or 10 percent of the population. I am sure that is
counted into this projection you are making.

Mr. ROHAmRoDo. Yes; it is Senator Carlson.
Sviator DUOULAS. Mr* Chairman, may I ask a quetion on this very

point?
The CHmXAN. Senator Douglas.
Senator DoVOLAs. Isn't there another safety factor which is not

taken into account; namely, the upward drift of earnings I may
my I think Mr. Myers is antrmly good atuary, and very oou
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servative, and, as an actuary, he should be conservative, but, if one
oonaiders that the averap earnings will continue to increase to 1965 as
they have--

Mr. M m.as Yes, Senator Douglas; we assume the earnings are
level in the future at the level of 196.

Senator DovaLS. But during the time the system has been in effect,
there has been a continuous trend upward of earnings I Isn't that
true ?

Mr. Mrss. Yes.
Senator DouGauw. Unless the future differs very much from the

past, this upward movement will continue, and as it continues the
reipts wil rise and will be a greater safety factor than that which
is alowe. Since the benefits will not increase at the same rate as
the receipts, there is therefore, an additional safety factor which is
built in isn't that true?

Mr. Rm s. Yes, Senator Douglas; that is correct. We have always
done that on the basis-

Senator Devots. I understand.
Mr. Mrras (continuing). That the existing plan was built for the

economy of today and if the economy changed-
Senator DouoGs. I merely wanted to reinforce Mr. Richardsoi's

point that we need not'be prophets of gloom and ,doom on this.
Senator FiRi. I think, Mr. Chairman, as well as what the Senator

from Illinois has said, the basis is on what you term the high employ-
ment which, in our terms, means full employment; isn't that true?

Mr. Minuls. That is just about the case; it really means close to
full employment.

Senator Wxum&xs. But, getting back earlier to what you said 10
minutes ago, you said your basis was upon $180 billion payroll today;
that was projected to a figure of $280 billion pay roll. Are you telling
us that you don't use any increase of the $290 billion in your computa-
tion, or are you figuring it will be $180 billion in 2000?

Mr. Mire. Semator Williams, the reason for that increase is
solely due to the increase in the population of the country; more
people will be working but still are assumed to receive earnings at
the rate they were being paid in 1956.

Senator WuiAws. Ahd you figure on no increased wage scale
above 1956 throughout your computations?

Mr. Myms. That is correct, Senator.
The Ck HAmAN. Have you made any allowance for inflation in

future years?
Mr. mymx. No, sir. We have assumed that the earnings level

would stay the same as in 1956, because althou h in past history the
earnings have continued to rise, as Senator Douglas has said, we
think that the assumption we should use for earnings should be con-
sistent with the benefit level established by the program at the time,
in other words the way the program was in 1956, and the benefit
formula at that time.

The CzmxumN. Are there further questions of the Secretary?
Senator LO'o. Yes, sir.
Senator Kzm. I have some.
The CniwnAt. Senator Kerr ?
Senator Km. Mr. Chairman, I am trying to analyze the oppo..

tion of the administration to the public aisisance feature of hie bill.
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The first sentence after stating your authorization says:
We believe that H. R. 1849 Incorp6rates some very desirable administrative
principles.

Do you mean by that you think the formula for the additional
assistance provided is a better one than the one now in use ?

Secretary F- xmx. Senator Kerr, we do believe that it con-
stitutes an improvement ovor the existing formula.

Senator Kmi. Well thent assuming that Congress is of a mind to
provide increased public assistance, would you recommend that it do
so on the basis of the formula in this bill or on the basis of the historical
formula heretofore used by the Congress when providing additional
benefits?

Secretary FLUMMINO. We think that the elements in the formula to
which I referred in my testimony constitute an improvement over the
existing formula, and we would hope that those principles would be
incorporated in any future revisions of the public assistance formula.

Asi indicated, and of course as you appreciate the existing formula
expires on June 30,1959, and these principles, which I havelined and
which I have regarded as acceptable are principles that we would
keep in mind in making any recommendations to the Congress at its
next session.

Senator Kmu. In other words, then, if the Congress had in mind to
make or to increase the assistance program by as much as is provided
in this bill, you would feel that the formula in the bill is a better one
to do it with than on the basis as it has been in the past where we just
voted for an additional $5 increase either top or bottom of the as.
sistance programI

SecretaryFuxxuo. That is right. The principle with which we
take sharp exception is the principle which steps up the percentage of
the Federal contribution.

Senator Kma. Well, what percent does the Federal Government
now pay, say of the first $30?

Secretary FLEMmio. The first $80 is 80 percent.
Senator Kicu. Would you prefer that the Federal Government pay

the first 80 percent of the first $80 as now provided and then the addi-
tion under this formula ?

Secretary FLzmmxo. Senator, the position we take is that a formula
should be worked out which would not increase overall---

Senator Kuna. Which would do neither?
Secretary FLzmmINo. Which would not increase overall the per-

centage of the Federal contribution to the public assistance program.
Senator Kz. In other words, then, you would want a formula

worked out that would make it possible for additional benefits in
those States where the States are in position to proportionately in-
crease the benefits which they provide?

Secretary FLmUNG. I have recognized the fact,.Senator, that ifthe kind of a formula that is corporate in the bill, were applied
to the problem in such a way as to prevent an increase in the total
Federal participation, that that would mean that sone States would
undoubtedly share to a greater extent than they do now in the Fed-
tral fund&

Senator K=% Orels-
Secretary Pumxno. And other States would not share as much.
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Senator Kmam Or else the beneficiaries would not get the increase
Se tary FLa5XN. No; it seems to me that there is nothing that

we suggest that would keep anything away from the beneficiaries
unles-the State itself-unleu some otthe States themselves decided
to reduce the amount.

Senator Ka. Well, Mr. Secretary, if you worked out a formula
whereby a State would have to ienreas, the percentage It paid to the
beneflciaries and it was not in position to inciese the money under its
program but the formula of an increased percentage by the State
Was applied to the amounts received by the beneficiaries, then the
amount received by the beneficiaries would automatically be reduced,
would it nat? I mean that is just a matter of simple mathematics.

S.Mcretay FLREKNG. That is right. Senator, we assume it is poe.
sible for the States to participate to a greater extent in the public assist-
ance program than is now the ease.

Senator Ks. But the question I asked you was assuming they were
nott

Secretary F.BMmuzo. If you indulge in that assumption, which I
do not indulge in, why, of course, you would follow through to the
conclusion that you have stated.

Senator Krxi. That the change in the formula with reference to
beneficiaries in the States where the States are not able to substantially
increase the benefits would result in a decreased amount to the bene.
iciariest

Secretary Fa~mxno. In some States.
Senator Ku. In those states that I have described without nam-

i rI
*Secretary Fum~uwn. That is right.
But again, as I say, I would not start from that assumption, that is

the difference.
Senator KuR. Well, you made that clear, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary FLUMNo. Right.
Senator KU. But it is not binding on the committee.
Secretary FLsmmro. Of course not.
Senator Kmm. And It is all right if I asked what the result would

be in indulging in the other assumption I
Secretary FLMwNo. I just want to-
Senator Km. Since we are indulging in assumptions we are not

limited to one, are we I
Secretary FLzxmo. No, sir. [Laughter.]
Senator Km. Now, in your statement you my:
If the States find that Increased payments to Individuals are needed, the Fed.

aral Government already is in position under the existing law to match, oo a
0-W0 basis, State funds to Inas paymwnts for W0 percent all the persm
now reeiving old-ge asge sane

That is in the States with the lower average payments on the bene-
ficiaries, is it not I

Secretary F uaxmo. That is correct.
Senator K So that the present formula, while it has resulted

in an increase in the percentage paid by the Federal Government In
the entire country, is one in w]ich the Federal Government is a party
to the lower average paid in the States where such lower average s
being paid I

230
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Secretary Fuo. Senator Kerr, I would say that th* decision
that has been made to pay ata a lower rate hs been a dcsionw s by
the States, not by Govrnme.pt,

Senator K1 r. Concurred in by the Federal Government infsr
44 the payments received by the b f ries is concerned 1

Seretstry Fxmmx.o. 4 The Federal Government is sitnt ore
sayingthat if you decide to increase thoss beneits, we have-funds

Is which we will match on a 60-50 basis.
Senator Km. Up to a certain point? I
Secretary PxaiMuo. That is right.
Senator Rzua. You do not mate it 50-50 above that tin points
8ecretary Ftaumm. That is correct, but we are not talking n Con-

nection with the State.-
Senator Kym. I am not trying to attach blame one way or another,

I am just trying to get into this ord the fact*
Secreta Fzawuqo. Right.
Senator Km. Now, the -facts are that in the States where this 40

percent is-
Secretary FBxiNUiO. Sixty percent.
Senator Kz. No; 60 from 100 leaves 40. I am talking about the

40.
Secretary FLzMNaO. AU right.
Senator Kuan. The States are paying a proportionately higher per-

centage of the total than the Peera Government, are they not I
Mr. Scoanm~,A . Not necessarily.
Senator KzRR. Well, the Federal Government participates in the

first $60, does it not I
Mr. SmoTLANo. That is right.
Senator Kmu. If the State is paying $120 there is $80 of it that the

Federal Government does not participate in a dime, is that correct?
Mr. SCiWZTLAND. That is correct.
Senator Knaw. So any time it goes above $80 tot d to the t beneficiary

the percentage of the Federal Government in the amount pAid on that
beneficiary starts declining; is that right?

Secretary FnuzmiNo. Tat is right.
Senator RKU. So that while there are 60 percent of the States in

which-- 4
Secretary FrtNro. Sixty percent of the persons.
Senator Kwm. Well, that is pretty well related to the programs

within the States, is it not I
Mr. ScnlrAzfn. There are many States that pay much above $60

and would have a large number of persons receiving under $80.
Senator Kmz. But to the extent they have persons receiving above

$ the percentage of the Federal participation in the amount paid to
those beheficiaries correspondingly decreases I

Mr. Scno'rAND. That is correct.
Senator Ki. And the formula in this bill would change that,

would it not?
SecretaryFzMro. Yoes thatscorret
Senator Kma That is the reason you say it is a better formula than

the one now in force or in effect I$eru ry LFuMMIN. I f1l that what is really an equAlaon tea
ture that i incorporated in the House bill makes very good sew&.,
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The CnAncAN. But you are opposed to its inclusion at this time?
Secretary FLxxno. We are opposed to including it and other fea-

tures in such a way as to increase the overall percentage of Federal
participation.

Senator Kmu. You would prefer the spending of this amount of
Federal money under this formula to the spending of the same amount
of money if the Congress decided to lot the Federal Government pay
80 percent of the first $85 or 80 percent of the first $40 rather than 80
percent of the first $80 as now provided I

secretary FuimNo. That is correct, Senator.
Senator K=Fu. ?ow if the Federal Government provided for an

additional $5 in those tates where it would be matched by the States,
can you tell the committee the amount of the average increase that
would be provided to the beneficiaries I

Mr. SouomU w. Well, Senator, in the past, the history of these
increases has been that for the first year not all Statespan on all of
the increase, but over a period of a year or two the States tend to
pass it on, so that it is difficult to say what would happen in the first
year; it would depend a great deal on the fiscal position of the States
and the State legislatures.

Generally speaking, over a period of a few years-around 2 or 8
years-they pass on around $8 to $8.50 of a $5 increase.

Senator Kami. So if the Congress, as it has in the past, provided
participation for an additional $5 the practice has demonstrated that
that amount would not be received on the average by the beneficiaries
in the States I

Mr. Sojirio m.. Except over a period of time, and over a period
of time the tendency has been more and more to pass on the increase.

Senator K._um. But as you say, on the basis of experience your esti-
mate is that within the first 2 or 8 years the pass-on would be about
$8 to $8.501

Mr. So rzrnA". That is right. It might be a little higher, I do
not have the exact figure here before me.

The amendments to the Social Security Act since 1946 have not
resulted i any net decrease in State and local expenditures' all the
States spent more from their own sources in 1955 than in 164. In
%iidition, except in a few States, average payments to recipients of old-
age asistance and aid to the blind in&sed by the full amount ($15)
provided by the 1940,1948, and 1 52 amendments combined, and many
States raised payments more than $15. About 8 out of 5 States also
increased payments in aid to dependent children by at least the full
amount of the Federa! increase under the 1946, 1948, 1950, and 1952amendments&

Senator Kza. In your statement you say:
In recent years a steadily Inc-rasint portion of total public assistance costa

has been silted from the States to the Federal Government.
You said in 1986 State and local governments provided how much--

80 percent, was it I
Secretary Firmmxwo. In 1987 it was 80 percent.
Senator Km. Now in 1987, the States and local governments pro-

vided 80 percent
&How much was tie average reoeived by, the benefciaries at that
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Mr. Scmo'rkND. The average received by the beneficiarie we do
not have an average payment readily-we could get that for you in
a moment.

Senator K=i. All right. I want to congratulate the Department
of which you have become a part, Mr. Seretary. It comes nearer
having the information available to answer the questions asked by
this committee, I believ than any other one that comes her

Secret yFumzmNo. appreciate that very much.
Senator Kr . So you proce with perfect confidence because any

question that any memWr of this committee could think of can W
answered by somebody that you have got around.

secretary FLztMtko. Tiank you, sir. It gives me a very com-
fortable feeling. [Laughter.]

Mr. Souaormx. While we are looking up the exact amount I might
giv ,iou the figures asto percentages.

Was your question for 19371
Senator KiRa. That is the first date he gave us.
Mr. Scmorr~i. Taking old-age assistant c-
Senator Krim Yes.
Mr. SCJHUM1nAND. First, 1937, the average amount expended in the

country for old-age assistance was $19.46.
Senator K=. -Per person I
'Mr. Scmnrr . Per person.
Senator Kzni. And the States on an average paid 80 percent of

that I
Mr. ScRorwAxD. Well, the States in 1937, yes, paid around 80 per-

cent of that.
Senator KnPn. Now then he tells us that in 1946 State and local

governments provided 60 percent of the costs of all public assistance,
what was the average amount received by old-age beneficiaries that
year, total I

Mr. SouorunmA. I should point out, Senator, that that figure of 80
percent-the exact figure is 7 percent-that is for all public assist-
ance, not just for old-age assistance.

Senator Kw. If there is a considerable difference then tell me be.
cause what I am just trying to do, what I am trying to do here, Mr.
Secretary, is to show that in the beginning, although the program was
very limited the States bore the most of it.

Secreta MMOi . Yes; that is right.
Senator ,zsn. And I do not believe, I really do not believe, that

anybody representing the Federal viewpoint can point with much
p ride to how much the Federal Government was paying to those bene.
Aciaries who were receiving such low amounts; do you I

Secret" FJMMiNG. I v ould concur in that.
Senator K.n. That is not a source of pride to the Department; is

it?
Secretary FruXxxno. I would concur in that.
Senator KGwa. That the average being received by the old people in

the country was $19?
Secret FL. That is right.
Senator Xam And that the Federal Government, in its majesty

and might wapayng nearly a total of $4 of that you do not point
to thatwith pride; do you I
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Secretary F umrwo. I do not.
The CahaN. That is when the dollar was worth something,
Secretary FuL MNo. That should be pointed out.
Senator Km. W" the Federal dollar worth any more that it fur-

nisbed than the State dollar that it furnished ?
Secretary Fl"KIIG, No.
Senator KaI Does the chairman admit that
The CHAIRMAi. The chairman says that the $19 in 1937 were worth

far more than they are today.
Senator Kmx. That is absolutely correct. I was not-
The CIAUMAN. It was worth much Imore.
Senator Kun. It was worth 100 percent more then than It is now,

if the chairman want to get it correct. But the point about it is that
the dollars furnished by the State in 1987 were worth just as much as
the dollars furnished by the Federal Government dollar for dollar.
That is correct; is it not I

The CiAIRumN. Yes, but the Senator spoke of the ability of the
States to do certain things.

Isn't it true that most States in this Union have balanced budgets,
so far as you know?

Secretary FI.NUMnNo. That is my understanding.
The 'CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true we have--
Secretary FLamuIno. I will furnish the information on that.
(The following was later received for the record:)
In 15 Stateso general revenue exceeded general expenditure by 8 percent or

more In 1957 and In 14 States the difference between general revenue and gen-
eral expenditure was les than 8 percent, according to the most recent compen-
dimm of state Qovernmeut Finance. Isued by the Bureau of the Census. In
the retauing 19 of the 48 States, general expenditure exceed Kgeneral revenue
by 3 percent or more In 19057.

Senator KURR. That is fine and you are going to find a lot of them
without balanced budgets.

The CIARAN. Let us find out what the State deficits are and
conipare them with the Federal deficit.

Isn't it true we are facing it $12 billion Federal deficit?
Secretary Fitmwo. That is correct.
The CuniMAN. Isn't it. true we are not likely to have a balanced

budget for many years?
Secret ray FLEUMI0. Mr. Chairman, I am not in position, I think,

to project.
The ChAIRMAN. The Secretary of the Treasury will appear before

this committee next week and will state there is no prospect in the
reasonably near future for a balanced budget.

Senator Krmw. I thoroughly agree witl that. I do not want to
engage in an argument here with a man for whom I have as much
respect as any living man but I do not believe the chairman of the

committee wants to eliminate that deficit at the expense of the people
on the old-age assistance rolls.

The C H AmAN. I did not say wanted to eliminate it.
I say the future of this country depends on a balanced budget over

the years to come. Our budget has been out of balance practically
for 5 years. We have accumulated enormous debts and with themi
this terrible inflation.
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Nowt the time is coming when we have got to balance this budpt,
otherwise inflation is gong to destroy our economy, and certafily
contn g inlation roll people on the old-age assistance rolls. They
are among those who are hurt first and most.

Senator MAwnr. Mr. Chairman, you might also add this, that we
are most unfair to the beneficiaries of social security or old-age assist.
anee unless we give them a sound dollar and not an eroded dollar.

Senator Kzni. I want to tell you they are not in much shape to try
to arbitrarily demand as to what kind of a dollaryou give thom and
I want to say that I know a lot of them, If you wait to give them any
more until you can give them a sound dollar, it may be too late to be
very helpful to them. [Laughter.)

would rather give them a sound dollar than an unsound dollar
and I say that without admitting that thep resent dollar is an unsound
dollar, Ar. Chairman. But it is the only dollar we have got, is it nott
[Laughter.] ,

The CUAJRMAN. Unfortunately, it is.
Senator Krm. So If we are going to give them-
The CnA=~tXA. I would much prefer to have the dollar back to

the 1989 value.
Senator Km. I made a little statement here one day on how we

could do that and I will Just refresh the chairman's memory on it.
The first thing we ought to do if we are going to restore the 1989

dollar is to reduce congressional and governmental salaries to the 1989
level.

The CHAIRMAN. I will agree to that---.
Snator KmiR. The next thing--
The CpARI A. You did not allow me to finish my statement. I

will agree to that if we reduce the expenses and stop inflation.
Senator Krm. The next thing we ought to do and will have to do Is

to reduce the cost of labor to the 1939 level.
The only way you can increase the value of the dollar is to reduce

the value of what it purchases. So if we--
The CitAuRMA. The Senator does not object to an inflationary dol-

lar.
Senator Kzm. I do but I am just telling you---
The CnAnm~AN. You are arguing in favor of it I
Senator Kywa. Not at all. I am just telling you how we can achievethat very worthy objective and I think when we start out to do that

we ought to start out early in the terms of those doing it so we will
still be here to finish the job. [Laughter.]

You see the first thing--
The CHARMAN. Let me ask the Senator a question.
Senator Km. Let me finish my formula and I will be glad to an-

swer any question.
Senator AwDn nma . Who is testiflygng? .-
Senator Km. To be entirely consistent, if we are going to restore

the value of the 1989 dollar we ought to reduce our own salaries to
the 1939 level and then all Government employees, and then being in-
spired by that noble example we would pass a law reducing the wage
sale to the 1989 level, and tiien if we were.still here daughter ] and
still sustained by the courage that had carried us thus far, we would
next reduce the value of agricultural production to the 1989 level
and-
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Seator A aoom . It iA there.
DThe C. the Senator approve of the inflationI

Senator Kal No, sir, I donot andlit me finish my formula.
The CUAIRu,. You are talking on two sides here
Senator Kni. Not at all.
The COAmUXAN. I asked if you approve of cutting the value of the

dollar down from 100 cents where it was in 1989 to 48 oents where
it is now.

Senator Kums I sugpst it is not entirely conclusive.
Th1e CHAnuIAx. It is just as conclusive as some of the statements

the Senator made. Nobody is cutting down the salaries on the 1939
dollar level. I contend if we continue this inflation and lose as much
of the purchasing power in the next 16 years as we lost in the past
1s Ar that then we are going to destroy our economy.

ator JUNNu. There is no argument about that, is there
Senator Knw. I don't think we are going to destroy the economy

but I will tell you right now you are going to shatter my train o1
thought unless you let mo finish. (Laughter.]

'The CHAMJXAN. If I am able to shatter the Senator's train of
thought----.

Senator Kiss. I might not approve of being out In the sun without
any protection in a 10 temperature. But I would not want the only
alternative to be placed in a deep freeze where it was 200 below zero.

The CHAUXAN. It would appear that you have destroy your own
train of thought. You have brought up a new issue entirely

Whether you would be out in the sun or in a deep freeze aughter]
has never been mentioned before.

Senator Ka. The Senator said that the only alternative, as I un-
derstood him to the destruction of our economy by inflation was the
restoration oithe 1939 dollar.

The CntJmRxN. The Chairman did not say that.
Senator Km. You said you wanted very much to restore the value

of the 1989 dollar.
The CHAUu.tXA Of course, we must take into account such sound

rogres as has been made since 1989. But I am opposed to inflation
Proge based on Inflation is not sound. I think inflation is destruo.
tive to this country and grat inflation has occurred since 1989.

Senator Kum. I say to the Senator we need not be destroyed either
by returning to the 1989 dollar or inflation.

The C AmAxni. The Senator Is willing to go along and have in.
flation and not object to it and then argue you cannot go back to a
certain dollar, in a certain year, because you would have to reduce
the Senator's salary and that of Congresmen and everybody else
and we will al beefeated, and there would be nobody here.

Senator Jwrza. That would be good. That might help.[I ughte.].(efgtor xzm. Might I sy something relative to the reduction

of salaries
Bc in the early thirties, I helped reduce the salaries includin my

own in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and, unfortunately, I am
stll on the ayrol

Senator Kim I don't think it Is so unfortunate, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Marm. Thank you.
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Senator Kuan. Let mne finish giving the formula, because their only
way, the only way you cannorla the value of the dollar is to reduce
thePrice of what it buys.
The CwANMI. You can prevent further inflation to a certain

extent.
Senator Kxss. That is one thing.
The CuAquAx. You can prevent further inflation or encourage

further inflation. I have never contended that we can abruptly recap.
ture purchasing power of the dollar once it is destroyed by iiflation.
One reason I am so opposed to inflation is because of the diiculties in
recovering from it.

I am opposed to further inflation.
Senator KssL We recovered the value of the dollar in the early

thirties and there was a restoration of the value of the dollar in a very
few years to a point of higher than it had been in 15 years.

Senator JENu. Through war.
Senator KUR. No, through depression. .
And now if I may be perite in connection with the questions

I was asking.
The C04uxt . I am sorry to interrupt the Senator.
It brings out new thought I did not think we were being in the

deep free or in the heathad anything to do with the discussion.
Senator K, s. It had just this much: What I was trying to show

the Senator was that in my questioning and statement I favor neither
the return to the value of the 1980 dollar nor do I favor ruinous
inflation.

The CuiMAxIr. What doyou favor ?
Senator Kzit. I ft% ixng permitted to finish this formula right

now. [Laughter.] _
The Cnax. All rikht. But this is becomin a long and in,

volved formula. The Chair hopes there will be no further interrup-
tions.

Senator Kim. That is all right. But you see we just reduced the
value of the salaries of Members of the ngres and the enilo
of the Federal Government, we reduced wae of labor to e 9189
level, we had restored the dollar by reducing the value--

The CnAn . You do not apply that to the Senator from
Virginia, do you ?

Senator Kium. No.
The CIATIMAx. First you accused me of that.
Senator Kzs. Not at all. You were the one who said yon would

like to see the restoration of the 1989 dollar.
The C, In subotance the chairman said he wanted a dollar

worth 100 cents.
SenatorKz. I did not add a thing to that.
I Was just putting oe the record here a formula whereby thatobjective could be Mohived.

Senator Wzuxs. It might help a little bit of both because one padt
of that formula when you get down to it to rolling back would be
to roll back the nationa] debt which is a mathematical, impoibility,
andI think all of it is alot of talk that cannot be achieved.

Senator lKt.L That is a difference in viewpoint. I found out-
Senator Wwums. Are you going to roll back the debt, too I
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Senator Kmn. I found out you can get in debt with high-value
dollars just the same as you can with low-value dollars.

Senator Wxw.&s. What would do with the debt when you roll
that back I

Would you roll back the debt to the 1989 level, or how would you
do that ?

Senator Ku. Of course you would not. You do not change the
exact number of dollars in the national debt whether you increase or
decrease the value of the dollar.

Senator Wn zAxs. That is the point the Senator from Virginia
made, that once inflation is an accomplished fact, it is mathematically
impossible to roll it back.

It may be controlled, it cannot be rolled back.
Senator Kzm. I am not saying it is impossible to do. I do not

think it is impossible to do. I am telling you how to do it.
Then, if men were still here in the Congress after having achieved

those objectives, they would then have to restore the value of services
such as those performed by lawyers, doctors, of optometrists, nurses,
engneers and others--

Sator FPzAR. Would the Senator object to putting that in the
second place instead of sixth ?

Senator KU. Not a bit in the world. They are all part of the
pattern. I just felt this about it, that if we did survive as elected
officials having done the first three that I referred to, I would want to
remind Senators that doing the latter would iertainly----

Senator FRIAR. Finish it.
Senator Km. Finish it, that is right.
Senator Bzzimrr. Mr. Chairman----
Senator K=. That is what it would do.
Senator Bzrz;r. That is a very interesting discussion but I am

looking at this long list of witnesses with 2 days of hearings, and I
would respectfully suggest that maybe it could be saved for another
occasion and we could go back to the problem before us.

Senator Kr. I thank the Senator for monitoring the time of me
and the Chairman. [Laughter.]

I can only say to him that I asked the witness a question as to
whether or not the dollar furnished to the recipient by the Federal
Government in 1937 was of the same value as the dollars furnished by
the State.

Senator Bvmi. The witness answered the question.
Senator Kmm. He did, and then the train of questioning was inter.

rupted b our esteemed chairman and others on the committee, and
T do not mow how either the Senator from Utah nor the Senator from
Oklahoma can prevent that having occurred or its reoccurrence.
(Laughter.]

You might roll back the national debt,---
Senator BzNNm-r. But you cannot roll back the Senator from

Oklahoma. [Laughter.]
Senator Kv You might roll back the Senator from Oklahoma.
The CHAIRMAN. Never.
Senator Kzm. But I assure you you are not going to roll back the

membership of this committee. (Laughter.]
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Now then, in 1946, Mr. Secretary, you said that the State and local
governments provided 80 percent of the costs. Do you give me the an-
nual amount that the old-age survivors were receiving then I

Secretary Ftzxxio. $5.81 was the average old-age assistance
payment.

Senator Krim. About $85, let's sy.
The Federal Government was furnishing 40 percent of that which

would be $14 a month, and the States $21 a month?
Secretary FLEMMxa~. I do not have the exact figures that far back,

the Federal Government was furnishing more than 40 percent.
This is the percentage of all public assistance and I am giving

the dollar figure only for old-age assistance.
SenatorKna. We%, but generally speaking, the relationship exists?
Secretary FLmumo. Tiere would be a similar relationship but

the Federal Government was urnishing more than 40 percent ar that
time.

Senator Kzn. Well, then, whatever perent--
Secretary FLmMMOiN. In that program.
Senator Kzm Whatever percent more they were furnishing to the

aged, would be in dollars and therefore a corresponding percent les in
aid to dependent children and the blind.

Secretary FLMMo. That is correct.
Senator KiRR. Now Mr. Secretary, do you point with pride to the

amount the Federal government was contributing in 1947?
Secretary FLzMmtWo. Senator Kerr, it seems to me it could have

undoubtedy done better at that time.
Senator Km. You know I would think, Mr. Secretary, you would

point with pride as one of the accomplishments of this administration
to the fact that the Federal Government today was making it poss-
ble for the average beneficiary to receive how much ?

Mr. SOH0TLMD. Old-age assistance, the average beneficiary today
is receiving, the latest average is--

SenatorSDouoLAs. Sixty-one dollars.
Mr. Scmaurmax. Sixty-one dollars ;.that is correct.
Senator Kka. But by reason of the increases which the States have

made and the greater increases which the Federal Government has
made, old-age assistance beneficiaries now receive an average of $81
a month instead of the $19 they received in 1987; is that about correct ?

Secretary FLmmiMso. That is right. It does not allow as the chair-
man has pointed out for the difference in the value of the dollar but
those are the actual dollar figures.

Senator Km. But the dollars furnisled by the Federal Govern-
ment are still of the same value as those furnMed by the State?

Mr. Scaavm)w. That is right.
Senator KFaR. And therefore, this accomplishment that has been

made possible by the Federal Government is not a source of pride to
you nor the administration but one of regret

Secretary FFikMMzNo. Senator, I have not said anything alone that
line. I have not even implied it. I have simply said in ourjudg-
ment the overall percentage of Federal contributions to the piiblio-
aistae program should not increas..

Senator' J. Well, if you approve it why did you use it as the
basis of objection ?

20T4-8-8---10
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Soretary Fzxura. Use what as the bais for objection I
Senator This tabulation of flgur r which shows that the Fed-

oral participation poroentagewise has been inreang
if ,outaperoved that why do you use it here as t1e basis to sustain

An objection 1

Secetary Flsmxmo. I was not objecting and I did not state any
ob ection.

Te only objection that I stated was to a further increase in the per-
eeno., of Federal participation. That is the only thing I have ob.

Senator K=. Mr. Secretary, you start out by saying:
The secod major isue which I would like to dlstm deals with the Proposed
hais In te Xeea Oovewunt's Participation In public anuistmne- °

and you say you oppose that. Isn't that correctI
Secretary MaU MNO. I go back top --
Senator Knx. I say you oppose thaf
Secretary Fam.ro. I opp a further increase in the percentage

of Federal participation, nothing else.
Senator Km. I thought you said you opposed the $288 million

because that would increase the prospective deficit .
Secretary FumMiN. I said I opposed it because it would increase

the Federal participation the percentage of Federal participation
n thip program. I called at tention to the fact that it would like.

wise addto the Federal deficit but the basic objection is the one I have
been stating.

Senator Krv.. But you say that you would prefer this formula to
the one that Congress has heretofore used I

Secretary FzaiNxo. That is right, and I have stated, and I have
outlined three aspects of the formula that are included in the House
bill we think fr6m an administrative point of view would improve
the situation.

Senator Kwa Would you furnish by Monday morning the formula
you would use if you were going to recommend a $2 million increase
in the benefit program?

Seereetary FtLXKXG. Well, Senator-I think in response to
earlier questions, that I stated to you that if the Federal Govern-
ment is going to spend that amount of money, we would recommend
the formula in the Xouse bill.

Senator Km. Well, I thank you very much for that because I
do not think there is the slightest doubt, Mr. Secretary, but what
the Congress intends to increase the amount of assistance. I don't
think thee is the slightest question of it, and that being the case, I
think it is reassuring to have the statement by the Department that
if we are to increase the amount then you recommend the formula
in the bilL

Secretary ommo. That is correct. The only basic objection
that we have to the bill is the fact that it increases the percentage
of Federal participation.

The CARxix. Senator Williams?
Senator LongI
Senator Loxo. Mr. Secretary, you just have come here from the

Oce of Defense Mobilization I
Secretary FoLrmxo. Well, a year and a half ago, Senator Long.

1AA
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Senator LONa. A year and £ half ago 
Secretary Fiummma. Yes.
Senator Km. Senator would you yield for just one statement?

I wanted to my I thought we had an excellent Secretary down there,
and I think the present Secretary is one of the finest appointments
that President Eisenhower has made, and I want that to go Into
the record, too, Mr. Secretary.

Secretary Fz*m~mia. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Lon. Are you familiar with the fact that this adminiso

trnttion is recommending a mineral subsidy I
.Scretary F1IMMIaO. ]Before I took office-I read about that in

tw newspapers; yes, sir.
Senator LoNo. Do you have any estimate of what the cost of that is?
Secretary FA.MMUW. I do not; I am not at all familiar with the

bill.
Senator Loxo. Would you be surprised to find out it is etmated to

cost about $350 million a year
Senator Kiri. $000 million according to the House oommittes that

the bill they reported out, on the basis of the approval of the adminis-
tration, would be in the neighborhood of $0 milhon.

Senator WLLAML I thlnk, to get the record straight the adminis
tration is recommending one around $275 million, the en ate passed
one for $350 million, and the House now has it to $00 million. It is
growing, Inflation.

Senator LaG. Do these figures surprise you as to the estimated cost
of that mineral-subsidy program I

Secretary FAtmino. Senator, I have not seen the overall figures.
I am well enough acquainted with the problem that it is pole to

develop a program that would involve that amount of money.
Senator Lose. My question is this: Is there any reason why this

program for subsidizing minerals should be any less inflationary than
the publi-.welfare proposl for benefiting about 9 million eedy
eople in thi country ?
Secretary FLZMMING. Senator Long, anything that adds to the Fed*

eral deficit, of course, makes a contribution in the direction of inflation$
one just as much as the other, and the only thing that I would like to
point out is that, in connection with this public-siWatance prom, as
I indicated in my prepared statement, &aI understand it, in this coun-
trY we have rega ed these program as State programs, and the thing
that we re objecting to is a further increase in the pcentag of Fe4-
oral participation in the program. We are not objecting to an in.
crease in the amount paid to the beneficiaries under this pro ram.As
I have pointed out ih my statement, we feel that is possible, we do
object to the increase in the percentage of Federa participation.

Sector LoNG. Can you tell me how much or how many needy, aged
people were being assisted by State gvernments the year prior to
the-fime that the Federal mat or public welfare started?

Mr. S um" D. I am nosu I get your question.
Secretary FLSMxo. That is back to 1937.
Mr. Semor w 1987 1
Secretary Fmwmo. Or 1986.
Seator Whenever the Fedral program start
Senator LoNe. A year pnor to the ti whoa ths Feder program

started. How mn agny were being listed by State govemet
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Mr. SouonAiN. It is very difficult to give you that figure, because
so many of them were in the category of general assistance. There
were oidy limited special State programs. There were some State
programs, but mooty programs of general assistance.

Senator Lowo. What's your best guess#
Mr. SoOrANuD. Well we could start from 1986 and guess from

that. There were, in 1988, the first year of the proram, 1,107,000.
My guess is that, probably, before that, those assisted over 85 might
have been, I don't know, maybe half that much. I think there was a
tremendous increase the first year of the Social Security Act.

Senator LoNe. That was with Federal matching?
Mr. SOna zmLND. Yes.
Senator LoNe. Do you estimate that about half that number, before

that time, would be the number ?
Mr. SVO!rLAND. That would be my guess.
Senator LoNG. What is the numbe at the present time t
Mr. SoutorrLAxw. At the present time we have 2,460,000.
Senator LoNG. 2,480,0001
Senator Douou. 2 464,000.
Mr. SCHo11LAND. That is correct, Senator, if you want to be ex-

acty accurate. Pardon me, Senator; I do have a figure for you prior
to the Social Security Act. We do have just the year prior; it was
878,000 in 1985, and in 1984 it was 206 000. V

Senator LONo. So, when the Federal Government started assistin
the States in doing these things, the number of people being assisted
trebled the first year that happened; is that a correct statement ?

Mr. Scuovrz mw. That is correct.
Senator Low. And there has been a steady increase since that time

in the number of persons assisted I
Mr. SOJnO1'ULAD. Yes, sir, prior to 1950, except during World

War 11.
Secretary FLuMxtNo. Senator, that is when it was on a 50-50 basis.
Senator LoNG. Yes. Well, the matching has been liberalized since

that time, and the number has been increiad.
Do you feel that the pay.menta to the aged are more than adequate

at the present time ?
SecDrtary FLUXmIo. Senator, I would never say that. Obviously

it is impossible for anyone to generalize in that particular area. Youhave got to know about the individual cases, but I certainly would
never say that, and as I have indicated here, I am not contending that
there should not be an increase in the benefit payments.

In all probability there are a good many instances where there should
be an increase in them. I am simply contending that the States
should assume a larger percentage of that load, as we move into the
future

Senator LONG. My impression of that argument is that this tends to
happen. Someone savs at the Federal level, "Now the Federal Gov.
ernment ought to require the States to do more."

So then at the State level, like thinking people tend to say that
"Now the State really should not assume all that burden. The local
government should do that."

Then they get down to the lotl level and some say, 'The relativesnglat to take ars of that perseen."
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It the person is poor, his chldmn are seldom well off, so the father
has to take his oy out of school and put the boy to work somewhere
to try and provide family inoome so he can look after grandpa. It is
a matter of robbing the cradle to try to provide for the grave by try.
Ina to take that approach to it.

At the local level for people with no relatives there was an old
poorhouse approach saying "Here we can fix this up so it won't cost
much, send them out to the county poorhouse, and just work those peo.
ple until they drop dead." It seems to me we never have had an ade-
quat program for the aged and the program has improved steadily
since the Federal Government started putting up more money to assist
the States in providing for these people.

Secretary Fmwxa. Senator Long, r would like to make it per-
fectly clear that I am in complete agreement with the increasing
sense of responsibility on the part of governments for dealing with
what I regard as a very serious problem, and it seems to me that s a
society we have never gone anywhere near far enough in dealing with
the problem in an adequate way.

But I appreciate, as you do, that you put your finger on one of the
difMicult problems in the field of Federal-State relationships.

I think the Federal Government has got a real obligation to set
what I might call a national goal in an area of this kind and indicate
what it Is society as a whole, governments at all levels, and private
institutions should be doing in order to deal with this problem in #a
effective manner.

On the other hand r personally do not think that it is sound to
se the States gradually move out of the picture from the standpoint
of the assumption of fiscal responsibility or from the standpoint of
making a contribution along fisal lines to the achievement of these
national goals

I think the Federal Government has made a real contribution to
the achievement of these national goals. I think we should con-
tinue to do it. And I recognize the fact that even staying with the
present percentage, or the present percentage relationship between theFederal Government and the State government, that the Federal Gov
ernment may have to spend an increasing amount of money on it.

But I think the time has come when we ough4 not to just let this
curve of the percent of Federal participation keep moving up until it
finally hits 80 or 90 percent because you and I know that if it does
this will no longer be an operation that will really be administered
by the States and local communities.You and I know it would ultimately become an operation that was
administered by the Federal Government.

It is that trend that, it seems to me, is serious, and that we should
attempt to halt. .

Now we have been talking about rollbacks. I am not necessarily
advocating rollbacks and I appreciate the problems in rollbacks but
the only tliing that Y am advocating here this morning is that we do
not do something that will step up tle percentage of Federal contribu-
tion to the total public assistance program.I think the States that can-the States where it is possible for them
to increase the amount for the aged and get matching on a
basis with the Federal Government-should -do It.
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. I am sure that there a srious problems in these States but I feel
that the States can assume a greater share of this responsibility than
they are, a of this morning, and that is why we are objecting to a fur*
ther increase in this trend# I

Senator Jxxxu. Would the Senator yield right there for a ques-
tion?

Senator LoNo. I would like to examine the witness if I might andthen-
Senator Jamsam It will never get down to me because we are going

to out thee hearings of and right there is a point that is burning mysoul.
Senator Loxo. Go ahead.
Senator JNha. If the States do take more of this responsibility,

ar you u a Federal Government willing to relax your stringent re
quirementa on the State .

Sretary luM o. Senator it is. difficult, of course, to respondto ga question of that kid in a genaied way.
Senator Jimmm Let me make it speci. .
My State, for example, said "We are go to publish the people

who receive old-age assistace" and the Peral Government .AY1u
"No; you are not. If you do we are going to withhold $90 million
from your State."

Now why the State of Indiana did that was because people were
using this as a graft

Big strong men, boys, come in and make'an affidavit that they can
not help their father and mother, that they were aupers in order
for their panto to qualify to get money ouof the Government, and
you acquiioed in that and when Indiana tried to stop the frauds ging
on you ad "No; you cannot."ong

What I am trying to find out is if the States will take more reepon-
sibilty will you takWe your clammy hands off the States L daughterr

Secretay Fzu~mo. Senator Jenner, I know nothing about this
statement.

Senator JWLmU I put an amendment through and that is the law,
you cannot do it now. I am using it now as a specio example.
i You said you could not answer a general question, I want to know

if you want to keep a sehold on the States or if you are willing
to let the States operate their own business if they put their own
money in.

Secrty FLXXINso. Senator, I personally believe fir*ly in an
ama of thi kind of the Federal Government setting certain general
standards under which funds are to be expended- .

Senator Javmzm What about the standard I just spoke of?
retr F0xo. Just a minute.

Senator Jvrm Do you call that a general standard?
Secretary FLZMMDIO. And delegate the authority to act to theStatee
Senator Jvxxn You did not delegate it, you said you cannot have

$2 million of your own money that my people paid in because you
would not follow our rules

Secretary FLXXIK. Senator, I don't know about your com-
ment--

Senator Jmnxx. Look it up, and bring It back to this committee
and answer it.
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Secretary FLzmxMN. Let me say this, If this vLrcntaw of Federal
paricpatoncontinues to go up Iam sure of HSfact ast Fedral

bontrobs will continue to increase.
There is not any doubt in my mind about thatL That is the way our

form of government operates.
Senator Jxxou Well, there is no need to pick on the old people.
SWecrtary FmmMiN. And properly so.
Senator Jutnra. I am not picking on that but the chairman of

this committee put his finger on it. If we keep on doing all these
things for all these people there is no question what will happen and
we can sit here Congs after Congress and we cannot give you or
anybody else enough money to take care of the old people in this
country because it would not buy them a cold greasy pork sandwich.

Secretary FLummso. Senator, as I have tried to make clear I per.
sonally feel that society as a whole has got to go further than it has,
I am tlking not only about the Federl Government, I am talking
about State and local ovemments, and I am talking about private
organizations but I do belive that it is essential for us to try to arrive
at a reasonable meeting of minds as to how far the Federal Govern-
ment is going to go Ifi terms of the percent of participation in this
public assistance progrm.

Senator Jamru. B;-t the answer to that general overall quo-
tion--

Secretary FiammTxwo I do not want to go any further than that
Senator JNfR. W have got to help these people but if we do

not stop this inflation we are not going to help them or anybody else,
are wer

Secretary FLnxUma. Senator, I am not arguing for any additional
expenditure of Fedem'l funds.

Senator JuNxzu. This bill as I understand it will increase the
reserve of the Federal Government by several million dollars and
you take that money that comes in, you do not hold it in trust for
the old people but you spend it as fast as it comes in to help Poland
and Czeo6olovakia and so forth and when pay day comes it is not
there, there is ust an IOU in the till.

Secretary FLaMMiNG. Senator, I gather your present comments
deal with the old-age and survivors insurance aspects of the bill I

We do favor the old-age and survivors insurance part because we
believe that it will put the old-age and survivors insurance sYstem
on a sounder basis from a fiscal point of view at the same time that
it gives what we regard as some needed increase

Senator JzNszi. Well, we must quit kidding the people of this
country and we must quit kidding our old people who are going to
need assistance; if we do not stop inflation we cannot pass enough
bfls and raise enough money to keep from starving to death.

You can say it any way you want to.
Secretary Frzmxnio. I do not feel the old-age and survivors insur-

ance part of the bill contributes to inflation.
Senator Jzxwmm I thank the Senator for yielding because I wanted

to bring out that point.
Senator Lifo. I just wanted to ask about this question.
Are you familiar with the fact in a great number of States a maxi-

mum is imposed on the amount that a State can provide for a needy
aged person ?
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retry FLIMZxO. Yes.

SenistrloN. Do you feel that there is a tendency of States to
hold their maximum at the point where they can have an advan.
Umus amount of Federal matching or at 1eA to the level of the
federal matching I
Secretary Faimiao. Of course it is difficult to ascribe reasons for

an action of that kind. If they do ascribe that particular reason,
I think that is wrong, I think It is wrong policy, wrong policy as far
Us the State is 0onoerned---

Sentor Low. Doosn't it encourage a State to go ahead and provide
a more liberal maximum and provide more lirally for those for
whom they are attempting to provide assistance if the Federal Gov-
wmAt Will match them up to the extent of their contributions I

Sertar Fm mao. WeIll basing t on the way human nature ac-
tually is I assume that possibly some States would react in that par-
ticular way but my Ilinx is that we should not always encourage
that kind o1 a relationship between the State and the Federal Govern-
ment.

I mean the Federal Government should not act in such a way as to
always encourage a State to assume les responsibility than it should
NUme.
Senator LONG. Do- you know that under this administration the

Federal Government had undertaken to pay, 90 percent of the cost of
building interstate highwa G

Now why would the F2eral Government want to increase its share
to that great an extent, if it were not in large measure due to the fact
that the States were having great difficulty finding sufficient funds
for highways I

Secretary FLr.Mio. Well, I am not familiar with that program so
I am not in position to discuss it. But I appreciate the fact that
States, like the Federal Government, have fiscal problems and I also
appreciate the fact that in order to deal with some of these serious
situations that we are having, States are at times, as well as the Fed-
eral Government, gong to have to make some sacrifices in order to
deal adequately wit it.
I just feel that we are at the point now where we should encourage

the States to do more in the way of making some sacrifices to del
with this very real and very human problem.

Senator Loxo. We have had an 8-percent increase in the cost of
living and a lot has been said about that.

People who are poor feel the increase in that cost of living the most,
the piich is greater on them is it not ?

ecretaryUJMt o. Sure.
Senator Lotio. The needy who have to depend on that weekly check

for bread feel that increase m cost more sharply than someone who has
a surplus income.

Secretary FUMMxG. Sure.
Senator Loro. If you had to choose between the Federal Govern.

ment participating more fully in providing for the aged and the needy
and between the job not being done or not beg done adequately which
would you prefer I
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Secretary FPLmmiN. Senator, I do not believe that I have to make
that choice. I believe that it is possible for the job to be done and be
done adequately by maintaining the right kind of relationship be-
tween the Federal and the State government.

The thing I am interested in I am sure every one is, is to keep the
administration of a program oi this kind as close to the grassroots
it is humanly possible to keep it and I think if this trend continues of
increasing the percentage of Federal participation in the program,
you are gradually going to take the administration away from the
grassroots where, in the final analyiA,you gt the best results..

Senator LoNe. If you want to keep it so close to the grassroots why
do we have a public assistamce program at all ?

Why don't we just have an insurance program if you want to
keep public assistance at a State level I

secretary FmNKo. I appreciate, Senator, we have got to try to
strike a balance. I appreciate the fact that you can take issue iith
my judgment as to what the proper balance is and I with you.

I know it is not something that lends itself to objective measure-
ments. But I do think that there is a basic principle involved here
which, it seems to me, has a direct relationship to the total effective.

ess of our programs in the field of public assistance, and that is the
only reason I am taking the position I am at the moment.

Senator LoNe. Just one more question, Mr. Secretary, and then I
am through.

You have in this bill a provision which provides for about a $8
minimum.

Do you think that any retiree person can live on $88 a month I
Secretary FxNo. You are now talking about old-age and sur.

vivors insurance I
Senator LoNG. Yes,
Secretary PLmmiNo. My response to that is: If be has no other

source of income, no; I don't think it is possible for him to do so. And
as far as the fixing ofthe minimum is concerned, Commissioner Schott-
land is in better position to indicate the reasoning back of that thanI am.

Senator LONG. My question is: Should not we try to find some way
under this program, if we are going to try to work an insurance
program and move in the general direction of universal coverage to
provide a minimum adequate enough so that the person who is being
insured would not have to go down hat in hand to the welfare office
and ask for welfare assistance when he finds it necessary to retire I

Secretary ixNi . Senator as I understand it, of course that
has been the overall objective o1 the executive branch and the Con-
gress to gradually strengthen the insurance program in the hope that
that would reduce the necessity of persons asking for public assistance.

Now, whether over a long period of time we can accomplish an ob.
jective of that kind I do ont Inow but I think it is a desirable objec-
tive just as you do, I think we should move in that direction.

Senator IAwo. I would hope we could increase it to at least $4)
under this bill, and I am just curious to know the attitude of the
Department.
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Secretary FAumixo. May I ask Commissioner Schottland as to just
how this particular figure was arrived at I

Mr. SouornA". Well, this is historical, as the Senator knows,
but I would like to point out that a very large percentage of the people
at the minimum are not low-wage earners necessarily.

They are people who are in arJ out of the system, so that their
earnings under the system are low. This does not mean that their
total earnings are low.

For a person to receive the minimum, under the bill, his average
wage would have had to be at or below $54 per month.

There are not many people in the labor market today with average
earnings of $54 per month or less except those who are in and out of the
labor market, or in and out of covered jobs.

So by increasing the minimum you do not necessarily hell) the low.income worker. You would help those who are i and out of covered
work, such as maybe an occasional doctor who would get.some job
for which he would get credit toward old-age and survivors insurance
or a housewife who may get an occasional job, or something of that
kind.

Senator LoNo. Do you think that the primary benefit should be at
least $40 if the person is not drawing retirement from some other
sourceI

Mr. Souom'r . Well, if the import of the question is $40 sufficient
to live on, the answer obviously is, it is not.,

Our feeling has been that merely raising the minimum itself does
not really hep the low-income wage earner,.,but rather the person who
has worked only intermittently in the covered jobs.

Senator Loo. In Louisiana, we have a liberal public assistance
program as far as eligibility is concerned, and we are proud of it,

ut we find that about 40 percent of the aged people who are drawm
social security payments there are drawing such small amounts that
they find it necessary to supplement their income. It would seem
that the purpose of the program was to see that would not be
ne .

That is a pretty high percentage. We try to provide a $68 old.
age assistance mimunum. We go beyond the pomit where the Federal
matching ceases. I would hope you would help us to work out some-
thing here so that this program of insurance would be adequate so they
would not have to ask for public assistance, because they would have
adequate income from their insurance program.

Mr. SNoMAM Nationally, Se. nator, alut 18 percent of the rew
tired worker beneficiaries are bettin i m um and this is'grad-
ually going down so that more anymore as lhe program contues
you are having fewer and fewer people at the minimum or very close
to the minimum.

Senator LoNo. Thank you.
Senator WmLAxs. Mr. Schottland, there was some mention made

to a Commission studying this whole problem. That Commission was
appointed in 1956, 1 think.
P Mr. SoxorrnAN. As a result of the 1956 amendments. The Ad-

visory Council was actually appointed in 1957.
Senator Wuzwms. How many members are there on the Com-

mission?
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Mr. SvIorrLAiN. There are 12 members.
Senator Wamwus. You are a member of-the commissionI
Mr. ScoorriAND. By law I am the Chairman.
Senator Wxw&ms. Yes, could you tell us the membership of the

rest of itI
Mr. SOHOrTANv. The chairman asked that we put it in the record,

but we will be very glad to give it to you now if you wish.
Senator WU~ims. Well, I mean the reason I ask that question, it

would be put in the record but I did not want to get from your other
answer that you did not know the membership of the Commission,
that you could not give it.

Mr. SCOo LAND. No sir. I know it very well.
Senator Wxzas. I was going to say I though in 2 years you

would have gotten acquainted enough so you would mow them now.
Mr. Sozx0VLOMD. Yes; I do know that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAK. Let him give the Commission.
Mr. SouorrLvr;D. The A ivisory Council is constituted as follows:
There are 8 employer members, 8 employee members, and the others

are members from the general public.
#The three employer members are Mr. Reinhard A. Hohaus, the

vice president and chief actuary of Metropblitan Life Insurance Co.;
Mr. Elliott V. Bell, chairman of the executive committee of McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co.; and Mr. Robert A. Hornby, the president of
Pacific Lighting Corp.

The 3 labor members are Mr. Nelson H. Cruikshank, director of the
department of social security of the AFL-CIO, and 2 other members
of the social security committee who represent 2 large unions;
Mr. Eric Peterson of the International Association of Machinists, and
Mr. Joseph W. Childs of the United Rubber, Corp., Linoleum and
Plastic Workers.

The six public members are Dr. Douglas Brown of Princeton Uni-
versity; Dr. Thomas N. Hurd of Cornell University; Dr. Carl H.
Fischer, of the University of Michigan; Mr. Malcolm H. Bryan, the
president of the Federa Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Dr. Arthur Fo
Burns, former Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers and
now president of the National Bureau of Economic Research; and Mr.

SMcAllister Lloyd, who is president of the Teachers Insurance &
Annuit Association.

The &wnwr. Are there any further questions
Senator Amznsox. I only wanted to a a couple of short questions,

I would hope.
Mr. Richardson, did I understand you to say correctly that the trust

fund by the year 2,000, assuming we recognize there can be changes
in the law but Just taking the law as it is now, that the trust fund
might build up by 2000 to $50 billion I

Mr. RtojtAiwso. Under present law, yes, Senator.
Senator AzoNsoN. Under this proposed new law, it would build

to $188 billion I
Mr. Rxzsonw . To $168 billion, according to the intermediate-

cost estimate.
Senator Axwzsov. By that system, you would have the present

generation or the next 1 or 2 paying for future generations? Had
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you given any thought toward trying to keep the ratea down far
enough so that this tremendous Increase would not take place

Mr. RHARDOSOK. Well;' the considerations which led the Ways
and Means Committee to make the changes that would have tie result
wore that, after the year 2080, the tremendous fund that would by
then have built up will start to go down again and will run fairly
heavily into the red, j*rhape, beyond 2050, so they wanted to bring
it into a longer term adjustment from then on.

Senator A IuMaoN. Senator Carlson and I have been on the Ways
and Means Committee over in the House, and we recognized they hid
a right to take that position. What position does your iepar ment
take Do you think it is desirable to put all this burden between
now and the year 9000 for problems that will arise after the
year 20001 1 -

Mr. RizouA oz. Wd think that it is desirable to bring the systan,
a a whole, more nearly into balance, taking it into the long.rango
future, which can be done only by increasing the taxes pald sooner
to the level where they will be from 1075 onward, even under exist.
ing law.

Senator ANDxasot . But you are proposing to raise te truit fund
from $60 billion to $108 billion in order that people after the year
2000 will have a solvent fund.

Why should not they, in that generation, pay the cost of it Why
dot ie present generation have to pay for their life-insurance
licies, sickness pxlcs or whatever It may be.I
Mr. RicuAmAX. Well I think it is a quetton of how you regard

the contribution rate. iou could have, right now a lower rate, if
you were not looking to the long-term solvency oi the system.

Senator ANDmsox. Well, I recognize that now, for the year 1958,
we may have a higher rate because People now working are going to
be wanting benefits in 1970. But when you start apying that people
between 1058 and 1978 sha1 pay for what somebody is going to draw
after the year 2000, is that a sound insurance actuarial basis?

Mr. RicizAmOrs. The only other way to do it would be to charge
lower contribution rates than now seduled from now until what.
ever year you choose, and then at mine time in the future, maybe

T year 2040 or s, you would sharply increase the tax rate.
Te ud ient underlying this is that we ought to have a system

which would permit a level- rate of contributions over a long period
of tin, and not a fluctuating rate to suit the particular conditions
at the time-the ratio of old people to employed persons and so on-
and thh only way to make 'it level is in the manner proposed.

Senator AvvDsm. But you do not know what tie problem is
r oi to be after the year 2000. You moo revere, this tendency of

l i"e. Very reeni statistic indieat tiat it might already have
been rven*d Viis last Tear or two, and, a great many things may
hppen., I sn only tryng to may: Aren't you only supposed tobe

oalrcating what people who are now in the fund will eventually
draw, and make it solvent for those people I

Mr. RchoRANo. NO.
Senator A~nmas. You are not ?
Mr. it. No; I do not think that is the pree on wh

ontributi rates have, from the beginning boae determined. We
have always talked about level-preanilum ra tes.
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Senator Amzasot, Were you in from, the befin nina?
Mr. Rou_ nrw . I am trying to express what I und-i to be,

at least in recent years the Judgment of the Congress.
Senator AwoUoN. xou say recent years, of the Congress, and then

ou start talking about the original conception of it. I sat in on a
lew of those discussions.
Mr. RouaoN)SO. I think It is true, Senator as I understand it, at

one time it was thought that the Congress might have to appropriate
funds in order to make possible payments to beneficiaries.

Senator ANDMRmOr. I am not talking about that at all.
Mr. Rl1WIa)roN. But in more recent years, whenever we have

calculated the costs to the system of a benefit increase, we have ex,
pressed those costs in terms of a level-premium rate, and that level.

premium rate is based on the same calculation as at present in stating
that tle long-term actuarial deficiency of the old-age and survivors
Insurance trust fund is 0.57 percent.

Mr. SouitrrManD. If I may make a statement, the persons retiring
In the year 2000 are starting into the labor market now.

Senator ANDimao. I do not question that. We started talking
about 040, and very few people alive now will be working at that
time, unless we change the whole concept of our work.

Mr. RIouAlumo.I think it is correct, Senator, to say that, from
the beginning, the basic concept of this program on the part of pre-
vious administrations, this administration, and the Congress, inso-
far as their actions and reports are concerned, has been that this
should be a fully financed program in perpetuity.

Senator ANtimmor. Yes; I won't argue that, either. But there
in no reason why that generation, when it gets to the year 20, cannot
start looking at what 2040 is going to do. It will have plenty of time
todoit.

I do not understand why you need a trust fund of $168 billion, and,
if you think that is too large, why the Department does not recom-
mend some scaling down of the rate to get it where it reaches a suffi-
cient amount and no more. There has been much talk about the situa-
tion as to taxes, and this has a direct bearing on how high these pay-
roll taxes have to go.

Mr. SojnDo . I might state this Advisory Council on Social
Security Financing is making a study on. just how high this fundmight o. .enator AimDsor. That is all right.

Mr. Myms. May I make a statement on the size of the fund I
One point might be of interest. In the year 20 although the esti.

mate sfiows a fund of $180 billion, if you had to have at that time
a fund sufficient to pay overall the people then receiving benefits and
nobody els you woidd have to have a fund of about $00 billion.

Senator A ?DxRoN. I am in the insurance business "ust a little bit
and I know if you had a hundred houses insured for ir and they all
burned down the same day it would be a little problem

Mr. Mnm. But these are people actually receiving benefits at that
time.

Senator AxDIsDOK. Yes, I understand but actuarial tables on this
have to all draw out funds at the same time.

If $50 billion is sufficient now, I do not know why $8 billion is
needed in the year 9000.
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Let me go to one other point and I will be through.
I tried to take your woids down. You say it would result in a $288

million deficit Mr. Secretary, for fiscal year, maybe 1959.
Secretary Vt uittso. For the first fill fiscal year.
Senator AwDxsr. And to that extent it would be inflationary, Is

that right I
Secretary Fia.tM4no. I said that the proposed bill would Increase

the Federal contribution by an additional $288 million for the first full
fiscal year and probably by more than $800 million in future years.

Now in response---
Senator ANDISON. lit response to a question you said and to that

extent it would be inflationary I
Secretary FM.CUIO. Well, I said this, in response to the question,

that it would add to the projected Federal deficit and to that extent
would be inflationary.

Senator ANDWSON. I would be glad to have you examine your re-
marks and I thought I wrote them down. Are you sure you did not
say "and to that extent you thought it would be Inflationary"?

Secretary FLICMuwNo. I am sure I said it would add that much to
the projected Federal deficit and would make a contribution to in-
flation.

Senator ANDXsoI. You did.
You said exactly that. You said $2.88 million to the Federal deficit

and to that extent it would be inflationary.
Secretary F xxMINO. YOs.
Senator ANDzEsox. Therefore you think we should bear in mind

this inflationary element of it when we are considering it ?
Secretary FLmMINo. Although the primary factor I think is the

one we have been stressing in my response to the question.
Senator ANDRSO1N. I was only interested because this afternoon I

will be dealing with Euratom wlich represents another $400 million
or so and I had not thought about considering its inflationary impact.

I thank you.
The CIIAIIKA. Are there any further questions ?
Senator CARLRON. Mr. Chairman Senator Anderson has brought

back memories of our service to the House Ways and Moans Commit-
tee when we did make a very vital change in the original concept of
the social-security program which started out to be sort of an Indi-
vidual insurance for an individual setup item by item and we applied
it gonerally--I well remember that fight in its early days so we have
had some problems in the past,

As I sat here this morning, Mr. Chairman, I am not going to got
into the revenue side of it the increased benefits or the number of bezie-
flciaries, but I have been thinking just for a few moments of the terrific
growth of this organization since 1985 and I happened to be a Men-
ber of the House at that time.

How many employees do you have at the present time ?
Secretary FUMMLWo. You are thinking of the Social Security Ad-

ministration.
Mr. SCvIorrzzAD. A little over 28,000.
Senator CA ONu . 2,000 employees, you have how many sections,

~have old-age a i , public assistane-how many do you
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Mr. SonmirxAND. We have four bureaus. We are divided into the
Commissioner's Office and four bureaus, the Bureau of Old Age and
Survivors Insurance, the Bureau of Public Assistance, the Children's
Bureau, and the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions.

Senator CARLBor. In the OASI how many employees would youhaye?
Mr. Sitoi'rTND. 22 000 authorized positions.
Senator CARstoff. Wu mean you have twenty-three thousand-some

total and 22,000 arc OASI I
Mr. ScuorriAr,. Most of then are in OASI, we have almost a thou-

sand in the remainder of the Social Securit Administration.
Senator CARLSON. For the record would you put in the number of

employees in these other branches you have mentioned I
Ido not want to take the time of the committee but it is interesting

to me because I have watched the growth of it over the many years.
(The following was later received for the record:)

An of Augunt 15, there wore 23,280 persons actually employed in the Social So.
eurlty Adwlulstrutlou. Of those, 00 were In the OMfe of the Oommlinloner
2 were In the Children's Bureau, 258 In the Bureau of Public Aasuitanc and
22,381 In the bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.

Mr. Soxoir LN. I would be very glad to do that.
Senator Ca1ILoxr. Do you have regional offices
Mr. SoimmAND. Yes the Department has regional offices and we

are part of them; but In addition we have area offices, which are
payment centers, and then we have 584 district offices serving com-
munities throughout the Unitod States.

Senator CAN.ISON. Mr. Chairman as a member of the Post Office
and Civil Service Committee I made a study some time back and I
was amazed to find and I believe the committee will be amazed I be-
lieve I am correct, that most of these top administrative positions, I
would call them executive positions, are grade 15 in the classified serv.
ice is that correct?

{r. SoiormFLND. That is correct.
Many of them below Tade 15 among our top executive positions.
Senator CAwryout: In other words, some of t&ne ppe who ad-

minister, I mean direct, or are executives over, shall I say, several
hundred employees, are grade 15 1

Mr. SOROrr D.& That is orrwt, Senator.
As a mater of fact, in the Bureau of Old-A and Survivors In-

surance of our 22,000 plus employees we have only 8 persons in grade
16 6r above.

Senator CAwsoxi. You mean you only have three supergrades f
Mr. Scnin'rwTL . That is orrect. n the Bureau of Old-Age and

Survivors Insurance.
Senator CAusor. Well, I want to say Mr. Chairman, that I can.

not think of any agency in our Federal ovenmient tiha opetes as
efficiently and r kiow these people opemt efficiently because I have
gone into some of it, as this group does with that number and I think
iris something our committee should give consideration to before we

r, Sa A~Than you.
Secretary PummxG. Mr. Chairman, Senator Carlson, may I revert

to myj days on the Civil Service Commiission and say that I cour
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with you and feel that there is some underlaiflcation there theater
taily should be looked at and considered,

Senator CAuuicN. Dr. Flemming, I just want to say this, that the
committee of which I happen to be ranking member on and have
been chairman on, has recommended and if we get approval through
Congress for additional supergrades but every agency of the Govern,
ment requests them and it is not awfully easy as a former member, I
know you will say, to get supergrades and I hope our committee will
look into this before we report this bill.

Senator BicNrrr. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to yield to the
Senator from Illinois.

The CHWIRMAN. Senator Douglas ?
Senator Douoaw. I have only a few questions.
I would like to ask a technical question first about old-age insur.

ace-
In your estimates of costs don't you make a high-cost estimate and a

low-cost estimate, and then take the arithmetic average of the two as
your best estimate I

Mr. Mrxis. Yes, we make a low-cost estimate and a high-cost esti-
mate and average them to get the intermediate-cost estimate.

Senator DOUOiAs. And you estimate, you give a high-cost estimate
up to 2,050 on a level basis of approximately 9 percent, and a low-cost
estimate of approximately 7 percent and therefore take an interme-
diate average of 8 percent, is that correct ?

Mr. Mrum. Yei, sir, that is the case for the present old-age and
survivors insurance stem.Senator DovoLAs. Yes.

Now, the difference between the high-cost and the low-cost esti-
mates tend to be relatively low in the initial period, isn't that trueI

Is it not between 6.62 as the high-cost and 6.27 as the low-cost on
only one-thid of 1 percent in absolute terms, or 5 percent relative,
isn't that so?

Mr. Mymu. That is correct.
Senator DOUoLAS. But at the end of the period your low-cost esti-

mate is 9.62, your high-cost estimate is 14.89 or there is a gap of nearly
5 percent in abeolutes and 50 percent in relatives, isn't that true ?

Mr. Mvxz. Yes, that is true. As we go further out into the future,
we obviously know less of what the variation would be.

Senator DouaLAS. So your estimate there is imbalance in the Sys-
tem really is heavily weighted by this high-cost estimate of yours of
14.89 for 2,050 ?

Mr. Mum. Well, it is weighted equally by the low-cost estimate
and the high-ost estimate.

Senator I)ouoLAs. I understand.
On the low-cost basis that would only be 9.62 and on a level premium

basis, if we take the low-cost figures, the system would already be ads.
quately financed without any Increase in contributions, isn't that true?

Mr. Mrxs. Yes, that is correct, Senator.
Senator Dopous. As I say, Mr. Myers, I have the highest res.et

for you, and I have watched you work for 25 years, I was on the origip
Dal Advisory Committee on Social Security and I think you are a
great public servant and'if you are not a supergrade 18 you ought to

loo SECU1T
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be so immediately, [Laughter.] And it is fine to have conservative
actuaries around because they restrain us.

Nevertheless, we should not take the word of actuaries as gpspel
truth. They often hold up an admonitory finger but they should not
necessarily be the determinants of policy.

In view of the fact that there is this built-in safety factor of an
increase in earnings which has enabled us to increase benefits through.
out the system without corresponding increases in contributions and
in fact even while we have delayed increases, and at the same time
we have a $23 billion reserve, I do not think the case has been made
for speeding up of contributions or the increase in rates to the degree
that is provided in the House bill. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman,
that as we go into executive session that we ask Mr. Myers to be here
and question him a little bit more closely to the validity of his high.
cost estimate because if that is excessive, then the system is very much
more solven, even on present contributions, than his intermediate
estimate indicates.

That is the question on old-age insurance.
Now I would like to ask a question on assistance.
The CAMi~MAN. We will have plenty of experts here when we start

to mark the bill up.
Senator DoUo.Ls. Now, Secretary Flemming, I take it that you are

opposed to any increase of Federal contributions for oldage assist-
ance, aid to dependent children, aid to the blind, and aid to the totally
disabled?

Secretary Fzzmnno. In the percentage of Federal contribution.
Senator )ouwAs. You are opposed to any increase in totals, too,

are you not ?
Siretary Fumm xio. No. If you take my statement I said:
It should be emphasized that the administration's opposition is not directed

against an increase In assistance payments to Individuals but i directed only
against an increase in the proportion of such payments that will be borne by the
Federal Government.

I am impressed by this fact: It the States find that increased payments to
individuals are needed, the Federal Government already is In a position under
the existing law to match, on a 50-50 basis State funds to increase payments for
60 percent of all the persons now receiving old-age assistance.

If the States call upon us to match in that way, why of course thW
Federal expenditures would go up.

Senator Douorts. Put it this way, you would be opposed to any
change in the formula which would result in an increased total present
contribution for each of the classes ?

Secretary FLammwo. Which would result in an increase in the
Federal percentage payment to the total.

Senator DovoLAs. You would be opposed to any change in the for.
mula which would involve an increased Federal contribution if that
provided for an increased Federal percentage

Secretary FlxMiG. That is right.
Now in terms of overall dollars it can go up under existing law as

you appreciate.
Senator DoGLAs. But the initiative in these cases would have to

come from the States ?
Secretary ABxmxk T1at, is right

2974-8--11
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Senator DoUoLAs. You do not want to have any initiative coming
from the Federal Government to increase the benefits I

Secretary FnMMiNo. I am perfectly willing to have the initiative
come from the Federal Government, but I am not willing to see a per.
centage increase.

Senator DoUOLAS. You are not willing to see the money come from
the Federal Government I

Secretary FL[MIxNO. I believe, Senator, there are times when we
can take the initiative and exercise leadership along fiscal lines.

Senator DouoLAS. Not at this time?
Secretary FLEMMIN0. I am not sure at this time we have done eveT-

thing in the Federal Government we can and should do to raise the
sights in terms of what should be (lone.

Senator )oVoLAS. It is desirable to raise the sights but it is also
desirable to get there.

Secretary FLMmixo. That is right.
Senator l)OuGAs. Vision is not everything.
Secretary FLIMMIo. And I think it is possible to exercise leader-

ship in such a way that the States will help us get there as well as
the Federal Government.

Senator D)OVOLAS. Ilas your statement been approved by the Bu.
re u of the Budget ?

Secretary FuIXiMNo. Not my specific statement; no.Senator Dorors. Does the policy which you have outlined repre-
sent the policy of the administration I

Secretary l tlxmr. I can say that the policy I have outlined is
in accord with the Bureau of the Budget's iudlerstanding of the policy
of the administration.

Senator Dovos. That is you have talked this over with the Bu-
reau of the Budget ?

Secretary FixuMrNo. That is correct.
Senator DoUoLAs. Have you talked to them in the White House?

Is that a proper question?
Secretary FLMzuaNo. I think I should stop at the Bureau of the

Budget. That is the proper place for me to stop.
Senator DoUot s. Suppose we pass the House bill, would you rec-

ommend a veto?
Secretary FLzMMNCo. I would.
Senator DooMB. You would recommend a veto ?
Secretary FLmo. Yes.
Senator DouoAs. Are you acquainted with the fact that the House

Foreign Affairs Committee has at this moment under consideration a
bill to increase retirement benefits for Foreign Service officers by 10
percent?

Secretary Fumiwo. No; I am not.
Senator DouGLAs. It is a fact which I have verified by telephone

communication with the clerk of the House Foreign Affairs Commit-
te.

Are you aware of the fact that this has been endorsed by the Bureau
of the Budget ?

Secretary FxZU3No. No; I do not know anything about it.
Senator 1)ouoIs. The clerk of the House Committee on Foreign

Affairs informs me that the Bureau of the Budget has endorsed this
10 percent increase for Foreign Service officers.
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So the Bureau of the Budet a parently does not object to a 10 per-
cent Increase for Foreign Servioe officers whose average retirement
pay is $6,281 but it does object to an Increase of, say 7 or 8 Percent for
people on old-age assistance whose payments are equal to $61 a month
or $732 a year.

Is there any representative of the Bureau of the Budget here?
Is there any representative of the Bureau of the Budget in the room I
I know I should not beat you over the head because of the Bureau

of the Budget. [Laughter.]
SecretsryF Askmzo. Senator Douglas, I think I also should make

clear that have not said at any point that we object to an increase
in the amount of money received by those who receive.

Senator Douars. Providing other people put It up; providing the
States put It up ?

Secretary Fi.Emmio. Yes, sir.
Senator .DouaoJs. Sure; but you do object to the Federal Govern-

ment contributing any more money to Increase the allowance.
Secretary FzMxno. It is a State program.
Senator Douoa No, it is a Federal-Stat program.
Secretary FRLDmINo. Senator, I do not object to the Federal Gov-

ernt putting more money into it.

Senator Douozs. Providing the States take the Initiative and in.
crease the allowances to the individual I

Secretary FLAamxrn. That is right.
There is an additional Federal money to be put in.
Senator Douots. But they could not go above $00.
Senator Knai. Without paying 100 percent of it.
Senator DoUoLAs. That is exactly so.
Secretary FEMmXNG. Well, the fact remains there is a good deal

that can be done.
Senator DovLAs. Up to $601
Secretary FLEMMr;N. Up to $60 and there are additional Federal

funds available in order to make it possible to do that.
Senator Dououls. The average is $60.
Do you think $60 is an adequate amount ?
Secretary AzxMivao. I would not allege that it was completely

adequate.
Senator DouorAs. Is it relatively adequate I
Secretary FIzxwNo. No, I think---
Senator Douots. If it is not relatively adequate, it is inadequate,

is it not I
Secretary FxxmmNa. Sure.
Senator DouoLAs. Then you are in favor of maintaining an inade-

quate old-age assistance program?
. Secretary FLtXMMU. No; wait a minute, I have not taken any po-

sition as o the moment.
Senator DouoLAs. I am helping Senator Kerr here.
Secretary FAricrno. I have not taken any position as of the mo-

ment, Senator Douglas, on that $60 ceiling.
The only position I have taken is in the increase in the percentage

of the Federal contribution.
Senator DovGLAs. Well, of necessity you have taken a position on

thisI
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Secretary Pl alwfo. No.
Senator DouoLAs. When the Federal Government will not grant

for allowances in excss of $60,
ageoreta !M FLXj *. Well, even when that particular figure could

be increased without the Federal percentage contribution to the pub-
lie assistance programs going up#

Senator .vow. I ought you said you preferred the formula
we have given which graduates it compared with a flat percentage
Increase.

You prefer this percentage formula with a larger percentage going
to the poorer States?

Secretary FLAwmxo. I favor that; yes.
SmatorDouo s, Then you ought make some change i the 50-

50 formula yourself, so you ally are retreating.
Secretary FLZmaxo. Wait a minute, I am not necessarily advocat-

ing a, 0- formula; I am saying don't go above your present 55
percent.

Senator Douos. Overall fiPure
Secretary Ft uxwx. Ovenl1; that is the overall figure. My ar-

gument is that we should not go above that overall percent, but Ihave
not taken any position-

Senator Douos. Suppose we should take the $0 ceiling off there
and provide 55 percent for all sums over $.60?

It would not increase the percentage, bft it would increase the total.
Secretary Frimo. I would not argue against an increase in pay-

ments but I would argue against anything that would increase the
percentage of the Federal contributions.

Senator Douous. Then we may be getting together.
Suppose we say we got an increase of $10 or $15 in the ceiling which

the Federal Government would contribute 55 percent.
Mr. MRcI mweo. That, Senator Douglas, would be of assistance

only in the States best able to support an increase in their own public-
assistance program.

It would mean additional Federal matching in States that have
substantial payments in excess of $60 and only n those States. What
we have advocated, in terms of the administrative provions referred
to by the Secretary is a change in the formula that would relate
Federal payment more nearly to the fiscal situation of the States,
with an average Federal participation as near as may be-

Senator DoUOMB. It is in that House bill ?
Mr. Rxwawmso. As near as may be practicable over a course of

time to 50 percent.
Senator DouozLs. How do you get It started ?
Mr. Ricuuw&Qz. The way we would get to it under the bill is

through the ran in which we would Pariiate in payments in
excess of W.The minimum percentage in e House bill is 50
percent. *

The maximum is 70. We sy essentially we favor a range.
Senator DouotAs. Below 50?
Mr. RxJUOR~ o. I think we would prefer a rang that extended

below 50 in the case of the high-income State. But in principle we
think there should be that kind of a variance Wx the Fedeil contribu-
tion between the States in trms of the relative fiscal capaity.
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Senator DovoLs. What relative percentage increase would this
bring assuming no adequate State payments I What is the total cost
now on an annual basis I

Mr. Rx=wRwo. Total dollar amountI
Senator DovGLAs. For public assistance.
Mr. RxcwaweoNi, About $1,800 million.
Senator DoveLAs. I do not mean old age but altogether. $3 billion ?
Secretary FEmPMzNo. Under the present bill?
Senator Doub Ls. Present law.
Mr. Rxovwweox. About $8 billion.
Senator DovoLAs. And is the increase roughly 9 percent.
Mr. SCHOzTLAND. Nine percent.
Senator DoUGtAs. In orier to be precise, 9.6 percent.
Now what has been the increase in the cost of living since the last

general assistance law was passed?
Secretary FLzxwxo. That would be 1956.
Approximately 5 percent.
Senator DouoLAS. So if you do not make any increase there would

be deflation of real income of those on assistance I
Isn t that true?
Secretary FLEmmrJN. If you pick 1954 as a base, the price levels

have gone up about 7.8 percent.
Senator DOUoLAS. That is right, and during that same period your

average old-age assistance payment has increased 19.8 percent. The
average payment of aid to dependent children, 18% percent.

There had been a hiatus before that I
Secretary FLMMNO. Yes. But, personally, I do not think we

should be satisfied with anything that just deals with the cost-of.
living increase.

Senator JuNxw. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator is finished he said
he would yield to me.

I have to go to another meeting.
There is one thing I want to have explained to me.
What happens to this moneythat is paid in under this fund ?
SecretaryFLIMnwo. Paid into the trust fund, sir?
Commissioner Schotdand I
Senator Jzsmu. Just take it step by step and tell me what happens.
Mr. SoxoirzaA . The funds are collected by the Treasury, and I

think you are familiar with the process of payroll deduction.
Senator JzNNBR. Yes I am
Mr. Sojaol1D. Sif-employed persons file their returns once a

yer.
The funds are taken by the Treasury then and put into a trust fund.

The trust funds are invested in Government securities, either special
securities or securities which are sold in the open market.

Those funds invested in securities sold on the open market bear the
same rate of interest as the same securities purchasd by anyone else.

Senator JzN=U. How much is that?
Mr. SoaorNwD. The special securities bear 'the average rate of

Interest of all outstanding securities of over 6-year duration sinc*
theseare long-term investments. That was the purpose of the 1958
change im the law. mSenator Jzmam How much has been paid into the fund I
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Mr. Soxwmi'mrD. You mean the total collections from the beginning
under the old-age and survivors insurance system I

Senator JzN1m. Yes.
Mr. Svnorriuw. Let me have just a second on that.
Senator J.wNzR. Approximatel
Mr. SooTrwND. About $56 bilon.
Senator J~mNz. And that is gone out into Government bondsI
In other words, the Treasury uses it, they put an I 0 U in your till

and say we have so much money of your money; is that right ?
Mr. SCHorrLAND. The difference between the $55 billion in tax col-

lections and $22 billion in the trust fund has gone out in benefits to the
persons in the program.

Senator JENEm. I understand. What is going to happen to the
balance ? Just what I said-the Treasury says "Here is an I. 0. U.";
and your trust fund and the Treasury is using it for the current opera-
tion of Government; isn't that correct ?

Mr. SOHorLAND. That is correct; namely, that the Treasury bor-
rows the money from the trust fund, giving the Government bonds,
and uses the proceeds just as it would for any other receipts.

Senator JikrineR. Now has there been any thought given to reevalu-
ating this whole system so that the penalty is not placed on thrifty
people of this countryI

Do I make myself clear I
Mr. Sc-uonDn. No.
Senator JENNER. I don't?
Let me make it clear. I know about the operation of this law. I

will give you an example of how it works.
I assume you folks are acquainted with it, I hope you are, and I

something ought to be done about it.
A man or a woman makes an application for old-age assistance, an

investigator goes out to see her.
Senator BENWImTr. This is not social security but assistance.
Senator JzNrn. Old-age pension, and this is all a part of this

program.
Senator BrfN1rir. It is two different programs.
Senator JENwN. I know it is two different programs, but it is all

part of the cost of this whole thing.
Senator BzNxm'x. No.
Mr. SoHemYzAN. They are separately financed and entirely differ-

ent programs.
Senator JawaR. I want to talk just a moment.
I know about the contribution in the social-security fund, and I

want to talk about the old-age-assistance program because it is all tied
in together because the purpose of it as I understand it is to help the
older people in this country in their old age with the old-age and
social security program so they can survive; is that correct?

Mr. SQHOIrLAND. That is correct.
Senator JENNER. This investigator goes out and he goes up to this

home where the people have made an applicable and they have a lit-
tle worksheet and I think this ought to be looked into.

They say, "bo you own this home?" "Yes, I own the home."
"What other income have you got I"
"Well, I don't know."
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"Is that your garden out tiere f"
"Ohi, yes, yesj- have raised eight, children, I have had a garden all

my life. Mother cans her food" and so forth and so on.
So the little investigator writes something down,
Then they say, "Whose cow is that out there ?
There is a little 2-acre patch of ground, I know this happens; I

have been in this. I don't understand why our Government does not
do something about it.

"Well, that is your cow. Do you use all the milk from that cow I"
"No, we do not use all the railk from that cow. We have got some
neighbors here and we sell a little milk to our neighbors and we make
a little butter and take it to town and buy sugar or something like
that."

So the investigator writes something else down.
"Mr. Gray, you have pretty good clothes there, how about that?"
"Well, I willtell you what, one of my boys works up in the city and

he has to wear rather good clothes and when his clothes get a little
worn why he just sends them to me, and mom makes them over and
makes them fit," so the investigator writes something else down.

I could go on and on. I am not going to belabor this because I have
got another meeting I have got to go to.

Then Mr. B makes an application, and then the little investigator
goes out to see Mr. B, and says "Mr. B, do you own this place ?

"Oh, no, I do not own this shack; it is about to fall down."
"Have you paid the rent ? What Lo you do, pay rent"
"Yes, I have not paid it for 6 months; they are trying to get me out

now."
So the investigator writes something down there.
"Have you got a arden, Mr. B ?"
"Oh, no, I would not have a garden, I tried one one time. The

chickens ate up everything I have, and I just never fooled with the
garden, that is just a lot of nuisance."

"How many children have you got f
"Well, I have got eight children."
"Do they help you any ?"
"Oh, no, they cannot hardly help themselves. Why three of them

now is living off the township s trustee."
So they write something down on their book.
"Welli how about your clothes, Mr. B, they look pretty bad."
"Oh, yes, look at that hole in the seat of my breeches, I have been

trying to gt the old woman to patch it for months, and can't get
her to do it."

They write something else down.
I am going to try to make a long story short, but I have to go on

because you folks ought to look into this because Mr. B does not
own a home and would not pay rent, they gave so much. Because
he did not have a garden and so as he had- to buy all of his food
they allowed so much on that. Because he did not have any clothes
and had no way to purchase clothes, they allowed so much for that
and so forth and so on.

But Mr. A up here who has raised a good family of substantial
people, good Americans, honest hard-working people, worked all
of his hife to raise those children, he is penalized because he does not
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have to pay rent, because he does have a cow and he sells some extra
milk and because he does have a garden and so forth.

What I am trying to say to you is the basis of this program is
wrong, because you are putting a penalty on the thrifty people of
this country and you are encouraging the no-accounts.

I think it is wrong.
I do not say Mr. should not have what he is getting, but I say

Mr. A should not be penalized because he has been a good citizen
and raised a good family and that is the basis of your old-age-
assistance program.

Am I right or am I wrong-social security and old age ?
Mr. Scmomimr&i. Senator these programs are State programs.
Senator Jz=iqu. Wait. ou set the standard, you give the direc-

tions down. If the boys in the States do not follow you, you are going
to penalize them.

Just answer my question. Am I right or wrong on the basic prin-
ciple of how you arrived at who is needy and what they are entitled
to and who sets the standards ?

Mr. SiorrnANDw. You are not correct, Senator.
Senator JUNURm. I am glad to know that. Tell me where I am

wrong. I am glad to know that.
I just happen to have been a welfare attorney for several years and

have been through dozens of these cases that I have just told you about.
Now you tell me where I am wrong.

Mr. Sono'mw. The State of Indiana, in which you worked, de-
termines for itself what the standard will be. It determines for itself
whether it will consider the vegetable garden and the cow, and so
forth.

Senator Jzxmn Who determines the qualifications of the person-
nel who work in Indiana ?

Mr. Scnom mN. The State of Indiana determines those qualifica-
tions.

Senator Jazu. You mean you have no standards I
Mr. Sc m-w1. We have no standards except to-
Senator Jimmwu You do not tell them certain people should be

employed for certain reasons ?
Mr. SoHn-rmAND. That is correct; we do not.
Senator JENNZR. All right, go ahead.
Mr. SomawrAmN. The only thing we say under the Federal law

is that Indiana or any other State must have a merit system.
Senator JmNNUR. That is right. Now you are getting to it. Merit

system, that is right Go ahead.
Mr. ScZ~m). All we are saying, all the law says under the merit

system is that we must require some type of merit or civil service sys-
tem. But what kind the State has is entirely a State determination.

Senator Jimm. Then your contributions under this merit system
that you set up the standard for-and I know about the merit system-
I know is who is qualified to work, because you determine that, your
merit system. In other words, you do not withhold any money, your
contributions, from the State which puts a penalty on the thrifty and
gives a premium to the lazy I You do not take that into consideration,
oyou.
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Mr. SQCLA. Senator, we do not think the Federal law does
that. You see, one of the problems we have to btruggle with-

Senator JzNKER. You contribute half of the money. Do you not
have anything to say about it I
Mr. CHoLAND. Yes; we do, but we do not think our contribution

of half puts a premium on the lazy.
Senator Jitkx= Well, suppose you said to a State "You cannot

do this. You cannot put penalty on the thrifty people. If you do,
we will withhold our contributions." What do you think would hap-
pen?

Mr. Sccmm=AxD. You see, Senator, we are caught on the horns of
a dilemma. If we have too many Federal regulations to enforce the
Federal law, Congress takes the position, which you took in your
opening statement, that we should not do this.

Senator JU NKT That is right.
Mr. ScHOTTrIr&N. If we do not have sufficient regulations, Conmrom

may take the position which you are now taking, that we ought to
do something a ut it. [Laughter.]

Senator Ji .xmit. What do you think about it?. Do you think some-
thg should be done about it?

Mr. ScHorr0TmF . It is our feeling
Senator JxNxxR. Under the hyithetical case I just gave you do

you think that is fair, or do you think something should be done
about it ?

Mr. ScHorrz.". We think that the State, in a case like that,
certainly ought to do something about it, and we think----

Senator Jwxrm. Well, suppose we write into Federal law that
unless a State does not penalize the thrifty old people of their State
that the Federal Government must withhold their funds, their con-
tribution. Would you be in favor of that kind of a law? That
would kind of police this thing, would it not ?

Secretary FiLz oNG. Senator, if I may respond to that, I do not
think the Federal Government should get into more policing activtieo
in this particular area. I go back to my original statement.

Senator JzNKER. You have been in it a your life. I just told you
about the fact we had over $25 million, and you were trying to police
us. You told us we could not publish in the newspapers, we could not
publish the names of people receiving old-age assistance.

When did you change your mind and your hearts
Secretary .uhxnro. Senator, as I told you before, I know nothing

about that specific case.
Senator Jzmm. Well, find out about it, Dr. Flemming, because

it is awfully important.
Secretary FLEMMNmG. But on the basic issue you just raised with

Commissioner Schottland, my response would be, no, we should not
write more regulations into Federal law, or the executive branch
should not be issuing a lot more regulations.

I think the problem you outline is a problem for the State of In-
diana, and I think the State of Indiana should set the right kind of
standards in order to deal with that problem and I think the Federal
Government should keep its hands off and let the State of Indiana
work out a proper solution to that problem.

Senator .Jmr. All right, let us assume the State of Indiana does
correct this injustice, and I think it is an injustice. Don't get me
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wrong, I am not saying that Mr. B. and the people in that class should
not have as much as they are getting, but I do not like to see Mr. A
penalized. I think it is bad for this country, its future, to penalize
the thrifty people.Let us suppose, now, lot us take the hypothetical that Indiana does
correct that injustice. Let us suppose that Ohio does not correct it.
Are you going to still give the same contribution to Ohio that you give
to Indiana, your 50 percent or whatever it is ?

Secretary FLEMmzo. We believe in the concept of State and local
administration of programs of this kind, and the answer to that is"Yes."

Senator JF.NNR. In other words, you do not care how they admin-
ister the law locally, you are still going to give them what they are
entitled to?

In other words, if the investigator in Ohio wants to-I am just using
this as a hypothetical-wants to double or triple the benefits to B and
further penalize A, it is still 0. K. with you folks down in Wash-
ington I

Secretary FLEMmTNO. Senator, so long as it complies with Federal
law, yes.

Of course, I would not indulge in the assumption that any investi-
gator in the State of Ohio would do something like that.

Senator J~NSww. I used that as a hypothetical. [Laughter.]1
Secretary FLEMmiNO. I have a very high regard for what the State

of Ohio would do in handling that problem.
Senator JENNER. Let's get that straightened out. I used it as a

hypothetical.
Secretary FLaeMiNO. I want to keep the record straight.
Senator J.NNER. I want to keel) it straight too. I am finding out

from you you do not care what happens to a §tate, they will still get
their Federal money just the same. Is that right ?

Secretary FLMMINg. Senator, the Congress of the United States
has included in these laws certain standards. It has told the execu-
tive branch of the Federal Government to do certain things in order
to administer those standards.

I am not quarreling about those at the moment. All I am saying
is, let's think twice before we tighten the grip of the Federal Uov-
ernment on the way in which what is essentially a local program should
be administered.

Senator JENNER. All right.
Now then, if that be true, would you oppose or support Federal leg-

islation to tighten those standards in the respect that I have been re-
ferring to ?

Secretary FLEMMINO. Offhand, I think I would oppose them on gen.
eral principles.

Senator JNNER. I just wanted to know where you stood, and I
thank you very much.

Senator Do'uoiAs. I have a solution for this difficulty. I have an
amendment, which has always been opposed by the administration,
namely, to exempt the first $50 pe. month of earned income so that it
will not be deducted from old-age assistance grants which otherwise
would be made.
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So I think this argument perhaps is really eloquent testimony in
support of my t.,nendment, and I hope very much it will be adopted&
[Lughter.r

Senator Bciwr vr. Mr. Chairman, I have been very patient, and I
hop e you will indulge me just a minute or two.

In 'the earlier discussion about the projected future ef the OASI,
the statement was made which I understand would have to be made,
that we assume there will be no further changes in the law, no further
increases in the benefits, no further changes in the taxes.

Mr. Schottland, if you know offhand, how many times have we
changed the law since it was changed over to the present basis, in-
creasing benefits and increasing taxes?

Mi. SCHOTrLAND. In 1989 1950, 1952, 1954, and 1956.
Senator BENNPr. 1952, 1954, 1956. It is now 1968. Do you not

think a good actuary would say we can expect to change the law every
2 years? We have done it every 2 years since 1950.

By how much have we increased the tax burden in those changes ?
Mr. MTnXs. In the 1950 amendments, the combined employer-em-

ployee tax rate was 8 percent for the years immediately following
1950, and the ultimate rate in the law was 6 percent.

And under this bill, the rate for next year would be 5 percent, with
an ultimate rate of 9 percent.

Senator Br;.mNv'r. So we have approximately increased the tax bur.
den 50 percent in 8 years.

Mr. MYERs. The ultimate rate under the bill, as compared with the,
ultimate rate under the 1950 act.

Senator BENN mr. If we are going to increase this rate 50 percent
every 8 years-and I am sure as I sit here, because I sat through the
1954, the 1956, and the 1958 hearings, that in 1960, which is another
election year, we will be back again asking for another step-up in
the benefits, and a step-up in the costs.

I just think the record should show that the idea that you can go
forward on the theory that the benefits we now are setting are going
to be projected forward to the year 2040 and that we are going to have
this kind of an amount in the fund at that time, are completely ridicu-
lous.

I think a 9 percent burden is terrific; a gross tax on the employ.
ment of the United States of 9 percent is almost enough to wreck the
economy of the country. But at the rate we have been going, it is im-
possible to predict how high it will be.

And I am just very much discouraged at the prospect of this pro-
gram which brings advocates in here every 2 years, has done it for
the past 8 years, and while we keep projecting these things forward
and always say, well, we are projecting forward the existing rates, we
do not project forward this other curve which I think is just as definite
as any figure you have got in your set oi books.

Maybe I should ask you to project forward until 1969, and the year
2040, the tax rate on the basis of the record we have been making Since
1950. Do you think you could do that ?

Mr. Mynus. I am afraid not, Senator.
Senator Bie;Num-r. You could not, because it is obvious if it were

projected forward, it would completely consume the total wages In
this country.
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We had better take a look at that when we stop to consider this

bill. because there Is & eeling that there is no limit to the extent to
which these benefits can be raised and the taxes can be raised.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The Cnaunwr. I would like to say I agree entirely with Senator

Bennett, and speaking of the accuracy of estimates, in January the
administration estimated a budget, virtually balanced budget for fiscal
year just ended, and a balanced budget for the current fiscal year.

Six months later, we found we had a deficit of $8 billion in the past
fiscal year, and a prospective deficit, which is admitted, of $12 billion
for the present year.

That s an example of the accuracy of estimates.
Senator BzixN-r. If we can increase the tax burden 50 percent

In 8 years, we can look for in 10 years more another 50 percent. That
will -be 11percent of payrolls as against the present 9.

Senator LooG. If the Senator will field I do not think the case
has been made here, I have not seen Iimae here, there is any need
for increasing the tax at all.

I have never agreed with this idea of building up a $179 billion
trust fund. Whyl As long as you are taking enough into the fund
to meet your payments on a year-by-year basis and advance your tax
to take in enough to cover your expenditures on an annual basis,
there is no real necessity to have to increase your fund to $179 billion.

I think a lot of god, sound people, go6d Republicans advocate
you should stop this trying to build up tis fund of $179 billion.

Senator BzN mr. My lunchtime has long since passed.
Senator IRn. Does that mean the Senator is not going to get any

lunch? [Laughter.] Will he go to lunch with the Senator from
OklahomaI My lunchtime is just arrivmg. [Laughter.]

Senator BNNmx r. I wonder if the Senator from Oklahoma is ac-
quainted with the character L'il Abner in the comic strip.

Senator Kana. No; but I did not know he was on this committee.
Senator BnwNwTr. I sometimes detect the presence of some of his

relatives. Laughter.]
Senator z. If that statement was in the plural [laughter], I

wonder if it was an admission as well as an accusation.
Senator BzzNi-vf. I will end with the comment that all general

statements are false, including this one.
Senator KnIR. I want that to be limited to the status of an admis.

sion on your part, because the Secretary and I have made some gen.
eral statements that we do not want to admit are false.

The CHAmMAN. The Chair has been requested to insert in the record
a statement by Mr. Rudolph T. Danstedt, director of the Washington
branch office of the National Association of Social Workers.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATUMUNT BY RUDLP T. DANSTEDT, Diawros or Tun WAsnixoTort BwAtowOnmcz, NAToNAL AssocITzoN or SocuL Wownse, ox H. . 1859, 198
AMZNDM3WIra TO Tax SOCIL SoumTr ACT, AvauST 8t 198

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Rudolph T. Danstodt,
and I aw director of the Washington branch office of the National Assocation
of Social Workers.

The association for which I am testifjng today is a professional organization
with a membership of approximately 2Z000 individuals who have qualified
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through graduate education to perform social work services In governmental
and nongovernmental, Catholic, Jewlsh and Protestant and nonsectarin
agencies.

Our association supports Z. R. 18649, Social Security Amendents of 1908, as
passed on Thursday, July 81, 198, by the House of Representatives. We think
this is legislation which deserves the support of this Finance Committee and
the United States Senate, even though in a number of respects H. U. 18549 falls
far short of the objectives our association considers desirable In the old-ag
and survivors and disability insurance program, the public assistance titles, and
the maternal and child welfare title of the Social Security Act.

Attached and made part of this statement are resolutions adopted by our
association at Its delegate assembly held early In May of this year in Chicago.
These resolutions deal with amendments to the Social Security Act and the
abolition of resident and settlement laws In public-welfare programs.

TtTm U. owA-AGo AW sUvIvoRs AND DrrsBuiur ZtNSVXfM

Beheit M oree
The increase of about 7 percent in benefits over the level provided In the present

law Is demanded by the 8 percent rise In the cost of living since benefits were last
increased, and the 12 percent rise in wages, both of which facts justify a 10 per.
cent increase in benefits which we supported before the House Ways and Means
Committee. The proposed Increase in the maximum amount of benefits payable
monthly to a family from the present $250 to $254 is particularly commendable.

Concern has been expressed by some groups about the fact that the tax rate
on the Increased wage base of $4,800 will go up to 4% percent each on employer
and employee by 1909 and thereafter. We are prepared to support a tax rate
of about this amount on a wage base of $6,000, as proposed In several bills, in
order that certain Important benefits could be made available to people. It is our
earnest opinion that a mcial security program with comprehensive benefits has
wide support and that the potential beneficiaries of such a program are willing to
pay the cost.

DPkaibity ineuranoe
We are pleased that this proposed legislation provides for the payment of

benefits to dependents of disability Insurance beneficiaries. This corrects an
inequity in the disability insurance program enacted In 1956, and makes it possi.
ble for the family of a disabled person to manage their affairs more adequately
without recourse, In most Instances, to public or private assistance.

Our association would like to see eliminated the eligibility restriction to age
50 and above for the disabled, and to see the disability trust fund utilized for
the payment of the costs of rehabilitation services for the disabled. This method
of financing rehabilitation services seems to us the most certain way to assure
that these disabled people have a reasonable opportunity of access to rehabllita-
tion services.
Health oas befe$S

While the bill makes no provision ,or paying the cost of hospitalization, nursing
home care and surgical care (if old.tge and survivors and disability Insurance
beneficlarles, the report of the Ways and Means Committee requests that the
Department of Health, Education, an0 Welfare conduct a study of alternative
ways of providing insurance against tUe cost of hospitalization, nursing home
care and surgical care for old-age and survivors and disability insurance bene-
ficlarles, and report the results of such a study on or before February 1, 109.

We would hope that consideration might be given to such a study being under-
taken under appropriate congressional auspices, utilizing qualified consultants.
We believe that a congressional policy with respect to a program of health care
benefits can most objectively be determined on the basis of a study conducted
under the direction of the Congress, uUtising the resources of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and other qualified organizations and
specialists In the field of health care.

We hold that the greatest unmet need in the old-age and survivors and dis
ability Insurance program is that of making provisions for hospitalization and
medical care to this large group of our citizens who are aged, disabled, or elni-
dren deprived of the support of a wage sarner.
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IURUO A"ISTANO TrLS

The various increases made to recipients of public assistance under titles I, IV,
Xs and XIV of the Social Security Act are both necessary and desirable and for
the same reasons that Increases are proposed for old-age and survivors and dis.
ability insurance beneficiaries.

The changes made In the formula for determining the Federal share of assist-
ance payments so as to provide an average maximum on State expenditures for
assistance in which there can be Federal sharing, including assistance in the
form of medical care and money payments, and the provision in the formula
that a portion of the Federal contribution be related to the per capita income
of the tdtatt*, are constructive revisions, long sought by the public-welfare field
and this association.

To further improve the public-assistance program, we hold that Title IV:
Grants to the States for Aid to Dependent Children, ought to be amended to pro-
vide for any needy child living with any relative so as to provide for children
whose need arises from the unemployment of a parent, and further that Federal
funds should be made available for general assistance, and further that resi-
dence requirements in all federally financed programs should be eliminated.

While in the course of time the public-assistance program will continue to
shrink and eventually assume a residual responsibility, providing assistance to
the exceptional cases that for a variety of reasons are not covered or Inade.
quately covered by the old-age and survivors and disability insurance program
or unemployment compensation, the probability of this residual role is still
many years oft. In the meantime, an urgent and heavy Federal, State and local
responsibility exists for assisting these millions of people on public assistance
and others denied assistance because of vagaries and gaps in the law to obtain
food, shelter, and clothing, and to secure constructive social services that will
assist them toward self-help, self-care, and constructive family life.

We regret that the programs of cooperative research in social security and
welfare and training of public-welfare employes, authorized in the 1950 amend.
ments to the Social Security Act and so fundamental to the development of
constructive social services, received no appropriations in the first session of
this Congress and were not supported by requests from the executive depart-
ment of the Government in the second session of this Congress.

TITLE V. GRANTS TO Tnt STATESF O MATSHNAL AND O1ILD W'ILVAR5

Authorlzatlons for maternal and child health services, crippled children eervicee.
and ohild wellars service*

We support fully the $5 million Increase in the authorizations for the 3
setions of title V of the Social Security Act. We believe that a substantially
larger amount is fully Justified, but we think it is important that the maternal
and child health services authorizations and the crippled children services
authorizations, which have been at the ceiling for several years, and child wel-
fare services grants, which reached the ceiling this year, be Increased by at least
the $15 million proposed in this bill.
aWtendino child welfare services to all children

The proposal that child welfare services be made available to all children in
a State regardless of place of residence is a most desirable and necessary one.
With child health services and crippled children services appropriately avail-
able to all children in a State, it is inconsistent and inequitable to deny such
statewide coverage to all children needing protection and care because they are
homeless, dependent and neglected, or in danger of becoming delinquent.

CONCLUBION

The support of the National Association of Social Workers for the provisions
contained in II. R. 18549 is based on the fact that the bill recognizes the in-
portance of increasing benefits to OASDI beneficiaries and payments to persons
i receipt of public assistance and an increase in authorizations for grants to
the States for health and welfare services to mothers and children. The bill
further includes provisions for individuals previously not covered under the
Social Security Act--namely, the dependents of the beneficiaries nf disability
insurance and children in need of foster home and protective services living In
urban areas.
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We hope that the provisions of this bill may be approved by the Congress and
that an objective study may be undertaken Immediately and ompleted soon as
to the most desirable and practical methods for asuring that health care bene-
fits shall be made available to recipients of old age and survivors and disability
insurance. NATozwz ASSOVZATION Or SOAL WoRKts,

SNeo York, N. Y.

IWHOLUTIONS Ox AME.NDMMNTS TO TiE SOCIAL SROUBITY Aor-AOPTIF BY D.s-
OAT AsssuBLY, C IIOAGO, ILL., MAY 10, 11)58

Whereas the Social Security Act has now been in effect for almost a genera-
tion and provides protection to almost all Americans against loss of income be.
cause of the death or retirement of the wage earner;

Whereas the level of benefits, however, is now inadequate in relation to the
cost of living;

Whereas the act makes no provision for the costs of health care of insured
beneficiaries, thus requiring many of the aged beneficiaries to deny themselves,
needed care or resort to the medical care provisions of the old age assistance
program;

Whereas the disability amendment of 1904 requires automatic referral to
State vocational rehabilitation services of all disability beneficiaries. Federal
and State appropriations for such services are relatively limited in relation to
need and restrain, therefore, the number of persons rehabilitated;

Whereas the provisions for the range of services and the authorization of
funds for services to children in several titles of the act are nsuMclent and
inadequate;

Whereas measures and funds for the prevention and control of Juvenile de-
linquency are urgently needed. Such measures are and should be an integral
phase of Federal-State concerns for the welfare of children; and

Whereas provision should be made for Federal participation in the main.
tenanuc of children who require foster care: lie it therefore

Resolved, That the National Association of Social Workers favor amending
the Social Security Act by providing an increase in benefits payments of about
10 percent, provide for the payment of hospitalization, nursing home, and sur-
gical care costs and provide for the payment of rehabilitation costs from the In-
surance system; and be it further

Resolved, That the costs of these improvements in the act be met by increasing
the taxable base to $6,000 from the present $4,200 and by Increasing payroll con-
tributions by one-half percent each on employee and employer; and that, title
IV--Grants to the States for Aid to Dependent Children-be amended to provide
Federal funds for any needy child living with any relative regardless of the
cause of need and thus avoid putting a premium on desertion as is now the effect
of the present title; and that, Title V--Grants to the States for Maternal and
Child Welfare-be amended to allow child welfare services to be extended to
children in urban areas and further amended to include services to delinquent
children so as to enable funds to be used for prevention and control of Juvenile
delinquency. The authorization for child welfare funds should be increased from
the present $12 million to $25 million so as to provide for the enlarged purposes of
this title; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the chairmen of the House
Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, and to the Secre-
tary of the Department of Health, lducatlon, and Welfare.

RESOLUTION Off AsOLSamiINT Or ALL IKSOIMENCE AND SETTLIWMT LAWS IN PUBLIC
WS tFAME PROOIAM5

Whereas the right of a citizen to move freely from place to place and to
choose his abode in accordance with his needs and desires is one of the fundamen-
tal freedoms of a democratic society;

Whereas arbitrary length of residence restrictions and requirements in the
determination of eligibility for public welfare services contravenes this right for
those requiring such services; and

Whereas length of residence laws not only restrict basic rights but cause hard.
ship and suffering which is aggravated by variations among these laws among the
States of the United States: Be It therefore
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ReiJoe, That the National Association of Social Workers in delegate aeme

bly declare its support of the principle of the abolishment of all residence and
settlement laws in public welfare programs.

The CzwmA . Another statement by Mr. T. Marx Huff, chairman
of the legislative committee of the Interstate Conference of Employ-
ment Security Agencies before the Senate Committee on Finance in
lieu of his personal appearance.

(The statement referred to follows:)

StATIMxuT or T. MAU Hurt, OJIAMMAN Or TIll LxOJSLATWVJ CoM rrrt Or
Tax INTmTATI OOxffIWnOn 01 JMWyMxNx! StousaTY Aouiwxs

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is T. Marx Huff. I am
executive director of the Mississippi Empolyment Security Commission and
chairman of the legislative committee of the Interstate Conference of Employ-
ment Security Agencies. I am submitting this statement in my capacity
as chairman of the conference legislative committee.

Our conference supports section 400 of H. R. 18459, which would amend section
0384 (a) of the Internal Revqpue Code so as to exempt unemployment
benefits from Federal tax levies, Such levies are contrary to State unemploy-
ment-compensation laws and, we believe, to the purposes of unemployment com-
pensation. I am attaching to this statement conference resolutions which
establish our position on this issue.

Each State unemployment-compensation law provides that rights to unemploy-
ment-compensation benefits shall be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, or
any other remedy for the collection of debt. These provisions are expressions
of State policy. The parallel policy of the Qongress Is expressed in section
3304 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code, which prohibits withdrawals from
the unemployment fund of any State except for the payment of unemployment
compensation and refunds of taxes. For more than 20 years, this provision has
been Interpreted to require the exemption from levy which all State laws contain.

Prior to 1954, the Internal Revenue Code was interpreted to exempt
unemployment-compensation benefits from Federal levy, However, pertinent
sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1004 (sees. 6831, 6382, and 0884
(a)) have been interpreted to authorize such levies. A delicate problem is
created, therefore, In that the policy and practice of the Internal Revenue
Service places the Federal Government in the position of resorting to actions
which the Federal Government prohibits on the part of the States. In a survey
made last year, 27 States reported that levies had been made on unemploymept-
compensation payments in their States. I have attached a report of this survey
to this statement, and I would appreciate its being included in the record..

We have negotiated with the Internal Revenue Service In an effort to
obtain a different Interpretation of the Internal Revenue Code. These negotla.
tons were friendly, and did result in clairfication of policy, but the Internal
Revenue Service does not feel that it can alter Its basic position. The conference
was forced to conclude that the only way of obtaining an exemption of unemploy-
ment benefits was through congressional action. (Correspondence which repre-
sented the conference position In the matter and the response of the Internal
Revenue Service is attached in the form of a letter from Mr. Lee G. Williams,
counsel for the legislative committee of this conference, to Mr. Russell 0. Warring.
ton, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, dated February 7, 190K and Mr. Bar-
rinston's reply, dated March 80, 1956.)

Railroad unemployment-insurance benefits are exempt from the Federal levy
process. When the railroad unemployment-insurance law was originally en-
acted, the benefits were specifically exempt from Federal levy. The 1934 Internal
Revenue Code, however, brought them within the scope of the Internal Revenue
Service levies. The Congress amended the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act in 1955 to exempt them again (Public Law 888, 84th Cong., 1st sems.). With
the amendment, the relevant provision of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act now reads: "Notwithstanding any other law of the United States, or of any
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, no benefits shall be assignable or
be subject to any tax or to garnishment, attachment, or other legal process under
any circumstances whatsoever, nor shall the payment thereof be anticipated"
(aet. 2 (e)).
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The House committee, In Its report on the bill (H. Rapt. 10K0, 04th Cong., let
seas.), used the following language in explaining this provision:

"Secton 4 of the reported bill would amend section 12 of the Railroad Retire.
ment Act and section 2 (e) of the Railroad Unemployment lnsrance Act to
restore in full the exemption, with respect to the Federal laws, from taxation,
attachment, or other legal process of benefits payable under the respective
acts, and to make clear that such exemption Is effective, as well, contrary to the
views of some State authorities, in respect of the laws of several States, the
District of Columbia, and the Territories. The amendments made by this section
of the bill, being enacted subsequent to the enactment in 19654 of general provi.
slons of the Internal Revenue Code (secs. 0821, 8822, 6(881-884) indirectly re.
moving, with respect to such benefits, the exemption against attachment or other
legal proess for purposes of tax collection, will again preclude the attachment of
benefits under the two sections of the acts above for purposes of collecting Fed-
eral taxes. The specification of a retroactive effective date for this section
shows continuity of the congressional policy, from the time of the original enact.
ment of these 2 sections to date, against making such benefits under said 2 sec.
tons assignable, or subject to any tax, garnishment, attachment, or other legal
process under any circumstances whatever, and against the anticipation of suchbenefits."

The appropriate Senate committee also held hearings on this subject in 1965
and the same record with respect to this provision was made before that com-
mittee as before the House committee,

We believe also that these levies are inconsistent with the purposes of unem-
ployment compensation. While there is no needs test in connection with the
payment of unemployment benefits, the program rests on the premise that unem-
ployed persons need these benefits to meet the msentials of existence. To levy
for delinquent taxes against these benefits is, therefore, inconsistent with the
basic objectives of the unemployment-insurance program.

On the basis of conflicts between these levies and State law, conflicts within the
Internal Revenue Code itself, and inconsistency with the policy established by
the Congress In connection with other programs and with the objectives of un-
employment compensation, we strongly recommend that unemployment benefits
be specifically exempt from Federal levy. This could be accomplished by favor-
able action on section 406 of H. R. 18549.

[NTEII8TATU CoN~.w wNo OF RUPLOYMTiN' SWUMcTu AOIuvcIx,

RESOLUTION IV. LWvm ON UNRMfLOYUXNT Oo0 Ms0BTuON PAYRNTO

Whereas the Internal Revenue Service has interpreted the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to permit levies, at the source, on unemployment-compensation pay.
ments to satisfy delinquent Federal income-tax claims and

Whereas many State employment-security agencies have received such levies;
and

Whereas such levies are contrary to the provisions of State unemployment-
compensation laws and to the purposes of unemployment compensation; and

Whereas negotiation, although friendly, has failed to produce a satisfactory
resolution of this Issue; and

Whereas efforts to obtain Federal sponsorship of remedial legislation have ap-
parently failed: Now, therefore, be It

Reaolvedt, That the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies
direct Its Incoming officers to take all appropriate steps to obtain, by congressional
action, an exemption of unemployment-compensation payments from Federal -zvy.

Adopted at the 20th annual meeting of the Interstate conference, held October
8-11, 198."

RVsOLVTION 1. L o ON UtX PWYMWI COnMsAUON PATMOrTS

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies hereby directs
its Incoming offtiers to take all appropriate steps to obtain, by congressional
action, an exemption of unemployment-compensation payments from Federal levy.

Adopted at the 21st annual meeting of the Interstat conference, held September
9-12,1987.

29748-5----12
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JsatoT ON LEVIxE BY THiE INTERNAL RfvxNUs SERVICE ON UNEPLYMENT
0OUPEN8ATION PAYMENTS'

In March 1957 the national executive committee of the Interstate Conference
of Employment Security Agencies authorized the distribution to its member
employment security agencies of a questionnaire asking for Information on
levies by the Internal Revenue Service on unemployment compensation pay-
ments due a claimant who owes delinquent Federal taxes. Member agencies
were asked to include levies made since 11X%4 on State unemployment compen-
sation payments, unemployment compensation for veterans, and unemployment
compensation for Federal employees, All member agencies having unemploy-
ment compensation laws, Including the 48 States, the District" of Columbia,
Alaska, and Hawaii, returned their questionnaires.

NUMBEVR OF LEVI9S IN ZACH STATE

Twenty-seven State employment security agencies reported that levies had
been made by the Internal Revenue Service on unemployment compensation
payments In their States. Twenty-four agencies reported that no levies had
been made. Of the 24, 8 reported that the Internal Revenue Servihe had dis.
cussed levies with them, but that no action followed the discussions.

The number of levies made In each of the 27 States varied from 1 In 7 States
to 52 in 1 State. A distribution of the States by number of levies Is given in
the table below :

0CtAsflcation of States by "umber of levies
Number Number

Number of levies: of etas" Number of levies-Continued of States
S----------------------7 22 8 1.. --------------------

2 ---------------------- 8------ Oe5---------------------1I8------------4 Over 15-----------
6 ----------------------- 2
8 --.-------------------- Total ----------------- 27
0 ------------------------ 1

NUMBER 0F LEVIES IN EACH INTERNAL AVENUE SERVICE BREOON

Levies made in each of the Internal Revenue Service regions varied from a
low of 1 in 2 regions to a high of 70 in 1 region. Levies in the remaining regions
numbered (from low to high) 8, 6, 10, 10, 11, and 88.

AMOUNT Of LEVIEn

Twenty-one of the twenty-seven States in which levies have been made re-
ported the amount of each levy. The amount of each levy in the 21 States re-
porting varied from $8 to 452. A distribution of levies by amount is given in thetale below:

Amount of levy: on of letW by amount Number
Under --------------------------------------- 84$0to :ZZ': Z. Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 20
$00 to 149 ...............................................

50to 199 ............---------------------------- 2
to $249 ....................................................... 4

T 00er $00 -------------------------------------------------------- 8
Information not available .......................................... 72

Total .......................................... 151

STATE ACTION ON LZVIES

Fourteen State employment security agencies reported that they had complied
with the levies made on unemployment compensation payments. One State re-
ported that, upon authorization from the Federal Bureau of Efmployment Se-

'This report was prepared In AprIl 10 7by the Ofe of the Executive Secretary, I,I8A,
room 5212, Department of Labor Building, washlngton, 1). C.
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curity, it complied with levies Involving only unemployment compensation for
veterans payments. It held up levies Involving State unemployment compen-
sation payments pending a ruling of the State attorney general, Three States
reported that the claimants involved bad ceased filing claims at the time the
levies were made. Consequently, the question of compliance did not come to is-
sue. In two States the levies were withdrawn after discussions between In-
ternal Revenue Service and State employment security officials. Two States re-
ported that they would not comply unless ordered to do so by a court of com-
petent Jurisdiction. One State reported that It did not comply because the
levies did not satisfy the garnishment law of the State, a condition which Fed-
eral courts have held must be met. Two States reported that they did not com-
ply because of advice from their attorneys general that their laws prohibited
levies, and two States reported, without explanation, that they did not comply.

COMMENTS BY STATR EMPLOYMENT SOURJTY AOVNOIU5

State employment security agencies were Invited to comment on levies by the
Internal Revenue Service on unemployment compensation payments. Excerpts
from some of the comments are given below.

"Our position is that unemployment insurance benefits are not a debt a State
owes to an individual, but a benefit paid to accomplish a specific social purpose
for the benefit of society as a whole."

"The Attorney General's recommendation was that the amount of benefits in
controversy be withheld from the claimant, but that it not be paid over to the
Director of Internal Revenue until an order is entered by a court of competent
Jurisdiction relieving the director of labor of all liability to the United States or
to the employee. No court action has as yet been taken by the Internal Revenue
Department, and we are holding the benefit checks until such time as court ac-
tion is taken."

"In some cases It does not appear that they are 'flagrant' as set out In the
rules and regulations, before resorting to levy against unemployment compensa.
tion. It appears that the Internal Revenue Service is taking the easiest method
of collection and using the employment security agencies as their 'collection
agencies.' It is not so bad In the case of single persons or those without depend-
ents, but it is almost taking away the money intended for food and living ex-
penses from fathers and mothers with dependent children. Such persons even-
tually return to work and the law relative to collection of delinquent income
taxes Is ample and sufficient to enable the Internal Revenue Service to collect
the taxes from current wages, as they are not exempt from selsure. The levy
action of the Internal Revenue Service defeats, at least in part, the Intent of
'unemployment compensation.' In some cases it may force such taxpayers to go
to some 'relief agency' for food. The Employment Security Act prohibits a levy
or any form of attachment for State or ordinary debts, so long as the amount
remains in the form of unpaid benefits or an uncashed warrant. The enforced
collection of Federal income taxes from these benefits by means of Internal
Revenue Service levy, defeats or circumvents the Employment Security Act."

"Having had no experience, we can't definitely say what action we would take
if we were confronted with such a levy."

"Our act specifically states that the rights to benefits shall be exempt from
levy. The Federal agency felt that this did not mean their levy, but our agency
f.It that it would not comply with the levy until such time as the court instructed
it to do so. The matter was not taken up with the courts; It was, apparently,
abandoned by the Federal agency."

"We have had no attempt made by the Internal Revenue Service to levy
against any of our claimants. If there had been and if there is going to be we
intend to bring the matter to court. Our law provides as follows: 'Benefits
wbch are or may become due under this chapter shall not be assigned, pledged,
encumbered, released, commuted, or trusteed before payment; and when paid
shall, as long as they are not mingled with other funds of the beneficiary, be
exempt from all claims of creditors, and from levy, execution, and attachment
or other remedy now or hereafter provided for the recovery or collection of debt,
which exemption may not be waived.'"

"We did not comply with the levies because they did not satisfy the garnish-
ment law of the State, which the Federal courts have held must be done."

"One levy was withdrawn. 'One benefit check withheld for only a very short
,time, was mailed to claimant upon withdrawal. Other than above, no notices
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o0levy have been actually served on the apncy. However In two other nstaunes
levies were 'thrKatened' but notices thereof were not served."

"The district director contacted me and I Informed him that we would not
honor any levy. Nothing further has been heard."

"The Attorney General indicated we had no authority to comply, so the Internal
Revenue Service was notified accordingly, and no further action was taken."

"We complied upon advice of Department's legal counsel."
"Our State his been signally fortunate In not having had some of those levies

placed against it and I can say unqualifiedly that If such does arise, I shall refuse
accept or honor the attachment. I am unalterably opposed to the principle

involved namely, that the Federal processes should be allowed to be attached
to unemployment compensation payments, It appears to me that it Is in con.
fiet with the general philosophy behind the whole act wherein the benefits are

41d almost on a subsistence level to claimants between periods of employment.
y thinking is clearly expressed In this area in a bill which has already been

approved by our Rouse of lIepresentatives and has tentative approval of the
Senate, In section - of this bill you will find that two words are added 'or
taxes,' and it Is the addition of these two words which expresses my feeling,.
It may be that the law itself, If thus amended, will be ruled to have no force
and effect when in conflict with the Federal regulations pertaining to the same,
but it is equally certain that the opinions expressed therein will be the opinions
and/or the Intentions of our legislature that said levies be not applied in such
matters."

"We comply with the levy if the claimant is In compensable status."
"Our legal staff has conferred with the State attorney general's office regard.

lug the" levies, and the right of the Federal Government to levy on the moneys
is defintely chailengeable."

"This agency Is strongly in favor of an amendment to Federal law which will
exempt unemployment compensation from Federal levy. It Is an anomaly that
the unemployment Insurance benefits of a person who Is unemployed and pro.
sumably needs these moneys to tide him and his family over until he Is again
employed should be subject to levy for taxes when these benefits cannot be
lovi el against for other more pressing debts such as rent, clothing and subsis-
tence.""Two or three levies were involved to the extent that IRS representatives dis-
cussed possible levies with the agency but after the discussion no action was
taken."

"Our unemployment compensation law Is very specific on the matter of as-
signment or attachment of unemployment compensation. The law provides:
'No assignment, pledge, or encumbrance of any right to compensation which is
or may become due or payable under this act shall be valid, and such rights to
compensation shall be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, or any other
remedy wic,.ever provided for the collection of debt.' The law is also specific
with respect to exetuptions to assignment or attachment of uremployment com-
penation. We readily recognize the authority of the Federal Government to
levy upon compensation. However, since our law fails to provide for such
levies and because the levies might cause undue hardship to the beneficiaries,
we are not in sympathy with the United States Internal Revenue practice of levy-
ing upon unemployment compensation benefits."

"It is my opinion that the Intent of the programs under which we operate would
be, to a limited extent, perverted by such action on the part of the Internal
Revenue Service. Very effort should be made to the end that the Federal law
ts amended to the extent that such unemployment compensation payments art
exempt from Federal levy."

"If any levleo are made, we will not comply."
"We have complied in all cases where payable claims had been filed."
"I am very much in favor of the Internal revenue department discontinuing

these levies. Unemployment compensation is paid to individuals who are out
of work and to tide them over until such time as they can secure a Job, anai
It does not seem to me that this money should be taken away from them for
such purposes as Federal income taxes."

"If the collector of Internal revenue Issued to all district collectors of Internal
revenue a policy statement that unemployment compensation warrants issued
to claimants by States for unemployment compensation payment $ were exempt,
from Federal levy by the Internal Revenue Service, It would take care of tht
problem and it would not be necessary to amend the Federal law. It would seem
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that the respective Cablnet members could coordinate and handle the above
problem.""We consider diversion of unemployment funds under any unemployment In.
surance program for payment of unpaid taxes or for any other type of debt to be
completely contrary to the purposes of unemployment Insurance legislation and
to be damaging to the public good. We earnestly hope that appropriate Federal
Installation can be passed to combat this evil."

IxTxzxamT Oowvxwoa o5 IJsr l .OTMUxT Sr uamT Aoswomw,

Mr. Russs= 0. HAINvO, 
Teo9

Oommkteioer, Internal Revenue servoe, Wahington, D. 0.
DrAs Ms. HIAniUo-ozx: Thank you for affording Mr. Bride, Mr. Curtls and

me the opportunity, on February 2, to discuss with you and your staff members
the matter of Internal Revenue Service levies on unemployment compensation
benefits. Thank you, too, for the opportunity of presenting this letter In behalf
of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies which, as you
know, is an organization of all State employment security agencies.

You will recall that our discussion centered around three points:
1. State unemployment statutes generally provide that rights to benefits shall

be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, and any other remedy for the col.
election of debt. These provisions are expressions of State policy.

2. The parallel policy of the Congress of the United States Is expressed in
section 8804 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue (lode of 1954 which prohibits with.
drawals from the unemployment fund of any State except for the payment of
unemployment compensation and refunds of taxes.
8, The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with levy and distraint

provide a definition of 'person" which appears not to embrace a sovereign State
or Its departments or agencies. (Sec. 6882 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1054.)

We attempted to make It clear that we are fully aware of your statutory duty
to employ every authorized means to collect taxes which are due the United
States. We recognized that unemployment compensation Is definitely not listed
In the categories of property exempt from levy under the terms of section 0384
(a) of the code. We pointed out, however, that subsection (c) of section O384 of
the code Is a general provision which, if It is Improperly construed, might seem
to nullify the specific congressional policy with respect to unemployment com.
operation which Is expressed in section 8304 (a) (4) of the code. Particularly,
we pointed out that section 3804 (a) (4) requires that the unemployment statute
of each of the 48 States contain language expressly limiting withdrawals from the
State unemployment fund to the payment of unemployment compensation and
refunds of taxes. It seems quite unlikely that the broad terms of section 0334
(c) were intended to destroy the unmistakably specific Federal poli expressed in
section 8804 (a) (4), which policy has, for about 20 years, been bolstered and
affirmed by the presence of the required provisions in the laws of the 48 States.

It seems certainly to be arguable that the very wording of subsection (c) of
section 6384 Justifies the States' insistence that the levy and distraint provisions
of the code do not reach unemployment compensation benefit rights. The sub.
section reads:

"Notwithstanding any other law of the United States, no property, or rights
to property, shall be exempt from levy other than the property specifically made
exempt by pubsection (a) ."

The Italicized words accent the fact that It Is the same law; to wit, Public
Law 591, cited as the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and, specifically, section
8304 (a) (4) of this law, which proscribes withdrawals from unemployment
trust funds for any purpose other than the payment of benefits and the refund
of taxes. It is significant that subsection (c) does not say "any other provefo,
of Federal law." It says, Instead, "Notwithstanding any other tow of the United
States." "Other law" logically means a law other than the law which Is being
read. Certainly, all provisions of the Internal Revenue Clode are provisions
of the same law, that Is, the code Itself. Without belaboring the point, we urge
that there Is very great latitude for Interpretation In the lansuae of section
8 (c).

It Is to be noted in this connection that the States do not argue that a pro.
vision of Btate'law can produce an exemption from levy; rather, t poin
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out that the Mw of the United States (Public law 1591) which provides for the
levy is the law of the United States which likewise provides the exemption.
No other low i involved. Subsection () of section 0884 of the code is a gen-
eral provision of law which must yield to the specific provisions of and to the
specific policy reflected by section 8804 (a) (4) of the same law, the code. This
rate of statutory interpretation is firmly established.

We who represented the States urged also that your counsel restudy the defi-
titlon of "person" set forth In subsection (c) of section 082 which deals with
the surrender of property subject to levy. Subsection (a) of section 0832 re-
quires that "any Versus io possession of (or obligated with respect to) property
or rights to property subject to levy upon which a levy has been made shall"s
surrender such property or rights. Subsection Wc of the same section defined"person":

"The term 'person,' as used in subsection (a), includes an officer or employee
of a corporation or a member or--employee of a partnership, who, as such
officer, employee, or member, Is under a duty to surrender the property, or rights
to property, or to discharge the obligation."

We urge that this definition is not broad enough to include a State or an agency
or department of State government. This position Is supported by the fact that
the Congress found it necessary to provide, in subsection (a) of section 0381 of
the Code, a companion provision dealing with levy and distraint, that levy can
be made on the wages of an employee of the United States, the District of Colum-
bia, or any other agency or instrumentality of either, by serving a notice of levy
on his employer. This specific authorization for levy in the case of the Federal
Government and the government of the District of Columbia argues very strongly
that the omissionr of States and State departments from the definition of "person"
in the next succeeding section of the Code was intentional and that the authoriza-
tion of levies does not include authorization of levies on sovereign States In spite
of the broad language of section 6334 (c) dealing with property subject to levy.

It is to be noted that nowhere else in the sections of the Code dealing with
levy and distraint is there any authorization with respect to States and State
agencies, such as the authorization contained in section 6331 (a) with respect
to the Federal Government, the District of Columbia, and their agencies or In-
strumentalitles. This omission is highly significant; particularly so, In view of
the policy reflected by section 3304 (a) (4).

We explained that we are aware of revenue ruling No. 55-227, dealing with
instrumentalities of a State, but we are not aware of any ruling or of any regu-
lation under the Code which enlarges the definition of "person" set forth in sec-
tion (332 (c). It is, of course, our position that we have been shown no statutory
language in the Code upon which such a ruling or regulation could properly be
predicated.

We exhibited, at the time of our discussion with you, several "notices of
levy" which had been served on employees of the Texas Employment Commis-
sion. One of them was for a total sum of $12.78 for XW'2 income tax. The
unpaid balance was $6.73 and the statutory additions amounted to $6, for the
$12.73 total. Another levy was for 1949 additional income tax, the unpaid tax
balance being $12 and the statutory additions amounting to $9.67, for a total of
$21.78. Others were ftr larger amounts. These details are mentioned to call
attention to the possibility that the administrative expense, both to your Service
as well as to the States employment security agency, may well be greater than the
tax realized. They are likewise mentioned in connection with your expressed
policy of using the levy in connection with unemployment benefit rights only
judiciously and as a last resort in stubborn or flagrant cases.

You will recall that we suggested that, In the event your counsel was able to
justify these levies upon the basis of code provisions, you might wish to con-
sider some arrangement whereby a levy on unemployment-compensation rights
would be made in a particular case only upon express authorization by higher
authority. That suggestion was, we said, a bit premature, because we sincerely
felt that your review of the policy questions Involved, coupled with the distinct
possibility that the levies are not required or authorized by the code, would
obviate the necessity for Its consideration.

We did not, at our meeting, nor do we now, dwell at length upon the nature of
an unemployment-compensation benefit payment. You are fully aware that these
small payments, approximating only a fraction of the unemployed worker's
regular earnings are provided, to quote from section 1 of the Texas Unemploy-
ment Compensation Act "* y for the care of the Justifiably unemployed during
tims of eonomice difficulty thereby preserving and establishing self-respect,
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reliance, and good citizenship." The alternative to unemployment benefits is
recognized to be private or public charity.

It is, therefore, understandable that the administrator of a State unemploy.
ment-compensation program is placed In a dilemma when he is handed a levy
upon the unemployment-benefit rights of a claimant. Is he to disregard his
State's policy and those express provisions of his State law which prescribe that
"benefits shall be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, or any other remedy
whatsoever"? Or Is he to become "liable in his own person and estate to the
United States" for refusing to surrender benefit, rights protected by state law?
It is no wonder that the state administrators who are confronted with this

problem earnest seek from you at solution firmly based upon high policy, both
State and Federal, and upon the statutory language contained In the sections
of the code mentioned.

Thank you again for the spirit In which you received us, for your courtesy,
and for your understanding of our problem.

Very truly yours,
Laz 0. WrLLIAwa,

Counsel, LZkei t tee Oommittee, Interstate Conference of Nmploymentt
Becurity Agenoies.

Uxrzv STATES TKASUsY DEPAXTMEMT,
Waelungton, March 80, 1956.

INTiZSTATZ CONFlMKNCS OF IMPLOIYM19T Szouairr AoGENCIs,
Austin, Te.

(Attention: Mr. Lee G. Williams, Counsel.)
G0 iTLzmN: This is in reply to your letter of February 7, 1056, In which

you request that a study be made of the statutory language of the pertinent
sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 on the subjects of levy and distraint
for the purpose of ascertaining whether a conclusion can be arrived at that State
unemployment-compensation benefits may not be levied upon for the collection of
taxes. You call attention to a conference in this office on February 2, 1050, on
this matter, and describe at length the points which were considered in the
conference. Specifically, these points are:

1. State unemployment statutes, generaly, provide that rights to benefits shall
be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, and any other remedy for the col-
lection of debt. These provisions are expressions of State policy,

2. The parallel policy of the Congress of the United States is expressed in
section 3804 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which prohibits with-
drawals from the unemployment fund of any State except for the payment of
unemployment compensation and refunds of taxes.

8. The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with levy and distraint
provide a definition of "person" which appears not to embrace a soverein State
or its departments or agencies (sec. 6332 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 154).

You further suggest that, In the event it is determine(, that levy may be made
on these benefits under present code provisions, consideration be given to estab-
lishing some arrangement administratively whereby a levy on unemployment-
conieznsation rights would be made In a particular case only upon express auth.
orization by higher authority. This was to avoid levy In those situations where
amounts were small or hardship otherwise exists.

Section 68831 of the 1954 code grants to the Secretary or his delegate the
authority to levy upon all property and rights to property of a delinquent tax-
payer except such propetry as may Le specifically exempt from levy under sec-
tion 0334 of the code. Section 6334 exempts only certain wearing apparel, school-
books, fuel, provisions, furniture, personal effects, and books and tools of a trade,
business, or profession. Subsection (c) of such section provides that, notwith-
standing any other law of the United States no other property or rights to
property shall be exempt from levy for collection of taxes due the United States.

Pursuant to section 3304 (a) (4) of the code referred to in your letter, each
State law under which unemployment-compensation payments are made must
provide that the funds in the State ui.employment-compensation account may

used only for the payment of benefits under the State law. This requirement
constitutes one of the so-called State standards which must be satisfied as a
condition precedent to certification of the State by the Secretary of Labor to the
Secretary of the 'Treasury. Such certification is required each year for the
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pof qualitying the State for the allowance of a credit against the tax

p by the federal Unemployment Tax Act tor contributions paid to the
8tate under its uem ploymwt-eompmation law. A restudy of the above-men-
tioned sections of the code, as requested, reveals no real inconsteaq, since
their repctve applications are not interrelated.

Moreover, the regulations Issued pursuant to section M4 (c) of the 194 code
iear1yprovlde that no property or rzht to property are exempt from levyunlessth exemption s0c/y ddI tionM .esw&801,(588/-

re)T.D 6119, 0.3 Be (Se90. .008&*4y
Report No. 1022 of the United St Senate Committee on Finance, to accom-

pary a. Re 8800 (a bill to revise the internal revenue laws of the United States),
states with respect to section 6834 (c) of the 1054 code, on pae 578 thereof, in
pertinent part, as follows:

"Subsection (C) of thI section states that no property or rights to property,
other than the properties specifically made exempt in this section, shall be
exempt from levy by reason of any other law of the United States. provisions
of State law cannot grant an exemption from levy, and this subsection makes it
clear that no other provision of Federal law shall exempt property from levy."

In regard to the contention raised that the omission of "States" from the
definition of 'Verson" in section 6882 (c) was Intentional, and that the code was
not intended to authorie levy on sovereign States (notwithstanding the lan-
gage of see. 684 (c) on the subject of property levy), section 7701 (a) of the
1964 code, on definitions, reads: "(a) When used in this title, where not other-
wise distinctly expressed or manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof--

"(1) PusoN.-The term 'person' shall be construed to mean and itwlude an
individual, a trust, estate, partnership, asocation, company, or corporation."
fItalic supplied.) O

Subsequently, in the same section of the code, under subsection (b), an official
Interpretation of the meaning of the word "Include" is presented, reading: 'The
terms Includes' and 'including' when used in a definition in this title shall not
be deemed to exclude other things otherwise within the meaningg of the term
defined." The definition of the term 'person" in section 6882 (c) is apparently
of an "Inclusive type" and does not, therefore, automatically exclude a State
or Its Instrumentalities from being considered aii persons.

In 8Gate of Ohdo v. Helperhe (292 U. S. 80), it was held that the term "per-
son" may include a State within the meaning of section 8140 of the United
States Revised Statutes, relating to internal revenue, which is the statutory
precursor of section 7701 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as above
quoted.

In view of the foregoing, it is concluded that adequate authority exists for
levy upon State unemployment benefits for the collection of taxes. However, it
Is the policy to levy on income of this type only In flagrant and aggravated cases
and where all other efforts to secure the cooperation of the taxpayer in the
payment of the tat have been unavailing. To do otherwise would seem to de-
feat the purpose and Intent for which the Federal and State statutes creating
such income were enacted and, in most cases, would cause severe hardship on the
Individual Involved.

We will again caution our field offices to avoid any levy action on unemploy-
ment-benefit cases which is not In strict accordance with the Service policy as
stated above. At the same time, we will insist that prior approval of such levies
be exercised by the Chief, Delinquent Accounts and Returns Branch, the official
responsible to the district director for the collection of all delinquent accounts
In the area In which he serves. This function will not be redelegated.

We have considered the propriety of establishing monetary limitations on
amounts which should be subject to levy. Our view Is that this is but one of
several factors which must be taken into account in arriving at a decision to

levy. I am sure that you appreciate the fact that there may be Instances where
the flaunting of the law is so aggravated that we must proceed with Involuntary
-collection action although the cost thereof exceeds the revenue produced. In re-
viewing our policy we will, however, emplasise to our field office the necessity
of weighing the cost of collection versus the outstanding tax liability in making
their levy determinations.

Thank you for the interest you have taken In this matter and the asistace
rou have given us in its handling

Very truly yousm' B~s~a Co( muoiw
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The CvAmKAx. We have 10 more witnewm Is it the pleusur of
the committee to meet this afternoon or tomorrow monin!

We will meet at 2: 80 this afternoon, without objection.
(Whereupon, at I p. m., the committee reemed, to reconvee at 2: so

p. m. of the same day.)

muwoox mUMz

Senator Fiaw (pesiding). The committee will come to order.
The first witness this afternoon is Mr. Nelson H. Cruikahank, direc-

tor of the department of social security, AFL-CIO.
Senator CwzLsot;. I would like to state, before Mr. Cruikshank

starts, that it is always a pleasure to have him come up here. I do not
always agree with him, but I think he is one of the ablest of men.

Senator FRAR. We are always glad to have him.

STATEMENT OF NEZLON N. CRUIK8HANM DIRETR, DEPART-
KENT OF SOCIAL SEUB Y, AFL-MO, ACCOMPA BY CLINTON
NAIR
Mr. i Mr. ChCna gentlemen, I was to be ac-M.Cm N.Mr. Chairman was

companies one who is well known td ou, Mr. Andrew J. Bie-
miller, ector of the AF IO legislative apartment, but he has
bee d to other duties an am accompa 'ed now y an assist-ant 9my depart mst Mr. clinton stir. "
oe p have th -p satemen *hich with yo permission, Mr.

airman, oul ke to i truce iwull into e record, but in
vw of thd tight sch e th ~yo r, nd that y u are already a
tle bit behid thal h I hep by cond rising this and

ke a few moment odd b todo at, if it ill he
Senator FzuAu. ene state it will made a atr other roe-

rd. Yoi( i t u11 Z y4, 7aay m o esre-
Mr. CR ans -yo n * the AFL-CIO urg considerably
ore far- 1*i an s e l security and 'al insurance
stem ths lwhicl~ i n u rovii d
We had opd pa y4 ia there wold be e more funda-

inntal chan in unemplopent pensa n.
a had hoped thathreould so provisi against the cost

of h pital, surgee; and nurs -g -ae for and other bene-
ficiaris, and partoUl in v e 8 Derce increase in the costiivi an es- i o e p eI of old-age and our-
of liv since the last changes in enofit 1 0
vivors ins ance, we had hoped that the i in these categories
could be ince d, if not1 0 percent, at 1 rcet,

We had also, particular ful this bill might have
included die matter of wfiages or those in service employment
and the service trades. As you know, these people receive a large part
of their income, a large share of their income from sources other than
their direct employer.

They have to pay income tax on this income, but it is not included
in creditable wages for social security purposes so their average wage
for social security purpomes is often far 6low what their actual earned
ipconle has been.

However, this bill does not include that, and so we say that despite,,
what we consider the relative sho mtion of this bill to meet a num-
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ber of these problems, it is the position of our organization that there
is enough of substantial! benefit to working people to merit its support.

We recognize the short time that remains to the Senate before the
Congre will adjourn and know that probably many of these far.
reaching programs to which this committee, to !ulfill its responsibility.
ties, would have to give more time than actually remains to it.

So I would like briefly just to speak shortly to the four basic arwea
which we think there is substantial improvement--namely, the in.
crease in benefits, and the financing provisions, and the improvement
in the public assistance program and the improvements in the maternal
and child welfare program.

In the full text we have worked out some tables that show the actual
increases in benefits, and we did that partly because the House report
which usually carries these things did not at this time, I presume, onaccount of the time-the very limited time available.

We are interested that there has been a great deal of talk in the
press and on the radio about a 7 percent increase. And we have our-
selves indicated that that is not sufficient but in all fairness it should
be pointed out that in a number of areas there is more than a 7 percent
increase available in benefits to retired workers and their survivors.

Of course, right at the outset there is a 10 percent increase in the
minimum and we think that is advisable.

And then there are increases beyond' the 7 percent for those in the
higher wage brackets, that is, whose wages will be taxed above $4 200,
up to $4,800 limit. There are more than 7 percent increases for those
people, as should be, because they are being taxed on a greater amount
of their wages.

This is a -delayed effect and we have table II, which appears on page
a of this mimeographed statement which shows the point at which a
retired worker, and a retired worker and his wife, if they are both
aged 65, could get the full benefit of the increase that results from
the higher tax base.

Senator CAwasozr. You say some will receive in excess of 7 percent.
Does that mean many receive less than 7 percent ?

Mr. CRUMKSHANK. No, sir. I do not believe anyone will receive less
than that, unless it is a small fraction of 7 percent. But roughly speak-
ing, every one would receive at least 7 percent.

While this is a dclayed benefit, it is not delayed in direct proportion
to the time, as I think we note here, we get three-fourths of it within
a very few years-three-fourths of it within 10 years; and you get half
of it within just the next 8 or 4 years.

Although it takes almost 40 years for the full $4,800 tax base to
reflect itself in benefits, you get a large part of that increase in earlier
years and we think that is desirable.

There are some special cases in which a worker could get hisi highest
benefit within the next few years, but it would take a peculiar coM-
bination of circumstances to work that out.

Also, we note that the survivors of it worker who dies, a man living
a widow and 1 or 2 or 3 children, gets more than 10 percent. Ani
the maximum becomes effective for them at an earlier (late than it
does for people who retire, This survivors' benefits and survivors'
protection-protection for survivors, in our mind, has always been
one of the most valuable parts of tie social security program as it
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protects families while the worker is employed. It protects him
against the possibility of hi death and thereby meets one of the great.
et social needs.

In table III, at the bottom of page 8, you will notice that the maxi.
mum of $254, as against the present maximum of $200, could be effoc-
tive as early as 1970 for a man who left a wife and two children.

If he left a wife and 8 children-and we didn't run that column-such a person at the top wage level would leave his wife and 8 children
if under 18, eligible for the maximum of $254 immediately, which is
a little more than 25 percent increase in the benefit.

These are the departures from the 7 percent increase, and we think
they are arguments for the passage of the bill, because they go to the
people who most need the protection.

I10 program as it provides for widows and children, and thus keeps
family off public relief and keeps families together, is, in our mind,
one of the major advantages of the bill.

In keeping these benefits more closely tied to the past earnings we
think is consistent with the basic principles of the system that have
been in effect for the Just 23 years. It is a part of our whole free
enterprise system to kee the levels of living and the benefits that
people draw related to their past earnings and thus build them into
the basic wage incentive system characteristic of our society.

I would like to say just a word about the Advisory Council, partly
because that was raised this morning. It has been said in the past,
I think, more directly and with more emphasis than the Secretary
said this morning that the Congres should wait for the Advisory
Council to elo)ort before it does anything.

I happen to be a member of that Council and I happen, also, to have
followed the legislation on it from the very first.

I believe we first suggested in the House that such an Advisory
Council be set up under the 1956 amendments.

And we first sugsted that the Council be authorized to review the
adequacy of benefits" but the House that provision was taken out by
the time it came before this committee, and before the Senate there
was no such provision in it. The legislative history, therefore, is very
clear that this Council, which is now operating, has no responsibility
in the area, of benefits. Its legislative mandate runs distincly to the
final aslects of the program. And therefore, we thing, or I think,
as just oe member of the Council, that it is quite inappropriate
that a change in benefits should await the decisions and the recom-
mendations of this Council which has a clear mandate that it should
k" out of the question of benefits.

Rli the pwovision for financing which hum becimie uite complicated
as we 11c4141l from this mornings esio, I should like to to just, read
the state iieit that iFrideIt Meany made when this bill was reported
to the louse.

He said, and I quote:
Orgaallzt labor has onsistenoly mupported the Kom11, Ioig-term flnnclng

of oh eilal-aewirlty 4sywea. We know that Improved tneflits rte tjre higher
c uitibtitol s. We dllo't believe In rahing the tmst fund for on ihamintNiate ad-
vantage to those tiow retired, or own to retire, as the dlffermmve would have
to t* nmde tp In future ye irs, If the ital-mcurity system now shows an actilrlal
deficit the workers of thto comutry stand ready, as they always bave. to pMY their
share of the eoete of the deficit a weU an the cost of the improved benefits
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The improvement. in the public aeitance program we think, are
excellent not only in terms of the additional benefits that could
be made available to people-and we schedule here on page 6 the
monthly amounts that are being paid, that Is according to the lastest
4sporte April, 19568 which anyone can see at a glance are Inadequate

for people actually to live on-but we believe the proposed hang
are sound, that they provided improvements in the administration of
the program.

M any Stat. are really up against it, they are up against limitations
on their Ability to tax, imitations on their ability to bornw, some of
these constitutional limitations. And it, therefore, In our view, is
necessary for the Federal Government to assume this larger respon.
abilityy in the whole public assistance program.

We think that the participation of the States should be broadened
in terms of the determination of need because that by its very nature
must be a very local problem, not only just as a State problem, but a
problem of a locality. When we get into the question of how much
does this poor person need to tide him over his period of difficulty or
to keep this family together. That can only be determined on a
pmer -to-person basis. But the Federal Government needs to carry
% larger share of the whole cost of the thing than it has in the past.
And we believe this bill accomplishes beth ofthose purposes-it gives
a wider determination to the localities in determining the individual
case needs but assumes a larger share on the part of the Federal (iov.
ernment which simply means that the stronger, more well financed
States, the States in which a higher group of high taxpayers happen
to have their residence and pay the taxes, should carry a larger share
of the burden.

it is simply a recognition of payment on the basis of ability to pay.
Now finally, we think that the provisions in title V, the maternal and

child welfare program, are well taken. We had supported an increase
to $25 million for tie crippled children program, because we think
that that agency could handle this additional amtuunt of money, but
we had supported the $5 million for the other 2 categories. Now it
is $5 million for all 8 of the categories, and this will be a substantial
aid.

We think, also, permitting the aid to the children in urban areas, as
well as inaintaininla the emphasis on the rural areas is sound, because
a large part of our juvenile delinq uency problems are found arising in
urbaf, areas. And in our view reflect inadequate aid that comes from
too rigid a control as it now is directing the major part of the program
into rural areas.

In conclusion, I would like to say, in our opinion, the enactment of
H. R. 13549 would provide substantial immediate improvement in the
economic security of wage earners and their families, to the millions
who have retired because of ago, to the disabled, and to the families
with dependent children.

Time isshort, Want ad hunger will not wait. The improvements
contained in this bill are so designed as not to do damage to our social
insurance system nor to place disproportionate burdens on workers
in the future. More substantial changes in the program which n our
view, are worthy and practical, must wait for a future Congre

We, therefore, respectively urge the enactment of this bill now.
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That concludes my statement. Thank you.
Senator Loo. Mr. Cruikshank do I understand that you favor a

10 percent increase payments at this time I
Mr. CatmKBUANX. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNe. I take it that you feel that that Is nocesary since

the cost living is up almost 8 percent since Congress last acted in thi
field?

Mr. Cflvzjsnl4sx. Yes, sir. We believe that a 10 percent could be
paid, and that since the cost of living Ias increase by 8 percent,
since the last benefit increase was mad , that we should do with the
individual family deficit a little bit what we are doing with the sys
tom's deficit here. We should pay the difference between-we should
cover the cost of living increase, and we should, also, chip away a
little bit on how much he was behind at the previous level, because
these benefits were never sufficient to keep a person at an adequate
level of living. So we should chip away a little bit on that,

Senator Lo.ro. I agrme with you on that.
You are on thin Commission and you have looked into some of the

cost features. Do you believe that we can increase benefits 10 percent
within the present cost, that is, within the present tax base that is in
this bill ?

Mr. CsUIXsnANx. Well, Senator, I would like to differentiate and,
I believe you mentioned the difference and you meant to differentiate-
I would not like to speak as a member of the Commission now because
I do not think that would be proper.

Senator Lome. Yes.
Mr. CmUIKCJANK. But in the Course of my looking-
.Senator Loiro. You know something of what the costs are ?
Mr. CRUIXsUANK. I am supposed to. And from what I beliAve,

having looked at the costs, I think we could carry a 10 percent
increase in benefits now without going into a deficit, without going
into an actuarial deficit.

Senator Lose. With the tax that is in the bill as it came from the
IlouseI

Mr. CaRUX81ANmc. Yes.
Senator LoNo. As to the actuarial deficit, what is your view on

this subject of building pp this huge reserve fund f Should we
merely look to bringing in enough revenue to meet the payments
plus a little extra, or do you thijik we ought to undertake to build
up these huge reserves that some people have spoken of-there has
been mention of $179 billion.

Mr. CUIRAILANK. It is very hard to draw the line and say where
the fund is adequate. And this is something that the council that
I am a member of is now looking at. It will be a hard job to say what
is an adequate amount.

I would say this, though that it would have to be determined on
the balance of two or three actors.

Among those factors would be this: First, this matter (,f equity,
people retiring now. I do not think anybody retiring now on an
actuarial basis can tay that he has full paid for thel eneflts that
he will draw if he lives after the age of (J. So he is pting some-
thing of a windfall from the system because he is early in the ysm
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and has not had the chance to work the full 45 years that is contem-
plated to retire at the age of 65.

Nobody ha yet, because the system is.young. Now therefore, it is
only right that he, when benefits are increase, if As is a man in
ml ddle life or approaching the ag of 65, should have a tax increase
so that lhe has borne in on him the fact that this money does not grow
on bushes, that it has got to be a sound fiscal system and that if
benefits are increased it will cost somebody something.

So that I think that the matter of increase in taxes at the time you
increase benefits, the policy which the Congress has generally adhered
to, is a sound one.

I think, also, that we cannot afford to go on strict pay-as-you-go
basis because any retirement system, whether public% , or private, it
will have an increasing line representing higher costs, as tihe system
matures. And if you put the whole burden on people of future years,
then you are going to be unfair to future generations. You will be
kidding the people of this generation, and you are going to be unfair
to the people of future generations.

I believe also, thou h, that a public system of this kind does not
necessary have to be fully funded the way, for example, the Internal
Revenue System requires that a private pension plan be--that is, to
get the tax benefit-because even greatcorporations come and go.

Well, I think sometimes the earliest retirement system that was
ever put into effect, a private retirement system was, Ibelieve, that of
the Cooper Carriage Co. in 1896. It was the first or sEcond one.
And each of us only need to remind ourselves what happened to
a carriage company between 1896 and now. It probably looked very
secure in 1890, but certainly, it isn't secure as General Motors is today.

Corporations come and go, and private systems, therefore, have to
be fully funded.

But the United States is solid and it is here and it will stay. And
it will continue its power to tax. That is the ultimate security of this
system. Therefore, it does not have to be fully funded au a private
pension plan should be in order to be sound.

So that figure that you questioned me about, Senator--and please
excuse this long anawer-will have to be one that lies somewhere be-
tween a fully funded system that the private pension plan should have,
and on the other extreme a pay-as-you-go plan which would be un-
fair to the fu ture generations.

Senator L)NO. It seems to me that as years go by we are going to
somewhat liberalize this program just as we are proposing to do in
this bill ?

Mr. CRUKSTANIK. Yes.
Senator LoNe. I do not see how any one person in the future can

expect to get any less than those in the past did, because I believe
it will continue to go in the general direction we are moving now.
So long as every year we make payments into the fund which equal
or exceed the withdrawals from the fund, we do not havo to worry
about the soundness of our fund.

Basically, however, if we ever get down to the point where we, as
a nation, are not producing enough food and clothing and other neces.
cities of life, to provide for the aged and the retired, then no matter
how many dollars we have in the fund it will still be an unsound
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program because in the last analysis this is not a dollar proposition so
much as it is a matter of providing for the needs of those who are
retiring because of age.

I have gained the impression that by building up the fund we are
depriving large numbers of people who have retired already of some-
thing we can -do for them at the present time. It seems to me in the
long run we will recognize the fact that we need only be sure that our
annual contributions will equal or exceed the withdrawals from the
fNd.

Mr. CRUzSlIAwyK. That is generally correct, but as the system
matures you will have a higher proporton of the working population
that become eligible under the provisions of the law and we should
make some preparation for those future demands!.

Senator L ON. We have made long strides in that--as a matter of
fact, we are almost there now so far as the present working population
is concerned. It is only the retired people who are not covered.

Mr. CRU CSIrAN11. Yes, generally, that is true.
Senator LoNe. We have large numbers not covered, but most of

those working now are covered.
Mr. CHUJKSHANK. Nine out of ten are covered, and most, if they're

not under this system, are under railroad retirement or civil service.
Senator LoNG. We are taxing those who are presently working in

order to provide for those who are retired. We can provide for them
more adequately if we do not try to build up the large reserves that
you would have if you were operating a private company.

Mr. CRUIKS9INK. Yes.
Senator Lomo. How do you feel about the $606 maximum under pub-

lic aEsistance--do you believe that is sufficient?
Mr. CRUIKSIUANK. We think that is an improvement. I would not,

certainly, want to be on record as saying that it is sufficient; no, sir.
It is an improvement over the present, and we think that is a step for-
ward that merits support. In answer to your question I would say
I don't think it is sufficient.

Senator LoNe. Thank you very much.
Just one further question. I believe you once told me referring to

how certain things berome more important and people place more
emphasis on them, that a number of years ago, peopl-e considered trans-
portation expense less than they do now. Do you recall those figures?

Mr. CIUIKSANK. I do not know as I gave any figures, Senator. I
was reminded of that again this morning as I listened to the discus.
sion as to how much our economy could carry.

I think that it is true that people of this country and of every
civilized country in the world have indicated quite clearly that they
are prepared to dedicate or allocate a larger proportion of their per-
sona incomes and of their gross national incomes to the matter of
economic security. And that concept has grown.

Here is where I made the comparison when we were talking, just
as people when I was a boy thought of a very small portion of the
family' income as being appropliately assigned to transportation.
My father took a streetcar downtown to hi's ofice, and back, and we
had a picnic occasionally, and now and then after 1912 when we first
had an automobile, piled into the family car and went 60 miles down
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to grandmother's. And that was an annu A trip. And we thought
thal w a great thing.

Well, the whole transportation bill for the family for a year, prob-
ably, was not over $100 or $150. And now people pay $10 a week for
a place to park. And they pay $80 or $90 a monfh, in modest income
brackets, on payments on the family car and think nothing of it. That
would have horrif ed my father.

The amount of family income that is allocated to transportation,
as a matter of course, on the part of people has greatly expanded.

And I think, also the amount of income, both personally and
nationally, that peo le are willing to allocate to security has greatly
expanded, as a parallel.

It is part of the advantage that comes out of a tremendous growth in
our productivity. We are not so near "hardpan" in terms of 3ust pay-
ing or the basic necessities of food, clothing, and shelter. We have
more of this out of the tremendous productivity of our system that we
can allocate to different things like security, than we could in an earlier
day.

Senator LoNo. Thank you very much.
Senator Fu.AR. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARnLsow. I just wish to say this, that I am pleased to learn

and to know that you are a member of the Advisory Council that was
created in 1956. First, because of your ability in this field of social
security, and secondly because you represent a great percentage of the
population that has probably a more direct interest in keeping and
maintaining a fund for future years that will really be of value to
them.

And I am delighted that you are serving on that Commission.
I was interest in your thought that this Council we set up by con-

gressional action did not permit you to go into the benefit payments.
Would it be helpful if that provision were made f
Mr. CRUIXRHANK. I believe it would be helpful, Senator, to have

an Advisory Council that would review the adequacy of benefits.
When we first proposed this, as I indicated a moment ago, we

thought the same Council might go into both, but I am not certain
right now but what it is better to have one Council go into financial
matters, or perhaps, have an expanded Council that could go into the
other matters, too, because they are a little bit of a different nature.

The Advisory Council that was set up through this committee when
Senator Millikin was chairman back in 1948 and 1949--I had the honor
to serve on that Council-went into the whole matter of finances as
well as benefit adequacy and all, and the amendments of 1950 largely
grew out of the recommendations of that Council. That Council had
no such restriction on its mandate.

Senator CARLSON. Those of us who are concerned about not only the
benefit payments at the present time, but the future stability of the
funds being collected from our people th.t are working and contribut-
ing to it are concerned, of course, about the financial end of it. I
would ask you this: When social security was first presented to the
Congress for consideration many suggested, I think your organization,
in fact the American Federation ofLabor, at leass at that time that
one-third be from the contribution from the individual, the employee,
one-third from the employer, and the Federal Government by direct
taxation one-third.
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Are you looking forward to that period in the future I
Mr. Q sta&w No not precWly that way, Senator. Our posi-

tion is this, that we thin that a contribution out of general revenues
Is justified because of the broad public Interest that there is in this
program. Everybody benefits from it..

You see, there was a provision from 1989 to 1980, authorizing pay-
ments out of general revenues to the system; and in 1980, you will re-
call, that was taken out of the act.

Our position has been that since Congress has decided made the
policy decision, that this must be a self-flnanced and sell-contained
program, then our position is that it must be adequately financed and
that we must support by taxes the amount necessary.

Senator CAnLSoN. That is all Mr. Chairman.
Senator Krxit (presiding), ou generally support the entire bill ?
Mr. CInUIKSIIANK. Yes, sir.
Senator KnLa. And you think that the workers generally support

the bill I
Mr. ChUiK!SHANK. Yes, sir. I believe they do. We base that on

the record of the convention actions that have been taken both by our
national convention and by a number of State and national and inter-
national unions that have passed resolutions supporting bills of this
kind and objectives of this kind.

Of course, this prticular bill, naturally, has not had the chance to
be before a convention.

Senator KERR. And they pay as much additional tax as the em-
ployer?

Mr. CRUIKSIANK. Yes, sir.
Senator KnRu. That is all.
Senator BENN4r. I am the one who this morning brought out the

fact that the bill raised the overall cost ultimately to something like
9 percent of the total payroll.

Of course, this isn't the only program for the benefit of retired
workers.

Do you have at your tongue's end an estimate of the percentage of
paroll that is represented by a typical retirement program developed

through collective bargaining by your organization I
Mr. CRUXKSIIA1ut. No, sir; I do not. do not have that.
Senator Bixsmi-r. You are an authority on retirement and social

security and you represent an organization that spends a lot of tine
working out the contracts for retiring programs, but that has not
come to your attention I . .

Mr. uRMIKSTIANK. It has, but I do not have it right at my finger-
tips, largely because I do not directly deal with the negotiated pension
plan problem. We have made a study of that and I have that, and we
d1o make recommendations to our local unions, but I have been, in my
lifetime, in only two or three collective bargaining sessions negotiating
that.

Senator BiNwmr". Aren't the retirement benefits under negotiated
retirement plans generally larger than the social security bene tt

Mr. CffltrWsnXX. Generally, I would say not, sir..I think t ley are
generally smaller. A typical plan is smaller than social security.

Senator Bz~rNw'r. Can you guess by how much f
Mr. CRevMnsnAw4. Well, a typical plan pays $70 or $80 or $90 a

month to a retired worker.
N748-508---18
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Senator Bimrr. Half as much I
Mr. CaumsAm Well, that would be more than half.
Senator Bwwv. More than half?
Mr. CaUimsAum. Ye.
Senator BNNnrx . If we took this ultimate figure of 9 percent-

well, let us take the current figure of 6% percent w"hich this bill would
set up, and a figure approximately equal to 60 percent of that, that is
another 834 percent of payroll, so we are looking at 10 percent right
now, aren't we, before these additional increases come, and if the ulti-
mate increase in social security is from 6 to 9, maybe 4 percent, then
we can say right now that the burden o? the retirement, the cost of
retirement, for men employed in industry where there are negotiated
contracts, the cost on the industry is somewhere around 10 now and,
probably, would be up to 14 or 15 over the next 10 years?

Mr. C&nuKjIANK. It might, but I do not believe that could be
figured as a certainty because the pension plans that have been nego-
tiated have to a very large extent been negotiated to meet deficiencies
of social security.

Senator Bzx wr. Yes, but you do not say the pension pIan is only
good for $70 a month and social security is good for $12 a month-
you put the two of them together, and industry must bear them; that
is right t in't it--industry and the employees ?

Mr. CAmKsiAxc. That is right.
Senator BzNNvr. They are both charges against the wages of the

employees?
Mr. CuiKsvAIx. Yes.
Senator BzNN=Tr. So today, in effect, we have a burden for all in-

dustry that is covered by employee pension plans of somewhere in the
neighborhood of 10 percent?

M'. CRUIKSnANK. Yes, but I do not think that you can project that
into the future and sy necessarily that will continue on that percent-
age basis, because this is all a part of the wage cost, and when we
negotiate the pension plan the decision that the employer and the
employees make, in effect, is how much of the total wage are you
all6cating to this insurance for old age and how much ar you allocat-
ing to an immediate take-home pay.

Senator )aNNrrr, Has it not ben the pattern over the past years
that the amount allocated to old age benefits has tended to increase
rather than diminish in relation to th e total wagesI

Mr. CRWKmtANJK. Yes. That Is true. But, also, the effect of in-
creasing and improving social security has to a very definite degree
slowed down the demands for higher Pension plans. So, you sBee
what I want tW avoid doing is just arbitrarily adding the two and
saying, "Well now, we will do this much here, we have in the past
done this much percenta wise in this category and, therefore, we
are going to have the two."

If you improve social security, you will remove a good bit of the
presre for improviniprivate pension plans.

Senator Bziwzrr. Having been on the other side of the bargaining
table, I haven't observed any of that yet. I have made my point.

There is another point on which I would like to make a comment.
In talking to Senator Long, you made the very interesting point

that there was a time when transportation was a negligible pr of the
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oost of an ordinary family, I can remember when a streetcar ride
was a great treat. That has expanded. It has expanded not only
absolutely, but it has expanded in terms of percentage.

The social.security system is now expanding, percentagewim.
There was the fainous prizefighter who thoug t he a 1,000 per.

cent of himself to sell, and proceeded to try and sell it. But, actually,
you have only got 100 percent.

o, you cannot keep on expanding, pe -entagewise, both travel and
social security and everything elso without having to reduce some
other phase of life to absorb it when you expand these at a faster
rate-when you expand them percentagewise and thus expand them
at a faster rate than the absolute income.

Mr. CAuKSi ANA. Of course, there is a limit somewhere. But, with
our expanding productivity, there is a smaller percentage that must
be allocated just to food, clothing, and shelter items so that you do
have an expanding percentage that you can have for transportation,
better housing, better education for the young, better provision for
the old, and a11 of those things. There is an expanding proposition.
That slice of the pie is gettingbigger.

Senator BiSNNzr. You are saying, then, that there are some things
that are absolute, and when those are met-

Mr. CRUJKSIANK. They are fixed.
Senator BENNrr. They cal be dropped off. I doubt that we have

reached the point yet where there are very many important segments
of the cost of our living which are shrinking; in other words, I think
there is a little risk of expanding the social security, the retirement
program, much faster than we expand the absolute income. Now
may, we haven't reached the point where that break comes, but i
think it has got to come.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kw . Senator Douglas.
Senator DouoLAs. I would like to ask if I may-we don't have very

much time left--is it your recommendation that we pass the bill sent
over from the House ?

Mr. Cvitsumx. That would be my recommendation; yes, sir.
Senator DomoAs. You would make improvements along what

lines-along what lines have you suggested that improvements be
madeI

Mr. CBUU8JIiAN. First, I would like to see an increase in that bene-
fit up to 10 percent at the very least.

Senator DovoLAs. For old ageI
Mr. CRWKSKANK. Yes.
Senator DouaLAs. The increase in cost of living has been 8 percent;

the increase in wages has been up to 12 percent.
Mr. CRVIX8UsANX On the grounds, also, that the benefit never was

adequate, and that we want to reduce that margin of inadequacy, to
some extent.

Senator DoUGLs. Were you here this morning when I questioned
the Actuary, Mr. Myers ?

Mr. Caumumsz. Yes.
Senator Doucls. Is there the possibility that the plan is over-

financed?
Senator DouwA0% Under the proposed scalesI
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Mr. CRunisjurrx. Yes sir. I think that possibility arises lawgly
from the fact that they N0 not include in their assumptions a rising
wage,

Senator Domoz~s. I would like to point that out. Did it also, show
that the high cost estimates ore so extremely high, if finally adopted,
that it would be overfinancedt

Mr. CRJIRsRANK. I think that is true.
I want to say, too, here, that I share the confidence that you ex-

pressed in Mr. Myers. We think he is a person of the highest integrity
and of extraordinary competence. And I am very hesitant always to
question his conclusions. I do, sometimes, raise questions about the
assumptions, and I think it should be pointed out, too that many of
these assumptions are assumptions of an economic ana social nature
rather than strictly actuarial in the sense that we use actuarial when
we are talking about private insurance plans, where it is pretty much
a mortality rate which is a fixed and mathematical thing.

Furthermore, the further you get into the future the greater are
these economic and social factors weighted, and I have said to Bob
Myers, sometimes, when we were talking about the year 2020, "I do
not have that kind of 20-20 vision."

Senator DouoLAs. You heard the Secretary testify. He tried to
avoid saying so, but I thought it was the conclusion that lie was opposed
to any increase in the formula which would result in additional Fed-
eral expenditures. Did you form the same conclusionI

Mr. CRUIKSHANK. Yes; I did.
Senator DouLAs. And he has proper concern for the Federal

budget. Is there not, also, a human budget in this ?
Mr. CRUMSHANK. Yes, sir. It seems to us that, while I have a

lot of admiration for the Secretary, whom I haveknown for many
years, I think the Secretary said that this was a better system and a
better formula, just as we say that this benefit formula in the old-age
and survivors part is a better system.

But we are for improvements. And I think we are willing to pay
for our improvements. And we think they should pay for theirs.
If it is a better system, it will cost more money. It seems to me all
taxpayers have to be prepared to pay more money for a better system.

Senator DOUGLAS. There are some 6 million recipients of the system
in all forms. Do you think the sums paid are adequate for a minimum
standard of living?

Mr. CRUMSHANK. No, sir. Everyone of these special studies that
has been made, like that in New York--they have made special studies
of adequacy and what is the minimum budget for a retired couple and
-for families, and the Heller committee on the west coast has made
similar studies-the Department of Labor has made studies of that
kind--and these bare-subsistence budgets indicate we are not meeting
anything like an adequate living budget for these people.

Senator DouGLAs. Do you think we are meeting the biological
budgetI

Mr. CRUmsnANK. There is indication that, in many cases, we are
not, because of the high incidence of disease and distress among these

Senator DouGAs. These figures do not show up on the balance
sheet. You cannot measure them in dollars, but isn't there a danger
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that they may be ignored in the concentration upon money and money
expenditure I

Mr. CnurmsHANx. I think there is a very real need. I know, in
talking to some social workers that here is often what happens; that
they will go into the needs ok these people, medical need&, housing
needs, and so forth, and when they all total up, as a minimum, then,
because of the very shortage of funds, they have to apply an arbitrary
percentage reduction on them. That reduction cannot be justified
except in terms of the money available. It is not justified otherwise.

Senator Douoqis. Have you noticed the new formula for payment
of medical care for those over 65?

Mr. CRUIESHANK. Yes; I recall seeing it in there; yes.
Senator DOUOLAS. Do you think it is an improvement ?
Mr. CRUMSHANK. I think it is a definite improvement.
Senator DouoLAs. I join in that because that is the formula I have

been urging for some years. It has been opposed by Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, although I didn't hear them object to it this
morning, and I didn't want to rub it in, in their presence, but ap-
parently, they are in favor of it now after 2 years of struggle in
which they showed the same alacrity as displayed on other subjects.

Mr. CRUIRSHANK. While this bill, Sir, as I said, does not meet full
objectives, I think that on analysis it meets the major areas of needs.
It gives them a certain priority. For instance, the adding of the
dependents' benefits for the disabled. And then the higher percentage
gains in benefits for the widows and children. I thin if any one of
us were looking here how to allocate a welfare budget those would be
the groups that would come to the mind of every one of us, as the
ones, if there is a limited amount of money, that should get it
first.

Senator DouOLAs. I remember the very bitter battle that was fought
within this committee and on the floor of the Senate on providing
benefits for disability. The Senators from Louisiana and from Okla-
homa and from Georgia and the Senator from Illinois all struggled
for these benefits for disability. We were told by the American
.Medical Association that this was impossible and wrong. We were told
by the budget balancers that this is a very bad move1 and so forth. It
went into effect. I didn't hear the Health, Education, and Welfare
people complain this morning about the system.

Mr. CRUIsESANK. No * and Ithink, also, maybe as a happy accident
that all of you involved in that struggle set up this separate fund.
And because you did 'hat, you can. now get a clear allocation and
know that we have some money for that.

Senator DouoLAs. Isn't that fund solvent ?
Mr. CR=USHANK. Oh, more than solvent; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. It is more than solvent-more than the claims ?
Mr. CRuKSMwNK. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGAS.s That is all Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator KERx. We thank you 1or your statement.
I, am reminded what the Senator was talking about in that situation

at the time, as I recall, there were not too many engaged or enlisted
is the effort to getthat amendment.

Mr. CUXKsuAzm. Correct, sir. And I remember that you were one
of those who were very much involved in securing the protection for
disabled.
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Senator Kimwi Thank you very much.
Mr. CHMPESIIANS. Thank you.
(The full statement of Mr. Cruikahank is as follows: )

8rT,&vUtXT or NELSoN I. OaugIoItAxi, Dizzro, DnPaTXsT OV SO A,
So mtTr, AF.-CIO, li SVuPIoi,6 or H. R. 18549, TRE SOCAL SXoUarXT
Auuszmwmis Or 1W8

My name Is Nelson H. Oruikshank, and I am director of the department of
social security of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organisatons. My office is at the headquarters of the AFIL-O1O, 815 16th Street
NW, Washington, D. C.

I am accompanied by Mr. Andrew J. Biemiller, director of the AFL-CIO legis-
lative department. We are representing the AFL-CIO in support of the House-
passed bill, U. R 18549, a bill designed to Improve benefits under, and to
strengthen the financial structure of, the old-age survivors, and disability insur.
ance system; to broaden and improve the Federal-State public assistance program
and the maternal and child health and welfare programs.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee on this subject.
We know that the time is short and we are glad to cooperate with the committee
In its desire to hold the briefest possible hearings consistent with the commit-
tee's great responsibilities with respect to social security legislation.

The AFL-CIO had urged considerably more far-reaching and more liberal
improvements in the entire system of social Insurance than this bill provides.
We had hoped that the Congress in this year of recession would amend the un-
employment Insurance provisions so as to provide a sounder and more equitable
system to safeguard workers' incomes and the economy against the losses due to
involuntary unemployment. We had also hoped that steps would be taken, at
this time, to help meet the problem of the costs of hospital, surgical, and nursing-
home care for the aged and other beneficiaries of the social security system.
And with particular reference to the measure before you, we had hoped that the
benefits for the retired and other beneficiaries would be Increased by 10 percent,
or at the very least 8 percent, so as to keep pace with the increase in living costs
since the last benefit increase 4 years ago.

We had also hoped for the adoption of some other improvements, which are
minor, relative to the whole program, but which are of real significance to a
great many Individuals who look to social security in their years of retirement,
or as the major defense against disaster for their families. Among these was
our long-sought goal of including tips in creditable wages. For many persons
in service trades, the wage paid directly by their employers represents but a
small part of their actual earnings. They are required to pay income tax on all
their earnings but can credit only the small portion for social security benefits.
We are confident the Congress will wish to correct this situation.

Despite the failure of H. . 18549 to meet many of the crucial needs of the
working people, it is the position of the AFL-CIO that there is enough of sub-
stantial benefit in the measure to merit support. It Is probably the best measure
that can be enacted in the short time remaining before the adjournment of the
85th Congress and it is our hope, and we are sure the hope of millions of social
security beneficiaries, that the Senate will act upon it favorably.

The bill contains many technical and minor amendments. In none of these
do we find anything that endangers the program or departs from long-established
and sound principles. The major provisions on which we shall present our rea-
sons for supporting it are:

.The increase in benefits under the OASDI progam.
2. The financing provisions.
8. The improvement of the public assistance program.
4. The improvement In the maternal and child f Oelfare programs.

ZNCRASN It WMWZTB

Recent economic developments have Intensified the problems of the aged, and
other beneficlarieL, The Qonsumer Price Index has risen by ,8 percent since
10^4, when the last benefit improvements were, enacted Prices are, likely to
continue high even though economic recovery may be slow.
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With substantial unemployment, older workers have difficulty retaining or
finding jobs. Many persons who are approaching retirement age are without
work or earning less than they expected. Their future benefits will be reduced
accordingly unless improvements are enacted.

Aged persons who have been receiving some financial assistance from their
families now find that sons and daughters are working only part time, or are
completely unemployed. Public and private assistance agencies are having in-
creasing difficulty meeting the needs of persons who turn to them for aid.

The growth of private insurance protection has been slowed as unions find it
more difficult to bargain for continued expansion of collective bargaining plans.
When older workers are laid ofA, their private Insurance protection often lapses
and no substitute is available.
Reamples of 4oreaes i t benefit# provided in H. R. 18549

Individuals now on the benefit rolls and all future benefielariew would have
their benefits Increased by, at least, about 7 percent. The percentage increases,
however, are higher with respect to the minimum and with respect to the
survivors of workers who die if their earnings have been in the higher brackets,
or if there are a greater number of surviving members of the worker's family.
Also, the retirement and survivors' benefits are increased considerably beyond
7 percent for workers who retire in future years and for their dependents who
become eligible for benefits in future years.

The following table gives some illustrative monthly benefit amounts under
the present law, compared to the benefits proposed in the bill, for people who have
already retired or who retire within the next year.

TAULr I

Single worker aged 65 or Worker and wife both
Average monthly scaring (after 1980 and disabled alter age 80 aged 60

dropping out low 5 years)

Present law Bill Present law Dill

0................................ $0.00 $33.00 845.00 $4.0
10... ................................. 5 .00 0.00 82,00 s.0
180 ......... 6..................................8 .80 73.00 102.80 100.30

00 .......................................... 78.60 84.00 117.80 125.80
J280 ...................................... 8.80 9.00 13.90 14200

0 ............................... ............. 9 50 105.0 147.80 187.80
. ..................................... 108.50 116.00 16180 174.00
and above ......................... 10850 11.00 162.80 174.00

Additional increase in benefits will result to workers who retire in future'
years and who consistently have been employed at the higher wage levels in
addition to the, roughly, 7 percent increase in benefits available to all retirees.
Assuming that the bill is passed this month, the worker retiring at this time
would rK*Ive the. top primary benefit of $108.50 per month for Amust, Septem-
ber, and October--assuming also that he had earned regularly $400 or -more per
month. Beginning in November, his monthly benefit would be Increased to
$116." 'I his wife were also 60t the benefit fog the couple would increase from
$162.80 per month to $174.

The increase in the annual creditable earnings fron $4,200 to $4,800 would
affect the average monthly earnings on which future benefits are computed only
gradually for workers in the upper wage brackets. In most cases such workers
will still have to apply the yearS of 1951 to 1965 to the dropout. k; these yearsearnings only up t 8 and $4,200 were eredltable. However,' as will be
noted from table-Ill the larger portion of the Increase becomes effective within
the next few years. While it will be 40 years before the full effect of the higher
wage base is reflected in benefits fo most Workers, it io to be noted that half
of the increase is effective within the next 6 years, and three-fourths of It
within the next 10 years.
'"table Ii shows the benefits for which a worker who has earned regularly $00

of, more 'per month will'be OWNgbls retiring at the end of the, calendar ya,
indicated. It also lis the benefits for retired man and wife, assuming th"
are age There would, of ,ums, be ap~led the atuarial redueto for the
wifesbenefit if she should retire'sit snz earlier age, aftor agel62
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TztzII

Primary Dmanef for Piay Benefit for
YW boen*tntv man and wife Year benefit man and wile

botapOboth age 6

lu ........ . o19 $177.0 1 7. $12. .... 0
190-----------1120 1SO.0 197----------2 187.0

................. 121 181.80 18 .................. 12 18.0
lw 0 1.. . 12 1.0 O .................. 126 169.00

. 123 184.0 loo ............. 126 18.08
1 12...... M 16C...... 126 18.00
low .............. 124 180.00 2000---.--.------..... 127 100

The increases In primary benefits for workers In the higher wage brackets
are, of course, also reflected in Improved benefits for survivors of insured
workers who die. Table III gives illustrative monthly benefits for survivors
of insured workers with average earnings of $,40 or more per month who die
in 1959 or after. It will be noted that the increase In the maximum amount
payable to a surviving family, from $200 a month to $254 a month as provided
in the bill, is reflected at an earlier date for survivors than at the time the
maximum amount for retiring workers becomes effective.

TAru III

Assuming sny. Widow aged 62 or over Widow and I child Widow and 2 children
vivors become (no children) undep,18 under 18

eligible at end of
ondar Present Bill Present Dill Present But

1959 ............... $81.40 $89.80 $1620 $178.50 $200 $238.20
1960.............. 81.40 90.00 16280 180.00 200 240.00
1961-............. 81.40 0. 80 16280 181.80 200 24220
19(k............... 81.40 91. 0 162.80 183.00 200 244.10
1968----------------81.40 9130 16280 184.50 200 246.10
164 ............... 81.40 92 30 16280 184.50 200 246 101965 ............... 81.40 93.00 16.80 18 00 200 280.00
1970 ............... 81.40 93.80 162.80 187.80 200 254.00
190 ............... 81.40 94.80 16180 18900 200 254.00
1990 .............. 81.40 94.50 162.80 189.00 200 254.00

W00 ............. 81.40 98.30 162.80 190.60 200 254.00

The above table shows the amount for the survivors of a high-earnings worker,
leaving a widow and two children. If such a worker died and left a widow and
8 children, all under 18, the new maximum amount of $4 per month would
be payable immediately. It Is also to be noted that there is added protection
in this bill for the family of a younger worker who dies. Since no wages be-
fore age 22 are to be included in the computation of the average monthly wa
a young man now age 27, for example, who had been earning regularly $00
per month-if. he should die in the early part of 1950--would leave his family
immediately eligible for the maximum of $254 a month since his average wage
would be computed on only the recent years of employment.

We believe that these provisions go in the direction of maintaining a wage.
related benefit system. This relationship has been consistently i characteristle
of our social-insurance system and one which, we believe, commends it strongly
to the American public. With due modifications of the formula to give Increased
benefits to those in the very lowest earning bracketS, the keeping of benefits In a
direct relationship to the earnings on which taxes have been paid Is consistent
with, the concepts of our free-enterprs:e system. -

Mdditomef benefits for dioable
We are in full accord with the provisions of this bill that provide additional

protection to the permanently and totally disabled, When the disability provi-
sions of the program were adopted 2 years ago, it was generally agreed that it:
wa$ a Minmom program, to be conducted partly on an experimental basis.
The istablishment of a separate und for this program has proved a wise and
sound procedure. The condition of the fund now, and the experience that has
been acquired in administering the program, make it possible to broaden the pro-
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tectlon provided, H. R. 18549 does this in two respects, It provides benefits
for the dependents of disabled workers, and removes the requirement that the
benefit to'the disabled be reduced by the amount of any benefit payable on ac-
count of disability under other Federal programs or State workmen's-compen-
sation systems. Both these provisions are consistent with the purpose of the
social-security system to provide the basic protection against loss of income due
to disabling illness.
Advitory Oouncil

Spokesmen for the administration have expressed the view that the existence
of the Advisory Council on Social Security Financing is a sufficient reason for
avoiding benefit improvements this year. As a member of that Advisory Coun-
cil, I strongly take Issue with this conclusion. The Council, as its name, its
legislative mandate, and all its activities indicate, is concerned with financing,
not with benefits. It is not authorized and has not been asked to consider
whether the system can afford higher benefits or whether higher benefits are
desirable.This Council, like others to be appointed prior to future scheduled increases
in contribution rates, is established "for the purpose of reviewing the status of
the Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund and of the Federal dis-
ability insurance trust fund in relation to the long-term commitments of the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program." There is no evidence that
the Congress intended to await recommendations from such councils before con-
sidering benefit Improvements. To do so would be to distort the objectives of
the councils. The present Council will be in at least as good a position to make
pertinent recommendations on financing if contemplated benefit changes have
already been enacted, rather than being imminent but undetermined.

The present Council was not asked to prepare a preliminary report before
fall, according to my recollection nor according to the official minutes of the
meetings. If the Secretary had wished earlier action, he could have officially
requested it or he could have appointed the Council many months earlier.

Advisory councils broadly representative of different segments of the com-
munity have in the past played a constructive role In the development of our
social-security program. In fact, the system was conceived In the group of
citizens' advisory councils that were appointed to assist the Committee on Eco-
nomic Security appointed by President Roosevelt 24 years ago. The tripartite
advisory councils of 1938, 1947-48, and 1953 made positive recommendations for
broadening and Improving the program, many of which were reflected In the
amendments adopted by the Congress.

However, each Congress since the 74th has made some amendments to the
Social Security Act, and In 1052 and In 1956 Congress made substantial Improve-
ments in the program withoutt calling for suggestions from an advisory coun-
cil. In 1954, amendments were adopted providing for a higher earnings ceiling
and benefit Improvements, although the 1958 advisory group had been consutled
only on coverage.

The suggestion that no action be taken until the Council reports distorts the
purpose of advisory councils. In the past, they have made recommendations
for Improvements in the program. Now the existence of an advisory council
is offered as a reason for delaying Improvements. In our opinion, neither the
existence of the Advisory Council onFlnancing nor past precedents Justify
delay W improving the program,

PROV12ION8 FOR FWANOING

The bill contains two major provisions for improving the financial structure
of the social-security system. The first raises the limit on annual taxable earn-
Ings from $4,200 to $4,800. The second increases the rate of contributions and
steps up the schedule of future rate Increases. The Increase in revenue resulting
from these provisions is calculated to be sufficient to pay for all the improvements
in benefitiatnd to reduce the reported long-term, actuarial deficit.

Whien this measure was reported to the House, AFL-0IO President George
Meany made public a statement which included the following expression of sup-
port of the financing provisions:

"Organized labor has consistently supported the sound, long-term, financing of
the social-security system. We know that improved benefits require higher con-
tributions. We don't believe In raiding the trust fund for an immediate ad-
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vantage to those now retired, or soon to retire, as the difference would have to
be made up in future years. If the social-secnrity system now shows an actuarial
deficit, the workers of this country stand ready, as they always have, to par
their share of the cost of the deficit, as well as the cost of the improved benefits."

ZMPAOVBMINTS INq PUBLIC AS81TANCE

The recession has increased substantially the number of persons who are
exhausting their private resources and who must turn to public aid. The rise is
partly reflected in the official figures. The number of general-assistance cases
rose by 43 percent from March 1907 to March 1958; 1,810,000 persons received
general assistance in March as compared with 855,060 the year before.

Information on problems of needy persons is scattered. The same is true in
regard to reports on the actual programs of States in the field of general assist-
ance. So far as we have been able to ascertain, about half of the States, under
their general-assistance programs, do not ordinarily provide any assistance to
employable persons or their families. In addition, 10 States make no contribution
to the financing of general assistance. In some others, State financing is negligible
in amount.

States and localities are finding it more and more difficult to provide the funds
to add new cases or to provide adequate payments to persons accepted. Prices
have keept rising, especially for food and medical care. In practice, many public.
assistance agencies find they cannot even make available to their clients the
minimum budgets which, theoretically, are essential for decent living conditions.

The following were the average monthly payments in April 1958:

Old-age assistance ------------- ----------------------- $01.24
Aid to dependent children:

Per family --------------------------------------- 102.55
Per recipient -------------------------------------- 27.33

Aid to the blind --------------------------------------- 665
Aid to permanently and totally disabled ----------------------- 00.61
General assistance (per case) ----------------------------- 01.12

These are monthly amounts. Divide them by 41A to get weekly amounts, and
one finds they range from about $0 (aid to dependent child) to $15 (aid to
the blind).

We do not know what other income these people may have-this is one of
the gaps in information which is partly being overcome by current or projected
studies.

The Wall Street Journal on June 4, 1958, contained a first-page story by a
staff reporter on recent developments under the heading: "Welfare Woe: Slump
Floods Social Agencies With Work; Inflow of Funds Lags." Specific cases
were cited of mounting applications and of decreased donations from which
to meet essential demands.

Other reports, too, have described the difficulties of localities in meeting
growing caseloads and the emotional impact of growing economic uncertainty
on many families. Spokesmen for welfare administrators have indicated that
present payments are, often, grossly inadequate.

We regret that the Eisenhower administration is opposing Federal action
to broaden public assistance at this time or to adopt changes that would cost
more money. Coupled with administration opposition to more adequate social
insurance, this stand reflects deplorable indifference to human needs. The
aged who cannot buy voluntary health insurance are told that they can turn
to public assistance but, if they do, available programs and funds will, fre-
quently, prove Inadequate.

Certainly, sufficient evidence is available to show that substantial additional
funds are required. H. R. 18549 not onty authorizes increased amounts for
grants to States for public assistance, but materially improves the method
for allocating the grants, taking into account the needs of the various States
balanced by their ability to pay. V

The proposals of this measure also give the State agencies more latitude in
meeting the needs of individuals and families by basing the Federal share
of the cost on the overall average of all cases rather than on the individual case.

Both of these provisions appear to the AFL-CIO as sound, from the view
of social need and of efficient administration.
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Our labor organization have for many years supported more generous Federal
programs of the type administered by the United States Children's Bureau.
The AFL-CIO, at its merger convention in 19M, unanimously adopted a resolu-
tion stating:

"We urge expansion of the programs providing maternal and child-health
services and special welfare services for children, including aid to crippled chil-
dren. We support expanalon of research and education in child life which will
help parents understand better what makes for healthy, happy childhood.

"The problems of juvenile delinquency can be met better, also, by expanded
programs to improve procedures for identifying and aiding maladjusted children
and to handle constructively those who get Into trouble with the law. These
programs should be given full support by our affiliated unions."

We fully support the provisions of H. R. 18549 amending title V of the Social
Security Act so that the United States Children's Bureau, in cooperation with
State and local agencies, may expand and iwprove its services. These changes
present us an opportunity to invest in the children of our Nation in a manner
that will increase their future productivity as well as their health.

The present authorization for maternal and child-health services under part 1
of title V is $10,500,000. The bill would increase this to $21.5 million.

We similarly support the rise in the authorization for services for crippled
children under part 2 from $15 million to $20 million.

The present authorization for child-welfare services under part 8 is $12
million. The bill would raise this to $17 million. At present, the use of Fed.
eral funds for child-welfare services is limited to predominantly rural areas.
This provision has been useful in extending such services into areas where they
were most needed. However, 8 out of 5 children in the Nation now live in urban
areas. Many families have shifted in the last decade from farms and small
towns to cities where services have not expanded to meet their needs. We,
therefore, approve the amendment to part 8 to make child-welfare services
generally available, not only in rural areas but also in urban areas.

If we are to diminish the load on public assistance and reduce the number of
low-income families to a minimum, we must afford all children an opportunity to
grow up with sturdy bodies and a healthy mental approach to life. For those
who are handicapped by physical or environmental conditions, we must open
wider the door of opportunity so that they too may share in American prosperity.

CONCLUSION

The enactment of H. It. 13549 would provide substantial, immediate improve-
ment in the economic security of wage earners and their families, to the millions
who have retired because of age, to the disabled, and to the families with de-
pendent children. Time is short. Want and hunger will not wait. The Im-
provements contained in this bill are so designed as not to do damage to our
social insurance system, nor to place disproportionate burdens on workers and in
the future. More substantial changes in the program, which in our view are
worthy and practical, must wait for a future Congress. We respectfully urg
the enactment of this bill now.

Senator Kom The next witness is Esther Peterson, legislative rep-
resentative, industrial union department, AFL-CIO.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ESTHER PETERSON, LEGISLATIVE REPRE-
SENTATIVE, INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT; ACCOMPANIED
BY LEE G. WIL XS, LEGISLATIVE CONSULTANT, SOCIAL
SECURITY DEPARTMENT, AFL0
Mrs. Pnu sN. My name is Esther Peterson. I am leisiative rep.

reentative of the industrial union department of the AFL-CIO.
I have with me Mr. Lee G, Williams, who is consultant to -the

industrial department
This autonomous department, represents and speaks for 7 million

industrial workers who are members of the 69 unions afiated with the -

department.
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'I want.to sy at this tine we concur completely in the testimony

,that has just bien presented hy Mr. Cruikshank
. a U th e cmmit'tee for n me this opportunity to exrss the
vews of the industrial. union department on the Social Security
Amendments of 1958 as pas ed by the House of Representatives.

Senator .xm. MaY I interrupt ri ht there. The difference be.
twoen your viewpoint and that of the Secretary Was that although it

estoo fa, he that is all right to pass it. While, on the other
band, you are convinced while it does not go far enough you urgeit

Mrs. PwrnsoN. Correct. You are phrasing it very well.
Certainly we support H. R. 18549. Although it does not include

many badly needed Social Security Act improvements, we, neverthe-
lees,. sincerely urge the committee to report the bills promptly
it is possible to do so. Were the time not so short, we should pfead
for improvement of the bill.

We ,should ask that it be broadened in scope. We should insist, as
our director Mr. Albert Whitehouse, insisted before the House Ways
'and Means committeee on June 25 of this year, that:

There I a need to move forward In the whole area of social security leglela.
lion *. * The Naton has paused too long in the march toward greater security
tor Its cltisen

But the session is almost over and the help afforded harassed mil-
lions by H. R. 18549 must not be denied them. The recession id still
with us Unemployment and underemployment are still widespread.
The suffering is real And enactment of the bill will furnish a meas-
'ureof relief to milions of our senior citizens.

These millions will be grateful to Congress for the speedy enact
meantt of H. R. 18549. , To deny these millions the gains represented
in the present bill would be little short of a crime committed against
those who cannot help themselves.

We approvthe bill's increases in benefits aad earnings base of the
old age survivors, and disability insurance program. We approve
he extension made in OASDI coverage and the proisions for bene-
" ts for dependents, the financing plan, the public assistance program
,Improvements' and the- increased in; maternal and child welfare pro-
gr" 'mn fiani._ Aflot these ec of the bill a r i e with•Iabo's historical position. ,,, •
* :vervt~un~t h bill does needs to be done-and it needs t9 be done

now". ut we a with tie Ways and Means Committe.:
your tommittee'has not been able to, recommend benefits at as high a level

10, I . 041 o o:l would be Justifiedf o coni odere solely tho need for t so.ctI6 n.% inrease of approximately 7 percent prvlded by the bll toActuany bi*hrt short ofM the rs in th0 4 cost' of, lvinthas -taken Wdace

That -i os Report No4 ,, 22$pg4 . >;~
g ?ot since 1954 have the beneflt structure and te contribution) he- a 6f the old-iiFe and~suvlvb rsInsurnce prora been revised.,

6SMui tr a Di , not Myer , in response to a question In
O'gufttltf ,tsaxy that wv had a ision ifi 19 509 1

Mrs. Pw., oK. i think that is correct. MayI a* Mr6 Wiiia

Mi~ Wu&&~& h teshk" nat been revse six* thaW timc.
Senator na nhey have not I



Mr. Wiwuws I thinkthat is a correct statement.
Senator Kxm It has not been revised since 19541
Mr. WLL M. That is right, ,

senator Km. Then-I am sorry he has gono--but the concern he
had on the basis of the records of its having been done every 9 years
is but half as serious as he had contemplated I. Mr. Wuaaxs. It is possible to put that interpretation on it. How-"
ever, there was a change in the Social Security Act but not on these
two points. That is my understanding.

Senator KEml. Well maybe it was more than half.
Mrs. PmuoN. H. Ii. 18549 represents a recognition by the House

Ways and Means Committee and the House of Representatives itself
on the validity of the position taken by, the industrial union depart-
ment the AFL-CIO and others on the need for improvements in the
DASbI, public assistance and maternal and child welfare programs.
For this response we are grateful.

But we shall continue to urge at each opportunity in the future,
that there is great need for further improvement in social security.
We shall continue our earnest advocacy of legislation accomplishing
permanent improvement of our unemployment insurance system as
opposed to legislation such as the- Unemployment Com-
pensation Act adopted this

We shall contnue to legislation designed t ide hospital-
ization, nursing and *gI care in oda . legislatio which will in
some measure aI ate t great fea illness which agues the
old person who owe that he ot ay e steadily creasing
cost ofmedica care. We all cto aboliti of the
"means" tests nd of th *den an reqiien now
used in sever States deny relie to

In brief, ein the in 0 1ide eit a 1 continue our,
efforts tow the achievement f th ac In the al
security grmdesigned to mnate no ,wan depriva o
anidneed auffer' o p f itie

I have de my e mmitte
recognize t is breit as a reflect dustrial labor's d•todo nothn' that wildlato, nt ' th delayJ eom i rting the peeng
bill. We e prom en of 'orwad
in a umani ien field- matemen upAfter my~ t n -wspepy Y'tt ton w Called the

S fact that o0u the, indust itnion, dPraent O6fre
testimony befo the Subco , ttee on Moneta& Affairs
House ,mmitte overnm June 24 is

fro* Fiederal ta lev that provi on should be rete hlere
h rtment i on 408of HT R wich ss

thsexemnption.
Slthmk you ft yo- kindest in leftg us come today ndI d deeply

hoe thtt your cmmitt i111act ' withte ouaend the swiftei s
that the .oes'calf fore"

Senator, 1Cm. Think yo.Avery moch,'is f~f)terqcp

goira~n atet tIs W*MRBeibeJoh son, "ttinnal Farm~eii
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STATEMENT OF RSUREN 1. 0HINSON, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL PARxEns UNION

Mr, Joilnsom. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee for two reasons. First, we welcome the opportunity to express
our support of the social security program generally andto explain
our position concerning its expansion on a realistic and practical basis.
Second, and more importantly, it gives us the opportunity to express
our gratitude and appreciation for the support the committee has given
to the program.

The line of questioning this morning was favorable to us, the ques-
tioning on the part of the majority of the committee.

Looking back to the early years in the formulation of the old age
and survivors insurance program, we recall opposition which has a1-
most completely made the transition over to support of the program.
In a very real sense, it is a tribute to this committee and its counter-
part on the House side that the principle of old-age insurance has been
accepted by almost everybody, even one-time strong opponents.

We need not remind you that working people in the United States
have always supported you in this and other programs under the
Social Security Act and, of course, that has been the strength of the
position of Farmers Union as our witnesses have appeared before this
committee on many occasions on various programs authorized under
the Social Security Act.

Old aae and survivors insurance: While Farmers Union support for
the OASI program goes back to the time of its inception, its first ap-
plication to a farm group was as late as 1950.

Following President Truman's recommendation of universal cover-
age in 1949, the 81st Congress extended the old age and survivors in-
surance program to regularly employed farmworkers. That same
year levels of OASI benefits were revised and tax rates adjusted to
strengthen and preserve the long-standing insurance principle under
which the program has operated since its inception and which Farm-
ers Union strongly urges be preserved. It is important that addi-
tional benefits and expansion of the program be kept on an actuarially
sound basis.

In behalf of farm families in the United States, we want to com-
mend the national and field staff of the Social Security Administra-
tion for their efforts in explaining to farm families app ication of the
OASI program and the long hours they have worked in bringing
eligible members under the farm program. A most important aspect
of their work has been in selling the program.

We would like to thank also, others involved in this effort, county
agricultural agents and so iorth who have worked in large part through
local units o a h ree of the general farm organizations.

In order that the committee may have af of the time that it needs,
to act on H. It. 18549, I respectfully request that my complete state-
ment appear in the record at the end 6f my oral remarks.

Senator Kon. That will be done.
Mr. JomNSON, The bill pawed by the House does not meet all of

the specifications we have outlined m our statement. We invite your
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consideration of our views. We feel, however, that H. R. 18549 does
move in the direction of improving existing law, and it is on this basis
that we support it.

Senator Kan. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson.
(The complete statement referred to is as follows:)

STATXUZKNT Or NATIONAL FARMS UNION RE EXPAWSZON Or SOCIAL SzoUaxTr
BuzInrITO

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we appreciate the opportunity
to appear before the Senate Finance Committee for two reasons. First, we
welcome the opportunity to express our support of the social security program
generally and to explain our position concerning its expansion on a realistic and
practical basis. Second, and more importantly, it gives us the opportunity to
express our gratitude and appreciation for the support the committee has given
to the program.

Looking back to the early years in the formulation of the old-age and survivors
insurance program, we recall opposition which has almost completely made the
transition over to support of the program. In a very real sense, it is a tribute to
this committee and its counterpart on the House side that the principle of old.
age insurance has been accepted by almost everybody, even one-time strong
opponents. We need not remind you that working people in the United States
have always supported you in this and other programs under the Social Security
Act and, of course, that has been the strength of the position of Farmers Union
as our witnesses have appeared before this committee on many occasions on
various programs authorized under the Social Security Act.

OLD AGE AND suMVIVORs INSURANCE

While Farmers Union support for the OASI program goes back to the time of
its inception, its first application to a farm group was as late as 1950. Following
President Truman's recommendation of universal coverage in 1949, the 81st
Congress extended the old-age and survivors insurance program to regularly
employed farm workers. That same year levels of OASI benefits were revised
and tax rates adjusted to strengthen and preserve the long-standing insurance
principle under which the program has operated since its Inception and which
Farmers -Union strongly urges be preserved. It is important that additional
benefits and expansion of the program be kept on an actuarially sound basis.

The principle was preserved in the extension of the old-age and survivors in-
surance program to self-employed farmers in 1954 by the 88d Congress. This com-
mittee approved this extension of the Social Security Act, in spite of opposition
of a contemporary farm organization which today lhts moderated its position
so as only to oppose any turther liberalization of old-age and survivors insurance
benefits.

We extend to the members of this committee our sincere support and aP-
preciation for the work It has done to give self-employed farmers and their full-
time employees some measure of security in their old age. We hope that you
will continue to be farsighted when it comes to improving and extending this
worthy program.

For the record, in behalf of farm families in the United States, we want to
commend the national and field staff of the Social Security Administration for
their efforts in explaining to farm families application of the OASI program and
the long hours they have worked in bringing eligible members of farm families
under the program. A most important aspect of their work has been in telling
the story of the program. Included in this effort, also, have been teachers of
vocational agriculture and county agricultural agents, who have worked in
large part through local units of all three of the general farm organizations.

IMPROV AND SIPAND OAK1 9XXurr

There are so many bills before the committee which Improve the OA8I pro.
gram that we have not had time to analyze all of them. Therefore, we shall fore-
go supporting any specific bills, giving attention instead to the various proposals
which wq support. All of these proposals we believe to be in bills Introduced
either In the Senate or the House of Representatives.
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I. Uwrce eE AoupdeUfo* i~ee

We urn that, under the insurance principle, the 8ocial Security Act be
amended so as to provide recipients of OASI benefits, Including the disabled,
with hospitaliuation and surgical benefits, The costs of such services are such
that our aged and disabled living on OAS! benefits are unable to pay for such
health services. According to a publication of the lAbor Department, Medical
Care, by lisabeth A, Langford, the cost of medical care was 85 percent higher
in December 1060 than 20 years earlier, with two-thirds of the rise having
occurred In the last 10 years, Over the 20.year lw'rlod ending in l)oeoanbor 1950,
hospital room rates have increased N6 percent. Moreover, the exlmtndlture per
failly for medical care has Increased. Acordlng to the Labor J)epnrtomnt pub
licatlon referrml to above, after adjustment for prk's Incroaaw, the expenditure
per family for medical care in 19O0 was nearly 21A times as much1 as in 1084-80,
evon though family sioe was smaller,

This amendment to the Socil Security Act in essential if we are to provide
necessary health services to our aged and disabled. Having muade Important
medical advances through research, we must provide for their practical use in
ministering to those who need them the most.
8, Pe.altv oa eartiWpf

We believe that the present limit on earnings for recipients of OAST should
be lifted from $1,40 to $1,800 before any penalty on OANI bonelits Is inflicted,
and urge the committee to approve such an anmendmont.
8. J,*rmae OASI beae0ta

We rammend an increase in OASI benefits for all persons covered, with the
largest percentage Increases in the smallest payments. As a minimum, we urge
increasos as follows:

Smallest payment, now $80, Increased to $8.
Larg st Imtment (single person) now $108,50, up to $121.
Largest payment (married couple) now $102.75, up to $181.05.
As a first priority, we favor committee action to Increase OASI payments.

When this is accomplished, we shall also support increasing the wage base from
its present $4,200 annually to $7,000 annually.
4. lieU1 OASI benoelfe for womsen a$ age 6S

Women now must take reduced benefits It they apply at age 02. We urge that
the committee approve an amendment making possible full benefits at that age.
5. Oomeptg OAS1 bee$fe foroarmers

Under the Social Security Act, as amended, farmers are permitted to exclude
5 years of lowest earnings. However, with coverage beginning January 1, 1008,
a farmer retiring this year, for example, has only a year of earnings on which
to compute his OASI benefits. The Social Security Administration has permitted
dropping 1 of the 8 years, the lowest, and has computed OASI benefits on the
remaining 2 years. As farmers become covered for periods In excess of 5 years,
this provision of present law will operate satisfactorily. But farmers retiring
after 3 years of coverage, and prior to the time when the present provision of law
will apply fairly, will continue to be penallsed in computing OASI benefits.

To correct the inquity we urge that the committee approve an amendment to
give farmers the same basis for calculating OAST benefits as others covered.
Specifically, we urge that you provide that farmers be forgiven their 5 years of
lowest earznlgs allowing them to go as far back as 1080 in establishing their
bae for computlns OASI benefits. I

Farmers total net income has dropped from $10 billion in 1901 to $12.1 bil-
lion in 195?, or 25 percent, Per family incomes, in 1957 dollars, have dropped
from U,97 to $2,490 over the same period, a reduction of 20 percent. These
fSgure Indicate the extent to whirh farmers are penalized in computing 0AS
benefits. We urge that you take action to correct the inequity that continues
to arise out of using as a base, years in which farmers had sharply lower in-
cone% due to the lisenhower-Benson sliding scale.
E. Remove age imfatioa on dfkabiftt benefits

We do not believe that there should be any age limit on disability benefits pro-
vided for elLigible persons under the insurance principle of the OAST program.
We believe, In this connection, that provisions of existing law covering benefits
to dependents of disabled persons should be amended to Provide that benefits be'
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based on number of dependents and that such additional benefits be paid at the
time of disability of the head of the family.

In keeping with our support of maintaining the old age and survivors In.
surance program on an actuarially sound basis, we support Increases In in.
dividual and employer payments commensurate with the expansion of benefit.

The ultimate solution of economic problems of farm families and in providing
a secure old ago is the achievement of an income that will allow them to par.
ticipato fully In the OASI program and which, in addition, will permit adequate
private savings and investment. The decline in farm income in recent years
has been reflected, for example, In farmers' purchnsos of insurance, Fr'm poe.
pie constituted 1:1.8 percent of the population In 1d5, but then purchased only
2 percent of the lifoe-lIuranco policies sold. While in the United States as a
whole some TO percent of the citisonry Is covered by life Insurance, only about
50 percent of the farm population Is covered. In Iowa, a recent survoy showed
that 24 percent of the farm famillios queried possessed no life insurance and 22.0
percent wore covered by loss than ;2,000. Until farm income permits an ox-
ponditure of $210 or more per year for life Insurance providing endowment at
maturity and covering the working years of the family concerned, there is no
hope of any appreciable contribution toward solving the problem of security
past retirement age by family effort alone. Thus the need for adequate OAI
benefits is of great urgency for farm familles. The survivor benefits provided
In the event of the death of the family bread winner are an Important part of
the CA81 program.

The average age of farm operators in the United States Is 49.0. It has In-
creased rapidly in recent years, and an a result, the need of farm people for
an improved expanded OASI program has become more and more compelling.

Farmers retiring under the OAHI program are finding It difficult to live on
the benefits derived from this program. In many Instances private savings, if
any, have been exhausted In educating children and in getting through recent
lean years since 19O1, when, as we have indicated, farm Income dropped one-
fourth.

There continues to be the problem, also, of the Increasing cost of living with-
out commensurate increases In the OASI benefits. We urge that the committee
request appropriate agencies to study this situation and make recommendations
for the solution of the problem. It is becoming increasingly clear that there
is a need for legislation to provide for automatic changes In OASl benefits and
tax rates, to be made on up and down shifts In the coat of living. Such a study,
however, should not interfere with the proposals we have made for Improv.
ing and expanding the OASI program which you are already considering as a
result of the many bills before the committee.

Farmers Union strongly supports establishment of Federal programs to help
develop solutions to unemployment In cities and urban areas. Just ans o the
case with farm famillest the OASI program does not help those In cities who
cannot make the best use of It. Broadening the economic opportunities of citi-
zens In chronically depressed urban Industrial and mining areas must come be-
fore the fullest benefits of the OASI program can be realized.

Farmers Union believes that the Interests of farmers and working people In
eltles are closely Interrelated and we support legislation to maintain fully ade-
quate purchasing power among workers during periods of unemployment.

TITLIS No, XV, So OF 1SOM"A SECUffT AMl

Restpting the above titles, Farmers Union is fully In support of Federal par-
ticipation in the grant-ind public assistance programs carried on with the
States. We urge additional Federal contributions to the States for expanding
the benefits to recipients of this assistance. Farmers Union supports additional
dollar benefits for these programs whose beneficiaries have too lttle purchasing
power In many instances to buy the bare necessities of life

There Is an Immediate urgency for Increasing old-age benefits.
Moreover t, we support the institution of a food stamp plan under which those

declared eligible by appropriate State agencies and the Federal agency ad-
ministering the program wou't be assured an adequate diet. Such legislation
was recently reported br tl _ Uouse Agieulture Oommlttee.' The mn hindrance

29748--38-.---14
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to such a ptram for recipients of public assistance and other needy persons
continues to be the opposition of the administration. We urge members of this
committee to support the Sullivan bill reported by the House Agriculture Com-
mittee and to support similar legislation introduced this side of the Congress
in the Interest of consumes.

farmers' interests will not be directly affected by much a program. But, In
ffect, its enactment will permit stepping up food consumption among the needy

persons In the United States and, to the extent it does provide an additional
outlet for farmers' produce, farmers' interests will be served. We feel that the
interest of needy persons Is the Justification for the program and our support
Is based on such need.

We believe also that the operation of the food stamp plan through existing
channels of trade (processor, wholesale, and retail) will have a stimulating ef-
fect upon the economy in this period of recession.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee and pledge su'-
port of the farmers Union for improvement In and expansion of benefits undel'
the entire program en mp~alssd by the Social Security Act, as amended.

Senator Kmut Mr. Townsend.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. TOWNSEND, TREASURER, THE TOWN-
SEND PLAN FOR NATIONAL INSURANCE, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
DOYLE ELLIOTT, ACTUARY

Mr. TOWxSEND. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert C. Townsend, treasurer
of the Townsend Plan for National Insurance, and my associate this
afternoon is Mr. John Doyle Elliott, actuary.

I speak today on behalf of that segment of our population which
is most vitally concerned and most directly touched by the legislation
this committee now has under consideration. I refer to our senior
citizens, many of whom are affiliated with the organization I have the
honor of representing.

My purpose is to urge this committee to view, if it can, this whole
matter of social security through the eyes of the people most inti-
mately affected, and I think you will agree that these include first
and foremost those already retired and the substantial number who
plan retirement in the near or immediate future.

I think, gentlemen, that on the whole these people take a somewhat
dimmer view of H. R. 13549, the recently passe, House bill, than
do others for whom retirement is a vague and far-m-the-future
prospect

The matter of the modest increase in benefits is a case in point.
Perhaps some economists and statisticians honestly regard a 7-percent
increase with a minimum of $3 as a realistic, and even rather generous,
concession to the retired aged.

But let us appraise matters from the viewpoint of the recipient. If
he is given the minimum, he will find himself with exactly 10 cents
a day more than he now has. His weekly increase will amount to 70
cents. Yet you and I know that 10 cents is about half the amount
needed to buy a loaf of bread, and a housewife would be hard put to
serve even an economy dinner for as little as 70 cents.

The Voint is abundantly clear. The benefit increases contemplated
in Hl L. 18549 are absurd. They add virtually nothing to either the
purchasing power or the wel-beig of the retired men and women who,
in too many instances have no source of income other than their
men rsociadsc ciyhcl.k_.

. do not deny that there are some merits m the House bill. Cer-
tainly, the clauses which liberahze benefits for orphans are to be

904
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applauded. The provision to increase from $80 to $100 the monthly
amount which would occasion the loss of a benefit is'long overdue, and
should be approved. The increase in family benefits represents a
rogresivestep. The House deserves full credit for incorporating

these features and I am sure I a k for the majority of our older
people when I say that they will thank the Senate, too, for misistig
upon these desirable improvements.

But these are minor matters, and, in a sense it is fruitless to praise
a small part of a bill without considering the whole. The whole,
gentlemen-the bill taken as a whole--is poor legislation.

Two basic changes are ignored in H. R. 18549.
One concerns the icie'ase in benefits, which I already have touched

upon. I would at this point add only these further observations:
It seems to me that tle elderly voter will find it difficult to reconcile

his 7-percent increase with the 10-percent increase in civil-service
salaries and civil-service retirement -benefits authorized by the 85th
Congress.

Since the latter were represented as cost-of-living adjustments, the
retired on social security must logically wonder why their adjust-
ment should be 3 percent less. The senior citizen must ponder the ob-
vious fact that the prices he is charged for goods and services are the
same as the prices charged Government workers.

Meanwhile, living costs keep rising and social security keeps lagging,
and, as a result, the typical beneficiary today is no better off than he
was in the earliest days of the system, when the benefits were low but
the dollar was substantial.

I repeat, gentlemen; try to look at this through the eyes of the aged.
The totally inadequate benefit increase proposed- in this bill can do
no more than perpetuate a subsistence level that borders on actual
poverty.

From a realistic standpoint, benefits should be incre* ed 100 percent.
Perhaps you would regard this as politically unacceptable at this time,
and perhaps it is. But political considerations don't change the eco-
nomic facts of life. Somewhere between 7 and 100 percent there must
be a compromise that makes economic sense, and I suggest the figure
is a whole lot closer to 100 than it is to 7.

I appeal to the conscience of this Congress. How in Heaven's name
can you increase benefits by 10 cents a day and expect the people to
believe you have legislated in their interests ? You can't. Iam sure
that every person in this room knows you can't.

And how can the Congress explain away the almost total disregard
shown the nearly 2 500,000 persons dependent upon the old-age-assist-
ance program ? With its right hand, H. R. 13549 increases Federal
participation in the grants-in-aid program, and, thus would seem to
improve the lot of age-aid recipienKa But, with its lekt hand, it takes
away the $6-per-month direct Federal allowance for medical care. As
a result an old-age-assistance recipient who is taken ill will be no
better oh than before.

The second basic change ignored in H. R. 18549 concerns financing,
and it isto this most vital matter that I propose to devote myself &
the remainder of my statement.

Every 2 years for the past decade, the Congress has had to patch
up the social-security system. And why? Because, from the very
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start, Its method of financing was faulty. Now we ure beginning to
rap the whirlwind,

This significant sentence appears on pap 9 of House Report
No. 9988. 85th Congresgnd session (this Is the report of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means which accompanied H. R. 1854):

The latest oncrang cost etimates prepared by the Ohlef Actuary of the
Social Securtv Administration show that the old-age and survivors insurance
part of tMe ptograt (as distinct from the disability pat) is further out of
actuarial balance titan your committee considers It prudent for the program
to be.

Earlier this summer, the Social Security Administration predicted
a I.year period during which benefits would exceed outgo and the
trust fund would be diminished.,
IhBefore that, the Administration was forced to concede publicly

that, because of gross miscalculations regarding the number of women
who would claim benefits at ages earlier than 65, the number of
farmers who would apply, and the amount of money that could be
expected in the form of payroll taxes, social-security finances were
running out of balance.

And, before that, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare warned the Congress that it could not establish a minimum
monthly benefit of even as little as $75 a month without imposing
a back.breaking tax burden on the wage and salary earner.

These are onYl a few of the most recent symptoms of a sick financial
system. I think it is fair to say that, if the financial system had been
sound in the first place, 90 percent of social security's troubles would
not have arisen.

The Congress has never squarely faced up to the problem. Instead,
it has contented itself with patchwork revision every 2 years. What
is more, It has deliberately swept the problem under the rug by
saying, 'Well, we'll raise the taxes next year, or 10 years hence.' I
suppose this has been politically palatable. But it hasn't solved any
problems. If it had, we wouldn't be here every other year trying
to solve them all over again.

Here is an example of what I mean:
It is now proposed that social-security taxes be increased to 2

perant on worker and employer alike beginning in 1959. This
combined tax rate of 5 percent would be increased to 6 percent in
1960, to 7 percent in 1968, to 8 percent in 1966, and to 9 percent in 1969.

(It is optimistically proposed that the 9-percent rates would be
in operation not only in 1969 but "and thereafter." Surely, we cannot
be so naive, considering our past experience with social security, to
believe that the increases will stop at 9 percent.)

But where is the logic in these future 'calculations?
In other words, if it is desirable to impose a total tax rate of 9

percent in 1969, then why isn't it desirable to impose the rate nextyear in 1959 1
~What do we think is going to happen in 10 years to jUstify the

change i rate? Why willit be good then, but ban ow? Is there any
evidence to sfugged that wage earner b , years hence will be more
wMlling, or better able, to pay-ite higher rateI Of coure not. ,
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Do we think the people of 1969 are likely to be more deserving of
higher benefits than the people who are now retired I The notion is
preposterous.

vWhy then, do we propose such a schedule of graduated tax in.
creases Is t not, in all honesty because we are politically fearful?
Haven't we taken the easy and the morally dishonest way out?
Haven't we deliberately contrived a scheme to dull the worker's re.
distance to taxes by sneaking up on him with a percentage point here,
a percentage point there, camouflaged by the passing of tie? 01
course we have.

Make no mistake, gentlemen, I certainly do not propose that we
increase the tax rate to 9 percent at once, and neitler does the or-
ganization I represent. My tongue-in-cheek observation has a pur.
pose, nonetheless. It is to raise the question: If the people who are
wedded to social security believe in their system, then why don't they
play the game fairly ?

Bu, even if they did play fairly, they would, I believe, be doomed
to failure.

By now it should be clear to economists and statesmen alike that
social security, as it is financially constituted, has gone just about as
far as it can. If we cannot pay even a $75 minimum without intol-
erable taxes-and the social-security experts say we cannot-then we
do not have a social-security system worthy of the name.

The heart of social-security flnancing is, of course the tax on
payrolls. That is precisely where the difficulty lies.. he supply of
money subject to taxation just isn't large enough. It is all very well
to seek additional revenue by broadening the base from $4,200 to
$4,800 a year. But the base has been broadened before. And what is
the next step--$6,000? It already has been seriously proposed. Sup-

Sit did go to $6,000, or even higher. The result would be that
only the very highest paid workers would become eligible for maxi-
mum benefits, and social security would become a mockery by con-
verting itself into a pensions-for-the-rich scheme.

I submit that increasing the proportion of the payroll subject to
taxation is a poor solution. We must look elsewhere.

Our organization has legislation pending in the 85th Congress
(H. R. 7086? by Mr. Blatnik) which would, among other things, finance
Federal retirement benefits from the proceeds of a tax levied against
the gross income of business and industry, and, with appropriate
exemptions, the gross income of individuals.

The superiority of such a tax over the payroll method is immedi-
ately apparent. By applying a very low tax against the vast wealth
represented by gross income, a tremendous revenue potential is pos-
sible. A gross tax of about 2 percent would produce more than a
payroll tax of, say, 20 percent.

We can afford 2 percent. We cannot afford 20 percent.
If I can succeed in leaving you with just one thought, I shall feel

that my visit here has been eminently rewarding. And this is it:

The great, all-pervading problem in social security is financing.As long as we cling to the payroll tax method we Will perforce have
to pay inadequate benefits, and they will come at a high price, If.we
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convert to a gross income base, we can pay decent benefits at in ex-
tremely low rate of tax. - -

I urge this committee to devote deep and sober thought to the finan-
cial ampects of social security. Once we have solved that problem,
the greater part of our mission will have been accomplished.

I deeply appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to appear here
today.

Thank you.
Senator LoNo (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Townsend.
Mr. TowNSND. I have, Mr. Chairman, quite a voluminous statis-

tical report concerning our legislation which I should like to intro-
duce to the committee for the record.

Senator Logo. Is that it I
Mr. Towmwsim. Yes.
Senator LoNo. That will be included with your statement in the

record.,(The documents referred to are as follows:)

STATISAL COMpAIsON-DRCLINING EONOMIO POSITION OF THm AO UNDiw
OASI AND ELIMINATION or Tama EOONOMIC I 0rwoiuT Tilouou H. R. 7086

(Prepared by the Townsend legislative bureau, research department, Townsend
Plan, Inc., Washington, D. 0.)

The failure of OASI to better the economic position of the retired people in
the United States-along with the statistical picture of ways and means other
than those employed under OASI which are capable of eliminating the economic
inferiority of the aged-is the very crux of the social security problem. This
comparison is the purpose of this paper.

Social security is not just a program. It is a vital objective in the lives of
all Americans. They have not achieved fulfillment of this objective because we
have not yet achieved a truly adequate program. We seek a social security
program that will take into full consideration the demonstrated ability of people
to provide certain resources for themselves. These resources, in conjunction
with an adequate program, should add up to a total of economic resources ade-
quate to maintain a condition of social security in the full sense in which we
visualize it.

The great majority of people in the old-age bracket oxperlence a drastic and
progressive decline in their standards of liVing-this is the main and permanent
factor in the problem of social security. Less permanent are the factors other
than old age. Disability, for example, through medical advances, can be
expected to reduce its incidence in the future. But longevity is the permanent
factor.

Anybody aware of the economic facts of these times must recognize that while
a relatively few people can reach old age with resources sufficient for up-to-date
living, the very great majority of the American people cannot do so. If this
were not true, then Congress would not be concerned with social security in
the first place. Today, private resources (resources other than those provided
by the Social Security Act in the form of old-age benefits) provide our 65-and-
over population with less than half the basic, average income enjoyed by the
younger, fully adult population, those aged 25 through 64.

This does not constitute a condition of living which can be termed social
scrity.

The present programs, under the Social Security Act, have clearly failed to
better this condition.

Let us examine the exact facts about the comparative income-position of our
06-and-over population as revealed by the annual surveys on consumer Income
distribution, by the Bureau of the Census. The following tabulation emphati-
cally sets forth those facts which constitute the reasons for this legislation.
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Poplatkon lWreaeee io adult age proupu, Utited Steate, 1947 through I -

Income poettion of aped, 1047 twough 1059

Increases In numbers o Ipareons

1047 19 Percent

A. Ago4J4 and over:
vo.wo 82, 44WX) 6 301, W0

... 01,80K000
Tot .................. ......... 107,4120, 000 11708, 000 9.8

B. Aged14 through 4:
Men ....... ................. 47, 40, 000 0 014,000
Womn ...............w................................ 4 W O ,60, O0

Total .......... ............................... 103 000 7.0

0. Aged 26 through 04:
Men .................................................. 3,678,000 30,000

Womn ............... ................... 8 91,000 41,206000
Toa ................................. *......... 72,497,000 8o, It0, 000 10.6

D. Aged 08 and over:
Men.................... ........................ 0 000 , 000Wome .................... w........................... 865,0 7,7,0008,58,000 7, 718,000

Total. 10,041,000 14, 203 000 U4.8

Share of money income by persons 05 and over: Percent
1947 ............................................................... 171952 .... £8
1052 ............................................................... IS1953 -............................................ . ... -- 7.8s
1954---------------------- -------- ------------ "----- 7.7
1055-------------------------------------------------------- 7.9
1950 -------------- -------- w----------------7.8

1 Social Security Bulletin, Febrbary 1054, article by Jacob Fisher.
Sources: Census Bureau, Current Population Reports, Series P-0, No. G, table 1;

No. 27, table 18.

Our elderly population is Increasing over three times as rapidly as the rest
of our adult population. The income-share of the aged group remains static.
Since the whole group receives the same total share of income, the economic
position of the average member of the group continuously declines.

The part of the income of the aged which Is made up of social security bene-
fits Increased from 18.9 percent In 1947 to 80.9 percent In 1956. Conversely, the
part of their Income made up from other resources declined from about 86 per-
cent In 1947 to about 60 percent In 19568. The ability of most Americans to
finance their old age through other means than our Federal social security law
Is shrinking fast and steadily. Our present social security program has failed,
not only to better the economic position of our people in old age, but It has even
failed to compensate for the constantly shrinking ability of the people otherwise
to provide for their old age. These are the facts. Drastic action on social
security legislation must be taken.

Analysis of table 18. Our-rent Population Reports, Consumer Income, Series
P-0, No. 27, shows that In 1956 the people In the United States aged 65 and
over received an aggregate money-income of $20,255,682,000.

The Social Security Bulletin, March 1967, shows that this segment of the popu-
lation received $4,488,978,000 in benefits under title II of the Social Security
Act (see table 7). Table 10 of the same Issue shows that they received the sum
of $1,678,74,000 In benefits under title I. Thus, they received a total of $6,165,-
847,000 In old-age benefits from the Social Security Act.

Subtracting these old-age benefits from the aggregate of money-ncme the aed
received, there remains $14,090,28,000 from other soured

* 'Social Seaurity Bulletin, Ansual Statistical Supplement, 1985, and olo Secla
Bulletin, April 1957.
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At the arage benefit-rate of $140 r month-and asuming a many as 12

million full benficlarlee a S a8 and over under n. It T088-they would
have r"Olved about $21 bit Ion In benefits under this bill. This would have
brought their agregate of moneylncome up to about $85 billion in 1980, as i
total group.

to order to hae been on ful varity with the adult group aged 25 through 04
th would have needed about Wo billion, In I0MO.

nH .Ito 08O would have placed the aged, as a group, reasonably near to
the theome4tandards enjoyed by the rest of the fully adult population-and, at
the same time, sins virtually no person among them would have had less than
the benefit under H. I, 100, poverty among this put of our people would have
been nonexistent,
Mr, Chairman, that is specifically what H, 1t, 7080 i designed to accomplish.

It provides the ways and mans of aseempliphing it. The present system makes
o p ress toward bettering the relativeincorme position of the aged. We feel

It Is no Iongr a matter of serious debate--in view of the facts available today-
as to whether It can be done. Rather it i a matter of whether-the Congress
actually intends to provide decent standards of living for Amerieans in the latter
years ot their lives.
Mr, Chairmoni, avoompanyins this presentation, I submit the memorandum

af analele of H, I TO entitled "Elxplanation of lastimates of Monthly Beuefits
Available Under H. It. 7080, and Description of Data on Which estimates Are
Baed" for the committee's reference and study.

IZK.NAM O t 'CSTIMATIC o1 MOf lTvt flWT RRIOMf AVATLA1T. UNDRIC It, ,
108 AN DascawION or DATA On WHitOn mOsIXATte Ans BASSO

R R. ?080 (the Townsend plan bill) proposes that its benefits be financed by
a tax on the pross receipts (gross Income) "of all persons and companies, except
that all personal gross Incomm up to $25$0 per month shall be exempt." Because
this tax base Is so extremely broad, It would permit a low tax rate and, at the
sme time, a revenue yield high enough to earry out the purposes of the bill.
This yield would closely reflect the status of the Nation's economy at any given
time. automatically compensating for variations In, both the cost of living and in
prevailing standards of living.

It would be a simple matter to add up the gross receipts of all persons and
companes-If sueh data were available. Most existing reports, however, deal
with net rather than gross receipts, and those reports that do exist concerning
gross reelpts (gross inume) tend to be rather fragmentary. For example, while
the Census Bureau's Census of Business covers retail, wholesale and service
bulunesas In the United States, It does not include all businesses; and there
are aalm and overlaps in the data. Thus these reports would provide only a
minimum estimate of the proposed tax base.

Tberefore we must look elsewhere, Fortunately, data does exist from which
a maximum estimate of the tax base can be reached. Enactment of H. R. 7086,
on the strength of the maximum estimate, would insure that the benefits would
not exeted the amounts calculated herein.

This study Is, therefore, based on the maximmn approach for determining the
tax base.

I YA ON WUIKR MONTHLY RUr IT UNDRBiS V. I1, OSSA i OALOULATOU

row butnee volume
ftr the purposes of this study, the Nation's volume of business is computed

from two sets of statistics:
1. There is the monthly report of "Debits to Deposit Accounts," prepared by

the Federal Reserve Board. This figure Is the total movement of money in the
country as represented by so-called checkbook money. It ts the total of payments
made by Individuals and companies as reflected by the debits to the bank accounts
they maintain. While not all of these payments represent 'Compensation for
pws*csasves or proceeds from "trades, business, or eommerce" or "from
the sale, transfer, or exchange of property, tangible or Intangible, real or ,1e-
nma (the tax base proposed in ELt R. 7086)-most "debits" are of this nature.
Whin people wre beck they usually do so In order to make a payment of
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some sort. The exceptions are, In an important degr, the subject of the
lowing motions of this study,

2. There IS the monthly Yedral Reserve Bulletin report showing the amount
of United States currency in circulation (that Is, outside the Feral Reseve
banks and the U. 8. Treasury) as of the last day of each month# We do not
know exactly how mush business Is transacted exclusively on a currency-pay'
nent basis, but the amount is obviously substantial, However, our studies, based
on previous extensive studies by Dr. John Donaldson, of George Washingtm
University, indicate that ive times the amount of ourre in circulation is fair
Judgment of business done with cash annually. Today, total business volume
amounts to about $26. trillion, Five times the amount of curnmo in iroulaton
(presently over $80 billion) would make the currency-paid busins volume a
little over $160 billion, annually or about ( percent of the total.

If we multiplied by 0 instead of 6, the total would be increased by one-fifth of
0 percent or 1.2 percent. This, in turn, would Increase the taxyield estimate by
not more than 1.2 percent. For the purposes of this study, we have adopted the
estimate of 5 times the amount of currency in circulation, plus the total of debits
to deposit accounts as representing the total business volume annually,
21Ae lae bam e

f. R. 7080, does not propose to use either business turnover or total transao-
tions as a tax base. It proposes a tax on gross receipts rosee income), reeaved
as "compensation for personal services," or as proceeds from trades, businesses,
or commerce" or "from the sale, transfer or exchange of property, tangible or
intangible, real or personal." As a result, the tax base under 11. 1. 7088 would
be considerably smaller than the theoretical figure for total business turnover.

Following is a study of the deductions from total business volume that are s-
sential to arrive at an estimate of the yield under the proposed tax.

It is important to bear In mind thut the object of this study Is to estimate
the tax base on the basis of the maximum approach.

DMUMOrNS rOM M0TAL 9VON255 vo85TMB
I. Towee

(A) Federal revenue would not, of course, be subject to the tax under H. IL
7086. In 1057, total Federal receipts from the public were $82.1 billion-as
reported by the Federal Reserve Bulletin for February 1068, page 170; In 1906
they were $77.1 billion; in 1955 they were $87.8 billion. Since the defense pro-
gram Implies a continued high level of spending, it Is reasonable to exlmct no
significant lessening of this figure. The figure of $82 billion Is, therefore,
deducted from total business volume to arrive at the tax base under IL IL 7068

(B) State and local revenue: The Department of Commerce, In the July 107
issue of the Survey of Current Business, page 13, table 8, shows that in 1988
State and local receipts totaled $34.1 billion; in 196 $31.7 billion; in 1954 $20.1
billion. Therefore, while 1957 reports are not yet released, we adopt a ftgure
of $85 billion to represent State and local governments' recelpts--which would
not be taxable under H. I. 7068

This gives us a deductible figure for 1957 of $117 billion.
II. Beempfoa.

Section 214 of H. R. 7086 provides that the tax shall apply to the grow receipts
of all persons and companies, except that the first $250 monthly of personal
gross Income shall be exempt. Analysis of table 18 Current Population Reports,
series P-40, No. 27, presenting 1968 data on the distribution of persons by ags
and sex and money income (the latest survey reported), shows that perboa
money Income under $3,000 per year ($250 per month) aggregated at least
$166 billion. Since this figure has been mounting steadily, year by year, hay..
Ing been at about $180 billion in 1900, for example, we adopt the figure of $10
billion for the purposes of this study.

Thus we add a deductible item of $166 billion.
NOu-The proposed tax rate on gross Income under IL I. 7086 Is 2 percent.

If the personal income exemptions were not permitted, a rate of about 1.8 percent
would yield sufficient revenue to pay the same benefits, approximately, as are
envisioned under a 2 percent tax Including the exemptions. With the lower rate
and no exemptions, more revenue would be collected in the form of direct tazes
from Persons and a little less I# the -frm 'of Indirect, or pr*I-ncludec t wxa



An used in this study the term "shrinkage" applies only to a laming in the
dollar volume of business, It doe* not retfe to shrinkage In the actual produce.
tioa or distribution of goods and services,

Busiawess obviously, must accommodate to any new system of taxation, Thus,
under the tax proposed in H. It, 7080, mote producers would be prone to enter
Into agency contracts with their dealers instead of selling outright title to their
prducts In such Cas0es the values of agents' commissions would become the
masur of their gross receipts instead of the total price charged their customers,
To approach the true base of the proposed tax, such shrinkan must be rewarded
as a deductible Item,
economistts Drs aohn Donaldson of Oeort'p Washintol Univerlsity In 11)48

and 1144 and Dr, harry Moorehoune of the Universlty of Georgia it 1048,
foacludot that shrinkages due to business aeommodation to the proposed tax
would have amounted to about W billion annually in 1042 and 1048. Projecting
this estimate to the business levels of 195T, this item conservatively Iecomes
at least $100 billion annually,

(tt must be kept In mind that shrinkage represents an intangible Item, es.
specially in view of the fact that there never has been a tax on national gross

Although shrinkage Ist represented In thIs study a a factor, It IN not absolutely
certain that the operation of this tax would occasion these lessenings of business
volume. However, shrinkage are probable under a national tax and their
probable efftets must be considered.

It we ignored shrlnkage entirely, the maximum nature of the resulting esti-
mate of the tax base would be beyond challenge. With total business volume
ruling at about $. trillion In 1957, it Is obvious that the $100 billion figure
adopted to represent shrinkage In this study amounts to only about 4 percent of
the total--so that Including it or excluding it would tilter the remlting estimates
by only that amount. The fat that sonto 25 years of experience under precisely
such a tax In the limited scope of one State's liusinless, itamely, in Indin , lios
found no significant eftet due to such shrinkage, indicates clearly that It Is not
an elffet which would become such as to alter needed tax rates in any radically
large way. Deductible item, $100 billion,
IV. Loww, ivtetmoit-inapd ead tro.,efere

Under H. R. Tt8,( the principal of loans and their repayment of the principal,
capital invested, and recovery of the Invested capital would not be subject to
taxation. Interest, dividends, and capital gains would be. Bo-called flow
statistlm on the total dollar-volume of loans made and repaid are not available;
most reports deal mainly with the amounts of loans outstanding. Statistics
on the amount of new capital invested through securities are available.

There are no reports which make It loslble to measure the dollar volume of
simple transfers of funds by depositors from one account to another as a matter
of business convenience. Appendix A of this study includes sufficient flow data
to show that the minimum allowance we can make reasonably to represent these
factors Is $20 billion annually as of 197.
V. MiWoUaeos.

There are numerous other receipts that would not be taxable under H. I.
?Oft but they are not so reported that they can be segregated and measured.
For example, there are sums paid as insurance claims and the receipts of non.
profit organization and trust funds which would be exempt. In 1958, employers
alone paid some $&T billion into private pension and welfare funds, to say
nothing of employees' contributions and the issue by such funds of nontaxable
benefit payments. (See Survey of Current Business, July 1957, p. 22, table 84.)
Tbese additional items indicate even more forcibly the maximum nature of the
estimates in this study.

All things considered, under the tax proposed In H. I. 7086 the net tax base
would have been at least $M9 billion les, In 1967, than the total of debits to
deposit aeounts plus 5 times the amount of currency in circulation.

Vr tie urpe meauring the performance of the program advocated by
H. B. lowS, hr the year 1957, this study will employ the figure of $8 billion to
rwelmeat the total of items deductible from the sum of debits to deposit accounts

5 times the amount of money in cirulation. This will provide the estimatetheasitaxhess:
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IDebits to depot ,oubtL.. ......... . $0 9,8 608,000, 000
6 tims money in eireulatlon . . 154, 0, 000, 000

Tot..... .... 2, 11, 748, 000, 000
Subtracting $80,000,000,000, tle total of deductible items..-.. $1, #22, 48, 000000

since I I, t7080 provides for operation on a monthly basis--.not on an annual
bas-i-the annual fiure above reduces to an average, monthly figure of $10
billion--the net operating tax base. Thus the average monthly revenue at th.
fully matured 2-percent tax rate provided for In o It, 7080 would have been
9.2 billion in 10 7. This Is the whole fund which the Oovernment would be
naidling on the pay-as-you-go basil.s underlying H, U, 708--collectln the money
monthly and disbursing it monthly In Its entirety#

AUMINISTIATIVM 0 S

In the calendar year 1057, as set forth In the Social Security Bulletin for
March 1008, the administrative costs for the old-age and survivors and dis
ability Insurance program for the year 19057 totaled over $161 million, (ee
table .)

The cost of administration of old-age assistance in 100, was Just over $09
million, (See Social Security lulletin, Annual Statistical Supplement 10M
tables 88 and 01.)

The total cost of administering old-age survivors and disability insurance and
old-age assistance, therefore, is at least $250 million annually.

It is estimated, for the purposes of this study, that the cost of administering
tile program proposed In 11. It. 7080 would, In no case, exceed that of administer-.
Ing the above programs, or a maximum of $250 million annually. This would
amount to considerably less than 1 percent of the revenue provided for by
I. it. 7080.

11. It. 7086 proposes the simplest possible program to administer. There would
be no complex processing of wage and employment records of Individuals. There
would be no need of special personnel to determine the amounts of individual
benefits, since all recipients would receive equal bnelits; and It would only be
In respect to specific deductions, not the calculation of the benefits themselves,
that administrative procedure would become involved.

Beneficiaries would be required only to show proof of age, retirement, widow-
hood with responsibility for minors, being orphaned, or disabled-as the case
might be-to establish eligibility.

In view of those considerations it seems clear that the cost of administering
old-age, widows', and children's benefits under If. 1. 7080 could not possibly
be its much as the 1057 cost of adininistering old-nge, survivors and disability
Insurance, Due to the nimplicity of eligibility requirements and the elimination
of the present procedures In connection with maintaining lifetime wage and
employment records of all workers-the reality would be that It would cost
considerably less. This consideration Is all the more attractive when It is
realized that, undei II. R. 7080, far higher benefits would be provided for very
many more beneficiaries than under the present system.

In addition to old-age, widows', and children's benefits, there would be dis-
ability benefits under H. R. 7080. As will be shown later, it Is estimated that
there will be between 2 and 2.4 million disabled beneficiaries.

The cost of administering the disability provisions under H. R. 7086 cannot
properly be compared to the cost of administering aid to the totally and
permanently disabled under the present social-security system. The differences
between the two programs, from the point of view of administrative costs,
are great.

A disabled person would have exactly the same benefit under the Townsend
bill as any other adult beneficiary. This would be a direct, Federal payment
with no local or State funds and their additional administration being Involved,
as they are involved under the present system of aid to the disabled.

The complexities of means tests and similar requirements are eliminated
under the Townsend plan bill. In the present system of public assistance,
costly Investigation of the resources f each applicant Is required. Its absence
under the Townsend bill Invalidates any comparison with the cost of administer-
ingthe present program of aid to the disabled.

The present program of aid to the blind also involves administration of
Federal, §tate, and local funds, plus the cost of investing the rmurew of
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each beneficiary, plus periodic verification. Under H. It. 7086, the blind would
be Included with the disabled, and State and local funds plus means-test pro-
cedures would be eliminated.

For the following reasons, we have assumed, for the purposes of this study,
that the cost of adminlstering the present program 9f old.age assistance would
approximate the cost of administering the disability provisions of H. It. 7080:jFirst the number of beneficiaries under old.ago assistance is comparable
to, although probably a little larger than, the number of disabled beneficiaries
reasonably to be expected under H, It. 7080.

Second, while the determination of disability would be required under
1 I. T080, determination of the resources or need of recipients would not.

It Is conceded that, in some cases, the determination of disability is more
Involved and costly than investigation of an Individual's resources, but it is
equally true that many cases of disability are obvious, while "need" must be
certified in every old-age-assistance case. Thus, the cost of determining dti,,
ability under the Townsend bill and that of determining need under old-age
assistance must be deemed to be comparable.

Then there Is the fact that old-age assistance requires the administration of
Federal, State, and local funds, while the Townsend bill requires only the direct
Federal payment of substantially the same benefit to each beneficiary each
month. Old-age assistance also requires, in addition to the payment of end-
lessly varying amounts to Individuals, the periodic redetermination or verification
of the continuance of need-with need and, hence, payments frequently varying
even in the individual cases.

When all theme factors are considered, it appears perfectly reasonable to use
the cost of administering old-age assistance as an ample estimate of the cost
of administering the disability provisions of H. I. 7080.

For not more than the cost of administering the present programs of Insur-
ance under title It and of title I of the Social Security Act, H. R. 7086 would
administer benefits averaging more than twice as much for at least twice am
many people as all present programs put together (old-age assistance, aid to the
blind, aid to dependent children, aid to the disabled, and title I).

RSTIMATES OW IWuMMD O fl NIOWRIMS

Although Census Bureau studies of income distribution do not classify the
population by age in terms of 5-year groups, the reports do deal with such
broader ela.siflcations as persons tM to 04 and those (M5 and over. There are no
Intermediate statistics, for example, on income distribution among people aged
55 to M or 60 to 04. Thus, It Is statistically not possible to Assess the income
levels of the group over 60 but not yet 65.

Census reports show there are about 22 million persons aged 60 and over in
the United States In times of high employment, many people, of course, would
not elect to apply for benefits in their earlier years of eligibility in view of
opportunities to continue In occupations providing them better incomes than
they would enloy If they then retired. This would be particularly true of men ;
especially In view of the fact that, under H. R. 7086, wives' benefits would equal
and would be in no respect dependent upon their husbands'. For the purposes
of this study, we estimate that about 16.5 million persons aged 60 and over
would retire under the provisions of H. R. 7088 Under the provisions of sec-
tion 206 of H. R. 7088, some persons would not be recipients of full benefits
because of earnings. The actual number of persons receiving benefits would,
doubtless, be greater than the above 16.5 million (but, when balanced against
the number who would, under section 206, be partial beneficiaries, it seems that
16.5 million full beneficiaries would equal the total of all old-age beneficiaries).
But It Is obvious that the number who would actually be partial beneficlaries
due to the operation of section 208 of H. R. 7086 would result in all of them
being the equivalent of the approximately 16.5 million full beneficiaries postu-
lated above.

There seems no reason to revise previous estimates of the number of widows
with dependent children-since this segment of our population does not seem
to be inrmaing in any notable degree. Analysts of tables 4 and 5 on pages 12
and 13 of Current Population Reports, Household and Family Characteristics,
April 1963, series P-20, No. 58, dated April 11,W1954 shows:

(1) 12,t000 families having female heads with children of their own
under 18 yrs ot aie%. .
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(9) 1,0,000 families having heads of either se aged M U through M with

o dmn of their own under 18
(a) 978,000 families with husband and wife both living with heads

aged M through 64 with children of their own under 18
(b) Therefore the re 1M0,000 single-parent familles with heads

M through 64 with their own children under 18.
U. IL 7086 grants female family heads with dependent children benefits until

these women become 00. At that point, such women would become eligible for
benefits by reason of age. The number of women family heads past 60 with de.
pendent minor children must be subtracted from the total figure revealed by
table 4; namely, 1,520,000. Such persons would receive benefits by reason of re.
tirement age rather than by reason of being female family heads with dependent
children.

As noted, there are some 120,000 singlo.parent families (with heads of both
sexes), aged 15 through 64, having their own children under 18. The data does
not distinguish between sexes. However, women are more often left with chil.
dren than men, We have made the arbitrary assumption that 80 percent of the
120,000 are women and 40 percent men; 00 percent of 120,000 Is 72,000

Since the likelihood of childbearing declines as age advances, we can reason.
ably assume that only about 80 percent of the women aged 55 through 64 having
children of their own under 18 are over 00; 80 percent percent of 72,00 Is 21,000.
These 21,000 should be subtracted from the 1,520,000 families with female heads
and dependent children under 18. This leaves 1,504,400.

Table 5 shows there are 282,000 families having heads (both sexes) aged 65
and over and having children of their own under 18; that 102,000 are husband-
wife families. Therefore, there are about 40,000 single parent families among
them. Assuming (0 percent of these to be women parents, we have 24,00 women
aged 65 aid over who are heads of single-parent families having children of
their own under 18.

Since these 24,000 women would be eligible for benefits under H. R. 7086 by
reason of retirement age, they should be subtracted from the 1,U04,000 leaving
1,480,400, under the age of 00 who would qualify for benefits under H. R. 70o
as female family heads with dependent children under 18.

Obviously, many of these women would not elect to receive benefits beca'js
of gainful employment at good wages and salaries. For the purpose of this
study, we have assumed that 25 percent of these otherwise eligible women would
not qualify themselves. This leaves us with a final figure of 1,110,400 women to
be expected as probable beneficiaries by virtue of being female heads of families
and having dependent minor children.

Again, while the operation of section 206 of H. I. 7086 would probably result
in the number of women on the rolls being larger than the above 1,110,000, yet,
they should not equal more than many full (as distinguished from partial)
beneficiaries.

Although specific data on the disabled are not available, the Annual Report of
the Federal Security Agency, 1952, on page 80, states: "It Is estimated that,
among our civilian population of working age, approximately 2 million people
have total disabilities that have lasted more than 6 months. (This figure takes
no account of the large number of disabled people among the 1.2 million inmates
of Institutions of various kinds.) Among those aged 55 through 64, probably
every 16th person is totally disabled."

Therefore, an estimate of between 2 million and 2.4 million persons seems
reasonably to indicate the number of disabled beneficiaries to be expected. While
the operation of section 206 might, theoretically, bring all genuinely disabled peo-
ple on the rolls, its effect would be to render many of them partial beneficiaries
as the result of that same provision. In terms of an estimate of total bene-
ficiaries, therefore, the above 2 million to 2,4 million seems the likelihood.

Child beneficiaries under . R. 7086 must be estimated on the basis of, first,
the above estimate of female heads of families with dependent children and,
second, the approximate ratio between families involved and the number of
child beneficiaries under the present programs of insurance and public assist-
ance. Table 5 of the last (May 1958) Issue of the Social Security Bulletin shows
30 400 mother beneficiaries under OASI and 1,80,000 children. This is a ratio
of 5 to 1. Table 14 shows there to be 6090,000 families involved in aid to 4epmd
,eut children along with 1,981,000 children. This is a ratio of 8 to 1.

In the case of the Insurance program, it seems obvious that there are children
eligble for survivors benefits while their mothers may not be, In the case
of the public assistance program, it is to be realized that the children aided nay
be in families in which needs-test standards preclude ald'to the parents
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, ast~ a ratid of 8.U to I 4"s to be elo to the reallty-taietms of the
number of children, on the average, to be expected per female family head Under
H, I. I06 This would mea between 8. million and 4 million child beneficlarles
under a. It. 708

lies child beneficiaries would iv. ono.third of the preillff adult benefit
these ehild-beneficiarles would add up to between 1 million and 148 million fuli

hem gagtes

OdP beneficiaries . ..... ... . ......... n WWi.. 16.
-Disabled benecaries ....... . ... 2. 2
Ulemale he ds of fa . . . 1..... 1,1
Null beneit units via children (times 8 for persons). 1." 2

Total, full, primary benefit . 21, 0

The following alculatlon of estimated benefits is based on the foregoing
analysis. The etlmated monthly revenue yield from the 2 percent gross Income
tax proposed in HU ., 7088, minus the estimated cost of administration is pro.
rated among the probable number of full benefits. Ohildren's benefits, of course,
would be onethird of the resulting figure and partial benefits due to other
roviulons of the bill, as previously explained, are Included as making up the

total equivalent of about 21 million full benefits.
The net tax bas, $1.9 trillion divided by 12, since the program operates on a

monthly basis, amounts to $100 billion: 2 percent of $100 billion equals $8.2
billion, the average monthly gross revenue.

Administrative costs, averaging about $21 million monthly, should be sub-
tracted from monthly gross revenue, leaving $8.179 billion to be distribluted as
benefts:

$&170 billion divided by 21 million equals an average monthly, full benefit-rate
ot $151 in 1007.

If the number of beneficiaries be varied, up or down, by I million, the resulting
benefit rate would vary Inversely by slightly less than I5 percent.

If we assumed 20 million full benefits, the resulting rate would be $158 a month.
If we assume 22 million the benefit rate would be $145 a month.
If we assume 24 million the benefit rate would be $182 a month.

It is of the utmost importance to remember that this study is based on the max-
Imuin approach as emphasized at the outset.

It is of equally vital importance to bear In mind that this program would In-
volve no extensive, over-the-years-and-decades accumulation of funds-but that
the Government would collect the revenue monthly and disburse it monthly in
its entirety, with the exception of that Insignificant part needed for admnistra-
tiieexpends.

Amun -k-DTA lLATm TO AMouiTs or Mom" LoANW IN THIN 1Jrqlnm

L Value of new construction, 1957 (source: Survey of Current
uiness Department of Commerce, February 1968, p.S-7) --.- .- .------------------ -...- ...----....- ..- .----

There are no direct, flow statistics on loans In the con-
strncton Industry. Therefore, conclusions are a matter
of judgment It ls clearly an area of business of great
magntude which should be represented In this study.
With no quarrel as to anyone else's opinion that it should
be greater or less, It is here assumed that In the total
course of business procedure In the construction industry
at least one-half of the total value of the construction
represents money borrowed ------------------

U. New nonfarm mortgages ($2%000 and under), estimated
total. 19W? (source: Survey of Current BusJness, Feb-
trary loft , p. --- ---------------------------

JIMLNBW~ Iuea~tcreit extended, 1961 (source:, Survey of Our-
rest fl lnem, february 198, p. 8-17) ...... -......

IV. New oepseate securities ironed, l9t (source . Survey of
Curret Busiems, February 1958, P. 8-19) ----

71OWa -- ------ , .. .. . ---------.

$47, 255, 000, 000

8,0 27, 00, 000

24, 248, 000, 000

423 000, 000
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0oans, in their efeet as part of the total volume of business, area twoa
affair, that is, they are not only being made, but they are also being repaid.
Therefore, In the theoretical long run, double the figure of loans made would
iroprly represent the dollar value of loans made and repaid, This woulddouble the above total figure, making the factor at least $200 billion to be do.

ducted from total business volume In the course of this study's approach to thetax base proposed In H. P". 70"6

Senator Lowo. Next is Mr. John N. Taylor, National Federation
of the Blind,

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN N. TAYLOR, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF THE DLIND

Mr. TATYWn. Mr. Chairman, may I first identify myself for the
record.My name is John Taylor, and I wish to present a summary of a
ment prepared by Dr. Jacobus tenBroe, president of the National
Federation of the Blind. Unfortunately, Dr. tenBroek was not
able to be here today, and again unfortunately, neither have the ink
print copies of the statement arrived.

I wish, however, to request that the statement be included in the
record and I will deliver copies to this committee.

Senator LoNo. That willbe done.
Mr. TAYLOR. H. B. 18549 which is presently before this committee

provides for a 2-year extension of special legislation previously en-
acted with respect to aid to the blind programs in Missouri and Penn-
sylvania.

We believe that this extension is a step in the right direction but
that it does not go nearly far enough. We therefore respectully
urre this committee to provide a permanent solution to this problem.

This can be accomplished by amending the bill to provide that a
State Plan for aid to the blind may use a more liberal means test
than that presently in effect without loss of Federal funds and, also,
without increase in Federal funds.

The independent programs for aid to the blind in both Missouri and
Pennsylvania, which have been in operation since before the passage
of the Federal Social Security Act have been held to be out of con-
formity with the means test requirements of the Federal act. Only
by grace of special legislation first enacted in 1050 andsibsequently
extended twice have the two States been permitted temporarily to
retain their separate public assistance plans.

The present expiration date of the special legislation is June 30
1959. The .expiration date of the extension contained i the bili
before your committee is June 80,1961.

It will be evident that the rented postponement over nearly a
decade of any systematic attemp to solve this problem has created a
dilemma both for the organized blind and for the two States con-
cerned. Congress has consistently declined to consider a permanent
solution toward the close of its sessions, and near the expiration of the
extension periods on the ground of lack of time for proper study

On the other hand Congress has refused to take up the problem at
an earlier period on the ground of lack of urgency. .

Accordingly, we are constantly in a dilemma. We hope that this
time your committee will solve this problem and solve it once and for

all.
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Long-range plaiming of any kind on the part of the States con-
corned with repet to tsir puiblio-assistance programs for the blind
has been rendered impossible. It should be recognized that when the
proposed extension of the Missouri-Pensylvanni Programs has ex-
pared, nothing will have been changed, and the States will be no
closer to a solution of their problem. We believe therefore, that there
is no reason whatsoever in terms either of policy. or experience to
grant only a stopgap reprieve to the two States rather than to pro-
vide a permanent and long-range solution to the public-assistance
problem which affects their programs of aid to the blind.

Before describing how such a permanent solution to that problem
ma.y be implemented in the present bill, let me take a moment to ex-
plain the nature of the problem itself.

Under the special legislation which is presently in effect the Fed-
eral Government furnishes participating funds only for thos blind
persons who can meet the present rigid requirements of the Federal
law.

The remaining eligible blind people of Missouri and Pennsylvania
receive aid entirely front State funds.

It is an ironic comment upon the attitude of the Federal adminis-
trators that the very features of the Pennsylvaia-Missouri plans
which lead to their being held out of conformity with the Federal
act are exactly those most conducive to fulfillment of the self-care and
self-su pport purposes written into the act by the 1950 Social Security
Amendments.

The origin of the so-called Missouri-Pennsylvania problem goes
back to a bout 1950 when the Federal officials informed the two States
that they could not receive Federal money for their federally eligible
blind aid cases if they continued to maintain these wholly State sup-
ported programs for federally ineligible cases.

The special legislation passed by' Congress in 1950 since twice ex-
tended and now proposed to be extended again in h. R. 13549 has
forestalled the enforcement of this Federal decree temporarily.

We believe that the fairest and most feasible solution to the
Missouri-Pennsylvania problem is to add a sentence to clause (8) of
section 1002 (a), title X, of the Social Security Act which would read
as follows:

A State plan for aid to the blind shall not be -required to meet the require.
ments of clause (8) if, in lieu thereof, it provides that the State agency in de-
termining need, shall take into consideration less of the other income and re-
sources of the individual claiming aid to the blind than would be required to
be considered- under clause (8) or shall disregard more than the first $15O per
month earned income, or that the State agency shall pay a' fixed sum to all in-
dividuals eligible for aid to the blind; but payments under section 1008 shall
be made in the case of any such plan only with respect to expenditures there-
under which would be included as expenditures for the purposes of section 1008
if the plan met the requirements of clause (8).

This proposal would make possible several positive accomplish-
ments. It would restore a vital right of the States-the right to make
their own decision whether or not to establish and support entirely
from State funds a more liberal program of aid to the blind than the
Federal Government chooses to allow.

It would preclude Federal interference with wholly State-supported
programs for the blind on the ground that they are too liberal, thus
permitting the States to experiment with various plans and to go as
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far as they wish beyond the minimum standards of the Social SeeOurity Act,till more important, the proposed legislation would affirmatively

carry out the purposes of self-support and rehbilitation which have
always been held by Congress to be a part of public assistance by en*
abhng more blind persons to make their way offthe relief rolls, to put
their productive years to maximum use and thereby to become more
usefu citizens and contributing members of their community.

Finally, it should be plainly stated and clearly undersood that
since by the provisions of this measure the Federal Government would
only provide participating funds for those individuals who would
qualify under the present strict Federal definition of need the plan
could not possibly increase by I cent te cost to the Federal Govern.
ment.

It would in fact, provide, in time, a real financial benefit to the
Federal Government through the increased productivity of those per-
sons stimulated to become self-supporting. @ .

There are other respects in which H. R. 1359 requires implementa-
tion. It calls for change in the matching formula providing addi-
tional Federal money to all States for their blind-aid programs.

While this is a desirable improvement, a change in the Federal
formula which makes possible more adequate financial provisions for
the needy blind is not enough.

Congress should now take affirmative steps to require the Federal
officials to carry out and implement the constnctive purposes under-
.lying the self-care and self-support amendments enacted by Congress
in 1 6.

Unfortunately, the clear commitment of Congress to the new con-
structive purposes of self-support and self-care has not been shared
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in its adminis-
tration of public assistance under the amended law.

In plain fact, these objectives have been permitted to laguish or
have frittered away through deliberate inattention.

The administration has chosen to interpret the new language of self-
support and self-care in its very narrowest possible sense as involving
no more th.n the provision of certain limited services and accordingly
it has done nothing to implement the amendments other than share in
the expense of expanding staffs of State agencies.

All other devices and forms of implementation which are within
the purposes and provisions of the law have been rejected or ignored.

The more important and constructive of such proposals, adoption of
which would do-much to fulfill the self-support purposes of public
assistance for the blind, are those which would do, (1) provide foi' um
increased exemption of earnings for all blind recipients of aid to the
blind and, (2) provide that every blind recipient who has a reasonable
plan for self-support may utilize all his property and resource in the
process of carry out that plan.

Mr. Chairmanin view of the fact that this committee has other
witnesses, I believe that I would appreciate only the opportunity
to recommend that the committee seriously consider the written state-ment which I will submit to the committee and allow me to expresss

my appreciation and the appreciation of the National Federation of

29748--t8-15
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the BliWd, and its members throughout theNation for thisopportunity
t appear at this late date in the session.

.We- .espectfully urge your serious consideration of our recoin-
iendationi, and particularly our recommendations with regardsto a
pemanent solution to the Pennsylvania-Misouri problem which has
1ftie us and has required a considerable amount of your effort over

Senator LoNG, Thank you very much, Mr. Taylor.
(The prepared statement follows:)

0*ATUNTO1P THI1 NATIONAL PMlUcATION Or THXi BUiND 1laspUR THE COMMIT
fl0&INOtAIcE 01 T119 UNIlTn STT4 SSNATZ, AUoUST, , 1o8s

Submitted tby Prof. Jacobus tenBroek, president, National Federation, of the
Blind, Berkeley, Calif.

Mr4.Chairman and members of the committee, H. I. 18540, which is presently
before this committee# provides, for' a.2-year extension of special legislation
previously enacted with respect to aid-to-the-blind programs in Missouri and
Pennsylvlanla. We believe that this extension is a step in the right direction, but
that it does not go nearly far enough. We therefore respectfully urge this com-
mittee to provide a permanent solution to the problem. This can be accomplished
by amending the bil to provide that a State plan for aid to the blind may use a
more liberal, means test than that presently in 6ftect, without loss of Federal
funds and, also, without increase In Federal funds.

The independent programs of aid to the blind In both Missouri and Pennsyl-
vania, which have been in operation since before the passage of the Federal
Social Security Act, have been held to be out of -sonformity with the means-test
requirements. of the Federal act. Only by grace of special legislation first
euacted In 190K, and subsequently extended twice, have the two States been per.
mitted temporarily to retain their separate public-assistance plans. The present
expiration date of the special legislation Is June 80, 1950; the expiritlon date
of the extension contained In the bill before your committee Is June 80,1961.'
, It will be evident that the repeated postponement over nearly a decade of

any systematic attempt to solve this problem bas created a dilemma for the
blind, the State legislators and the State welfare departments concerned. Con.
pgess has consistently declined to consider a permanent solution toward the close
of Its sessions, and near the expiration or the extension period, on the ground of
lack of time for proper study; on the other hand, Congress has refused to take
up the problem at an earlier period, on the ground of lack of urgency. Accord.
Ingly, we are eQnstantly In 4 dilemma. We hope that, at this time, your colp-
mittee will solve this dilemm# for us.Long-range planning of any kind on the part of the States concerned, with re.
speet to their public-assistance programs for the blind, has been rendered Im.
possible. It should be recognized that whpn the proposed extension of the MIs-
souriPennsylvanla programs has expired, nothing will have been changed and
the States will be no closer to.a solution of their problem. We believe, there-
fbre, that there Is no reason whatever, In terlis either of policy or experience,
for Congress to grant only a stopgap reprieve to the two States rather than to
provide a permanent and long-range solution.'

Before describing how such, a permanent solution to the problem may be Im-
plemented in the pending bill, let me take a moment to explain the nature of the
problem ,. ," I, I .

Under the speciall legislation which Is presently In effect, the Federal Gov&
eminent furnishes, participating funds only fox; those blind persons -who -can
meet the rigid requirements of the Federal law. The remaining eligible blind
people of Missouri and Pennsylvania receive aid entirely from StAte funds. / It
Wk at ironic comment upon the attitude of the Federal administrators thnt the
Very features of the Missouri and Pennsylvania 'plabs which led to theli being
held out of conformity with the Federal Act'are exactly those mostWconducive
to fulfllneat of the self-support and self-care purposes written into the act by the
1906 Secl 8eQurity 4zn endm.nts The main features of these, plans are as
folows:
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Missouri has two separate plans of aid to the blind, one -of which is finances
entirely by State money and- provides for those blind individuals ,who meet, the
eligibility requirements of the State law but do not meet the stricter require,
merits of the Federal law. The other Missouri plan Is supported by both Fed.
eral and, State participating funds and covers only those Idividuals who qualify
according to the rentrictive Federal definition of neWd. Unlike Missouri, Pqnnq
Sylvania has a single plan of aid to the blind, but thosereciplents who are eligible
for' FederallAssistance and those who are Ineligible are separated as a bookkeep.
Ing ttansacton. In both States a fixed uniform grant of $60 per month In paid
tech, blnd recipient,'as opposed to the variable individual payments under
the Federal law. In both States, 4 exemptions of earnings and propery are
more liberal than under the Federal statute: In Missouri a blind person may earn
up to $175 p r month, and in Pennsylvania up to $148.88, while remaining eligi.
ble for the full amount of the State pension. This is In contrast to the mai.
mum of $150 per month required to be treated as exempt earnings under th#
Federal law.

The origin of the so-called Missourl-Pennsylvania ,problem goes back to
about 1050, when the Federal officials lqformed the two States that they could
not receive Federal money for federally eligible blind aid cases if they con-
tinted to maintain their wholly State-supported programs for federally Ineligible
cases. The ipwcial 'legislation passed by Congress in 190, which has since
been 'twice, extended and now is sought to be extended again by H. R. 18549, has
forestalled the enforcement of this Federal decree temporarily.
'This,' then, 'is the' Missuuri-Pensylvania problem. How may it be solved

peruimnehntly? We believe that the fairest and most feasible solution is to add
a single oentpnee to clause (8) of section 1002 (a) Of title IX of the Social
Secuiffy Act. Y'P1lowing the language of 'I. It. 12209, introduced during the
15resent session by Representative Thomas It. Curtis of Missouri, the sentence
Would read:I"A State plan for aid to the blind shall not be required to meet the require-
ments of clause (8) If, In lien thereof, it provides that the State agency,- in
determining need, 'shall take Into consideration less of the other income and
resources of the Individual claiming aid to the blind than would be required
to, be' Considered* under clause (8) or shall disregard more than the first $50.
per month of earned income, or that the State agency shall pay a fixed umm
to all' individual eligible for aid to the blind; but payments under section 1003
shall b made, In the case of any such plan, only with respect to expenditures,
therurhdei which would be included as expenditures for, the purposes of section.
4008 If the plan met the requirements of clause (8)."

In substance this proposal would preserve to all the States their right to
provide improved welfare programs for the blind -financed wholly from State+
funds. It would permit Missouri And Pennsylvania to retain their distinctive
aid plans, and would allow other States to adopt similar programs If they so
choose. More specifically, the proposal would continue to measure by present
standards the amount of each State's Federal grant, and do so on identical+
terms to all States. The definition of the. means test cpntgined In clause: (8),
of section '102 (a) of the act would' apply to all State# for the purpose, ofi
determining the part of, any, State's expenditures that would be covered by the
Federal grant.

However, this, formula would Impose upon the States no limitation or require- ,
ment on the permissible exceptions frqm the means test in the direction of,
greater liberality, in order to retain a title X Federal grant for federally'
eligible cases. But to prevent any attempt at circumventing the minimum
standards -of the 'Federal program by transferring recipients to a much less
adequate State program, States would be permitted -to Increase but not to
decrease the extent to* which the recipients' earnings, income, or other resources
may be excepted from the means test

This proposal would make possible several positive accomplishments. It would,
restore a vital' right of the States--the right to make their own decision whether
or not to establish and support entirely from their own funds a more liberal
program of aid to the blind than the Federal Government chooses to allow.- It,
wOuld preclude Federal Interference with wholly Statesupported programs for
the blind on the ground, that they are too liberal, thus permitting the States to
exp rlment' with various plans and to go as far ap they wish beyond the mini-
muM standards of the ft4. al Security Act.' 'tll more Important, the* probpe
legislation wold afflftatively carry out the purposes of selft-Nport and re-
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habilitation which haye always been held by Oongr ss to be a part of public as.
ibtauooe by eiabliln more blind persons to make molti way of the relief tolls,
to put their pry0lotiVe earo to muztUum Is, and thereby to become more Use,
tle oltensa A contributlu members of their community.

Frially It should be pat Itttted and Clearly understood that tine by the
wvie of this measure, t e ftderil Goerment would only provide Ur

tiopati fund$ for tbhse Individuals who would qu.ltfy nder the present 404 et
lealdellonlta of "need," the plan 10ol4 1 st possibG Increase by I oet the

cost t* the Feeral overnment. It wouod, in act, provide, in time I financiall
benefit to the )oeral (lvernntent through the increased prwdiutivlty ot those
perons t1timulated to becoe self4upportno,

Wurthermoms the ltOglation would bring the eeral ruling with respect to
the P , ylvatia alid Misouri programs into alinetent with other Federal rut.
taI. The State of coloredo for example has an old agsuotance program
which provides for eligibility at age 00 Instead of ag% 0 as required by the

ederalstandards, with finsaelif provided solel? by the state with respect to
all thome between (0 and (K, nevertheless, Co orado's program for the aged
above W han received the approval of the Federal administrators, In Callfornia,
them am no less than four groups of recipients of public asistance In whose
payments the Federal Government does not share: Reelpents of aid to partially
elfspIporting blind; recipients of oid to needy children in boarding homes

ant institutions; recipients of aid to needy children in the so.called misman.
asemout easm In which aid is paid in kind or under restrictions: and saed an
blind recipients of aid who are patients In institutions for the mentally Ill.
The drat group are Ineligible for Federal funds because the Income and property
coaditlow of elifibility tot the state program are too generous; the second, be.
tause the children Involved are not being cared for in their own homes and by
relatives of a specitied degree of closeness; the third, because assistance Is not
to the term of an unrestricted money payment; the fourth, because of a specific
exclusionary provision in the Federal social Security Act. The pubili-issist.
ace payments made to these various recipients are, therefore, derived entirely
frm State and county sources, Neverthelem, despite the presence in California
of these totally State-supported public slstance programs for federally In.
eligible eases the Federal officials have not--as they have with respect to MIs-
sour and Pennsylvania-held the State out of conformity with the requirements
for Federal funds with respect to federally eligible recipients. On the con-
trary, Federal officials have given the federally Ineligible programs in Califor.
ala their aetive It not express, support by allowing them to be Included within
the new State.Federal medleal-mre program for public-assistance recipients.

For the reasons given above, we urge that this committee amend U. Ht 18549
to provide a permanent and just solution to the very real problem which has been
emted for the blind people of Missouri and Pennsylvania.

It should be noted that the officials of the Department of Hoalth, education,
ad Welfare ar opposed to this permanent solution of the Missouri-Pennsylvania
problem. That opposition has received its most recent expression in a letter to
the tehalnan ot the House Ways and Means Committee from the Hecrotary of
tho Deprtment. The bands given by the Secretary for his position is that the

opeeuUo. i e provides a permanent Federal subsidy to the federally
tae.agte &aste programs. since this argument is so remarkable that It may not
be believed that the Secretary would make it, It would, perhaps, be well to quote
the exect language of the letter. It the proposed legislation should be enacted, the
ltter state *"the Federal Government would be, In effect, subsidising and sup.
porting peMsoU pr m for the blind on a pormaneut basis In the State
that now have such, or In any State that subsequently wishes to establish one.
The abeidy and support come about because the only way State pension pro.
geams tor the ulnd can be maintained alongside of, or as an adjunct to, an aid.
to-4heb4nd program under title X, without a considerable expenditure of State
feds, is by diverting for Federal financial participation those cases in their
person programs which meet the income-and-reeources requirement under the

eafal aet."
'Sow can it be said that the Federal Government. is "subeidising and sup.

p in Sate programs when the Federal contribution is limited strictly to
ow cases which are eligible under the Federal act? Not one penny more i paid

out by the federal Government than would be the case If the State had no other
yggr u of its own. Not even the Department of Health, l0ducation, and Well
bmbe it nokd, Is able to maintain that the Federal Government bears any part
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ot th 4e11al coot of the Mi siouri an Pol0nsylvunll. stte proxrnnw, What IN
aritt(1d rather, Is that, without Mporal I ptlulth ion in i te fodritly 0l11bIs
4t'N5, tho Shito Wouild perforeo, noed to sx~ond more money on its bllnd pro.
grn1--lind that, necorioly, In this il uliar sns, o tho Pedertil Jovernno..t I.
hi dlr.tly Mpporting the if~dlWtdonlt and ditilvo avtlvtt s of the i4tato, It
should he linimedihiliy cler that by this loolg, the Yedoral (ovtrnenwt Is MeuallY
wll1porllis all Mtote prO ratns iiod morvittes, it every fleld of ttctivit.. whlo,ever
It contributes to one mute a program through "flt foderal-Iftto narenmont,

The atttalo of the Poderal IoMiortnent o Msqalth, lIUMt 1to, 411d Welfare l,
It this particular, as In others, In sharp eontrset to that of the ose Ways xnd
Meann o ,nmitto. tit sot forth it tin. eoimlttfoo report asteonleonnyig It, JR

111l0, Ii'h' report eonsNIlteolly eelinphsilwtis the udesirlhiliity f levinlg to the
$11t1s, ats oppuMsd to he 111l1,ral (JoVern.wnt, broad lttitudo of dlierotioli and
ehloho II the !nIhlllp,-0uution of te l tan, provisioll of thie bill, ThIli,
flte r.ijort Mlltoo,, for EXIIltIjlnh, that, by one of its proK riEl ,hulangoe, a WatN
Illly doeldo ti4 fxtel:t to whhvh It wislhs to pay f(r meJilIi ,are by giving the
rowietit IIt llioly to jolly for lls town i'tro or by omakini it ;yi llt i ls blhalt
to tho veolr t mdmlleti0 cnre. Mimlllrly, another provision of th ill "would
enable the taitem to inereamo tMe ipymonts to indivldutnil reweiving ild as needed
or to give nssittano to additional nwtliy people," in other words, the Htato's
right to exero-1o Its cholce in th.o atdininitration of Its publIc-asiac programs
In ilven deliberate and unnistakaiskis lemphonsl,, Yet, ulndotr thit Fe ril lleIIy
with r''sjst to tie MIssoli'eiuylvani lans, this uisnlm right of choice and
option I entellorlelily refused by the Federal adminlotratoro-o wve where a
Otato In supporting a progrant entirely froin IN own funds aiod without Fodoral
Contribution,

Quile nido from tlls fA)dament1 qulstion rald by the loliy of the Veder4l
Dieparteinmat, the ecretary's lItler mlsconceivoo the nMtre of thie Mixuri.Pn-
sylvani programs and inslte the purpose of the propoUo Federal leis latlon.
fhe pruposod legislatlon., It Is stid, "would mIke It poible for the "taws to
provide, eltber under 1 program or as 2 programs, asisltanee to needy and non-
needy blind Individuals * * *." This Is simply not the enpi-ionliss the class
of "needy" blind Is 'otrl l"l to those whose earnings are no more than $O per
month. Am stated above, both Minourl and Pennsylvania set maximUm on the
earnings of a recipient that may be exempted from consideration ($l7 In the
former State, $148.88 In the latter)---a maximum which, while more liberal
than that permitted by the Federal act, still rests upon a definition of lnas4w
entirely consiltent with modern welfare conceptions of deency and health.
One is forced to conclude either that the Dkepartment of Health, Jucatlon, aM
Welfare Is misinformed about the basis of the Miaourl.Pennsylvania plans or
that It still adheres to the medieval definition of "need" a synonymous with
total destitution.

Moreover, the position of the Federal officials is flatly contradletory of the
self-support and self-care provisions written into the 1966 amendments to the
Social Security Act. If elf-support and self-care are recognised as nee& to be
met I)y the public-assistatne program, and earnings and other Income are, se-
cordlingly devoted to meeting them, then these provisions of the separate Mis-
sourl and PennsylvanIA plans are clearly within the overall plan of public
assistance approved by Congres through the 106O amendments. Thus, It might
reasonably be contended that these State plans are, themselves, in Confors0ity
with the act. The solution we propose, however, does not Insist upn thaLt. It
siml)ly provides that the States should be allowed to support awh programs
entirely out of their own funds.

The Secretary, in his letter, also draws a mistaken inference concerning the
purpose of legislation to provide a permanent solution to the Misouri-Pennsyl-
vania problem. "In enacting the Social Security Act," he writes, "the Congres
adopted the principle that the Federal Government would support aid to the
blind as a program of assistance to the needy blind administered by the States.
Congress decided against giving any support to blind-penson programs. The
public-assistance titles of the Social Security Act are not based on a peUslo
philosophy. We believe that is sound and should not be altered." The infer-
ence, clearly, is that the proposed solution caUs for an alteration of this poltc
by asking Congress to give support to pension programs and to Ignore on-
siderations of need. flut none of these inferential charges Is true. (osgr
Is not asked to give support to the State programs, but, on the contrary. Is
requested to leave them alone. The State programs do not ignore Consderatlom
of need. The proposed legislation does not contemplate or seek any lteratio
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whatsoever in the established Federal policy of public assistance, Once more
it is necessary to observe that the Federal Department has either been
wriously misinformed about the State programs, or has chosen, for measons of Its
,own, todisregard their actual provisions,
.0lt.eapport ad I-cre as pwrpoeee of pwblio aaeistatoeI There are other respects in which H6 1. 18549 requires Improvement, It calls
tot a change In the matching formula, resulting In additional Federal money to
all States for their blind-aid programs. While this is a desirable Improvement,
by Itself, more money alone ts not enough. In addition, Congress should now
take afirmative steps to require Federal administrative officials to carry out and
Implement the constructive purposes underlying the self-care and self-support
amendments of 1950.

In 19K8, Congress amended the Social Security Act to provide a fundamental
revision of the public-assistance programs. The addition of a new and con-
structive purpose, that of self-support, was made clear by section 800 of the
ainendments: "It is the purpose of this title * * * (b) to promote the well-being
of the Nation by encouraging the States to place greater emphasis on * * * help.
lug needy families and Individuals attain the maximum economic and personal
Independence of which they are capable * * *." Strengthening this general
declaration, new language was added to the purpose clause of each of the public-
assistance titles. Section 1001 of title X, dealing with the blind, now states that
Federal public-assistance grants are for the purpose of "enabling each State to
furnish financial assistance, as far as practicable under the conditions In such
State, to needy Individuals who are blind, and of oncouruging each State, as
tar as practicable tinder such conditions, to help such individuals attain self.
support or self-care * * *,"

That the new purposes of self-support and self-eare were the policy and objoc.
ties of the Social Security Administration itself was made evident by Social
Security Administrator Charles I. Schottland In presenting the 1050 amendments
to the House Ways and Means Committee. Calling "for emphasis on the con-
structive aspects" of public assistance, Commissioner Schottland urged the in-
corporation of self-support and self-care provisions into the law: "We should
make clear to States that this Is a basic purpose of the programs and one in
which the Federal Government stands ready to share financially Just as It is ready
to share in assistance payments." The proposal for Federal aid to the States for
training programs to help them secure better qualified personnel was presented
"as an integral and important part of a constructive overall approach." The
special importance of such personnel in rendering self-support and self-care
services was proposed to be given emphasis and recognition by listing it as a deter.
mninant of training allotments to be made to States. Further, Commissioner

chottland stipulated, if dependency Is to be reduced 'or eliminated, much more
must be known "about the causes of need and the most effective ways of meeting
them." Accordingly, grants were to be provided to share the costs of research and
demonstration projects, Including those having a bearing upon the "prevention
or reduction of dependency." Finally, the new medical-care program for public-
assistance recipients was offered as "desirable in relation not only to their
dayto-day needs for such care, but In relation to our intensified efforts to helpthem achieve self-support."

The subsequent report of the Senate Finance Committee on the 1958 Social
Security Amendments also heavily emphasised the integrated nature and con-
structive purposes of the self-support and self-care, research and demonstration
and training provisions. The amendments, said the report, "make clear that
the provision of welfare services to assist recipients to self-support and self-
Ve are program objectives, along with the provision of Income to meet current
needs" It was recognized that there are human as well as monetary values
at stake: "Services that assist families and individuals to attain the maximum
economic and personal independence of which they are capable provide a more
atisfactory way of living * *
The 196S amendments, thus, added the goals of elf-support and self-care to

the roster of purposes served by the public-assistance program. With the Incor-
poraton of these constructive features, Congress effectuated a transformation
in the character of public assistance, and made plain Its belief that the human
need of the blind or disabled person to make his way as an active and contrib-
uog citizen of the community is no less Important than his animal need for
ood and slater.
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Unfortunately, the clear commitment of Oongreo.w-nd, at, the time, of the

social Security Administration itself-to the new constructive purposes of self-
support -and selfcare has not subsequently been shared by the Department of
Health, Oducation, and Welfare in its administration of public assistance under
the amended law. In plain fact, these objectives have been permitted to languish
or. have boon frittered away through deliberate inattention. The Administra.
tion has chosen to interpret the new langauge of self-support in its narrowest
possible sense, as involving no more than the provision of certain limited sery.
ices, and, accordingly, has done nothing to implement the amendments other
than to share the expense of expanding the staffs of State agencies, All other
devices and forms of implementation, which are within the purposes and pro,
visions of the law, have been rejected or ignored.

The most important and constructive of such proposals, the adoption of which
would do much to fulfill the self-support purposes of public assistance for the
blind, are those which would (1) provide for increased exemptions of earnings
for all blind recipients, and (2) provide that, in the case of a blind recipient
who has a reasonable plan for self-support, whatever amounts of property and
resources may be necessary to carry out that plan shall be disregarded. The
proposal of increased exemptions of earnings is necessary in order to preserve
the incentive value of individual income, which is largely destroyed by the
means-test system of public assistance. Under the system of "individml need,
individually determined," In effect since the adoption of the Social '$.curity Act,
all earnings of the blind recipient must be applied to meet his sulhstence needs
as established in the individual budget. If the State grant i. sumcient in
amount to meet those itemized needs, it Is then reduced by the amount of his earn-
Ings. In this manner, the blind recipient of aid has been severely penalized and
harshly discouraged from any effort to free himself from the assistance rolls.

As early as 1900 Congress demonstrated its recognition of this onerous and
self-defeating feature of the means test by providing for an exemption of $50
per month of earned income In determining the amount of monthly assistance.
"Under title X of the Social Security Act," said the Senate Finance Committee
in its report on the bill, "the States are required, in determining the need for
assistance, to take into consideration the income and resources of claimants of
aid to the blind. Your committee believes this requirement stifles incentive and
discourages the needy blind from becoming self-supporting and that therefore
it should be replaced by a requirement that would assist blind individuals in
becoming useful and productive members of their communities."

The present $50 per month exemption of earnings, however, has proven to be
only a short and inadequate step in the right direction. Even aside from its
gradual reduction by Inflation, it has allowed only a very few blind recipients
to lift themselves into self-sufficiency by their own bootstraps. The formula we
recommend-providing for a larger exemption of earned income up to $1,000
per year plus 50 percent of every earned dollar above $1,000, along with a grad-
nal reduction of aid payments as earnings Increase-would greatly facilitate the
transition from the relief rolls to complete self-support.

The second of these proposals, permitting income and resources (including
property) to whatever extent necessary to be disregarded in the case of blind
recipients possessing approved individual plans for self-support, would do much
to advance the constructive purposes of public assistance. The retention of
modest amounts of property and resources by the blind recipient of aid is a vital
factor in encouraging commercial and professional plans for self-support and
creating self-confidence and self-reliance despite the barriers to opportunity
which exist for blind in our society. The instruments and materials of a work-
shop, the books and equipment of the lawyer and doctor, the merchandise of a
commercial enterprise-none of these may presently be retained in necessary
amounts under the law, but all represent potential means id the hands of the
sightless individual in his struggle to carve out an independent career.

The feasibility of such proposals as these is graphically illustrated by a Cali-
fornia program which has been in successful operation since 1941. The Cali-
fornia aid to the partially self-supporting blind residents program permits every
recipient to retain a maximum of $1,000 a year of net income without deduc-
tion from the maximum monthly grant of $110, plus 50 percent of all net income
above $1,000. The sole restriction Is that the recipient of aid must possess a
reasonably adequate plan for his self-support, and must be able to demonstrate
that he is carrying out that plan through genuine and consistent effrt. That
the program has been a success is demonstrated by the numbers of recipkets
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Thle S'crtary's letter declares further that "Ali essential characteristic of
~nubi~tsaucelwmvrami Is that need bie determined oii 101 InividualI bail,

taking Iwetunu and reo" esInto atcount, 0 * 0 The exemption of inore Income
0 * 16 t lousite'nt with the nature of the public assistance program all sup.
ttwntaxto the Individwai's rtwurceit and Income and t4.uhi Increamse pressures
r< t O-M1on0 of Incoie1 In tihe other jItblic assistance0 title$." leaving asidie tile

lost cmantont, whifeh i4 entirely Irrelevant to the merits of exempt-icome pro-
powlt with roqw*c to the blind, this statement displays a contipicuous disregard
tot the 1rinci1# already established by Congress In the ltW per month oxezup-
am 4 oarned Income. It also demonstrates an equal disregard for the ound-l

tVei polcy of Cn-grf.s I it incrprating self-auppiort and self-care within the
publc ssta"c program, as among the needs of blind recipients for which In-
tvoe ad r'esomrws are to bie taken into acout It the needs to be met by the

tebkas~stnceprogrami are not merely those of bare, survival but also of re-
bibltatlot of the blindt into normal life and livelihood, then It Is clearly con-

sstott with the law that the Income and resource of blind recipients be utilized
is the *Mtot to achieve these ends.

That the Fledet-al adminIstrators simply do not share the view of Congress that
MAin peole cand Ahould be helped to become useful and productive members

ot Vhe eemmwnity Io suggested by the fiat and unqualified asertion of the 8ecre-
tury ot Heah, Education, and Welfare that "The majority of blind persons
kave so eamm. or bope of earning&." No doubt under the harsh system of

inea-t~a14 so) Jealously guarded by the Federal Adinistration, blind per-
mare pewmitted virtually no earnings or hope of earnings. But It Is pre-

easly the recognition that this condition Is an effect rather than a cause, of the
p _kii M- program that bas led to demands both in and out of, Congress

dit teqw'ctatiobn of Individual need be modified so as to render feasible
the Wea et f ebabiltation and self-support for blind persons receiving aid. It
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i O ietewortlhy-and e M1oly defrorable-thlut the very Department of the Wderil
(Joyorionfoit whieh lot rt' on!l hi for the administration of a tompreheixve pro-
orain (ft vocaltlonil reoIhohllation ot tie phyically handlcapied, a well as the
rrillus it o11111it iiias"1itaiieo, should hold the tsOiltomptuui U lblef that the mw
irIlly fit liilti('ox lior fii tire beyond hope of personal arid econmOle Ifde'ii*'iilliwt,

MIfubilt tfr ovi~nti prove feons of II, It, 1*140.
We wisb to eoitlne1id the llouse Ways aid Meuns (Joinmittee for the Improve.

tilIato il the old loar, survivors, ind disabllity insurantce xystoii which It has In-
,orlior0'htoll i, 1 i1 . It, -1iU4 , aiiad to express our support particularly for the new
provishuiis for iisahlity prot"Atlo, iriltelling enefllt for dindents of disability
iirato lioiluarlo, oleitiination of the disability benefits offset provision

retroactivity for applilallotis for dinbllity benefif and the disability frees., and
nmodificluill in the work reqilrennents for eligibility for disability protnetin.

We sumlilt, however, that there are still other areas of inequity In the pro.
tttloi "OtlilllNt (lN1hlhity whIch require the attention of congresss Three of
ilel"" In partiular are of imIerliate urgency: (1) 'Tt need for provision of
dliSflbitlty I141114 to inIII II prIIso with a hililntifn of (I quarters of coverage
Undpr the dialillity Inlusrance systm, without regard to their earning after
e41011S111ent of ol Iblulity and the couimncemnt, of benefits, (2) the need for
elimination of the ro-year age limtntiom Its order to provide true s.ial Inxur-
ali,'. for nil disabled workers ropr4loss of age; aid (8) the need for a more
realistic, dollnlt!on of disability under the currentt prograun and for a drastic re-
dultlo in tite roverigo rqtlirolments establishing minimum quallikations for
elility to receive dlisbillity Ienollx.

With your permIInlon, we should like to Incorporate In the record 8 reftol-
tioni dealing with the above matters which were unanimously approved by the
innuoil ((in ventioni of the Nntlonal ederntion of the Jilind, Ine., on July I, IVA,1

I4SsovunON W~OO
Whereas there Is a great need for a Ilberaliation of the definitiom of disability

applied to applicants for disability benefits untler the current disability Inarn
anee program and for a drastic reduction In the coverage requirements estb-
lishng minmum qualifications for eligibility to receive dIsability benefits; and

Whereas there should lie Included In the disability definition the wholly
rational and realistic provision that an Individual with a medically determinable
disability shall, In the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, be deemed
to be unable to engage In any substantial gainful activity It, solely by reason
of having such an Ipairment he Is unable, asi a practical matter, to obtain em
ployment; fnd

Whereas provision should be made to enable individuals with at medically de.
terminable disability and it demonstrable inability to find employment because
of the existence of the disability to become eligible for disability Insurance tn-
fits if they have six or lens calendar quarters of coverage under the disability
Insurance system: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Natonal Federation of the it d in oonventios aetembled,
at Bosto, Mars., this 7th dag of Jull 1958, That this convention finds and de-
elares these changes to be In the best Interest not only of blind persmm but of all
physically handicapped Individuals; and that the ocers of this organIzatIon
and Its affiliates are urged to press for legislation to carry out the liberalized
definition of disability and a reduction In the period of coverage required.

Whereas the disability insurance provisions of the Social Security Act
Initiated by Congress in 1966 deny disability benefits to otherwise eligible
persons who have not attained the age of 50 years: and

Whereas restriction of benefits to persons who hare reached age 50, but
who have not yet attained the age of 65, confines the disability Insurance pr*-
gram to characteristics better resemblng an early retirement system than a
provision for social insurance against the hazards of disability which may be
faced by people of any age; and
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Whereas it minimum age provision i indefensible In a disability insurance.
program when it deprives IndividulS tider the JnilminU age of onofits even
tboulh they IwaI have oiadt over their working lives, contribution to the
disability trust fund far in excess of the miniumti needed to qualify for
benefits; and

Whereas It is now generally recog Iad that the requirements for eligibility
for disability payments are too rstrltive and, therefore, the disability trust
fund ins aneciulated a large surplus: Now, therefore, be it

Reolt 6V to Nalloial Moertion of the JUiltd in w0oentfio assemble4
at llstot, A #,* hte 7th Ilk dat Jtft iy 19 That this convention strongly
endorses the elimihation of the flO.year age Iinitation In order to mke tho
program flill its original intent to provide true social Insurance for disabled
wotker M

Tait NATIONAL ftDltaAVZON OR BUNIX lINOD, Irr 11MKIKUCV, CALIF-, Ito01,U1TION

"Where, there Is urgent need that individuals with severe Impairment of
eyesight w'mineave been medically dttterminvd to be blind should be eligible for
disability insurance benefit. if such individuals have it minimuln of six quarters
of overae itnder the disability insurance systelu of the Holal Security Act; and

"Whereas benefits should be due and p ayable to such disabled Individuals who
ar blind without regard to the level of earnings which individuals receiving
such benefits are able to achieve at any titu following the establishment of eli-
gibility and the commencement of benefits; and

'"Whereas such a system would provide to the blind a basic proteetlon from
the threat of poverty and deprivation while at the same time the system would
enable und encourage recipients of benefits to make their way in the world as
productive and useful human beings; Now therefore, be it

Res*o14 by the Noatiogtol ederation ; the 11itd in vnvettno asseviblea at
Booteo. Mes., this 7t dat of JMly 19658, That It Is the conviction of this con-
v'eion that the loss of financial security, which in our time Is still the gravest
accompaniment of blindness and the greatest impediment to the attainment of
full and rewarding lives by our fellow blind, would in very signiticant measure
be removed ky a system which would provide disability benefits to bind per-
sons who have a minimn of six quarters of coverage under the disability
Insurance system and without regard to the level of earnings achieved after
the establishment of eligibility and the commencement of benefits."

The foregoing resolution was adopted unanimously by the National Federa-
ton of the Blind convention on July T, 1968.

(Mr, Taylor subsequently submited the following for the record:)

Mzrgo unmu Iz EEwn rs or Simrnom 204 or H. IL 18540

Under section 216 (I) (8) of the present social-security law, in order to be
eligible for a determination of disability (disability freeze) the applicant must
have 6 quarters of coverage out of the last 18 and 20 quarters of coverage out
of the last 40. Under section 28 of the present law, to qualify for disability
inurance benefits, a person must have the same quarters of coverage, and, in
addition, he must be fully insured as defined in sec. 214). This means in most
Instances that he must have 1 quarter of coverage for every 2 quarters elapsing
since Sept. 1, 1960, or sine he became 21 years of age, whichever occurs later.

Section 204 (a) of the bill changes the requirements for disability freeze so
as to eliminate the requirement of 6 quarters out of the last 13, but it also adds
the requirement of fully insured status, or I out of every 2 quarters since
Sept. 1, 190 or since attaining 21, whichever occurred later. Section 204 (b)
changes the requirements for disability Insurance benefits so as to eliminate
the requirement of 6 out of the last 18 quarters.

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee on the bill explains
this change thus: "Your committee's bill would delete the provisions of present
law which require that a worker I* currently insured in order to be eligible
for disability benefits or for the disability freeze and would make the require.
smut for disability Insurance benefits and the disability freeze alike by adding
fl insured states as a requirement for eligibility for the freeze."

Th2e jutification for the addition of fully insured status as a requirement for
elig Y for the disability freeze is given by the committee in the following
wogls: "Beginning in July 1961, it will be possible for a worker who has
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Qualified for the disability freeze under the present provisions to fail to qualify
1 either disability insurance benefits at ) 50 or old-age Insurance benefits
at age 66 because he way not be fully Insured. There will be instances too
where dependents' or survivor's benefits will not ie payable even though the
worker had been allowed a disability free. The addition of fully Insured status
requirement for the disability freeze will remove the anomalous situation
wherein a period of disability may he established for a worker who cannot later
qualify for benefits, whose dependents cannot qualify if be lives to retirement
age or whose survivors may not qualify if he dies,"

however, there are situations In which allowing a worker to establish a dis-
ability freeze without fully insured status would be (if benefit to him. The
freeze may enable him to acquire a fully insured status which he did not have
at the timij of the freeze. Such instances will occur in the case of a worker
who becomes blind. For freeze purposes, section 216 (1) (1) (1) define. "dis-
ability" as blindnems without any further requirement that there be inability
to engage In "substantial gainful employment." Under section 214 (a) (2) a
quarter Is not counted am an claimed quarter for the purpose of establishing fully
insured status If it occurs in a period of disability unless such quarter is a
quarter of coverage.

A hypothetical case will show bow adding the requirement of fully Inured
status In order to qualify for a freeze will prevent a blind worker from quail-
fying for benefits which he could otherwise obtain. Suppose that worker X.
who had passed his 21st birthday before September 1, 1950, obtained no *covered
employment until January 1, 1957. From this date through 19M9 he I em.
played full time in covered employment (12 quarters). duringg the years 19W0
and 1001 he Is unemployed. During the years 1902 and 193 he returns to cov-
ered employment (8 quarters). He then loses his sight and in July of 1064
applies for the disability freeze. Under present law he Is eligible having both
6 out of the last 18 quarters and 20 out of the last 40. Under the bill he Is not
eligible because he Is not fully insured.

Suppose next that X is rehabilitated and placed In a noncovered sheltered
shop. He starts work there In July 1964. On January 1, 1906, he again enters
covered emnployment where he works for the succeeding 10 quarters. In Jan.
uary 1070 he attains age 65 and applies for retirement benefits. Without the
freeze, he would not be eligible for such benefits because he would need I out
of every 2 quarters since Sept. 1950, or 38 quarters. He was only 36. How-
ever, he has been able, as under present law, to establish a freeze covering the
6 quarters following July 1, 1964, he would then need only 85 quarters of cov-
erage.

Accorlngly, It is not valid to assume, as the committee report does, that no
disabled persons will be deprived of benefits by reason of the addition of the
requirement of it fully insured status for the % ,bllty freeze. For some blind
persons the committee's assumption is Invalid. The removal of the requirement
of currently insured status is an improvement. The addition of the fufly in.
sured requirement for the disability freeze, however, will harm certain blind
persons and, in addition, will reduce the numbers of applicants for disability
deerminations and thereby reduce referrals for rehabilitation services.

Senator LoN. Mr. William Taylor, Jr.

STATEENT OF WILLIAM TAYLOR, Mt., PENNSYLVANIA
FEDERATION OF THE BLIND

Mr. TA m o. Members of the committee, my name is William
Taylor, of 10 South Avenue, Media, Pa. I am an attorney engaged
in the practice of law.

I appear here on behalf of the Pennsylvania Federation of the
Blind, a nonprofit corporation with a dues-paying membership of
over 4,000 members.

We are affiliated with the National Federation of the Blind and an
in full accord with its policies and plans.

I appear here to aildress myself especially to the section 509 of
H. R. 13549, extending the 2-year cutoff date for Federal reimburse-
ment to Peninylvania.
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As the law now stands, these funds will be discontinued on June
$0, 1959. Odd though it may seem, we of Pennsylvania are not asking
for Federal money,but merely that the Social Security Administra-
tion be prohibited from endeavoring to coerce the Legislature of
Pennsylvania to deprive 10,100 blind persons of their pensions.

I repeat, we are not asking for money, but we plead for the protec-
tion of these 10,100 blind Pennsylvanians.

Pennylvania has a very unusual and very liberal pension plan
and pays a flat monthly pension of $60 to 17,500 blind people.

Under the amendment of the Social Security Act of 1950 the Fed-
eral Government pays in part toward the pensions of 7,400 of these
recipients, the Federal contribution being about $3% million a year
and Pennsylvania's share is a little over $2 million a year.

These 7,400 are so utterly destitute as to come within the Social
Security Administration's definition of need.

Hence, they receive reimbursement toward their pension. However
there is a marked difference between Pennsylvania's position and
that of the other States.

Pennsylvania's standards of eligibility are far more liberal than
those approved by the Social Security Administration, and, there-
fore, these 10,100 blind receive their pension which is paid solely and
exclusively by the Commonwealth with its own funds.

Now, the quarrel between Pennsylvania on the one hand and the
Social Security Administration on the other comes down to this in-
credible fact: The Social Security Administration says to Pennsyl-
vania, "Unless you stop paying with your own money for the pensions
of these 10,100blind who are in certain circumstances, we, the Social
Security Administration, will cut off your reimbursement to those
7,40 totally destitute blind."

The Social Security Administration is not concerned here with
saving Federal money, not in the least.

They have their theories as to how aid to the blind should be ad.-
ministered and so far as the money which they pay out is concerned,
they probably have a right to make the decision.

But that is not our problem here, for they are demanding that Penn-
sylvania cease spending its own money for the relief of certain of their
citizens who do not come under the social-security program.

Unless the restraint upon the power of the Social Security Admin-
istration contained in the amendment of 1950 is extended, it will end
on June 30, 1959, and the Social Security Administration will cut off
Penmsylvania's payments to the 7,400 destitute blind, and this will be
done with the intention and for the purpose of exerting upon the
legislature enough pressure to force the repeal of our purely State-
paid-for pension to the 10,100 blind.

We.heard this morning a great many statements by those gentlemen
attesting to their devotion to States rights. It is hard to think of
many more drastic incursions upon States rights than the one we
have right here.

It is an old quarrel. It has bean going on since 1938, and, when
Senator Martin was our Governor, he helped us a good many timesto save the blind pension from the attacks of the Social Security
people.

They don't like our theory and they are out to force us to. drop the
pensions for these 10,100 people. We, of course, hoped that the law
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could be so amended as permanently to prohibit the Social Security
Administration from car ing out its mischievous plans of inflicting
needless misery upon 10,190 bind Pennsylvanians, and to do so mere-
ly to vindicate their doc theory.

However, we underad that the press of legislative bususs may
preclude a permanent solution of this vexing and recurring probhim
Therefore, 1 can state on behalf of 10 100 blmd of my State that we
would be grateful for this 2-year reprieve as set forth in this bill for
at lest the evil day is postponed for just that much longer. and there
will be more time in which to make clier to the Social Security Admin-
istration what a cruel and wicked thing they are seeking to acom-
plish.

We are convbxcd that the congress will resolve this controversy la
such a way as to prevent the infliction of une.essary misery up=n
10,100 blind people in Pennsylvania even if the Social Security's pet
theory must suffer thereby.

I thank you, gentlemen.
S enatorLoNx. Thank you very much.
(The complete statement of Mr. William Taylor is as follows:)

STATEMENT or WILLYAM TAYLO, JIt., ON BEHALr Or IS PNNSYVAxIA Fim-
TION or THE BLIND IN SUPPOnT oF H. B. 18549, INTtOUos NY RiL MIiz

My name Is William Taylor, Jr., an attorney of 10 South Avenue, Media, Pa,
and this statement is submitted on behalf of the Pennsylvania Federation of the
Blind, a nonprofit organization with its principal office at 4517 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa., with a dues-paying membership of over 4,000 blind popla
I am chairman of the legislative committee of that organization, and neither
I nor any of the officers receive any compensation.

We strongly urge that the Senate adopt this bill to forestall the present and
existing danger that some 10,100 blind Pennsylvanians will lose their peasioms
next year. The relevant facts of the matter are:

1. On June 80, 1959, the provision of the social-security law which entitles
Pennsylvania and Missouri to partial reimbursement of funds expended for aid
to the blind will expire, and this bill now under consideration would continue
this cutoff date. It is our fear that withdrawal of Federal funds will oblige tMe
State legislatures to repeal the pension laws.

2. Pennsylvania pays a pension to approximately 17,500 blind persons.
3. The Federal Government makes part payment toward the pensions of some

7,400 of these recipients.
(a) Total cost of pensions of these 7,400 equals $5,340,000 of which the Yed

eral Government pays $8,261,000; Pennsylvania pays $2,079,000.
4. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania alone bears the entire cost of PAYW

pensions to the remainder, approximately 10,100.
5. The Federal Government contributes toward the pensions of the first gro

because those individuals are so lacking in income and resources as to qualf
under a program conforming to the rules of the Social Security AdminlstraloLm

6. Pennsylvania does not receive Federal funds toward the pensions of tM
latter group of 10,100 recipients because their income and resources are such as
not to meet the "needs test" upon which the Social Security Administrato I*
sists in order that a State plan be approved.

(a) Pennsylvania expends for this latter group $7,289,000 entirely of its own
funds.

7. Pennsylvania has a total population of some 11 million and pays penseom
to some 17,500 blind.

8. The States of New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginiaf
and Ohio have a combined population of some 86 million (see U. S. DepartaM
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census) and all together they pay assistance to
some 10,000 of their blind citizens under programs approved by the Social 80.
curity Administration.

9. The vital statistics pertaining to these six States and Pennsylvania, as
published by the United States Government, reflect substantially identical d.-
tributlon among their populations of the various occurrences, illnesses and acci-



dent, Vis, the death rate, birthrate, the ratio of deaths caused by accident, and
bo the prvalent diseases vary only slightly from State to State.

10$ Although there are no exact statistics as to the number of blind In the
Uttlted Slates or any of the States, In view of the uniformity of the Incidences
of diseases, etc., It In reasonable to assume that the ratio of blihd W'sihted bopg.
ltions in sit seven of these States Is roughly constant. I .* , ,Al
11. No evidence or statistlcs have ever been adduced to prove that the ratio
9q blind to aighted Is higher In 14moxylvada than In those other six t~t 1. 1
. 14 if Veunsyivauia were to reneal its pension law and to adopt in'ts ead
in'assistance program apl;ylng the rules nnd standards a Ate'r4quired b the

WIala 11o urity Administration, some, 10,100 blind who now receive the plon
'wot d tOiase to receive blind assistance. .

,1. It these 1000 hlihd wear to love.tleir pensions iao Wederal furudOg
6e saved, as this group receives Its pensions exclusively rom the'Commonw th

of Pennsylvania.
1 The Pennsylvania law provides for the payment of a ,pension to- blind'peo.

le.of W a month, subject however, to the proviso that mlient's total ncome,
im paulson vuti hther soure, massnot exeeo1 4,0 1 Nr It the, tome

fEom other scores exceeds $1,780 the pension te a tpl to 9Vevent the toal
from exceed the limit. Moreover, one with real ' o rson in l r0 rty #OWe.
ingpoo In va ue, Is not eligible.

iR. Thi law gives the recipient the security arising frtm regular receipt of
a sum certain; It gives theseas of AeW-pect Inherent In receiving t ldtfrom
the State under law and not at the sufrerance of an administrator and gives to
those able to work the opportunity of bettefring their standard of living by
earning a modest income.

1A. The Pennsylvania blind pension runs counter to the theories which the
Boolal Security Administration champions and seeks to make uniform through-
out the United states,

1. The objection of the Social Security Administration to the Pennsylvania
blind pension rests solely upon the fact that our State pays pensions, with its
own funds, to some 10,100 blind people who according to social security standards
would not be entitled to receive any amistance.

,18 In brief, nothing in here involved more than a conflict of theories aJ how
best to provide aid for the blind.

On behalf of the blind of Pennsylvania, I take this opportunity of expressing
out gratitude for the unanimous, bipartisian support by. the members of the
Senate and House of Representatives from Pennsylvania and Missouri.
.. Senators Clark, Martin, Hennings and Symington have Introduced a bill to

correct this situation, S. 1080.
Congressmen Simpson and Eberharter have by their. long and loyal labor&

demonstrated their steadfast concern for the welfare of the blind'anO for this
we express our heartfelt appreciation.

Senator Lose. The chairman had asked me to insert at this point in
the record a letter from the Uonorable Edward Martin favoring this
provision of H. R. 18640, which is identical to a bill, S. 1080, which
he introduced previously.

(The letter ro;e Senator Martin follows:)
UNITW STATES SENATt,

Cowum1iu oq Pumjo Woaxs,
March4 21,1047.

1E,01 BARRY FRAM! BRD,
Ch nirma, *cnate Finanm Committee,

stemate Ofce Boalding, Washiton, D. (7.
DEA HAuny: You may remember that on February 7 I cosponsored a bill with

Senator flenn'nta of Missouri, and others, which afects the aid to the blind
Program in the States of Pennsylvania and Missouri.

This is a matter that comes up periodically, The committee last considered
It in connection with the social security amendments of 1956. At that time, an
ammdmeut to H. I. 7225, submitted by Senator Hennings, was rejected by the
committee on the grounds that the particular previshim in the law would not ex-
pire before June 30, 1957. In the intervening time it has been assumed that
we would be able to make a satisfactory adjustment of the problem.

The department of welfare in the. State of Pennsylvania and also many in-
dridual blind persons have written tome urging comideration as promptlY as
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possible. -As you, know, the exemption granted to MlasourL and Pennsylvania
from the restrictions Imposed under the Federal law went Jntoeffect In 1950, "d
has been extended from time to time to the present expiration date,.

I will appreciate It very much if consideratioat Of S. 1080 could bi iven by
the committee sometime in the near future.

With kintpt personal reganUd, I am ,Very filncorely,
I R~OWAR5PMAWXW

,. S, I'reaJli we would not,4e likely to take any action On a soqI secu ity
bill junt4 , HlIuse bill relvedattentioUn, 0inp dicat4tjn thbi letter I laveeao
lvsl tpnc A tAyear extension mXasureJ .. 8085 be* b epott, by nouse

$enidor INso. Our net witness s I r. o~i*ge+, F~~a ;,. ,

hno m+ ea aoi;v

~ TZNALM~QIATO~ ~ VJUYCTVPUO p4$TIO iF LU*+ ECONOMIC ADVItSER 0P TEE NINAL IASSOIATION 01 NANIU.
PACTUJERS

Mr fnFoxpA. iagreewithyousair. , - ,. ,
; Mr. Chairman, my tiameis (eorge T, Fonda. .I am a ,ice president

of Weirton Steel .o, Weiiton, W,. Va. a member of the board of di-
rectors of the National Association of manufacturers, and chairman of
its employeehealth and benefit committee., I am appearing oh behalf
of this association.

I have with me Mr. L eonard Calhoun attorneyi.of Washington, who
is the consultant, and adviser in soial security. matters of the tern.
action, and Di. Robey, who is the economic adviser of the association.

The IiAM is a voluntary membetrhip organization of over, 21,000
member companies, representative of ever segment: of the manufao-
turing community and every section of the Natiom.

Its membership includes companies of every size, from the smallest
to the largest of enterprises. In fact, 88 percent of the. association's
members employ fewer than 500 persons and thus come within the
generally accepted definition of small business.
: As businessmen and citizens, NAM members are concerned with the

financing and benefits of our public programs which are designed to
provide a measure of security to individuals against theeconomic
hazards of old age, death, disability and involuntary unemployment.

They are likewise concerned with the implications of these programs
to the well-being of our country. 1 - . . I I _
'There have been no hearings on H. X. 13549. There have been only

very broad hearings on social security. As we stated when appearing
before the Ways and Means Committee, those hearings were "not for
the purpose of obtaining views on the merits of any specific bill or
bills among the more than 400 pending before that committee. I

"Instead, the notice indicated that the committee intends these hear-
ings to afford a basis of reviewing the operations of the several social
security programs and to receive recommendations for further
changes."

As we further pointed out at these hearings, "the committee's press
release stated that the 'chairman emphasized that, due to the short time
available and the advanced status of this session, it might not be'pos-
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Ible to act on all the proposls on which testimony is presented, but
that the testimony would be available for study and a possible basio for
action during the next season.'"

FINANCIAL SAWIUUU) 04

Conrreu recogised the key importance of sound financial prin-
eipie n INSwien it established a separate trust fund and separate
fiancing for the disability benefits. Most important was the recog-
nition of the need for careful study before making changes in OASI
when It likewise provided for periodic creation o4f advisory councils
on social aeurity financing.

Subsequent developments have attested to the need for this council,
with the duty, to quote from the report accompanying the bill "to
review the status of the old.ag and survivors' insurance trust lund
in relation to its long-term commitments."

The NAM, and we believe, the country as a whole have been re-
assured of the financial integrity of OASI by those several actions in
creating these financial safeurds, and even more importantly, by
the imlled commitment of the Congress to be governed by them.
Iee nt developments have demonstrated the need for such periodic

review. Forecasts of future receipts and costs of OAST cannot be
exact. They must be based in part on assumptions of future payrolls
and individual elections to retire, which in turn, importantly depend
on future economics and other factors.

This has been impressively illustrated by the differences in the short-
rangve estimates of the 1957 and 1958 reports of the OASI trustees.
We latter reflects current economic changes. While the estimates

for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1957, made in the 1957 trustees'
report, estimated that total receipts would exceed total disbursements
by $872 million, the actual increase was $486 million less.

While that report estimated that in the fiscal year just ended, re-
ceipts would exceed disbursements by $866 million, the 958 report
recently filed estimates that there is a deficit of $428 million-a differ-
once of $794 million.

While the 1957 report estimates that in the 19 months beginning
this July 1, the trust fund may increase by $1 million or may decrease
$710 million, the 1958 report estimates that it will decrease by $1,129million.

This new, and probably more realistic report, estimates that even
with the 1960 tax increase, the trust fund at the end of June 1962 will
have suffered a net loss, which will range from $1.5 billion to $7.4
billion for the 5 years ending June 80, 1962. That is the situation
under present law.

' The most thought-provoking figures in the trustees' reports are those
showing the progressive increases in benefit payments.

Disbursements for the fiscal year ending last June, were greater than
the total expenditures for the 2 tscal years ending June 1955.

But the expenditures for fiscal 1961-62 are estimated to be far
greater-$2 billion to some $2.9 billion. greater. The estimated ex-
penditure is from $9.9 billion to $10.7 billion.

This exceeds for 1 year the $9.7 billion spent in the 2 years ending
in June 1956. To keep the system sound, we shall have to pay some

. 4
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$10 billjil to $11 billion in payroll taxes in that 1 year without any
liberalization of existing law.

Thm figur"esem to espe ally pertinent to the qution of acting
this year on proposals to libealize beneflts. We ate deep, appreom-
tve of the pressure for immediate action on the basis of increases in
the cost of living sice the 194 amendments when benefits were last
liberalized.

We all know that inflation has resulted in difficulty for many fixed
income groups, including, of course, recipients of private pensions and
OASI benefits.

Liberalixing benefits involves fiscal problems, and the equity prob.
lem of further taxing the young to binefltthe old. It also involves
questions of equity between current beneficiaries themselves.

The persons who have come on the rolls since the 194 amendments
have fared much better than those who were already on the rolls at
that time. The Social Security Statistical Bulletin for 1954 states
that-,
the average old-sige benefit awarded under the 1964 amendments Was $6, an
Incream of $0,88 from the average amount awarded In 1964 under the 1m
aui04s0to u0 9 , rold. Igeh nbas t'*awr4odd to beaefllarle
eligible tor the "dropout" (o tmit ooMe yeaiu) the naoinm bum 8 of $9.00
was payable In 8 percent of the cases.

Table 24 of the statistic supplement for 1958 showed average
awards of $75.40. Currently, the awards are still higher than the
1954 and even the 196 figures indicate though recent benefits are
lowered by the unusual number of women retirIng, many at reduced
rates for earlier retirement.

At the end of 1954, the average old-age benefit in current payment
status was $59.14-with 8,776,184 beneficiaries.

In .Jtnuary of this year, it was some $6 more, with 6,197,50 bene.-
flciarnies--imany of whom were on the tho rolls in 1954.

The average for those coming on since 1954 has been much more
than $5 above benefits of those on the rolls before then.

This substantial variance in benefit levels presents very important
considerations of equity between those on the rolls before 1954 and
those subsequently coming on the rolls when you consider the presently
prord upward adjustinent of benefits. The present proposal dis-
regards these equities.

FBOPOSALN TO E1XPANDI THE WAGE BASE ABOVE $4,200

The pending bill would increase the wage base from $4,200 to $4 800
'and eWtending the benefit'formula to $,800. Tis change i base
alone with increased benefit costs very little in the first few years. *n
the absence of provisions for dropouts in future years it would 'be
practically impossible for persons to average $4,800. The immediate
net resutls of the coverage woull be to bring in considerable revenue.
According to the Social Security actuary, without increasing.the tax
rate there would be a net addition to the fund of some $395 million next
year, $545 million the ensuing year.

Benefits later on would be substantially increased as persons gradu-
ally built up wage averages above $4,2. We question the equity or
wisdom of making this change.

2974838-4 - 16
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it would seem highly questionable to broaden the wage base for
the purpose of helping to presently finance benefit increases, It is
not compatible" with the general concepts: of the system to levy the tax
on wages between $4,200 and $400 for this purpose.

Whatever decisions are lmade with repeatt' to extending the wage
and benefit base'should be determined on the merits oftile, proposal
as related to the higher earnings groups concerned-not on the basis
Of obtaining revehuea to, inbrease -benefits, of otherpeole

In making any "deoision,a to increasing.the wage ase, it would
seem essential to examine carefully the implications of'this. action.
We ju all-perhta, agreed, that the conception Iand pUlpase of. the
OMAIste itself , requires some, limit on botk the mximum benefit
it will pay,anidthsm aximumayit will ta, .,,,The ,fundamental question Is what levl the-maximum benefit should
be and what earhin level should entitle the eaner to this benefit.
SAll students of the history of ther. system remember thitt the original
proposal in 1035 was to pay maximum benefits to a person who earned
$10.per mont.,. Person saring more, tban $250 were to be excluded
from coveva

A Instead congress decidedd to cover -them, but to limit the tax base
toU60 per month-4he basis of establishing thq original $3,000 wage
base~-0vingan administrative problem which would arise if peoplewent i nt6 and out of coverage dependi'ng'n'their wages.

AKa&i, we should:face thisware-base issue; nbt on the basis of what
Was done in 1986 br in 1950 or in 1954,'but what we' feel is now com-
patible With OASI'e bsici purposes.' Without, questioii, $4,200 per
year is typical of the. average gainfully employed person-4,800is
not, It is our position that the maximum b*nAfit should be paid to the
"l,2Mman. ldbepaidtothe

It is appropriate in this connection to point out that there should
be no departure from the "basic floor' of protection". concept. The
present tax base and benefit ceiling are adequate under that co.cept.

We feel that the limiting point of Government benefits is criticlly
important as it marks the point where the individual must rely on his
own efforts and thrift, which, in the aggregate, is a vital basis of our
economic system.

We would like to remind the committee that the best interests of our
people and likewi% tho national interest is served by unflag ng re-
spect for and adherence to, the all-important doctrine of the dignity,
responsibility, and'sovereignty of the individual.

Employers, unions, and especially government should foster at all
times, in all ways, the freedom of the individual action and initiative in
the planning of a career, in the fulfillment of each cherished aspira-'tion, and in the management of the fruits of personal accomplishment.

Compelling an individual to pay taxes to support benefits in socialprograms is jUstified only to the extent required to insure that he and
his dependents Will not beome dependent on public charity.

Protection beyond this point should be a matter of individual
choice-not compulsion. It is a matter of personal freedom which
no law should abridge.

PAY AS YOtT O

On former occasions, when the system was revised, much additional
revenue was immediately secured by extending coverage to millions
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of new , ocial-security taxpayers, none of whom could expect any
benefits for some time. This new revenue masked the fact that benefit
expenditures were growing very rapidly and, except for the new cover-
age, would have shortly required tax adjustments,

In shakp contrast with these former occxuions,' we are presently
faced with a substantial current deficit and much larger prospective
deficits The trustees' report shows that evon in 1962, when taxes are
scheduled to increaseg disbursements may still exceed income, .

As I shall- point out, the pending bill,, while levying higher
taxes, would use the bulk of the additiotal revenuesofor higher benefits
and would at most tend to reduce this deficit rather than wipe it Out.SThe prior situation, whereby through extension of coverage, sub-

iiAntial revenues were brought in, witliout any immediate substantisl
increase in benefits, no longer exists--for coverage is now almost
universal, excluding no substantial groups other than civil servants
and doctors.,

,-The National Association of Manufacturers has long favored pay-
as-you-go financing, with a reasonable reserve to meet economic situa-
tions such as we presently face. 4

But it is one thing to draw on the reserve to meet what -we hope is a
temporary recession, and quite another to add permanent and in-
creasing financial commitments to the system.

BENEFIT INCUIASES

'On .eviewing the proposed benefit increases of IL R1. 18549, par-
ticularly in view of the current deficit situation, NAM members have
been deeply concerned. I should like to give a few figures as to what
has been happening and what we face if there is to be not only the
natural growth in OASI benefit costs, but what can be described as
the preelection political increases as well.

After the 1950 amendments-assisted by the 1952, 1954, and 1956
amendments-benefits increased from $1.9 billion in 1951 to $7.3 in

What do we face in the similar iod 195965? The 1956 estimates
indicate benefits of $10.5 billion for 1965. Estimates of the current
bill are for $12.3 billion-this is an increase of some 17 percent over
the 1956 estimates-far above the estimated 7 percent increase of the
amendmentss; when we examine the realities ol estimated and actual
expenditures for 1957, we find that instead of the estimated $6.83
billion for that year, actual expenditures were $7.35 billion.

Estimated contributions were $7.26 billion, actual $6.83 billion. So
there would be no reason for surprise if both the 1956 estimate and
ourrent bill estimates for 1965 may not also be very much larger than
estimated and the actual expnditures for 1965 a billion or so dollars,
or more, above these estimated.

Likewise estimated future receipts may again turn out to be seriously
overestimated. We could then be currently and deeply in the red.
We simply do not know.

Shortly after the 1956 amendments actuarial cost estimates were
prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means, dated July 23,1956.
These showed, page 14, 1956 contributions of $6,747 million and 1957
contributions of $7,269 million.
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But the actual contributions, according to Na 86 of the Ways and
Means Committee report accompanying . R. 18649
million for 186$78 million less than was estimated.

Contributions for 1967 were $6282 or some $48 million les than
was estimated. Another large difference in estimates was for benefit
payments. These were estimated at $8,829 million, but the actual
payments were $7,847 million-some $518 million more than estimated.

The 1956 estimates showed the trust fund to be $28,788 million at
the end of 1957. The actual balance is shown in the current report as
40 898 million--$1,898 million less.

e have no basis for believing that the estimates accompanying
R I. 1859 for 1958 and ensuing years will turn out to be any more
accurate than the ones made in 15 proved to be for that year or for
1957.

It was estimated in 1956 that contributions for 1958 would be $7,886
million. It is presently estimated that they will be approximately
the sam e-4,i million. This figure is some $471 million larger
than was the actual for 1957. Why "it should be any largerif as large,
is certainly not demonstrated.

Evenwth this big estimated increase in contributions, the current
estimate shows the t9A fmd at the end of next year at $20 971 mil.
lion-while the 1916 estimate showed that it would be $24,589 million.
If the trust fund actually turns out to be this current figure, it will
be $8,566 million less than was estimated 2 years ago.

There is one point certain-current operations are very seriously
in the red, and in the face of that, the current bill proposes to greatly
increase benefits.

If we look to the current estimates, these indicate that there is to
be collected from employers, employees and the self-employed next
year under the new tax schedule $1.8 billion more than the $6.8 billion
collected in 1957.

That is a more thaii 26,percent increase in the old-ae and survivor
tax burden. This raises three questions: (1) Will this huge increase
actually be realized ; and (2) what this burden will do to the general
income taxes on business and to the price levels; and (8) what will it
do to business which has been looking hopefully to tax relief.

There is a fourth question. What does it do to the young person
raising a family and making $4,800-whose social security taxes as
presently scheduled will be $94.50 in 1959 if he is an employee and

141.75 if he is self-employed
The answer to this question is mathematically simple. His taxes

if he is an employee will be increased in 1959 to $120, if self-employed,
they will be increased to $180-in either case almost 27 percent.

These are the hard realities of the situation-higher and more bur-
densome ccatributions, scheduled for after the coming election, and an
increase in benefits effective for the month of the election.

According to the current estimates even these increased taxes will
be insufficient. The trust fund, it is estimated, will be $21.6 billion at
the first of next year and less than $21 billion at the end.

.As I have stated, there is certainly no reason judging from the 1956
estimate, to believe that the deficit will be this smalr--it may prove
to be a billion more.
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ADVISORY (0UNCIL8

Action at this time liberalizing benefits and increasing taxes would
be inconsistent with your 1956 action. The Committee on Social
Security Financing, established pursuant to your legislative mandate
in 1956 has not completed its wort.

Furthermore, it seems appropriate that the Secretary's suggestion
be acted upon of establishing a new Advisory Council to review the
system's benefit structure and other major questions. As he stated,
"such a study now also would have the benefit of the findings of the
Advisory Council on Social Security Financing."

OVYARALL STUDIEm Or 1)EiNFITS

Such an Advisory Council could and should study the Federal grant
program for sharing costs of State public assistance systems. It could
furnish thoughtful and well-documented answers to questions which
I understand-have been raised by committee members at the current
hearing -for example, whether the variable grant approach based
on relative per capita State incomes to the per capita income of the
United States should be adopted in lieu of the present formula.

PUEBLO ASSISTANCE PROBLEMS

Besides its work on the benefit structure of OASI, the Council, like
preceding councils could and should go into the programs, purposes
and Federal grant structure of public assistance.

Public assistance programs are being increasingly financed by Fed-
eral grants under the provisions of the Social Security Act. Over
the last 20 years, there has been recognized interrelations between the
public assistance programs and the OASI program.

Historically UASI was adopted as an alternative to the otherwise
expensive development of public assistance. Both pro ams have been
developed to the end of meeting the dependency problem of destitu-
tion among the aged, the blind, the otherwise permanently disabled,
and the pro lem of dependent children.

The present situation, for better or worse, is that many individuals
are benefit recipients under both program, and there has been a lack
of cear definition, both of the respective roles of these programs and
of the role of the Federal Government and the States in the public
assistance program. The new Advisory Council should explore these
areas.

There are, as the committee knows, basic questions respecting the
appropriate Federal and State roles in the field of public assistance.
Numerous bills dealing with State policy and administrative practices
are before your committee.

Should or should not, States take liens on the property of public
assistance recipients I Should data about a recipient ever be made
public and if so, under what conditions?

In determining an individual's need, should or should not some
amount of earnings or property be ignored? While it is my belief
that these are matters which should be left to State decision, it seems
to me that if your committee expects to give any consideration to the
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many pendif bills In this field, It should be after study and deliberate
tions by an advisoryy Council such as is suggeted by the Secretary.

The pendinl bill has provisions for increasing Federal public slsl:
atc grants. Our organization feels that the pr inary question is not
ncreasiur. but rather of al, orderly Federal withdrawal from financial
particip o 1 ublic assistance.

As indicated by the Seretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
In a previous statement:
SIne 1940, the welfare apopriations of State and local governments have
drol*dt from 10. percent to 0 percent of their total expentdlitur-Q.

If this same period, the lderal Oovernment' expntletures for public assist.
anee have Increased by more than #1 billion until they atre now 8 times as large
as In 1 O.

The estimated first year's cost of the pending bill would be $288
million. This asumes that States would not increase the expondi-
tures fron their own funds. Such increases way be expected and
would increase the Federal grants from $1 to over $2 for each dollar
Increase in local expenditure.

Of course, gentlemen, there is no special tax to provide those funds.
It Is out of general revenue m~id would go to increase the national debt.

That there should be t withdrawal from public assistance grants as
the Federal contributory system progressvely provides security for
the otherwise needy has been long recognized. s v

As far back as 1950, when total oldtae and survivors' insurance
benefits were $961.1 million, the senatee Fimnance Committee stated in
Its report:

In vew of the extensive revIsions in the old-age and survivors' insurance pro-
gram In the bill your committee believes that a beginning should be made in re-
ducing Federal partielpation in supplementary old-age assistance payments made
to beneftecarles of old-age benefits under the insurance program.
A comninittee amendment to this end passed the Seiate, but failed in

With current old-age and survivors' beneflts-some seven-eighths
of which go to old people--now at an annual rate some 9 times the
19M rate, and shortly to, be 10 times that rate we believe that it is
time to critically reapraise the entire area of federall financial par-
ticipation in public assistance. This could be included in the impor-
tant tasks of the suggwted Advisory Council.

Might I point out that the present temporary public assistance grant
formula expires June 80, 1059, and that an Atvisorg Council could
consider and report on public assistance issues, and Congress can act
on these well before the present temporary grant formula expires.',

CONSOLDATED JtriOr X--WAOE AND PAYROLL DATA

We have noted with appreciation that the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the Treasury Department have again
retoommended legislation to consolidate the wage reports that employ-
ers make to the Government for social security and for income tax
withholding purposes.

In essence, employer-filed statements of wages and of tax withheld
which are now prepared annually would be used for old-age, survivors,
and disability-insurance purposes as well as for income tax. This
would make unnecessary the filing of detailed quarterly reports by
employers of the earnings of each of their employees.
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This suggestion for consolidation of employer payroll reporting
with its attendant economies for all concerned has been under con.
sideration for several year

Nevertheless, the pending bill, despite its manifold changes, does
not contain this proposal for reducing both Government and private
administrative costs.

We shicerely hope that you will include these recommended changes
In tny social-security bill you act upon.

DI5MAILITY DiUNrITS

In reporting out H, R 7225 which, as amended became the 1056
social-security amendments, the Ways and Means Committee stated:
Your committee has designed a conservative program of disablilty-lusuranoe

benefits. Under the bill eligibility for these benefits will be limited to person
who, through a record of work over a considerable period of time, bave demon-
strated a capacity and a will to work and who at the time of their disablement
have had recent work,

Under your committee's bill If anothet federal disability benefit or a State
workmen's compensation benefit Is also payable to the disabled Individual, thw
disabllityinsurance benefit would be suspended If it Is smaller than the other
dtablifty benefit; or, it larger, it.would be reduced by the amount of the othe
benefit.

The bill also limited the benefits to the worker himself. It paid
no family benefits.

These provisions were normal precautions to limit benefits to persons
suffering a wage lose and to preserve incentives for recovery and re-
turn to work.

The pending bill :would pay benefits to a person who had not worked
for several: years before becoming disabled. It would pay benefits
without regard to the fact that he was drawing adequatebnefits uno
der workmen's compensation. " a b nIt would make' disability benefits retroactive for as much as 12
months before the. person -applied. Ik short, it would eliminate the
safeguards adopted in 1956 as necessary and appropriate in limiting
thesystem to its social purpose.

Certainly the short experience with the system affords no basis for
this action at this time.
In conclusion, I should like to devote a little time to some broad

economic implications of the bill under consideration.
First let me emphasize that we are not fighting social security but

are against unsound social security. We are firmly convinced that the
cost must be held to a level which can be supported, otherwise it can-
not be sound. In determining what costs can be supported, too much
credence must not be placed upon cost estimates of a proposed bene.
fit liberalization. There is no known method for making exact pro-
jections for 5, 50, 60t or 70 years.

Second, the pending bill will increase tax payments next year and
in all future years. Next year, according to the estimates, social-s-
curity taxes would be $1.8 billion above those paid in 1957. This is a
terrific extra burden for 1959 which may not be as good a year as
1957.

In public assistance the estimate is an increase of $8 million in
grants next year. But that estimate is on the assumption that States
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do not inormse their own approprIitions'-and rnmny a r ahnmt ce.
t~ain to make such Increases.

The estimates Ralsossumo, aplpaRIAtly that States will not add poe.
p1e W their rolls, But t16y wil doubtles do thl-w1s many ami do
so with little or no extra cost to the Stato and In some oises le State
can actually make money by so doings

Finally, an nlcteas of pri ces- hichl IN whit tils bill will nocos-
sitat-nlght well throw tin back Into roeesson. That certainly Is not
what this committee, nor tio Congress, wants, anmd It Is not whntt the
public either wants or, if it understand tie Issue, will stand for
politically.

We firmly believe that the changes proosed In time pending bill
should not be adopted as a hasty preoloton liberalditon. There
should be no images made until time Advisory Committee has made its
report and its suggestions have been thoroughly considered.

Senator Lote Thank you very much, Mr. Fonda.
Mr. EHune MaCrary.
Let the record show that Mr. MoCrary is accompanied by Mr. Wil.

laith P, MaoCraen, Jr.

STATEMENT OFPI V. EUGENE oCRARY, COLLEGE PAR, MD., ON
XWIALI OF TH E AMXECAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION, ACOOM.

PANtE 7Y WILLIAM P. MamORACKEN, JR,, WASHINGTONRZPRUIUTATIVE

Dr. MoCu t. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is V. Eugene MoCrry, I am an optometrist praotioing in Col-
leg Pak, Md., and for the past year have been a member of the deo
partuent of national affairs of the American Optometric Association.

During 1944 and 145 I served as a naval air gunner and a member
of a comniat aircrew. Following my dischargeT took an accelerated
preoptoaxetry course with the result that I was able to acquire in 1
ye cllege edits which would normally take roars.

I then spentS years at the Northern IlmInois College of Optometry,
frun which I graduated with the degree of doctor of optometry. Fol-
lowing graduation I passed the examination given by the State board
of optometry in South Carolina and pract d for 2 years with my
fatir, who is an optometrist in Greenville 8 C. During this period
I was coinissioned as an optometrist with the rank of ensign in the
Medical Service Corps of the United States Naval Reserve.

During 1951 and 1952 I was again on active duty with the Navy.
This tine as an optometry officer, I was promoted to lieutenant junior
grade, and now hold the rank of lieutenant in the MSC USNR.

I am chairman of the executive board of the Maryland Optometric
.swociation, and in addition to myprivate practice I am serving as
optomptricconsultant to the Naval Research Laboratory on problemsof industrial vision.

I am also president of the Lions Club of College Park, Md., and en-
mud in other civic activities.
-Our national association, like most others in the health field, is
pomposed of individual members in each of the 48 States and the
Disi of Columbia. In most instances the individual joins the local
or St association and at the same time becomes a member of the
ntioal organizaion.
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Thei are two groups which provide the profeional services men-
tial to the earo and preservation of the vision of the American people,
Perha) the 11ebers of this ommittee are familiar with the Mervices
performed by theo two groups, However, for the benefit of those
who may nor have this iiiformatont at their fingertips, may I submit
the following )y way of introduction.

The optometrists, the group to which I belong, is composed of those
spoolahly trained to examine the eyes of their patients for defecs in
vision. Whon these are toisd by condition# wt1ch either partially or
wholly require modieati(n or snrgory, the patient is rderrwl to a
physicia., The physicians who spedializo in the care of the eye
aro known its oplifhahnolo gitt or ocuilitm. Between 70 and 80 per-
omit of those in private life who stk profemional advice for their
vision problems consult optometrist.

The ophthalhologists or ocrlists are the other group. Any physician
who spcializes in eye work may call himself an oculist or ophthal-
moog]i t, but those who are cortificated by the American Board of
Ophthalmology have taken postgaidnuto work in the eye, have com.
phited it residency in an ye. ol ic, and passed the board's examination.
They are especially trained to perform eye surgery and to treat dJs-
eases of the eye, u well as to refract. '11eY are in short mpply, both
in private pratico and (overnment service.

In all 48 States and the District of Columbia, either by statute or
regulation having tile force of law, a person now seeking an original
lieense to practice optometry in (me of these jurilictions must-be a
graduate of an approved school or college of optometry, each ofwhich reqwres a minimum of 5 years of study at the college level-8
of which are devoted exclusively to their specialty,

All optometrists who have less than 10 years of professional prac-
tc have had this training, and in addition have passed at least one
State board examination. Those who do not have this educational
background have compensated for it by more than 10 years of active
practice.

In some States they now require a candidate for the State board
examination to serve a period of internship, but this is the exception
rather than the rule. Tie approved schools and colleges of optometry
are: The Massachusetts College of Optometry, located in Boston,
Mass Pennsylvania State College of Optometry, located in Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Ohio State School of Optometry, at Columbus Ohio'
Indiana School of Optometry, Bloomington, Ind.; Illinois College of
Optometry, Chicago Ill.; Souther College of Optometry, Memphis,
Tenn.; the School of Optometry of the Uiversit of Hfston, Hous-
ton, Tex.; Los Angeles College of Optometry, Los Angles, Calif.;
School of Optometry at the University of California, Berkeley, Calif;
and School of Optometry, Pacific University, Forest Grove, Oreg.

The current announcement of the School of Optometry of the Uni-
versity of California, for example, requires the students to take as
a prerequisite to their professional training a course &I physiology
of the visual system, followed by a course in pathology of the eye,
which includes lectures and demonstrations dealn With the iden-
tification of pathological conditions in the eye and the manifesta-
tion of systemic disease as indicated by the eye, and in the final year
an advanced course in pathology of the eye, with pa, ticular reference
to the application of the knowledge obtained in the preceding courses
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iII the determlnation of diseases of the visual systi In olilni patients.
This Is typical of the course given in the other schools and colleges
of optometry,

Prior to 1060, optometrists in many jurisdictions were barred from
lartlcipating not only in the aid to tie blind program but because of
file niti'nntort station of tile regulations promnulgattd by the Social
Sctrity A ministratioin, all oilier vision program supported by
State funds.

To correct this situation the 1050 aentdmtonts to title X of the
social-swcurity law provided that for a Stato 1rograun to be approved
to share in tile Federal funds for aid to the bli nd, it must make avail.
able the services of optometrists to the recipients of such aid.

This does not mieani that applicants for this type of nssistanco must
go to nt ol)toletrist, nor are the fldings or recommendations of the
optometrists binding on the State autioritles. As far as we have
been able to learn, his p rograi has for the list 8 years worked
smnoothly in practically al jurisdictions.

Congrms, in passing the draft doctors law with its VIi'iOu8 amend.
mnents, the edmcal Ser'vice Corps Act, of 194', and the recent amond-
mueat to the Veterans' Benelt Act of 197, has recognized not only the
need but tile propriety for utilizing In health care programs the pro.
fesmional services of optometrists and disciplines other than medicine.
Int the Army, Navy, and Air Force there tire ol active duty at the
premt time more than 300 commissioned optometrists, with ranks
ranging from second lieutenant to colonel in the Army and Air Force,
or their equivalents in the Navy.

One of the stumbling blocks to the utilization of the services of
optometrists in Government-supported health programs is the fact
thatin legislation, regulations snd Government publications the
term "medical care" is used to include not only care which must be
rendered by a duly licensed physician, but also care which can prop-
erly be remndered by qualified and dedicated practitioners in specialized
fields, such as osteopathy, podiatry, optometry, chiropractic, and at
thnes even dentistry.

To deny the recipients of health-care programs the freedom of choice
of a duly qualified practitioner is un-American and contrary to the
public welfire,_ In fact, in some jurisdictions the State attorney gen-
eml has ruled that it was illel to bar from State-financed programs
a duly licensed optometrist Irom participation within the scope of
his licese topractice.

Everyone is conscious of the shortage of physicians and vast sums
are being expended to enable those seeking to acquire a medical educa-
tion to realize their desire. It is therefore illogical and contrary to
the public interest to discriminate against any group with special
qualifications that can lighten the burden which rests upon the medical
profession.

Certainly the individual should be free to choose his practitioner
reprdlese of whether he is bearmg part of the expense or whether
it is all borne from State and Federal appropriations.

When the hearings were held by the-House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, our Washbigton representative, Mr. William P. MacCracken,
Jr., submitted a proposal that was broad enough to make available
to the beneficiaries of any program financed in whole or in part by
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Federal aid, the services of all duly licensed practionere within the
scope of their practice as prescribed b the laws of the jurisdictions
in which the services were rendered. Ie has advised me that there
might be some objection to an amendment which was as broad as
that suggested to the House committee, and therefore we are sub.
mitting to this committee a proposed amendment which applies only
to the utilization of the services of duly licensed optometrists.

This amendment is as follows:
Amend If. 1t. 18649 by adding at the end of said bill the following:

"DIOLARATION OP VPOIJl 3IMiAIWINO UTILIZATION OP OPTOMMTrU5TS

$to. 705. The Congress hereby declares that It is In the public Interest that
the services of optometrists should be available to beneflclarles of health programs
financed in whole or in part b funds appropriated from the Treasury or the
tUnited States. Nothing in thfs Act or In any other Act authorizing health
programs shall be construed to exclude the utilization of the services of optorwotrists within the scope of their practice as prescribed by the laws of the Juris-
diction In which the service Is rendered."

loth amemliments we believe to he in the public interest and are
willing to abide by the decision of this committee as to which one is
preferable.

We appreciate the opportunity to make this presentation, and if
there are any questions which the committee desires to ask, either of
myself or Mr.Macracken, who accompanies me, we will endeavor to
answer them to the best of our ability.

Senator Lose. Thank you very much.
Mr. MACCRAOKEN. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that this other

amendment might also be incorporated in the record following his
statement. That is the broader one which applies to any duly licensed
practitioner, not just to optometrists. It is in line with what was
submitted to the House, so that this committee has a choice.

Senator Loso. That will be included in the record, sir.
(The amendment referred to follows:)

Amend H, I. 18549, by adding at the end of said bill the following:
"8se. 704. It Is hereby declared to be the intent of Congregs that the services

of all duly licensed practitioners within the scope of their practice as prescribed
by the laws of the Jurisdiction In which the service Is rendered shall be made
available to all beneficiaries or recipients of Federal aid and to that end the
term 'health care' shall hereafter be deemed to supersede the term 'medical
care', save and except where the service to be rendered can only be performed
by a duly licensed doctor of medicine."

Senator Lose. Mr. W. Rulon Williamson. Will you proceed, Mr.
Williamson.

STATEXE.ST OF W. RULON WILLIAMSN, RESEARCH ACTUARY,
WASHOGTON, D. C.

Mr. WMUAMSON. I am speaking briefly today against the Social Se-
curity Amendments of 1958, as presented in House Report No. 2288. I
touch separately upon old-age and survivors benefits, permanent total
disability benefits, and public assistance benefits.

1. Old-age and survivors insurance: During the calendar year 1957,
the OASI trust fund was reduced by $127 mil lion. Table 4 in 2288 an-
ticipates a further loss of $600 million in 195D, after a 1958 loss of $800
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million. The tax increase of one-half percent scheduled for 1959 is not
expected to entirely counteract the deficiency of that year, I

1960, 1968, 1900, 1969 each call for a further tax increase of 1 per-
cent, reaching 8 percent in 1969, when the rate is scheduled to'be
more than double that of 1958, and applied to a higher maximum wage
On page 2 is the further warning of constant adjustment in "a dy.
namic society"--no guaranty of any maximum rate or maximum taxed

T man entering the labor market in 1969 with a tax of 8 per-

cent on $4,800 top wage, accepting the idea that both taxes represent
part of his earnings, may well resent the extent of the charity de-
manded from him in behalf of tIe then aged and broken families.
He could quite logically believe-as many do today-that, allowed
the money in cash, he could go far to meet his own responsibilities,
through life insurance and investments, with the advantage of interest
accruals, not much present in OASI.

Last year, the awards or new claimants of 1957 represented a total
potential outlay during the full period of benefit receipts for those
persons, of some 10 percent of dhe taxable wages, or 2 h times the
4-percent tax rate of the year.

Report 2288, in table 6, shows for the distant year 2020 low and
high estimates, first of bencflt payments of $36 and $46 billion, and
next of trust-und balances of $698 billion and nothing. With the bi-
ennial congressional adjustments now coming to be expected from the
pattern of the last decade, no i one can be much concerned over the
accuracy of these projections. And no one can take very seriously,
either, the idea of benefits stabilized after year 2020, on into perpetuity,
after noting an increase of a third from 2000 to 2020.,

H. R. 13549 makes worse four undesirable features in OASI:
There is too wide a range in individual benefits from minimum to

maximum.
The family benefits provide too large a percentage of the average

wae for low incomes.
aggregates of life insurance are fantastically large and toolarge a percentage of all life insurance in the country.

The windfalls to the current aged are very large, the most to, the
least needy.

2. Permanent total disability cash benefits:
PTD benefits were included from age 50 to age 65 for men and age

02 for women, in 1950. There were many restrictions. It takes many
years for natural or imposed selection to wear off, and for benefits to
reach dangerous proportions. One important example comes to mind
where a PTD protection ran for 18 years at. 20 percent of "the ex-
pected"--50 percent in year 18--and then jumped to 200 percent in
year 16. Drastic changes in overall conditions quadrupled the claim
rae in 8 year.

Other experiences with disability have shown that one may double
the rate of individual benefit and quadruple the aggregate claim pay-
ments. I decidedly question the validity of the statement on page 5:

An of the recommended Improvements in V disability provisions of the pro-
gram can be adequately financed from the Co Lrlbutlons already earmarked for
tbe Federal disability trust ftpd.
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The relative attractiveness of the amended benefits and the 1958 re
strictd benefits cannot be so easily sized up, after only about a year
of claim paymentsi D Propping out the's eguads i apt to greatly
expand. the amount of the enfta, An auariaI balance", that ws
redundant by bnly 0.01 percent, out to -infinity, on' an "intermediate
estimate," w6uld seem to have a long way to go on a very slender mar-
gin.

8. Public assistance: Due to the absence of early' benefits under
OAB, and its successors OAI and OASI, public assistance was the
main source of benefits at leas 'up to 19. Now after more than
a soore of years of operation, the contrast between the philosophies of
New Jerspy and the District of Columbia on the one hand, and of
Louisiana and Colorado on the other, indicates that there Is no .com-
monly accepted doctrine as to the purpose. and structure of public as-
sistance* The State of Indiana once set down its conviction that local
benefits ought to -be, paid locally, without a pretended subsidy from
Washington funds. At a time of Federal = t this makes much

So the effort in 1958 to introduce the dubious philosophy of Federal
variable grants, to force,$800 million extra ]Federal money upon the.
States, seems apt to make' for still less sound administration than to-
day. The encouragement of irresponsibilty, of family desertion, of
illegitimacy, of erratic personal boo epi, were indicated in the
hearings of the Curtis subcommittee o 1958, and in many other dis-,
cusions on the pitfalls of public assistance administration. I I

Certainly, too, it would take a wizard of an individual taxpayer to
follow through his share of tax payment made locally, through the
State and through the Federal Government toward the burgeoning
public assistance accounts. -The suggested hop i 2288 that after

0 million more, Federal funds are allowo tO the States, those
State saved $800 million, should then add that amount to their own
Pyinents agau, seems ex actly the wrong asiration._

Ican see no reason for hamstringin still more the sense of local
responsibility for minimzig pauperifn The whole system should
o ktoe $tat and the +Fedral G~overnment should withdraw

Its subsidy.-
Conclusion:" The. proposal to put a billion extra Federal dollars

into these systems m 1959 at a tne of serious budget deficienc, and
to 01 ake+ perm ent even worse extras thereafter seems inflationary
and prejdicial to personal ad!'family self-suienc . it wouia
be better to await the report of the Adviory Council on tea cg
of Social Security. They, as well as the,C1ng have "a bull by thes
horns"-a tough assigment. tremendously complicates
it.

The paragraph on page 2 of 2M which says that--+ -

12O000OO00 now rawy on MonthlZ chek fwnm tho soci* security sytMbw 'M
foudatlon"-
and I quote "the fouxtdation"-,o
Of their securt-
seems an 'bdication of belief in our. onal capaiy. We own
homes and gardens and auoibiles, hay, life insurnce, b sa

overnment bonds- iod other inveenet WM4 power to chos.
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have personal resoulces cohesive families, voluntary tss(iOlations ' Of
many sorts, Those OAWi checks could be a welcome extra, i supple.
mime, but. (lGod forbid that QASI checks, so, largely apology, for flifa.
tion should be the foundation of our security, c, an i e ,

I alve'Ilso onelosed for your reading a brief trticlo which came
out this week in Christina Economics .whih I* wrote l&st March,
which covers tflie saim ground in it slightly different way.

(The article is as follower)
PAR -.rA )luui Y THt llOH . .

W. Rulon Willidtmoon, former attumrinl, consititant to tle Nochtl 0 Mecrity Board

It wat #onto 24 yvoArs Aiwt (VTuin' 20, 114 ) that Prosldeot Frnikilit 1), Itoomovelt
aplhlntil a (Vabt A oninitte on, iRconowlte Hoeurity to latko "reonIienldtiotn
,winmr lbl .Olwo*malo 'whielh, 1i1 it4 Judgnontt wili nirlot grentor ',oltOnile
security.', Tite Committee vw" autorlaed ,to use smuch wittorles of experts, (C)l.
MilttditS, ailvl~ee!, fln wqi'xillg itAf' ats couhl be brotlglt together for the

From tli vantogvv VoInt of hindsight, it olill tel t l t tblS group of,11 few
hundred portress %vats gotolrl'to i~iiteb it cl'ash programll under it wide voirlity of
OlnjiulsloUs which included ,

(a) Thto intent tx vatah ,up with iHurope in the governoental ass11ilption of'
personal reaponsibilities, , . I

b) To transeend the fear of tiumnstitutional action,
(a) To minimise the belief it the Individual's ability to budget his own earn.

tng for the present and the future.
(d) To reverse the ascent from status to contract Into the slide baek front

contract to status , ' I
e 1o keep early costs low by postponing benefits poymint.

(f) When making slightly delayed, largely free benefits, to allot the largest
Windfalls to the men of substance, hopingto galin their support for the program,

ltere in the United States, "itmuraice" was a good word, hut it wisln't it safe
word for a eeral enterprise. Insurance was a province regulated andi super.
vised by the sovereign Statem. Premature use of the word would be prejudicial
to the evolving program. It seemed necessary to ease in the Federal direction
of the program as a noelern way of thrift, claiming that the system was inevitable,
and, once established, permanent. I

Thu, the Soc'al Security Aet of 1035, ame Into being. Within that act, title
II and VIII outlined benflt$L and taxes, old-age benefits (OAR), And payroll
taxes. For this pair of titles the upe of the word "insurance" was deferred until
the Supreme Court ruled the arrangement constitutional on May 24, 1087. The
brief presented to the Supreme Court had said it was not Insurance, but gratuities
or relief and general taxation,,,

But with the bogey of unconstitutionalit laid, the Social Security Board
changed the name of the Bureau of Old Age Benefits Into the Bureau of Old Age
Insurance. In 1939 the addition of benefits for survivors and dependents of
covered employees brought another change in name to the Bureau of Old Age
and Survivors Insurance (OAI),

FINtANCIAL RESULTS

OAS1 has now (includint that Initial OAB) been in operation for 21 years under
a steadily shifting set of rules an q kaleidoscopic philosophies. As 1058 dawns,
with a higher ceiling for the national debt, with the OASl account outside of
the regular budget, with the OASI trust-fund assets a part of the national debt,
with the bu-ing power of each saved dollar constantly shifting-mainly shrink-
ing-a laconic review of OASI financial results should be illuminating.

L The number of people covered In 1987 amounted to 82,800,000, while in 1957
the coverage was 97 million.

2. The earmarked social-securlty tax_ c1lection for 1037 amounted to $514
million, but for 195? It bad JumPied tO $6,86 million.

In other words, while the number of people covered increased threefold itt
that period, the stake" from them increased thirteenfold.
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8, Th benoflts aud administrative expenses for 10117 amounted to $1 million,

jumped to a little over $1 billion In 1054), and then up to $7,500 million in 1057.
To recap this canugo from 1987 to 1057, the coverage hoN tripled, tile tax'col-

locttne has grown thirtoenfold, and the expenditures have risen seven-thousand
five.bundrod-fold,

4. lho unused portion of the taxen colleted went into a frust fund-lodoral
bonlw--on whlih Interost was allotted (from genoral taxation). This trust fund
at the end tif 1037 (with it little added velvet from approprIations) wax 700 time
the 1087 benefit payment. Is 1050 It wus down to 18 times the 2050 bonmfit
payments, At the end of 1)57 it was down to' throe titles tile 1057 'bnoftis
payments.

11, The percentage of the payroll taxo of the year allotted to the trust fund
was 14) percent In 10)87, 02 porimt In IN10, 8 percent in 1ON, 0 percent In 1057.

TZAR Or o oav i

'In 1047, the tax coiletiwj on OAH[ was $0.I billion; the expenditurp, $7.5
billion, The margin In the taxes had completely disappeared. (lurve s wing
inconte al expeiiditures, year by y'etir from 1087, with the inome values above
til oxrnditureo, have reached the year of crossover, with the expndituresa b o) v e t l eo I n 1 0o m e1 , '

The trout fund of $22 bllllon Ik only about a third of nny orthodox clalms re-
serve for the benoflts In process of payment. The awards, the new claims, of
11)57 ropre nt a sunt of from $18 billion to $20 billli, an amount for I year's
additional clima not far short of the entire trust fund. While the tax base Is
4 percent of taxed payroll, thesecialnis of the year portend payments to thlwe
claimants and their dopendentoof 1 percent of payroll.,

Life insurance, under traditional actnurial direction, deals with the contin-
gencles of life and death. It has 'evolved dependable, workable methods, of
premiumm, remorves, claim recognition for Its truidesip, bmod opon tile con-
clpt of individual contracts. Federal open-end nevounto add many special fea-
tures, such as the taxahility of employers, tile taxability of workers, the losing
of persons of both sexes, different ages, varying family responsibilities, varying
earnings, ellangling employment conditions, and many other ftactorw-the most im-
portant- one being the constant threat of amendment. Voluntary assessment and
fraternal associations ran Into serious trouble in attempting sucb open-end pro.
tection, reorganization having been required over and over again In the early
years of the century. The actual experience of OASI demonstrates again the
inability of nonfinancial legislators and bureaucrats to handle the economic cal-
culations involved.

UNADLI TO rO3AnT

Skilled actuaries are unable to forecast the future results of such open-end
accounts, especially, when biennial changes in the structure are. poislble. They
can give Illustrations of potential future situations by making asumptions as to
values 9f factors beyond their control. They find it wise to give at least &*low
and ia hgh. set of assumptions, and-consequent Iilustrations. Wen they do
no, tl0be'uslng the data have been taking mean values between the two Iltustra-
tions and using that mean as though it were a specific prediction.

'Such, nonactuarial discarding of the warning Inherent in the cauUon, "We
cannot accurately predict,' ha resulted in an unwarranted optimism. Some
of thos6 NO using the synthetic cost'structure as valid must be recoglsed as
Ignorant persons, working beyond their skills, or charlatans with lack of re-
slonsibllity.' Under this situation, the amendments to the OASI structure of
1950, 1952, 1954, and 1056 -have resulted in the above-utUned developments.

Two, examples of a wide deviation in the experience from much-used illus-
trative projections made long in advadee should be sufficient:

1. At the time of the 1935 act, a prepared schedule of prospective tax collec-
tiObi and benefit payments and reserve accumulation Indicated expected reserve
In' 1980 of $47 billion. The progression was carried through, year by year, for
the period 1987-80. The A1ON projected benefits were $888 million, The actual
expenditure of 1955 In the manipulated evolving structure was about $5 billion,
or nearly 6 times the amon'unt set down Illustratively for 190 by the actuarial
Consultants of the Committee on Economic Security and the then Govenmmmt
Actuary.

2. In 194, the Office, of the, Actury within the Social Security Administration,
following the rnodlflatlo~o the s t~u Into .QASj o9f ,thie199anumit



to the 11oial feourity Act, made two-conetr uto-wa low aud a higlh An himnr,
ielate lturo-uaed by many as tie pretited fiure--was $1,1 billion for bon@*
ft ots The actual exMtturos, following the amendments of 100, 10MU,
I" 114d 198 h 1?, billion or 6 t hmao te figure used tarior by non.
a4tuarial people al ai16eoast for 018?.quottng the actUarles aes atut ity,

in" the C"tIoremo te lontoat sll to human neOe, 0ensitivo as to what
they feel to be voter attitude, has wet ta IMttern (the highly dangrous, and, to
sMme extent, an irresonimble, pttern) of bienial Ittreae oIn bienefts, experi.
re shows that it I imposibie to have auy clear Iholal gip as to what will

apen in OAS, We can only say that ,the potential expenditure Is normous,
Over a hundred bills are on hand toi 19g8 expanson,

On the other hand though, should the time ever Cote when we oan no longr
hold the bull by the Ihorss, stion 1104 of the Social security Act-reervation
otpo~r.-iff some ible relief to future taxwers against the tremendous
OA taxload apparentlP y accumulating, That stion stateot

Ihe rebt to alter amend, or repeal any provtdon of this Ant is hereby re.
Senator LoNe. ank y Mr.'Willlamon,
Mr iowardJ. lrda.n,
Will you procmd, Mr. Riordan.

STATRNUT 1 0 WAIP 14 ODR AZXNXGTOI VA,
Mr. Rtow"., First let me thank the committee for this opportunity.

I apewar today as an hidividual strictly, to express one idividual'
reactons, and for the larger share of the early part of this afternoon
I was aftid my reactions wore the only ones of their sort in the pic.
ture, but I have taken some heart in the last hour.

My name is Howard J. Riordan, and I have requested the privilege
of appeang befon you gentlemen of the Senate Finance Committee
In order to stat% as an individual citizen, some views which I firmly
believe are sound and in the best interests of all of us as citizens,
leading the proposed chanftes in the Social Security Act which the

House recently pasd H. . .
Senator Bwmzrs=. kr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Riordan to iden-

tify himself, his residence and his occupation, before he makes this

Mr. .RwoAw. My residence is 8188 North Pollard Street, Arlinge
=nVa. ycuation is that of a general agent for the oh Han-

Mu Lih ranob Oo , in Wahng , D. C
okar theLet me make clea that I am not opposd as a person to the basic

principles of social swurity -provid4 ther were some way of pre
ff the Mro 0e&mn aN political, football. HoweverVWehthmfo bemMM , tamngpom

as e;ac election y finds anw.of goodies poured into the
ocil surity stw, it beome increase .ly clear that the problem of

lmintainin thi syem on a sound, eq able, andbasic- level Is now
a rghen" onqe.By o Vntrs, we are well on the road, it appears to me, to distorting

the social-secudity system into a agatua which can, and probably
will eat into our moral and financial well-being like a monstrous can-
c u growt. Selfishly, I would like a social-security program which
would provide $500 o, $ ,00 per month for me as ,ono'es I live after
am 50, and for everyone else which would also provide this income
il flsick or became disald; w ch would pay all my bills in
eithe of those evemt and, when I died, would provide my family with
a cmfoab lifetime income.
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The only thing I don't like about such a program Is that I know ItIs visionary, that it would ultimately be disastrous for our people andour country. Yet bills such as theoone now being considered by thislearned committee put us on the road to such a program as [have
described above.

If it be said that I cite a rdiculous extreme, I would ask you gentle,mien, who of all mon, know human nature so well, to toll me Whether
you honestly think it Is the custom of human nature to sek comfort#eame, money, and/or relief from problems only in moderation-par.
tioularly w ien It Is thought that someone else is paying the bill IYou will all recall what is said to be the favorite story of the late
revered Senator llarkley-about the pampered constituent who voted
against him. When the Senator reminded the constituent of the multitude of favors he had done for him over many years, lie gqt an aceknowledgment of that fact an d maild: "Then why in heaven's name,
did you vote against me P The farmer asked, -Wa, what have yo
done for me lately" 1"

It would appear that the social seculity program is being turned
into a perpetual nanwer to that last question.

Interrupting this prepared statement for just a moment, the ques-tion ocetirred earlier, I noted in the tostinony, and yesterday concernsing 1960 rovimions. 'lere were, for the record, as far as my subrmis.
sion is concerned, benelit adjustments in 19560. It is merely that, asthere were in every year, I10, 19f52, 1954, and 1950, and now, as con-
templated, in 1058.

1po oint of confusion I believe arises f rom the fact that there wasno basic readjustment in 1950, but rather, the opening of the door to
disability benefits.

On which point, again, an interpolation in my own statement I cer-tainly could not humanly speaking blame Senator Douglas or hispride in having hnd a part as an m ividual in introducing or in help-ing along that dlisabllity benefit and seeing it to its succsful passagein 1950, nor his pride in knowing that because it was kept strictly
segregated that it so far has been a solvent program.

However, I was extremely interested to see and heartily concur withseveral opinions in testimony just given which indicates that you can.not judge a disability program in the first year of its operation, andthe evidence is already in, in this year's proposed bill, that the dooris to be opened wider as an exemplication of further aggrandizement
of the disability program that will inevitably, I would judge as a per-son, take placein the years to come, and that, therefore, the disability
program cannot be judged as a practical matter until some years havepassed without any tampering with the original program.

I do not propose today to bore you, with statistics or forebodingfigures. Alf of those that you can possibly need are readily availableto you from better sources than I could possibly be. My intent is totouch upon underlying principles, for Ithink a reexamination ofpertinent principles in connection with the philosophy of soial-se-
curity legislation is long overdue.

1.'The Congress itself has placed in being an Advisor Council onSIal rity Financing, recognizing the patchwork characteristics
which the Social Security Act has acquired. Yet now it is proposed-before this Council even has a chance to report its findings-to add

29748---1T
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to the patchwork. What possible Justification can there be for such
action, other than the sorry one-certainly not worthy of the United
States Senate-of election year expediency I

Senator LoNo. If you will pardon me for saying it, I have voted
for my last study on social security, because I do not want to ever
be confronted again with this argument. I do believe we have some
ability to study these things for ourselves, rather than just sitting
here throughout our entire term waiting for somebody to come in and
report.
Some time ago someone wanted to establish a commission, and came

to see me at Baton Rouge and suggested that I would be called upon
to suggest one of the members of one of these commissions if I would
vote to help set it up. My reaction at that time was that if it meant
we were not going to be able to act and to vote on measures of this
sort then I was not going to be for it, and that is how I feel about it.

Yr. RtORDAN. Senator,1 can understand your position in saying that
you would not vote for the establishment of such a commission feeling,
as you do, that you wanted to be free to take action at any time.

However this Commission is an established fact. It has been en-
trusted within a duty, and certainly the gentlemen who were named as
being a part of that Commission were such as not to take part in it
unless they felt that their actions were to be a fruitful work.

I think no one of us who is reasonable would expect any one of you
gentlemen to have so much time or to have so much knowledge at your
fingertips as to be able, in connection with a tremen(lously corupli-
cated program of this sort, to know exactly those facts which you
would want to have in order to make the kind of judgment that you
would want to make; so personally, I would understand your latter
reaction but I would personally think that a commission for purposes
such as this offers sound advantages.

In any event, it is a matter of the desire of the Congress that this
Commission or Advisory Council do certain work and then report
back, and here we are, as I say, adding to the patchwork prior to any
report received from them.

2. Social-security legislation is amonir the most ;mportant items that
come before the C6ngress. Yet this bill is before your committee at
the 11th hour before adjournment, with very limited opportunity for
serious consideration, in an atmosphere traditionally congnial to
hasty action rather than mature deliberation. I believe it is literally
true that more time has been given in this Congress to a vicuna coat

and some hotel bills than to this legislation which vitally affects every
person in this country.

3. This bill provides further increases in social security benefits
which are not warranted bv the facts-unless we intend the program
to become the financial umbilical cord which will bind every citizen
of the United States to the Government as a child is bound to its
mother. Again, I freely admit-and this is the inherent danger-
that human nature is most naturally going to welcome these proposed
increases. You remembAr the salesman for a bookkeeping system
who told a propt: "This system is garanteed to do half your
work." To which the boss answered: "That's fine-I'll take two of
them."

92
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4. The people of the United States have, to date, been given a social
security program of benefits that has been constantly increased in
every direction. They have been led into the belief that they are cur-
rently paying the proper bill for these benefits, although that is not
the truth. I submit to you gentlemen that this is the time to stop,
receive and study the findings of the Advisory Council on Social Se-
curity Financing, and then, most probably increase social security
taxes in some equitable fashion to pay for the benefits already lefs-
lated-certainly it is not the time to increase those benefits urther.

5. I believe it is past time that the Congress should ask itself what
would have been done, under existing statutes, to any insurance com-
pany which would have handled its policyholders, with regard to bene-
fits and premiums, as the Con gress has handled the people of the
United States with regard to tihe benefits and taxes under the social
security program. Such a company would have had its license with-
drawn by the insurance commissioners.

The program is called social insurance, even in street car advertis-
ing, leading people to believe that it is a fixed insurance benefit with
the taxes for it equivalent to premiums. Yet one need not be an ac-
tuary to know that it is utterly impossible to retire a man with a life-
time pension after he has paid in less than a total of $200 over a pe-
riod of 18 months.

This is not insurance-it is a gift from the citizens of the United
States-to be paid for in full, later on.

6. In summary, I hope this committee will see fit to defer action on
social security, and on this bill in particular, until the next session of
Congress, when deliberate and reasoned consideration can be given
to any proposed change in the Social Security Act in the light of the
studies now being made by the above-mentioned Advisory Council.
To do otherwise, I earnestly believe, is to be unfair to the people who
have entrusted you gentlemen with grave responsibilities which they
do not have the time, the facilities nor, perhaps, the training to under-
take. I am sure your actions will not belie their trust.

One additional comment, tying to the testimony given by Mr. Fonda,
of the NAM, on page 6.

It was extremely revealing to me to be present in this room this
morning and this afternoon and, not until late in the afternoon, at
least to my recollection, to hear real comment directed toward the
original concept of the social security program as constituting not an
adequate retirement, not a sufficiency to live on, but a basic helper
which would assist all of us as citizens, who then had the responsibility
of acting upon our own within the limits and framework of our own
capacities and willingness to save to provide a sufficiency for later
years.

It was amazing to see the very slight degree to which that original
concept of social security was touched upon as contrasted wit
least I gathered the feeling that the social security program should
be an end in itself, a retirement program which would enable a person
to live on its proceeds without any provision that he himself would
have made.

Gentlemen, I thank you very much for this opportunity.
Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Riordan.
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i That o)oludoe todoy'w ension. The committee will not at 10
0'olook on Monday moruillg.
.(The following stit lmet of the Council of Stato Chambers of
co1m1ee was fiIld with the committee by toburt C. (Greslam, as lt.
wit director of riswu'h for the Couneil of State Chamlrs of Com.
mere. Mr. Groslami advised the committee that the council's vohod-
uled spokesman, John W. Jo.tus of Wisconsin, was uiable to appear
because of alrrnAUsutiucus beyond i contrU,.)

ftATUIRNT ON |1h4ALIP 0r 23 MaMi!mt S1ATi AND It5(t0ONAl, 1IIAMIKhIS Or COM-
MUKiO1 O lt OUNOIlt 01 STATIC OUlAMUMlS OP 0U0MM9It10

This statement Is submitted to the Senate Qommittee on Fllinakl(o o bihalf
Ot the wucltC Iwurity committee of the Nationml Council of State (lhaimber of
(lonmeree, it has been endorsed by 2 tate and regional chambers of Comuorce

1M H0 tates,
We ai'prmhlto the oplortulity to submit our views on It. It, 18540 to this CoM.
Itttx 1kitrth t"ll.Xo1 t W1t to hearings oil il0 bill were hold In the Hous of

IteprittiVoo, is you know tie 0ontmittoo on Wayvs and Monto did hold
goneral Ilwkrinto oil the sooil Security" Act in June. Unfortuiatoly the scope
of thow hoaringm wits extremely brtd, covering all titles of the Moehtl Socurli,
Act and vouto 400 pop)1 od bills, which ot course did iot lteinde 11. It, 1IU.
Theeotore, despite the importance of the bill, this is the firot otnelaon whel
Intoreosted arttes have beet able to Indicate their views on the specific provi.
*jous t Outainod i, 11, It, 1849.

You will rooeII that the Social security Amendatents of 106(I (Publi Law 880
84th Cong.) created the Advisory Council on ocil Socurlty lituAeltNg Ana
gave it tlt) m sponsibilit'v of evaluating the OAST tnd disability Ititiraco trust
hinds in relation to their long-term conumitnelnte. We believe the creation of
the Advisory Counll was an Important step It the direction of securing a fiscally
sound O.)ASDI progrlal, It is obvious, howover, that Its sefultilies will be
Impaired and ItA purpmse largely vitiated, It Congress changes this program in
A way which affects benefit costs, tax rates, or the taxable wagon bame without
first having the benotit of the Council's studied. Certainly such fundamental
issues as the advisability of moving toward greater f1ntding by Itncreasihg
reserves, which the chairman of the Committee oil Ways and Means advetneed as
a reatom for raising the taxable wage base, should be reviewed by the Advisory
Council prior to any action by the Congress, In any event we have grave doubts
whether additional current contributions for the purpose of building up the
trust fund would In tact relieve future generations of any benefit cost due in
their time. as the chairman suggested, The difference between the amount of
OAUM taxes tbc:u collected from employers and employees, and the cost of
the benefits then due, would have to be secured from general revenues; there
Is no other means of, obtaining the cash to exchange for the governmental
obligations which make up the trust fund.

In testimony before the Ways and Means Committee we stated that we saw no
economic or social Justification for taking precipitate action to alter the OASDI
program Just a few months befor the Advisory Council makes available the
reults of Its review of the financial status of the OASDt program, We continue
to hold to that belief, particularly since the need for careful evaluation of the
program's financing In relation to its commitments is apparent. In fact, this was
reognised by those supporting H. R. 185149 in the House. Nevertheless, changes
in both tax rates and the tax base are incorporated in this measure on what can
only be considered incomplete and limited study.

Tis ecessity for weing financing with great eare in terms of longc run com -

umltments is amply demonstrated by the trend In ASI tax recel its, benefit
paymets and the trust fund balance since the 19o8 amendments. The Senate
port No. 2138 of June t, 1956, on the basis of the 1958 amendments projected

an bem" is the OAS1 trust fund from a balance of $22.9 billion at the end of
IM to p.4 bmion at the end of 190. In contrast comparable newly revised
eatsmats show a decline of $2.3 billion In the trust fund, or a net reduction from
the orig l estimate in the amount of $5.8 billion. Moreover, most of the actuarial
estimates made prior to 1956 and on which earlier Congresses relied, also have
pved Inaeeurate In that costa almost invariably were underestimate.

It eems to us that this situation certainly should arouse sufficient concern
em tbf O and fi ancing of OASI commitments already on the books as to
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proclule any further amendneints at least until the Advisory Councll heas hlb
initted its report. Merely sime a fundanontal question an need for, or advisability
of, 4ctnllnlating "reserves in tines oof high level economic activity" sNhould not
be hastily deterinitnod In the closlung diys of this session of (ongrooNm, And thin,
no5 you knoW, Woo one of the rasolins given in thO house for increasing the taxable

1hle report of the (cOIloulii i oil Ways and Means accompanying It. It. 11549

IndicIatesn, flowEVer, it iliof that a 7 percejet Increase In the benefits paid to
current bneflciaries, and those who will retire In the relatively near future, is
needed to offl4t th riow In ths cost of Ilving mince IO4 We cannot (oneur as
tiho benefit 1lbernlllsations enacted during 1004 more than equal the Inerease in
the coNt of living between 1952 and the present. If the Congress is determined,
however, to raise Imneflts an average of 7 percent, we wish to point out that this
can be done without at the menn time providing a 17 percent benefit increase for
botilelarles In the distant future through an increase in the taxable wage bie.
(lhe'ly thore is no pressing n(m5K to provide higher benefits for individuals who
will retire several years hence, since future Congremes can I relied upon to give
close attenion to their problems. Indeed, the Committee on Ways and Means
han Indicated that the Social Security Act will be reviewed thoroughly with an
eye to extonmsive changes next year.

We thitik it unwise and completely unnecesary to sharply raise the taxable
wage bha, purportedly to provide benefits Increases that cannot In fact become
effective until sone years in the future, shortly before the Advisory Coun(Il on
Financing Issues Its findings. Assuming there Is a Justification for raising the
ainloit paid to current beneficirlos, there vertainly apper to be none for In.
ereasing the taxable wage base now to provide higher benefits at some distant
future date. For this as well as other sound reasons we are strongly opposed,
therefore, to the proposed Increase In the taxable wage base.

It Congress should decide to provide somewhat higher benefits for current
bouflieinrls only, It might also consider deferring any tax rate Increase pending
receipt of the Advisory Council report. Although we have advocated pay-aswe-
go financing for several years, and we continue to support thin approach, the
cost of a 7 percent average benefit Increase for the few months before Congress
could act on the basis of the Council's report would not be large enough In com.
parlson to overall costs to have any appreciable effect. The Hfouse has already
recogni ed this to some degree since the propod tax rate Increase of one-fourth
percent would not take effect until next year.

We believe that the Congress should defer any changes in the disability pro-
gram, Including specifically provision for dependent's benefits and elimination of
the offset of disability benefits received concurrently under other program.

As regards the retirement test, we feel that modification to place wage earners
and the self-employed on the same basis with respect to allowable earnings
would be desirable. We do not favor the proposed increase from $80 to $100
in allowable earnings, This is Just one more step toward converting a soial
program Intendod to provide benefits to those retired into a pure pension program
with attainment of a stipulated age the only requirement for benefit entitlement

Another part of 1. R. 181549 which we consider of great Importance deals with
grants under the assistance programs. The old-age assistance program originally
was Intended to be a temporary program which would rapidly decline in lm
portance and cost as the OASl program began to mature. But although over 20
years have elapse.d since the program was started, Its caseload is now large+
than In any of Its first 10 years of existence and Federal outlays have continued to
rise, reaching an all-time high of $956 million in 1957 as compared to $119 million
In 1937, A further rise In Federal outlays to $1,026 milUon Is projected'in the
1959 Federal budget in spite of an estimated decline of 36,00 from the 19f
average caseload.

A major factor accounting for the rapid growth of Federal expenditures fo"
OAA benefits during the past decade of almost continuous high employment has
been the repeated liberalization of the Federal matching formula and increase
In the maximum State payments for which Federal matching funds are provided.
From an original concept of 50-50 Federal-State matching, which was retained
until 1940, the Federal share has been increased to four-fifths of the rat $
per recipient plus half the balance up to the maximum of $60.
HAL 18549 would worsen an lredy unfortunate situation by further Ia

creasing the Federal Government's financial participation. Not oly would tbe
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dollar maximum toward which the federal government contributes be raised
but the method of computing this contribution would be liberaliaed, Instead oi
determining the Federal participation on the basis of State payments to indl-
vidtuals, the average of the payment made to all individuals would be the (o!n
trolling factor, FI4 ally, and perhaps most significantly, the fIederal percentage
Would be graduated from 50 percent, the present maximni, upward to 70 percent
or some 8tatA If this step is taken It will make the Federal participation so

large that It is doubtful whether the Federal Government will ever be able to
Apt the states to assume their basic responsibilities for the assistance programs,

The elfevt of the proposed changes are set forth in an appeinix to this state-
uent lFor illustrative purposes, however, we wish to point oft the results in

I or 2 State. Although the new formula Is Intended to benefit States with lower
than average per capital incomes hMlssslippi, for example, would in (act cont.
tribute more toward the cost of die increased grants than would be returned to
it. the estimated cset of the additional grants to Missislppi Is $1,180,0o0, but
only $87400 would be returned In Increased grants, Thus only about 75
percent of the additional cost would be returned to the State as additional grants.
On the other hand, Louisiana would receive far more In Increased grants thlan it
would contribute toward the cost of the additional grants. It in estimated that
Louisiana would have an additional cost resulting from the proposed nssistance
formula of #43,8O?,0)O; however It would receive I additional grantm about
44,70,000, a return of 185 percent. Similarly, Virginia would pay more to
support the increased grants than it would receive In return, getting buck only
about OT percent of Its additional cost, although the average income again is
comparatively low.
It Is our view that the next congressional action on the OAA and other public

as istance programs should be a start in reversing the trend of the ins thing
formula so that the Federal share would be lessened. As a consequence of near
universal coverage of the OADI program and the Increasingly large number of
OASlI benefilcari e, an immediate start should be made toward an early retire-
iment of the Federal Government front particllption In the financing of public
assistance programs, eventually leaving responsibility to the States for assist.
ae tor the residual group that would be In need of financial assistance.

We also wish to comment briefly on the question of coverage under OASDI.
hn our opinion coverage should be extended to employees of the Federal Go.
ernment, virtually the only large group of workers now excluded front the pro.

. Such coverage should be acontpanled by proper integration of OAADT
fit rights with those provided under civil service or other special pension

Planbas. rther, we ftel that the railroad retirement program also should be
Interated with OASDL

To summarize
We do not believe there i sound Justification for Increasing OASDI benefits

without first having the advantage of the Advisor3 Council on Social Security
nanclnga forthcoming report. Should the Congress insist upon adopting hens.

At Increases commensurate with the rise in the cost of living since 1954, we urge
that this be the absolute limit of congressional action at this time. We are
c to providing sharply higher benefits for beneficiaries at some relatively
1istant future date, as is proposed under the wage base Increase, since before
mbh benefits become payable future Congrese will have ample opportunity to

w the need for any increase in the light of conditions which exist at that

We are opposed to the Increase in the taxable wage base which, as has been
I , would have no real effect on increasing old-age benefits for several years,

but which would add Immeditely an additional tax burden. More Importantly,
m aerieM so vitally affecting the basic financial structure of the OASI program
aould be taken until a very careful evaluation of the long-term results has been
mede. The Congress has already laid the responsibility for such evaluation on
th Advisory Council on Social Security Financing. The Congress should not
Sket without the benefit of the Couneil's study and resulting recommendations.

We believe that the existing Federal financial participation In the State as.
elstanee programs should be gradually diminished and basic responsibility re-
tared to the State&s. Consequently, we believe the grants-in-aid formula pro.
posed -1 to I. I 13M5 Is unsound and should not be adopted.

TM owing member State and regional Chambers of Commerce in the Coun-
oM at Stats Chambers of Commerce have endorsed the foregoing statement.
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Alabama State Chamber of Commerce
Arkansam State Chamber of Commerce
Colorado Rtate Chamber of Commerce
Conneetlcut Chamler of Commerce
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce
Florida State Chamber of Commerce
Georgla State Chamber of Commerce
Idaho State Chnmber of Commerce
Indiana ide Chamber of Commerce
Kaaa Hlito 0Chaiber of Col mmereo
Maine State Chamber of Commerce
Mlsotirl ttite Chamber of Commerce
Now Jerney State Chamber of Com-

merce
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Empire State Chamber of Commeres(Now York)
Ohio Chamber of Commerce
State of Oklahoma Chamber of Oom.
moree

PennXylvania State Chamber of Corn.marco
inat Texas Chamber of Commerce

Wext 'J'exas ChImier of Commerce
Lower Jio Orande Valley Chamber of

Commerce (Texas)
Virginia Wtte Chamber of Commerce
Wet Virginia Chamber of Commerce
Wlaconmn State Chamber of Commerce

lnorv(L4 Pederal grant# for puflio asalstnoe under II, R. 185;40

tnttos it ordord( Oflr
capital I11oo11, 19 -60

D)plwnrn. ...........
lontlleeti(l1t ..............
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WilmhIIItoll ............
Rhode 1l0(d ............
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Indinna ..................
Orogon ..................
W)-oning ................
Monllla) .a...............
Missouri .................
Colorado .................
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Minnesota ...............
Kansas ...................
Florida ...................
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A P'WOiMUTA PO DMIURMININO HOAO STATN'S HJUIARM Or I?#11KAL TAX A14D
SPONDINO HUMDIWKS BY (OU4O|1. Ot NATM (IIAMUMNM Or (OMMICl1M, :ANVARY 1958

Iteports of the Coinssioner of Internal itovenue on collections of Federal
taxes nularly include a statement to the effet that the tax receipts in the
various States do not represent the Federal tax burden lit the respective States.
In other words, the Federal tax eolleetiouns reported in a State do not ncoessurily
reflect the IMteral taxes actually paid by the tople of that State.

For this reason the Council of State hlanmbers of Cominorce hum for sonie
years utilized a formula for apportioning the Federal tax burden among the
States lit order to show more accurately the cost to each State of Federnl spend-
it activities. This formula has been revised and Improved from time to time

as new and additional data be ame available.
Following IN the formula used in compiling the attached tax burden apportion-

ent.t:
1. Individual income tax it apportioned to the States according to the distri-

bution of individual Income-tax liability it the States ,is reported il the wont
recent (ii4) statistics of income report. The liability statistics were adjusted
to more current levels of personal Income lit the States on the basis of Department
of Oommerce personal-Income data,

2. Corporation Income tax is apportioned to the States:
(a) One-halt according to thi distribution of petrsonal Income in the States

on the basis of latest Department of Commerce dita; and
(b) One-half according to the distribution of domestic corporation dividends

In the States on the basis of latest l)epmrtment of Commerce data.
B. state and gift taxes are apportioned to the States according to the distri-

bution of estate and gift-tax colletions in the States as averaged over the most
rent 5-year period.

4. Excise taxes:
(a) Alcoholic beverage tax Is apportioned to the States: One-half according to

consumption of alcohol In the States; and one-half according to the distribution
6f personal Income in the states.

(6) Tobacco tax Is apportioned to the States on the basis of population in the
statk4

(o) Motor-vehicle taxes are apportioned to the States on the basis of new-car
re"istrations in the States.

(4) Other excises and customs are apportioned to the States according to the
distribution of personal income In the States.

&, Other taxes, such as employment taxes, motor-vehicle fuel taxes and certain
other highway-user excises have been eliminated from the distribution since
they ar ean %rked by statute for specific uses and are transferred to Treasury
trust-tnd accounts.

NtosNm F. RItZTA, Reaearo, Director.
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Allooattm of the Pedorat tas burden to the tate#
(Ve8rcentages balmd on formula solved by the research ofce of the Counail of 8tate

Chambers of Commerce)

Allooastts,
Alabama ........... 0198

Arizona ......................... .0
Arkansas ..................... 44
California .................... 10, t1
Colorado .................... 89
Connecticut ................... 2.25
Delaware ......... .61
Florida ...................... 2.08

Oeorgla ...... r.............. 1.80
Idaho ......................... .24
Illilos ........................ 7. 11
Indiana ..................... 2. 8N
Iowa ......................... 1. 11
Kansas ....................... .04
Kentucky -..........-........... 1.08
Lioulslana .................... 1.17
Maine ................... . 41
Maryland ................... --. 90
Massachusetts ................- . 8. 68
Michigan ..................... 6.01
Minnesota .................... 1.62
Mississippi .................... 41
Missouri ............-- .......... 2,89
Montana ...................... .80
Nebraska,., ---------- .00
Nevada -------------- ----- .20
New Hampshire -------------- .82

AIooaSton.,

New Jersey .................... 4.20
New Mexico .................. ; 32
New York ...................... 93
North Carolina .... 1........... 8t 8
North Dakota .................. 10
Ohio ......................... .18
Oklahoma .......------------- t.91
Oregon ....................... .01
Pennsylvania ----------------- 7.14
Rhode Island .................. .58
Mouth Carolina ................. 61
South Dakota ................. .20
Tennessee .................... 1. 18
Texas ........................ 4.28
Utah .......... ...------. 88
Vermont ...................... .18
Virginia ...................... 1.68
Washington .... ...--.. 1.58
West Virginia ................. .78
Wisconsin --------------- 2 06
Wyoming ..................... .16
Alaska .. ---............ . 10
District of Columbia ........... ,72
Hawaii- ....................... 2

United States total ----- 100.00

By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)

STATZMMItT Or SrNATOR JAcoB K. JAVITS (NiW Yo9C) ON SOCIAL SOCUSMTr
AUicNDUMTs Or 1958 (II. R. 13549)

Mr. Chairman, the Department of Health, IEducatlon, and Welfare reports that
some 11 million older citizens now receive social-security benefits, more than
two-thirds of the population Is of age 65 and over. Yet receiving socil-security
benefits is not enough. The realities of the Increased costs of living, with the
index for June at a new high of 123.7, make absolutely necessary a reappraisal
of these benefits. This 86th Congress has already Increased the pensions of
veterans, veterans' widows, and retired military, postal, and civil-service person-
nel, and increased the compensation of members of the Armed Forces and civil
service, postal, and legislative employees, Recipients of social-security benefits
should receive parallel increases.

We have not discharged our responsibilities merely by the enactment of social-
secnrity legislation-these statutes must be kept up to date. I strongly urge that
favorable consideration be given to Increasing the amount of OASI benefits. We
must be vigilant to protect the welfare of our older citizens, who have given the
greater part of their lives to the building up of our country.

I am a cosponsor of S. 4121, Social Security Amendments of 1958 Introduced
by Clifford P. Case, of New Jersey, for himself and Senators Payne and myself,
on July 9, 1958, providing for a 10-percent Increase in social-security benefits,
and urge the committee that the provisions of this measure be included as part
of H. . 18549.
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On March 1, 101W, for Senator Ives and myself, I Introduced 8. 147, to In.
crease, in the case of children who are attending school, from 18 to 21 years the
ne until which child's insuranoe benefits may be received under title II of the
Social Security Act,

The present law works a severe hardship on widowed mothers trying to pro.
video a high-sehool or college education for their children by cutting off social-
security benefits when the dependent child reaches 18. Ilowever, If the law is
amended as proposed in S. 1475, then some 125,000 young Amoricans now 18
through 20 years of ago would receive payments averaging $154 and up to $8'!
a month~ until their 21st birthday, so long as they remain in school. Such an
extension of social-security coverage will have a long-range comt of approxi-
mately four one-hundredths of 1 percent of payroll taxable under the old-age,
survivors, and disability Insurance program (currently amounting to about $05
million er year).
Some of the groundwork for extending coverage in this manner was laid last

year when Congress enacted Public Law 880, which provided that the dependent
child who was disablM would continue to receive benefits If the child's disability
Occurred before age 18.

Today, when the cost of a college education Is soaring-when educators est[
mate that at least 100,000 gifted high-school students cannot afford to go to
college-this bill would allow the dependent child an average of over $500 a
year to help defray expenses. It seems to me that, at a time when our coun-
try must develop the mental as well as the physical manpower to maintain its
position at home and abroad in the decades of decision ahead, we must do every-
thing In our power to encourage as many of our youth as possible to complete
,"eir education.

When the benefits of an orphaned child are cut off at age 18, as the law now
says they must be unless he is severely disabled, the child frequently is forced
to leave school. Without the help of the benefit checks, the widowed mother
often Is unable to support the family, much less to clothe the child for school and
pay the costs that go with high-school attendance. Thus, too many children who
want to finish their schooling must drop out and try to help support their mothers
and younger brothers and sisters.

It is shocking to realize that, in the country as a whole, about 40 percent
of the boys and girls enrolled In high school drop out before graduation. More-
over, recent studies by the United States Office of Fducation show that financial
need in the home Is a major cause for children leaving high school. Obviously,
this applies with special force in the case of the orphaned children receiving
benefits under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system. The pay-
ment of their benefits until age 21 would go a long way toward helping them
overcome one of the great tragedies of orphanhood-that of being deprived of a
fair start In life because of Inability to reach a normal level of education. It
seems very obvious that here is an improvement in the social-security program
that we cannot afford to leave unmade, both for the good of the children them-
selves and for the strengthening of the Nation's resources.

In speaking of the urgency of keeping children In school, President Eisenhower
has said:

"Each young American owes it to himself, and to his country, to prepare to
meet the demands and opportunities of the future. Toward the achievement of
this goal, education and training are essential; our schools provide the powers
of tomorrow.

"I urge every girl and boy in the United States to continue as students in
school until they have developed their God-given caphte :ies to the full. Only in
this way can they hope to make their finest contribution to the strength of the
Nation and reach the fulfillment of their own life purposes."

There is an ever-growing demand by industry and business for at least a high.
school diploma in considering applicants for Jobs. The door to advancement and
further training Is likely to be closed to those who fail to complete high school.

New developments in the professions, and in automation, electronics, and
precision machinery, are accelerating the trend toward more and better 'bs
for the educated. Irregular employment and lower wages will more and more
face the uneducated in the years ahead. And our society increasingly requires
education and understanding for success as a worker, a family member, and
as a citizen of a nation which must provide leadership in a world beset with
crises. It is too obvious to need emphasis that any practical step we can take to
help children stay in school ought to be taken.
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There are more than O0,000 high-school students in the country who have
passed their 18th birthday. In many areas, a child may not enter school until
the beginning of the term following his sixth birthday. Thus, the 12th year ot
schooling is often not completed by ago 18. It may not even be begun If the child
is a year behind because of sickness or for other reasons, Th1s, age 18 is far
from absolute as a time when children can be deemed to have finisied their high.
school work. The truth Is that when we cut off a child's benefit at age 18 anlt
thereby, make further attendance at school Impossible, we are, In many case
doing so exactly when the child Is at the peak of his high-school career and
has a diploma and, perhaps, a scholarship in sight Just ahead.

I submit that this In wrong and should not be allowed to continue.
1, therefore, propose that the provisions of S. 1475 be made an amendment

to U. It. 18049 now before your committee. The cost of this amendment as I
have indicated would be only 4/100 of I percent of payroll taxable under the
old-ago, survivors, and disability Insurance program. According to the Seer*.
tarles of the Treasury, of Health, Iducation, and Welfare, and of Labor, who
make up the Doard of Trustees of the old-age, survivors, and disability insur-
ance trust funds, the old-ago, survivors, and disability Insurance program Is now
for practical purposes In actuarial balance. Former Secretary Folsom has reo
cently stated that the system Is In essentially sound financial condition for the
foreseeable future. The bill passed by the House would further strengthen, and
in a very substantial way, the system's financial condition. The cost of the
amendment I have proposed is so small that the total effect of the bill would
remain that of a further substantial Improvement in the financial soundness of
the program.

The benefit to the children and to the Nation overshadows the relatively small
amount of money Involved. To anyone who might say that, even so, the cost is
enough to warrant a delay in making the change. I would seA that what we
cannot afford is the delay, not the cost. By the time we would have an oppor-
tunity to consider this again, thousands of children dependent upon social-se-
curity benefits will have reached age 18 and bad their benefits cut off. How
many of these will have to leave school if we fail to provide for continuation
of their benefits? What price would we put on the curtailment of their oppor-
tunities and the loss of their skills and abilities to the Nation? The answer is
simple, I think. The loss would be entirely too much to bear comparison witIl
what It would cost to avoid it.

To anyone who so far agrees but wants a precedent, I will point to the program
of benefits for the children of veterans under the War Orphans Educational As-
sistance Act of 1058 (88 U. 8. 0. 1081). That program pays benefits to children
of deceased veterans to age 21, and even beyond in some instances where the
child remains in school. What has been wisely recognized and acted upon there
should certainly be added to the basic social Insurance system in the country.

I urge that we act now to make this change, and help to this degree to stay the
waste of human resources, the foreshortened opportunities, and the heartbreak
that result when a child must abandon his school because the social-security
law cut off prematurely the means of his attendance.

An Immediate need I the lifting of the present $1,00 annual earnings limita-
tion in covered employment for social-security recipients under 70 years of age.
This is unfair to the man who wants to keep his hand in, to the family which
needs more than the monthly benefit amount to maintain a decent standard of
living, and unfair to the economy for the older worker has many contributions
still to make. I am the sponsor of a bill to this effect In the Senate, 8. 882,
presently pending before your committee, and urge Inclusion of this measure
as a Senate amendment to H. R. 13549.

AMERiCAN HosmAL AssocuTzoi,
Waeington, D. 0., August 1,1958.

Hon. HiAy F. BYRD,
(Ohairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate 001cc Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAs MR. CHAIrMAN: The American Hospital Association is deeply interested

in those provisions of H. R. 13549, now pending before your committee, which
relate to vendor payments for health care of public assistance recipients.

We strongly supported the action of Congress in 1966 in establishing a separate
Federal matching formula for funds expended by States in making vendor
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ayments, and we believe that the number of States, which have initiated or
nlarged vendor payment programs in the past year demonstrates that the 1956

amend ments have been effective in stimulating the provision of better and more
adequate health care for the needy aged and the other groups concerned. These
amendments, however, even as modified in 1957, have had the unfortunate and
presumably unintended effect of inducing several of the States which had op-
erated the most liberal vendor payment programs to curtail those programs and
to shift substantial portions of their health care expenditures to the form of
cash payments. It is generally agreed, I believe, that making cash payments to
assistance recipients to meet their health needs Is an inefficient use of assistance
funds and leads to less adequate health care of the needy, and that the shifts
in this direction which have resulted from the recent amendments of the Social
Security Act constitute a serious backward step.

The changes proposed in H. R. 18549 would solve the Immediate problem in
those States that have shifted from vendor 'n caph payments, and permit them
to return to the better and more efficient method. These changes would also put
the Federal matching formula wholly on the basis of average rather than indi-
vidual payments by the States, a distinct gain at least from the standpoint of
simplicity of administration. Finally, by increasing the Federal matching ratio
in States with relatively low per capita incomes, they would provide a strong
Incentive to the liberalization of the assistance programs in those States. We
have no means of judging whether this incentive would be more effective than the
1956 amendments have proved, or less effective, in stimulating the Initiation and
expansion of vendor payment programs in those States.

Our association, as I have said, is firmly of the view that separation of Federal
grants for health care from grants for cash assistance is desirable. In view of
the questions which surround the future role of the Federal Government in public
assistance, and particularly In old-age assistance, and the future relation of these
grants to OASDI, we believe that the long-run objective of building and main-
taining adequate health care programs for needy people throughout the Nation
will be better served by maintaining this separation than by entangling health
funds once again in these other issues.

Despite these considerations, there advantages which would follow from enact-
ment of H. R. 18549 are such that I do not feel warranted, at least in the absence
of opportunity for more extensive study by our association, in urging against
its enactment. If, however, your committee should, for any reason, reject these
provisions In the form in which they were passed by the House of Representatives,
I would most earnestly urge that, you increase the present $6 and $3 ceilings for
the matching of vendor payment expenditures to $18 for adults and $6 for
children.

If a separate calculation for matching health expenditures is to be continued,
*we can see no reason why the Federal Government should contribute a smaller
share of the cost of meeting the health needs of the indigent than it contributes
-to their other costs of living. Assuming $25 a month to be the cost of a reasonably
adequate health program for the indigent aged-this figure was exceeded by 6
,States in June 1957, the highest expenditure being more than $32-the Federal
contribution would be 12 percent under present law and 86 percent under our
proposal. While the difference in present formulas makes precise comparison
difficult, I think it cannot be questioned that even under our proposal the Federal
Government would be contributing a smaller proportion of the cost of health
care programs, in States with low levels of expenditure as well as in States
with high, than it contributes to the cash maintenance programs. A lessening
of these disparities we think is plainly called for and is needed without delay if
.several of the best vendor payment programs are not to deteriorate further.

I should appreciate it if you would incorporate this letter in the record of
your committee.

Sincerely yours, ALANSON W. WuLTcox,
General Counsel.

QuINOY, ILL., August 1, 1968.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman of the Senate Finanoe Comnmnttee
Senate Otoe Building, Washniton, D. C.

Dsr SENATOR Bm: The radio announcement this morning, commenting on
the topheavy vote in the House of Representatives on the proposed increase in
soeial security benefits and taxes, indicates that there may be considerable
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question as to whether the proposed legislation will get speedy approval by your
committee.

Perhaps you have seen the monthly letter, issued by the First Natio'bal Oft*
Bank of New York, commenting on the large number of social security biubefore Congress: A, ' I"The flood of proposed changes comes at a time when the present system is

showing visible signs of financial strain. Social security tax collections are run-
ning well below the amount of benefit payments and the program is expected to
show a deficit this year--something that wasn't supposed to happen for many
years.

"In the light of these developments, and with the full impact of liberalizations
over the past few years not yet evident, it is only commonsense to weigh care-
fully all proposals that would widen the scope of the system even further."

It does seem to me that, since the time of the report of the Advisory Council
on Social Security Financing is so near, it will be very desirable to have the
results of a study of that council before further changes in the social security
setup are made.

It seems to me it will be very wise for your committee to refuse to recommend
Increasing social security benefits and taxes at this time. I will feel that I have
inhaled a breath of fresh air if the Senate refuses to go along with rolling ot
the snowball which I feel social security increases have become, particularly
in this election year.

Yours very truly, NATE MAcic.

Hon. HARRY BYRD, HOnW N. 3., August 4,1958.
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SNATOR BYRD: It is my understanding that H. R. 18549, dealing with

social security benefits and taxes to provide those benefits, will shortly come
before your Senate Finance Committee. It is my opinion that the provisions
of this bill merely attempt to keep pace with an expected continuation of infla-
tion, and that it does nothing to try to control that inflation.

An increase in benefits is always popular, but I think every opportunity should
be afforded the people back home to appraise the effect of the tax increases. To
this end I believe that it is very important that hearings be scheduled on this
bill and a thorough and exhaustive study be made before it is reported out for
Senate action.

The increase of one-fourth of 1 percent in 1960, which is often publicized
in the press, seems little enough increase in the tax when compared to the
increase in the benefits, but when the stepped-up scale of increase is considered;
the 4% percent in 1969 is a discouraging prospect for both individual and em-
ployer. I believe the effect could be more far reaching on the employer than on
the individual, and I am not an employer. We are not far now from the condi.
tons of diminishing returns as far as increasing taxes goes, especially on
business. I believe H. R. 18549 will do more harm to the economy than it
will good.

Sincerely,
KNNHTJ L. WzAWSON.

LA GRANoE IM., Juy 1, 1958.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,

Senate Ofibe Building,
Waeslngton, D. C.

DrA SENAT R BYmD: I implore you to oppose any and all further increases
in social security benefits and taxes, such as just passed by the House. The
great mass of middle class Americans are not in favor of the whole idea of
social security because it destroys motives for thrift and incentive.

I strenuously object to having forcibly deducted from my salary such a large
percentage today. What it will be tomorrow frightens me.

In addition social security has had so many political implications that I am
convinced that It is not on a sound actuarial basis, and never will be.

Please help us from being engulfed by this tide of taxation.
Yours very truly,

HzNRY D. Hoe'.,
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KomMM-PAsMOU oO.,

Subject: Sooial neurity taxation and beDets Meo h45
Ron. I Naa S T8,Ohaerma, B..moee Pdewow Comm tttee,

++ ~Wookit~lyon., D, 0.:

It Is truly unfortunate that the House allowed Itself to bo stampeded Into an
approval o Increased social-security rates and taxation at ohm time,SAt a tUwe when our economy Is In need of a reduction In taxation, we find the
ederal Government actually Increasing the rate of taxes on individuals, This

is certainly lneonslstent to say the least,
The small pittance of Increase in benefits will be of no material benefit to the

reelplents as it is very clearly a sop to gather votes; but the increased taxation
will be a hindrance to our recovery, not only In this year, but the years to come.
As I understand it, in the next 10 yearth the aggregate tax will be 9 percent;
half coming from employer and half dating from employee. That is a terrific
amount of money to be extracted from the pockets of the wage earner and
businessman. I don't quite see how we can expect any great enthusiasm on the
wwrt of either one of those taxed groups toward increased production and earn-

when it is so quickly siphoned off by the federal Government.
Ido ask that this entire piece of legislation be buried in committee so that

it does not become effective at this time. It is hoped that at the next session of
Con ss the Senate can then take It out of Its pigeonhole and disapprove
It completely. R OAN D .KomtIZR,

STATS OF NOW YORK,
DIPAS&rINT Or SOoIAL Wrl.rAur,

Albu#y, July 80, 1068.ROL, ftvrN M. IvES
Vatted S~alt" Senate,

Washintth D. 0.

Deact StNAtes Ivs: The Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repro.
rsntatIves has come up with two identical bills-H. It. 13550 (Reed of New York)

and H. It. 13549 (Mills of Arkansas) amending the Social Security Act.
These bills have many provisions which will be of advantage to our welfare

programs In New York State.
Basle, of course, Is the provision of costoflivlng increases in the insurances.

Such increases always apt to reduce the amounts we need to spend for assistance.
There are changes in the several formulas of Federal participation In our

assistance programs which will result in an estimated saving in our State and
local welfare budgets of approximately $18% million each on an annual basis.

There are also changes we have long sought to simplify our administrative
problems in the introduction of an average grant principle of payments, in im.
proving the methods of payment for medical care, and In removing the rurality
provisions in the child welfare services allocations.

We commend these bills to you for favorable consideration and action when
they reach the Senate.

If there is any information you wish in connection with the bills, we will be
happy to supply It.

With all good wishes.
Sincerely yours,

RAYMOND W. HOuSTON,
Oommisoner.

IlASTURN NZW YOAX OPTOMxMO SOTYr,
Albanyt N. Y., j y80, 1958.

Hon. JlAon JAmt,
Unted State* Senate,

WAt Ingtou, D. 0.
My DzAz SE ATo JAvrrs: I am writing to you on behalf of the Eastern New

York Optometric Society, and wish to call your attention to certain legislation
about which we are concerned.

During recent hearings held by the Ways and Means Committee on bills to
amend the social security law, the American Optomertic Association, with which
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we are affiliated, recommend that any legislation which might be favorably r-
ported by the committee should Include the following language:

"It Is hereby declared to be the Intent of Congress that the services of all duly
licensed practitioners within the scope of their practice as prescribed by the
laws of the jurisdiction In which the service is rendered shall be made avail.
able to all beneficiaries or recipients of Federal aid and to that end the term
"health carol" should hereafter be deemed to supersede the term "medical care,"
save and except where the service to be rendered can only be performed by a duly
licensed doctor of medicine."

If this amendment is pised, It will enable optometrists to take part In Fed.
oral health benefit programs, As you know, optometry Is the profession specifi-
cally licensed and trained to care for vision, and the Interests of the public wilU
be best maintained by the Inclusion of this amendment,

Very truly yours, U. Z. Ku no, Pree fent.

STATE or ALABAMA,
DEpAITMENT or PENSIONS AND SECURITY,

FMontgomery, Ala., August 7,1958,Hton. HANNY Fr. IRY80,
Ohairman, Senate Pinamoe Oommttee,

Unite State Senate, Washington, D. 0.
MY DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We aro delighted to learn that the Senate Finance

Committee will hold public hearings on H. R. 1349 (Soclal Security Amend-
monts of 1058). Since It will be impossible for me to testify, I should like to
register with the committee my comments on this legislation.

We have reviewed 11. It. 18549 as it was passed by the House of Representa.
ties. We have also reviewed the committee report on this bill. We are tre-
mendously Interested in the benefits which will accrue to Alabama people If
this legislation is enacted. We take cognizance of the improvementsi the
old-age, survivors, and disability Insurance program, as well as In the public.
assistance titles. Iloth phases of the act would mean material benefits througb-
out Alabama.

When the House Ways and Means Committee was holding hearings on the bill,
it was my privilege to file a statement In regard to proposed Social Security
Amendments of 1958. A copy of this statement Is attached for your records. We
recognize that H. R. 18549 Incorporates some of the recommendations which we
have set forth.

We would hope that your committee will make a favorable report on H. R. 18549
as soon as possible so that passage can be assured during the current session of
Congress.

We will appreciate your furnishing us with a copy of the report of the ftatice
Committee on this subject.Sincerely yours, J. S. SNODDY, M. D., Oommiaioner.,

STATEMENT BY J. S. SNODDY, M. D., CoMMissoNwa, ALABAMA DxPAJRMTNT Or
PENSIONs AND SECURITY, FILED WIT!! THE Houst WAYS AND MEANS COM-
MiTma ON Paoro SoewL SECURITY Acr AMENDMENTS, 1958, JUNE 1908

I am J. R. Snoddy, commissioner, State department of pensions and security in
Alabama. Both the State department and the 67 county departments of pensions
and security are agency members of the American Public Welfare Association.
In addition, many of us who work in the program are Individual members of
the association. Dr. Ellen Winston, president of the American Public Welfare
Association, has presented the official testimony for the group.

The department of pensions and security in Alabama administers the public-
assistance programs authorized in titles I, IV, X, and XIV of the Social Security
Act. Likewise, it administers the child-welfare-services program authorized
in title V, part 3, of the act. Before dealing with the specifics of the programs
with the department administers, I should like to emphasize our strong belief
that the contributory Income-maintenance programs--both unemployment in-
surance and old-age, survivors, and disability insurance-authorized under the
Social Security Act should be broadened and strengthened. In fact, we have
long supported these Insurance programs as the American way of meeting the
Income-maintenance needs of people and have advanced Improvements in it I
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UNNUPLOYMtNT NSUMANOm

The nem lty to enat eniorgoncy Federal leilhttion this year to alleviate
conditions occasioned by continued utnemploynent of ituay who exhausted their
boneilt under State laws graplicall, polntm up tie 130il in the ares of adoqtucy
and duration of benefit payments tfiroUlgh unemployment Intlrneo The pro-
glaki should also be strengthened with respect to eovernage. Dlily, we (onlo Ilk
volitact with the elployablo 1l1omiplogvle who do inot qualify for unemployment-
coipensatioi blnells ho(lau5o thoy lave not worked In (vvored oinliioyniont.
Likewise some of the persons receiving benefits seek aupplemhental old for medi-
tal eare or other special needs because of the Inaldequacy of benellts.

OLW-AOK0, tURVIVOlU1, AND DISAIUMTV 1NSUNANOIC

Oll-ag survivors, and dlstibility Insurance payments are inidequnto to ineet
basic nzt'els in tennis of the l rselt cost of living, That bonellt payments should
be more adequate Is illustratetl by tho filet that nearly I out of every 0 old-age.
assistance payments In Alabama fit lebruary 1958 Nupplonionted all inatidquato
old-ap, survivor , and disbility Insuraint benefit. To further Illustrate the
polnt, in February 105?, asslstaieo payments to aged Iersons who also received
Insurance benefit amounted to 18.4 percent of the total old-agi-aHilitanco Pmy-
ments fit the Nation,

Besides more adluate, payitents, thero should he extension of coverage, both
as to wage earners and types of ilska still excluded. Alabama, it Juno 1911,
bad only 3WO8 percent of its aged population receiving bonelits. This omiiros
with M2.4 percent for the Nation and 60I5 percent for lihodo Island, the Stito with
the highest pereiitage, Our county workers are trying hard to asslt our re-
elplots in getting covered for OASDI boneflt--esleclally farm and domestic
workers.,

AlWN, an Increase In the amount of earnings creditablo toward benefits should
be made, to keep that amount in line with current conditions. In addition, con-
tributions should be Increased to cover tho cost of the changes and to insure
that the program Is financially sound.

PUtlIO ASSISTANOM
611.ln od mwamt

Matching formulas for the public-assistance programs expire Juno 80, 1059.
We arse that no change be nade i the Federal matching formulas or maximums
in which the Federal Government will participate which would result in a re-
duction in the Federal share of assistance, services, or administration. We be-
lieve that Federal participation should be on an equalization grant basis pro-
vided by law. We also believe that the formula should apply to financial assist-
ance (including medical care), to welfare services (including child welfare),
and to administration. We regret that the 106 medical-care amendments re-
quire equal State matching of Federal funds throughout the entire country.
Thus, Alabama and other low per capita income States have as heavy a match-
ing responsibility as do the wealthy States. We are deeply concerned about this
and, in fact about the absence of adequate equalizing provisions in all phases of
the publicasistance provisions of the act. The result Is that grants in Alabama
fall far short of the minimum for health and decency.

We urgently request careful consideration of an amendment to provide Fed-
eral participation on the average payment for recipients, rather than the pay-
ment to the individual recipient. This would simplify and Improve the admin-
Istratlon of the program.
Apprepri lo

We strongly urge that there be no change in the present provisions of the
Social Security Act with respect to open-end appropriations, both for public
assistance and for public-assistance administration. This basic, long-range pol-
icy has proved effective over the years, and provides the kind of flexibility which
is essential if need is to be met promptly. Human need is never easy to predict,
and is often influenced by factors beyond the control of the Individual. This Is
graphically illustrated by the effect of the unfavorable economic conditions In
the aid-to-dependent-children caseload, Since January 1957, and without any
major changes in law or policy, the aid-to-dependent-children caseload In Ala-
bam h risen by 18M3 percent.
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We are eager to implement the 109 training amendments because we neod
bettor trained personnel in our programs. Our workers carry heavy respon
sibilities. If they had better training they would be In a more advantagoou#
position to help recipients to become self-supporting or to take care of them-
selves or to strengthen family life. In addition, workers would be more ads-
quatoly equlplped to make proper determination of eligibility for payments.

Also, badly needed are funds for research into the causes of the wide variety
of huainn problems which come to the attention of our workers day by day. If
we know more about the causes of the problems, we could more Intelligently sek
ways to prevent them. We realize you are considering amendments to the Social
Security Act, but we could not forgo pointing up the importance of implementing
the present authorizations with appropriations.

Gonral aiultanoc and other needed am uwnmentu
Human need is not confined to certain groups for which special provisions have

been nmade, By certain groups we mean the veterans; the needy aged, blind, per-
manently and totally disabled, and dependent children (under certain condl-
tieots;) tie retired workers; the employable unemployed, etc. ly special pro-
visions we mean benefits paid as a right; public assistance to the needy who
qualify; public or private, contributory or noncontributory, retirement benefits.
There are numbers of people who do not fit into any of those groups. For these
men and women, boys and girls, we advocate that the Federal Government author-
lIse by law, and participate In, the cost of an assistance program. For want of
a better term, it might be called general assistance.

Private resources and local and State governments now provide the only
assistance available to this group. In Alabama, State and local funds for the
needy are limited. We use the State funds primarily for the federally matched
categories, because In that way the limited State funds will earn Federal money
and, thus, go farther toward meeting need.

As we reported to your committee on March 28, 1958, people are applying to our
county departments who know that they do not qualify for aid administered
by the agency. We recommended that to alleviate the present situation prompt
consideration be given to making Federal funds available without State match-
ing to meet the needs of these people. We continue to make this recommendation.

If it does not seem feasible at this time to establish a general assistance pro-
gram, we would urge that serious consideration be given to broadening the base
of the aid to dependent children and aid to the permanently and totally disabled
categories. The present eligibility requirements for aid to dependent children
almost put a premium on fathers deserting their families. If a father is unem-
ployed and can find no work, aid to dependent children payments are denied
his children as long as he remains In the home. Should he desert, however, the
children could be eligible for aid to dependent children payments. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that in February 1956 In 17.9 percent of the families receiving
aid to dependent children in Alabama the father had deserted. This percentage
Is only a little higher than the 15.5 percent of deserting fathers for the Nation
as a whole that month.

The program of aid to the permanently and totally disabled would be greatly
strengthened by deleting the words "totally and permanently." Daily numbers
of people come to the attention of our county workers who are Ill, but do not
meet the definition of having an illness which is permanent and is totally dis-
abling. We think it would be a sounder investment, both in terms of human values
as well as financial costs, to assist these people to become self-supporting rather
than to deny aid until such time as their disability becomes both total and
permanent.

In addition, we believe it would be extremely helpful if residence requirements
were made uniform throughout the country. This would prevent the depriva-
tion of aid because a person loses his right to assistance in one State before be
gains it in another.

CHILD WELFARE SERVXCES

We were pleased that a 1956 amendment to title V, page 3, of the Social
Security Act raised the annual authorization for child welfare services to
$12 million. We have been disappointed, however, that the full authorization
which Is far too small has not been appropriated. We urge that the authoriza-
tion be increased and that the full authorization be appropriated.

The present $12 million authorization Is not sufficient to provide adequately
for services to children in rural areas and In areas of special need.

20743-58----18
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We recommend that the.cnm&twe give serious consideration to removing the
retriction on the use of child welfare funds in only rural areas and areas of
special need. It has been lour experience since 185 that problems of children
are not limited to rural areas and that services to children should be available
regardless of where they live.I We recommend still another amendment to this section of the Social Security
Act This amendment would authorize the use of child welfare funds for delin-
quent children as well as those'in danger of becoming delinquent, We believe that

e'strengthening of the child welfare services grant program in these respects
not only will provide increased preventive services but, also, will focus more at-
tention on services for the care and treatment of the delinquent child as a part
of an overall child welfare program.

O0NWU5ION

We appreciate the opportunity of filing this statement with your committee
which has made constructive amendments to the social security program i the
more than 20 years since its original enactment. We agree with you that a well-
rounded and improved system of social insurance and public welfare services is
basic to the security of all the Pepie of this great'Nation. Certainly our ex-
ertence during the past several months with a declining economy has under.

lined the importance of the social security program, not only to individuals,
but to the basic economy of the Nation. At the same time, it has graphically
pointed to the need for Improving and strengthening the program in terms of
present conditions.

NOBTIt AROULNA STATz BOARD oF PUBLI0 Wi LFARc,
Raleigh, August 8, 1958.

,1on. HAIMY F. BYRD,
Ohairmos 8eiete Fitiatoe Committee,

UNited States Senate, Waehngto#, D. 0.
DEa 8StNATOR Bywi: State and county public welfare boards and staffs in

North Carolina are greatly pleased by the careful consideration being given In
this session to amendments to the Social Security Act to provide much needed
help for the aged, disabled, and children under the OASDI, public assistance, and
child health and welfare titles. Because of our area of responsibility, we want
to emphasize particularly Increasing public assistance grants to needy people
and administrative Improvements in both public assistance and child welfare.
We earnestly hope, therefore, that the Senate Finance Committee will give favor-
able consideration to the improvements contained In I. R. 18549 to the end
that they will be enacted Into law before Congress. adjourns.Sincerely,r Dr. ELLxN WINSTON, Oommiasioner.'

STATIZNT Of SmmATOR CHAPMAN REZxoOMB TO SFZAT PINN CoOMMT
ON SOCIAL SWUrIT AM4NDMENTO

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate very much the
opportunity to file a statement in support of H. R 18549 and other needed
amendments to the Social Security Act.Pirst, I am in favor of Increasing benefits to those now retired, as the House
bill under consideration provides. However, it Is my feeling that Congress
must make further improvements in the social-security system if we are to make
-it more applicable to the needs of the times.

Among the most needed improvements Is this Insurance program, It seems to
me, are lowering the minimum retirement age 'and liberalizing the disability
provisions of the 196 amendment to the Social Security Act.

Several years ago I offered amendments to reduce the retirement age to 60
and to provide for the payment of benefits to the permanently disabled at any
age. Although these amendments were not adopted at the time, the 84th Con.
gress saw the wisdom of extending social-security benefits to permanently dis-
abled workers of 50 or over. Also, widows and dependent mothers were made
eligible for full benefits at age 02, while wives and women workers were per-
mitted to apply for actuarially, reduced benefits at the same age.
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Thee were important steps forward, but they do not go far enough.
I have Introduced three bills In the Senate which I feel would greatly Im-

prove the social-securlty program and which I respectfully urge th committee
to consider favorably. They would accomplish the following, .

M ( Lower the minimum aetirement age to 82 for both men and women.
Clarify the meaning of the term "disability" in determining who is an-

titled to disability insurance,
(8) Reduce the number of quarters in which a permanently disabled person

can quality for benefits.
My reducing the minimum retirement age from 65 to 82, as my bill (8. 8877)

provides, we would be bringing the Social Security Act more in line with other
Government and private retirement plans. Under this provision, some 1,200,000
women between the ages of 02 and 65 would become eligible for benefits and
the same opportunity would be extended to some 1,82,000 men.

A great majority of these persons, If gainfully employed and in good health,
would certainly choose to continue working rather than to accept the small sum
monthly benefits from social security. The facts clearly show that most people
go on working as long as they can and that they apply for social-security benefits
only when they are forced to do so either because of health reasons or because
they cannot find jobs. In fact, the most recent study made showed that only
about 5 percent of the people applying for benefits did so voluntarily. The
rest had been forced to, retire because of conditions of health or because they
were unable to find employment at their ages.

The age 65 figure was chosen quite arbitrarily back in 1935 when the system
was established. Inasmuch as the original plan has been substantially changed
in other areas to meet new and changed conditions in our economy (greater pro-
duction per worker, more women employed, machine production and growing
population), it has always seemed strange that this age 65 for retirement should
have been considered a cornerstone of the act for so long a time. This provision,
however, went unchallenged until the last Congress made a small crack in the
retirement age barrier.In these 1956 amendments, widows and dependent mothers were made eligible
for full benefits at age 62, while wives and women workers could apply for
actuarially reduced benefits at the same age. This important step provided much.
needed benefits to many American women, but it disQrlminates against a great
many others. Moreover, it falls entirely to recognize the critical situation In
which many men and women find themselves between the ages of 62 and 65.

My bill simply recognizes the fact that disability, age restrictions on employ-
ment, and other circumstances can more effectively force an individual's retire-
ment than does his chronological age.

I can think of no sounder step the Congress might take to alleviate hardships
and suffering among older workers than to lower the minimum retirement age.
It is my hope this step will be taken by the 85th Congress.

Likewise, the disability program needs to be brought more In line with the
humane purposes the Congress intended.

The strict administrative Interpretation that has been given to the meaning of
the term "disability" should be overcome.

I have been greatly concerned by the number of older workers who have writ-
.ten to me to point out that they are too disabled to compete in employment with
their younger contemporaries. Though in fact unable through disability to
actually obtain work, yet, for one reason or another, they cannot qualify for
disability benefits which were authorized by the 1958 amendments.

In many instances disabled workers, failing to qualify for benefits because
,of technical reasons, must look to charity for a bare sustenance--a condition
demoralizing in itself. Many such persons, who have paid into the social se
curity fund, naturally resent being forced to become wards of the State. Yet,
that is precisely what is happening under the rigid interpretations given to Pub.
lic Law 880.

How much better it would be, it seems to me, to have these people, if past 50
and If unable to obtain work because of total and permanent disability, qualify
for benefits under social security than to compel them to depend on public relief.

I submit that disability coverage should be extended to any worker who is
determined to be permanently and totally disabled under a more liberal deflni-
tion of this term, and who has had at least one quarter of coverage.

I have introduced bills (S. 1811 and S. 1812) which would accomplish both of
these needed objectives, and it is my hope that these measures will also receive

* favorable consideration by the committee
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Whether we like it or not, the facts of out time are definitely pointing to the
wisdom of liberalising the program, The very genius of our productivity-
which makes It possible for 1 man to do the work which required 8 men 50 years
ago-ls shortening the length of our working life Just as certainly as it ha"s
shortened the working week, I am convinced that our social security system must
be brought tip to date In this respect,

I fully realize that the amendments I have proposed will require an Increase
in the social security tax. However I am confident that most people appreciate
the importance of keeping the social security system on a self-supporting basis.
I am also confident that it is not only desirable but necessary that this program
be improved to meet more adequately the needs of this growing industrial age if
our older citizens and those who are disabled are to be afforded protection against
suffering and poverty.

Social security, administered by Government upon a self-sustaining plan sup
ported by contributions from the employee and employer, is an established and
laudable function of Government, and It should be adequate to fulfIlI its purpose.

It is my hope that this committee will not only approve the provisions contained
in t It. 18640, but will also recommend the additional changes I have here
proposed,

STATMIEMKNT OF THIE NATIONAL COAI, ASHOOIATION ON 11. R. 13549

Tie National Coal Association is the trade organization of bituminous coal-
mine owners and operators throughout the United States. Its members mine,
more than two-thirds of the commercially produced bituminous coal In this
country.

H. R. 18549 which Is now under consideration by your committee, would effect
several amendments to the Social Security Act. Among these amendment, would
be an increase In the present tax base from $4200 to $4800, an increase in the
current tax rate from 24 percent to 2 percent each on the employer and
employee, and a liberalization of the benefits under the act.

Under present law, the maximum payment by the employer and employee Is.
$04.50 each. If the proposal above referred to is adopted, the additional tax
burden on the employer and employee would be $25.00 each. Thus, the maximum
social security tax burden on each (the employer and the employee) would be
$120 per annum.

The coal Industry's wage scale is among the highest of all Industries. More
than 00 cents of every sales dollar Is represented by direct labor costs. This may
be compared with industries where not more than 20 cents of every sales dollar
Is represented by wages. In addition to the Industry's social security tax liabill-
ties, the Industry's employers pay 40 cents per ton to the welfare fund of the.
United Mine Workers of America. Further, the coal industry operates on a low
margin of profit,

Your attention Is directed to the disproportionately heavy burden imposed on
Industries such as coal when taxes are assessed uniformly against payrolls. The,
figures illustrate that flat rate payroll taxes are not, in fact, uniform in their
impact upon Industries; that, in the case of coal, the tax is twice or three times
as large per dollar of saleS as in industries where the wage scale is smaller.

As recently as 195, the social security tax Imposed upon employers in the coal
industry aggregated a little less than $15 million, or a tax rate of $0.068 per ton.
Bituminous coal production In that year was slightly over 457 million tons. In
1957, by which time bituminous coal production had increased by roughly 33
million tons to a total of 490 million tons, the social security taxes paid by
employers in this Industry had Jumped to approximately $28.5 million or $0.05t
per ton. If the proposed increase becomes law, the approximate levy on bitu-
minous coal producers (for the employers' share of the tax alone) in 1959 will
be slightly less than $35 million, assuming the same tonnage as for 1957. This
amounts to a social security tax of $0.073 per ton paid by employers. Details are
given in the attached table A.

Compared with crude petroleum and natural gas, which are, of course, coal's.
principal competitors, the social security levy on coal production is outstandingly
heavy. In 1957, for example, amounts of crude petroleum and natural gas
equivalent to roughly 1 billion tons of coal were produced. Employer-paid social
security taxes on such production totaled somewhat less than $35 million. It
this production had, in fact, been 1 billion tons of coal instead of the equivalent
amount of oil and gas, the social security taxes paid by employers would have been.
almost $60 million. Please see attached table B for details.
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Is this the time to increase social security taxes as provided in H. It. 13549?

We seriously question it and invite your earnest consideration of the principle
involved, '

A. Bituminous coal production and emploper sooal security tax, 19o-49

Employer Employer
Production, woc /4ur- soc-la/s8our.

tons ity tax I Ity tax rate
(per ton)'

(1) (2) (3)

1963 .......................................................... 47,200,000 $14,913,000 0.033
1964 ........................................................... p1, 706, 00 is, 789, 000 .040
1965 ........................................................- 464,6833,000 21,373,000 .046
196 ........................................................... 00, 874, 000 23,040.000 .046
197- ......................................................... 400, ), 000 2,420,000 .08
]N ........................................................... 490, 000, OW 36,770,000 .073

I Amount of tax for 1058 through 1959 computed, Iased on estimates In Col. (3).
0 Rate per ton for 198 and 1964 Imsed on actual data from Hocial heurilty Administration. Rate for years

1950 through 1057 based on actual data for 1953 and 194, and change in rate of tax from 1% to 2 percent on
Ja, 1, 1 84, and to 2A4 percent on Jan,. 1, 1957; and change In base coverage from $3,600 to $4,200 on Jan. I,
1955. Hato for 1959 based on change In rate of tax from 234 to 2 percent, and change In base coverage from
$4,200 to $4,800 on Jan, I, 1959.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines and Social Security Administration.

B. Crude petroleum and natural gas production in coal equivalent tons and
social security ta , 195-57

Crude petro- Conputed
leum aad elo pyer

natural gA social seurity Employer
poduction tax on coal. social security
(thousand equivalent tax I

coal-equlva, tons at rate
lent tonsf) I paid by coal

Industry I

(1) (2) (3)

1 ................................................... 860,733 28,701,000 $14,630,000
19A ........................... ............... .. 874,618 34,085,000 21,175,000
195 .................................................. .9M. 406 43,215, 00 26.305,000
1966 ...................... ........... 6..................... 0 45844,000 27,905,000
1057 ......................................................... 1,022,023 9, 27, 000 35,771,000

ICrude petroleum converted to coal equivalent at rate of 4.617 barrels per ton; natural gas at rate of 24,372
tuble feet per ton.

I Based on rates shown In col. (3) of table marked "A".
3 Based on actual data from social Security Administration for I1 and 1954; and for 1955 through 1957

estimated on basis noted under footnote 2 of table marked "A".
Source: Col. (1), U. S. Bureau of Mines; cola. (2) and (3) computed.

STATEMENT BY GEORGE MOLAIN, NATIONAL INSTITUTE or SOCIAL WELrAz, WASH-
INGTON, D. C., SUBMITTED TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name Is George McLan.
I am president of the National Institute of Social Welfare with offices at 200 0
Street SH., Washington, D. C., and main headquarters at 1031 South Grand
Avenue, Los Angeles 15, Calif.

By way of identification, let me say that the National Institute of Social Wel-
fare Is a nonprofit corporation, set up specifically to represent the aged, blind,
physically handicapped, and dependent children on the local, State, and National
level. It has been our Job, through the past 17 years, to work In behalf of
America's aged and needy citizens, most of whom depend entirely upon the
social-security and public-assistance programs for their survival.

It Is, therefore, with great Joy that our people have greeted congressional ac-
tion this year on the Social Security Act. We heartily commend the Senate
Finance Committee for its rapid action in scheduling hearings on the House-
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pased bill, H, R, 18540. We believe that H, H, 18,49 is a good bill-so far as it
go" But nobody can argue that It meets the need In the Important soci-
ssuritty and public-asuistance field.

ADMINSTATIONf NTAND

1ofero I even got into the merits or omissions of It R. 189, I want to go
on record as being completely shocked at the stand taken by our now Secretary
of health, 10ducation and Welfare, Arthur S, Plemiming, on Friday, August 8.

You will recall at tbat time, the Secretary recommended that the small Ilboral-
Isatiots of our public-assistance programs ho stricken from the bill, Indeed,
he literally demanded that tils b (one, threatening 4 prOsidential veto of the
whole bill If It Is not, I should like to be charitable to the new Secretary by
suggesting that his limited time oh the now Job may not lavo iffordod hin suMi.
celnt opportunity to become completely familiar with human ieeds which are
supposed to be considered by his good offices of health, education, and welfare.
However, while Secretary Flemnilng may be now to 1Il1W, the song ho 8ang last
Friday Is is old as the office ho occupies, The "Budget Bureau Blues" hmave |xwen
]RIOW's then song since Oveta Cul p hobby first arrived in Washington to put
the skids under progress in the health, education, and welfare fields.

Again the specter of a Federal deficit is cast its the "bogeymnn" to scare law.
makers away from heeding the cries of our most needy helpless 1)eopl; the aged,
blind, physically disabled, and dependent children who must somehow survive
an p b ic-asslstance checks averaging at little over $55 per month nationwide.
These are the really tragic victims of Inflation, caught in the squeeze between
the steadily rising cost of living and hopelessly inadequate doles.

Yet you are told by this administration that the measly $288 million a year,
rovitled by the House Ways and Means Committee In H. R. 18549, to give a
Little helping hand to our 5 million most distressed citizens is going to add to the

$12 billion Federal deficit.
What gall. What bitter, bitter gall for the people of these United States to try

and swallow. How unnerving to watch such blatant disregard for struggling
human life. Indeed, I question If history can record a more publicly henrtles
attitude than was demonstrated before this committee by Secretary Flemming,
In the name of the Eisenhower administration.

I firmly believe that It is wholly to the credit of the United States Congress
that the past 0 years have not seen the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare do completely away with any need for a Federal Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

And I have confidence that you will again In this 85th Congress pay heed to the
desperate circumstances of our needy people. Let the President bear responsl-
bility for denying aid to our starving people if he will, through veto. Let it
be on his conscience that his seventy-odd-billion-dollar budget could stand astro-
nomical foreign-aid appropriations, subsidies for every kith and kin in his big-
business league; but that it could not stand a piddling $5 more a month for our
old, our lame, our defenseless children.

Yes, leave the President with his conscience-to live with it-if he can.
But, let not the 85th Congress adjourn bearing the same burden of inhumanity.

Rather, I urge that you look even beyond H. R. 18549, to more fair and equitable
public-assistance amendments.

IMEQUITES IN N. 1. 13549

For several years, we have advocated adoption of a variable-grant system of
Federal public-assistance contributions based on each State's per capita income.
We believe this to be the surest way to help equalize the program so that all our
needy people are assured at least subsistence payments. The House is to be con-
gratulated for writing this principle Into H. R. 18549.

However, the variable-grant system Is totally unfair to the higher income States,
as it is written Into the House bill, without an increase in the ceiling on the
50-50 matching of Federal-State funds.

No sueh Increase is in H. I. 18549. It merely takes the present $60 ceiling
and adds to it, the $6 ceiling on the matching of funds for the medical-care pro-
gram passed 2 years ago by Congress; thus making the so-called new ceiling of
$K Its practical effect Is to reward those high. and middle-income States
who have not put up the $8 In States' funds necessary to receive the $3 In Federal
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funds for the medical program, by Just giving them the Federal money anyway.
At the same time, It penalties those States who have acted In good faith to the

Federal Goveriniont and their own needy people by appropriating State funds
during the past 2 yours to utiliso tho. 'iedical-care program,

A glaring example of this can be found in the treatment meted out to my home
State of California under It. I. 18540. California has historically spent far and
away more State funds In caring for Its needy than any other State. In October
of 10510, when the social-oecurity amendments became law, California's old-age-
assistance relpients were the flrst In the country to receive full benefit from thbe
$4 a month increase it Federal funds voted by Congress. And tit the very first
oplumrttnity, during Its 1957 general session, the California State Legls!aturo not
only voted an Increase In benefits to be paid entirely by the State, but appropri-
ated an additional $14 million to put Into effect the medlcal-care program.

Now, along comes II. It. 18549, and California, which has consistently put for-
ward the most Htate effort, stainds to gain the least Federal encouragement.
Under this bill, California would receive only $1.6 per recipient ler inonth.
Only Mississippi would reeelv h s (and thtit's bee use Mississllipli-belng lowest
in por capita Itncoie-lin never found the money to provide more than a token
lublh.-,ssististiine payment.

Californih is by no means tilone In this unfair treatment, tLook down the list
on page 41 of the Ways and Means Committee report--oclal Security Amend-
ments of 1958--and you will fld that other high and upper-middle income States
are victims of the same Injustice, although to n lesser degree.

SONATZ AMENDMENTS

This can and should be corrected in this committee. It can be easily done In
either one of the following three ways:

1. Adopt the variable-grant and average-payment principle of the Ilouse bill,
but retain the present separate matching on $0 for the medical-care program and
raise the Federal coiling on general payments from $00 to $70; or

2. Adopt the full principle of the House bill Including lumping the general and
medical payments together, but raise the ceiling on the matching of total funds to
$75 per month; or

8. Rewrite the public-assistance provisions of U. R. 13549, by substituting an
amendment similar to the one Introduced by Senator Russell Long In May. This
amendment would have the Federal Government continue to pay $24 of the first
$30 paid to the aged, blind, and physically handicapped, then two-thirds of the
amount up to $45, and, finally, half of the amount up to a new ceiling of $70.

The additional cost of either 1 of these 8 amendments would be nominal
yet the effect would be to assure more equal distribution of Federal help to all
our needy citizens.

One further word In regard to the necessity for increasing public-asistance
payments along with old-age and survivors Insurance benefits. You may recall
that In 1054 Congress granted a $5 increase to OASI beneficiaries, without pro-
viding a corresponding increase in old-age assistance. Nearly half of the aged
on public assistance are also beneficiaries of small social-security checks. But,
since their total income is dictated by public-assistance standards, the Increase
they received in OASI was automatically deducted from their assistance cheeks,
leaving them with no increase at all.

Members of Congress who voted for the social-security increase were dis-
mayed when constituents kept writing in that they did not receive It. This is
the reason. And the same thing will happen again if old-age-assistance payments
are not increased along with OASI benefits.

OLD-AGR AND suaviVOR& INSUKANON PROGRAM

We heartily approve the changes made in the old-age and survivors insurance
program. We're particularly pleased with liberalization of the stringent dis-
abled provisions.

It is difficult to understand, however, why the House limited increased bene-
fits to just 7 percent. Particularly In view of the fact that the Ways and Means
Committee itself said that living costs have risen by 8 percent and wages by 12
percent since the last OASI increase in 1954. Obviously the aged beneficiaries
have been living ob incomes which nowhere nearly cover the cost of lving these
past 4 years.
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Now, when COngresu appears ready to grant an increase It does not even

catch up with the' cost of living much 14s make allowances for the years tW
come during which le new beneit schedule will be In effect.

late lait session the Honorable Aime J. lorand Introduced a measure providing
a 10-peroemt Increase with a minimum of $5 per month. During the lnterven-

9pg months many other 0ongressmen and Benators hare introduced similar leg,
llatlon and all have commanded wide Interest and support. In view of the
financial straits that the majority of our elderly people on social security live,
It Is not surprising that the Forand proposal was greeted with immediate na-
tional support.

No reasonable person can argue against the justice of increasing OASI bene-
its by an average of 10 percent. It's only a matter of simple arithmetic, to
realize that this little amount hardly covers the increased cost of living.'

In this very session, Congress has already recognized the cost-of-living prob-
lem by granting increases to all Government employees. It anyone, in this whole,
wide world really needs Increased income to offset increased living costs, It Is
the people over 65. Two-thirds of them, now exist on incomes of less than 1,000
per year. 01

For the Immediate present I sincerely urge this committee to Increase 0ASI
benefits by a minimum of 10 percent. I realize that this proposal has the
greatest chance of passage In this session of Congress.

However, in the not-too-distant future, this committee must give serious con-
sideration to a substantial increase in social security benefits, particularly In
the lower brackets. A clause basing Increases and decreases on a cost-of-
living index, should be Included. This cost-of-living technique was originated
by Denmark after the First World War and has now been widely and success-
fully copied In socially alert countries throughout the world.

HEALT M INSUUN.AW FR OA61 BZN51IQLCAM3

Many of us were heartsick when the House passed H. R. 18549 without In-
cluding In it a health Insurance program for OASI beneficiaries. We fully
realize that the lack of time left to act on social security bodes Ill for any such
program being included by this committee. However, we sincerely hope the
Senate will not wait for House action In this important field. But, will
Instead, initiate full hearings on the subject soon after the 86th Congress
convenes.

The costs of medical care have skyrocketed. Even the American Medical
Association must admit to this fact. The *pressing problem of low-income
groups has always been, "* * * how are we going to pay the doctor bills?"
Hospital costs have increased by 285 percent. Physicians' charges by 87 per-
ent since World War II. This, problem has increased each passing year. Not

a single solution has been found, or even attempted. The eternal alarmists,
whose cry of "Socialized Medicine" sounds out at the very hint of public
interest In public health through Government action, have not come forth with
any solutions or constructive suggestions.

.Recognition of the need for health Insurance ti as old as the Social Security
Act itself. Here Is an excerpt from the report submitted to the Ways and'
Means Committee In January 195, by the Committee on Economic Security
created under order of President Franklin D. Roosevelt for the purpose of
drafting recommendations toward enactment of the Social Security Act:

"As a first measure for meeting the very serious problem of sickness In fam-
ilies with low Income we recommend a nationwide preventive public health
program * * *.

"The second major step we believe to be the application of the principles of
Insurance to this problem. We have enlisted the cooperation of advisory groups
representing the medical and dental professions and hospital management In
the development of a plan for health insurance which will be beneficial alike to
the public and the professions concerned. We have asked these groups to com-
'plete their work by March 1, 1935, and expect to make a further report on this
subject at that time or shortly thereafter .

Gentlemen, that was 28 years ago. Sufficient time has elapsed, to complete
the most comprehensive study ever attempted of a known problem. But, In
these 28 years, what progress has been made? The medical profession has per-
sisted in an almost violently negative approach, while Congress has been intimi-
dated by their Incessant paranoia. Hence, not even a start has been made to'
vard alleviation of the suffering which is compounded with each passing day.

t. It 967, by Congressman Forand, wold offer limited health insurance
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protection to many who need It the most; old-age and survivors insurance bene-
ficiaries. You gentlemen must recognize the desperate need of such protection.
Twenty-three years' experience with the Social Security Act absolutely dictates
acceptance of this nominal beginning toward a healthy America.

XI=WID PUBLM0 ASISTAIWI AMBNDMXNTB

You are of course well aware that the 19M. Social Security Amendments
lowered the age for women under the old-age and survivors insurance program
to 62. Unfortunately, the same age qualification was not applied to women
under the old-age assistance program. This age differential has caused great
hardships In thousands of cases where women are forced to accept their meager
socil security checks at 62 and are not old enough to apply for necessary sup-
plemental aid under the old-age assistance program. This picemeal approach
causes much confusion, at the very least, and misery in the extreme.

It therefore seems only logical that the age requirement under both programs
should be co patible.

The 1956 Social Security Amendments, as they emerged from the Senate, also
included two other important provisions which were stricken from the bill in
conference. The most vital one would have permitted recipients of old-age
assistance to earn up to $50 per month without deduction In aid. The Senate
voted 56 to 32 for adoption of thM pft'opoasred by Senator Paul Doug-
las. The other amendme .opted unanimously etl Senate and stricken
from the bill in conferen , without explanation, providedtt: "There shall be
no discrimination on- count of sex in the Issuance of obI-age assistance."
Many people are sh ked, and rightfully so learn that in man States women
are budgeted less or certain necessities f Ilte4. as men. A In point Is
the State of Illin s where wome givet approxtrztely $5 less mouth for
food than are on the ra pres mptu us and ridiculous theory at womeneat less than nn. /

I certainly that t s commit Is m rll bound o-give these wo pro-
visions thor ugh consid on sin 8_Sfeje e has a eady overwh mingly
approved h.

The four point I would press A' tl com ttee or im ediate con idera-
tion Is the unqualified provision [ ederal law ta all ou ide Income earn-
ings, and forces st be takqn Iiltoo sideratto where g -anting aid under
the public ssistance rog aq. Th ha .eont by tje Federal part-
ment and tates to ean th n o e has conscientlo as and
thrifty, du ng his llfe~by provi "g hse home ts penalized for aving
done so. deduction is mad .Krom his' olqagd stance grant beca se he
occupies hl own hom. Th i 8he raplest 0 u'lJustice. It c , and
should be co ected now y s committee.

As the fift ImmediaiJetlve, pareuMHy in 'view of the current nomic
depression' a i its inherent evils of nt6 aibd ant, I r ommend at Con-
gress take a t rough look at ttavatrt of he public a tnce prog m which
allows States impose a Iyear resident reql nt on ap cants and
recipients. 7

While this might conceivably have ecesary 23 years go, It is com-
pletely out of step w~4th the mobile society of 1958. This clingihg to the static,
rigid qualifications bo out of Queen Wlisabeth's poor law creates startling
results. Thousands of de ute American families in eyev part of the country
are disowned by county, 8 nd Federal 0 ents under the harsh
residence requirements.

We suggest that such a requirement be completely forbidden, or at the very
least, reduced to a maximum of I year.

HUMANITARIAN AND) OWb-AGIC MOGHT ACT

Since enactment of the public assistance section of the Social Security Act,
Congress has been concerned with the low benefits given our needy aged, blind,
physically handicapped, and dependent children and has, on several occasions,
passed legislation to Increase Federal contributions to the States for this
program. ,.

However, while considering the financial needs of recipilnts under the pro-
gram and making some small progress toward solution of this grave problem,
Congress has given no assurances that our needy citsens will be treated humanely
under adimnllstration of the Public ,Asistawoe Act.. , Hereto lite the major caW'e
of aitation among our elderly and needy eltisens across the country.
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If Congress is to be truly concerned with the plight of our public assistance
recipients, then it must not only endeavor to provide financial assistance, but it
must seek to safeguard them from undue harassment and intimidation in the
recelpt of such aid and restore to them their right of human dignity.

Recognizing this need, a distinguished member of the Ways and Means Co m .
mittee, Cecil King, has for several years sponsored bills designed to not only
provide more adequate financial assistance, but, also, to extablish a Federal
standard of qualifications for the applicants and recipients. Congressman King's
bill is U. R. 5120.

On April 4 of last year, Congressman James Roosevelt and Senator Hubert
Humphrey introduced companion bills, Ii. R. 6011 and S. 1703, titled, "Humani-
tarian and Old-Age Rights Act." Some 50 Congressmen Joined Mr. Roosevelt in
House sponsorship of this measure, and 8 colleagues coauthored Senator Hum-
phrey's bill. Outstanding features of the bill Include:

1. That the age requirement for old-ag-assistance recipients shall be the same
as that established for old-age beneficiaries under title 11 of the Social Security
Act.

2. The aged and handicapped on public assistance would be allowed to earn
up to $50 per month, and the needy children up to $30 per month, to supplement
their assistance checks. (The blind are already permitted to earn $50 without
penalty of reduction in aid,)

3. Recipients may own a home free from the imposition of a lien.
4. Household furnishings and reasonable insurance policy or burial arrange-

ment is exempt. A floor is established under the amount of personal property
which is a recipient Is allowed to have.

5. Elimination of the practice of enforcing collections from the relatives of
recipients.

0. The program is to be administered by each State so as to insure uniform
treatment of the needy In all its political subdivisions.

7. Prohibits publishing the names of recipients.
8. Reduces the State-imposed residence requirement, now allowed by the Fed-

eral Government, from 5 years to I year.
9. No person receiving such public aid shall be deemed a pauper, and no

warrant drawn in payment shall contain any reference to indigency or pauper-
ism.

10. There shall be no discrimination because of sex.
11. The value of any United States surplus food made available will not be

deducted from the recipient's aid.

OGNKRAL ASSISTANCE

It is my belief that Congress has delayed far too long in taking into consid-
eration the vast number of people who are destitute and yet cannot meet quali-
fications established for receipt of public-assistance funds under any 1 of the
present 4 categories, which include aid to the aged, aid to the blind, aid to the
physically handicapped, and aid to dependent children.

Naturally, the present economic depression has been felt most deeply by this
group of people, simply because there is no State or Federal program to act
as a cushion for their economic downfall. Reports from across the country indi-
cate that county welfare offices are jammed, relief rolls are swollen by people
who can qualify for some measure of county relief. At the same time, hundreds
of thousands of desperate people have been turned away without any aid, be-
cause either county funds were exhausted or county rules and regulations pro-
hibit such individuals from receiving assistance.

As an immediate solution to this grave problem, we heartily endorse Con-
gressman Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.'s, bill, H. R. 11678, which would establish a
new category: Title XVI--Grants to States for General Assistance.

I, and many others have long maintained that such a new chapter should be
added to the public-assistance sections of the Social Security Act. The nled for
this was evident during fairly high employment. Now that our Nation faces
its greatest economic crisis in nearly two decades, such action would appear
almost mandatory.

LONG-"ANOR OB.TEOTIVKB

The National Institute of Social Welfare has confined the first part of its
statement to changes in the social-security law which could readily be approved
In this session of Congress. However, we respectfully submit further sugges-
tions, trusting committee members will be able to devote th time and energy
neesary for their through evaluation in the near future.
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O945 UNNUJTI

Since inception of the Social Security Act, old-age benefits under the annuity
plan wore meant to bear some relation to prevailing wage standards, thus
enabling retired workers to maintain a fairly decent standard of living. Going
back to Ways and Means Committee hearings on the Economic Security Act in
1985, we find that the Committee on Economic Security made this observation:
"Contributory annuities are, unquestionably, preferable to noncontributory pen-
sions. They come to the workers as a right, whereas the noncontributory pen.
sions must be conditioned upon a 'means' test. Annuities, moreover, can be
ample for a comfortable existence, bearing some relation to customary wage
standards, while gratuitous pensions can provide only a decent subsistence."

Unfortunately, today, old-age benefits under title 1, fall woefully short of pro-
viding even a decent subsistence, much less a comfortable existence.

Compare the average OASJ benefit of $05 per month with the current mini-
mum wage standard of $1 per hour. Or, roughly $178.88 per month on a 40-
hour week basis. The average old-age payment is Just a little over one-third
the amount which has been determined by Congress to be the absolute minimum
on which an employed person can live. Even the maximum payment of $108.50
per month Is barely two-thirds of the minimum-wage standard. The noinimum
old-age payment of $30 per month amounts to only a bit over one-sixth of the
minimum-wage standard.

Viewed In this light, one can readily see Congress' appalling failure in 28 years
to even come near providing a decent subsistence for America's retired workers.
It is also apparent that 23 years of failure demands a new look, a fresh dynamic
approach toward solution of our country's most pressing domestic problem.

Ample precedent and, certainly, sound reasoning exist for suggesting that
OASI benefits bear realistic relation to the minimum-wage standard. Maximum
payment should be on a par with the standard. Minimum payment should be, at
the very least, 60 percent of basic minimum wages. This would bring the mini-
mum old-age benefit to a little over $100 a month. Certainly, not an unreason-
able or impossible goal.

FINANCINO

Financing must, of course, be of initial concern in consideration of any changes
in the Social Security Act. However, as long as Congress persists in running
the social-security program on actuarial policies, dictated by regular Insurance-
company standards, its benefits will always be inadequate, and the people who
most need help will continue to receive the least.

Indicating the folly of this approach is the fact that at least 84 countries hare
found it necessary and advisable to provide some government financial participa-
tion in old-age-insurance programs. These include Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Elcua-
dor, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Philippine Republic, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, and Thailand.

In addition to these, several others have very liberal pensions financed en-
tirely out of public funds. Among these are Great Britain and Canada, which
pay such pensions in addition to insurance benefits provided through regular
employer-emplo i _, contributions.

Slime the majority of these countries are reiplents of our foreign aid. the
American taxpa)rer is indirectly, subsidizing the ei(aerly people of half the
world. But the mere mention In this count-y of susidtzing our ,wn old-age-,
insurance program sets up a chaln reaction of horrified h.,wls. Tbo most Wnin-
bastic of thbse come from interests who are, thenwsves, rlplents of hut Gov-
erzw *tt4b

It im mo t diesslng that Government sutaidles are ev~e y considered wroug
)vly when it has tiumanitarian (as well us economk) werit, mwt as i the oti-age

feld. No one seetus too eoncernad when CoLigre;s votes 71 ml)tx morv in
subsidies tW the railroads, direct or ildirect subeldits to the r shaW ag kvw
p4 sin, bui ldeM farmer* mine opeaurs, utlity c*Wpao t i bomak just
to naa*a tew,

?Ul~4O A85 TA l(

Congress has never really taken a good. thoroi", look at tht plght ot our
ee~ citizens under the public-assistance section of our $e0ai Security Act.

it does, its findings will reveal that complete renovation s long ovesmaa.
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More than any other group, our needy people are trasgi victims of the inflation
spiral. The average old-age-assistance payment of $00 a month can't be said to
come anywhere near providing for even the basic needs of our elderly people.
And yet congress Itself imposes a $00 ceiling on the matching of Federal funds
with States.

A more equitable distribution of Federal funds can, and must, be found,
As a starter toward this, we direct the committee's attention to H. R. 5120,
authored by the Honorable Cecil R. King.

Under present law, the Federal Government puts up $24, with the State's share
being $01 of the first $W for aid to those qualified under the public-assistance see-
tions of the Social Security Act for old-age asslstnnco, aid to the blind, and aid
to the physically handicapped and totally disabled. On any payments made by
the States to recipients over $8), but under $00, the Federal Government does
not share In any contribution above $00, thus imposing a coiling,

This ceiling acts as a deterrent to States in paying an amount of assistant,
consistent with a decent standard of living. More than half the States have
found it necessary to go above the $00 ceiling in providing for assistance cses.
The reimainder, mostly low per capita income States, are unable to match even
up to $00 per month.

For this reason, I1. R. 5121) proposes a system of Federal contributions where.
by payments to States would be based on the per capita income of the States. It
also removes the ceiling on the Federal-State matching formula. Under this
system, those States, whose per capita income is the same as or greater than
that of the continental United States, would continue to match assistance pay-
ments on a 50-O basis with the Federal Government on any amount above $*0
per month. (The present basic formula whereby the Federal Government puts
up $24 to the State's $6 of the first $30, would be retained.)

To help the needy in those States, whose per capita income is lower than that
of the continental United States, Federal contributions (on payments above $30)
would be figured on a percentage basis with Federal contributions ranging from
50 to 75 percent, depending upon the per capita income of such State.

PERMANENT STATUS
It must be a further accepted fact that the public assistance program is here

to stay-at least for several decades. Its slipshod treatment can be partially
blamed on the mistaken theory held by some, that it is only a temporary thing.
Just how this mistaken theory came into being is difficult to assess, particularly
in view of the fact that the first Committee on Economic Security report in 1935,
stated the case plainly as follows:

"Contributory annuities can be expected in time to carry the major, but under
the plan we suggest, never the entire load, until literally all people are brought
under the contributory systems, noncontributory pensions will have a definite
place even in long-time old-age security planning."

The recently acquired congressional habit of placing even the most meager in-
creases in Federal funds on a short temporary basis is a bad one, and should be
replaced with the solid approach of building a sound humane program.

SOcIAL SECURITY 0OMMFTfl

In my oral statement, and in this supplementary material, I have tried to out-
line many of the grievances the elderly and needy bear and offer partial solution
to correcting them. However, I believe that only thorough and continuing study
by the Congress of the United States can finally produce a really fair and ade-
quate program.

Congressional attention to the Social Security Act throughout its history has
been spasmodic and sometimes even erratic. This has resulted In gross In.
justices to 15 million people who today are directly and vitally affected by it-
not to mention the millions of people indirectly interested in its improvement.

Due to the great load of extremely important work for which the House Ways
and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee must be responsible, it is
unfortunate that the social security program has to be included as just one of
their many vital functions. Certainly, a program so directly affecting the day-to-
day welfare of every man, woman, and child in this country, deserves more than
a possible 2 weeks' consideration every 2 years.

The only immediate answer to this dilemma would appear to be the appoint-
ment of subcommittees on social security which could operate with a specially
trained staff and utlise the ,ongressional session plus adjournment time to co
ordinate the facts and make recommendations to the full committees.
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This would release the full committees from the necessity of sitting en masse

to consider even the most minor changes.
I would strongly urge that such a subcommittee start first with the public

assistance sections of the Social Security Act, without a doubt, the most complex
program of all. The subcommittee should be invested with all necessary con.
gressional powers to assure obtaining necessary facts Involving public assistance
and its administration on the Federal, State, and local level.

Public hearings should be hold in representative States to hear the views of
administrators, social welfare groups, and most important of all, the recipients
themselves.

AUMRICAN FJJI0IA'rJON Of STATh, COUNTY, AND MurlzowPAL IuMPoyrzs,
Washington, D. (7., Augurt 6, 1958.

lon. IlAasir F. BYvD,
Chairman, Senate Pinanoe Committee,

The United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DM)AR SeNATOM lYRD: I understand that the Senate Finance Committee will

hold hearings on 11. It. 13549 Friday, August 8, and Monday, August 11, 1958.
This bill will increase benefits under the Federal old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability Insurance system, improve the actuarial status of the trust funds of such
system, and make other improvements in the Nocial Security Act. The 200,000
members of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees,
AFICIO, are vitally interested in the improvements which are proposed in
11. I. 1854).

We feel that this bill which will provide a 7 percent Increase in the benefits
of those presently drawing social-security payments Is vitally needed In view of
the cost-of-living increases which ha:e occurred since 1954. Corresponding in-
creases in the benefits of future retirees, payments to the beneficiaries of dis-
abled workers, and the increases in taxable income ceiling to $4,800 are desir-
able features of the bill. At the same time, we heartily endorse the provisions
of the bill which will Improve the actuarial status of the trust funds of the
system. The broadening of coverage provision for employees of State, county,
and municipal governments Is particularly attractive to our members. We favor
the acceleration In the increase of the tax to be Iald by employees and employers.
In fact, we find none of the provisions of the bill are objectionable.

I know that Slwke.smen from our union would merely repeat the views which
will be stated by Nelson Crulkshank, director of the social security department,
and Andrew J. Blemiller, director of the legislative department of the AFL--
CIO, whun they appear before your committee on August 8, 1058. Therefore,
we ask that this letter be made a part of the record on this important matter
and that your committee take favorable action on the bill.

Sincerely yours, oavoN . Buzwgs,

Oiil Service Counsel.

Ta WYATT Co.,
Washington, D. 0., August 6, 158.

ite Social Security Amendments of 1058-H. R. 18549, section 701, page 105; and
report of Committee on Ways and Means on n. n. 18549--reference to same
section on page 78 of report

lion. HAUY F. Byao,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committeo,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DzAR SENATOR BYRD: I believe a loophole exists in the aforementioned section

701, which amends section 1106 (b) of the present act to allow the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare to perform services to outside parties subject
to charging an appropriate fee for such services. The trouble is that the word
"services" is wholly unqualified or limited in the language of the bill. This means
that the Department could take on any sort of Job, for example, to compete with
private consultants in working in the area of private benefit programs. This
possibility is very disturbing to actuaries such as myself and to other consultants
to whom I have pointed out this discrepancy in the bill. It is my understanding
that, while your committee will hold hearings on the coming Friday and Monday,
you are likely to be so tight for time that an individual, such as myself, could
not be heard. Indeed, this noncontroversial detail--albeit important to out
profession-would perhaps not need to be pointed out by oral testimony before
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your committee I am hopeful that tits letter will result In some corrective
actioll,

It woul be my recommendation that such action take the form of adding
lan tage along tile following liue after the word "services" lit the third line of
6 (b " on s l11 of the bill, so that It would road as follows with mny proposed
language IT;amd*
0 .. and req uits for servi es # reopeot of operatIonal, information, 4
*ta*ithkio ma ltw* twitAi the prvoito of A4e not, nay, . . $t

WIhlo t tilnceroely hope that it qilillfying antlnittent of thle natutro-Oo-vrtitinly
noneontrovernhil-.otlii he Innertei it the prelwr time, should thil fil, I woild
earnestly hope that, it yoir conlttee report, yon woilh set ip gtlplipost to
metrict the Dopartmnent front reonigrl Pg services to outside lpurtltie which ire not
ernitine to the s oial scrltv operatlont and Infortiuition therundemr. t he.

Rove yorlu, your elf, ire folly in accord with tite 1oodi to keop Governmltent out
of competing with, or supmersding, private hbuiness ireis,

I nt takitif the llixrty of sending a copy of this letter to the other toilltellrA
of youlr eoinin i ttee

RISherely your#,
DORnAxvc (1. llnoxRom,

Fellow, oo lett of A etyree.

MITWAUICWIC, Wis., August 7, 1958.
H10n. IlAi V l,0oo1 IYRn,

t¢e"ote Off1e leI#1fthItil, 11'ui,01hlylton, D). V.:
Ifecatutse the auinltilent to the moelal sticurlty law itroduced by Sentitibr Kell.

Itedy removes tile Iliqttilititlle mid ttifritr t'illtg oil the soteli security Iil sntll
death payttent the Nittiontl itlnertl I)ireetors Assoetintlon of Iiore tital 13,0M)
invietn supplr'ts tile inen~dmlett In the public linterest.

lloy T. Af P'0i1ui ,,
Pt'eaidcntt, A'ationai attuerat 1)Wv.'co's AaR.ociatims.

lATFOltt, CoNN., August 8, 1058.
Senator IrAitty F. 1lvan,

(ChAfit-muin 0t "mmltte on Iiaance,ltas hlabtonw 1). (.:

House-pasml hill, It. It. 1:1540 itcreasing itaternial an( child beittli anul services
to crippled children (also child welfare) imtounts each by $5 million. 11111 now
in SetIate (CAlUtilittee Oil Finance. We urge your support railing the ceilings
to $Z million each as in the Senator Neuberger bill S. 3504 find S. 3925.

STANLkY 11. Osn1OIN, M. D.,
Commission r, 0Toncot out State I)epartmctt of Hcalth.

AMERICAN AIEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, IlL, August 11, 1958.lion. HARR F. Briw,

CAeirmat, Committee om Phiattce,
United States Senate, Was~httgtoN, D. 0.

D . s SENAToR BTRD: On Friday, August 8, 1958, the American Optometric
As-ociation urged an amendment to the Social Security Act as follows:

"The Congress hereby declares that it is In the public Interest that the services
of optometrists should be available to beneficiaries of health programs financed
in whole or In part by funds appropriated from the Treasury of the United States.
Nothing In this act or in any other act authorizing health programs shall be
construed to exclude the utilization of the services of optometrists within the
scope of their practice as prescribed by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the
service is rendered."

The representatives of the Optometric Association also Incorporated by ref-
erence an amendment offered before the House Ways and Means Committee
and further stated: 'Both amendments we believe to be In the public interest and
are willing to abide by the decision of this committee as to which one to pref-
erable."

The American Medical Association does not believe that either of these pro.
lomis are tn the public interest or that they are the only alternatives open to
the committee. We do not believe that proposals which would, by one stroke of
the we* amMd all Federal statutes dealing with medical care should be con-.
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oldered lightly or be the subject of only 2 days of hearings, We believe that the
Federal agencies Involved and tile public at largo should be given tn opportunity
to study tile (.Oiseqlei es e and to express tin opinion.

The American Medical Association therefore recommends that the Senate
Finance Comnmittee follow the example of tile Housi Ways and Means Com-
inlttoe by rejecting these proposals. We also urge that tile Henato Filnance
(Joinnitteo go one step further and amend title X, section 100 (a) (10) by delet-
Ing from such subsection tile words "or by tan optometrist, whichever."

'ile granting to oltometrigts the right to make examinations to determine
blindness fnly result inI at failure to as ertaln the cause of blindness and thI3s
prevent tile ahnhilstration of neessary niedlcnl rehabilitative eare, frnifr.
tUlillfely, III too lllly e'iises iropexr treatnoit ho been delayed or possible reha-
blllittlon or cure dealed because of dlngnoges rendered by others not qualified
is imedlcal practitioners. On the other hand, tile mned(,l(l skills posmsmsd by
physlelliis has resulted in tile detection and suiccessfutl treatment of tle organic
and gymi-elli (1,Immom of blitidness,

It is ny hope that this statement con be made a part of the record of your
hearings.Hincerely yours,

Sincrel ymim, . J., L. II/.AN4NOAMg, ?V1. P.1

Im eoutive Viee President.

NATIONAL I0UINaltAL DiiyroiaO AssoiATion OP TIIK IJNIT}IVI HI'ATgH, INC,o
Milwaukce, Wis., August 2, 1058,

1Ion1. HlAIRY FIxflh HlYvRI,
enatl o ffie HIzlding, Wlshinflton, 1). C.

My 1fl A HENATIO9 vRD: It Is In tile jIiblic Interest that I am writing you bout
tile bill an ti'adllg the social security law which was passed earlier this week by
thie lloiSe of It,'lJr0entltives. While most benefits atre Increased In this measure
tile hunup milil s eath pi ynlent ceiling wits left at $255.

Our ussocitlon Inemhers each year conduct the funerals of more than I million
Ainierlcans. They know what matters have to be taken care of and problems
which develop when death occurs. ''flat Is why our president, ltoy ''. Merrill,
wrote you is iit! did oil i)ecellheer 1(1, 11)57 aind why I a|ppeireti on behalf of the
association before the coinnaittee oil Ways ad Mesans of tle hollse of 1t-,pre-
sentatives on June 23, 1958. (Hlatement aploars on pp.,r)07-rd,9, house hearings.)

If tle sodacl security anendnents bill passed by the house becomes law, when
it does the umixinum primary benefit will he 4116. In a few years this payment
for many persons will reach $127. If there was no ceiling the maximuna lump-
sum payment, after tile amendment becomes effective, would be $MS and In a
few years would reach $381. When there are people eligible for a $127 primary
award under the present ceiling they will get a $2.55 lump sum payment which
Is about twie the primary award. To others the $255 lump sum will represent
three times the award. This is unfair and inequitable especially in those cases
where after years of taxes being paid by the employer and employte and the
self-enployed the lump sum payment Is tle only social security benefit realized.

We were told the cost of removing the ceiling under the bill passi. by the
House is 0.03 of I percent of payroll.

At the tine of death there are many expenses resulting from last Illness and the
funeral. Tlhn luinp-sum payment Is to help with these whether for a widow with
young children or a bachelor with no survivors.

We know you agree that the method of determining what the lump-sum pay-
ment will be should be the same in all cases. We hope the unfair and Inequitable
ceiling will be eliminated.

Yours sincerely, Howsw C. Ttim

Ezecutive Secretary.

STATEMENT OF COL. JonN T. CARLTON, ExTIvE DIax-rEC or Tag Rvmvi
Olriclsm AssoCIATION OF THE UNITED STATMe, HrO"Xg THE SENATE FINANCE
COMMrME
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the Reserve Officers Azocia-

tion is organized for one purpose, as outlined in our national constitution and
bylaws, and that Is 'The object of the association shall be to suppOrt a military
policy for the United States that will provide adequate national security and
to promote the development and execution thereof."
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In carrying out this objective of our association, we naturally are deeply
t'onorlnil with all matters which doal with tle morale of our Iteorves as well
Ia oulr ative-duty forr .

In I. IL 18N41, we desire to moment on only one sectlon, which does affect
Presolluel of tile Rsrves as well as our active-duty forces,

We should like to recommend our entire approval of section 200 of till# bill,
which replaces section 24 of the proseut lawt We hope that your commnittoo
Wi) fit to a prove this section.

Inasuuch as Individuals who are covered by soelal security miiake payments
under the provisions of the law, It m 1s to us that it they should qualify for
disability retiromont under the provisions of soil security they should b en.
titl00 to ,rive thin ptaymint and In addition thereto if they quillfy for dis-
ability retirenllnt under military laws that ildividulals in this datollory should
be permittxl to receive both payments. The number involved Is very nitll,
but it is only J1,t nind rllt that they be given tlie privilege.

I want to thank tile conunitteoe for thle privilege of appearing before you.

TNITK STATES $KNAT,
(1oi Nti'rT:K oN AoMcl HKoviwce4,

Augusit 8, 1048.
lion. H IRY F. BtD,

chaflaat, osnole i"ti,,se ( 1omeiter,
Unitec Xtat ea eaate, W sothimgtoni D. 0Y.

I)UAR Mi. CnIAStMAN: As you know, Senator Payne, for himself ind ie, Intro-
dut.od an a11endnment to IIt. 4111$41) lit tile Senate ol Augtst 8 which Woll
facllitate the extension of stcial security coveirtige to employees of certain 1ni11-
cipaities in the State of Maine, This anlendieomlt Is 4ssentiilly tie si111 fx
S. 3424, which was Introduced earlier thil year by Henator Payno and nlymlf
but does contain one basic dilfference front that bill. 8. :1424 would have been it
porluanent change In the Social Seculrlty Act, whereas the anltmndon't whlch I
hive 11itroducel would be lit effet only until July 1, 190(k, after which it wouh
expire,

lit Senator Payne's absence and at ls request, I am submi11tting this letter
which was drafted by Senator Payn,.

'rho th Maine Lwgislature enacted a law (cI. 3.18, Public Laws of 1957)
providing that employees of the political subdivlsions of the State are eligible
for the benefits of social security. This act slicilically ex('ludcd teachers, lolice-
men, and firemen from Its coverage If they were under an existing pension or
retirement plan. it Maine, teachers are covered by the Mine State retirement
system as a class and do not depend upon the municil)aities uienership to
make them eligible. Consequently, those political subdivisions of the State of
Maine which joined the Maine retirement system without first securing social
security coverage are preceded from such coverage by thle requirenments of the
Social Security Act. The purpose of my aunendnent Is to provide a period dur-
Ing which the State of Maine could treat teachers in tile sitne manner that the
Svial Security Act treats police and firemen; that is, as a separate class. Dur-
Ing this period the political subdivisions which belong to the Maine retirement
system could bring their employees under the coverage of the Social Security Act.

The legislation was developed in close cooperation with the Maine Municipal
Association and the executive secretary of the Maine State retirement system.
It would eliminate a great Inequity In Maine, where the employees of some local
governments are now eligible for social security while the employees of adjacent
communities are not. In order to provide the committee with additional Infor-
mation on this problem, I am enclosing a copy of a letter with enclosures from
Mr. 'rank Chapman, executive secretary of the Maine Municipal Association.

It ts noted that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has sub-
mitted an adverse report to the committee on S. 3424, and the Department's
objections are based primarily on Its position in opposition to special provisions
for particular States. Inasmuch as the Social Security Act now contains special
provisions for a number of States, this objection would not seem to be particu-
rlY valid. However, in recognition of the Department's views, my amendment

has been modified to place it strictly on a temporary basis, which follows the
precedent established by the provision adopted for Oklahoma, as part of the
Social Security Amendments of 1968. In this regard It its noted that the House
COmmittee on Ways and Means has recently reported to the House a bill to,
revive the peeal Oklahoma provision.
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As you will ,noto, my amendment provides that it Would Ie effective untilJuly 1, 1000. This would provide, roughly, a porlod of 2 years during whichtho affected munclipalith in Maine could take advantgo of the provision, - Thoeoeloetion of thu 2.yoear period Is nweomeary In order to insure that, if enacted,

('On t iels will nve au opportunity to take advantage of the provislons of
this amendment.

It is my hope that in considering I. It 18040, which Is presently befor* your'
coinmitte, thu committee will adopt the anenduient which I have Introduced.

Sincerely yours, ++ )]llfMAWJA4VT (JvIAlss tiuTJI,

United Ridte thrmator,
It. . 1WH): A bill to Inrease benoftts under the Federal old-age, survivors,

IrIrd (llniltllly iJsuranem syston, to Improve the actuarial status of the trust funds
of such mystom, and othorwtiso Improve sueh xyxtoui; to unwiond thl public asIst-,
tin(? and maternal and child health and welfare provisions of the Nociat Scurity
Act; and for other pllrposm.

vI': OI iogo 70, uetWeon liles 3 and 4, isert the following now section:

"TlA(IINg IN TII6 OTATZ (W MAIN

"lrc. :11N, For th purpoSes of any nodlhilenlion which might i made after the
dale of mimtnient of this Act atad prior to July 1, IiHKJ, by the tate of Maus of
Is exiling llgreonenLt imlade under msetlon 218 of the Social e urity Act, any
retirtimu'iit system of such state whih covers posillom of tenchers and immitlons
tf other employees shall, if much Hitte so desires, he dc'inmd 0motwifhmatidiig
the IloviloIm4 of 14ll1e(t ih1 (d) of such seltin) to consist tf it mepuratd3 retire.
nment systemll with reslJ(il to the positlons of sueh teachers anld a mjarate retire-
ment s.'telii with r(spet to th posllotlm of sucl other 4'lnjphoyews; and for tho
ImUIrlo(,(S of this melteeiC, the terio teacher shall wean any teacher, principal,
supervisor, school nlurms' school dietitian, school secreltry, or mulmrlntendent
enploye(l by Ii any pubIli mIbool, Iicludling tenthers In tmorgunruil territory."

MAINZ, MI'NIIPA, AsrnsM+IATION,Augustal, Maine, June J, 10,58.
llo01. INV7,3WltCK 0. P.AYNr.,

United Ntals Senate, la'hington, D. (1.
I)V:AlI F.n): When I was in your oflee May 2,2, T (iscussed with the members

of your staff the status of the measure that you introdu ed for us concerning
social-security coverage for munlil)al employees, H. 3424. John Fesxenden mug-
gested that I write a letter restating the necessity of securing the legislation thig
session and append a list of mtunicipalitles and quasi-municipal corporations that
would be mff, teid, with the approximate number of employees In each unit. At-
tached you will find such a list and will note that 22 munipalllties and 23 quasi-
municipal corixorations with a total of 3,863 employees are Involved. Briefly, the
problem Is that these political subdivisions joined the Maine State retirementsystem without first having stcured the benefits of social security. Under Maine
law ams it existed prior to 1957, these munlelpalit es were not permitted social-
security coverage. Maine law was changed by the Public LawR of 1M57, chapter
888, so that the State now authorizes coverage If the Federal law permits. The
problemi at the moment Is that Federal law does not permit these municipal sub-
divisions to take advantage of the social-security program because the employees
became part of a specific class upon joining the retirement system. Thus. legis-
lation Is necessary to permit the creation of another class within this group.
This may be accomplished by an amendment permitting the State of Maine to
designate teachers as a class separate from other municipal employees. This
designation Is needed because of the fact that teachers under Maine law are con-
sidered as State employees for the purposes of the State retirement system
whether or not the municipal subdivision has Joined the retirement system.

In effect, S. 3424 would permit the State of Maine to treat teachers In the same
manner that the Social Security Act treats police and firemen; that Is, as a
a separate class outside of coverage.

Very possibly, this letter, the appended list of municipal units, and a copy of
my letter of February 27, 1958, Laluding the attached letter to John IL Campbell,

20743-58---19
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of the Boston office of Social Security, under the date of February 24, would serve
to give suimient background material so that the State's problem could be clearly
stated. For your convenience, I am enclosing duplicates of the two letters above
mentioned,

May I think you again for the assistance that you have givon us with this
problem, and hope that we may be able to see the successful passage of tll.
needed legislation in the not too distant future.

Sincerely yours, FItNK (I. CUAPM~AN,

Local partlimpattll district UnIc#r Mhaine Statc r'tlr~tatt system

Approim#*e
number

Name of suit of employees
Presque Isle -------------------------------------------- 45
Portland ---------.--------------------- 700
Portland Public Library --------------------------------------------- 25
Millinocket - --------------------------------------------- 40
County of Cumberland ------------------------------------ 60
Camden ----------------------------------------------- 25
South Portland ----------------------------------------- 150
lioulton ----------------------------------------------- 40
County of Penobscot -------------------------------------- 45
lIlsworth ---------------------------------------------- 45

Kittery Water District ------------------------------------ 20
Kittery ----------------------------------------------- 30
Bar Harbor -------------------------------------------- 45
Mount Desert ------------------------------------------- 20
Fort Fairfield ------------------------------------------- 40
Rockland ---------------------------------------------- 85
Bath Water District -------------------------------------- 25
Bangor ------------- --------------------------------- 400
Boothbay Harbor Water District ------------------------------ 10
Bangor Public Library 0------------------------------------
Gardiner ---------------------------------------------- 40
Augusta ---------------------------------------------- 150
Houlton Water Co -------------------------------------- 45
Auburn ------------------------------- --------- 145
York ------------------------------------------------ 10
Kennebec Water District.. ---------------------------------- 2
Livermore Falls Water District -------------------------------------- 8
Knox County ------------------------------------------- 25
Augusta Water District ------------------------------------ 30
Belfast. . ----------------------------------------------- 35
Calais ------------------------------------------------ 50
York County ------------------------------------------- 30
York Water District -------------------------------------- 10
Washington County 0---------------------------------------
Brunswick --------------------------------------------- 50
Auburn Public Library ------------------------------------ 10
Maine-New Hampshire Bridge authority ------------------------ 10
Jay -------------------------------------------------- 15
Waldo County ------------------------------------------ 30
Kennebec County ---------------------------------------- 25
Lewiston --------------------------------------------- 400
Maine Turpike Authority ---------------------------------- 225
Auburn Water District ----------------------------------- 20
Auburn Sewerage District .. ---------------------------------- 15
East Millinocket ---------------------------------------- 0
Maine Municipal Association - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
Hancock County ------------------------------------- 30
Bangor Water District -- ---------------------------------- 50
Oxford County --------------------------- 40
Rumford 1  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 35

2.T.ese units are presently covered by both systems as each secured the benefits of the
social-security program before applying for membership In the Maine State retirement
system.
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FmnauiTay 24, 1058.

JoHN R. CAM iJa;J Jr.,
Regional Re'presentative, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Boston, Mass.
DNAs Ma. CAMPELL: This letter will serve to confirm our discussions held in

Earle R. Hayes' office on February 14 relative to the proposed amendment to the
Federal Social Security Act covering certain classes of municipal employees.

The history of this proposal is roughly as follows: The Maine Municipal
Association secured an amendment to the Revised Statutes of 1954, chapter 65,
section 1, which declared It to be the policy of the Maine Legislature that em-
ployees of political subdivisions, -whether or not members of an existing re-
tirement or pension system, would be eligible for the benefits of social security.
This amendment went on to state that teachers, policemen, and firemen were
specifically excluded from this policy if they are under an existing pension
or retirement plan. This law Is Public Law 1957, chapter 888.

This legislation was brought about primarily because of the mobility of munic-
ipal employees in those communities that were unable to be covered by social
security because they had Joined the State retirement system first. There are
only some 25 or 80 Maine communities who will be affected, as any community
that accepted social security first may Join the State retirement plan without
giving up the social-security program.

The discussion covered the proposed amendment submitted by Senator Payne,
a copy of which Is attached, which, unless read against the background of
chapter 8,38, does not accurately point out what we wish to accomplish in
amending the Social Security Act.

It was further brought out that Senator Payne's proposal should be amended
by including a definition of teachers that would effectuate the exclusion. It
seemed to be mutually agreed that "teacher," as defined in the Maine State
retirement law,. enacted as Public Law 1055, chapter 417, and as %mended in
1957, would be sufficient to meet this need. Section I of the retirement law de.
fines "teacher" as follows: "Teacher" shall mean any teacher, principal, super-
visor, school nurse, school dietitian, school secretary, or superintendent em-
ployed in any public school, including teachers in unorganized territory. This
definition would not exclude school Janitors, bus drivers, etc., who would then be
in the covered classifications.

The major problem in the State of Maine is that teachers are covered by the
Maine State retirement system as a class and do not depend on the municipality's
membership to make them eligible. Thus, for the purposes of the State retire-
ment system, a teacher is classified In essence as a State employee.

Our proposed legislation is designed to permit the State of Maine to treat
teachers In the same manner that the Social Security Act treats police and
firemen, that Is, as a separate class outside of coverage.

I believe that this covers, in general, our discussion, and sets forth the prob.
lem facing us in Maine. For your convenience I am including Senator Payne's
proposal with our proposed amendment added.

May we hear from you at your earliest convenience, as we hope to be able to
forward a copy of this to Senator Payne to enable him to introduce the necessary
legislation.

Sincerely yours,
FRANK G. CHAPMAN,

EAfecutive Secretary.

MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATiON,
STATE. HADQUARTS,

Hallowell, Maine, Febriiary 27, 1958.Hion. FRIZDI~OCK 0. PAYNIE,

United Stats Sonate, Wash ington, D. 0.
Dr.AR 'NEXATOR: I was extremely pleased to receive your letter of February 24,

concerning the proposed amendment to the Social Security Act. We bad just
recently held a meeting with the Boston regional representatives concerning the
very same matter, which was successful in that It brought to them for te first
time the reasons why we consider such an amendment necessary for the State
of Maine.

Their point of view was essentially the same as Mr. Chrlstgau, that is, that we
were attempting to create SI9elal treatment for a specified class of employees in
this State.
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When It was pointed out that the amendment was necessary to correct an
existing Inequity, namely, that some municipalities in Maine had joined the
State retirement system before seeking social security, and were thus precluded
from the social-security program, wJile others who joined the mocial-fwcurity
program first could later Joint the State retirement system and thus realize the
benefits of both programs, it was mutually agreed that our proposal had merit.

One point was brought out as a measure of clarificotlon, and that wits the
definition of the word "teacher." It was suggested that your proposal be
amended to Include the present Maine definition.

I am enclosing a copy of a letter to Mr. John It. Campbell, which confirms and
summarizes our meeting discussing the above points. It is our hope that this
legislation will be successful and that these Maine communities will no longer
be prevented from being eligible for the benefits of the social-security program.

I received your letter concerning the amendment to the urban renewal
program, and will bring it to the attention of our executive committee, who meets
today.

Thank you again for your assistance in this matter.
Silnerely yours,

FRANK 0. Cn1APMAN, NOCO11tit'O &Crtarg/.

IS. 3424, 85th Cong., 2d sess.]

A BILL To aiend title II of the Social Security Act to facilitate the extensoli of social
security coverage to certain State employees in the State of Maine

lie it t-natcted by the Rettatc and 1ouse of Representatives of the Utted Stoics
of Amerm fit 0ongreso assembled, That section 218 (d) (0) of the Social Security
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For the
purposes of this subsection, any retirement system of the State of Maine which
,covers positions of teachers and positions of other employees shill, if such State
so desires, be deemed to consist of it separate retirement system with respect to
positions of such teachers and a separate retirement system with respect to the
positions of such other emlloyeim; and, for the purposes of this sentence, the
term 'teacher' shall mean any teacher, principal, supervisor, school nurse, school
dietitian, school secretary or superintendent employed iln any public school,
including teachers in unorganized territory."

$TATEMF.NT BY SENATOR PAYNE ON BILL TO PERMIT EXTENSION Or SOCIAL-SECVRITY
COVERAMO TO MUNICIPAL FMPLOYMB8 IN MAINE

This bill would amend the Social Security Act to permit the extension of
coverage to employees of political subdivisions of the State of Maine. The
amendment is necessary so that the State will be able to conform to the require-
ments of the applicable State statute which Is at present in conflict wilt the
Social Security Act on one minor point.

Iast year the 98th Maine Legislature adopted an act declaring It to be tile
plicy of the State of Maine that employees of political sub(ivisions of the State
have the benefits of social security whether or not they were members of til
existing retirement system. Some 25 or 30 Maine communities are members
of the Maine State retirement system and will le affected by the bill.

The act of the Maine Legislature expressly provided that its provisions would
not apply to teachers, policemen, and firemen who were under an existing pension
or retirement plan. In Maine, teachers are covered by the Maine State retire-
inent system as a class and do not depend upon the municipality's membership
to make them eligible. In effect then, for the purpose of the State retirement
system, a teacher is considered a State employee. But for social-security pur-
poses a teacher is considered an employee of the municipality and where social-
security coverage is to be extended to employees of a municipality which belongs
to a retirement system, it must under the Social Security Act, include all municipal
employees covered by the system.

Since the laws of Maine preclude social-security coverage for teachers, the
employees of municipalities which belong to the State retirement system are
presently denied social-security benefits because of the requirements of tile
Social Security Act. The bill which has been Introduced would permit the $tate
of Maine to treat teachers In the same manner that the Social Security Act treats
policemen and firemen-as a separate class.
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The Social Security Apt presently contains special provisions for many States,

including Florida, Georgia, Minnesota, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, North
Caroline, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, Wisconinu, and the Territory of iawail.

It is my hope that the Congress will be able to adopt this measure this year, so
that the employees of cities and towns In Maine may participate in the social-
security program,

AuoUST 18, 1968.
Hon. HAiy F. DYno,

Chairman, Senate 1,inance C7ommittee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. (7.

DgAR SNATOR BiRD: I understand that the Senate Finance Committee will
hold hearings on H. B. 13549, Friday, August 8, and Monday, August 11, 1958.
This bill will increase benefits under the Federal o14-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system, Improve the actuarial status of the trust funds of such system,
and make other Improvements in the Social Security Act. The 200,000 members
of the American Federation of State, County, and. Municipal Employees, AFL-
CIO, are vitally interested in the improvements which are proposed in H. B.
18549.

We feel that this hill, which will provide a 7-percent increase in the benefits of
those presently drawing social-security payments, is vitally needed in view of
the cost-of-living increases which have occurred since 1954. Corresponding in-
creases in the benefits of future retirees, payments to the beneficiaries of disabled
workers, and the Increases In taxable-income ceiling to $4,800 are desirable fea-
tures of the bill. At the same time, we heartily endorse the provisions of the
bill which will improve the actuarial status of the trust funds of the system.
The broadening of coverage provision for employees of the State, county, and'
municipal governments is particularly attractive to our members. We favor the
acceleration in the increase of the tax to be paid by employees and employers.
In fact, we find none of the provisions of the bill are objectionable.

I know that spokesmen from our union would merely repeat the views which
will be stated by Nelson Cruilkhank, director of the social-securLy department,
and Andrew J. Blemiller, director of the legislative department of the AFL-CIO,
when they appear before your committee on August 8, 1958. Therefore, we
ask that this letter be made a part of the record on this important matter, and
that your committee i qke favorable action on the bill.

Sincerely yours,
GoRDoN IH. BREWER,

Civil Service Couneel.

CAROLINA COAO( Co.,
Raleigh, N. 0., Auguet 11, 1958.

Hon. HARRY F. BYiw,
United States Senate, Washingtowc, D. 0.

My DEAR SENATOR BYRD: There is a bill before the Senate which I would like
to call to your attention, namely, H. R. 13549, which has been passed by the
House of Representatives. It contains a provision which would strike from the
Social Security Act the deduction of workmen's compensation from social-secu.
rity disability benefits. This would mean that a totally and permanently dis.
abled employee of 50 years or more would collect both workmen's compensation
and full social-security benefits at the same time.

My reason for objecting to this phase of the bill is that it would destroy the
incentive for injured employees to become rehabilitated and return to work, and
would Increase the cost of workmen's-compensation insurance and destroy the
effectiveness of the insurance companies' rehabilitation programs. I think you
realize that a great many insurance companies are carrying on a comprehensive
rehabilitation program that helps individuals who have been Injured.

In addition, I do not like to see the Federal Government taking over the State
workmen's-compensation system. I think this should be left to the States.

While I have not gone into a great deal of detail in this letter, I think you can
see that this kind of legislation would be detrimental to our industrial program
that has been carried on successfully in years past. I hope you will oppose this
part of the legislation contained in the bill.

With kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

R. C. HoWMAN, :r., Preidftt.
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Ltzma RooK, AsK,, A0u0 19, 1088,
senator tusiAr r4 BraN,

V40ed otW . eate, Wuehpto s, D, 0,1
Amendment of title 10 stion 1002 (a) (10), deleting the words "or by an

optometrist whichever," is before your committee, The law at present permits
optometrist to examine appli nts for aid to blind as well as a physician skilled
in diseases of the eye, The optometrist is not trained in diagnosis and treat.
Ment of medical conditions of the eye& This has resulted in the following: Many
repeated examinations with added expense, delay in obtaining the needed assist
ane, and delay in treatment that might prevent further loss of vision. The
details of specioc clients showing these results are in my files. The AMA, the
NOPKI, American Foundations for Eye (lare, and the Counll for the Arkansas
Medical Society also feel this change is necessary. Senator John McClellan
ard Repremntative Brooks flays and Representative Wilbur Mills can all per.
soally certify my ability to testify on this subject, K. W. CoaoaovuL M, D.

Uttrrxo STAA SIMNAT
Waehigton, D. 0., A#aut it, 1968.lion. HARRaY li'. hirso,

(VASIn ) fCoM.e4ttce o Pina.t1c,
thited stltee ut ate, Waelifas gton 1). 0.

t&.Aa RaNATOR Ilya: On February 7, 1957, we introduced S. 100T, to extend
the unemployment-competation program to Puerto Rico.

Thts bill has received strong endorsement of the Department of Labor, and
we understand from Dr. A. Fernds.Isern, Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico,
sponsor of this bill in the House of Repreoentatives, thitt the House Wave and
UMoans Committee would accept this measure as an amendment to a house-
pas~ed revenue bill If such amendment should be adopted b the Senate. In

light of the foregoing, It Is, therefore, requested that 8, 1&?7 b accepted as
an amendment to t. IL 134, now before you.

To further detail this hill, attached herewith Is the recent statement by
Dr, Ferne concerning it before the House Committee on Ways and Means.Sincerly,

IRvU'fo M. Ivxs.
JACOB K. JAvrrIS.

STATRMUNT BY D& A. FKRxOds-s6N, RaSDENT COMMissio ( or PuanTo Rio,
BhriU TIxC fotS% CoUurrE olt WAYS AND MwAs Wrrn REruzcrw TO II. R.
(134 TO EXTEND THE UNIEMPLOyMT NT MPENSATION PROGRAM TO PUZATO Rico
No f f. ON To AMEND TS SOOuAL SmcuurTr AcT PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Mr. Chairman, my name is Dr. A. Fern6s-Isern. I am the Resident Commis.
sooner of Puerto Rico.

I Umnk the committee for the oppoitunity to, appear and express my views
a H. t. 034 and H. f. 80, both of which contain provisions of critical importance
to Puerto RIco

I address myself first to It. R. 684 which would extend the unemployment com-
pnsatiom program to Puerto Rico, and for other purposes.

The United States Department of Labor in reporting on the bill strongly
recommended the enactment of legislation to extend the unemployment com.
Ction program to Puerto Rico along the lines provided in EL IL 684. The

t said that such legislation, which was recommended by the Presi.
dent In his economic report last January, Is a part of the legislative program of
the United States Department of Labor. It is to be noted that the enactment of
f. It. 03 would complete the Federal-State system of unemployment security in

Puerto Rico. The Wagner-Peyser Act was extended to the Commonwealth in
1950 for the purpose of that objective. H. R. 634 would also complete the pro.
tcten of all the social-security programs to Puerto Rico. The maternal and
eblhd welfare prgram, was extended In 1940, the programs for, old-age assistance,
aid to dependent children, aid to the blind, and aid to the permanently disabled
were extended In 1950. In 1961, the Old Age and Survivors Insurance Act was.
extended to Puerto Rico.
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It Is to be noted that the Commonwealth government has enacted its own
unemployment insurance law and that the machinery for implementing exten-
sion of the Federal program Is currently available, Under the Commonwealth
law, deductions are being made now for unem loyment insurance. Unemploy-
ment payments under the local law will begin fin January 1W59. The extension
of the Federal program is needed to supplement the local program, For Instance
unless the unemployment compensation system of Puerto Itico Is Incorporate
into the Federal system, Puerto Rico will continue to be Ineligible to receive the
benefits of the emergency extension of unemployment benefits recently made
available to the States as an antirecesslon measure,

It is to be noted that until very recently Puerto Rico had traditionally been
an agricultural community, Moreover, it had been a crop economy with the
main crop being sugar. Because of the seasonal character of employment In thee
agricultural pursuits, the small sise of the Island, and Its dense population, a
very serious chronle unemployment situation developed. In order to create
employment, Puerto Rico embarked on what has been termed Operation Boot.
strap, a program of selfhelp which has resulted in the establishment of new
industries in Puerto Rico, These industries have resulted in the creation of
many Jobs and It fi hoped that more industries may be opened in Puerto Rico
to give greater employment security to more and more people and promote higher
levels ol living. You may be sure that the Commonwealth is making every effort
within its means and abilities to provide greater employment security. It Is
felt, however, that the fullest measure of protection for the workers can be
derived If the Commonwealth program of unemployment insurance is incorporated
into the Federal system.

A very Important consideration concerning the desirability of incorporating
the Federal and Commonwealth plans is the great number of Puerto Rican
workers who travel between Puerto Rico and the mainland during the period of
their eligibility. In Puerto Rico they are now eligible for benefits under the
Commonwealth law but not under the Federal. In the mainland they are eligi-
ble for the Federal benefits but their connection with the Commonwealth system
is lost. By integrating the Puerto Rico system to the Federal such undesirable
situations would be taken care of.

In summary, the desirability and feasibility of meeting serious social prob-
lems in Puerto Rico has long been recognized by Congress and is reflected in its
inclusion In a number of remedial statutes, such as the Wagner-Peyser Act and
the various titles of the Social Security Act. Unemployment is a problem in
Puerto Rico, and the unemployed must have protection, preferably through an
overall nationwide insurance program.

The unemployment insurance program of Puerto Rico was started after carm-
ful study and preparation on which officials of the Commonwealth had frequent
conferences with the staff members of the Department of Labor In their efforts
to develop a financially sound and acceptable plan. As with the States, this
program could be made more effective by welding It to the Federal program of
unemployment Insurance.I. 88.: To amend the Social Security Act to eliminate the existing lidta-
tions on the amount which may be paid to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in
any fiscal year under the public assistance programs contained In titles I, IV,
X, and XIV of that act.The second bill which I urge the committee to consider favorably is also of
great importance to Puerto Rico. It concerns the neediest of our people.
Puerto Rico has been struggling with the problem of direct payments to the
needy, since under the public assistance amendments to the Social Security Act
of 1951 the law was extended to Puerto Rico. At that time Puerto Rico was
spending under its own law* $3 million annually for public assistance exclusive*
of administration costs. In consideration of Puerto Rice's annual expenditures
of $8 million for this purpose, Congress set a ceiling for the Federal share of
$4^5,000. Apparently the reason for this was that at that time it appeared
that Puerto 'ico could not dedicate more than this amount annually for public
assistance, as It was required to match Federal funds. It was provided that the
Federal participation would be on the dola -to-dollar matching basis and would
belmited to $80 per month as the maximum assistance which could be, provided
for any .One person.- We are still very far from this p0 goaL However,
through the years, te &uerto Rican government has been spending more and
more to meet public assistance needs. In trogition of this, the Congress in
1958 Increased the Federal share 25 percent over the ceiling theretofore allowed'
by laW. That'i the ceiling was, lifted to,16 OO lzWte4 of ,2OOi)
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At tho frftwet utne, Nwrto Airo is devoting about $ million annually for
,airwt reilfe; the United "tateo (overumnt an before ld, $ $12,000,s The
Iuerto Rico share and the Federal share, combine, amount thereore to a little
wore that $18 million , But this permits an averap of only $10 per month per
recipient under the puoraa, This, while ling costs In Puerto Rico, accord.
nj 10 official flsures, are 17% percent higher than In Washington, ). .

do not believe I could may anything else which would 0~ graphically point out
the nued for removing the ceiling on Federal contributions under the ct although
the $80 individual limit be maintained as well as the " sharing formula thfe
dollar-to.dollar snatbing formula which the law now provides for -uerto iKco.
My bill would allow the Wederal Government to participate In the progriu to the
xttmt that the Cot)monwtoath govoernmot Is able to participate, by the stme

amount and within the $80 limitatIon. there would always be a practleal
ceiling; the rteuivxe of Puerto Rico would not allow for the Commonwealth
Increasing its share much above the $ million the Oommonwealth is now able to
provide, budget reii"regients belug so heavily committed for other public )ur-
pMo. Increeo at beat would be gradual ani neesmsrily limited to the grAual
dovolopunent of Puerto ALi's reofurtes. Uner the formula, Puerto Itico would
Uear receive uo much as under the formula now being applied to the States.

Puerto Rico Is operating within crtain fixed limitations, which are a great
handicap to serial and oconomle progress. Its 2%.nillion population it confined
to SA0 square niles of Islanl space more than a thouv #int miles from the
mainland. It ha, no natural resources. Itecause of its incluslon within ,the
United tates tariff system, Puerto RIco's trade is naturally confined mostly to
th mainland, Trade between the mainland and Puerto Rico Is subject to the
United Stat" etsstwlse shipping laws. Freight rates are very high. This is
an Important factor In the cost of living in Puerto Rico and its Industries. As I
wentiomed earlier, sugar Is the most Important commodity Puerto Rico sell, but
Puerto Rico sells to te mainland within a system of assigned quotas under the
Sugar Act. Here It must be observed that within this program, Puerto Rico is
permitted to refine only a stall part of the sugar it sells. The requirement that
fterto Rico sell the bulk of its sugar in raw form means at least $0 millitou per
yer In income that the local econolty does not receive. . I

In order to Industralls, it was necessary to attract capital which was not
aailable locally. so as to attract capital, it was neessatry for the Puerto
Ricah government to offer liberal tax lnductments, and the Puerto Rican worker
most also accept lower wa than on the mainland. This, despite the fact that,
as aforeaid, the %ast o1 lIvItg e 17,5 Percent Mtiher than in Washington.

As a result of what we call OPeraton Bootstrap, there Is greater employment
An Puerto Rico. Wages reep slowly upward, and Income is increased, lut, in
order to bring Industries IntoPurtoio, the Puerto Ricangovernmont has bae
for"4 to sacrifice needy revenues which would be derived front norm at taxation
and which would be used for aoela betterient- and time creation of. additional
services, including aid to the nteq!y ....

It Is the endeavor of Puerto Rico to be as self-sustaining as is possible, while
eetingl the necemry meeds of its people. We, in Puerto Rico, hope that the

Overall economle realittes will eventually permit Puerto Rico to take complete
esponsibilItyfor its soelal needs. Bt, during this difficult interim period, in

"order to help remedy so much need and suffering amongst the less fortunate
anembera of our eitisenrg, we. need help, I hope that the committee will ee lit
to recommend the ivolstane" which 'extension qg the Federal program can give,
and that the *omwlt#e will support H., K . ,,

t8. lo, 8th Cng., lit aes!s .)

A M" To eead the auemploum et eompenaton pragrah toPuerto Rico, and for other

300 it O"Oted by the s.,.teaa Ht*0 mo f R6PrWefat4Vf of l~ #4 O Uit atet
of Asserfm to Vonw~e a.embled, That paralgrap (2) of section 90 (b) o tme
Socal SecurIt At, as amended, is amended to rea astollows

"(2) the amount estimated by the oeeretary ot abor, as equal to 'te
neeinaryex-eses incurred during the fiscal year for the performance b
the Deartmet Of 14bQr Of its fentions under M this title Wan s tilS11
and XI of this Act, (i) the Wederal Unemployment Tax Aect, (i) the
,(Vluiteg of the Act of June Ve9"n 0'A 040. (IV) title IV exceptt
secto ON2) Ot the ServIt 41 -'eof 104,as amendedead
1,0) Met IV ofthe' "oerans lkeadjustent Act of 1952- aud".-
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Sim, Z Paragraph (1) of section 1101 (6) qf the Molal Seenrits Act, as
amended, Is amended to read as follows:

"(1) the term 18tate' Includes Alska, l'lawaii, the District of Columbia, and
the Conmmonwealth of Puerto Uico, and When used in title I, IV, V, X, and XIV
includes the Virgin Islanids."

aOn .S. Paragraph (2) of seetIou 1101 (a) of the Social Security Act, as
Amended, is ameonded to read as follows:

"1(2) The term United Htatex' when usid it it geographical kense means the
AtAtem, Alaska, Hawaii, the District of Oolumbia and the Commonwealth of
Puerto RUio."

Sm. 4. Sixotion 8800 (J) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1064 is amended to
read as follows: 4

"(J) STATC, UNITD iSsTArC, AND CITIZN.-For purposes of this chapter-
"(1) STATi.-The terin 'StatO Includes Alaska, Ilawall, the District of

Columbia, and the Commonwealth of PNerto Rico."(g) URMu STATKII.-Tho term 'United ttaten' when used in a geographic.
cal sense Includes the Commonwealth of Puerto Ilico.

An Individual who Is a citizen ol the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (bit not
otherwise a citizen of the United States) shall be considered, for purposes of
this seetion, as a citizen of the United States,"

MO,. IS. RM~rIVIrv DAMa-
(a) The effective date of sections 1, 2, and 8 of these amendments shall be

January 1, 108.
(b) Section 4 of these amendments shall be effective with respect to r

muneration paid after 19157 for services performed after 1057.

Uniunc 14rATums 8WATS,
COlMITTM ON FINANcE.

August 1A 1058.
Memnora'dum

To: Hon. Harry F. Byrd, chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
From: Clinton P. Anderson.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to invite your attention to a letter and telegram
handed to me by the distinguibed senior $enator from Arlsotna, These com.
munications relate the. concern felt by the State of Arizona over Inclusion at
section 510 in the social security bill, U, It. 18540, which Is now under conuddera.
tion by the Finance Committee.

Section 510 of the bill repeals section 0 of the Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act;
This provision of the act recognise the unique Federal responsibility involved
In caring for those Indians who are distressed. It requires a special matching
formula of Federal aid to the States -for amounts paid by the States for old-age
assistance, aid to dependent children, and aid to the needy blind for Navajo and
Hopi Indians residing on reservations or on allotted and trustlands. Congress
recognised by the enactment of this act that the burden of looking after these
Indians continues to be a Federal burden and not one which should be placed
upwi a single or a few States. I can find no explanation why this section which
atteoptat 0oepalthis Federal responsibility was Imrted In the present legisla.
tin. The Rouse report give's no enlightenment on, this whatsoever. i feel that
this attempt iS beyon. the scope of the present legislation, and I hope that the
committee will act to delete It from the bll.

am aachin e otiles of the letter and, teleam received by fetat Ray"ema
toot t he rtment'of ubliWeoltfarenof the State of Arluea.

STAT of Aysord,
DxrIABTmRT or UULic Wwrmsxi

STAT= OmcziituaiWirn,

Von. ?AoeiL IIAV 1At

DxAx f~smwoS H[Ayniu:, Thb letr In to provide you with Additional Informa.
tion ,* garsl to, the saoei"arlty a44endaiet! and ist a followup of our tWe.
gram of yesterday.
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Tho Arisona State Department of Welfare has historically taken the position
that the Navajo's and Hopi have treaties through the Federal Oovornment with
all of the 48 States. This indicates a sharing of responsibilities and dutleo with
all of the States, With this as a premise, It is our thinking that a special
formula for matching of assistance grants is only just,

The Navajos and ilopis represent 10 percent of our felerally matched case-
load. This, as you can see, i a heavy percentage, particularly In relation to
their population.

Tite best interest of the State of Arlsona would be served by:
1, Continuation of the present Navajo-lHopi formula, and, if at all possi.

ble, its extension to aid to the perunuinnly and totally disabled n(n any
other federnlly matched asstanco program that may conceivably develop
Ini the future.

2. Adoption of a variable grant formula li addition to the above for the
rest of the caseload. Arisona still rails li the category of n have-not Otate.

Thank you ao very much for your vigilant efforts in our behalf. lender's
Digest may refer to you as the "Ailent Senator," but we prefer to refer to yott
as the "get It done" Sonator,

With very best wishe to you and a hope that you adjourn in tlie near future
tto that we can have the pleasure of your compaeay In Arisona once again.

Sincerely yours, rim HIl111mtrr, to t#1#111s8oner

PnoaNmx, Anxz,, Aus'# 8,10518.
lon. CAIAI.Yent#M

U#nitedState* senator,Wo'gh tohm, D. V7.:

Using the proposed variable formula on the federally matched Navaho and
Hiopi eaeload lit place of the present special formula will increase the annual
State cost for Navaho and Hopi Reservation cases by the following amounts:
Old-age assistance, $101,63.64, aid to dependent children, $127,390.02; aid to the
blind, $13,H,3. However, there is indication that the application of the vari-
able formula to the entire caseload, Including the Navaho and Hopi Reserva.
tion eases, would decrease the annual State cost. It would be to Arizona's
advantage, in terms of saving State money, to have the proposed variable for.
mula. It would be even to greater advantage to have the new variable formula
plus-i repeat, plus-the present special Navaho-Hopi formula. In addition, on
philosophical grounds, we would dislike to see the abrogation of Federal respon.
sibility for the special needs on the Navaho and Hopi Reservation. Your efforts
are appreciated.

Furf HIWRarr,
rCommitelooter, Arnona. State Department of Publio Welfare.

Hon. Ruuewr I. ttpnn' y, WiWONA, MtN., Avgoest 10,1958.

aemme OwAe BoadwU,
Wuhintolth D. V.:

ff. X 13549, Social Security Amendments of 1958, is now being considered by
the Senate Finance Committee. Title 0, section 601, of this bill proposes major
and significant changes In the structure of the Federal child welfare services
p mrgra under title 5, part 8, of the Social Security Act. This program was
originally designed to meet special needs of the States, and was supposed to
stimulated voluntary effort. H. R. 18549 would remove the present provisions
of the law with respect to the use of Federal child-welfare funds In predomi.
lately rural areas and other areas of special need, and would make such funds
available In every county In every State, regardless of need. We consider this
a serious threat to voluntary child-care programs. I urge your determined
toarts to prevent this proposed change and recommend that it be deleted from

the bill. We are in complete accord with the views regarding I. R. 18549
xpressd by Mr. Charles, J. Tobin, secretary of the New York State Catholic

Welfare Committee, in his letter of August 8, 1968, to Senator Byrd, chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee. We respectfully solicit your immediate atten.
tfo to this important matter. I

Very Rev. Msgr. r. RwionA FItE,
Dreotor, Caikoue Okarittee, Diooeae of Wiotwf Imo.
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NXw YoRK PUBLt0 WXLVAut AssooAnos,

August 7, 1958.
lion. IAIRY F.II' v,

Uhalrman, Senate Finance (Jommitteo,
United state# senate, WasMngton, 1). 0.

Dear StIATOAr Mao: The Ilouse of Rtepresentatives has given almost unani-mous favorable action to the Social Security amendments of 1t8 which are
included In ii. t. 13549.

I communiented with Senator Ives and Senator Javits, representing the State
of New York, pointing out to them that this bill, as passed by the House of
tepresentatives, had muany provisions desirable to the people in the State of

New York, and the Nation at large.
$eoiitor Ives ham written me indlcating that he has submitted my recommend.

tiara4 to( your c(milittee for the Information and consideration of its members.
We are all Interested in reducing, so far as possible, the cost of public assist-

nie, and tho provisions of the cost-of-living increases in the Insurances will
contriluto to a reduction in the amounts needed to be spent for public assistance.

(hanges with respect to administrative problems which, if enacted, will assist
in reducing the cost of adinihlsterlsg public-assistance programs are included
in this bill.

Tills asmsclation, representing all of the public-welfare administrators in the
State of New York, endorses the provisions contained in the bill as enacted by
the Hlouse of representatives, and strongly urges favorable consideration by
your committee and the United States Senate.

Sincerely yours,
Roua 11. JUTTS, President.

11011. llARItLY HI'I), MuMTFa, 8. 0., August 6, 1958.

(1h'lrona it of Hemitto Finance Committee,
Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D. 0.

l)F:Ait Hue: I would like to express my opinions concerning the proposed Increase
in smocial-securlty benefits. According to the Information that I have, Congress
raised the benefits In 1054 by more than 12 percent for those retiring through
September of that year and by more than l6 percent for those retiring after-
ward. The cost of living, however, rose only 7.6 percent from September of
1952 to AI)ri of 1958.

Thus, the higher benefits In 1954 indicate that new Increases are not needed to
offset the cost of living rise of the last 2 years.

I understand that the Advisory Council on Social Security financing established
by Congress in 1010 Will not report before the end of this year. In view of this,
enactment of new legislation affecting cost and financing should be deferred
until the Council study is complete and Its report is submitted.

I also understand that lIEW Secretary Folsom testified before the'committee
on June 10 that Congress should create a similar type council to make an Intensive
review of the social-security benefit structure and other major problems.

The history of social security seems to prove that many Members of Congress
feel that during election year It is popular to Increase these benefits regardless
of the soundness of them. I believe It is time to put a stop to this situation and
before any increases are made that It should be on a sound basis according to
need and ability to pay and not used as a political football.

I will appreciate your attention to this information.
Sincerely,

D. B. JAiuz,
President, Sumter Ohamber of Oommre.

Senator lARRY BYRD, LA CRossE, Wis.. August 10,1958.
Chairman, Senate Pinante Committee,

Washington, D. (7.:
VlegardiDg lf[. X 18N49, we understand that provision tiWe 2 relatng to tle 1%,Social Security Act would remove recogniMon Of voluntary social welfare agencies

and their supplementary role In public programs. We would like to reemphasie
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the basic traditional role and services of voluntary social service agencies in
meeting needs of children and families In our communities. As a member of
Wisconsin statute.created advisory committee we see that essential need of ton.
tinning recognition of the partnership oi voluntary public agencies In meeting
needs of all children. We feel section 601 should be deleted or specifically spelled
oit accordingly.

Thank you,
Msgr. Noustsa DALL,

(athello Welfore Barea4, Diocese of La Orosse, Wis.

C1WAGO, ILL., Augtst , 9958.
Hon. HASRY FLOD Bao,

Renate Finanoe Oommtitee,
Retate Oioe Building, Washington, D. ,0.:

The National Congress of Piarenta and Teachers has long been concerned with
the program of the Children's Bureau and appropriations necessary to carry its
work forward. With 26-percent Increase In child population during the last
8 years, and the expected additional increase of 17 percent by 1965, we recognize
that even the Increased State appropriations cannot provide much-needed services
for children.

We feel this Justifies Increasing ceiling authorization for grants for maternal
and child health, crippled children's and child-welfare program. Since appro-
priations cannot be Increased until Congress raises the ceiling, we urge you, as a
member of the Senate Finance Committee, to vote favorably for this important
authorisation.

Mrs. CLIFroRn N. JENKINS,
Prot Vice President, National congresss of Parents and Teaohes.

YOUNG WoMEN's CitaisIiAtc AsSOCIATION OF TIi'
UNTUD STATES or AUMECA,

NATrONAL BOARD,

Hon. HARY FLOD Bt~ Meo York, N. Y., August,11, 1968.
04At0ma, Finance committee,

Senate Ofloe Building, Washington, D. 0.
My DvAt SENRATO Bym: The Young Women's Christian Association of the

U. 8. A. has supported the Social Security Act since its Inception and has con-
Rstently worked to strengthen it and extend its coverage. Delegates to the
national convention of the YWCA in March 1958, representing approximately
2 million members from about 950 associations, expressed special concern for
the status of agricultural laborers under this act, and voted unanimously to
Work for "more adequate benefits assured to seasonal and farm workers.",.The 195 amendments to the Social Security Act adversely affected the cover-
age of farm laborers by two major provisions. One of these provided that they
must earn at least $150 in a calendar year from I employer in order to secure
credits. The Department of Labor has estimated that 250,000 farm workers
lost coverage as a result of the raising of this figure from $100. The other
Amendment coneerns placing the crew leader in the position of employer under
the terms of the law. The tentativeness of the relation of the crew leader th
the laborer makes his legal status as "employer" Inappropriate, and works to
the disadvantage of the laborer. The high mobility of both worker and leader
works against the maintenance of permanent records and therefore against the
full coverage of farmworkers.

The national board of the YWCA hopm, therefore, that in your consideration
of H. R. 18549, the proposed Social Sekmurity Amendments of 1958, that your
committee will recommend lowering the requirement for earnings by farm
laborers; and Will provide such administrative procedures that will assure
seasonal and farmworkers more adequate benefits. : .

We also regret that there are still some segments of our working population,
particularly the self-employed, who are still not covered under the Social
Security Act. We hope that the Finance Committee will bear, this In inI4
When the 1958 amendments to the law are considered,
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We applaud the extension of coverage contained In the bill and particularly

support those amendments having to do with public-assistance provisions and
material and child welfare.

Sincerely yours, Mtzwia F. H. Jos
Mrs. Paul M. Jones,

V4ce president.

Tax Ds & BAUT Co.,
1olumbus, Ohio, August 7, 1058.lion. IJARStY BYRD,

Senate Pittance Committee Ohairman,
Senate Oft"c Building, Washiagton, A 0.

DEAl Hit: It seems that each election year the raising of social security Is
good politics and that 1958 Is no exception.

I have read where the House has recently passed a bill raising social security
immediately and of necessity raising the rates on both the employee and em.
ployer but not until after election. This sounds like politics when you give
the raise now and charge the people for it later.

In my opinion, any raise in social security or any change for that matter
should be deferred until after the present long-range study of the whole social.
security system Is completed. I also believe that with the recession we have
had this year that the Increased costs to both the employee and employer will
be harmful to the economy.'

Let us defer any change until it can be considered without the pressure of
an election In the offing.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT S. MCKAY II.

THE ROUINSON CLAY PitODUCT Co., io.,

Hon. HARY F. ByAkron, Ohio, Augst 8,1958.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washngton, D. C.

Dx.a SENArTO Bxiw: The Increase in old-age benefits and old-age-benefit tax
on employers and employees, proposed under H. R. 13549, is not, in my opinion,
a properly timed or well-planned legislative program. You have undoubtedly
given the bill thorough consideration. I wish, however, to communicate to you
my reaction to the proposed changes and ask that you reconsider the following
aspects of the problem.

1. Increased costs ot doing buaincas.--The proposed increase In tax (a change
in tax rate from 2% percent to 2% percent and in taxable earnings from $4,200
to $4,800 per year) will raise the per employee cost from $94.50 to $120 at the
maximum limit and represents a 27 percent additional old-age-benefit tax. An
Increase in an individual business expense of 27 percent is not only excessive
but ill-timed in that we are In an economic period when Industry In general and
our company specifically have had an uphill battle to produce profits. The addi-
tional cost to our company would be a significant amount, difficult to recover
through'increased selling prices.

2. ltli$aftouriteffet.-Increased benefits to retired workers and the increase
in fringe benefits to active employees has obviously an inflationary tend*e since
productivity is not changed. Hence, the Federal Government, which has beei
actively opposing further inflation, would, by H. R. 1548, be feeding the Jaffa.
tionary trend.

3. Lok Of thorough planning.--Increased benefits without adequate actuarial
studies Is an illogical procedure. Private insurance companies with annuity or
retirement policies have not been able to develop practical programs similar to
the increased benefits granted under H. R. 18549. I believe that a necessary
preliminary before such a bill includes a thorough actuarial review Including the
possibility of defnltely funding the program. While cradle-to-grave security is,
of course, desired by all, I cannot understand how benefits of $17 per month or
$1,524 annually can be provided with contributions of f,400 from employers and
employees over a 85&year period.
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Will you, therefore, lend your support to the defeat of the present H, IL 18549
and recommend the return of the bill to committee for further Investigation?

To rs ve Y truly, W , 10 n P

I)AmT4O CAuntoM TooL COMPANY, Ina.,
DaUlo, Ohio, August 8,1088.lion. HARRy b\ !lm,

ea6te infatsie commwttee Ohakrmat,
Senate Oftoe Bsdhldi", lVash#0o , . 0,

Dua Stat We see where the House of Representatives passed a bill, H. R.
18540, increasing old-age benefits and Its taxes, and will soon be heard by the
Senate.

We believe the matter warrants more consideration than the November elee.
tons, and urge nonpartisan thinking with facts and figures being employed to
substantiate any delion. These facts and figures should be obtained y the
congressiotal study of social-security financing now In process. Therefore no
decision should be rendered until this study is completed and complied Into
readable facts.

Tax increase of any kind can only add to our woes as a small business, and
this would be multiplied If proven unnecessary,

We trust you will give this your undivided attention.
Very ye IoO.T. J1 fA1NtrU,

Assistant Bccrotary-Treaauree.

Tum Oa wmIrizL PIuNNo & PunLtstimo Co.,
Grevnfteld4 Ohio, August 8, 1058.Senator HaarY F. Ilan

BS te M8M#0 7owMMttee chaiena,
Seweo Oxe Bilding, Wasletagto*, D. C.

DwAs ita: It is disappointing that apparently we are faced with another
round of price Increases and Inflation. It seems too bad that the steel manu.
tacturers found it necessary to Increase their prices, which will, of couMe be
"flected In our cost of living. .

It Is our understanding that you are now giving thought to Increasing the
soclal-seeurity payroll tax rate and tax base, If this Is done, how can we expect
labor and business to keep the wage scale and pioducts prices at their present
level? Apparently there Just does not seem to be an end to the continual increase
In the ost of living.

We would like to suggest that you give long and careful thought to any
Increases In our tax schedule. As manager of a small business, we find It
Increasing discult to stay competitiv%.

You= rwy,,Wi~soff U. Moolf,
P/Me@# a#4 Gewal Mange.

Los AxnGUm5, CAwz
RLn. HAnr F. BRsn

Vokena an ambuesr, Semte Piawoe 0omm!tee,
Besew Of e Ne,,Ns&, Washington, D. 0.:

To increase social-security taxes on 75 million working Americans to pay
Increased benefits to 12 million on soeial-securlty rolls will add to Inflation and
create additional burdensome tax load for business. We urge that no social-
security enages be made pending the filing of the study of the Advisory Com-
Mittee which Is evaluating the program. Past election year llberallsatlons
lately responsible for present financial Imbalance Ii system we count on fiscal
laigrity of Senate Finance Committee to keep this Issue In proper perspective.

Present, Los Astgek Oamber of Oommeroe.
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0 os'XOw, MAss., Auguet 11, 1958.

Chairman, Senate Pinance onmnittco,
SonaIe Ofioe building Washingtio , Do {. 1

Referring to 11. I 18M0, at present before the Senate Finance Committ-
section 200 of this bill repeals section 204 of Rocial Security Act which In par
provides that workmen's compensation payments shall be deducted from social-

ecurity benefits based on disability. Elimination of this deduction would be a
potent factor In destroying disabled workers Incentive to return to work. It
would result In increased cost to employers, both for social security and work-
inoa's compensation insurance. It would weaken the object of our workmen's
compensation law which Is to rehabilitate Injured workers as soon a possible
for their own good and for the benefit of society. Strongly urge that section
200 of the bill be stricken out.

QaNATM BOSTON CIAMD Or COMMIss,
PAUl T. loTiwu.tr

0harman, ational Affairs Comnillee.

Nxw Yosu, N. Y., August I, 1958.Hon. HARRY V. Ditt,
Chairman, Sonate Pinance Committce,

Sonato O1ce Building, Washington, D. C.:
The National Medical Foundation for lye Care, recognized spokesman for

American Ophthalmology in public affairs, respectfully requests that the follow-
Ing statement be accepted as part of the official record of the Senate Committee
on Finance, for consideration by your committee In its deliberations on propowd
amendments to the social security law.

Ophthalmologists are doctors of medicine, who, by training and practice, are
competent to render every kind of sclentifle diagnosis and medical and surgical
treatment of the human eye, Including refraction. Optometrists are not doctors
of medicine, and, under the laws of the several Htates, are not permitted-nor
are they educationally qualified-to diagnose diseases of the eye or diseases
of the body manifest In the eye, nor to administer drugs or medicines, nor to
perform surgery on the eye. Their proper and legal field is the measurement,
through refraction, of the physical powers of the eye and the prescription of
glasses for the correction of such vlial deficiencies as may be so corrected.

In view of these facts, we respectfully express our firm opposition to the
amendment proposed to your committee on August 8, 1958, by V. Eugene MeCrary,
and on behalf of the American Optometric Association, which would provide that
In the Social Security Act "the services of optometrists would be available to
beneficiaries of health programs financed Id whole or In part by funds appro-
priated from the Treasury of the United States It 0.,

We also wish to reiterate our opposition to the amendment proposed to the
House Ways and Means Committee on June 18, 1958, by William P. Mae-
Oracken, Jr., on behalf of the American Optometric Association, which would
provide that In the Social Security Act "and in all Federal legislation and regu-
lations the terms 'health care' and 'medical care' shall be deemed to be synouy.
mous" * *, etc., to which Mr. McOrary alluded in his testimony an August 8,
1958.

The effects of this principle, as already applied to the Federal program for aid
to the blind, through the 1950 amendments to title X of the soclalecurlty law,
are flagrantly contrary to the public interest and specifically to the welfare of
many persons adjudged to be bUnd on the basis of optometric examinationss"
Evidence can be produced to show that in some eases proper treatment has been,
delayed, or possible rehabilitation or cure denied, because of dIagnosis renieed
by others than, fuly qualified medical practitioners.
. The optometric claims to competence In the field of ocular pathology made by

Mr. McCrary before your committee on August 8. 1968, are in several instances
belied by statements originating from optometric spokesmen and organlatlom.

In the article, Optometric Jurisprudence, In the New York ,County Opto-
metric Society Bulletin, volume 4, June 1957, by Haroldr Kohn, counsel to the
Amerlcat Optometric AssociAtion, this statement occurs:
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"&a optomuetrist is concerned solely with the correction and improvement of
vision and the accompliuhment thereof without the use of drugs, medicine, or
surgery,"

In a letter signed by Andrew J. Denmn, 0, T)., (halrnumn, Interprofessional
committee of. the Georgia OptometriO Antsoclation, addressed to Georgia ophthal-
wolorlsts on, date of November 2, 19 7, the following statement was made:

"Most of our college and university programs in optometry today consist of 2
years of liberal arts or science and 4 years of professional training, Euven
though study is made of ocular pathology, it is given and intended as basic
knowledge only in order that optometrists be capable of recognizing a diseased
condition that must be referred to you and your colleagues for attention. We
do not attempt to diagnose or treat, as that is the Job of the medical doctor."

Whenever blindness exists, it is the result of disease or injury, conditions
which can be diagnosed and treated only by a physician. Moreover, every time
a patient is adjudged blind on the basis of an optometric recommendation, an
opportunity i lost to determine the true medical cause of blindness and to
appraise the chances of rehabilitation or cure.

The statement of Mr. MeOrary to the effect that "Everyone is conscious of the
shortage of physicians * * *" is made without a shred of supporting data. Fur-
thermore, It utterly falls to justify the utilization of any personnel other than
those fully qualified by virtue of medical training to perform a medical task.

To state, as this law now states, that "In determining whether an Individual is
blind, there shall be an examination by a physician skilled In diseases of the eye
or by an optometrist" * * is to characterize the optometrist as the equivalent
of a physician skilled in diseases of the eye-a theory untenable in fact and
dangerous to the public welfare.

We respectfully urge that the amendments proposed by Mr. MeCrary and Mr.
aeCracken be rejected and that your committee amend the provisions of Public

Law 784 of 1950, section 841, subsection (EI), clause 10, by striking out the words
"or by an optometrist, whichever the individual may select," thus making this
clause to read: "1(10) provide that In determining whether an individual Is
blind, there shall be an examination by a physician skilled in diseases of tho eye."

CHuuse 10. J3AzeCxL M. D.,
Secretary, Natiotmm Mdeftal Foundaion for Eye Care.

UNITED MiN, Wouctas or AmMUOA,
LocAL UrnoN No. 5179;

Oakland 0ty, Ind., July 41, 1958.,
Mit. WiNirw D&NToN,

Row~e of Repre lae t ives.
Duxt Sia: By the action of UMW Local Union 0179, Oakland City, Ind.,' was"

to request you to hold the tops for benefits to $44W0 per .ear. By thin we mean
if a person makes $200 they would be entitled to the.tull amount, or $126.00 per:month,

There is a large percent of the working people that will not make the $4,80.,
That Is why we want to hold it to $4,200 fog top benefits.

Your%5 traly,
Xaor DOuWV ReoordI. Seorotarv.

Cnxc,&oo, Imh, August 18,195,8.
Senator HAnNY V Blf, oCO *n a RineS. Fbwe C'omestSe,

Hemte Oflee Bnfik , Wo a h&o%, D. 0.
HoN. SENATOf Bim: Representing the International Association of Accident

and Health Underwriters, an organization of 93 State and local associations ecor-
prised of Individuals engaged in merchandising health Insurance, I submit to youi
a statement for the record on pending social-security antendments (U. RI. 1M49).

We eoneur in the statement made-before yourt committee Augut 12 by John H.
Miller. We wanted to appear before your committee, but realize you have a
crowded sehednle, Should there be further hearings,, we feel we could supply
helpful Information.

More than 500 bills were related to social security In rocentHous commltte
bearings. It has been difficult to keep track of the testimony on provisions now
Incorporated In the bill before you. We feel additional time for hearings should
be afforded because many of the provisions In H. 1. 18549 received little or 6o
tetimony before the House committee.
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We do oppose two features of the bill:
Liberalsation of disability benefits Is not warranted. One year's experience

is insuffielent. Costa, we feel, will begin to exceed estimates In the next few
years.

Increase In wage base from $4,200 to $4,800 is unjustified. Wage base should
relate to average earnings of full-time workers. This average is currently
$4,100.

Managing Discotor, Internotional Assootatioa of Aooident ad HealthU~nderwrttera.

STATI OF MINNICHOTA,
DXPArTURT OF HIALTIi,

Afinneapoli#, August 8. 1958.
110n. UAkRY FLOO) IYRI),

chairmann , Pinanoe Vonmimteo of th Rtonate,
senatee OjMe Building, Washington, D. (.

P)RAN Sin: The Asso nation of State and Territorial Health Officers at Its
annual meeting In November 1957 In Washington recommended that the assn,-
clation request the Congress to raise the statutory ceiling on maternal and
child health and t(rippled children's funds to $25 million each and to appropriate
additional funds to the Children's Bureau for grant-in-aid allocation to the
States. I understwid this matter is now before the Senate Finance Committee
for consideration.

The continuing Increase In our child population, Increased costs, and need for
trained personnel necessitate expanding programs in the field of maternal and
child health to meet the growing needs of our citizens. In accordance with our
customary procedure, we are herewith transmitting to all Minnesota Congress-
men a summary of the Minnesota maternal and child health program and some
reprints and brochures relating thereto.

One of our most effective approaches toward meeting some of the problems
of mothers and children Is demonstrated by our maternal mortality study, which
carefully studies all maternal deaths to find all preventable factors and means
of eliminating or, at least, reducing them to the minimum. A similar study of
fetal and neonatal deaths (first 80 days of life) provides guidelines to necessary
programs for Improving the health of mothers and children. As a result, this
has been one of the factors In Improved medical and hospital care In Minnesota.
with resulting decrease in mortality. With 85,000 births In 1957, there were
only 17 maternal deaths, a rate of 2 per 10,000 live births, one of the lowest
rates in the country. These studies are carried out In cooperation with the
State medical and hospital associations.

One of our most recent programs is concerned with the leading cause of death
in children and, In fact, up to age 85; namely, accidents. Accident and Injury
ptevention is, one of our meat serious public-health problems. One of the
frequent accidents in children is poisoning. To meet this aspect, a poison
information center has been established and 15 to 20 regional centers are being
developed. In the field of motor-vehicle accidents, we are cooperating in the
Cornell automotive crash injury research with the State highway patrol.

Other activities include consultation services to physicians, hospitals, nurses,
and the public for tmpwovemnt in maternity and Infant care, premature care,
control of hospital Infections, Improvement of nutritional knowledge and
practices. In addition to providing advice and assistance to local communities,
schools, hospitals, official and voluntary agencies in developing and extending
local maternal and child-health programs, we provide refresher courses and
in-service ,training for physicians, school and hospital surse, and school per-
sonnel and expectant parent classes and ears of the baby for the public. This
Includes free educational material, films, and exhibits.

The school-health program Includes consultation to schools on health service,
immulatlowa preschool and school examinations, dental health, and work-
shops for school administrators and teachers. Research on causes of illnem
and, 4eath, accident& and food .habits of schoolchildren are an Important part
of our' prograoxm ',

I hope 0hi brief summary will provide you with some useful data of the%
wt vitlesln Minnews In the AlM of maternal and child health.

Respectfully,
R. N. BAn , M. D..

Smetry and Paecvtive OWer.
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O . C. BuRLINGT o , N, S., August 4,1958.

Ratiay, N. J.
DEAR SMNAM CAsE: The American Optometric Association with which the

New Jersey Optometric Association is affiliated, has recommended the following
amendment to the social-security law:

"It is hereby declared to he the Intent of Congress that the services of all
duly licensed practitioners within tile scope of their practice as prescribed by
the laws of the Jurisdiction in which the service Is rendered shall be made avail-
able to all beneficiaries or recipients of Federal aid, and to that end tile term
'health care' shall hereafter be deemed to supersede the term 'medical care,'
save and except where the service to be rendered can only be performed by a
duly licensed doctor of medicine."

As a member of the New Jersey Optometric Association, I sincorely request
your support of the above amendment in committee and on the floor.

Sincerely,
Dr. LEONARD BAKI&

non. CLIFOD P. CB ATANTIO Crry, N. ., A gust 4,1958.

United States Sesator,
Rahway, . J.

Dr.a SENATOR CASE: I urgently ask you to support the American Optometric
Association amendment to the social-security law.

Passage of this amendment will aid greatly in dispelling antioptometric
discrimination in Federal legislation.

Your cooperation will be appreciated.Sincerely, MAXWELL, 1. BRown, 0. D.

FEitMIoTON, N. J., August 5, 1958.Ron. CLIFFORD P. CAsE,

Senate Off i Building,
Washiogton, D. 0.

DEAE SENAToR CAsS: At recent hearings held to amend the social-security
law, my professional association, the American Optometric Association, of which
the New Jersey Optometric Society is an affiliate, recommended that any pro-
posed measures substitute the words "health care" for "medical care" wherever
applicable.

I am taking this opportunity to inform you that this recommendation has my
own personal support, and to respectfully urge that you give it yours, whenever
it comes before you for consideration.

With kindest regards and best wishes, I am,
Yours truly,

STANLEY X. IMMXRMAN, 0. D.
Banmiqo, N. J., July $So 108.

Senator Cum (New Jersey),
House Ojoc Building,

Washigton, D.O.
Dua SI vATOn CASz: During the recent hearings held by the Ways and Means

Committee on bills to amend the social security law the American Optometric
Association, with which NJOA Is affiliated, recommended that any legislation
which might be favorably reported by the committee dealing with this subject
should include the following language:

"It is hereby declared to be the intent of Congress that the services of all
duly licensed practitioners within the scope of their practice as prescribed by
the laws of the Jurisdiction in which the service is rendered shall be made
available to all beneficiaries or recipients of Federal aid and to that end the
term 'health care' shall hereafter be deemed to supersede the term 'medical
care,' save and except where the service to be rendered can only be performed
by a duly licensed doctor of medicine."
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The NJOA strongly eidorses this amendment and urgently requests your
support of It In committee and on the floor.

Always with kindest personal regards and good wishes I am,
Sincerely,

Dr. J. LEO1VARD 0AHAN,
Pre Odcnt, Southern Now Jersey Optometrio Aseooiation.

CrjtrroN, N. J., August 1, 1058.
)KAR loN. CUijvoRD P. C(SY.: In the Interest of better health care for our

people, I urge your favorable action on the amendment to the social-security law
presented by the American Optometric Association.

Respectfully, AnNoW . K . D.

IRVINOTONI, N. J., August 1, 1958.
1On. CIFrOW) 1'. CASN.,

State Offlce Buildhti, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR CASX: During the recent hearings hold by the Ways and Means

Committee on bills to amend the social-security law the American Optometric
Association, with which the Now Jersey Optometric Association is affiliated,
reeommnended that any legislation which might be favorably reported by the
committee dealing with this subject should include the following language:

"It Is hereby declared to be the Intent of Congress that the services of all duly
licensed practitioners within the scope of their practice as prescribed by the laws
of the jurisdiction In which the service Is rendered shall be made available to all
beneficiaries or recipients of Federal aid and to that end the term 'health care'
shall hereafter be deemed to supersede the term 'medical care,' save and except
where the service to be rendered can only be performed by a duly licensed
doctor of medicine."

The New Jersey Optometric Association strongly endorses this amendment
and urgently requests your support of It In committee and on the floor.

Always with kindest personal regards and good wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,

AL=ZIT Ow.,- 0. D.

VIxNzAND, N. J. August 1,1958.
Hon. OuLFORD P. Ms,

Rah~way, N. J.
Dra StR: You are respectfully requested to give favorable consideration to

the amendment to the social-security law proposed by the American Optometric
Association and stating, in part:

" * * the term, 'health care' shall hereafter be deemed to supersede the term
'medical care' save and except where the service to be rendered can only be per-
formed by a duly licensed doctor of medicine."

It is felt that duly licensed practitioners practicing within the scope of the
laws of their Jurisdiction shall be qualified to render services to all beneficaries
and recipients of Federal aid.

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
Respectfully yours, Moms Gaz un, 0. D.

(Whereupon, at 5 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
10 a. m., Monday, August 11, 1958.)
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UNITED STATUs SkMwrR
homarn owi F wAiWOn

The committee met, prsuant, to w ,aeit o 16:15 a. x., in room 312,Senate Ohice Buildintg, enator Harry lood Byrd (chairman) pro,
siding. pro

Prei.snt: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Long, )ouglas, Martin, Willi
Malone, Bennett, Carlson, and Jenner.

Also resnt; Elizabeth B. Sprmnr, ehif clerk.
The EAXIAN. The comm It esns to order.Senator, KU. Mr. an, I would I r the record to showthat I have teib muththa I e ieved rous telegrams of xsup for this mneasum,

from the follow* pe:
Hon. RaYmo ary, Governor o hma; on. owArd Ed-

,ds ratio nomn su d r Gary; . RuprtL. Jones, a' man of th a ma blic 1W0fareCo on;Mr.
L. E. RAde rector I for State of 0 o.

'The -elm . ieist w n . t,
eg, the Aine 3 ti ata oi

stATE T OF Xnf

Dr. . r.C EIa. no n the ittee, I hertor the Am anPubl iatin nd the
can arena Committe .

At the tim when I aske ' apear ha d to resentthe American parents Co ittee but ' .. v .eand I amahere spak str , or of the provisi of title VIofh increase the amounts author for a prpri4
atiott under.th A l and Child Healt the pand the Chil.d Welfare p 'ns in title V o i Security Act,hlt.incresei these programs of s.r-vices to children and mothers wAS in 1950 for maternal and childhealth and c-rippled children and in 195 for child welfare.

I hae with me a prepay Statement which I would like to submit
for th.,4 Ierd qoas~sv time Athispointc

ChKL~A*s.Wtwt4beioyo tteetInulwi e
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Dr. Euo,. I want to speak briefly on why some of the increases are
needed but first I would like to tell you that the American Public
Health Association is the largest public health association of public
health peornnel in this country, it has 18 000 members, many of whom
are working in the State and local public health departments and have
direct knowledge of the child health program supported in part by
Federal grants under parts 1 and 2 oftitle V of the Social Security
Act.

The American Parents Committee is a small but active committee
of citizens devoted to furthering legislation to improve the well-being
of children everywhere.

Both of these organizations are greatly encouraged that the House
has approved increases effective in 1959 of $5 million in the amounts
authorized for each part of tite V of the Social Security Act, and
these organizations urge that this committee of the Senate give its
support to these increases.
When appearing before the House Committee on Ways and Means

for the American Parents Commitee, I summarized seven reasons why
these ceilings should be raised now.

First, there has been an unprecedented increase in child population
since 1950. Twenty-six percent actually idi 8 years, and the Bureau
of the Census prophesies that it will go up at least another 17 percent
by 1965.

You know well the great movement of people to the cities from our
nral areas. This, too, affects the, child health and the child welfare
programs of the States in our country.

NOw combined with this increase in population in recent years there
has occurred a very great increase in the cost of hospital care which
applies to the crippled children's program particularly and in salaries
ofihealth and welfare personnel everywhere in the country.

These increases have varied from 83 percent for child welfare per-
sonnel up to as much as 75 percent or nearly 75 percent for public
health nurses.

Much of the new money that has been made available since 1950
by Federal, State, or local agencies, has gone to meet these rising costs
and to keep up with the new families that have come into being be-
cause of the increase in our population.

There have been relatively few new programs of service and care
started during these current years and yet we now have much new
scientific knowledge, new medical and surgical techniques, and new
understanding of human relations that should be applied much more
widely than they are in behalf of children everywhere in our country.

We have these new facts but we have too few new resources with
which to put them to work and far too few children are benefiting.
I refer to such things as the drugs for children with epilepsy, the
surgical care of children with congential heart disease, the prostheses
for child amputees, and so on.

Some of these programs are very costly indeed and most families
in our country could not consider paying the cost.
.For instance, for the open-heart surgery it costs up to $3,000 for a

single child.' For the care of an emotionally disturbed child, it may
also run anywhere from $1,000 to $8,000 a year.

There are great gaps geographically still in our programs of preven.
tive health and welfare services for children.
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Some tpes of medical care and facilities are available only in our
greatest cities.

We, unfortunately,'have to report that in 1957, for the first time in
21 years, Infant mortality in our country rose a small proportion. If
we are going to maintain the downward trend of which we have been
so very proud in all of these last years we have to redouble our efforts
for child health.

These and other facts were presented by many witnesses to the
House Committee on Ways and means and I might refer to the Asso-
ciation of State and Territorial Health Officers, the American Public
Health Association the Congress of Parents and Teachers, the Na-
tional Association or Retarded Children, the American Legion, and
the Child Welfare League, and others.

The $5 million increase which has been approved by the House
for each of the parts of this program, we beheve, will go a consider-
able way in relieving the immediate needs of children in the health
and welfare fields.

They will take up part of the slack in the numbers of children
being served by all three of these programs. They will extend exist-
ing types of programs to a considerable number of families over the
country. They will allow for a few new clinics and for meeting the
higher costs of care for an increasing number of certain types of
crippling conditions. We want to urge the committee to concur with
the House figures for 1959.

However, speaking for myself and for my colleagues in the ma-
ternal and child health section oi the American Public Health Asso-
ciation who know the very great number of children in need of care
in this country, and the time it takes to develop the required services,
I want also to suggest to this committee that it consider going one
step further than idthe House.

We would propose that you add to each of the appropriations sec-
tions in title V of the Social Security Act language providing for
additional increases to be effective in 191, 2 years hence.

For example, maternal and child health, an additional increase of
$31/2. million. For crippled children $5 million; for child-welfare
services $8 million.
. This was the procedure followed by the Congress in 1950 when
amending title V of the Social Security Act.

This proposal would allow for more effective forward planning
by the States. It would give them a goal to work toward in their
own appropriations. To develp a new clinic for children, to locate-

and train personnel often takes a year or more after funds are insight.•..
")elay in planning means delay in getting children under care.

Delay in bringing children under care means more handicapped chil-
dren, more disturbed children, and a more expensive process of
restoration to health and well-being later on.

We propose that the Congress help the States to look and plan
ahead not only by accepting the increases approved by the House for
I959, but by providing the suggested added stimulus in 1961.

In making this proposal, I speak as one who has some knowledge
of the needs of many children or health medical, and social services
and care, which are now denied largely ?or lack of funds.
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But let me my, too, that t do piot iretond to know te Boat 1i.
tioa of our (loveriatuent, It is the Collgres whioh will have to de-
ohio whether we c m w afford to provide thoe additional funds 1' 1001.
I am not, hele to ure you uuduly to undertake this add!t~oml stp,
bit to wmi! Yoo 1 ltititf you should flud it pohibleyou will be giv.
'11many ohllllren innucl tlat they need in health an ability to grow

no m~otio!ally stable, 11Tupportfig individuals. I

And flllIS, ?or myself, I want to expre groat matisfaation with
tle K(%btant V* 01 angw! the House Inado In the ohlId.welfar) Uervlce
part of title V of the Sotial Security Aet---removinj tle limitationS
relate g to rural areas, providing for roallotttnult of wtide, providing
%r Stat snatching, and for Improving the provisions for runaway
t41ildreia.

Thete clunges will Ima wwoe the hld.welftre program in our count-
try very gmtly, Indce, I stongly urge that they be 1otahied by
the emte,

Tlhank you.The (It,\RM , Thlnkyou very inelwi, Dr. Eliot.
Are there my questions
Senator CARLO. Dr. Eliot may I 1uquiro as to how this new for-

imula is goitug to work thi Cu iuos 1w, 1 I undotand it will be
chmm~es in the fornuma for the tilotn tent of Federal funds to the
Stat;4 for child-welfare work ?

Dr. E1,oT. That is rilit,,
Senator CARIAon, Ifow will that affect, for instance the State of

KmVnas in your opinion?
I)r. Euim, I do not have before me a list of the actual sums of

money that would go to the various States.
The formula, as you know will take into consideration the per

Capita incolme of the State and tie total number of children under 21
in the country and the spread among all the States will be from, I
think it is 70 pert*%t to 34 percent in the allotment of the money.

Now the iuendnments do make a special provision that at no time
wiii the amount of ney going to any State be reduced below that
which they would get under the present law. This would be a very
important part of tte amendment to the act, because no one wants to
an nd the progmn in such a way that any State or the number of
chihddm, or the childrn in any State would suffer as a result of such
a change.

,nator CAUisoN. Dr. Eliot, we have had as I am sure every other
State has had, a very fine child-welfare program.

We bave been very proud of it and I wanted to be certain there was
nothing in this formula that would affect the splendid cooperation and
elective work that we have had with the Federal Government. ,

I noticed you commented that you favored the provisions that are
in this bilf .,

Dr. Eum. I do.
Senator CAwsox. Has this runaway child or children's problem

been much of a problem for a State I I notice we are going to have
the Fedemral Government assume some of the costs of returning these
children. .,,

Has that been a problem ?
Dr. ELur. For the runaway children ?
SeaiOr CAW.oX. Yes. LWt has been the problem I
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Dr. ERzen'. 'TIs lin be n problem. And under tw child-welfare
program it the preent time aertxUn of tite st can bevaid through

hIe hilldwelfire programs of the Ststio to got these ahild itW k
to their own home,

The Im ovoiMoA ttat will e made Us that the cot of taking cars
of the ohild it tho State to which he has mon will be take care
of for 16 days at this point, and this o i simp e change but it will help
the programs witd provide for care of theWIld until: he is Wstrned
toto ZIown, 1h01410

I'he problem of runaway children hu been quite great "Dially
to eortaln parts of theocountry, and of comuu, tm yiO through states
in going to thorn a rttular parts to which they like to run, namly
tum Wiet and the South, 'lordli and California, which have a gma
bulk of the care, and to many of the other States also.

8eaftor CAILoK. Mr. Chairman I appreciate very much the st-
ment, of Dr. Eliot, and I ask unanimous consent that a letter that I
have received from Dr. Martin, who is director of the Kanma Stat.
Board of Health and deals ispeially with this problem, be made a part
of the record.

Senator Kznn. Without objection, it will be entered here.
(The letter follows:)

Tu K~A SA T JIOMP Of lr1rn.
Vk# Ualf ed Matuesfteaislet, Waehldgon, (. k,1

DI A SWXAVIm (mJA os: We are Informed that the House has passed It IL
1810, a bill raising the ceiling on appropristiois to the (,bildrea'e Hrnr for its
vrat.In.a4l program to the States In maternal and child health servi eriPP
children's service& and child-welfare services by approximately so million. It
Is our further understanding that there are 2 bills now before the Senate Irinance
Committee, . 304 and 0. 8WA5, which together would have the mame effect s
l, I& 18149, except that they would raise the ceiling to 211 million"

It Is not our purpose now, or 9t any other time, to lobby for bills involving
Increased expenditure of tax tunds, but I thought you might be InteresW Is the
attitudes of your own State health department toward these bills

As far as the overall amounts are concerned, it seem to us (1) that children
are a first-class Investment and (2) that it would be desirable to set the Milogs
at the highest lOgure--26 million-ap the Congrs each; year has the oPp1rt11ity
to set the level of the appropriation. In our experleac the Childrns Bureau
has done an excellent job of administration. If It hus erred, It Is in the direction
of not taking a strong enough stand with the States rather than the other way
around.
* As regards the categories for which increases are projected. It is our feM
that, while the strongest possible cam can be made for upping the limits oa
maternal and child health and crippled children's services, the str geas c of
all can be made for the Increase to child-welfare services Child welfare is an
exceptionally Important part of work with children, and It Is chronially indigent.
whether on a public or a private basis. We would be very plead to s I
pass. In practice, child welfare, crippled children's work, and maternal aW
child health all overlap, an should be brought along together, If possioie to
maintain a proper balance of services.

In Karsas, these ChIldrea's Bureau funds have for more than 20 years under-
written aa astonishing variety of services for ebildren and others, ad a
now woven closely into the Federal-State-local Patter of hiandlas I can
assure you that the Increases in the ceilings are needed, that they wm be ued
carefully, and that they will return dividends to the State ot Eains out ot all
proportion to the Investment.

I am, taking the liberty of sendig a copy of this Jefter to esetwh Sebsepi
for his information and Interest

Sincerely yours,
G. X SuM, V.
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&nator Kt (lwesdlnt) Thankyou very much, Dr, liot,
flator MIA"t, I wou l to o Mk you wome qu mtlonml
aro,10vo I&I. &nator Mat1o,

bnator MAtOSi, Dr.14 1 1ot, I am oot'ru that t do not have your
bmak und, You a e head of this a o0ia ton. What else do you dotMi' t uxr I Mhotd havestated thtt ir,

Sratki. Youshould hav,.
For to tN I 1m at the present time prowor of

Maternal and child health at the Htirvard Wchool of ubllo IleAthI
ir k1y I wa( hie of Che Children's tnreau.

unttor ltu, in the Department of 1lcaith, ducation, atnd Wel

Sutor MA W . Yt I you tve had a lot of "lOrettc In hos

5DN, . ft I km a Inember of the Pblo Itealth Assoiattion, a fil
low of thwt a*o imtion mid am also a member of the lNe6Islatve com-
mitt* of the stion oi mntorntl and oh|id health of tVat organism,

Senator MA v s, Your statement seens to indicate that we have
not ee vI offil ent li takIng cat% of some of our own local ob-
ltm&,. You %do not believe that.the Congres has been very eoffilent
in this field) do y"u I

Dr, .u , &i Mr. Senator, I think that the Congress has, since the
beginning of this program, done well In Inereaslig the amounts of
monty that It"e gone to the States,. The Federal- money has been
a *ety great stimulus to the States to increase, to extend, to Improve
their own programs There is great need however, to carry ir fur-
th*r, so that all children in the country get the benefit of all of thoe
pxortmA a they do not at this time

Senator MALoxv. What does the bill carry In percentage of match.
int futnd or how do Vonu expre it I

T.r, ht\ t Yes Under this bill, the matching proposition for parts
I and , which am the health programs, will not be changed.

Sector MAt.s&. What is that at the present time I
Dr, Etam Thom formulas are taken care of in sections 502 and

M; onw-half of the money for maternal and child health is matob64
dollar for dollar. One-half of the crippled children' money is
math d dollar for dollar,

Seato Mawns. That is one-half of the cost in a State is matched
dollar for dollar; that is the one-half; that would be three-fourths to
be tmrnished by the State; is that what you mean ?

Dr. E . The State, under the law, is required to match half of
the Fedtal moiey. However, it is true that the States are putting
up, in the aggregate, much more money than the Federal Government

putting in.
Senator Xkwox& Yes; I tried to understand what you meant by

dollar-fordoltar matching for one-half of the cost.
Dr .Ewn. Yes
Senate Marni Would you explain that a little more I
Dr. Eor. When the Federal agency gives to the State a thousand

b9lur, wxder action 502 (a) of the Social Security Act, the State, in
ardlI to ge that money, must put up an equal amount of money; in
4thcr void&it must math exactly the amount of money it gets fom
tisaINWal iiia1nment under that section.
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Senator MLosp all, that Is all, then that they 0t under thmt

Progan tlht  o Jt Oror nl
Dr, Atw, fhen, In a tiltio, there Is a med fund of Federal

money that goes to the states for aselttte in carrying out third
State plans,

Sonsitor MAws. That s thothrhAf
Dr. gu'fth This Is the other alL
SMnator Mwnm, That Is furnished by the OovItV-tf
Dr. taor. This In allotted to the Stats on a formula, thr.-quaate

of It on a formula which takes Into consideration the Inco per
apit ts well as the numbers of children In need,
Senator MAt~ot. That Is under anotherlaw, is itt
Dr, Etir. It In under this law,
Senator MALOM. Uider this law f
Dr. 1tiot. Under this law but a different section.
Senator Mh oxx. And not changed by this bill ?
Dr. Eor, Not changed by this bill and this is true of the crippled

children's program, also.
Senator MAWOMM, You did give ome figures of children, 1,000 to

8,000, which Is enlightening to me, as to the amount of cost,
Now just the average help of the children, what would that run

a year, per year, what would that per child, say, In the ordinary run of
events beI

Dr. Fi, oor. What Is the death--
Senator MAWxm. No, the amount of money that would be put up

for children per capital?
Dr. 1Ao. I am sorry, I will not be able to answer that, but will

supply it for the record so you may have it,
8enator MALom, That will be very helpful.
(The Information is as follows:)
For fiscal ear 1057, the states reported a per eapita pe elid epeas of

*4.20 for the msrvice provided through the 8 Pwrome for wbkb gr tO am
authorlsed under title V of the Nocal Security Act. On tlo total o
per child 09 cents ws from Federal ft * $M rm State ad JoeQ twmW

Senator Msrxow. We have heard a lot in the last 20 years, 24 or
25 now, about people all over the world in need of all "t n and
the Congress has been ver lenient and very helpful, but if we v
neglecting our own it would not look quite so would it

Dr. Eto'r. I think it would be very hlpful if our own children
can get as much help as we are able to give them.

Viere is no question about that.
Senator MALoN?. Would you think they ought to comne first!
Dr. ELIor. Well, I like to think of all the children all over the

world. I do think we have to et an example as to what is good to be
done for children right here in our own country.

Senator MAoN. You do not thinkwe are doingit nowl
Dr. EuoT. No, I do not think we are doinenough.
Senater Mawxz. I think you are talkig to a very_3

committee, and I think they want to go as fast asthey W e
go and business must, after all, carry the load while the = 1le 11always put up half of it or whatever it is, but tat has to be---ud
in the wages or salary before they can do that,dt R lYi memo 10449
ing the load on business as to what it could carry, dons it dt aym
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have studied this, you believe that It is a fair bill, that it cat be done
*Ithout being to burdensome to the economic structure I

Dr. V ar. As far as the bill as sent over from the louse Is Con.
earned, t'thilnk that this is a good next step to help children in the

country In title V.o
Senator MAWNL Now the old-age provisions, what does the ordi-

nry tired prison receive in old-ags e wnsfIts how much?
Dr, Eko, Mr. Seator, I am not competent to speak to the 01d-

age rovisions,
You will have to address your questions to another witess.
Senator MALONIn, Al right.
Thank you very much,
Senator Kmw, Thank you, Dr. Eliot.
Senator Lowo, Permit me to say It wits a very fine statement you

made, i
I wi l not ask any questions at this time but I appreciate your state-went; it was very good,
Senator DouotAs. I would like to Join in that, too, Dr. Eliot.
(Complete statement of Dr. Eliot follows:)

8'ATUMIMT OP DIL MARTHA M. &MOT IN DUALI O THE AUMICOAN PUltua HULw H
ANsOWIAION AND Tn Ai hivcAN PARINTA COMMITTSM

Mr. Chairman: I am here representing the American Public Health Assocla-
tiou and the American Parents Committee to speak strongly in favor of the
provisions of H. R. 1849 which amend title V of the Social Security Act. Both of
the organizations are greatly encouraged that the House has approved increases
effective in 1959 in the amounts authorized for appropriation for the maternal
and child health, crippled children's, and child welfare services.

The American Public Health Association is the largest professional organisa-
tion of public health personnel in this country. It has 18,000 members and fellows
from all parts of our country. The Maternal aud Child Health Section, and,
indeed, a number of other sections, have as members many persons who are
greatly concerned that State and local services for children, both health and
welfare, public and voluntary be developed as effectively as possible. This con.
cern includes tho steady extension anl improvement of the oflell State and local
child health services and programs for the medical care and rehabilitation of
crippled or handicapped children. Likewise, our members are concerned with
the State and local child welfare services for they know that each of these
programs supplements the others and they all need to be strengthened if children
are to be well served.

The American Parents Committee is a small committee of which Mt. George
Hecht of New York City is the chairman, and I a vice chairman. This con
mittee is devoted to furthering legaslston to improve the well-being of hil-
dren everywhere.

When various bills were before the House Committee on Ways and Means !
appeared at hearings for the American Parents Committee to urge substantial
Increases in the amounts authorized for appropriation for the Maternal and
Child elth, the Crippled Children's and the Child Welfare Services as pro-
posed in HI. I. 12834 (McCarthy) and It R. 12871 (Kean). Associated with
our committee in a panel of witnesses were representatives of a number of other
national organizations, all of which were advocating that $2 million be estab-
lished as the selling for each part of the program Among these were the Asso-
ciation of State and Territorial Health Ofters, the American Public Health
Association, the Association of State Maternal and Child Health and Crippled
Children's Directors (submitting a statement), the Child Welfare League of
America, the National Association for Retarded Children, the National Congress
of Parents and T All of these organizations gave their reasons for seek.
Lag this itnes a tan be seen in the House records.
rn my brief totoy I summarized esons why we urged the Congress to
rai e taeilings to the $26 million, level These included:
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1. The unprecodentl Increase in the child population from 47 mlliou in 1950

to 00 million In 1007 (20 percent in 8 years). By 1008 the Bureau of the Cews
estimates there will be another Increase of 17 percent,

2. The costs of care and iervices have mounted very rapidly in this period.
Hospital costs have Incroased 47 percent; salaries for medical olicers In Rtat
health departments 08 percent; salaries of public-oalth nurses, 74 percent;
salaries of child welfare workers, 88 percent,

8. Recent developments In scientifc knowledge leading to new techniques and
methods of medical land surgical care and of rehabilitation of crippled and hand
capped children have opened the way to restore to wholly normal life or to a life
of self-support and satisfactory usefulness children who have until now been,
considered hopelessly crippled or with but a few years to live. Many nw typo
of care are now available.

4, The very high cost of certain types of Individual care must be met Thia
Includes such care as open-heart surgery--on of the newest of modern surgical,
techniques; fitting prostheses to child amnputoos-even children only 18 months
or 2 years old; provision of bearing aids and speech training for very young
children; care and training of mentally retarded children, For the open-heart
surgery the cost may be as high as $3,000 for 1 child, There are some 50,00
children born each year with congenital heart detects of which about 80 percent
can be helped greatly by surgery and very large numbers can be restored to nor-
nal If they get this earn In time, Today thousands could be cared for in some

of the great surgical clinics if funds become available to pay for care, Many
are now denied care because of lack of funds to meet the high cost and develop
the program.

A. There Is a continuing great inequality In the geographic distribution of,
basic child health and child welfare services. There is llkawloe a shortage of
special lifesaving and restorative services In many areas of the country. Only
in great metropollitan cities can some of them be found. To fill the gaps In quMn-
tity and quality will relulre many new workers--nurses, child welfare workers,,
etc.-many new special clinics and experts to wan them.

(. May I remind you that perinatal mortality (deaths of Infants before, at, and
Immediately matter birth) ranks fourth In the list of causes of death. Only heart.
dl(eett5 cancer, and cerebral hemorrhage rank higher. Also, for the first time
In 21 years the Infant mortality rate (deaths of infants under I year) went up
In 1057. Ithis Is Indeed a warning that efforts to save the lives of infant. must
be redoubled, especially in arouas where the economic and social needs are greatest
It the longtime downward trend, of which we have been so proud, Is to be re-
t sttbllshed.

7. The unprecedented Increase In Juvenile delinquency since 148 makes it im-
perative that both the child welfare and child health resources be strengthened
so that much more Intensive work In all three of theme children's programs can
he done with parents of children of all ages from the preventive point of vlew
In the mental health field.

I am sorry that Dr. Paul Harper, of the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health,
could not appear hare for the American Public Health Awciatlon as he dklI be-
fore the House committee hearing. In his statement there Dr. Ilurper gave a
sumamry of Information which he had received from tate maternal and child
health and crippled children's agency directors related to the need* of children
In their States for more and Improved child-health services. I would like to ask
that that summary be Inserted at this point in the record.

"$TATA MET o Tut AmucAxN PuBLio MIIALTu Assocumxw s Da. PAuL A.UHais, M. D).

"In order to obtain information as to whether or not additional funds were
needed, I wrote to the maternal and child health or crippled children's director'
in several States. Replies have been received from 11 of these States, all of them
telling of mothers and children who needed medical care and who are not now
getting such care or will not get it In the future unless additional funds are pro-
vided.."'The director of the Michigan Crippled Children's program says that Increaxed
funds are urgently needed to prevent a reduction In the number of itinerant clln-
les for crippled children. He also reports that lack of, funds have made It net-
essary to leave unfilled the position of an orthopedic field nurse consultant, thus.
reducing services to cr pled children in local comnulties.



"Dr. Rlerbst R. Kebes, diretor of the UniversitY of Illinois division of services
for crppled children, reports a deficit of a quarter million dollars in the lost
fiscal bientium for hospital, medical, and appliance services that had been Con.
tracted for and carried through. This meant that the appropriation which came
into being for the currei't fiscal period immediately hadto be used to the extent
ot a quarter million dollars to pay for are In a previous biennium and so had
diminished their current funds by that amount.

"Illinois has 8 premature center, ech of which costs $100,000 a year above
what the families are able to pay. They need two more centers which would
be established If funds were available.- Illinois also has a dental program now
on a dwonstration basis forehtidren of families who are unable to aford such

re, Nerly $1 million per year is needed to put this program on a statewido
basis Additional funds are also needed for mentally retarded children.

The director of the Kentucky Crippled Children's Commission reports that they
are unable to establish rheumatic fever, epilepsy, and cardiac programs btause
available funds are only enough for their present program. Kentucky was one
of the States which early this year received a telegram saying that no more chil
dren were to be accepted during this fisal year for cardiac surgery at the center
in Minneapolis. The telegram came on the day that two young parents were
ready to leave with their child. This State also needs more funds for its current
prorms for children with cleft late and for those with cerebral Dalsy.

"In Florida' program for crippled children, Increases for Federal funds have
lagged far behind Increases in State appropriations. Ten years ago the State
of Florida appropriated approximately $2 for each $1 of Federal funds; the
ratio is now 8 to 1. Despite this increase Florida Is still unable to provide
services for some groups of crippled children including those with epilepsy and
speech and hearing defects.-The director of the Oklahoma Commission for Crippled Children says that
because ofbthdget limitations:

"1. Some S0 eligible case needing medical attention are now on the waiting
list.

"2, Services for children with convulsive disorders are very limited,
M3. Audtometrte hearing tests are given to only a fraction of the schoolchildren

who need them.
"4. Additional services are urgently needed for a group of children who are

completely depndent on others for care: such as children with leukemia, scle-
rderi, late stages of muscular dystrophy and hydrocephalus.

"Dr. (. L. Wilbur, Jr., sweretary of health of Pennsylvania, writes that they
have only,8 6baiotherapists for over. 10,000 children in their orthopedic pro-
pram and only 2 social workers. They need more of these, more audiologists and
other specialists.

"Penneylvania has a good program for children with congenital amputations
In the western part of the State and needs funds for a similar program in the
rest of the state.

"Virginia reports that its program for the hospitallation for medically Indigent
obstetric patients and infants is markedly curtailed for lack of funds.

"Dr. Jack Sabloff, director of maternal and hild, health and crippled children's
services for Delaware writes that funds are needed for expansion of speech and
bearing and for children with defects of vision, both of which are not now ade.
quately covered. He also writes that well-child conferences are heavily over-
loaded and that many new conference sessions and some new conference loca.
lions are needed. They need additional public health nurses to staff these

conferences.
'Th Chief of the Division of Child Hygiene of the State of Ohio writes that

additional funds are needed for the postgraduate training of nurses In obstetrics
and in the care of premature infants. Funds are also needed for the training
of audiologists and for summer workshops for teachers and nurses on problems
of school health services Ohio has a special team comprising a pediatrician
and an ear, nose, and throat specialist, a psychologist, and experts on hearing
and speech which has been organized for problem children with severe hearing
los It will have to be diontinued after July 1 unless additional funds become
available Ohio also reports that It will have to greatly curtail a program which
proves peoldn to prevent the recurrece of rheumatic fever in more than
Z00patients.

0Dr. RMecard 7. Johnson head of e crippled children's services In Minnesota
reports that funds for their orthopecte program, and for thM* congenital heart
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surgery programs were both exhausted early in 1058. which meant that they had
to refuse many patients who urgently needed services. Minnesota also reports
that they are hoping to start additional treatment for children with cleft palate
and harellps, including orthodontic services to straighten teeth and prosthetic
devices such as plates to fill In defects in the soft palate as soon as additional
funds are available."

Clearly the House Committee on Ways and Moans took all the evidence pre.
scented to it by a large number of organizations and individuals when It reached
thedecislon to recommend to the House a bill Including an increase of $5 million
for each of the 8 parts of title V effective In 1909, There can be no doubt that
this will go a considerable way toward meeting the immediate needs of the
States that have resulted from the increases In child population and toward
taking up the slack in the numbers of children receiving services and care
because of the increase in the cost of care. It will also make a beginning on
some new programs. We want to urge this committee to approve this Increas
for 100.

However speaking for myself and for my colleagues In the maternal and child
health section of the APHA who know the great number of children in need and
the time It takes to develop the required services I want also to ask this com-
mittee to consider going one step farther than did the House. We would suggest
adding to each of the appropriation sections in parts 1 2, and 8 of title V of the
Social Security Act language providing for additional increases to be elective
in 1001 am follows:

For maternal and child-health services (pt, 1) $8.5 million more;
For crippled children's services (pt. 8) $5 million more;
For child welfare services (pt. 8) $8 million, or this latter amount might

be divided between 1001 and 1068,
UndersUch'a, proposal, which, is similar to the procedure used by the Cogresis
when amending this title in 1050, appropriations beyond those authorized in the
House bill could not be made untl at least 1061. This proposal would allow,
however, for much more flexibility in planning by the State agencies. Effective
forward planning for these child-health and child-welfare programs Is feasible
only If the State agencies know in advance what the fiscal possibilities might be,
or how much they might expect to have from Federal, State, and local sources
If they show need for the funds.

Past experience has shown that as Federal funds are Increased the States
respond generously-many times In larger amounts than are necessary to match
the Federal grants. But the programs progress more steadily, the number of
children to be served can be estimated more realistically, plans for new clinics
and services for crippled or handicapped children can be worked out In advance
with greater certainty of success by State and local agencies, and new personnel
can be selected trained and employed with greater confidence if there are fiscal
goals toward which the States can work.

To develop well a new activity under any one of these child-health or child-
welfare programs may take a year or more because of the necessity to locate
and train in advance the persons who will guide the new service. Clinics for
children who are deaf and require hearing aids and speech training, who are
epileptics, who are born with defective limbs, heart, palates, a clinic for men-
tally retarded preschool children where parents as well as children may be
trained, a satisfactory ibrvice for the adoption of children or for the day care
of children of working mothers--all these and others take most careful planning
In advance. Few communities will embark on new undertakings, even If they
are putting up their full share of the cost, until they know where all the necessary
money will come from. They cannot even start looking for staff until funds are
assured. Because of this I am proposing that the Congress help the States
plan ahead for these children's services not only by accepting the increased
approved by the House for 19M, but by providing the sugged additional
stimulus to be effective In 1961.

Delay In planning and establishing these child-health and child-welfare ac-
tivities means delay In bringing under care children who need medical or social
services. Delay in bringing children under care means more handicapped chil-
dren, more disturbed children, a greater and more difficult tank of rehabilita-
tion later on. All of the services for which these funds are used are In esmce
preventive services. A relatively small amount of money spent through them
means much lessultimately for relief and rehabilitation,
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The C1AItMAN, Our next witness Is Mr. J. Howell Turner, dirc.-
tor of the e"ployo relations of the Standard Oil domnpany of In.
diana. Mr, Turner, will you have a mat and proved with your
statement I

ITATICNINT Of L XOWZL TURSAXV, DIUtOTOR, EMPLOYER
WEATIONS, STANDARD OIL 00s (INDUDNA)

Mr, 'rtpn? , My name is Howell Turner, I am director of mioyee
relations for the standard Oil Co. (Indiana), with headquarivrs inChicago.io thoe can be no misundorstandIng, I want to admit at the outset

that I an not an expert on the many -chniicalities of social security.
I Rill tlot collpetenlt to speak, for exanplo, aldbout the Conhplox details of
all the calculations that lie behind the langzuage of the pending bill.

The House ctinulittee report on H. R. D5, I have noted, says "it
is estimated"-and I think that word deserves emphasis It is est'.
nutted-"that the actuarial deficit in the programs now alliounts to
0.67 percent of payroll." With the proposed changes, according to the
report the deficit will be only 0.25 percent.

l ean't pretend that 1 understand these figures ily.
What concerns me, though, is that I can find no clear indication

that everyone who voted for this measure in the House un(Ierstood
the calculations either.

This is not surprising in view of teis fact that no hard, searching
study of the social scurlty setup ini its present context is yet available.
1 can enter no criticism of the Vongessmen for a failure under' stch
cirmunstances to have at their fingertips all the intricate detail in-
volved. But I call and do question the wisdom of acting in the absence
of the necessary knowledge.

I know that the Congress in 1950 voted the establishment of a Spe-
cial Advisory Council to look into the financial structure of social se-
curity. That wras a promising miove. From this otudy, it seemed that
the Nation was to get current, solid, objective data as a basis for future
adjustments in social mcurity. But that Advisory Council has not
reported as yet. It will not report until the end of the year. And yet
if W. Iu 13549 passes the Congress, we will geta Patchwork job that
at this point might run contrary to the results of the Advisory Coiln-
el's study. Until this Council has reported, hQw can anyone say with
certainty what, if anything, should be done about fund financing?

In all the House debate on this measure, I find few signs of any con-
cern about the weight of the new tax burdens that the proposed changes
would impose on employer and employees alike. I respectfully submit
that particularly now, when we are still struggling with the effects of
recession, that subject deserves understanding consideration.

It sounds innocuous when you say that the increase in tax per em-
ployee would range from only $25.50 a year at a low to $79.50a year
at a high. And yet if you begin to calculate what the increase will
mean over the next 12 years for even a small firm, the matter takes on
a different aspect.

Consider, for instance, a firm that employs just 100 persons who are
making $4,0 a year or more. Over the next 12 years, through 1970,
the proposed increase would cost the employer $56,00.
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If the firm employs 1,000 workers in this bracket-and that would
still be a meidurn-msized operation-tlhe increase would be $52,000.,

For a firm with 5,000 eiployeas in tJw range irom $OW a year upp
the 12-year cost would be $i,7 0, oo,

VTese are anything but Insignificant sums to be loaded outo already
11igh costs of doing business.

ft there be any thought that I am trying to conceal self-interest
here, I can give you the calculation of cost for Standard Oil itself.
In our consolidate company, including all the affiliates, we employ
some 48,000 people. For us, then, the i2-year addition to our gross
cost of doing business would be in Ili unfriendly neighborhood of $25
million.

Yet I can honestly say to you that, in this regard, I am at least as
much concerned about the future of smaller firms as I am about
Standard's future.

There are marginal operators in our industry and all other indus-
tries. These are men and companies that are just managing to hold
on in the present circumstances, sustained largely by the hope of
future growth. And I ask in all seriousness how such men and com-
panies can be expted to take on this new burden.

It's altogether too easy to say, as many do, that the boost in social-
security taxes won't be burden on business tit all-tAhe ompianics will
simply pass on the cost to the buying public. The statement sounds
plausible enough, but it won't stand close scntiny.

To the extent that the companies can and do ps1s on the cost, as a
matter of fact, the so-called adjustments in wf..al wseurity are self.
defeating. Congress increases the benefits, allegedly in order to com-
pensate for inflation. Then it raises the taxes in order to pay for the
increased benefits. Thereby it creates new inflation that angelss out
the benetfls it granted in the first place.

The truth of the matter is, however, that not all companies can in
-all instances pass on these added costs. We've had ample proof over
the past 10 months or more that buyer reluctance to pay higher pri(!
can be a very real and a very damaging thing. It is more than just
possible; it is on the face of it probable that many companies will find
it beyond their ability to recover this added cost. And yet ist that
addition may mean the difference between survival or failure for
those companies.

Short of that, many companies that otherwise might be expected to
set up or expand their own pension plans will be highly reluctant to
commit themselves to such moves in face of the new evidence that
Congress seems bent on repeated biannual rounds of social-euri.ty
increases. As a result, the employees who work for those companies
-will be forced to rely for their future welfare on a Government plan
that was never intended to be more than minimal.

Co.grese will be ill-advised, in my opinion, to underestimate the
unease that any employer must feel when he contemplates the record
on social security. Time and again now Congress has voted to raise
and broaden thA benefits to be provided undar the plan. Much of sch
.action may well have been wise. I do not debate that. But with the
nearness of a sound report on the financial aspects of the socal.Mcumrty
fund. it would seem completely premature to act at this time to in-
erease the tax rate and the taxable base.

20748--8,-,--1
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Neithermy ompany corporttlynor I personally, has any objec.tMon to wooa! secur ;y a sitteQ1e the con"trary. "We 'welcome'the

concept In fact, we havestructured our own retirement plan at
Standard around social security as a core.,

We know that private pension plans, praiseworthy thou1 they are,
can't rrotet everyone, At least they don't at present. s a result,
It Is Intiprat Ive that we provide through social security a floor of pro-
tection for all.

Dos It nmmarlily follow, though that. the Government plai lutist
be allowed to swell larger at 2-year ntervalm, taking ever bigger aid
blaggr bites from the Income of workers and employers I wist can't
believe It.

Each new Ince ased l edtetion whittles away the Income that work-
emrs and onploy,'s should have the ri ht to (ilsHjo)0 of 11s they will.

Eatch new iuereased deductions is it 'ighter restriction on individualfreedoum,
It, soomus to ine to he foolishly rekless, then, to rumh Into it new en-

largetnent of social security in the absence of thorough, im partial
study to document the need for it, But I)reeisely this Is what is pro.
p)ed in IH. It. 1324i. 1 would evenl suggest that Congress now ask
titat Advisory (0ounel to also Consuitisr the het flt strmctire 1ntd make
rr~eonmetlations on this front its well. Armed with suil data, the
Congress, would find it.*lf in a ptsitiou to take wise and considered
action. Tacking such information can only mean that decisions vital
to our econoimv will have to ho made II the absence of the best avail-
able inforniation.

For all practical purposes, the action that is here l)lol)osed is ir-
reversible. No one can possibly believe that benefits now increased
would be lowered by a future ongres or that taxes now increased
would be latr adjusted downward. If the benefits and the taxes go
up, they will stay up. This is obvious politicall realism.

At 1est the proposed boost in social-security taxes may inhibit the
de..sirable growth of private pension plans. At worst it may well drive
sxtmie qiiaolr, marginal firms to the wall of failure and may well vi-
tiate the work of the very Council the Congress established to help
it in this complex field.

On that basis I earnestly urge that this bill be defeated and that any
actiom on ocial-scurity ho deferred until Congress has at least had
the benefit of the Advisory Council's report.

The Cni u Rx. Thank you very much, Mr. Turner. The commit-
tee appreciates your testimony.

The next witness is Mr. A. D. Marshall who is representing the
ITnited States Chamber of Commerce.

Please proceed Mr. Marshall.

STATEXNT OF A. D. XARSHALL, REPRESENTING UNITED STATES
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY KARL SCHLOTTER-
BC SECRETARY, COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC SECURITY

Mr. M. 1AST A. Mr. Chairman and Senators, my name is A. D.i
Marshall, and I am a rice president of General Dynamics Corp.

However, today I appear on behalf of the chamber of commerce
of the United States as a member of its board of directors and chair-
man of its economic security committee.

ale
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With yout, eli'lrndoi., I Would like to Inltrodce to you the other
memberr of thi eo0iniilttp00 Mr, $ehlottrblmk of tho caminber's stuff
oi till" Sihjb=,( of thi1 (,OlillittO.
You havo before you the plrnted tfst iiony and 1 would like to alsk

it be lool(led II thie rtx)rd f0( thliat I I* pertnitted to Humnmil7iz
illy Stat,0el'it this 1noriii,
$eini toll ,11,. 'I'hllt, Iy INA done.
Mr. MAIIWIAM. TIank you, genthoinen.
'rli nitioia ,liinlbflor lieim Silpport.ild t10 bitllw ietiicipeles of Federal

Old-Age and Survivors I uriHfltnee bneilts, oiliolojily flown II 1Sol
seturity, ,

NOW 01-10 of theIO piiI( i)I* hoidl thl(at. (itl M04eety S)(11i p'ovilde
it floor of l)i'0eli0oI a0gidiiqqtitioe in 110 age. loll IIl feo IIt4 nblv
ts floor 51rioild Ih provided by the individual iiceAirding to his iteeds
and re'Oll'('4 '5 Wo WOI(l like to il(ggIst that nfteripit to stretch
the plrogi'ni i10) Iit 1ili ;iiilaniin for total sedrity, liowievpr will rob the
individuiil of ftie ecesmity-tle inceiuiv--to build additional old-age
income protection through his own efforts, Sich ittrfl)tS ll will re-
(111C:O tlo Op)lortlility for tie iildividlill to fashion 1II$ owi security
progillll to silit iis Own ned 10(14 11,11 tilASH,
II siyiig this, however, we reeogCiize that periodtic reviews must

he mld of tf, ho adw(iiy of this floor of protection, In, these reviews
however, it list be kept ii inilil, that, while costs of living have In-

rl'efted, WItgo levels iavA hteii risilig too, if) i$acfJ almost tWi(* a fast as
tle cost of living. And tHisl the ability of emoloyiees to build their
otWnl old-figo illncoIO fin" been iliproving, Also t io ultimate amount of
social security benefits on retiring has been increasing because of the
formula.

Social security, we all know, fills a humanitarian need, but its real
justiflcatioi as it Federal compulsory program is that it serves the
national interest.

You will all recognize tit, similarly, conmpulwory education was
established in the public interest to protect the body politic from bad
judgments of illiter-y.

In a like manner it can be said that the baic purpose of compulsory
social security is to protect swiety from the poltcal consequences of
possibly leaving large numbers of elderly persons vith such meager
means of support as to constitute a social problem for the Nation.
Congress created this new and unique social program to be especial-

ly suited to the peculiarities of American life and its dynamic economy.
It is not surprising that some of the basic principles of the pro-

gram were not crystallized at the outset. For example, it was not until
1950 that Congress concluded that this program of cash benefits paid
as a matter of rilit should be self-sustaining and the costs should
henceforth be wholly financed by equal taxes on employerst em-
ployees, on the self-employed, and the interest on the trust fund.

With this and other fundamental features of social security the
national chamber of commerce is wholly in accord.

But I submit to you gentlemen that if the purpose of social security
is to provide a floor of proptection, then constant efforts to expand it
piecemeal in all directions are smpect.

Patchwork election year expanmsions are unfair to the employees and
the employers who pay the social security taxes and to the beneficiaries
alike and may endanger the program itself.

817
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Federal old-as and survlvors benefits Is an extremely complex pro-
gram. Th various rovIsions in this law are so Interrelated that vir-
tually any change affects costs and financing.

The bill in front of you involves a change in the financial support
for swoig seurity. TLhis change calls for an increase In the social tax
rate, an Increase In the taxable wage base, and mn acceleration of the
scheduled tax Increases In the present law.

YOu will retail that in 4105 the on ro established a new Advis.
ory Council on Social Security Financing to report by the end of this
year. Should not any changes affeatin costs and financing be post.
ponod until after this Advisory Councilhas submitted Its report ?

Also, I would like to submit that a social tax Increase in 1095 would
not be ?ropitious from the standpoint of the overall economic recovery
we all hoje for.

%11usine is now making strenuous efforts to cut its costs wherever
possible in order to hold the line on prices and titus stimulate busi-

eass recovery.
A stateent by President Eisenhower in a May 90 address Is perti.

nent. le sud:
1et me sugmt a few Ideas that I would like to nomhtlte for oblivion? The

Ida that menasment can be lax about cost* without priing Its prodUctA hot
only out of foreign markets but out of the Ameri n market as well.

We strongly recommend that no social security chnnges involving
tax cost increases be made until the Advisory Couneil submits its re-
port, and until it is clear that we are well on the way to btisiness lecoV-

WVe believe such a postponement would be prudent and constructive.
However, both the Ways and Means Committee and the House of

Representatives are to be congratulated for their coneern for the actu-
arial deficiency, the present actuarial deficiency, in this program.

We believe at the present time if the facts are carefully examined
you won't, find much of a basis for a benefit increase when viewed
against the past record of benefit increases and the cost of living.
Since 1939 Congres has increased benefits for those on the rolls three
times, in 1950, in 1952, and In 1954.

During this period the cost of living--from 1989 through June of
this year-has risen by 108 percent.

However, ince 1080, Congress has Increased benefits by 134 percent.
If the I percent increase in this bill should also be approved, it would
man benefit increaws over the years of 148 percent.

Them is another major argument, it seen to us, against the flat in-
ef, proposed. If some increase is necessary to preserve social
ecurity as a floor protection, a flat benefit increase across the boardwill not do the job tisfactorily for many of the aged, the very old

beneficiaries under the program.
At the end of 1956 there were about 6.6 million aged primary

beneficlaries who were getting benefits under the pro ram and 2.2
millions of these, one-third of them, received benefits of less than $50a month.

Thes relatively small sial-security benefits are due to three major
factors:

First, a low earning capacity of those individuals while they were
working; seand, a low average earnings record because many0xf them
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had Intermittent employment or were partly In covered employment
sad partly out of It; and third, many of them are receiving a small
benefit because they are a dependent spouse or widow and not a primary
beneflla,,

Now tio vast majority of these 2.2 millions reetving benefits
of le than $tI0 retired during the 1940's and early 1060's These

people of advanced age did not have the opportunity of working
during the past 10 years or so when wages have been high.

In consequence, under the present law they are not eligible for the
larger benefits, nor did they have the opportunity because of their
lower pay to put aside much through their own efforts toward their
old ago.

We believe that$ If some benefit adustment Is neesary to preserve
the floor of protection, greater consideration should bW given these
people of advanced ago who retired at number of years ago and who
tire oni the lower part of the benefit schedule.

This bill also contains numerous special and technical provisions
which merit very careful scrutiny. t ,e
* lor example, In the field of d snbility the bill rovides three things:

Moh't, that benefits be paid to dependents of isabled beneficiaries;
second, it raises the maximum monthly benefits to a disabled bene.
fihary and his family to $254; and third, it eliminates the present
ofrsets for other types of public disability benefits against social-
security disability benefits.

Now with these 3 changes if you carefully examine specific cases
you will find it is perfectly possible for a disabled beneficiary who
while he was well and working, who earned $3,T700, to get as much as
$3 000 in dVsability benefits under social security.

With such benefits usually tax free, this disabled worker and his
family would rveeive as much in tax-free income as he originally
had in take-home pay when he was working. There will also be
situations in the future where the amount of tax-free disabilitT income
will be greatly in excess of take-hom pay to which these families had
previously been accustomed.

Nowt I will submit that this will develop even more rapidly because,
as you gentlemen well know, increases in benefits under such programs
as workmen's compensation, Federal employees compensation and
veterans non-servjce-connected disability benefits are usually on-
sidered separately. When those separate proams are under consider.
ation, andchanges are made on the basis of the facts in each program,.
and when you eliminate overlapping between the program a this
bill would do, then you compound the duplication in-benefits between
these different disability programs.

Now experience has shown and you had testimony before this
group in 16, that high monthly cash benefits for disabiitc anac
as a strong deterrent to successful rehabilitation. We, of champ.
ber, have always felt that rehabilitation should be the primary obje-
tive of any program in this area. ... .

We do not Ilieve there is any real social justification or equity i
paying disability benefits to 1 person from 2 or more publicyprogas
where the payments are based on 1 condition of disbility,

Moreover, we do not see any merit in plag publi diftbility

gig
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beneflts-tax.free beneflt-4hat may be equal to or even greater than
an individual's usual take-home pay when well and working.

There is one other factor that I think should be carefully con.
sidered here. I admi It is a hypothetical one but I am pretty sure it
is one you gentlemen can see the trend in, Establishment of benefits
to dependents of disabled beneficiaries will provide a strong argument
for lowering or eliminating the present age requirement of 50 for
dsability beWnefits.

It will be contended that most of those permanently and totally dis-
abled, with young bencflciaries, with children, are under age 60.
Therefore in order to get the full effect of this program for those
peo le, the age limit for disability benefits will have tobe low than 50.

We have another example of the need for careful examination of
the miscellaneous provisions of the bill in the new formula for Fed-
eral grants for eublio assistance and here we tried to examine what is
apparently the intent of the Ways and Means Committee and what
the actual results of this provision would be.

Apparently the intent was to provide additional Federal funds to
enable the States to pay more to those Already on the rolls, and the
committee report is evidence of that.

The report said that the committee had considered the possibility
of language in the bill requiring the States to use the funds under
the bill for additional assistance or for the money to revert to the
Federal Treasury.

But the committee had not been able to find such a provision that
would operate suitably

I would like o submit to you gentlemen that the formula in the
bill will not assure that all the additional funds will be passed along
to those on the assistance rolls. Experince since the 056 increase
in Federal support shows that many of the States did not pass along
all the additional Federal money.

We would like to call your attention to the purpose of the variable
grant proposal now and how it would actually operate.

According to the Ways and Means Committee report the formula
recognizes the limited fiscal capacity of lower income States. The
inference is that those States which rank relatively low in terms of per
capital income and hence presumably in fiscal capacity or in taxing
capacity will in consequence rank low in terms of average assistance
pment%

j ave a table here at the bottom of page 18 in my testimony that
shows that this is reasonably true for a few States.

For example in this tableWiconsin ranks 18th in per capita income
and 1t i the average OAA payment.

Arizona was 25th in per capita income and 27th in average old-age
assistance pm ts.

However let's look at the data from many other States and those
data, the talie on page 14, show no such correlation at all.

The figures show that Delaware, for example, ranked let in per
capital income but 386th in average per capita assistance payment.

Senator DOUoLAS. Delaware s high average is tilted- up by the ex-
tremel hi=ghincomes of a few individuals.

Mr. It would take a large number of individuals, would
it not, Smator, to tilt the average for a State I
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Senator LoNe. Let me ask you, aren't there a considerable number
of corporations in Delaware which report their income in Delaware I

Mr. MARastAL. I don't think, Senator, that the high per capita In-
come for Delaware results from the large number of business incor-
porated in that State.

For example, our own corporation Is incorporated in Delaware but
our income is not reported as income there.

Senator LoNe. One other point there that is relevant.
Delaware has a high degree of industrialization with the result

that a very high percentage of their people are covered by social
security and that tends to decrease the need for public welfare in a
higly industrialized State, does it not I

Mr. MAIRSHALL. I think that is true although you will notice here
that NOw York State ranks second in average old-age assistance pay-
ments, so that Now York, where I come from is a reasonably highi in-
dustrialized State but it is still high in its old-age assistance program.

Senator KERR. New York Stale is highly industrialized or New
York City, Syracuse and Schenectady.

Mr. MA RSMHL. Row, Louisiant, on the other hand, was 87th in
per capita income but 17th in OAA payments; and North Dakota
was 40th in per capita income and 5tfi in OAA payments. .

What I am trying to show here is obviously the per capital income
is not any measure of the fiscal capacity of the State to provide old-age
assistance. There are a great many other factors such as the willing.
ness of the taxpayers to le taxed for these things and so forth that are
important.

There is one other point here that I think should be mentioned about
this variable grant formula indicating that I do not believe it will
accomplish what is apparently intended._

I wont into this exactly how this formula will work last night and
I really cannot explain it to you gentlemen again today. But as a
matter of fact as a result of a statistical gimmick used, the formula
does not increase the funds at all for 15 States, and for 6 others, it
increases the funds less than 10 percent. y

If you look at the table in the middle of page 16 you will we how that
works out. For 13 States, it gives them the maximum of 70 percent,
and for 21 States there is very ittle or almost no increase, and- for the
rest of it there it is not a gradual allocation-

Senator LONG. But in all those States in general it would reflect
an increase in funds by the so-called averaging process, would it not ?

There s in other words, something for the high payment states
and something for the low payment States in this fill fv

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, I think you are right about that.
Senator Lowo. The low-payment State does not gain anything by

the averaging press, but on the other hand, it does gain something
by the higher matching in the brackets just above the first $30.

Mr. MARSHALL. Just above the first $30. But my understanding
is that the 80 percent of the first $80 remains as it now is. The pres-
ent law says that the Federal Government will put up 50 percent of
the next $30. This proposed formula provides no tate will get
less than 50 percent but a State may get up to 70 percent of the next
$386. This formula is a peculiar thing bkause it is not a ratio of
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State per capital income to the national per eapits income but Is a
ratio of the equare of the State per capita Income to the square o I the
national per capital income ,

You can sm what this does. This formula, instead of providing
a gradual Increase as per capita Income decrease, it lumps all of the
States either at the bottom or at the top of this formula. They all
either get the full to percent most of them do, or they get little if any-
thina more out of the formula.
I do not know why it was put In there. ft Is a peculiar thing to

mo. Maybe there to some good explanation, but I think it really do-
orv" a ot of consideration on the part of the committee.

It mes to me that a brief analysts of this variable grant proposal,
applied to old age assistance data,lndcatee, first, that State per capita
income data are not a reliable measure of the fisea capnety of the
States in providing State and local funds for public assistance.Iecond, there am other factors which usually explain the level of
assistance ayments.

Third, the specific formula provioed in the bill does not result
in a reasonable distribution of the various States between the 60-per-
cent floor and the 70opercent ceiling. And, fourth, this formula
would extend Federal tax money to the various States irrespective of
the relative average assistance payments.

Our recommendations are flrst-
Senator ItUR. May I ask you a question thereI
Mr. MAXPRAL. Ye; I am sorry.
Senator KERR. Is your position one that you favor an increase but

on a different formula f
Mr. MARSHALL Well, our position at the moment is that because

the system is actuarially deficient at the present time.
Senator Kae. You mean the public assistance program?
Mr. MAVARAM In public assistance, no.
Senator Kwi. You are talking about public assistance now, are you

not f
Mr. MA As U. No; we do not favor an increase in public assist-

ance at this time. The chamber's basic position is that public assist-
ane is basically a concern of the States, sir.

Senator KiR. In other words, then, you are arguing about the
formula Is basically to support your formula for an increase, is it
notI
Mr. Mwuu My argument about the formula is based on my

feeline that if there is to be an increase, and I do not think there
should be one, then I would take a very careful look at this peculiar

Senator Lo-o. If I may say it, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare came up here and said, "I am against any publc assist
*npe, but if you do it this is how you do it."

You are up here sying you are against it, but this is not how to do it.
Mr. s Yes.
Senator Kw. I want to tell you the committee has an abundance

of recommendations from those who are against any increase. That
is al right. You may promd.

Soo" I 4WOWY
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Mr. R asnsM , I assumed that.
Mr. Chairman, we would like to give our recommendations and

conclusions: First that sound financing of social security is of the
utmost Importance, not only to the present beneficiaries but to the
millions ofworkers who are paying ite bill today and expect to gt
something out of it In the future.

Second the proposed tax increase next year Is liltimed In view of
the current efforts of business to hold down cots and price., and that
the proposed taxes on workers come at a most ittopportun time b.
cause they too are faced with higher costs and withleavier State and
local taxes$

We have very grave doubts of the merits of a proposed flat 7-per-
cent Increase in bineflts, We do not believe the need tor a is borne
out by the facts we have been able to develop.

We also believe the proposed changes in disability provisions would
have far-reaching implications resulting in abuse.' .

The proposed variable formula for federal grants-in-aid for public
assistance would not accomplish its objectives, and we are baically
against increases in the public-assistance program anyway.

We would like to recommend that a new advisor ounci be created,
not to examine the financial provisions of the ill but to examine
these various miscellaneous provisions including those I have just
mentioned,

Finally, I would like personally to respectfully sug tht for a
program which so closely touches the lives of every citize and one
which we all hope will do, so wisely for many yesd to come, that the
Congress should now resolve to mike no changes in such a program
in an election year. Instead changes would be made after careful
examination by experts both within and without Congress. Amend.
ments then be made only in those sessions when Members of Congre
do not have upon them the pressures of imminent political campaigns.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIIMAN. Thank you Mr. Marshall.
You have made a thoughtful statement.
I have been on this committee for 2 Years and the question hasfrequently come up as to whether this is a sound program or notfiscally.. . htyucniu
My judgment is that it is sound only providing that y" continue

the taxes, which I think you said have 4 eii increased by- was away
for part of your presentation-134 percent ?

Mr. MANSALL. The benefits have been increased 134 pment since1939.
The CRHAIMAN. What has been the increase in taxes?
Mr. MASHALL. I have not the figures here on the increase in taxes

during that period but I know they have been increased so that ths
program is very nearly on an actuarially sound basis at the prent
time. There is a small actuarial deficiency.

The CnAnuwvre I wish you would folw up your percent of
benefits increase with percentage of tax increase for the TeoorL

Mr. MASH A. We iwl do so and submit iL.
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The CuxntA Ar. At the present rate of taxes.
Mr. MAusinALL. I beg your pardon ?
The CUMIMArM. At the present rate of taxes, and the present rate

of interest.
Mr. MZMS tA. There is a small acturial deficiency at the present

time which should be met by a small increase in the tax rate.
The CUAURMAN. I am speaking of the future.
Is this a sound program financially at the present rate of taxes and

the present rate of benefits I
Mr. MARSHALL. My impression is and Mr. Schlotterbeck can cor-

rect me if I am wrong in this, is that the accelerated tax schedule in
the present bill, if that was put into effect without any of the bene-
fit increases would eliminate, substantially eliminate, the acturial
deficiency.

I am wrong, it would not. It would take a half percent increase in
the tax rate to eliminate the acturial deficiency.

The CnAIRMA. Do you mean in addition to what they propose in
the present bill ?

Mr. SciHnonic. Not in addition, it would take about a half
percent increase in the tax rate on the present wage base to just about
eliminate the deficiency. -

Senator KRR. He means if you were not going to provide any in-
crease in benefits.

Mr. MASn1ALL. No change in benefits.
Mr. Scit~rRzK. No.
The CHAIRMAN. The program looking into the future it seems to

me is only sound providing you continue to increase taxes to meet in-
crased benefits.

Mr. MARSHALL. That is correct.
The CuAnntW. In your judgment, at what point would this pay-

roll tax become destructive.
Mr. MAitsuu. I think you have got to examine this thing, look

at the record in front of you with the Railroad Retirement Act now
which is really running a deficit because both the workers and I do
not know about the employers in the industry, are saying the tax rate
is too high now, and we are willing to let it run an actual deficiency
or at l0ai they have come up with no proposal for increased taxes.

The rate is six and a quarter on each. You run into that range.
You will get pretty close to that in social security, sir.
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Now to illustrate what that means, this present increase in taxes
means each worker who gets $4,800 and there are not too many'of them
today who get much less than that will pay an increased tax next
year of $265.

W6 have just figured it out for our own employees,
Now at $2 an liour, $80 a week, with a take-home pay of somewhat

less than that because of taxes what you are doing is taking away
about half a week's take home pay from him with the proposed in-
crease going into effect In 199, not the one that is proposed for 19069.

It is a substantial burden.
The CIAIAmN. The progressive Increases necessary in order to

pay those that will come of retirement age ?
Mr. MASHALL. Yes.
Tie CIHARMANf. If additional benefits are added of course you must

raise the taxes to pay for that I
Mr. MARSUALL. That is correct, sir.
The CJIAIRMAN. So to continue to increase the taxes above a cer-

tain amount seem to be a dangerous proposition. I agree that in-
dustry can stand a certain amount and so can the individual but when
you get up to large figures like what is it, 12 percent-

Mr. MARSUALL. I welve and a half percent railroad retirement and
which is not enough to finance their benefit schedule.

The CHAIRMAN. You are getting into a danger zone there.
Take an industry that must pay its 6 percent, even an individual

and I think the self-employed people are the ones who probably would
be hurt worst by this program.

MIS. MAIirA. They pay a higher rate of course than the employed
people do. But I think we have to consider the fact that this rate
on the employee and on the employer is really a burden on the cost
of goods. Without a doubt as you gentlemen know, even though the
employee originally starts off paying the increased tax that ultimately
he comes in and says "Look, I cannot live on this take home pay check
I am getting, I need an increase in pay"--and he bargains for an in-
crease in pay.

The CHA~mRAz. Do you think this bill, including the entire amount,.
is inflationary I

Mr. MARSHALL. I think without a doubt it has inflationary tend-
encies in it. The bill for our own corporation is over two million
dollars for our own corporation.

The CRAMMANf. Including public assistance, you think it is in-
flationary I

Mr. MARSHALL. That is right.
The CHrRMAN. Are these any further questions I
Senator Knmt. Yes, I want to ask a question.
In your statement you say:
The proposed added tax costs on workers likewise would come at a most In-

opportune time. They, too, are faced with higher costs and with heavier State
and local taxes

Does that situation apply with equal impact on those who are on
social security ?

Mr , i nsAu6 The poplet who, are receiving social security
benefits?
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ato Xx .Yes.
UHrt Yes, I think that don.

Senator Kam Are they faced with hifer costs at this time ?
Mr. MARiALL. I think you will find if you refer to Secretary

Folsom's testimony before tie House Ways and Means Committee,
that the operation of the present formula in the social security bill ii
such that most of those who are presently retired are receiving sub.
stantiaIy higher benefits than thoss who retired a few years In the

Senator Kuim. You made that point quite clear in your statement.
Mr. MMA8SHAL So that actually--- .
Senator KKa, I just wondered if this business of being faced with

the higher cost was a situation Ii nited to those who were employed.
ru.lleIsALL. It is not,

Senate *Tai. It costs Just as much for a man for food and cloth.
Ing who Is unemnployed and social security as if he was emloyedI

W .WitUA!th.at Is correct, Senator, that is whymi put In a
special plea for those retired some years ago and are receiving lower

Senator KMunt. Are you favoring an increased benefit to them I
Mr. M sa.m". I think I would.
Senator Km. You think you would, are you sure you would I
Mr. MAMSHIAL. Yes, I would say for that group of people you

should have an increase in benefits
Senator Ksm. How would you finance it I
Mr. MaRSHALL. Well, it would have to be financed by an increase in

taxes
Senator KMIR. Would that be any less inflationary than under this

billI
Mr. MASHALM. Yes, it would, for this reason sir.
If you provide a change in the benefit formula that goes on forever,

you have got to face an increasing tax rate that roes on forever.
If you provided, for example for an increase in benefits for ever

recipient of social security who retired before 1950, those costs could
be met by a fixed sum of money, because those people will have passed
on within 15 years or 20 years, so that is a definitely determinable
fixed amount.

Senator Kin. So you think the 20 years in which they are dying off
their increased purchasing power will not be miflationary beyond the
time they would be dead f

Mr. MWnsiur.. It would have some inflationary effect but it would
not extend much beyond that, beyond the death.

Senator Kmi. Well, now, are you serious in saying you would
favor an increase in the tax on those now working and-who will be
Working for the next 20 reas to pa, an increa benefit to people
who are making no contribution to it and who have not since 1962

Mr. M i u Now, before-
Senator Ko. You said you thought you would I
Mr. MAnsAu Before I answer that question, I would like to sub-

mit that most of the people on the social-security rolls today:have
not made any contribution to the pension that teyae recniv at
the present ft because they have used up the entire mouitribuTion
they made to the program the first year and a half after theywent
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on the roll so anybody who has been on the roll 9 years or longer, It is
.W p t generation of workers are p,,ying his bnefit. in any event.

senator Kom. I really asked you a very simple question.
Mr. MARUAU. Whether I favor increased taxes I
Senator Kma. I asked you If you would favor an increase in bene.

fits to those on the rolls who have not worked since 1052 to be paid for
out of additional contributions by those working and their employers.

Mr. MARWUAM. I would do it In a different mechanism, Senator
than through this thing. Because this is a permanent program. f
would submit that those people who retired before 1950 and-who are
getting small benefits, you are probably helping through the old-age
assistance program at the present time. And-I do not think you,
want to help everybody through two different programs.

I tldnk ? testfled in 1956 before this committee in favor of a proe
gram of gradually getting the Federal Government out of the old-age
assistance area by providing that States should not count in their
formula for old-age assistance beginning at some future date those
who are receiving more than, we would say, $50 or $0 a month in
old-age and survivors insurance.

That would not cut the grant to any State immediately, but would
simply say if the Federal Goverinmnt is providing at least $50, $60,
or $70 a month from its old-age and mrvivors insurance program to
this aged person in your State, you cannot also ask for an assistance
Federal grant.

Your State ought to be ready to take care of the difference itself and
that is how I would take care of these people who are aged.

Senator Kjwa. You would do that though by an additional tax on
present workers and their employers?

Mr. MAISHALL. If that was necessary, but you see that tax would be
very short-lived, Senator.

Senator KE~R. Twenty years ?
Mr. MARSHALL, No ; 10 or 15 at the most, maybe les than that.
Senator Knot. Well, now, Mr. Marsh 11 I cannot believe that you

would be serious either.
Mr. MAJSWIALL. I would cut them out of the old-age assistance grants

if I did that. Sure that is my propoal. T.o Federal Government
ought to take care of the aged people of the States 1 way, not a
or 4.

Senator KERR. Then you would shift the burden of assistance to
the aged from the general taxpayer to the present-day employed and
employer ?

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, yes, it is a little hard to distinguish in my
mind between the general taxpayer and the employer and employee.

Senator KRR. Do you think that might be class legislation?
Mr. MARSHALL. No, because I think they are both the same groups.
Senator KEzm. I would not suppose that it would be other than clam

legislation if you imposed a tax unless you made it on everybody.
Mr. MS AUw. Let me--well, of course my basic answer, to that is

that you have already done that in this social security bill.
Senator KB. You think that when you get the workers and the

employers you have everybody
M]r.MAuSHALL. And the se f-employed.

$27
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Senator Kwtut Well, now, we have millions of people producing
inctmo In this country who are neither in tie category of employers

'nor employs, $
Mr, MA. ALII. Selfsemployed are taxed too under tile social

Senator Kim. Not all of them,
Mr. MAIRISAi,.L. All except tie doctors
&nator Kyaut. Would you want to pass a law taxing everybody but

the doctors I
Mr, MAnIwA.L Nth I do not want to do that. The doctors do not

want to be taxd.
Senator KXmi. I know but you are talking about that in just what

You Momiended.
Mr. MAiSlIAIJ. No, I am only recomnmending that you continue

thmsame procs you alreadyhave., 
I

Senator Ktit. Wo do notI have that process now.
Mr. MARVIALIt, Well, maybe my understanding of the social eurity

tax law is wrong then.
Senator Kiatit. The only beulleits payable atre those specified under

the law.
Mr. MANSHALL. I thought we were talking about tile taxes, tile social

ecurity taxes
Senator Kit. The only taxes paid are those specified in the law.
Mr, MARSHAL. YtM
&Snator lw. But you are talking now about Increasing that tax.
Mr, MARSHAU6. Ye, for the same group of people.
Senator Ka*L But applying the benefits to only a limited group I
Mr, MARMAM. Well, no-wait a minute.
Senator Ktt& You said you would increase the taxes on the prtsnt

group of employers and employees to pay additional benefits to those
who retired prior to 1952 but not subsequent to 1952 .

Mr. MARMUALL Wll, I did not pick anY particular date. You can

have any particular date you want. ButI think every time the Con-

gmss hts increased the benefits they have done the same thing.
Senator MAwx&. It is a little hard to understand the witness.
Senator KEiR. It is not hard for me to understand if you go back to

Dm 2 you will get his basic philosophy.
Mr.10,RT,t. I think every time the Congress has increased bene-

fits to recipients of old-a and survivors Insurance they have, in
eSect, taxed the present workers to provide benefits to people-and
have taken that money and given it to the present pensioners.

I mean 'it is not difficult, it seems to me, that is the whole basic prin-
ciple of the present social security law. It is on a pay-as-you-gob~sis,
the premt generation of workers are taxed to provide benefits for the

present geieration of aged, and the only question is keeping the tax

come and the benefit outgo in balance.
Senator Kma. On page 2, 1 would like to refer to the last para-

It lke manner it can be said the base purpose of compulsory social security In
to protect dety from the political consequences of Possibly leaving large num-
bers at elderly Persons with such meager means of support as to constitute a
moal problem for the Nation.
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I take it that that would have to be interpreted, that you think the
only basis for compulsory social meurity is to provide that minimum
of benefit to thIs group of people that would enable them to be iso-
lated from the American way of life and to Insulate the rest of the peo.
pe from the situation creatid by the need and want of those thus situ-
ated.

Mr, MASSUALL. No that is not my point, Senator.
Senator Kin. WelI you say it is to protect society,
I ind always thought that social security was to protect the retired

worker.
Mr. MARSUAL. Well, now let me submit this proposition to you,

Senator.
Senator Knit. Is that---
Mr. MARsHAL. No, that is not myproposition.
My proposition is this: If I was the only retired worker in want I

do not think I ought to be up here testifyiiig before tie Congress and
you would not be interested in me.

Senator Knn. You would be surprised in whom we would be inter-
ested in. (Laughter.]

Mr. MARNsTAL. It is only because of millions of retired workers who
might be---

Senator Knit. We would be as nearly interested if you were a re
tired worker; we might be as nearly interested in you in that category,
as in your present category.

Mr. MA HAL, I think my neighbors ought to tke e, re of me, if
I am the only one in the country.

Senator kI itn. You say here the basic purpose of cOmltisory social
security is to protect society I

Mr. MAIWIIALL. Yes. Would you like to have me read the rest of
that paragraph I

Senator Kuun. Well---
Mr. MAR8sIALr. I will be glad to do that. I think that explains it.
Senator Krn. You address it to a limited protection, to protect

society from the political consequences of, possibly, leaving large
numbers of elderly persons with such meager means of support as to
constitute a social problem for the Nation. In other words, as I
understand that, you just want t protect the Nation from an acute
social problem createdby people in want. That is the only way I can
read that.

Mr. MA11suAmLL. I will go on and read the rest of it.
Senator KoRR. Let's address ourselves to what I have just read.
Mr. MAPsALw. That is what the rest of the paragraph addresses it-

self to.
Senator Kntrn. You mean you make a statement which, of itself,

is not understandable, but which has to be explained by the paragraph
in which it is in context?

Mr. MARSHAML. I do not know, but I used to read Macaulay, and,
as I understand it, Macaulay always started every paragraph *with a
topic sentence and then, after that, he put in the explanatory infor-
mation with respect to that topic sentence.

I have not read him in a great many years now, but I think that is
the way this testimony was constructed, and I would be delighted to
try to explain it by reading the rest of the paragraph.
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tSnator Kiw, By a disciple of Macaulay, and not a vic president
of the chamber of commerce. I want to alnit that my education in
the Macaulay method of l)roduhig and writing literature is limited
and It might be that you can make a contribution to it. [Laughter.4

I ant not right sure that the next seutenco helps you any. I (1o not
know abo)ut hI aeaulay, but I want to tell youth, Kerr feels ttlit the next
sentence is just about as badly in need of nt explanation as the one I
just read.

MrM^A1TlALI. H-ow tAb4lt the third one?
Senator Ki 1t., Let's leave the next o11e. [Reads :j
It our worthy, exIprle1e, anld resourceful growing older IpX)Ulltion wom

left adrift Ili today's eeouolne tidet we could oxroct thon1 to tke it kind of
concerted aitlOl which could lend to slltleal socil, and ownOlle instability.
In fact, the ptrograt w" luitiated to tioln with the flture problem of People lie
longer eble to sulplort themselves by working because of old age amdt thus,IPolmbly beiIn in eed

In other woils, they might start a revolution is what you said.
[Laughter.] And you wtat to fix enough of a palliative here to where
you can prevellt that. I

Mr. MAK.AL I think that in a rural civilization, Senator---,
Senator gmum, You are talking about history now. Denson has

eliminated that. I want to !my to you that this administration has
eliminated the rural civilization upon which this Nation was built.

Mr. MARSUALL. We now have an industrial civilization and a nation
of wage earners and therefore we need a kind of social program for
our aged that we did not need when we had a rural civilization.

Senator KxRhI. But you say here now, I am tlad-I was so shocked
when I read this first sentence that I did not follow you through on
that next sentence,

Mr. MARSI HA. low about the third one?
Senator Kzn. Let's see if we understand this.
It our worthy, experienced, and resourceful growing older population were

left adrift in today's economic tldes, we could expect them to take a kind of con-
certed action which could lead to political, social, and economic instability.

It looks to me like you are saying there we ought to do enough
to keep them from starting a revolution. How would you explain that,
otherwise?

Mr. MARmiA. I would o on and say, in fact, the program was
initiated to deal with the future problem of people no longer able
to support themselves by working-because of old age and, thus, pos-
sibly being in need, In other words, economic wants, the economic
needs, thebasic economic needs of the older people; that is what we
are trying to take care of in this program.

Senator Krim. You think that possibility you describe there is
acute or remote I

Mr. MARSHAu.. I think it is remote.
Senator Kmm. You think it is remote that people no longer are

able-
Mr. MWrsimm. I think, if you look back upon history, it might

become acute.
Senator Ku . You think, then, people no longer able to support

themselves are not likely to be in need ?
Mr. MASHAj,. Would you mind repeating that ?
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Senator Klun. Well, as I read this sentence, you say the program
was initiated to deal with the future problem of people no longer
able to support themselves by working because of old age.

Mr. MARsHAL. And, thus, possibly beingin need,Senator Koa. And, thus, possibly being n need 
Mr. MMR15ALL. That isright.
Senator Kian. And you think that is a remote possibility?
Mr. MAITAIJ. No,, I understood you to ask me If I thought it was

a remote posuibilit that the older people in this country would stir
up a revolution, an I said I thought it was.

Senator KnitR. You would not let me talk about that sentence; you
want to go to this next one? [Laughter.] And, in that situation,
you talk about the future problem of people no longer able to support
themselves by working because of old age and, tFus, possibly being
in need?

Mr. MARSHAL,. That is right.
Senator Kxxi. And I askid you it you thought that the possibility

of people no lonAer able to support themselves by working because
of old age possibly being in need was a remote possibility or an
acute one.

Mr. MARmHALL. Well I think, in this country, Senator, there are
not too many people, ofder people whose sons and daughters and no
forth cannot give them some help In their old age. Now, there are 2
million to a million aged people who are in need who cannot support
themselves.

Senator Xoan. If they are not in need, why would their dependents
want to support them I

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, they are in need.
Senator Krun. Then the possibility is not so remote as you thought

it was1
Mr. MARSALr. That is why we had this program, Senator.
Senator KunRs. I am not talking about the program, but talking

about your sentence.
Mr. MARSALL. No; the possibility is not remote.
Senator KHRou. It is an acute possibility ?
Mr. MA1RS AM Yes.
Senator KRR. Isn't it, in fact, a certainty?
Mr. MARSHALL. I do not know.
Senator K.RR. That people no longer able to support themselves

by working-isn't it just about a definite certainty that they are in
need or they will be in need ?

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, I do not know, and I don't have the figures
here, but Mr. Schlotterbeck has them, and I think there have-been
several surveys made of the resources of the aged, and those facts show
that--

Senator Kim. What percentage of them do you find are capable of
supporting themselves out of their accumulated resources?

Mr. MARSHALL I cannot answer that, but 1 am sure-
Senator KFIUI. Well, you said Mr. Schlotterbeck could.
Mr. MARSHALL. We will submit some data on it
Senator Kwnw. Maybe he has it now.
Mr. MARSHALL. We do not have it now, but the Bureau of Labor

Statistics and other agencies have.

20748--58----22
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Senator KRR. In other words, Mr. Schlotterbeck is on the basis of
what he is able to get for us and not on the basis of what he brought
with him. [Laughter.)

Mr. MARSHAL. I think most of us have gaps like that.
Senator Kzna. All right.
Well now, I have one more question and I would like for you to

think about it seriously before you answer it:
As I understand it you oppose the first part of this bill because it

provides additional taxes to support people or help people) some of
whom are not in as acute need for it as others.

And that you would support it if it provided an additional tax to
increase the benefits only or those who today receive the smaller bene-
fits as retired persons under the program. *

Mr. MaIsUAuL. No; I do not thinkI would, Senator. What I think
we have got to look at is the type of program.

Senator Knma. Wait a minute-
Mr. MARmAm. I cannot talk about this thing in a vacuum.
Senator Kira. Well, what have you been doing f
Mr. MARSHALL. I have been talking about the specific proposal in

front of you, Senator.
Senator KR . But you told me in answer to question you would

favor a program that increased taxes on current employees and em-
ployers to provide additional benefits to those previously retired.

Mr. M ARSHAL. Provided-and by the same mechanism-we took
the Federal Government out of the old-age assistance program for
those same individuals.

Senator Kzim. Well, now, that is quite a proviso, is it not ?
Mr. MAPAL. No, it is not an unwise one. I think it would be a

very wise provision.
Senator KsUi. I am not talking about how'wise or unwise it would

be but it would be quite a proviso.
Mr. MAUSHALL But not a major one in terms of dollars, and it

would be a tremendous saving to the Federal Government.
Senator Kamm. Now the second impression I get from this and you

have already verified it but to make this particular point in the record,
is that while you object strenuously to the formula in the public assist-
ance program you object just as strongly to an increase in the public
assistance program I

Mr. MAPRSHALL That is correct.
Senator KmR. Now the question I want to ask you is on the basis

of the record and their appearance before the committee which, of the
enactments of the Congress providing .either social security to start
with or any increase in the program since its inauguration has the
national chamber of commerce endorsed, the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States I

Mr. MAsirm.u That requires a very careful answer, sir. I have
been asked the question several times before I came here.

Senator Kxw. Then you ought to be in good practice on answering
it.

Mr. MRSHALL I have been able to answer it but I do have an
answer here for you that is the result of research on the part of the
chamber's staff.

At the outset of this program in. 1935, the chamber questioned the
constitutionality and the propriety of developing a huge reserve fund.

382
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Senator Kzu I did not ask for a defense, Mr. Marshall
Mr. MARSHALL. I am going to give you the record.
Senator KumR. I just aske4 you a simple question, which legislative

enactmenthas your organizatiorsponwredzndapproved I
Mr. MA HSALL. In 1989 the chamber supported the House bill. It

did not oppose social security in 1935 but testified only against the
huge reserve fund.

lit supported the pay-as-you-go principle. It supported the House
bill in 1939.

Senator K.RR. When did we enact the pay-as-you-go principles
Mr. MARSHALL. In 1950.
Senator Kz-a, Mr. Marshall, we ,do not have a pay as you go prin-

ciple. We-have a reserve.system., If you want to put a statement
in the record inaddition to the one you made, it is fine.

iut I would appreciate it-
Mr. MASHAmL. I will go on with these dates and give them to you

ri ht now as to things the chamber supported.
senatorr KERR. Sir?
Mr. MAR SIMLL. I can give you the dates and the provisions that the

chamber has supported.
Senator LoxG. Mr. Chairman, I ask that that be included.
Senator K RR. Of legislative enactments f
Mr. MAUI[,IALL. Yes.
Senator LoNo. Mr. Chairman might I ask that statement be in-

cluded in the record because I elieve everyone would like to have
it available.

Senator Kcut. I asked him to do so, but I just asked him to briefly
answer my question.

Senator LoNo. I do not think the answer is responsive to the ques-
tion, but I would like to have it in the record.

j do not think the witness answered the question.
The CHAmMnN.1' The statement will be received.
Mr. MAPS mL. We will be glad to file it, sir.
(The statement is as follows:)

YEA 185-SNAT€ FrIANCZ COMMMITr

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States did not oppose the establish-
ment of the old-age benefits program of title II in the Social Security Act. It
did question the desirability of..building up a huge reserve fund.

TEAR 1989--SEN R FINANCE COMMfTTE3

In a letter to the Senate Finance,0pmmittee and the national chamber sup-
ported advantihg the date from '194 to 1940 when benefits would first become
payable, increasing the benefits payable in the early years. and establishing a
trusteed fund in place of the existing reserve account.

YEAR 1949-WAYS AN" MAN COMMIT.X.

The national chamber supported:
1. Extension of coverage to all private employment and self-employment.
2. Integration of Federal and other public retirement programs with socia

-security.
3. Benefit increase.

-4. An increase in the tax rate, providing coverage were extended and benefits
increased.

5. A continuation of the free wage credits to people for time in the military
.services.
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V"" 105844
'1he chawbi, all eotmllUetlided u1ilvstl overage, coupled with totllbllshih

tighto to bNellts ir Al I at, least toru 1 WInnwMu benoi., (Trhis "blnkeutlig-
In", of all R o l ro. ,oecultY benefits wouldti nt violate the fundninental
Iltcple of te p ioUam accornlin to Itpbert M, H1all-n outstanding expert

14 the field aini now dqlaty dlreetor of the Bu11rea u of OASI, See ii report,etos In thie Uitti 5tat, p.84,)

RAK IOIN#

Tihe ehau br agoinu co1neialded extension of soelnl.Murlty covet-n to $lIwrotkof,

The ehAiber ftrd ft nrense lit benefits for the people of ndvatceod a 0
who had r otrd sevral yMr ago and who are at the low end of the beno t
amle, The haiubeg Mtowninded this mo tbat tlase benefits provided a "floor

ot protetion,"
$wtator KarNt, I believe that ti all.
The COlIAXA. Are there any further questions I
Senator los, I would like to ask a question.
Senator MAwrix, I would like toulk a question,
You mientioned % momnhllt ago there was a certain element now

receiving a social security benefits that had not paid it enough to make
t ftlnattealky or actuai'i 1nd1 , htpc

What prol)ortioii of tlie people on social security) what percentage,
woutd 1 It that ateory t

Mt. MAW HAUM. M y impression its that most of the people who have
been on social security benefits for 2 years or more are now receiving
benefits in exces, or hey teived in benefits during the first 2 yettrs
of their retirement, all of the money that they paid |ito the program.

For example, I know a friend of mine whois p resident of a largoinsurance company, who has just calculated that ho has paid in at
the niaxinnun rate since the program start ] and I think he told
mve on the other dal, he retires ing' years from now-that within the
first 3 Vears after his retirement the benefits paid to him and his wife
will equal the amount that Ie has paid in during his life time of pay.
ments under this act since 1937 when the taxes started,

Senator MAtrrm, Do you have figures to show the percentage that
would not pay hi enough to make it-

Mr. MAIRWIAL. To pay for their own benefitsI Yes; we can do
thatI

A person who pays most in social taxes In relation to the social security
benelts he may receive is one whose covered earnings each year since 1087 at
least equalled the taxable wage base. By September 1057t the social taxes he
would hare paid would total 912. It he retired October 1, 1957, he would have
received $MM In primary old-age benefits during the ensuing 0 months-or
more than he had paid In. Of course all who have been taxed at less than the
maximum would get back in less than 9 months in benefits all they paid in
social taxes.

On June 30j 1958 there were &S million primary beneficiaries. Of these, 5.7
million had already received more In benefits than they had paid in social taxes.
In addition, there were WL million others receiving dependents, or survivors
social security benefits. Of cors, they had paid no social taxes In connection
with receiv"ng them benefits.

Thus, at the 1L.7 millions receiving old-age, dependents, or survivors social
murity benefits in June 1958, at least 10.8 million, or 96 percent, had received

mooe ia bemelts tian tbey had paid in social taxes.
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But I would like to point out, Senator, that I do not think that
neouessarily means the program is aptuarially unsound. If you assume
that the present generation of workers and the interest on the $22bIl-
Jion toust fund is paying the benefits for the present generation of re-
tired people and with t e proposed Increase in tax rates up through
1969, will continue to do so, then I think the program is reasonably
nctutrilally unsound, even though there are many people receiving
benefits iwio have paid In little or nothing toward fhe cost of tlose
benefits,

The C11AIRMA. You are speaking of the present program, not an
increase in benefits In the future?

Mr. MAMAIfUj. That is right, Senator,
Senator Lose. Mr. Marshall, I differ with some of the things you

have said hero but I do want to compliment you and your organiza-
tion on at least having something to offer and not just being com-
pletely against everything like some people are, who come before our
Committees

You have indicated that your organization originally favored the
pav.as-you-go approach.

Mr. MAIRIMAL, YeO.
Senator LoNo. Personally I still favr the pay-as-you-gu approach.

I believe Senator Martin over there joined me at one time in propos-
ing an amendment along that line that would go along with tte idea
that the present generation of working people are going to pay the
cost of providing for the amid of their generation and their children
will assume that same burden when their time comes

It would also take the approach that what a person draws down
would be related to what he is putting up during his productive years,
is that right ?

Mr. MARSUlALL. That is the present basis, that is right.
Senator LoNe. And your approach was, if I recalled it, to try to

provide a minimum adequate so that a person would not be on the
welfare rolls?

Mr. MARSH^A. That is right.
I think this program should provide a minimum so that he does

not need to be on the welfare rolls. That any luxuries of life he
should provide out of his own savings.

Senator Lose. Frankly, when you propose that we try to do some-
thing for those who are in age bracket 80, I wonder if you have esti.
mated what the cost of that would be if we did it.

For example, suppose a person retired at age 65 in the year 1939.
Based on $150 average earning he would be entitled by my calcula-
tions to draw $65 retirement.

Because inflation has occurred since that time, that $85 retirement
brings him about half of what it would have brought him.

Ifwe calculated his present entitlement, bame on present circum-
stances, just on the present formula the $150 he was earnig then
would compare to $300 today, and a retirement based on $300 would
be $95 compared to that $65.Now, I generally agree with your philosophy here but I wonder
if you have calculated what the cost of that would be.

Suspect it would be a little more than it has been.

Sao
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Mr. MAMnAtL, T do not know that we have ealcuiated what the
cost -f it would be, I am pretty Ntsu we have not. I think, number
on0, that tb ha ben iloeased inewhat 8in1e that,

I do not know whether the $06 was suitlotnt or not but I would like
to submnit that this follow who netted In logo, that t 20 years sco.
his 1if exp taney at tho time he retired wits around 16$ year,. to
has already# fived 20 years,

Senator Loo. if; Ony be a luekl onie who Is 86 ears old.
Mr. MAts5At.t. lint my Point Is fit your multiplier in ternm of
tunbors of people-vyot mky have to givo e eh ono of then a rather

lra inareai-but your multiplier on that Increale in terms of the
number of Iople still living and In terms of the number of ears they
at* going to live would be pretty small so that your cost mig it ho Iigh
%r Pa yar or two or three but it would out down pretty rapidly for
that reson.
&nator LoWU, Right,
I would hope thotigh that something along the ine that you ae,

peklnit of could be adopted because where Inflation has had the
Mffet of wiping out part of the entitlent of it person retiring ii

decency it dos seen to me we should make some allowance for that
tst ott otler matter
You mentioned the burden-yot used this phrase that in the ma-in

the social ssouriyt tax is "a burden on the cost of goods."
Generally speaking, it i s a tax that everyone pays, is it nott
Mr NtARMtit. That Is right.
senatorr LoNo, lecau-s iti s passed along even by the manufacturer

and the worker to those who consume those products.
Mr, MAI#A#r,% Precisely,
Senator Loru. In the main everyone pays the taxI
Mr, MAvwvtAu. That is correct,
Senator Lr nrm You did somewhat take us to task in a very polite

way for passing mcial-peurity bills in an election year. [Laughter.]
I hoo6 that you realie that over here on the Senate side we are

somewhat the captive of the House of Representatives, because a
vnute bill, and this is a revenue bil!, must originate in the House.
Now the Junior Senator from Louisiana walked out on the floor a

while back and caught a revenue bill from the House that did not
relate to social security. It related to unemployment compensation.

e did his best to put an amendment on it increasing public assist-
a benefits. That prop l was defeated on the argument that we
ongt to wait until the house sent us a bill relating to this subject
rMatter.

You mug realize, that you must make that plea to the House Ways
and Means Committee to send that type of bill to us the first, instead
of the w-ld, yw of a session of Congmss_

Mr. M&MiAtL. I must apologize and I recognize all the political
implications on this thing. I think there are many things that can
be done wisely and well In elections years but it seems to me this is
such a long-range vital program that I would earnestly plead that
we juA do this on the basis of mature deliberation by the experts, and
many of you gerndemen I would class as such.

Semato4 Lox. But when you refer to this committee-
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enator KnR. Would the Senator yield I
I am glad he brought this up. I am rofoundly Impressed by the

witness' expressing the principle that if ogrem Wars going to be polit-
ical it should never have been in an election year. [JAughter.]

Senator boro. This point I did want to make though.
Senator MAim N, Would you yield now I
Soiator Loma. Might I make just this one statement and then I ams

through, sh.
Just one point I want to make: We have had an 8-percent increase

in the cost of living since the last social.securitybill. It seems to me
this proglfrni should keep up with the increase in the cost of living
because these retirement payments are not enough for a person to live
on with any slack in his income,

I believe you appreciate that fact.
Mr. MAURALEL. I appreciate that is the reason it has been given for

tits. I think that Is a good reason but I do not think a cAreful ana!'-
sie of all the factors involved would make that ai adequate reason for
this particular increase.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, might I make just a comment
there I

I was very much impressed with the discussion between the distin-
lshed Senators from Oklahoma and LouisianA about election years.
aybo an election year is not a good time to consider increase in

social security, but I am wondering whether it would not be wiser
from an American standpoint to dscum all of these things in an
election year and then come back, after the result of the election
and then consider matters of this kind.

I have great faith in the American people when they have the truth.
A distinguished member of this committee, who was n, a very difficult
primary, Senator Gore, made what I thought was a very significant
statement when he was asked by a reporter how he conducted his cam-
paign and he answered by saying-"I tried to give the people the
truth," they know how much this social security is costing, the pos-
sible danger of increase in costs of production which must be taken up
by the consumer, the possibility of inflation, all of those things, when
they are discussed, openly discussed by men who have different view*
on both sides, then I feel the American people will give a pretty good
answer.

I have great confidence in them.
But the unfortunate part is we do not discuss the issues enough.
Now, Senator Gore made the statement that he could play the violin

and do things like that, but he did not do that.
He went out and told the people the situation as he understood it,

and he won out, ad, that is just what I think we need to do mi our
country.

Now this thing of keeping away from politics, it just does not sound
good to me in this great country of our because ours is a political emn-
try, and I am so fortunate that it is about the only place in the world
where you can discuss issues and I think they ought to be discused.

I am sorry to take the time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAResnU. Could I just agree wholeheartedly with Senator

Martin on this thing and just add one thought: I thinkoane of our

SaT
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problems In getting these issues before the voter is that programs like
tIs ton to t very complicated and I think unnecessaily so.
I think efforts should be made at every point to simplify provisions

of a bill like thle along the lines that the Senator over here, from
Louiana, suggested so that when we do present the issues to the
People they can understand them and I lie you, have great con-
Adene lit their ultimate good judgment then.

Senator MAirritr. Apologizing for taking additional time, I wish
these things were discussed in the public schools.

When, went to public school out in the country in it one-roon
schoolhouse, we had feacherswho knew the political issues confronting
them and we lit classes knew them and I think 'k was awfully lelptfU.

I apologize, Mr. Chairman, for taking so much time.
'The CHAIRMAN. Senator Malone I
Senator AfALor . Mr. Chairman, this testimony has been very in-

teresting to me. Of course we got tangled upin an election year
fPOWS

Do you have any idea that the public forgets how you voted on a bill,
whether it was an off year or an election year I

Mr. MARSHALLt. I don't, know. I am not too familiar with the
political aspects of these things.

Senator MALoNS. I could tel that from your statement but I just
wanted to ask you. [Laughter.)

Mr. MArSUALT., I would suggest, sir, that t $2 or $3 increase in the
benefits that a fellow received.-did you read the article in the Wall
Street Journal on 1riday on this social-security bill; that was a very
interesting series of interviews with possible recipients, the extra
benefits.

Senator MAL0VN.. You agree with the Wall Street Journal on pretty
nearly everything I expect, don't youI

Mr. MARMhALL. NO; unfortunately, I do not.
Senator MAwmoz. Could I ask what your business is?
Mr. MARSHALL. I work for General Dynamics, Senator.
Senator MAWztNE. That is a good outfit.
What do you do for the chamber of commerce?
Mr. MARMHALL. I am a member of their board and I have been

chairman of the economics security committee for quite a number of

Senator MALoN. Are you familiar with the positions generally that
the chamber takes on economic matters, on economic questions, before
this committee ?

Mr. MASWHALL Generally familiar, but more particularly familiar
with their positions with respect to social security because that is the
field I have'been working on.

Senator MALo.w;. What is the cost of social security annually ?
Mr. MARSnALm. The cost of social security annually I
Senator fA Lz. The total thina:
Leave out the Government wor ing people, just the social security

as It applies. . ..

M1.AR"uAW. It is running about $8 billion annually now. .i.
I do know that is a little bit more than the interest on the $22 billion

trust fund, plus the taxes on the employer, employee, and self-em-
ployed at the moment.
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SSenator M pm Are! you familiar with the amount of money we
send to foreign countries each year f

Mr. MARSHAL . No; I am not.
Senator MALonm. Is Dr. Sohlotterbeck I
Mr. MsawAz. No.
Senator MAJLON. For your information I will tell you. Since

World War II we have supplied foreign nations with cash up to above
$70 billion buying friends and influencing people, and we have had
two wars during that time and apparently, according to the Secretary
of State, we are pretty close to another one.

We have our troops all over the world now.
I think we have troops in 60 different nations.
Do you think we are doing a very good job of influencing people

with our $6 billion or$7 billion a year I
Mr. MAnseiALL. Ido not know what the chamber's position is on

foreign aid, and since I am here as their witness on social security
I would prefer not to express an opinion.

Senator MAwzqu. Well, I am about to tell you, the chamber is for
it and they are for dividing American markets with all the nations of
the world and, in other words, I have become very discourage with
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in the last 2 years.
I have only been here 12 years but I ran a business up to then, and
what you have done to small business, you have about taxed it out of
existence, and the importation of cheap labor has done the rest of it.

So that you are just about finished.
SYou are going to have the same kind of a system you have in

Europe with the very rich and the very poor, pretty quick.
But are you familiar with the Keogh bill that just come over from

the House on social security
Mr. MaIsi LL. That will permit self-employed individuals to con-

tribute tax free to a savings program.
Senator MALONe. Well, you put it the other way, whatever theyput

aside up to a certain limited amount would be deducted from tieir
income tax.

Mr. MAuRsHNA ,. I am not familiar with the details of that bill. I did
look into that principle at one time and I found Canada has a some-
what similar system but it spreads over the country to everybody. It
does not single out a particular class and enables them to do that, but
it permits everybody in Canada to do that. And I was impressed With
it as an incentive to saving&

Senator MAWtin. It is a good principle.
Mr. Misimz. It is a good principle.
Senator MALoNz. What &bout that, Dr. SchlotterbeckI You have

been answering about half the questions.
Mr. Sonw'rmmzcx. May I say the chamber has op the Jones.

Keogh bill as being discriminatory.' It favors a broader aproach.
Senator MAwoN. Maybe you would like my bill I have id in con-

mittee for some time, which would allow anyone who has been in social
security or not if he could squeeze out a couple of dollars, which would
be doubtful, of course, that he could take advantage then of the income
tax in the same manner.

Would you favor that sort of thing?
Mr. Af-ls. I think the chamber's position would be in favor of

that bill. That is very much along the line of the Canadian bill.
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My recollection is that it had been changed in Canada. It, is up to
$1,500 a year you can put into annuities Tax free with certain safe-
guards out of your income and it is across the board, everyone can do it.

Senator MAiox. I have a few questions I want to ask you about
your testimony.

But it is my impression if we had started that principle 10 or 15
years ago we probably would have been better off and maybe would
not have gone quite so far in the type of social security that we are
now under, and if we were to adopt the principle now we might gradu-
ally get back to it in 10 or 15 years. It takes time.

I do not know that but I have this bill here and I think we are
going to hold hearings on the Keogh bill and I hope with mine at
the same tine.

What kind of an arrangement does your chamber of commerce
have, they have full-time employees, figuring out this testimony of
yours; do they not I

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Mr. Sehlotterbeck and his staff get up these examples.
Senator MAwNic. And Dr. Sclilotterbeck is a full employee?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Senator MAOwNZ. Is that true?
Mr. SCULOT ERBECK. Yes.
Senator MALON. Do you have social security or retirement, the

United States Chamber?
Mr. SOHLOrrPxRCK. The United States Chamber is under social

security and has a private retirement plan.
Senator MALONe. What is that, how does it work?
Mr. SCuRLOUnECKr. It is a contributory-
Senator MALONE. How does it work?
Mr. SOHnwrrMRICK. An equal percentage is contributed by the em-

ployee and the employer.
Senator MAio. And this is a special fund-the chamber of

commerce fund?
Mr. SCH*LOnRBWCK. It is like the staff programs many companies

have.
Senator MALONE. What does it amount to?
Mr. ScLzommw K. Well, it is a certain percentage times the full

number of years of service with the organization.
Senator MALONE. What would you get, if you retired now ?
Mr. SCmH1rO RBZCK. Well, I would like to supply that; I do not

know.
Senator MALoNE. About what?
Mr. SomornmoK. I could not answer that.
Senator MALONE. You are the first man who did not know some-

thing about his own retirement.
Mr. ScHLm rxK. I am more interested in what I can put aside

myself, Senator.
Senator MALoNz. Well, a good many people in this country are un-

able to put by anything. They are unable to eat now.
How many unemployed are in the country now, Doctor?
Mr. Scwvnrmwxq. It is about 5 million.
Senator MALO Ni. You are sure it is not nearer 6 million I
Mr. Son-rrzBuo. I think the last figures, there may be some

more recent ones, show a little over 5 million.
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Senator MALO. That is quite a few anyway ;is it not?
Mr. SuL OTTmRBEOxc. That is out of about a V6 million labor force,

yes.
Senator MALON. You have supported this 1984 trade extension of

it this year the United States Chamber of Commerce supported it;didn't they i
Mr. MARSHALL. The Trade Agreements Act.
Senator MALOnE. The so-called reciprocal trade.
Mr. SCJ1LO'rEIBECK. I could not answer it.
Senator MALONE. You do not know eitherI
Mr. MARSHALL. I do not know either.
Senator MALoNE. You are a member of the board?
Mr. MAMRSHALL. Yes. I know we discussed the reciprocal trade

agreements as members of the board.
Senator MALoNE. I have always been sure that the members them-

selves had very little knowledge of what was going on with the Wash-
ington office.

Mr. MA PIIALL. No; I would like to point out, Senator, contrary to
that, the policies of the chamber on which the chamber's positions are
based are not adopted without a careful submission to all of the 1,300-
nember organizations and their delegates- ..

Senator MALONE. Then you ought to know something about the posi-
tion the chamber takes on this $Mbillion or $6 billion a year, now don't
get funny about this, I want you to look over here and answer those
questions.

Mr. MARSHALL. I will be delighted to look that up.
Senator MALONE. I am going to ask you one and did you know that

the chamber favors $5 billion or $6 billion to European or Asiatic na-
tion each year and are in favor of free trade?

Mr. MARSHALL. I did know the chamber had debated in its board
very extensively this issue with respect to foreign aid.

Senator MALONE. Pass it, Mr. Chairman, and we will go on with the
next one.

I see you do not know very much about it.
You said something a while ago about no one should draw any

compensation from more than one fund, that interested me; I want
to know if you understood what you said.

Mr. MARSHALL. For one disability ?
Senator MALON. Yes.
Mr. MARSHALL. That is right.
Senator MALOwi Maybe that explains it.
We had a question here a year ago, which we straightened out. I

think your bureau and all of the bureaus in Washington were against
a veteran drawing disability compensation and social security. Do
you understand what that is f

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Senator MALONz. Do you favor it?
Mr. MARSHALL. The chamber has no position on that. We did not

take any position.
Senator MA LoN. I am going to explain it to you, because it faces

this committee, and you are very prominent in testimony here on social
security.
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We straightened it out for service connected last year, and I hope
we do this year for nonservice connected, because when a veteran is
paid compensation for disability that is to bring him up even with
fpomeone who has no disability and that is the average and then if
he gets a job, which is, enerally, an inferior job to what he might
get if he were not disabled and drawing that compensation, then he
draws in like any other social-security worker and draws his social
security on that basis.

Now on that basis, you would not oppose that, would you I
Mr. ZAA LL. Wel, the chamber dfdcnot-I do not understand the

question, but I do not think the chamber had any position on this.
Senator MAwi-. Do you I You are the one who made the state-ment.
Mr. MAnHALL. I do not understand exactly the issue involved.
Senator MAWNE. Well, I will give it to you again. Here is a vet-eran, who is getting a disability benefit, service-connected disability

or non-service-connected-
Mr. MASuA. And then he goes to work on a full-time job ?
Senator MALoWx. Yes.
Mr. sxwi. You want to know whether I would oppose his

continuing to receive that service-connected disability, the disability
pa ent or not?

Senator MAWNL. When he retires, he draws his compensation the
same as he had had for a good long time, but he gets, in addition, social-
security retirement to which he has paid tie same as any other worker.

Mr. MAnHALL. We do not have any position on that. If you want
my personal view-

Senator MAWNz. You took a position a while ago, and I wanted
you to understand that to see if it carried over into the veterans field.

Mr. MAsmuL. I will have to check that and see what the chamber's
position is.

Senator MAwz. I am asking you, personally, now.
Mr. M~wHAu.. Personally, I would say this: I, .ersonally, think

you would have to look at each case and see whether it was a good case
or not. But I know of-

Senator MALONz. You mean a compensation for disability ? You do
not have to look at it. We have a bureau to do that, Veterans' Bureau.

Mr. MARSHALL. It depends to a large extent whether it is service
connected or not.

Senator MAL0-. The service connected is taken care of. And you
believe now he should get his compensation disability and his social
security that he has paid into just like any other worker ?

Mr. MAns m. I do not know. I cannot answer the question.
Senator MAwwu. I thought you made a broad statement that, prob-

ably, you did not know all the details.
Mr. M uiasw. This had to do with these non-service-connected

public programs here of disability pensions,workmen's compensation.
Senator MALowE. This does not have anything to do with nonservice

or service connected. This is another question. I wanted o know your
position on it, because you made a statement they should not draw it.

Mr. MARSHALL. As stated in the testimony here, Senator, we made
it clear we did not believe that, on account of the same disability, which
in this case is nonservice connected, a man should get disability bene-
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AltS from workmen's compensation, from a veterans program, and fromsocial security at the same time, especially i such an amount that it
might be greater, his tax-fre income, might be greater than that that
he received when he was well and working.

Senator MAw xi. Well, now, you have gotten on to another subject.Of course, it never does, if he has any kind of a job at all. Now, the
$10 a day or $15 a day-what I am asking you now, and it is going to
face this committee, whether it is service connected or not, if theBureau, the Veterans' Bureau, gave them this compensation, and we
have that Bureau set up to do that particularly for veterans, the
United States chamber does not operaL in that Hield I don't think,but if he has this disability it probably keeps him irom getting as
good a job if he were not disabled.

If he gets some kind of a job, though, and then he pays in the social
security on, that particular job, even though it is not as good as hemight get if he were not disabl4d, it is a separate thing; one is a dis-

abled veteran in compensation by virtue of his service in the Armed
Forces; the other one is something he has paid in just the same as any
other worker. You would be a inst him getting his compensation IMr. .u.Au. I think I wouldA1orthe r n that, and this i on
another subject-when you approach as much income for not working
as you do--what the man gets for working, you put a very real bar-
.rr to his willingness to be rehabilitated, and I think the main effort
in this area should be along the rehabilitation line and not necessarily
along the lines of gettingthese payments.

Senator MALN. I think we have taken care of that, too, in the
Veterans' Bureau.

Mr. MARM8ALL. I think they are doing a good job.
Senator MALONIC If yotv do, then your testimony is clear and wewill pass that. I had a couple of more questions to ask you. You,

apparently, however, do not believe that any social security or any
appropriation of money for any outside operation should be passed on
in an election year because the Senators and Congressmen would not
be capable of separating the election from the vote.

The CiAIUi!AN. Will the Senator yield ? .
I have a statement here of Senator William Proxmire, which he

asked to be inserted in the record and, without objection, it will be
included in the record following Mr. Marshall's prepared statement.

(The statements referred to follows:)
STATxMENT aY A. D. MANBR&A"z rOn Ti ORAMnr OF COMM P'I OF m U1mm

My name is A. . Marshall and I am vice president of the General DynamicsCorp. Today, I appear on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States as a member of the board of directors and chairman of its committee on
economic security.

We appreciate very much this exportunity to testifr on the boial security
proposals contained in H. R. 18M.

The national chamber has supported the basic principles of Federal old-age
and survivors insurance benefits, commonly known as social security. One of
these principles holds that social security should provide a "floor of protection"
against destitution in old age. Benefits above this "floor" should be provided by
the individual, according to his needs #Ad MsourceM.

i
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Attempts to stretch the program into a mechanism for total security, however,
will rob the individual of the necssity-the incentive--to b;ild additional old-
age income protection through his own efforts. Such attempts also will reduce
the opportunity for the individual to fashion his own security program to suit
his own needs and tastes.

A review should be made of the adequacy of the floor of protection. IHowever,
it should be kept in mind that, while the cost of living has Increased, wage levels
have been rising, too-lit fact, almost twice its fast as living costs. And thus
the ability of employees to build their own additional old-age income has been
improving. In this process, the ultimate amount of their social security bene-
fits on retirement hits been increasing.

Social security 1ills a humanitarian need. However, its real Justification as a
Federal compulsory program is that it serves the national interest.

Similarly, compulsory education was established in the public interest-to
protect the body politic from the bad Judgments of illiteracy. If we had per-
mitted a large part of the population to remain unable to read anl write, they
would have been incapable of exercising their political freedom in an Informed,
responsible manner-and our form of Government could not have survived. If
we had permitted a large part of today's electorate to remain illiterate, incapable
even of understanding the basic principles of sanitation, nutrition and public
health, our Government in this atomic age would be doomed if not already dead.

In like manner, it cami be said the basic purpose of compulsory social security
is to protect society from the political consequences of possibly leaving large
numbers of elderly persons with such meager means of support as to constitute
a social problem for the Nation. If our worthy, experienced and resourceful
growing older population were left adrift In today's economic tides, we could
expect them to take a kind of concerted action which could lead to political,
social and economic instability. In fact, the program was initiated to deal with
the future problem of people no longer able to support themselves by working
because of old age, and thus possibly being in need.

Benefits were to bear some relation to a past record of earnings and to he paid
is a matter of right-that is, without the application of the "needs test" which
exists in old-age assistance. These benefits were to be financed by taxes levied
concurrently on those then working and on their employers.

Since Congress was creating a new and unique social program to be especially
suited to the peculiarities of American life and its dynamic economy, it is not
surprising that some of the basic principles were not crystallized at the outset.
For example, it was not until the amendments of 1950 that Congress concluded
that this program of cash benefits paid as a matter of right should be self-
sustaining. The costs would henceforth be wholly financed by equal taxes on
employees and employers, taxes on self-employed, and the interest on the trust
fund. In other words, on a long-run basis, the income and outgo should be
kept equal. With this and other fundamental features of social security--cash
benefits as a "floor of protection" suffcient to prevent want, the wage-relation-
ship of benefits, the "work test" to prove substantial retirement or inability to
continue Aupporting oneself by working-the national chamber is in accord.

Social security is a useful program and has a very constructive purpose. There
is no doubt that this program providing a "floor of protection" monthly income
to aged people, their dependents, and survivors of family breadwinners has been
appreciated by all who have directly benefited, and to generally accepted by most
workers covered by it.

Amendments to this program have extended benefit rights to dependents and
survivors of workers and, at age 50, to those totally and permanently disal:ted.
Various provisions in recent election-year amendments have made benefits big-
ger, and easier to geL If the purpose of social security Is to provide a "floor of
protection," then the constant efforts to expand it piecemeal In all directions arp
suspect. Patchwork, election-year expansions are unfair to the employees and
employers who pay the social security taxes, and to the beneficiaries alike.

However, Federal old-age and survivors insurance benefits is an extremely
complex program. The various provisions in this law are so interrelated that
virtually any change affects costs and financing. This one fact makes thorough,
searching examinations by congressional committees and by advisory councils
of profound Importance not only to the beneficiaries, but also to business and
to al those workers who are covered by the program.

OORMENO THIN ACUAM B DUIENOY

ff. R. 138A9 involves a change in the financial support for social security-in
part, to reduce substantially the prevailing actuarial deficiency and, in part, to
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cover the added costs of a 7 percent benefit increase. This change calls for an in-
crease in the social security tax rate, an increase In the taxable wage base and an
acceleration of the scheduled tax increases In the present law. In the 1950
amendments, Congress established a new Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing to report by the end of this year. For this reason, we recommend
that any changes affecting costs or financing be postponed until after this advisory
council has submitted its report.

A social security tax Increase in 1059 would not be propitious from the stand.
point of overall economic recovery. Business is now making strenuous efforts
to cut its costs wherever possible in order to bold the line on prices, and thus
stimulate business recovery. In some companies, contractual wage increases
are now being absorbed. In others, these added costs could not be absorbed and
prices have had to be raised. On the whole, however, business Is making every
effort to trim costs wherever possible and thus contribute to an improvement
In production and employment.

A statement by President Eisenhower in a May 20 address Is pertinent, He
said, "Perhaps this is a good time to ask ourselves whether some dangerous
rigidities of thought and policy have not been setting in on us in recent years.

"There used to be a periodical feature entitled, 'We Nominate for Oblivion
* * *,

"Let me suggest a few Ideas that I would like to nominate for oblivion:
"The Idea that management can be lax about costs without pricing Its prod.

ucts not only out of foreign markets but out of the American market as well;
* * it9

Increases in overall costs for every producer will be reflected in his prices and
profits. While some producers may be able to absorb some cost increases, others-
the marginal producers-cannot. The latter will be compelled to pass along these
cost increases through higher prices or a layoff of workers, or both. And, of
course, prices will have to equal costs of these marginal producers.

Covered workers ars consumers are finding themselves pincbed by higher
costs of sonic of the necessities of living. They are also being taxed more heavily
at the State and local government levels for more schools, roads and other
public programs. 0

We strongly recommend that no social security changes Involving tax cost in-
creases e made until the Advisory Council submits its report, and until it is
clear that we are well on the road to business recovery. We believe that such a
postponement would be prudent and constructive.

Both the Ways and Means Committee and the House of Representatives are
to be congratulated for their concern with the prevailing actuarial deficiency.
They are obviously unwilling to allow this deficiency to persist and even to grow,
as has occurred during the past several years in its companion social benefit pro.
gram-railroad retirement.

THE INCREASE IN DENFIPTS

We believe that there is no basis for a benefit increase at this time when
viewed against the past record of benefit increases and the cost of living. Since
1939, Congress has increased benefits for those on the rolls three times-in 1950,
1952, and 1954. During this period, the cost of living-from 1039 through June of
this year-has risen by 108 percent. However, since 1939, Congress has increased
benefits by 134 percent. If this 7 percent increase should also be approved, it
would mean benefit increases over the years of 148 percent.

The last time Congress increased benefits for the cost of living alone was in
1952. Since September of that year the cost of living has increased 7.8 percent.
Meanwhile, in the 1954 amendments, Congress increased benefits on the average
by 12 percent for those then on the rolls, and by 16 percent for those retiring
after 1954.

Next year, if Congress should conclude that some increase is necessary to
preserve social security benefits as a "floor of protection," a fiat percentage
across-the-board increase will not do the job satisfactorily for many aged
beneficiaries. At the end of 1956, there were roughly 6.6 million aged primary
and secondary beneficiaries, of whom 2.2 million received benefits of less
than $i0.

These relatively small social security benefits are attributable to three major
factors. A small monthly benefit to an aged person (male or female) is due to (1)
a low earning capacity if regularly employed and regularly covered by social
security; (2) a low monthly earnings record as a result of intermittent cover-
age by the program (this could arise either from a tenuous attachment to the
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labor fo or, It rularly employed, moving In and out of "covered" Jobs) I
01r8) ceivi 1 a relatlvy swall beoufit as a dependent spouse or widow.
Tke vast majority of those 12 million receiving benefits of less than $00 r#.

tired during the 1040's and dwuin the first 2 years or so of this decade, This
VASAAthat thej are in their late seventies and elhtI9* -as vt oupared with people
01~rInl inthekat few yos and tis are In their late sixties or early sevonties.
!Ihese people of advanced age did not have the opportunity of working during
the past deade or so when waoes have been high audrisinl, In consequence, un-
do1 the present law they are not "eligible" for larger benefits, nor did they
have the opportunity, because of their lower pay to put as much aside through
their own efforts for their own old age.

Your attention Is directed to secretary Folsom'a statement on this problem
before the House Ways and Means Oommittee in which he pointed out that the
average benefit of men going on the rolls in 1917 wan $77,04, as compared with
W01190 for those who came on the rolls prior to the 1O54 amendment.. He maid,

"It Is therefore ciear that the average benefit for persons retiring now Its much
more In line with the current wage and price situation than for those who im.tiredi some time ago."

It, next year, some benefit adjustments are believed necessary to preserve
the "floor of protection," greater consideratioi should be given to those of ad.
vanced ax who retired a number of years ago and who are in the lower port
of the benefit shedule, Sich an adjustment would doubtless ease the need
of many aged beneficiaries and reduce the likelihood of their seeking old.age
assistance, Senator long called attention to this problem In a speech in the
Benate on May 26 of this year, He said at that time "* ,* so long as social
security benefits are in m many case very low, we need a program to supple.
met the Income of these less fortunate aged citisens, as well as those who are
iot Insured." Today more than a half million aged social security bonoficiaries--
most of whom receive a small benefit-now et old-axse assistance, A very large
part of these are in this group of social security beneficiaries of advanced age.

ORvNtoas IN DISAWiUTY Povszoras
This bill, ff ., 181149, catains numerous special and technical provisions which

merit the most careful scrutiny, For example, in the field of disability, this bill
provides that-

1. Benefits be paid to the dependents of disabled benefiniaries.
I. Maximum monthly benefits to a disabled beneficiary and his family will be

& The present offsets for other types of public disability benefits against the
social seurity benefits will be eliminated.

With these three changes, It will be perfectly possible for a disabled beneficiary
who has usually earned, say, $3,00 to receive as much as $8,000 of disability
benefits under social security. By eliminating the present offset provision such
a boneofelary and his family could also receive full benefits under workmen's
oompenstlo Federal employees' compensation or veterans' non.service-con.

tested disability benefit-all for the single condition of disability. With such
benefit. usually tax free, this disabled worker and his family could receive as
mneh in tax-free Income as he originally had In take-home pay when working.

Tbere will be situations In the hture where the total amount of tax-ree
dGiabtlity Inco would be greatly in excess pf take-home pay to which those
families bad previously been accustomed. This will develop because Increases In
benefts under workmen's compensation, Federal employees' compensation and

terans' non.sr lconnted disability benefits are considered separately.
Changes are made on the Imds of the facts In each program, No consideration
would be given to the fact that many of the people Involved would also be en-
tltc to meelve social security disability benefits.,

8,xpeuenee has shown that monthly cash benefits for disability of substantial
abe 4*n prove to be a strong deterrent to successful rehabilitation, Mr. John
IL Miller, vice president and actuary of the Monarch Life Insurance Co. and one
of the ontandint experts in this field testified before this committee In 195.
ie eoseluded "yber Is little argument today over the proposition that the men-
tal attitude and emotions of an Individual have a plofound effect on his phvslcal
woll-betna These apparent malingerers are, for the most part, really disabled
aerdlng to any proctleal criterion of disabliltr, but wold, not have been if t)ere
had ben no diablilty Income to rely upon." (See hearings. Social Security

ent of 190 , Senate Finance Commttee, 84th Cong., 24 sees., pt. 2, pp.
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10 We believe there Is no soolal Justification or equity in paying disability benefits
* o I POrson from 9 or more pub Ie programs whoe tbh payments ore based
ou the 1 condition* of diabilly* Moreover we se no merit tn paying public
disability bonetlto-.tax free benefit that may be equal to or even greater than
An Individual's usual take home pay when lost working, MInoe tremendous ad.

'*fthes In, rehabilitation have ben achieved in recent years, such extremely lib.
'fral benefit treatment Is no the humanitarian approach to the problem of ndl.
*Viduals who are disabled,

lMstablishment of benolits to dolmndonts of disabled beneficiaries will provide
a itrong argument for lowering or eliminating the present ago requirement of (0.
It will be contended that most of those permanently and totally disabled with
family dependents are loss than 00 years of ag e. Therefore, unless the age limit
of , Is lowered, or removed entirely, establishment of dependents benefits will
be of little hell) to those who most flood It. Droping the age limit, together with
dependents benefits, the now family maximum ot $2114 monthly, and the ellmina.
tion of the present disability offset Is likely to snuff out the Incentives of disabled
breadwinners to be rehabilitated. Overall costs Involved will inevitably be
greatly magnified.

TIlM P'NINoSIvl, ON "VARAIILI" ORANT-iN-AW IN PUL10 A55J5TANO

Another example of the need for careful examination of miscellaneous provi.
sons In this bill Is the n ew formula for Federal grants to states for public a lst-
ance.

App arently the Intent of the Ways and Means Committee was to provide addl.
tonaf Federal funds to enable States to pay more to those on the rolls. The com-
wittee stated that "under your committee bill, each State would receive addi-
tional Federal funds which would enable the btatea to Increase the payments to
individuals receiving aid as needed, or to give assistance to additional needy
people. 0 * * he committee considered the posibility of including in the bill
language to require the States to use the additional funds made possible under
the bill for additional assintance, or for the money to revert to the Federal Treas-
ury, but.,your committee has not been able to find such a provision that would
operate equitably,"

This new formula will not assure that all the additional Federal funds will be
passed along to those on the ass stance rolls, Experience since the IWO Increase
iNlederai support shows that many of the States did not pass along al the ad-
ditional Federal money, In the caeo of old-age asmisltan , a third of the States
did not do so and, in fact, four actually used these funds to reduce the State and
local support. In aid to the blind and aid to the permanently and totally dis-
abled, roughly half of the States failed to pass along all the additional Federal
support. Again, a few of the States eased the burden on State and local tax
resources. In aid to dependent children, nearly two-thirds of the States failed
to pias along all the Federal money.

We would now like to call your attention to the purpose of the variable grant
proposal and how it actually would operate. According to the Ways and Means
Committee report, "The formula also r lcognizes the limited fisal capacity of the
lower Income States. 0 * * The revIsed formula In the bill for determining the
Federal share of assistance wJlI be of particular assistance to States with limited
fiscal resources and will enable these States to make more nearly adequate assist-
ance payments." Of course, the Inference here Is that those States which rank
relatively low in terms of per capita Income-and hence presumably In fBscl
capacity or a taxpaying capacity-will, In consequence, rank relatively low in
terms of average assistance payment, This may be illustrated by the figures be-
low for a few States.
Selected states r40e by per cap tisoome and by average OAA pagmqa

(based of 1956 data)

Ruk in Ruk a ow.
state pnroait ers OAA

New York .................................................................Oregon----------------------------------..........................16 5
Wsonsn ............................---.......................................
Ver20ont--------------------------------------------81 2
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The figures above !ugget A rAsollably liose relatIonship betwe"1 per mplts

Income ad averarip OAArimyiunt1, IN)r 0Xeample, Wilmonilnh rooks 18th 1i Imr
0apita 111o"16 al. lth in avraon OAA payment. Arimolia wits lt fit pl r
arital..mue and Ullth iu avora" OAA paymenLt,
However, data for other tates show no such correlation., Tho Itgurw itn the

tabl below show that Wlawaro, for example, ranked tt i11 por coplta Inuouo
but Nath in average OAA payment, lon0islaill onl the other haild, ranked 87th
lin jpr capita Incone, but glut li OAA pilayla)nt. Norti l)akota wis 40th and Oth
84#440 klit tloo t m ik by Ps (4114#41 Meom~ilt ifd byJ ovott ll OAA paymno!odtt

(bastid on I1060 dtl)

Itll III 1KW Iik liis vor.
8sto (MIltl It i (IA

40

Obvtouly pt 'r Capita lummo it.o tiasmur of the fistlil capacity of iny
state to provide old'ng assistance. There ire other fottors ivolvd, Condi.
tons of elsibiit¢.k, the wllingness or utwilllinlIess of porm1l01 of each of tho
Stathvs to te taxed more for GovornlBUeiit prmlmulilm or for pbtlih atmIstanvo
Pqs.lfttlmI;y and pxmlbly a ioleensus witlin the Htiate that the preveillli1g OAA
ctash grant* are adequate are rathetedt In the average paymnsil for OAA. (For
detailed a .alysis, s" BoeAl 8tv-11rity After Nlighteen Yetrs, i1 otafr report to the
ehalrma, Subommitteo on Nocilal weurity, Uonimitteo on Waym and Means
(1%),4) pp. 16-20.)

The variable grant formula mmtalned lit II It. 13841) would not aecotmplIsli
what io apparently Intended. Amcoling to the Ways and Mlus Coinittee
rePort, 44IN'dorai participation * $ # would be 110 percent for Stattee whoso per
Capital inkcome Is equal toor above the average p01' vfpital Ineomlo for the United
Rtatov, and would range upward to TO percent for States whose Iker capital in-
come Is below the national average." VhIng per capita income dates for 19011
atlo t W find that the majority of the States would cluster at the 0 poretit
dloor andi at the T percent selling. The dlstrlbution of States by percentage of
federal participation would be as follows:

Xederal airtlellatIon: 01 tucet
1K) t*Xt'*ent ................................... ...................... Its
R5 to 54 pement ..................................................... 6
M0 to 110 pereent- ................................................... 3
0) to 4 percent ------------ - - . .- .-
0% to 09) pereuL--------------- ----------------------- 3
TO per- . . . .. ..--------------- --------------------------- 1

The data above show clearly that there would he no broad distribution of
the States between the floor and the ceiling. This very curious, distorted
distzibution results frmn the use of squares of per capita Income In the variable
grant formula.

Oloser examination of this distribution showed that several of the States
which rank very high In terms of average old-age assistance payments would
receive 65 percent or more Federal participation.

This brief analysis of the variable grant proposal applied to OAA data re-
Temlsthat:

1. Per capita income data are not a reliable measure of fiscal capacity of
States in providing State and local funds for public assistance.

2. Other factors than fiscal capacity usually explain the level of assistance
Pyments.
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It, 1ilho spo4eilu formula, provided 1t thu ill does not result lu a reasonable
dlitributlou of thi various $tates betwoon the 50 pertot door and T0 permet

4. ThiN formuliea would witen1 lodotral tax nionoy to the various States iv
cui'M vt o of tleo relatIvo averageI ap.IMIl(19 I1110i11t*
te lli proposes to iubsti tute this variall, urnt formula for a matching arP

rlunivlllitnt, which IN III addlitiol to a1 iolsile gralltIoltd formula. Under the pren.
(lilthow WIIP( it lit the lirmt $i0 of 1iuyintn for old-ge asslotsaine, aid to the
blind or aiiit to the totally and Imirmanlleiistly disailed ire supplied from Iederal
funds. TwoIlio prcilt llro finiancd trOa Mittt and local resources. Of the
I10xt *P0, the Ald.oraI (ovwerlnent parthflpateion i a ntshlng basis,

'l'iae substititio of the varlable graut forPiult for the present matching for
tilts MlI(t *lW)would arealy rollove lifsil hyb Rtateo of their remaining relatively
4111111 ri'e )Otlhllllty fir (,ilrilg rot I,(Ioplo InI 51(M11.

T1heo chAnib.r biltlovpi thit Mteits aund ,(1OnntunitleM should be primarily re-
Plimilblbo for cirIilg for tliomo l need because thoy are closest to the situation
and tlut know btoo what lit reqllirlid, Vor theme reasons we believe the variable
grilt formula, Ia till li the wrong direc(,tion and should not be approved,

RI(iOA(MIUNIIATIUON AND 001MV 4IAMION

Mol tntd ilel 1'It s ocialN secrity Is of utnoit hiportsnce-iot only to proinst
bipt111i1i01i1,101 iusti Io to tho mlliooI of workers who irse paying the bill today
and who expect tt r evo lnpilto is tho future. Congress obviously recognized
tis liI IDflM whin it pIrovi(ed for the present Adv1sory Council on Social Recurity
Flulinilg. Wet urge (ongreir to uullke 30o chn114 affectinI Costs or financing
11111110tl l 1ouniell N4I I11, IN report.

ith proloNml tax cot Incroifa I, xt yar iM Ill-limed, In vIw of the current
Wrfl'olti if buslllUNes to (cit its (o!i.N and to hold lown prices,

The Iroposod added tax costs on workers likewise would come at a most
hnopjiortupo time. They, too, are faced with higher costs and with heavier 8tate
l111d l(cIll taxol,

ThU molit of the proposed 7 percent increase Ina benefits ts not borne out by
the facts,

'iho proposed changes In the Idsability provision. have far-reaching Impllca-
tions. Thoy could result in widespread abuse, and in greatly expanded and
tiuiJiitlfed costs under mocial security, workmen's compensation, veterans' bene-
Its anlld ledloral i ioyeeo' (oUenmation.

'Thw proposed varlable grantfu-nid for public assistance will not accomplish Its
objective.

We recommend a new advIsory countll be created to carefully examine varions
miscellanvou provisions In If. R1. 18M0, including those in the disability field
ani(d tho variable, or progressive grant-in-aid for public assistance.

STATIRUINST OWJ lioN. WLt.JA aox Rzs, UsTrS'za TZ4rx SvuATO
]liou WuscoNsi

The anacdinients to the Mociail ecurity Act which have passed the House of
teprommItatives are mtodest and conervative-far too modest and conservative in
my opluior-but they are improvements and so I give them my fall and heartfelt
o !) iort.
It is Imprative that we keep the social security system In step with the ever-

rising cost of living in the United states. We ought to do much more. We ought
to uaake advances, we ought to pioneer, In bringing security against economic
vici.studes to more and more people. But at the very least we have an nscap-
able moral obligation not to let inflation make a mockery of a system which was
devised to belp people solve their own problems with dignity and self-respect.

That Is the heart of sOcial security, an I see It-that the beneficiary receives
only what is ))is own, that the peace of mind he enjoys Is a peace te has earned.
No recidpient of. social security benefits need ever feel that he Is In the slightest
degree a public charge . And he will not, if the principle of actuarial soundne is
resolutely preserved.
But it Is essential that the recipient of social security benefits be able to get

along on them. If in addition to his well-earned benefits he must seek Public
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1lto, the whole, purpose of social meurltr-to keep the beneflclary i proud,
whole man-has been tragically defeated,.

This Is exactly what Is happening now, Benefits under the social security laws
have fallen far behind the cost of living, Not even by the most stringent and
soul wreuching economy can the recipient make oids meet. Unless he has private
thsome, o can place himself ans n added burden on the shoulders of his children,
he will be forced to seek assistance that he has not built up through his own
contributions,

1TRAICMQUAOY Oft PIOS R' SNmrITS

A simple recital of the statistics would be enough to convince any American
householder that our social security system no longer provides security.

The average old couple in America today receives a social security check of
$110 per month,

The average single man on social security receives a check amounting to only
$TOlper monthThe typical single woman receiving social security gets a check for only $54

per month.
The minimum necessary for a decent living will vary from cit to city. The

beet estimate I have for Milwaukee, the largest city In Wisconsin, Is that a couple
can get by on no less than $180 a month, This means that a couple receiving the
average social security check will need $70 a mouth more from some other
source to make ends meet tt all.

But what of other sources of income? The sad fact is that one-half of those
receiving social security checks have $15 or less in additional assured income.

I am sure that no member of this committee needs these statistics to know
how desperate is the condition of people who must rely for their livelihoods on
social security. You meet and talk with your people, as I do. You read their
letters, as I do.

But this problem weighs heavily on my mind, I am sure, because I have waged
four statewide campaigns in Wisconsin in 7 years, and am now caught up in
another. I have shaken hands with literally hundreds of thousands of people,
and talked to tens of thousands of them. I know, beyond a peradventure of a
doubt, that the most important single issue to them today is the liberalization
and improvement of our social security program.

Perhaps it Is because I see and talk to the people of Wisconsin almost every
weekend--at county fairs and baseball games and wherever they get toeether--
that I think of this legislation in such intensely human terms.

I cannot forget that It i the old man living through a Wisconsin winter in a
tar-paper shack-the old couple crowded in a single room with two grandchil.
dren at their son's home--the spinster lady keeping her pride at the cost of slow
starvation-who are Involved in these amendments. I cannot forget-we must
not forget-that it Is people, not statistics, that we are legislating for.

cUANOS IN PUUO ASSISTANCE PORKULA

The one change in principle involved in the amendments sent over by the
House of Representatives Is the change In the publlc-assistance formula which
takes need into account in determining the contribution of the Federal Govern-

ment to the individual States.
This is a change in principle, but not a new principle. Actually it is by now

an old principle-old, proven, and well accepted.
This formula was first devised by Arthur Altineyer, A Mion Of Wisconsin,

,when he aerrd as Chairman of the Social Security Board. He recommended
Its use during the 19, and It was first emplod in the school-lunch program

enacted in 198. It was made a part of the Hil-Burtou Hospital Construction

Act In 194K. It was adopted in the passage of the Vocational Pehabilitation
Act of 194.

The formula reCognises that we are one people and one nation, and that
what affects one affects all. It is an objective formula which has been proved

by experience. I hope that the committee will find no trouble going along

with it and voting the amendments out in substantially their present form.
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MAIN MUST U NO M ,AY

When the first social security legislation was enacted a steak sandwich could
be bought for a quarter, a shirt for a dollar, and private insuranee companies
were extolling the Joys of retiring on a hundred dollars a month. Today, after
two wars,, with almost continuous inflation, those figures would have to be
quadrupled.

Social security benefits have changed since that day, too, but not nearly so
much. We have not kept faith with the people who have looked to socal
security to preserve their dignity as individual human beings, as well as their
mere physical existence. This Is a burden of conscience which 1, for one, do
not want to carry through the long months before the Oongress meets again.

fOff the record.)
e CHAIMAN. I suggest we adjourn until 10 o'clock in the morn-

.Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
10:20 a. n.,Tuesday, August 12,1958.)
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meat has the obligation to develop nationwide goals and to use its constitutional
taxing power to equalize the financing of public welfare so that public welfare
services may be available on a reasonably equitable basis throughout the coun-
try. The association's legislative objectives are based on these premises and on
recognition of the importance of encouraging self-responsibility and assuring
humanitarian concern for individuals and families.

To accomplish these purposes the association beleves that-
Contributory social insdratce is an' effective governmental method of pro-

tecting individuals and their families against loss of income due to unem-
ployment, sickness, disability, death of the family breadwinner, and retire-
ment in old age;

Public welfare programs should provide services to all who require them
including financial assistance, preventive, protective, and rehabilitative serv-
ices, and should be available to all persons without regard to residence, set-
tlement, or citizenship requirements;

The benefits of modern medical science should be available to all; and to
the extent that individuals cannot secure them for themselves governmental
or other social measures should assure their availability;

Democracy has a special obligation to assure to all the Nation's children
full opportunity for healthy growth and development.

These general principles are amplified in other policy statements approved by
the board of directors of the association. The welfare policy committee of 'the
association has reviewed all of these statements in the light of current needs
and has developed specific legislative objectives for 1958. While the following
list does not include all of the association's policy positions, it presents in con-
densed form those legislative objectives which are most likely to be of current
significance.

PUMDL WZoLmRA ZOGRAMS
Scope of pogram

1. The comprehensive nature of public welfare responsibility should be recog-
nised through Federal grants-in-aid which will enable the States to provide
financial assistance and other services not only for the aged, the blind, the
disabled, and dependent children, but also general assistance for all other needy
persons.

2. Federal financial aid should be available to assist States in carrying out
their responsibilities for preventive, protective, and rehabilitative services to all
who require them.

8. The Federal Government should participate financially only in those as-
sistance and other welfare programs which are available to all persons within
the State who are otherwise eligible without regard to residence, settlement, or
citizenship requirements.

4. The aid to dependent children program should be strengthened by providing
Federal aid to the States for any needy child living with any relative.

5. Specific provisions should be made for Federal finan.cal participation in* the;
maintenance of children who require foster care.

6. Restrictions limiting use of Federal child welfare services funds to rural
areas and areas of special need should be removed.

7. Federal financial assistance should be made available to the States in pro-
grams for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency, including re-
search and the training of personnel.

& Additional Federal funds should be provided to the States to help meet the
needs of mentally retarded and other handicapped children.0. The category of aid to the permanently and totally disabled should be
modified through eliminating the Federal restriction requiring a disability tobe permanent and total and through eliminating the age requirement.

10, The Federal Governmen t sbould participatq financially n the development

Methods of fitancing programs
11. The continuation of the Federal open-end appropriation is essential to a

sound State-Federal fiscal partnership in all aspects of public assistance. Since
It is not possible to predict accurately the incidence and areas of need, flexibility
Is necessarY i financing public assistance pfoirams. i"ilit'

12. Federal participation should be on an equalization grant basis provided
by law and applicable to financial assistance (includilg medical care), welfare
servicesi(incuding chIldwelfae), and administration ,
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10. No change should be made at this time in the Federal matching formulas

which would result In a reduction in the Federal share of assistance% service,
or administration,

14. Federal maximums on Individual assistance payments should be removed.
SO. long as Federal legislation sets maximums on Federal participation in public
assistance payments, such Federal financial participation should be related to
the average payment per recipient rather than to payments to Individual re-
ciplents.

15. Federal maximums on medical-care payments in public assistance should
be removed. Until such maximums are removed, provision should be be made
both for matching of average vendor payments for medical care within any
assistance ceilings and for maintaining the separate matching basis for medi-
cal care.

10. Federal aid for public assistance should be on the same basis for Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands as for other Jurisdictions. In particular, the annual
dollar limitations on Federal participation should be removed.

17. The funds authorized and appropriated for child welfare services in the
Social Security Act should be increased to an amount sufficient to stimulate and
support the development of adequate State programs.

18. Provision should be made in the law for redistribution of Federal funds
appropriated for child welfare services so that allotments not used by a Stat. in
any year (ould 1,e refdistributed to other States or could be made available to
that State the following year.

19. The Federal Government in cooperation with the States should study the
restriction on Federal financial participation in assistance payments to adults
-living in public nonmedical institutions.

20. The Federal Government should participate financially In the costs of any
State and local civil defense welfare services.

21. Federal legislation should provide funds for repatriation from abroad of
American nationals in need of assistance.

Adnmnistratlon
22. Adequate and qualified personnel are essential in the administration of

public welfare programs. Federal financial participation in administrative
costs of State welfare programs should be sufficient to enable States to provide
for the adequate administration of all welfare programs.

23. Adequate Federal funds should be authorized on a permanent basis to
assist States in training staff for State and local public welfare programs and
moneys should be appropriated for this purpose.

24. Public welfare programs in which the Federal Government participates
financially should be administered by a single agency at the local, State, and
Federal level.

25. Federal, State, and local public welfare agencies should participate In and
assist in the administrative coordination of all related programs in which there
is Federal financial participation.

. 96. The administration of the Children's Bureau should be maintained within
the Social Security Administration.

5OC&L INaUMNOR POGRANS
OAHDI

27. The contributory old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program# as
,a preferable means of meeting the income-maintenance needs of people and
as a means of keeping the need for public assistance to a minimum, should be
strengthened by making benefit payments more adequate; by Increasing the
amount of earnings creditable toward benefits to keep that amount in 'line with

currentt conditions; by providing benefits for disabled insured persons of any
age and for their dependents; by extending coverage to earners still excluded.
WTo the extent that these changes increase the cost of the program, contributions
should be increased to insure the financial stability of the program. '

28. Hospitalization costs bf old-age, survivors, and disability insurance ben4
* ficlarles should be financed through the insurance program.

29. The funds of the insurance program should be available to. help restore
,disabled people to gainful employment where it reasonably aPpears such expendi-
ttlres would result in a net saving to the fund.

80. The membership of the Advisory Oouncil on Social SecuritY Finaacin&
.established by the 1958 amendments, should ilWludq teprsetatio from publwelfare and Its functions should be broadened to include responsibility for



recommending Imptovxnents in all aspect of old.ag, survivors, and disability
lurauc with partiulir emphasis on methods of keeping the program in line

with current economic conditions and with changes in levels of living,
81, Adequate and qualified personnel are essential in the administration of

tho old-age survivors, and disability Insurance program, Federal funds should
be made available for tie training of staff In institutions of higher learning.

Ut employff tme # tts " ne o t

8U The unemtployment insurance program should be strengthened with re-
spect to extension of coverage' adequacy of benefit 1mymients and duration;
an le restrictive eligibility t disqualifications provisions.

Other sohas O"WO1rw
88, Study should be given to ways of improving and extending temporary dis-

ability insurance benefits and workmen's compensation programs.

cI~SzARt1 AND bUMONSTRATIOR PvoJsXrS

84. Iederal funds should be authorised and appropriated for research and
demonstration projects in all aspects of social security and public welfare,

MIKLATI) PIROORAMS

A The Federal Government should provide leadership, funds, and research
.for the promotion of health and the prevention of sickness and disability con-
tributing to dependqucy. In particular, the amounts authorized and appro-
priated for maternal and child health add crippled children's services in the
Social Security Act should be increased,

86. Federal financial participation in the vocational rehabilitation program
should be available to serve all vocationally handicapped persons who present
reasonable possibilities of attaining, a vocaLional objective.

87. The k'eeraik iair labor Standards Act should be amended to extend cov-
erage and to increase the minimum wage In line with current conditions.

(American Public Welfare Association, 1818 East 60th Street, Chicago, Ill.)

Mr. Housromr. These objectives have been carefully thought out and
lon& held by our association.

We find H. R. 13549 to be timely, progressive, statesmanlike, and
necessary in all its many provisions.

We are pleased that the bill provides for cost-of-livmg increases in
payments to the recipients of insurance. We note wit i satisfaction
the many clarifying amendments with respect to the insurances which
will, in some instances, extend coverage to people not presently
covered,

Each extension of the insurances in terms of increased payments
or increased coverage eventually results in lessening the number of
those who need to turn to us for public assistance.

We are firmly convinced that the insurance way of meeting people's
economic needs is preferable to the public assistance way.

However, we still have, and in the foreseeable future will con-
tinue to have, a considerable load of persons who for one reason or
another do not qualify for insurance payments at all or in sufficient
amount to meet their needs. These people are the charges of our
public welfare forest.

While I do not wish to overemphasize the I importance of the several
provisions of this bill for incre d Federal aid to the States in the
public assistance programs as against the other important amend.
*mentsI would like to make these points:

1. The cost of living has increased for those on assistance as well
as for those on insurance pa ments. Unless more dollars are given
these people their buying ability, which Ioan assr you is presently



quite minimal, will be reduced still further. The funds must come
from somewhere and we believe this bill provides for a continuation
of Federal partnership with the States and localities in helping to
meet the advancing cot of living.

2. There is scarcely a State or local appropriating body in the
country which is not faced with deficit fhfiancing in an attmept to
meet the needs of those out of work in the current recession who
either are not covered by unemployment compensation or whose
payments are exhausted,

Siicethere is no specific provision in this or any other bill we know
of to meet the needs of the unemployed, we urge the formulas ad-
vances in this bill in the areas ii, which the Federal Government is
already in partnership with us as an offset to the unemployment
problem we face alone.

Now, I wish to comment on four provisions of this bill in the area
of administrative improvements which, in the long run, may prove
to be more significant than the advances in financial participation.
These are:

1. The computation of grants for Federal reimbursement on the
average rather than on the individual case basis: This device will re-
suit in an enormous reduction of computation and paper work, partic-
ularly in the high-grant States, which is now necessary to establish
our claims for Federal funds.

Not only will the initial work of computing rolls at the local level,
and of scanning them at the State level,-be reduced but collateral rec-
ords and processes (such as handling recoveries, refunds, and various
adjustments) can also be simplified.

. The variable grant principle: As you know, the bill provides for
grants to the States on a variable formula ranging from 50 to 70
percent, based on each State's per capita income.

Coming as I do from a high-income State which would be, therefore,
ehible or the lowest percentage of Federal reimbursement, the first
and superficial reaction is to resist this device.

However, from the national point of view which is, of course, that
of the committee, we endorse this principle as an association.

It is to the interest of all of us that niedy persons, wherever found
in the Nation) be cared for adequately and equitably. This variable
grant device is the best anyone has yet come up with to help us ap-
proach this desirable goal.

8. Change in the method of payment for medical care: The 1956
amendments to the Social Security Act with respect to medical care
is of great significance in encouraging the States to give medical aid.

They have resulted, however, in administrative dicuties in their
methods of paying for medical care in some. of the States.

This bill allows the States toreturn to their earlier methods of pay-
merit, either by direct payments to vendors or by addin medical costs
to regular allowances to recipients in accordance with State and local
desires and practices.- -..

The eminmation of the separate formula for medical care will also
result in greater flexibility to the States in providing and accounting
-for the medical services we are expected to provide.

4. Removal Of the rurality provisions in child welfare services
funds: There was reason for concentrating On the care of rural chil-
dren when the granting of such funds began.

WOMAL SWUMT 357
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However, we have now progressed to the point where It Is safe to
my that we have some chila welfare services, private or public reach-
Ing every rural area in our Nation. In fact, In my State, and I dare-
say in many others, our rural counties are more effectively. organized
than are our urban centers,

The greatest need for child welfare services now exists in many of
our large urban centers by reason of sheer bulk of numbers and the
gaps in services between a multiplicity of agencies with a diversity of
interests. We, therefore believe the use of these funds should be
left to the Judgment .of the States, subject, of course, to approval by
the Children's Burep.

We are also greatly pleased to note the increased authorization for
child welfare services contained in this bill. In relation to the num-
bers of children cared for and their importance for the future of our
country, Federal partnership in this area has always been less thanadequate..All in tll, we think this Is an excellent bill and commend It to your

thoughtful consideration. It constitutes an enabling act to the insur-
ance people of the Federal department and the ublic welfare people
to giv' more nearly adequate service more efficiently to the needy of our
Nation.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read a letter from Gov-
e nor Harriman addressed to you as chairman.

D .~a SWAM BRnD: I am writing to urg your thoughtful consideration and
support for £, R. 18540 which will provide a much. needed increase in social
surly payments.

The measure recently pased the House of Representatives by the overwhelm-
lug vote of VT5 to 2 and is now before your committee.

As, you especially well know, the cost of living has continued to rise through-
out the period of the present recession. This has greatly increased the hard-
ships of the many thousands of persons who have been out of work as a result
of the rKston and the failure of the national administration to take any con-
certed efforts to overcome it.

Here in New York State, in June of this year, our State and local, welfare
forces cared for 40,000 more people on our home relief or general assistance
rolls than we did a year ago. We receive no Federal aid of any kind for this,
program which i concerned primarily with the victims of the receslon-caused
unemployment.

At the same time our general relief costs are rising owing to the unemploy-
ment situation, the costs of the State share of assistance to the agd, the dis-
abled, the blind, and dependent children has been increasing because of the rim-
heg cost of living.

White the Federal contribution has remained fixed, the State contribution has
had to be Increased in order to offst price increases.

For thes reasons the proposed increase in Federal contributions to our pub-
lie assistance programs are most neemay, quite apart from the central effect
of the measure which will be to increase by T percent the base social security
payments to old persons and survivors.

In addition the measure ,contains long needed adW-;istratve improvements
which will result In some simplication f ,what has ljfcome one of our mostcoplcted Federa-State programs.

The Thank you, ve much, Mr. Houston. Any ques-
tionst

Senator KM Yes, r hae some. Mr, Houston,, I want to thvkyo jo our ap irache *

E r oustON. Th1Or WIOOofle...
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Senator Kun. And may to you that I had to be in another committee
and had been asked to be advised when you got here and I was told
another was going to start it and then hearing you were bing heard,
I came down,

Your second paragraph on page 2 starts off with this sentence:
The cost of living has ucreased for those on assistame a w.u as for those

on Insurance payments.
Have you analyzed this bill to where you would be able to advise

the committee whether or not the increased benefits for those on old-
age and survivors insurance is comparable in amount to the increases
provided in this bill for those on distance or is here any material
difference and if so, how much I

Mr. HovsTox. Y can't say that I have analyzed It, Mr. Cohen, do
you have any figures on that, that would be helpful I

Mr. Coi . -Well, Senator, I don't know how to answer that just
in a sentence because the Congress increased the insurance benefits in
1950, and 1952, and 1954, but not in 1956 whereas they have increased
the assistance in 1948, but not In 1950, in 1952, but not in 1954, and
again in 1956.

So there have been sometimes when one was increased and sometimes
when the other-but the fact of the matter is that the average assist-
ance benefit in the United States, old age assistance we sTpmaiofnow,
is not higher than the average od age insurance bene& at the pres-ent time.

Senator Ki. So that from the standpoint then Mr. Houston, of
the necessity of the two, at least as good a case can he made for those
on the assistance rolls as for those on the old age and survivors in-
surance.

Mr. HousTo2. Definitely. I can give you some figures on our case
costs in New York State. I don't have the national7igures as to how
they have increased in old age assistance.
For instance, in January 1958, our average grant was $82.02, and

in June of 1958, it was $96.06.
Senator Kmrt. And that was based on necessities I
Mr. Hoysew. That is right.
Senator Kmda. In view, then, of the fact that in your opinion the

necessity i's as great for those on assistance as for those on the old age
and survivors insurance rolls, certainly the two groups insofar as being
entitled to the consideration of the Congress, have a similar worthiness

Mo. Houslox. Very definitely.
Senator Kmue. Under this bill, additional benefits are provided to

those now drawing old age and survivors insurance none of whom will
make a contribution to the money that will be collected and provided
and thus made available to them in increased payments. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HoUsTN. Apparently.
Senator K.-. In other words, those that are already retired are

making no contribution to the fund.
Mr. HotsTron. That is right.,
Senator KRm. The additional money available or to be made avail-

able to them will be procured from taxation on others than them.
Mr. HousmNo. Yes.
Senator mu. In the form of an additional tax on workers and em-

ployers.

$59



Mr. HoUMs , Ya..8/ Senator Kuxu. 'X0w, therefore, actually-lot me gt one more ques-
tion In. Money y f, those on the assistance rolls will be procured fron
tax revenue collected from all the people ?

Mr. Housro. That is right.
Senator Kimn. And the benefits will be made available to l of the

pej1 ie in the Nation qualifying under the eligibility rules ?
r. HoUsToic, Yes.*

Senator KXw. That is correct, is it not ?
Mr. HoustoN. Yes,
Senator Kim.n- So that in reality1 if Chore is a difference between the

two, it at least in part consists of this situation: Thoso--
Senator L 0o°Might I just interrupt " ggest the witness should

answer verbally rather than nod his head for te benefit of the record.
Mr. Hormirz. Yes, sir.
Senator K=. On the one hand, a limited'number of people, eligible

only by reason of the fact that they are now receiving benefits under
this program, would be receiving additional benefits by means of a tax
on a limited number of other people; that is correct ?

Mr. Houkrox. That is right.
Senator KR., While the assistance provisions of this bill are gen-

eral in application, both as to the source of the revenue to be made
available to them, and as to the beneficiaries being entirely general in
classification and no one will be excluded in the Ration who is eligible
under the specifications to participate in the program.

Mr. Horson. That is right.
Senator Kunp. Therefore, would it be reasonable to assume and to

say that from the standpoint of justification of the two sections of the
bill, the one with reference to the beneficiaries of the assistance funds
are certainly as entitled to it and their receiving it is as much justified
as is the case with reference to the other; is it not?.

Mr. HousmoN. That is our position;'yes sir.
Senator Kum. How much, can you tell us how much moneywise,

the additional benefits under this bill will amount to, to those on the
old-age and survivors insurance and the other social-security pro-

'Mr. Housro. i don't know the figures for the insurance program.
Do you have those, Mr. Cohen ? I 'do know that for the assistance
programs.

Senator Kim. Well the assistance program is roughly $288 million.
Mr. HousToN. $288 million.
Senator Kta. Per year ?
Mr. Houms. Yes.
Senator Kxn. Have you someone here who can tell us what the

benefits in the other part of the bill are?
Mr. Conm. The 7-percent increase in old-age and survivors in-

surnce would roughly be in the neighborhood of $700million per year.
So that the two together are roughly a billion dollars.
Senator KERR. But the amount of money going to the insured group,

then, is about 2 times as much as the amount of money going to the
distance groups.

Mr. HoUSTOn. Yes.
Senator KERR. Is it possible ider any considerations that you

can think of, to sustain a position that the less than $300 million go-
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ing to the one group would be inflationary, while the $700 rn-,4,ion
going to the other groupwould not be V

Mr Homsoro. I can't see that. I know the meager budgets these

pole we take care of live on; I can't see anything inflationary in

Sonator iaRn.. Well, if there is anything inflationary In the $300
million, would it be 2 times as much with reference to the $700
million V

Mr. ltous'oN, Actually-
Snator Koutn. Can you reach any other conclusion, Mr. Houston I
Mr. IlousroN, I cant.
Senator Krun. I can't, either. And I thank you very much.
The CHAIItMAN. Are there any further questionsI
Senator MArN. I have noine, thank you.
The C1A1,XMAt. Thank you, Mr. Houston.
The next witness is Mr. John .Miller.
Senator Lowq. Mr. Chairman, might I just ask the previous wit.

ness one question before he leaves the stand ?
The CHATuMAN. Yes.
Senator LoNe. I do know that this bill very much improves the

matching formula for low-income States and just wondered what
your view is on increasing the matching maximum up to $70 as com-
pared with the $66 that this bill would include.

Mr. HousToN. Well, answering that from the point of View of my
own State, I can give you what we spend. It is $98 a month on old.
age .assistatne--no; $96.66 a month-and when you increase the
maximum to $70, you are certainly still not approaching what the
State and localities pay. This is not being extravagant, in terms of
what the people need.

Senator LivoN. The only point that occurred to me about this bill
is that this is a very favorable bill for low-income States and States
that average low payments.

Mr. Hovsro. Yes.
Senator Loze. In fact, it is extremely favorable for them. I know,

for example, that for the State of California, which pays large
amounts of taxes, the average increase would only be $1.66 because
there would be so little additional Federal matching, the way. the
formula works out. It would cost about $40 million to increase the
maximum up to $70, and it occurred to me that that would do more
justice to the States that pay large amounts of revenue and get back
small amounts in Federal matching to help care for their welfare load.Those States, incidentally, get the 1alest percentage of Federal
funds compared to their State funds; is that not correct ?

Mr. HousToN. That is correct. In New York State, about a third
Of our money is Federal, as against some of the other States where a
great deal more is.

Senator LoNG. Now, compared to Mismissipp i, in that State they get
almost 80 percent Federal matching and this bill would make an even
more liberal matching on the part that goes beyond the first $80.

Mr. HousToN. However, from the national point of view, as I tried
0- make clear in my testimony, we are interested, in the public-welfare
fledl, in seeing that all the people who need it get equal care through-
out the country.

361,
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ISeator Iioo. I understand "that, even if your State would not be
a particular beneficiary, even though you pay a lot more taxes than
you get back in terms of Federal matching, you still think, fot the
overall national god, this shouldbe done#

Mr. Hor s o.That is ri ht.
Senator LoNa. You would favor increasing the maxinum, I would

take ik as high as $70 ?,
Mr. Housvro. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNe. Thanks very much.
Senator wu LIAMs. May Task what steps has New York taken to

increase their payments I
Mr. HovsTox. To increase their payments?
Senator WTULAMs. Yes,
Mr. HousTo. Well they are going up all the time, as I stated

before. The payment lor old-age assistance has increased the last 2
years from $82 to $96. Payment in aid to dependent children the
average grant has increased since January 1968 from $140 to $152,

The Ch1ARKM;. Thank you, Mr. Houston.
Mr. John H-. Miller. Take a seat, sir.

STATEMENT OF ;ON Ho MILLER, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
LIFE CONVENTION, THE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, AND THE LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Mzutm. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
John H. Miller, vice president and senior actuary of the Monarch Life.
Insurance Co., of Springfield, Mass.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear today and present the views
of the American Life Convention, the Health Insurance Association
of America, and the Life Insurance Association of America on the
proposed social-security amendments contained in H. R. 18549 the
bill before your committee. The American Life Convention and the
Life Insurance Association of America have a combined membership
of 275 companies, accounting for approximately 96 percent of the
legal-reserve life insurance in force in the United States. The
H-alth Insurance Association of America has a membership of 264
companies1 writing in excess of 80 percent of the voluntary health
insurance in force in the United States and Canada.

While my testimony will be confined to some major proposals con.
tained in H. R. 13549, you have before you a copy of the statement,
Sound Policy for Social Security, recently published by the American
Life Convention and the Life Insurance Association of America. It
is based on comprehensive study of the Nation's social-security struc-
ture by insurance-company executives.

Despite some good features, H. R. 13549 is a lengthy, complex bill
containing a number of provisions of questionable wisdom. It Is in
no sense emergency legislation. On the contrary, its major effects
would be felt mainly over the decades ahead. It would be far prefer-
able for social-seCuiity amendments to receive full consideration at
the next Congress than for hasty action to be taken now.

It may be observed that the social-security hearings recently con.
ducted by the House Ways and Means Committee related to over
500 bills pending before that committee. Witnesses had no way of

an,
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knowing what provisions might subsuently be incorporated in e
bill now before you, and, consequently, they could not focus their
testimony on such provisions. There was little, if any, testimony on
many parts of 1J. R. 18549 that should have careful study before
final action is taken.

In my time today I will comment only on the parts of the bill which.
ralse OASI. benefits which increase the limit on taxable earnings,
and which liberalize the disability provisions of the law.

Past liberalizations in the OASD I benefit structure were primarily
intended to maintain the purchasing power of the benefits in the fac
of cost-of-living increases. In 100, the liberalizations restored the
purchasing power which benefits had lost during the war and post-
war inflation. A further price increase over the next 2 years was
offset by the liberalizations in the 1952 amendments. In 1954, how-
ever, benefits were increased by some 15 percent more, although the
intervening increase in p rices was negligible. As pointed out by an
insurance witness at the time, an imbaance between benefits and living
costs was then created.

The inrease in living costs of some 7 percent since 1954 has, con.
sequently, tended to restore the historic relationship between the
OASDI benefit level and the level of consumer prices. A further
benefit increase at this time is unneeded, and would create a new
imbalance.

Moreover, we believe it is.poor policy to liberalize benefits when-
ever there is a small increase in the price level. Benefits would hardly
be reduced if a decline in prices should occur. Price changes, we be
lieve should be observed over fairly long periods, with benefit changes
avoiAed except as needed to follow the long-term trend.

Tle limit on annual earnings taken into account by OASDT, now
$4,2.0, serves as a major dividing line between the responsibility of
OASDI to furnish basic protection and the responsibility of voluntary
mechanisms--such as private pension plans, personal savings, and i-
surance coverages-to furnish the additional protection that groups
and individuals may choose to build for themselves. Where this di-
viding line comes is consequently an important matter that should be
carefully resolved on a basis of sound principle. Yet our studies bring
out that Congress has not in the past applied any clear cut or definite
principle in legislating on the OASDI earnings' limit.

As a result of our studies, we are convince that the guiding prin-
ciple should be one of maintaining the limit at a point not to exceed
the average earnings of regular, full-time workers. For higher-than-
average earnings to be taken into account by OASDI would simply
mean that extra, unneeded benefits would go to the minority of per-
sons who have had such above-average earnings. Theseare the very
people best able to build their own extra protection on a voluntary
basis.

Under the principle we urge, no increase in the $4,900 figure is war-
ranted at this timi--the earnings of regular full-time workers now
averaging about $4,100. It has been suggested that because full-time
male workers now earn an average of about $4,400, an increase in the
present figure would be justified However, the system appIes to
both male and female workers, and the earnings of both should be
taken into account in establishing the earnings limit. And even if
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males alone are considered, an Increase to as high aflgur as $4,800 Is
not justified.

it is true that if the earnings limit were increased, the extr taxes
collected would exceed the cost of the extra benefits paid with the ex-
cess available to finance other benefits of the system. in our judg.
ment, this is not a sound justification for an increase. The group
earning somewhat over $4,200, who would provide the extra funds,
already pay more than their proportionate share of social security
costs.
I When amendments adding cash disability benefits to the OASDI
system were considered by Congress h 9 56, insurance witnesses were
opposed to them. That opposition was based largely on insurance
company experience in un erwriting total and permanent disability
benefits. Costs of the present program, it was emphasized, will in all
likelihood come to exceed oripnal estinmates as the program matures
and is exposed to administrative and economic pressures.

There have been no developments since 1956 which would alter this
view. Consequently, we deem it, unwise to liberalize disability bone-
fits-at least until more knowledge of emerging costs is obtained. A
cushion in the disability trust find, which appears to exist as the
result of I year's experience, is not a sound basis on which to finance
liberalization.,

The bill's proposal to provide benefits for the dependents of dis-
ability beneficiaries would seem particularly inadvisable. In many
instances the family's benefits would be nearly as geat as the pre.
vious earnings of the individual when fully employed. Consequently
there would be little financial incentive for hun to overcome his handi-
cap and resume gainful activity-none, in many instances, if the offset
provisions are eliminated its the bill proposes. Yet, adeq uate i nontives
are recognized as being of vital importance to successful rehabilitation
programs.

I would like to emphasize here that under the schedule the maximum
family benefits over quite a range are about 80 perceiat of wages,
which is a higher ratio Of insurance than insurance companies have
found feasible to offer. We feel that this high ratio is a very, disturb-
ing feature of the proposal. I

In the final analvis, we are forced to conclude that the bill under
consideration. would liberalize the system when a need for such liberal-
ization has not been adequately demonstrated. To the extent that dis-ability benefits would be expanded without sufficient experience in this
area or an increase in the disability tax, the bill would jeopardize the
financial stability of this portion of the system. While we commend
the Policy of providing tax increases sufficient to defray the costs of
increased OASDI benefits, the full impact of taxation necessary to
sunnort the system has not yet been felt.

Thus, in the long run it would seem desirable to keep taxes at a
minimum so as not to overbilrden the economy.' This cannot be done
if benefits are increased at frequent intervals without regard to the
sound principle that social security should furnish only a basic floor
of protection.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
Are there any questions" -

Senator Aw-iisoN. let me ask you this: You, give us a booklet
here, entitled "Sound Policy for Social Security," and the name of the
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oommitteo that has worked on it. To what' degree are these pi-
nouncements by the life insurance industry reviewed by the boarA of
directors of these companies for whom they presume to speak?

Mr. Murn. They are thoroughly reviewed sir,'by the boards.
This as I'mentindspead for the American Life Convention and
the tife Insurance Ass&iation of America. I believe it is not in con-
flict with the views of the Health Insurance Association. It was pro.
pared by a joint committee of the two life insurance organizations of
which I am currently chairman and was referred to the ALC execu-
tive committee' and the LIAA board after thorough study by this
committee. Each reviewed and approved the statements.

Senator ADi sOr. Well, now, you .have got the Mutual Life of
New York here, the first ohe azd Equitable Life liter on down as
policyholder, what chances 4o I have to express myself through the
colnpa t or any otheOrpolicyidlder t

r. LLzn. Well, zfyou or any policyholder were to'write to your
company, expressing yourselvesi I am sure they would be communi'
cated to the social security committee of the trade associations.'

Senator AND nosox. The life insurance companies are always seem-'
ingly opposed to these increases iii social security, and yet-rhas life
insurance grown very rapidly while the social security statutes have
been on the books?

Mr. MILLER. It is true that life insurance has had a eat growth
and to some degree that has been stimulated, most leope believe, by
social security which has provided a floor on which to build.However, a great deal of the growth has been merely catching up
with the changing value of the dollar,, and the growing population.
The figures produced by the Institute of Life Insurance will show
that the ratio of insurance to earned income, personal income, dropped
from 'around 1929 or, 1980 or 1982, which I guess was the high point ,
dropped until only a few years ago. It is only within the past couple
of year's that the ratio of life insurance to personal income has been
restored to its balance--to the level 0f the early thirties.

Senator AiDono . Are you an actuary ?
Mr. MILLsi. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSoN. Would you regard i932 as a fair sample ? You

know that income was at its lowest point and, therefore, the amount
Of insurance compared to income would have been at the most favor-
able period ;would it not II Mr. MILLR., Yes. Well, I have mentioned 1982 as being the high
point, but if you take, as x remember the figures-unfortunately I
don't have them right here, but if you take a range of years, fiom
approximately 19f2 intoJthe early Thirties, it is-my recollection of
these figures that that ratio was higher than we have subsequently
seen.

My own app 'isal is that social security has worked in two wAYs.
Tomany individuals it has provided a base on which they were en-
couraged to add more.

To The others, it has provided additional insurance which has made
them feel they didn't need to bUy any more. Perhaps the two mor
or les offset each other.

Swrnior AkDFFSOx. I think it is jint the reverse, in effect. Ever
time soinethinai is taken out of a paycheck and a mftn is reminded hi



is taking care of his future, he is a much noro willing customer of
a lif0.n1turace company which stys "You have tf0ot is program
started, we will help you round it out " and I thin the sale J life
insurance would tend to coiklrin it. I think you are working hard

Mahisit th thing that has helped you most, That is my view,
"e. At, t it \We are not opposed to social security basically, in fact

the litf-insurane industay liu support it 1a4-----
Senator Ax 11soi. Did it support it in INI
Mr. r MtIWA. We have in the leanings before the House Ways and

Means Conmmitteo, if I may refer you to a statement on page. 0
doctntintit the position of life insurance f ro11 19J, particularly
11104 and 101i) when the prograin was created. The record shows that
the Isurance Industry d-d not oppose' and many individuals from the
insurance industry cooperated with botigre* and with the original
advisory comnlittee in ornulating the pgra111.

Senator ANros'. You didn't a any of the statements made
about that time about how comnmnistic it was ?

M. Mitatm. There were many diverse opinions expressed by indi.
viduals but I would like to call your attention to one statement in
this record I referred to In which it is recorded that the insurance
companies declined to join1 with a group that wanted to question the
constitutionality. There was never any insurance approach that
opposed social security in its formative years.

Of course, there are as many insurance individuals with varied
views as there are in any other walks of life ,

Senator A unsRoN. I am very happy that life insurance has grown,
and very happy that it continues to grow.

I have just never been able to understand the American Life Con-
vention and the Life Insurance Association of America in taking a
dim view each time of these increases in social security, when during
the sanoeriod their business has grown more than it's ever grown
and probably due to the fact that every time there is a payment taken
out for oial security, there is a silent salesman helping them on with
their job, in my opinion.

Senator Loe. May I just ask a question, Mr. Chairman
Tite CUnAIRMx . Senator Long.
Senator Lom. Can you tell me of anybody who has a more com-

plete record in this Congress of cotning before us to demand everything
fr himself and nothing for the other fellow I Your peo le came here
wanting $125 million tax relief for your companies and I voted for
you people on that, and then when we come along and try to do some-
thig pir. e who have found the cost of living going up 7 percent,
y44 say, lh, no, ]ust a 7-percent increase in cost o living should not
nmke any difference."

Let me tell you a person trying to live on a little $30 a month check
or a $100 a month check finds $3 or $7 a lot of difference.

We have a little bill to try to let some veterans take out their service
life insurance and you .lope are fighting that. I don't know any-
body benefiting from this Congres more than your companies and
vet every time there is some legislation for some needy or old person,
you are opposed to it.Do you know of anybody who has a more consistent record of
Wting everything for yourself and being against every other person ?
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Mrs Mititaft, Senator Long, with respect to our position on the
increnes here, I believe you wIll note that our testimony has mainly to

do with the maximum. Our feeling ts that the people Above averan
have the means and should have the incentive to supplement this bits 0
floor of protection,

What Is done at the lower side would not be contrary to our policy,
and I don't recall that we have ever opposed Increases at the lower
settle.

Senator tosoe, You would be. prepared to admit, would you not, that
there Is nothing in this bill that would compare In any respect to what,
in benefits, we do for your companIeso In other words, no individual
under this social security bill Is going tp benefit anything like the
extent to which your companies benefited by the bill we passed to help
thorn with their tax problems nt the beglnnfng of this yenrl

Mr. Mwgj,r,. 'rhat was a temporary bill pending further study,
and the mtttr Is under intensive study now both by the treasuryy
I)epartnent and your committee, I believe, and the Insurance Indus.
trv,

Senator logvo. Well, here is my point now: When you people come
In here and say you are in trouble, isit here and vote for you to help
you with yoor problems, and I got critialzAm] in Drew Pear"N's column
and chastised tall sorts of ways for voting for retroactive tax benefits.
You are the only people wh' lave had retroactive tax relief in a long
time so far nm f recall. Why can't you be content to help somebody
else for a elihngo rather than coming in and testifying against them?

Mr. Mimt .,: Well our concern, 4s.I montioned before, is primarily
with the maximum benefits, the rasing of the wage base, which ap.
plies mostly to the maximum end of the scale, ,

For example, under this proposed legislation, while the man at the
lower end of the scale gets $3 a month, the increase at the upper end of
the seale is as much as $f54 a month.

We would like to see the range narrowed t little bit so that we
preserve this concept of a floor of protection, giving what is needed
to those at the lower scale of the income bracket, leaving more room
for individual incentive and initiative. With respect to the company
taxation as I mentioned, several committees of the industry are work-
ig on that, and have been working with the Treasury Department.
The American Life Convention, and the Life Insurance Aisociation
of America recently addressed a letter to Senator Byrd, and to Con-
gressman Mills, explaining the efforts that are being made to work
out a proper and equitable tax for life insurance.

Senator Ar;zmFoi. Did you recommend that the Mills bill be made
permanent ?

Mr. MiLPR,. I couldn't speak on that. I haven't been as close tO the
tax work as I have to the social security.

Senator ANDERSON. You didn't read the letter, then I
Mr. MTrTrn. I believe I have it here, sir.
Senator A1WzRso. I mean you didn't read it, you don't know

what was in it?
The CAxTAwN. I received a letter this morning and I haven't had a

chance to study it. It is 8 or 4 pages.
Mr. Mxrux. The letter I refer to is dated August 6,1958.
Senator ANDraso1. Did it recommend the Mills bill be made perm&-

nent with one slight adjustment I

WMot um -111
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Mr. Kww. The letteretates in part:
Under these circumstances, we hope every effort will be made to enact pat-

wanent leislation prior to March 15 1909M and thus prevent the unjust tax
burden that would result fro;t1,q 1942 law-
and the letter explains the activities of these various committees.

The CUAX1RXA. Are there any further questions V
Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Albert C. Adams,Wationalsoiation of Life Undarwriters.
Mr, 1)tnAWAY. Mr. Adams Who istlie president of my association,

was our scheduled witness, lie was scheduled to appear yesterday.
lHe was here, but unfortunately, due to a prior business commitment

he could not remain, so he has asked me to extend his apologies and
to express his hope you will understand his absence.

The CKAIRMAN. Give your name, please.,
Mr. DyNAWAY. Yes, sir.
The CiAxmm a&1. Senator Long will act as chairman during the

chairman's absence.
Senator Lose. Proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF OAELYLE M. DUNAWAY, GENERAL COUNSEIl THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIE UNDERWIITERS

Mr. DUNAWAY, My name is Carlyle M. Dunaway and I am the
general counsel of the National Association of Life Underwriters.

For your information, our organization is a trade association repre-
senting a membership of over 78,000 of the leading life-insurance
agents m America.

My purpose in appearing here today is to express our association's
opposition to those provisions of H. R, 13549 which would further
liberalize the Federal old-age and survivors insurance progam.

Our witness, Mr. Adams, had a prp*ired statement. With your
permission, I would like ,to&have tlhat:itatement made a part of the
record and to spend the 10 mimites lloted to me in giving you a
brief summary of its contents.

Senator Logo. That will be done.
Mr. DuNAwAy. There are six principal reasons why we are Qpposed

to any further liberalization of the OASI program at this time:
First, at the present time, our country continues to be faced with

two grave economic problems: The first is the threat of further in-
flation; the other is the current recession.

In our opinion, the enactment of H. R. 13549 would have a strong
tendency to aggravate both of these problems and to delay their
solution.

Senator LoNG. Let me ask you this question: Didn't that bill we
passed for the-benefit of-th i'nsurnwie companies have that same offtctI
If it is inflationary to spend some money to give some benefits to the
needy gd and those who are retired on these small pensions, wouldn't
it be simiilarly inflation to tend to create a deficit by passing a bill to
give your companies $128 million of tax reductions I , : .I

Mr. Du A . Excuse me, sir. In the first place, I represent the
life-insurance agents. We have not been familiar with or. directly.
concerned with the company life insurance companies income-tax
problem, soI am not qualified to speak on it. *
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However, I do think I ought to call your attention to this. You
were speaking to Mr. Miller a while ago as if some giant corporations
were getting a tax windfall out of the relief that you gave thom earlier
thisyear.

It occurs to me, sir-
Senator AxnDsow. Weren't they ? One company got $20 million.

Weren't they I
Mr. DuAwAY. It just occurred to me, sir, and I would rather have

the company speak on this, that these companies, as such, are largely
made up of policyholders.

The taxes that you put on the companies are largely reflected as a
tax on the savings of these policyholders.

Senator Lowe, How much are their reserves?
Mr. DUNAWAY. How much are the company reserves?
Senator Lowo. Yes,
Mr. DUNAWAY. I would say-
Senator Lowo. How much are the reserves today, gross I
Mr. DUNAWAY. Subject to correction, by my company friends in the

back of the room, I would say they were something in excess of a hun-
dred billion dollars.

Senator Lowo. That is a hundred billion they haven't paid out yet,
isn't it?

Mr. DUNAWAy. That is right. I might add it is a good thing they
have a hundred billion so they can back up their claims.

Senator Lowe. You are familiar with the fact, though, that the rate
upon which you people sell this insurance is a conservative table that
was made up a long time ago. People are now living a lot longer, so
it is a much better gamble for the insurance companies than it was at
the time the tables were made up. You are familiar with that, are
you not ?

Mr. DUNAWAY. Yes; as a matter of fact, there is currently being
studied a revision of the mortality tables to reflect the more favorable
experience in recent years.

Senator AiDimsox. The only one point I made was that I recog-
nized that with regard to mutual companies you might be able to say
that it was reflected in dividends to policyholders

But does that apply to a single stock company ? Are you familiar
at all with the increase in the prices of stock of life-insurance
co rpanies I

Mr. DUNAWAY. Senator, if I may beg off in answering that I would
like to.

Senator ADiasozR . Don't get into it, if you don't want to go all the
way.

Mr. DUNAwA&. I was asked the question.
Senator AzNmzsow. This is a sore spot with lots of us; Senator

Lona was on one side and I was almost alone on the other.
*.DuN. */AY. I would suggest, sir, if you want to get an authori-

tative ansv, we have people in the back of the room familiar with
the income-t problem, and for your own benefit you should direct
it-to them..

Senator ANsiwow. You said a few millions here would be infla-
tionary. Was it not iflationary to add $125 million there? Now the
testimony was that this would increase the deficit. There was testi-



money, that I heard ' r. Flemmitng gIve ,that it-is going to increase
our deficit at a time when they 're onl, $!0 billion to $12 billion
In the'red.

That was not the argument they made against the retroactive thx
reduction of the life insurance. That put us $125 million in the red.

It was not" a bit tiiflationary to do that.' it was sound, solid eco-
nomics. [Laughter.]

Senator B!3rin'r. Mr. Chairman, l would like: to suggest that we
tre studying social security.

Senator AiDimsoNr. He started it. [Laughter.]
Senator Buizrr. Well," regardless of wio started it, I suggest we

declare a truce and go back to social security.
Mr. DuNAWAT. Could I just say this, sir: I think the companies and

the Congress have enough of a problem in that particular field without
my contributing to the difficulty of solving it. [Laughter.]

Senator Amrnxsoz;. Very well; but don't say that is inflationary,
then. You talk about it-

Mr. DuINAWAi. Well, sir, i haven't gotten to the point where I said
it was inflationary yet. You are anticipating me. jLaughter.J

Senator ANz;Daso-. I know what the-line is. You are selling the
same line.

Mr. DUNAWAY. I don't want to disappoint you, sir, so I will con-
tinue. [Laughter.] i

Senator Asansoxr. You don't have to read it in advance. You
know what is coming and so do I.

Mr. DuNAWAY. As you know H. R. 13549 would require significant
social security tax increases eA'etive January 1, 19591

These increases would have their greatest impact on people earning
above $4,200 per year. For example, in the case of an employee earn-
ing $4.800 or more, in 1959, the combined employer-employee tax
would be $240 as against the $109 that would be called for under pres-
ent taw.

In the case of a self-employed individual in'the same income bracket,
the new tax would be $180 as against the present $141.5.

Since the employer's share of social-security taxes is to them simply
another-cost of oing business, any increase in these taxes would,
where possible, be added to the prices that consumers of their goods
and serviceS must pay.

Self-employed individuals would follow the same pattern in deal-
ing with their consumers.

This, in turn, would undoubtedly lead to successful demands for
higher wages by many of these consumers.

The result would be new inflationary pressures adversely affect-
ing not only your working population generally, iut present OASI
beneficiaries as well.

At the same time, the proposed increase in social-security taxes
would add to the total tax-burden of the working population to pro-
vide increased OASI benefits from 'which they would derive no im-
mediate return.

Thus,.tothe extent thatgainfully employed taxpayers;.were Unble
to obtain offsetting increases in *va or other income; the p.rbable
effect of an iiese in socal s~eurtytaxesWouldbetoCurtaltli~ '
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purchasing power still further and consequently to impede recovery
from t e current economic recession,

At this pint, perhaps I should say that in spite of the factors that
3 have, 1ust men ione a social security tax increase might be usti-'
fiable if it were derive4 solely from an increase in the tax rates them-
selves and if it were not accompanied by an increase in benefits. It
would at least have the salutary effect of strenghening the OASI
program financiatly by eliminating or materially lessening the ac-
tuarial deficiency that the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and the House Ways and Means Committee, have found to
exist in the program.

However, we must strenuously object to achieving a tax increase
by raising the taxable wage base from $4,20 to $4,800 as proposed
ii H, R, 18549,

We believe that this procedure is particularly undesirable for at
least two reasons:

First, any further increase in the wage base would strike you as
being principally a rather devious move toward the socialistic goal of
income redistribution.

Second, it would result in the payment of somewhat higher bens.
fits to the very .people who are best able to take care of themselves,
namely, those with above average earnings.

This latter result would tend to destroy the essential floor of pro.
tection design of the OASI program , .; • I, _It is conservatively estimated that the OASI program a to date
incurred an unfunded accrued liability in excess of $ billion, This
accrued liability will have ,to, be met largely by the social security
taxpayers of the future,
. Any further liberalization of the program now would necessarily
increase this enormous commitment and, of course, the already heavy
social security tax burden on which tomorrow's taxpayers have been
committed under existing law.

Therefoye, any.further liberalization of the program today would,
in our opinion, be an act of economic injustice to these taxpayers and
possible serious threat to the program's o ran e solvency, kep

Third past OASI. benefit increases gave i a I cases at least kept
pace with. and in many cases have substantially outstripped increases
in the cost of living.

For example, while the cost of living increased only 105 percent
between the year 1940, the year in whch: OASI benefits were first
paid, and 191, maximum benefits for single retired workers and for
retired workers and their wives increased 168 percent.

Maximum family benefits during this period increased 185 percent.
A cordingly, the argument that further benefit increases are now

justified byt e increased cost ofliving is invalid.
Fourth, data gathered by our association from various parts of the

country relating to-the minimum income needs of elderly retired
people furnish strong evidence that such, people can make out very
well on present maximum OASIbenefits.

Senator Axmso. Could you tell me what page: you are :reading
from#

Mr. DrxiwNAT. Sir, I am giving a-summaryi it Would have taken
me more than the 10 minutes to follow that complete statent g
your pardon.
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Senator AwmsoN. That is all right.
Mr. DUZAWAY. It is true many of these people, particularly if 4key

chose to live in high cost areas after retirement might find it neces.
sar. or at leat desirable to supplement their benefits through the
medium of parttime employment or private pension insurance or
savings program or both,.

However, this is exactly what they are supposed to do inasmuch as
the OASI program is inteded to furnish only a basic floor of eco-
nomi protection.

While we think it can be demonstrated that maximum OASI bene-
fits are already quite adequate, it may be argued that the average
benefit falls short of purchasing the desired basic floor protection.

However, the answer to this argument is that the closer the pro-
pram approaches maturity, the closer the average benefit will approx-!mate tgo maximum benefit. ,

For example, the average benefit for men who came on the OASI
rolls prior to the 1954 amendments, is now approximately $66 per
month while for those who came on the rolls in the last 6 months of
1957, the average benefit is about $78 a month.

Thus, the problem posed by those who draw the average benefit
and who have insufficient private resources is a relatively short-range
problem, which, as I have already indicated, will tend to disappear
as the program matures and stabilizes.

Therefore, if these people must be helped in the meantime this help
should come through some form of public assistance.

For Congress to raise the average OASI benefit at this time by in-
creasing all benefits across the board, would simply mean that those
drawing maximum benefits would wind up receiving more than they
need.

Fifth, in adopting the 1956 Social Security Amendment, Congress
created an Advisory Council on Social Security Financing to study,
among other things2 the long-range commitments of the OASI pro-
gram and their relationship to the cost and financing of the program.

This Advisory Council is now in the process of doing the job as-
signed to it and will have to report to Congress not later than Janu-
ary 1,1959.

Since Congress itself created the Advisory Council to do the very
job it is now doing, it would seem to us to be completely premature
for Congress to do anything now by way of liberalizing the program
without first getting the Advisory Council's report.

Sixth and finally, in each of the past 4 election years, 1950, 1952,
1954, and 1956, Congress has materially liberalized the OASI program.

In 1950, 1552, and 1954, these liberalizations included substantial
increases m* the level of benefits, the aggregate increase for the 3
years in question being on the average somewhat over 105 percent
and much more than that the maximum benefit level.

While it is true that the level of benefits was not increased in 1956,
Congress then added a new program of total and permanent disability
benefits for covered workers at age 50, lowered the retirement age for
women from 65 to 62, liberalized eligibility requirements in certain
respects, and so forth.

Because of this pattern of election year liberalization, more and
more people are coming to look upon the OASI program as being a,
political football.
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We feel unless Conge ~l.derdh and puts a atop to this
trend, it could well result in 40 losingg o confidence in tie sound-
ness of the program and evantuU'&], perhaps, even the ruination of the
program.

Senator LoxG. You have expressed a cynical philosophy of govern-
inent that I l6ve heard expressed here before, and I even hear some
Senators and Congressmen express it.

Guess it represents a so-called conservative point of view that if
an eleted official has to go before the public to seek their approval
then his actions are not likely to be in the public interest. That is a
philosophy you express here today about Congress voting in an even-
numbered year to liberalize social security benefits or to expand that
program,Mr. DUNAwA Well, Senator, I didn't mean to sound personally

cynical here, but I can't help observe that more and more newspapers,
for example, ai editorializing along that line.

Senator LoNe. Well, you are saying here, if I understand it, that a
bill that would benefit 14 million a ei people, although it would not
benefit your particular companies if passed in an even-numbered year,
that in itself tends to prove that it is not in the public interest.

Mr. DvvAWAY. Sir, I am not saying necessarily it is not in the pub-
lie interest, although, it seems to me that in evaluating what best
serves the public interest----

Senator LoNe. Don't you think .the public is fairly well competent
to decide I If I understand it correctly, the burden of your argument
is that the public is not very well able to decide what is in the public
interest.

Mr. DUNAWAY. Well, I didn't quite finish. As I was saying, it
seems to me in order to properly evaluate what best serves the public
interest, you have to consider not only the roughly 12 million people
who are on the OASI benefit rolls, but the 65 milLion people who are
now working and paying taxes to support those 12 million people.

Senator IONo. Wh9o will ultimately be on the rolls, themselves, if
they live.

Mr. DUNAWAT. And in addition, and most important, it seems to
me, I think we ought to give some attention to what is going to happen
to those taxpayers who come on, who start working next year and 10
yeqrs from now and 20 years from, now. They will be the people
who will pay the real load,. the real tab for what we are doing today;

Senator LoNe. That is the great majority of people and I take it
that you don't feel that, based on your statement, that they are com-
petent to decide whether Congress has voted in their best interest?Mr. DuNAWAY. Well, may I say this, perhaps you will think me
cynical, sir, but it seems to me it is easy enough for 12 million people,
who are receiving benefits today, to encourage Congress to give them
more benefits, when they are not going to have to pay for those
benefits.

It is easy enough for me to sit back and say, "Give me a gift that is
going to be paid for by somebody else." And that is exactly what you
do every time you liberalize the OASI program.
• Senator Loiro. Of course, the 65 million people who pay into this

know about it too, don't they.?
Mr. DuAwAAY. I am afraid not too many. In fact, I will say this:

It is my guess that not over a very small fricton of 1 percent of those

k $73.
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05 million people have thle slightest Idea of what social security is 0ll
about--how It ii financed wiat the ultimate cost Is going to be on
their children andgrandohildren--how much or how little theyfpad
for their benefits, or any of the other very important features of the
program.,Senator Lowo. I have had some experience in running for office at a
time when thepublic had paid the cost before they had soen the benefit.

I ran for office at % time when the taxes in my State had been In.
creased by 50 percent in a single session of the legisltture to pay the
expense of a program that, in the main, was to provide for the aged
in the State and that was before the people got their benefits.

I managed to be elected in spite of that. Ibhad supported that pro-
gram very actively, and my impression would be that the public, rank
and file, Is willing to pay for the support of the aed and needy.
Oddly enough, here you are suggesting that the people wh.o pay for
these things atre not being benefI~ted, that it is against their best in-
terest. Also you say this l in an election year and you should not pass
it in ai election year. I don't understand your logio or your attitude
that the public does not know what is good for the public.

Mr. DuAwAF. Well, I get back to my point that I think-I may
be wrong, but I think personally, that a lot of the pressure for these in-
creased benefits is coming from the people who are already on the
beneficiary rolls and I getback to this: They are the very people who
already pay absolutely nothing for these increases, and so It "i quite
easy for them to say, "'Well, let's have an increased benefit this year
because somebody el;e is going to pay for it."

Incidentally, sir, yesterday, I believe, Mr. Marshall was on the
stand up here, and ie was referring to the great disparity between
the amount of tses which, covered employees have paid into the pro-
gram and the amount they stand to receive in benefits. le referred
to a friend, a life insurance company president, who had retired ap-
parently, and with his wife is now drawing benefits. I understood
Mr. Marshall to say that this man and his wife, within a period of
less than 3 years, would get back in benefits more than he had paid
in taxes.

Well, as a matter of fact, Mr. Marshall was quite, I don't know
whether to say liberal or conservative, in his statement. Because do-
ing some rough arithmetic, I find that this man and his wife, assum-
ing that the man has paid taxes on the maximum wage bases ever
since he was covered under social security, would through the year
1957 have paid only $931.50. Even if you take in his employer's con-
tribution that would be another $981.80. So from the beginning of
the program, and I assume he was covered from the beginning, through
the year 1957. the most that he and his employer paid in taxes would
havebeen $1,863.

Now, if he and his wife are drawing maximum benefits, in 1 year's
tie, they will draw $1,953.60.

So in less than 6 months, this man will recover all of his contribu-
tions to the program and in less than a year, he will recover both his
and his employer's contributions.

I would inst like to have that on the record to show that there is
th1is gmrat disparity between what people pay in as of now, as against
what they draw out, and that is a very important feature, sir, that
very few people understand.,
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I was talking the other day to a man whom I consider to be highly

intelligmt. e was a highl placed executive of a telephone company,
and the question was askedhim, I forget how it came up, the quos-
tion was auked him whether or not he had paid for his social security
benefit. lie id; "Why Oertaldy.".

Well, I showed these figures to him, I told him that through the
year 196 he couldn't have possibly paid over $837, I pointed out
what his benefits would be if he lived out his life expootancy and he
was absolutely amazed.

This was a supposedly intelligent informed man who didn't know
what the more was, and I get 1ak to saying I don't believe over a
small fraction of I percent of the people either drawing benefits now,
or those who are working and paying taxes, know what it is all about.

Senator Joiio. Don't know what a good thing it is for them, you
mean ?

Mr. DUNAWAY. Oh, no; that is right; yes. [LAughter.]
They don't realize they are getting a tremendous bargain.
Senator /NaO. Any further questions?
Senator ANDRsoN. May 1 ask this, I note here your observation

that in each of the past four election years, 1950, 1952, 1954, and 1956
these benoflits have been liberalized and it is becoming more and more
ofa political football.

In 1950, there was House Joint Resolution 371, relating to insur-
ance taxation taxation of insurance companies and that passed both
the House and Senate in that election year.

Then in 1052, H. I. 7876, extending that six and a half formula
was passed in that electionyear.

Then, in 1954, I was shocked to find that a conference was held
between the life insurance representatives and the members of the
new House subcommittee and finally on June 18, the Senate Finance
Committee reported this H. R. 8300 they had worked out. It was
finally passed in an election year.

That worried me but I sot to 1956 and in February and March,
the Senate Finance Comiittee approved H. R. 7201 with certain
amendments relating to this insurance taxation.

Now here we are again in 1958, and in this election year we passed
this retroactive tax reduction for the insurance companies saving
them this $124 million.

Don't you think it is sinister the way these things come up in an
election year I [Laughter.]

Mr. DMNAWAY. Senator, may T say once again, that my poor col-
leagues in the life-insurance company ranks are already be*s with
exmugh problems in trying to get this money issue resolwvd to the
stisfdction of both the Government and the insurancP businefI& I
certainly don't want to be the one to create any further difliculties,

Senator AsDwasov. Don't try to fool us with this stuff. We are not
chi Idren + + this t mittee either.

Mr. IVNAWAY. No, sir, as I tried to explain to Senator Limg. I am
merely ioberving fte)m what I read in the newspapers that niore and
more editorials are being devoted to fhat very idea.

Even the w ihington Post the other day-I was surpried --<*.a
out and questioned the wisdom of Congren doing anything this year
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until fley got the report of the Advisory Council; and for the Wash.
ington Post this is pretty serious. [Laughter.]

Senator lFtAn Heresy,
Senator 1iANo. Let me just say this, sir, I haven't wei a single wit.

ness here who appeared as one of these aged and needy people in our
land,

I can recall when I first came here how discouraged I was as one
who expected to vote to raise the mininure wage to $0.75 an Ior.
Every time the chamber of commerce w,.dik meet In a large city in
my,' State, tie next drytnmy desk would iftiva tt least 150 wires, from
businessmn of consequence, urging le to vote against raising the
11nilmuin Wage.

I let them sit, on miy desk until I had more than a thousand wires
fromlI influential people urging me to vote against increasing the
minimum wage before I finally got the flist little handwritten note
in pencil from somelody saying, "Won't you please vote to increase
that Iinimu wage I"

!ITose people didn't even know there was such t 1ll before Con-
gress. I am pleased to hsten to you and the rest of those who speak
for corporation executives, Itowever, there are a lot of other people
involved here aid they don't have many spokesmen, but they are
very much interested and very 111u01 conl1Ceed because they need
some additional protection that your companies atre not providIng for
then.

Mr. DUNAWAY. Excuse me, I want the record to clearly show this,
I mn not here speaking for any corporation executives; if I speak for
anyone and I hope I do, I speak for 73,000 life-insurance agents.

senator Loxo. And against 14 million aged I
Mr. DUNAWAY. No, I wouldn't say I was speaking against 14

million aged. .
Senator LoNe. Well that is your opinion, and I have mine.
Senator ANDrmIsox. i only want to point out to you that regardless

of what the newspapers may say about this, we do have a Constitu-
tion under whih ,e Congress operates.

Senator Carlson and I were members of the Ways and Means
Committee in the House, and we.are happy to be on the Finance Corn-
mittee.

Tax revenue bills have to originate in the House of Representatives,
because the House was supposedly representing the people, and the
Senate was supposedly to be ambassadors from the States.

So the power had to reside in the people to start these things. A
new Congress convenes in the odd-numbered years, and that Congress
starts out to consider tax legislation. By the time it gets over
here it is in the even-numbered year. We pass it not in regard to
whether it is an election year, but because it gets here at that time
from the House of Representatives. I just hope that the life-
insurance underwriters who see a lot of people and who are fine people
and I wish them very well, don't always attribute a political motive
to what happens in this Congress in the election years, because we
allow the manna that falls from heaven to land on the just and the
unjust.

We give these poor workers a few dollars, but we also sprinkle a
few dollars in the coffers of the life-insurance companies, by retroac-
tivity.

$76
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So it all ends up pretty even.
Senator Loto. Thankyou.
(The statement in full of Mr. Albert C. Adams, is as follows:)

STATKMSZNT oir ALBXT (V. ADAMS, THEI NATIOSIM4 AsIATION OV LIS
UnwawTturs, C0wesmmo It. a. 18149

I am Albert 0. Adams, of Philaderphia, Pa., and I am appearing before your
committee as president of the National Association of Life Underwriters, For
your Information our organization Is a trade association representing a mem-
bership of over 7,000 of the letulun lito-insurance agents In America.

My purjlose.I appears l,hie, t to expes, oar association's oppositon
to those provisions of Ii. , 13549 which would further liberalize the Federal
old age ind survivors insurance lrogran. Much of my statement Is substantially
the same as the statement presented several weeks ago to the House Committee
on Ways and Meauzs by U. Igdwin Wood, the chairman of our association's coin-
mittee on social security. This is necessarily so because I feel that the arguments
advanced by Mr. Wood are as valid today as they were when ie originally pre-
sented then to the Ways and Means Conmittee,

In objecting to 11 It 18541), 1 should like to make It abundantly clear that we
are not opposed to the OA$l8 program as such. To the contrary, we have long
regrdmd It as being a socially desirable means of providing our country's workers
and their delmdents with a basic floor of protection against want. Indeed, It has
often been said with much truth that life-insurance agents have done more than
any other mingle group to familiarize the people of this country with the OASI
progluilll,

Thus, I repeat, we are not opposed to OANl4 so long as it Is not allowpo, to
deviate from its original "floor of protection" concept. However, we are very
Jiuh opposed to unreasonable and excessive !'orallzations of the program. We
tare opposed to such liberalizations because we are convinced that they would
ultimately seriously weaken, If not destroy, not only the program Itself but the
entire national economy as well. We are also opposed to excessive liberaliza-
tions because we believe that too much OA8I would eventually render the people
of this country either unwilling or financially unable-or both-to practice the
"do-it-yourself" brand of thrift. This "do-it-yourself" philosophy has tradition-
ildly played a vital role In the development of our national economy and In making
the American way of life the envy of the world.

Now some of you gentlemen undoubtedly feel that the provisions of IL R.
13549 are quite modest. You may therefore wonder why we look upon the bill
as providing "unreasonable and excessive liberalizations" of the OASI program.
Sulflce It to say at this point that It Is our belief that te real effect of this
particular bill ctmnnot and should not be evaluated except in relation to prior
lIberalizations of the program, and especially those enacted in 1950, 1952, 1954,
and 1050. ,

Having given you a broad sketch of our attitude toward the OASI program
and our general reasons for opposing its overexpansion, I shall now give you
our specific reasons for opposing any further liberalization of the program.
Briefly stated, these reasons are that any liberalization would, be economically
unsound andi unnecessary. Even viewed in the most favorable light, they would
at least be premature.

1. FUIITHEIR OASI LJBNRALIZATION ECONOMICALLY UNHOUND

At the present time, our country continues to be faced with two grave economic
problems. The first Is the threat of further Inflation. The other is the current
recession. In our opinion, the enactment of 1i. It. 13549 would have a strong
tendency to aggravate both of these problems and to delay their solution.

As you know, H. R. 18549 would require significant social security tax in-
creases, effective January 1, 1959. These increases would have their greatest im-
pact on people earning above $4,200 per year. For example, In the case of an em-
ployee earning $4,800 or more In 1959, the combined employer-employee tax would
be $240, as against the $189 that would be called for under present law. In the
case of a self-employed individual in the same income bracket, the new tax
would be $180 as against the present $141.75.

Since the employers' share of social security taxes is to .them simply another
cost of doing business, any increase In these taxes would, where possible, be
added to the prices that consumers of their goods and services must pay. Self-
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Mloy"d individuals would follow the same pattern in dealing with their
0oHsumner This, in turn, would undoubtedly lead to successful demands for
higher wage by many of these consumers. 'lhe result would be new Inflationary
pressures adversely affecting not only our working population generally but
present OASI beneficlares as well.

At the same time, the proposed increase in social security taxes would add to
the total tax burden of the working population to provide Increased OA1I benefits
from which they would derire no Immediate return. Thus, to the extent that
gainfully employed taxpayers were unable to obtain offsetting Increases In
wae or other Income, the probable effect of an Increase in social security taxes
would be to curtail their purchasing power still further and, consequently, to
impede recovery from the current economle recession.

At this point, perhaps I should say that in spite of the factors which I have
Just mentioned, a social security tax increase might be Justifiable If it were
derived solely from an increase In the tax rates themselves and If It were not
accompanied by an Increase In benefits, Such a tax increase would at least have
the salutary effect of strengthening the OASI program financially by eliminating
or materially lessening the actuarial deficiency that the department of Health,
Nducation, and Welfare and the House Ways and Means Committee have found
to exist in the program.

However, we must strenuously object to achieving a tax Increase by raising
the taxable wage base from $4,200 to $4,800, as proposed In II. R. I3rA9. We be.
lieve that this procedure is particularly undesirable for at least two reasons.
rirr , any further increase in the wage base would strike us as being principally
a rather devious move toward the socialistic goal of Income redistribution.
Second, it would result in the payment of higher benefits to the very people
who are beat able to take care of themselves namely, those with above-average
earnings. This latter result would tend to destroy the essential "floor of
protection" design of the OASI program.

Another major reason why we believe that further benefit increases or other
liberallsatlons would be unsound Is that no one really knows at present what
adverse effect such changes might have on the ultimate stability and solvency
of the OASI program.

It Is conservatively estimated that the program has already incurred an un-
funded accrued liability in excess of $300 billion. This accrued liability will have
to be met in the main by the social security taxpayers of the future. Obviously,
any further liberallwation of the program now would necessarily increase this
enormous commitment and, of course, the already substantial social security
tax burden with which we have saddled the taxpayers of tomorrow. We there-
fore submit that further liberalization of the program today would be an act of
economic injustice to these taxpayers and pose a serious threat to the pro-
gram's long-range solvency.

In connection with the foregoing, we urge you to weigh carefully the state-
ment made by former HIEW Secretary Oveta Culp Hobby before your commit-
tee 3 years ago when she warned that continued expansion of benefits under the
OASI program could wreck it. At that time she very wisely sdid:

"The system cannot be expected to provide fully against all Insurance risks
if the tax Is to be kept at a rate which can be borne by persons in the lower
Income brackets."

In light of the foregoing considerations, It is our firm conviction that, with
the powible exception of an Increase in tax rates, any Increase In social security
taxes, or In benefits, would be economically unsound at the present time.

it. Wmurr INRASZSs NOT NUSDKD

Quite aside from the basic economic unuoundness of increasing social security
taxes and benefits at this time, a convincing case has not been made to show that
larger benefits are needed. In our opinion, no such need actually exists. In.
deed, keeping In mind always that the sole purpose of the OASI program Is
simply to provide the beneficiaries thereof with a basic floor of economic pro
tection against want, we submit that there is much evidence to Indicate that
the program is already accomplishing its intended purpose In an extremely ade-
quate manner.

In this onnection, I call to your attention the chart that immediately follows
this page. As you will see, it shows that between 1940, the year in which OASI
benefits were first paid, and the first of this year, the cost of living increased to
X)* percent of the 1940 level. Maximum family benefits payable under the
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OASI program Increased to 288 percent of the 1940 level during the same period.This Is a clear Indication that, contrary to the argument advanced by the pro.ponents of OASL expauslon, past liberallsations of the program have more thankept pace with advances In the cost of living. To stress this theme still fur.tiler, the chart shows that under H, It. 18849, which would Increase maximumfamily benefits from 200 woutbe to $M, such benefits would be almost 800
percent of the 1940 level,
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I would also like to add that while the chart does not show them, maximummonthly benefits for single retired workers and for retired workers and theirwives have already been increased to 263 percent of their 1940 level as againstthe smaller Increase in the cost of living Indicated above. Under 11. R. 13549,the same benefits to present beneficiaries would be Increased to 281 percent oftheir 1940 level. (In the future, as these maximum benefits commenced to becomputed to an ever-increasing extent on the $4,800 wage base provided inH. R. 18549, they would of course be even larger and would eventually reach $127for single retired workers and $190 for retired workers and their wives)
29748-8--5-25
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'Droimatla evidence of the Present adequacy of the OAS! program Is furnished
by the article appendd to this statement entitlod, "We Live On Our Social Be.
eurity," which originall appmred in the February 2, 198, Isaue of the Alerl.
(tan Weekly. lirlfly, thIs article tells the story of how a Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Blrndt are living, not mliply a bare, hand-to-nouth existence fit retirement,
but * full and completely satisfying li!ot on their combiod monthly OAr!
ehoek of 41412M.8 "pl about $20 a mouth,' To quote Mr, Jirnidt'sl OWn words,
tits amount covers all of their needs, Including "gis for the station wagon.,"

Naturally, when, we rad Mr. Bralndt'. story, we were curilou am to whether
his case wa unique or whether we could find any ovidone that retired lmoplo
generally might be faring equally as well. With this lit mind, we gathered data
on the minimum buditet requirements of retirml people in various loculitim picked
at random. Tho results of thiN survey, showlillg the monthly budget require.
inento of both elderly single individuals and elderly couples (rotunded off to the
nearst* dollar), are set forth below, it eatch calse, tie budgeted amIount (covers
at leakit tucht essentialis food, clothing, alnd Incidental needs.

JArOIll 1 mIi d I'1

1, Knox (Nmiut , 0i1, t111d1111110 Ki1nxvtille). (8u11tm'n D)oluirtltlo'it of pulhile
wolt~reK nox ev+it1ity, Tenn 1,) .7

0. Now Y ork City. t~tit'v: Auital l'rco 1irvoy lhwt'd oll iiiy 11t|11VIild
Ilathiti, Oetolbr 10AT, pltIIslv4 tl by o1iuiilty Connlell (f (Iiter Now

York, lite.) .. ... - ;144 1 4
3. VPorida. (.iirm : F id .')'lrttiWlt 1t P hilo W\vitfo) .103 147
4, VC lh1wit1,t I, Ohio. oltin': Faiitly 1'rvh'o of IChlet 1111111, iwd I hIItoil m111ty,(1nnol111iatl, Ohio.) .. . . . .. . . .. ... . .. . .. . .. .. .. 1 .. .. ,1 1~
& Now Jorw'y, (8 .tlrCo Now Jormy 0)ol1art mn1ut otf nitutlt, iuid A geielm.) 81 134&. othlIltm (Nitlinty, N, V. (Sokllvo: (IlIIwl C ount y Wel liur m~eItt~1) ..... l 170

7. San VrauitrI.-Oktku d, (.dlf., Itmy 1ro1t. ($u11t'1 ClSiforI1t] IDeparltment of

8 Woittchto ('aitkity N V (Hourve: Woigtehcor Cohunty Pilonrltinent, ofFtwllly out C'hlhl' t%\016tro.1 ................................. ... ON 131

9. Mvuyhund. (8ot~t 'w Mary.vliui $titto I)eIt1tulotit Of Pubtlo W|oIfiir,.) ......... 82 11

' Thom is rm*)sn to holtove that te ftiur4m listed folr Now York (City inr w'zt1wh1|t, Ilberai v+tlmttm.t,
Fir oxa111110, thoy 11e eriiuiy OOIM, lvrl erily ItI oxCt. o tho.,ito tisoil hy tllt vlty'tt dt intrtlltll of illie wel.
fIr. The lttor fllatir I aste nionthly alinwan.,m its follows: Sill f5r sntle portion over 5 living In fill,.
itsh"1 ItIO1i tuid taking initl. In r(Wtitrantt $74 for single Irtiio1 livin11 In tiufurntiho I tI4artniont, i114 eatIng

uhions at h111; ilaid $11 tfor h11sbaul aitd wife over (15 Ilv lig in u1f1rnhtiled iqmrlmnut.
I The fitrm tr te 8ti Pranit)-Oakhud Imtby area tir om re.p.rsos s rn tt Inasilch as estlintod re.

quilrnionta for hollSing and utilities vary from mOunty to eouti ty In this Iartl elar ren.

Wo believe that the above figures strongly Indicate the general validity of Mr.
14randt's thtsls that retired senior citizens drawing iaxiihmuln benefits can Indeed
live on their social security. Of course, many retired peplK e may find It leces.-
sary, or at least desirable, to supplement their benefits from other sotirees, p1r-
tieularly If they choose to live in areas where living costs are relatively high.
However, they can do this through part-time employelnent or through the nedi-
umn of private pension, Insurance or savings program, or both. As a matter
of fact, this Is exactly what the OASI program very properly expects them to do,
If such sources of outside Income are not available or are Inadequate it individual
cases, any necmsary additional Income should be provided through public assist.
ance programs on a needs basis.

It may be objected that it is misleading to relate the above figures to mmximuni
OASI benefits, rather than to the average benefits now being paid. For men
who came on the benefit rolls prior to the 1954 amendments the average benefit is
now approximately $06 per month and for those who came on the rolls in the
last 0 months of 19,57, approximately $7&. Thus the closer the program ap-
proaches maturity, the closer the average monthly benefit paid will approximate
the maximum benefit in the vast majority of cases. In the meantime, if any-
thing Is dene by the Government to solve the relatively short-range problem of
people receiving substantially less than maximum benefits, we again recommend
that It be done through public assistance. This is in line with the long-estab.
wished principle of the social security program.

RU. P=8s9XT 0oNxomaoNAL, AMTION WOULD BE PREMarURS

Your committee is well aware of the fact that Congress, in adopting the 1056
social Security Amendments, created an Advisory Council on Social Security
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¥Itanclug. This Council was established for the express "purpose of reviewing
the status of the Federal old-ago and survivors insurance trust fund and of the
Federal disability Insurance trust fund In relation to the long-term commitments
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program." The Council was
directed to make a report of its findings and recommendations, including rocom.
nsendatlons for changes in the social security tax rate structure not later than
January 1, 1969.

'This advisory Councll Is now In the process of doing the job assigned to it, Ac.
cordingly, whether or not you agree with tile other points presented in this state-
met, we trust that you will at least agree that it would be completely prema-
ture and illogical for Congress to "Junp the gun" now by liberalizing the program
without first getting the Advisory Council's report. In saying this, we do not
share the views expressed by iany, including numerous Members of the Ulou~e
of Iteprementatives, that I. I, 185A49 is simply n "stopgap" bill which demands
speedy onactmont pending the expected report of the Advisory Counell. As we
read II. It. 13549, it strikes u as being a compressive and major piece of social
security legislation and provides for many fundamental changes in the OASI
program that would have a very important bearing on'the program's long-range
commitments and the tax structure necessary to provide the revenue to honor
these commitments.

Finally, we cannot help pointing out that In each of the past 4 election years--
1. e., 1tW), 111)2, 19l, and J9flt--Congress has materially liberalized the OA4I
program. In 1050, 1062, and 19N, these liberalizations Included substantial Il-'
creases In the level of benefits, the aggregate Increases for the 8 years In question
being, on the average, somewhat over 105 percent and much more than at the
maximum benefit level. While the level of benefits was not Increased in 1950,
Congress then added a new program of total and permanent disability benefits
for covered workers at age 0, lowered the retirement age for women from 10 to
62, liberalized eligibility requirements In certain respects, etc.

iecause of the growing pattern of eleetion-year liberalizations, more and more
peoplo are coming to look upon the OAMI program as a political football. It Is
our firm belief that unless Congress exerts responsible leadership and puts a stop
to this trend, It could well result In the people's loss of confidence In the sound-
ness of the program and, Indeed, In Its actual ruination.

[The following article appearod In the Pebruary 2, 1958, issue of the American Weekly,

published by Hearst Publishing Co., Inc.)
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By Henry Brandt, as told to E'ric Mick Nathanson

There's a mountain of snow back in Lewistown, Mont., that I won't be shovel-
ing this winter. Thanks to our combined monthly social security check of
$102.80, my wife, Margie, and I have put more than 1,000 miles between us and
the rigors of a winter that we don't want to fight any longer.

We haven't run off to any exclusive paradise for the idle rich-we're not
wealthy; nor have we cut out of our lives the comforts and pleasures that the
money-producing years of my life accustomed us to.

Though our actual cash income In retirement is about $290 a month, we don't
have to spend nearly that much to cover all necessities, some luxuries, and much
recreation. Our social security check-plus about $20 a month-can cover every-
thing we need, and very nicely.

We live In our own two-bedroom home, in the dry, warm climate near Phoenix,
Ariz. At 66 I am leading a life that to fuller, happier, and healthier than any-
thing I had Imagined possible for a senior, retired citizen with a modest income
and savings from more than 40 years of barbering.

Our life today would not have been possible if we bad not earned our right
to share in the retirement benefits of the Federal Government's old age Insur-
ance program.

My modern, comfortable house, with lawns front and back, and flower beds
that are bright and colorful all year round, Is In Youngtown, Ariz, 16 miles
northwest of Phoenix-a unique 00-home community exclusively for people
over 50, particularly those retired on a small income.

Three years ago, Youngtown was just an irrigated cottonfleld and a dream
of "Big Ben" Schlelfer, the local real-estate man who conceived and developed it
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Magrile apd I read an article about.Youngtown In a Montanot newspaper ft

Z m .e IU I Was lokiNg forward to retirement then and we had begun
mae plans for it. Whn we met out for Arlsona on vacation a month later$

I ns ,ted Youn town to be a new housing district started out in the desert,
Wat We toUnd wAS i community set amidst beautiful brown and areea

CountrYlde ad lush, irrigated farmland, with high niountaina on all sldis In
the, distance. qThere was plenty of water underground, For $4 a 'month,
Youngtowa homeowners could use all the water they wanted fm the con-
anuitly's own deep-well water system.
The price of the houses then was 4,1500 or $0,060, depeaxling on the type of

roof Bua then, the prime have gone up about $1,000 because of the rising
costa of material and labor.

We tll in love with tie place and wanted to buy immediately but I still had
another year to go until retirement. In order to qualify for an FRIA mortgage
loan on a house In Youiagtown, I needed a retirement Income of at least $250
a mouth.

Why this Is So, I don't know, since it doesn't take nearly that much money for
us to live well, mortgage and all, However, it Is in the law governing this type
of house, flnamoing-.probably as a safety inargin--and until I started getting
my monthly social security check, I'd have to put in another winter of shoveling
snow and barbering,

I think we made up our minds on that first visit that when I retired we'd
move to Youngown. We even told some friends, Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Grove,
about Youngtown and they promptly bought a retirement house there.

A year Iter, when I became eligible for social security, Lauren notified Rne that
a fully furnished house across the street from him was available. We moved
fast this time. I sold my home and barbershop In Lewitown. With my social
bikurlty eheck and returns on property and small Investments, I figured that my
retirement income would be about $200 a month.

For $2,150 I bought the equity and furniture of Lauren's neighbor, and ar-
ranged a mortgage that costs Sue $54.80 a month, well within the means of my
retirement Income. Within a month, my address was Youngtown, ArI.

We left behind in Lewiltown my son, who runs a motel; daughter-in-law, ant
three grandchildren, and a lot of good friends and fond memories. lut we
have made enough new friends to orffet the losn of the old ones. Since all of
us in Youngtown are about the san1e age, with the same interest it getting the
most out of our retirement years, there are none of the tensions and preoccupa-
tios of the competitive business world, We don't get up any special time, we
don't do anything we don't want to do, and we enjoy what we choose to do.

Years agM, I did a lot of fishing and played bridge occasionally, but did little
else in the way of recreation. Now we play more bridge than we have In years.
There are dances, community sing bingo games, and potluck dinners.

I'm a member of the American LeIon post, which is very active. My wife
is a member of the Garden Club, and ladies' groups of the Community Church
that we belong to.

If we want to, we drive to Phoenix to a movie or a ball game or the dog races.
There's a large supermarket right in Youngtown which will soon grow into
a shoppig center.

Most important though, what our monthly social-security check has given us
in Yountown is compenlonshin. The coffeepot is always on, and when we
play bridte we mix up a batch of "hi-fi's." No, not the records-the drink: half
sweet wbe half ginger ale. It's very good, especially out in the patio in warm
weather.

Whicb brings up the one drawback in Youngtown's open-house mood. It takes
longer to build things. Neighbors come over and help and bring tools. Then
the work session turns into a bull session and we're back on the hi-fl's.

Pretty soon, rll start painting our house. I'm sure there's somebody in
Youngtown who knows more about paints and how to swing a brush than I
do md bell moon be over to help me.

For us, the move to Youngtown has proven wise. We get along very nleely
on $125 a month, over and above my mortgage payment, and that includes food.
entertainment, and gos for the station wagon.

If I feel like working. I have an arrangement with the blirbers In nearby Peoria
ewbe I ,an eleve one of them once in a while. The new shopping center will

have a barbershop. and I'll be able to work there a few hours a doy if I want to.
Not everybody in Youngtown is retired. $owe still work full time and sn',e

part time. Button have to be over 50 to buy a home here. We don't mIss hawing
youn8 people around, maybe because nobody here behaves very old.
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One of my daughters who visited rc,tiy and saw how bap we wore sld:
"You must have been meant to come bore, if you *an pick-up and settleeasily. p"
Yes, It was ensy but, If not for my social securIty It might bave been

another story,
Senator Loio. Mr. John Corcoran.

STATEMENT OF OHN . CORCORAN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL RE-
HADILITATION COMMISSION, THE AMERICAN LEGION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY WARREN H. MeoDONALD, RESEARCH ANALYST, AND
MILES H, KENNEDY, THE AMERICAN LEGION

Mr. (,'i ,,ItAx. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
(lii'ctor Of the national rehabilitation commission of the American
lIAgion, and I have with me Warren It. MacDonald, our research
eiin dyst.

We are grateful for this opportunity to state the position of the
American Legion on section 224 of the Social Security Act. Your
schedule of heatrings on H. It. 18549 is a very tight one. We shall not
use more tha our allotted time.

It is our Irpose to speak on only one section of H. R. 13549, namely,
swtion 206 on page 29 of the bill. Section 206 would repeal the pro-
visions of the Social Security Act which require reduction of the
amount of disability insurance benefits, otherwise payable to an in-
dividual, by the amount of disability benefits-other than service-con-
itected dis ability compenation-payable to such individual by another
Federal agency or under a State workmen's compensation law.

The American Legion supports the repeal of section 224 of the
Social Security Act. We urge the committee to endorse section 206
and to include the provisions thereof in any social-security measure
reported out pursuant to these hearings.

I representative of the American Legion appeared before the House
Committee on Ways and Means during hearings leading to intro-
duction of H. R. 13549. At that time we entered a lengthy and de-
tailed statement on the subject of section 224 and its effect on recipients
of disability benefits based on military service. Our statement is
printed on pages 509-519 of the report of hearings before the House
Committee on Ways and Means on all titles of the Social Security
Act.

To save your time, and to state our case as simply and clearly as
possible, we list herewith the principal points included in our earlier
statement:

(1) The rights of an individual to a Federal benefit based on mili-
tary service should not be abrogated or diluted because he has also
earned entitlement to some other benefit not related to his military
service.

(2) There is no overlap or duplication between disability program
based on military-service and social-secu rity disability programs; the
two systems are quite dissimilar in rationale, design, and intent ' yet,
they are mutually compatible and actually complement one anoth.:

(8) The offset requirement is in conflict with the fact that both
programs recognize the need for and permit the receipt of additional
aol-ar and is inconsistent with the traditional principle that the

383
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OASDI systitem is Intended to provide an income floor to which other
forms of income are additive.

(4) The monetary needs of the disabled are likely to be greater than
for the nondisabled, yet the offset requirement applies to the old-age
survivors insurance programs only in the case of disabled children
over ae 18.
( 5) lZecause of the disability requirements, the receipt of substan-

tia earned income would be incompatible with entitlement to the
benefits in question.

(0) Because of the offset requirement, many individuals otherwise
elltitled to social-security benefits will have to turn to a third public
source for necessary extra dollars; in most cases, the third source
will be oiue of the State-administered public assistance programs.

(7) Although heavily supported by Federal grants-in-aid, the offset
does not apply to the public assistance programs; they are apparently
considered to be a legitimate and appropriate source of extra dollars
for OASDI recipients., Dual receipt cases now number over 600,000
and are steadily increasing.

18) There should be no offset against disability benefits based on
military service: such benefits have always been recognized as an hon-
orable form of income and are made available to those entitled as a
hedge against the need for charity.

(l) The offset requirement gives to the disability insurance trust
fund an unwarranted windfall; the disability insurance tax rate is
adequate to provide full benefits to the otherwise qualified individuals.

(10) The Veterans' Administration and the other agencies involved
must continue to pay full benefits to the individuals concerned and
must bear additional administrative costs because of the need to keep
the Social Security Administration advised as to awards and changes
in awards.

In its report (H. Rept. No. 2288) on H. R. 13549, the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means pointed out that the offset provisions of
section 224 have proved unnecessarily strict and have produced inequi-
table effects. In view of the nature of the disability insurance pro-
gram and the experience gained thus far, the committee-
concluded that it Is undesirable, and incompatible with the purpose of the
program, to reduce these benefits on account of disability benefits that are pay-
able under other programs.

Congressman Mills, chairman of the Committee on Ways and
Means, explained the provisions of H. R. 13549 to the House of Repre
sentatives on July 31. His statement as to why the committee recom-
mended repeal of section 224 coincides exactly with the position of
the American Legion. He noted that the offset provisions affect less
than 20 percent of all persons eligible for disability insurance but
that the great majority of those affected lose part or all of the social
security benefit because they are war veterans receiving disability pen-
sions from the VA. Congressman Mills said:

These pensions, beside being limited In amount, are paid only to veterans
who have restricted income otherwise. The committee deems it unnecessary and
undesirable to deprive a severely disabled veteran of disability benefits he has
earned under social security because he is eligible for a modest pension based
on his service in the Armed Forces. ..

That is from page 14402, Congressional Record, July 31, 1958.

SOCIAL SECURITY
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The chairman also made it clear that elimination of the offset pro-
visions would not require any increase in the disability insurance tax
rate. In fact, Congressman Mills stated that even with all of thie
recommended improvements in the disability provisions of the act,
the disability insurance trust fund "would still have both a long-range
and a short-range.excess of income over outo." .

For tle foregoing reasons, we respectfully submit that section 224
of the Social Security Act should be repealed.

Senator o NO. Would there be cases where the person would be
receiving greater disability payments because of the dual system than
1e would have received in income if he had been working at his
maximum pay ?

Mr. COm CoRAN. I think sir, this is conceivable. As we understand
it, lirst of all, lie would have to receive the mntximnum under Social
Security, he would have to be married and have at least two chil-
dren. At that point lie would be able to receive more.

But I would like to point out that the question of incentive is not
involved here.

Senator Lixo. Suppose lie was not married and did not have two
children, would it be conceivable that he could receive more than
he would have received if he continued to work if he had not been
disabled?

Mr. CoitcoitAx. I think not, but may I make the additional point,
Mr. Chairman, that the question of incentive is not involved, because
the only way the man can get the VA pension is to be permanently
and totally disabled, and a man does not become permanently and
totally disabled just to get a little more than while he was employed.
It is a difficult thing to prove to the VA that you are permanently and
totally disabled.

Senator LoNa. Would it be necessary for him to be disabled twice
for him to receive a dual award for a single disability?

Mr. CORCmAN. It would not, sir, but it is possible and it is quite
probable to be disabled twice. May I give an example: A man who,
as an officer, serves during a period of war, and, let us say, loses a leg
or two, and is held by the service to be retired, should be retired be-
cause of combat-incurred wounds. Then lie goes into covered em-
ployment and stays in covered employment under Social Security for
some period of time, and becomes totally disabled from other causes.
Now when he starts to receive his social security benefits, he cannot re-
ceive both that and the retirement from the Armed Forces, because
of the offset.

Senator ANDEUSON. Because of what?
Mr. CORICORAr. Because of the offset provision in the Social Se-

curity Act. That is the provision we seek repeal of. That provision
says if a man is receiving a periodic benefit based in whole or in part
on some psysical or mental impairment under another Federal sys-
tem, then he may not receive the total disability payments under so-
cial security, even though he earned it. That is the provision of which
we seek repeal.

Senator LoNG. The House bill does that?
Mr. CoRcoP i4. The House bill does exactly that, sir.
Senator Axmmso. Do you have any estimate of the cost of this?

8



Mr. w 1r. Let me may, first, air, that the eost would be to the
disbJi ineiaa tru, t fund,,s trust fund which, when it wa set
u04, Wali at up with the idea that tis offset would be put Into effect.
7%Itdt UV foad tax rate was st up with the thught that the
Clam we are dOnesi now would receive both.* • : •

We have an etunat that as far as veterans are concerned--
85ntorow Rtim teofwhat#
Mr. COsMoaN. We have an estimao that as far as the veterans are

conerned, because of those who are not reeiving both now, the trust
fund is saving approximately $ million a month.

Senator Lo4o. So this would oot about 0 million a year to repeal
the section I

Mr. Cbxaw. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAcDoALw. As far as veterans are concerned.
Mr. CowosA. And veterans compose 86 permit of those who are

affected by the provision.
Senator Lowo. All right.
Senator Buwuv. No questions.
Senator LoNo. Thank you very much.
Mr. Cosmavw. Mr. Chairman we have one other division -of the

American Legion, theNational fhild Welfare Commission, which is
interested in certain other portions of this bill dealing with c4re and
assistance to children, and with your permission I would like to submit
for the record this statement of Randel Shake, director of that com-
mission.

Senator Loso. Plea. do that, and I would like to be supplied with
a conv of that statement.

(The statement refer to follows:)

BtVA?1Mm O B4 M SMAKS DWToR, NATIOr4U.m w, WZ&VAu OOMEMZOOR,
Int AUXwOA 4 Lseoz

Mr. Catran and members of the, cosmlttse we are tud.d appciative of
this opportunty to ap r before 7ou 1 order t~Q *e might express, our views
on e9tl WW of H. J. 1St649, wh1eb pased Oe House of Repretatlvue on
Jul1$ SIN avNg" beeo lpfonmed that time llmitatlcens wa. ncewrily

aS.,thve eueo t lefths at so of the subet mattr oU are Con
of tatOst *AM toes po onwic8 *
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Wiht
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tides and sectlosA authorises thfollwl ew anmad appwoprtatlo fr t
most Important programs

1. ftow =d wlftre service: $1? million annually (titi VI, sem, 601,
which amends sec. a21, pt 8ot title V, at the Social Security Act; see p.
006Onf thorNU).

0. For in~tr ndcgd beaitb $1A(WOOQ mual (title V, W.. 60n
(a); which amends see. JQ, t. 1, titte V, f the Bo Security Act s
p. 104 line 18, of the bill),
& For crippled children's servlw: , $20 million annually (title V 5am

t08 a), wh amond o ., 011, pt 8 tite V, of the Social ecurity Act; sow
no 7,fthe bll)

ORNU WSI A55 MOWOM sunoRrV U, YO U UA

We urged the House Ways and Means Committee, on June 23, 190 to re-
move the present provisions of the social security law with respect to the use
of Federal child welfare funds in predominantly rural areas or other areas of
special need. It was our premise that the populaKon shifts revealed gravitation
toward urban and metropolitan arem Consequently, we suggested that the
social security law be amended to provide that grants payable to States be related
to the total number of children In the Ht4te rather than to Just the number of
children 10 rural areas. We are gratified and pleased to learn that the House
Ways and Means Committee accomplished this most desirable change. This
was acomplished by remov t Uained in see. S2 (a), part 8,
title V, of the Social seerAt, relat to the of Federal child welfare
funds in predominant rat areas or other aras 0 need, and sub.
stituting a new for a for the allotment of these f Under H. 18649
the allotment Is ated dirty to the ta ild popu n under 21 and
Inversely to th capital In.ome of These ame outs may be
found in the flwing title an lion H. 0. (te V10 so. 601
commencing p., K no den p. I tin 14, of the bll.

Mr. Chal an, we ve that he a ye cit mendments to he present
social seew ty law, ar most comm ndeble nd X overdue. We ur you with
all the pe UAW= at o
ameadme t to the above cited

Sena r BrSnr r. Mr. Mr allhas been waitingg
here Si 10 o' and n it Is rat e obvio Senator alone
is nt q mingb k. o niess r.Ma alI has
Wiet g elesh w itt th this
hours o w 1i'tin g il? ba podce of his goodwll that

Sen LONGO, out o0 o are
Dave any further comP to Mr.
Mr. A r. I Ithar
Senator w ' 1 bei .ou.we, ex W full

mad~you are tied to
rM I t e itu I o air.o

e Tor Oo L 0e "a eT
12"n oil SEWATIOI, SNWAGO,

Mr. BAmur. Mr. Chairman and meinlfrs of the OMMittee my
Is Ru~IlJ~stle X itm diretor, ofndustrial, rolatloii of

'the Iftk6lsMiftuer"soclatton.I 610teat ihsOPPotntyofp y!rift btr ?ou todaon,
aw 8. UK~'* i %o is
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members employ the great majority of the industrial workers in
the Nation and produce the bulk of the manufactured doe.

Many ol these State associations would have ltke to present in.
dividual statements during these hearings, but In compliance with the
announced wishes of the committee to save time, they have agreed to
the consolidation of their testimony under the auspices of the confer-
ence of State manufacturers' associations.

The State associations which join in this statement are listed on the
mimeographed statement, and I will not read them but I request that
the mimeogr'aphed statement be filed with the committee.

Senator Loo. That will be done.
Mr. BAWrLPY. If it is satisfactory, I will condenso this statement

and not read all of it.
Senator LONO. Please do.
Mr. BAiTmzr. Your committee has before you a bill which if en-

acted would make drastic and far-reaching changes in the Federal
Social Security Act. Benefits to retired and disabled workers and
their dependents and survivors would be substantially increased.

There would be a large increase in the payroll taxes to finance this
program. Many other amendments which would liberalize various
features of the act are included in the bill.

The members of the foregoing associations employ a substantial
number of the people who are covered under the OASDI program.
The employers and the employees in the manufacturing industry pay
a large share of the costs. No group in the United States is more con-
cerned with the economic wel are of our country and its people than
the 40,000 employers whom these associations represent.

The associations and the manufacturing firms for whom I appear
question seriously the need or advisability of any major changes in
the social-security system at this time. We are of the opinion that it
is unwise to enact legislation raising the cost of the program when
the Federal administration, Conr and the public in generally are
vitally concerned with controlling inflationary pressures reulting
from rising cost. of doingbusiness, and higher taxes at this time only
add to the oppressive taxburden on the public and industry.

This subject of having amendments made in election years has
already been covered by several witnesses, but the program is being
treated as a political expedient instead of being based upon the
facts of the economic situation in the Nation.

We feel that increases in benefit. are not justified. H. R. 18549 pro.
vides for a substantial increase in the monthly benefits under the
OASDI program. The report of the House Ways and Means Com.
mittee that the increase in benefits would amount to I percent is mis-
leading. Present beneficiaries would receive a 7 percent increase
but in addition-and this is a very important item of increased cost&--
a larger increase in benefits would result from the increase in the
wae basefrom $4 to 800.

sectionn 1o othe bit, an increase from the present maximum
primary insurance amount of $108.50 to the new amount of $127
is 17 percent, not 7 percent.

Within a few years, an increasing number of beneficiaries 'Will
have their benefits computed on the $0 per month base and will'be
receiving the maximum primary insurance amount of $127, which I
repeat is 17 peret higher than the present maximum.

BOMl WOURIMY
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Furthermore, the maximum family benefit amount is increased 27
percent, from $200 to $254 per month, and that does not require the
maximum average monthly wage. That maximum of $954 begins at
an average monthly wage of only $820.

The committee report has ne elected to call attention to this very
iiportant cost feature of the bill. They keep referring to I percent.

Workers who have been in the program for a number of years
would pa a higher tax on a $4,800 wage base, but would not receive
the benefit of higher insurance payments, because many of them
would never qualify with a $400 average wage.

The most common assumption used in the past to 'ustify increases
t benefit levels was that these increases were needed to help the re-
tied person maintain a minimum or modest standard of living.

In 1939, old-age benefits for a man and his wife over age 0f pro-
vided 60 percent of the amount needed to maintain a modest standard
of living; and in 1957 it provided 88 percent.

Present proposals Yor amending the act would increase this per.
centage to 103 percent.

Adjustment of the BLS figures to June of 1958 indicates that a
modest budget for an eledrly couple living in a large city and owning
a home would be $162 a month. If they rent their home they need
$190 a month. Present social security benefits provide $102.80 per
month for an elderly couple. With the tax increase provided for in
H. It. 13549 but without an increase in the earnings base, an elderly
couple would receive $174 per month.

This figure represents a greater proportion of the elderly worker's
budget than it has in past years, and no further increase is necessary.

The proposed increases could be justified only on the basis that
social security is expected to do more than provide a modest standard
of living. ]Jut this is not the basic purpose of social security, the
act.

The basic floor-of-protection concept should be retained, and the
present benefit amounts are adequate under that concept.

According to the report of the House Ways and Means Committee,
one of the reasons for increasing the benefit amounts is the 12-percent
increase in wages and an 8-percent increase in prices since 1954.

Using 1952 instead of 1954 as a base, and taking into account the
changes made in benefits in 1952 and 1954, we find that the increase in
benefits since 1982 has more than kept up with the increase in the cost
of living.

Benefits were raised in 1954 by more than 12 percent, and by more
than 16 percent for those who retired after that time.

The cost of living, however, rose only 8.8 percent from September
1952 to June 1958.

The substantial increase in the social-security tax woidd be a dou-
ble-barreled increase. First, the tax rates would be raised and the tax
increases would be accelerated over fewer years than is now scheduled,In addition, the wage base upn which the taxes an collected would
be raised from $V900 to$4,80. The added costs to workers and to
employers would result in an increase in the tax the maximum tax
from $96.0 to $120 which would amount to a 9 -ercent increase in
taxes, which we feel is wholly unjustified, especially when the direct

W8
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benefits to the participating public would be increased within a range
of from 7 to 14 percet,

Justiflcation for the increase in maximum earnings base from $2
to $4,800, according to the House committee report, is that there has
been a gradual decrease in the perentage of workers who have all oftheiages credited under social securityIr percent of the workers Lad all their wages credited.
About 6 p t would have received fullcredit under a $4,800 base.

We question the desirability of maintaining a consistent percentage
of persons who have all of their wages covered. According to the
committee report, "The wage-related character of the system will be
weakened and eventually lost" without increasing the earnings base.

This would be valid only if the intent of the system were to replace
a constant percentage of pay.

It is the intention of social security to assure a minimum standard
of living for all persons, and to provide relatively modest increments
for people with higher pay. We can see no possible correlation be-
tween the basic purposes of the system and the need to have at least
half the working population subject to social-security taxes on their
entire pay.

The argument for any incr vae in wage base mist be one of the fol-lowig: .1. That social securit eventually should become a complete system

of income replacement for workers at all earnings levels and, in effect,
replace private systems for pensions and death benefits.

2. That more money should be raised from higher income groups
toprovide greater benefits for persons with lower earnings.

We cannot accept either of these two arguments for increasing the
wage base. We do not believe that social security was ever intended
to accomplish these purposes

The social-security tax paid by many people is much higher than
the income tax which they pay. In fact, in certain family classifica.
tons there is no income tax liability, but the social.security tax is as
hi h for those people as $94.60 per year.

The social-security tax is levied on gros pay up to $4,2 per year,
and the new proposl is $4,800, without the deductions or exemptions
allowed in computing the income tax.

Increasing the social-security tax for these same people is parg-
doxical. The social-security tax threatens to become the No. itax
problem for many people. It might edge the income tax off the oen'

trof the stage.I
The bill contains several provisions for liberalizing disability in*

surance benefits which we beheve are unwise. For example, it pro.
vides for monthly benefits for disability insurance beneficiaries who
have not,-.

Senator Binwwrr. Our copy has "which have not."
Mr. BAamr. That is for benefits for disability iumrance bone.

ficiaries which have not been provided heretofore. It eliminates the
disability benefits offset provision and makes possible collection of
double benefits, which we feel would ertainl encourage malingering,Reroactive applications for benefits woullbe allowed, and the won
requirements would be modifled.

80OW 8U ttIW
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In the words of the Ways and Means Committee, these changeswould "liberalize the act." To "liberalize" simply means to pay outmore money. The report states that the spel disability fund is. ingood condition because the withdrawals in the first year of operation
were not as high as anticipated. This is as it should be.

But now it appears that these liberalization features have beenproposed in order to spend the money in the fund faster.There is no sound reason for tinkering with the diabilityprogram
and liberalizing it at this first opportunity to do so since its adop.
tion in 1956.

The Social Security Act provides for an Advisory Council on SocialSecurity Financing with the duty to "review the status of the old-age and survivors-insurance trust fund in relation to its long-termcommitments." Enactment of new legislation affeting costs andfinancing should be deferred until the Council's study is completed
and its report is submitted.

Before any amendments are adopted, we believe common agreementshould be secured on the basic purposes of the social-security program
and an effort made to stabilize the program.The Ways and Means Committee report goes to great length at.tempting to disprove the statement, which has been made many timesthat the financing of the whole social-security program is actuariallyunsound. It projects estimates of the costs of benefit payments, taxincome, and other data, up to the year 2020, but all of tee data arebased upon the benefit amounts and the tax schedule which are con.
tained in H. R. 13549.

We do not believe we can assume there will be no further amend.ments to the act between now and the year 2020.In one estimate the trust fund will be exhausted in 2010. That isonly 52 years from now, and then we wonder what is going to happen.There is no need for sweeping changer in the law every 2 years.We believe that the situation has gotten out of hand. We are alarmed
when we onvis the end product of these intermittent and piecemealchnges. The sidious step-by-step growth and extension of thesocial-security program on many different fronts and the furtherpyramidiig of the costs should be stopped or it will powe a serioustreat to both the Nation's economy and the morale of the people, as
has been proven in England and Germany.

We fel- that the ocial-seourity rogramn is rapidly snowballingInto a gigantic gIveaway with out due regard to the impact on the
future economy of the Natin.

Continued Iberalization of this program can only lead to the sad-dlinr of our children and grandchildren with an excessive tax burdenwhich they may not be able to bear. We fear the continued extension.of benefits and higher taxes will reach the point where the resultantfinancial burden on both Individuals and the economy will nullify anybenefits which the welfare of the country may be expected to receivefrom the soial-secuity program
The provisions of this bill, if enacted, would have far-reaching ad.verse effects on the well-being of our economy and on the long-rangefinancial soundness of the socil-seocuritj benefit program for the agedand their dependents and survivors, and to disabled workers.I appreciate this opportunity to present our views on this subject.
SenatorLowo.' Thank you very much, sir.
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(Mr. Bartley's prepared statement follows:)

STATBUNR aY CoNVRMOMws oV STATS MAxuIrAorus' AssoozATions Rs
H. 8- 189, AVgNDMU!T o TO THI SOQUL SZOuanY ACT

My name is 10. Russell Dartley. I am director of industrial relations of the
Illinois Manufacturers' Association, with offices at 200 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

I am appearing today on behalf of the Conference of State Manufacturers'
Associations, which is made up of 89 State manufacturers' associations. The
combined membership of these organizations is estimated to be more than 40,000
employers. Our members employ the great majority of the industrial workers
in the Nation and produce the bulk of the manufactured goods.

Many of these State associations would have liked to present individual state
ments during these hearing, but, in compliance with the announced wishes of
the committee to save time, they have agreed to the consolidation of their testi.
mony under the auspices of the Conference of State Manufacturers' Associations,

Following are the State associations which join in this statement:

Associated Industries of Alabama.
Associated Industries of Arkansas, Inc.
California Manufaturers Association.
Manufacturers Association of Connecticut, Inc.
Associated Industries of Georgia,
Associated Industries of Idaho,
Illinois Manufacturers' Association.
Indiana Manufacturers Association.
Iowa Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Kansas, Inc.
Associated Industries of Kentucky.
Louisiana Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Maine.
Associated Industries of Massachusetts.
Michigan Manufacturers Association.
Minnesota Employers Association.
Mississippi Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Missouri.
Associated Industries of Nebraska.
New Jersey Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of New York tate, Inc.
Ohio Manufacturers Association.
Associated Industries of Oklahoma.
Columbia Empire Industries, Inc.
Pennsylvania Manufacturers Association.
Tennessee Manufacturers Association.
Texas Manufacturers Association
Utah Manufacturers Association.
West Virginia Manufacturers Association.
Association of Washington Industries.
Wisconsin Manufacturers Association.

Your committee has before you a bill which, if enacted, would make drastic
and far.reaching changes In the Federal Social Security Act. Benefits to re-
tired and disabled workers and their dependents and survivors would be substan
tiaily increased. There would be a large Increase In the payroll taxes paid by
empoyers and employees to finance this program. Many other amendments
which would liberalize various features of the act are Included In the bill.

The members of the foregoing associations em loy a substantial number of
the people who are covered under the old-ago, survrors, and disability insurance
program. The employers and the employees In the manufacturin industry pay
a large share of the cost of the program.
No group in the United States Is more concerned with the economic welfare

of our country and its people than the 40,000 employers whom these associations
represent.

The associations and the manufacturing firms for whom I appear seriously
question the need or advisability of any major chan n the soelseurlty,
system at this time, We are of the opinion that It Is unwise to enact legislaton
raising the cost of the oelai-ecurlty program when the Federal administration,
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Congress, and the public in general is vitally concerned with controlling Infia.
tionary presures resulting from rising costs of doing bumeess; and It Is con.
mon knowledge that higher taxes at this time only add to the oppressive tax
burden on the public and Industry.

It Is significant that In every election year since 190, soclal4ecurity benefits
have been ilberalled, while In nonelection years Congress has made no changes.
The program is being treated as a political expedient instead of being based
upon the facts of the economic situation In the Nation. Frequent inflationary
changes in the benefit structure and cost structure of the program should be
avoided.

JNORKASK5 ZN w UIgTs as NOT JUSTIFISO

H. It. 18549 provides for a substantial increase In the monthly benefits for
beneficiaries under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program.

The report of the House Committee on Ways and Means states, in section I
A (2), "The bill would provide for an increase of about 7 percent over the levels
rovided In the present law." The statement that the amount of the increase
benefits will be 7 percent appears many times throughout the report, This

statement Is very misleading. Present beneficiaries would receive a 7-perent
increase but, in addition, and this Is a very Important item of increased cost, a
larger increase In benefits will result from the Increase of the wage base from
$4,200 to $4,800. The proof Is clearly shown in the table for determining bene-
fits In section 101 of the bill. The present maximum primary Insurance amount
shown in column 11 is $108.50. The new maximum shown in column IV Is
$127. That Is an increase of $1&00 and represents an increase of 1? percent,
pot I percent.

The new Insurance amounts for beneficiaries whose average monthly wage is
$W0 or less would be 7 percent higher than In the present scale. But within
a few years, an Increasing number of beneficiaries will have their benefits com-
puted on the $400 per month base and will be receiving the maximum primary
insurance amount of $12?, which, I repeat, Ii 17 percent higher than the present
maximum. Furthermore, the maximum family benefit amount Is increased 27
percent-from $200 per month to $254 per month. This Is shown in column V.
And that maximum amount begins at an average monthly wage of $320. The
committee report has neglected to call attention to this very important cost
feature of the bill.

Workers who have been in the program for a number of years would pay a
higher tax on a $4,800 wage base but would not receive the benefit of higher
Insurance payments because they would never qualify with a $400 average wage.

The most common assumption used in the past to justify Increases In benefit
levels was that these Increases were needed to help the retired person maintain
a minimum or modest standard of living. The amount needed by an elderly
-worker and his wife to maintain a modest standard of living was measured
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1000. If the results of this study are ad-
Justed by changes in price levels due to Inflation, we come to the following
conclusion. In 1939, old-age benefits for a man and wife over age 65 provided
66 percent of the amount needed to maintain a modest standard of living. In
10)68, social security for an elderly couple provided 88 percent of their needs
for a modest standard of living. Present proposals for amending the act would
increase this percentage to 108 percent.

Adjustment of the Bureau of Labor Statistics figures to hune 1968 indicates
that a modest budget for an elderly couple living in a large city, and owning a
home, would be $162 per month. If they rent their home they need $190 a
month. Present social security benefits provide $162.80 per month for an

.elderly couple. With the tax rate Increase provided in H. Il 13549, but with-
out an increase In the earnings base, an elderly couple would receive $174 per
month. This figure represents as great a proportion of the elderly worker's
budget as it has In past years. No further increase is necessary.

The proposed increases could be justified only on the basis that social security
is now expected to do more than provide a modest standard of living, but this
Is not the basic purpose of the Social security Act. The "basic floor of protee-
tlon" concept should be retained. The present benefit amounts are adequate
ander that coxcep4.

According to the report of the House Ways and Means Committe, one of
the reasons for ipcreasing the benefit amounts is a 12 percent Increase in wages
and an 8 percent increase In prices since 1964. While we agree with the gen-
*eral priciple tlat benefits should reflect changes in the coot of living either
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up or down, there is a Ifitimate question as to the basis upon which maximum
benefits an set If 1904 i the bas, an 8 percent Increase in pries is correct.
However uslng 1982 as a base and taking into account the ehanps made in
benefits in 12 and 1904; we reach the conclusion that no Increase is neces-
sary. The ira ses In benefits since 102 have more than kept up with theincrese to the "oat of living*Benefts won raised In M by more than 12 percent for those retiring through

September of that year, and by more than 10 percent for those retiring after-
ward. The etoflivin, however, rose only 8.8 percent from September 1954,
to June 1"8$.

WOUW IT(ORM"* TUN TAX NUnSM

IL ft. 18540 provides for a substantial Increase In social security taxes. The
purpose of the Increase Is to pay for the higher benefits and to help overcome at

st part of the current acturlal deficit In the social security trust fund.
It would be a double-barreled Increase. First, the tax rates would be raised

and tMe tax increases accelerated over fewer years than Is now scheduled. In
addition the wage base upon which taxes are collected would be raised from
$4 200 tW $4,800.

a es are scheduled to Increase substantially In future years under present
law. 7he present tax schedule und the proposed taxes find the accelerated
schedule are set forth in the following table:

T rot MtiMnw Ta into Maximum

Pr"Wt law; I3 II. 35t9: Pertywl

.......... 11i80 1ilb. ..... 4
Ift 80 190-0a ......... 3)4 M1

3 187.80 lim" - -............... 4 in2

The added costs to workers and to employers, effective January 1, 1050, would
amount to a 27 percent increase in taxes which is exorbitant and wholly unjus.
tified, especially when the direct benefits to the participating public are In.
creased within a range of from 7 percent to 1? percent.

The employers of the Nation are greatly concerned with the Ivcreasin tax
burden which the social security program is placing upon employees and em-
ployers. Under the existing law the projected tax under the present system
will Increase in steps to a total of 8% percent by 1075. H. A, 18540 would ac-
celerate and Increase this tax to 9 percent, starting in 1909.

Justificatiou for the Increase In the maximum earn-gs base from $4,200 to
$4W0, according to the House committee report, is that there has been a grafd
unl decrease in the prentags of workers who have all their wages credited
under social security. In 1M7, 48 percent of the workers had all their wages

redilted. About 0 percent would have received full credit under a *4.800 base.
If we accept the validity of these figures we still question the desirablity

of maintaining a consistent percentage of persons who have all of their wages
covered. According to the committee report, "the wag-related character of
the sysmn will be weakened and eventually lost"-without Increasing the earn.
Mp a This would be valid only if the intent of the system were to replace

a costan percentage of pa. However, the base concept has always recog-
*ined that the intention of social security is to assure a minimum standard of
living for all pes and to provide relatively modest Increments for people
with higher pay. We can see no possible correlation between the basic pur-
poem of tl system and the need to have at least blf the working population

t to social security taxes on their entire pay.
" e argument of ay Increase in the wage ban must be one of the following:

1. That social security eventually should become a complete system of
income replacement for workers at all earnings levels and in effects replace
private systems for pensions and death benefits.

2 That more money should be raised from hirher-acome groups to pro.
vide greater benefits for person with lower earnins .

We cannot accept either of them two arguments for Increasing the wage base.
We do not biev that sMal security was ever ntended to accomplish tha
purpose&
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Several proposals have been before the Congress to reduce the Federal income

a for the lower Income groups Actually the social security tax paid by many
people Is much higher than the income tax which they pay. In fact, in certain
family elassiftcatlons there is no income tax liability, but the meal security
tax is as bigh as $4.50 per year, The social security tax i* levied on gros pay
up to $4,100 per year, without the deductions or exemptions allowed in computing
the income tax. Increasing the soeial security tax for these same people IS
paradoxical. The social security tax threatens to become the No. I tax problem
for many millions of people. It may edge the Income tax off the center of the
stage.

oMAIRJIJTT W3oOT4101VO SOULD NOT lox U92AAIJsZ

The bill contains several provisions for Ilberallsing disability Insurance bene-
fits which are unwise. For example, it provides for monthly benefits for dis-
ability insurance beneflcIaries, which have not been provided heretofore. It
eliminates the disability benefits offset provision, and makes posIble collection of
double benefits, which would certainly encourage malingerluig. Ietroactive appli-
eationu for benefits would be allowed and the work requirements would be
modified.

In the words of the Ways and Means Committee these changes would "liber-
allis the act." To "liberalize" simply meuns paying out wore money.

The report states that the speeia/l isa)illty fund Is in good condition, This
is so because the withdrawals In the first year of operation were not as high
as was anticipated. This Is all to the good, ano as It should be* Now It appears
that these liberallaing features have been proponod In order to spend the money
In the fund faster. It should be recognized that In any program such as this,
the number of benefllaries tuay be deceptively low during the first 1 or 2 years.
After the program is in operation longer, the number of beneficiaries will In,
crease substantially. There is no sound reason for tinkering with the disability
program and Ilberallaing it at this first opportunity to do so since Its adoption.

LONO-RNOX PLANNRO 15 3SSNNTI"

The Social Security Act now provides for the creation of an Advisory Council
on Social Security Financing with the duty "to review the status of the old-
age and survivors insurance trust fund In relation to Its long.term commitments.",
The Advisory Council Is now engaged in such a study. Enactment of new legis-
lation affecting costs and financing should be deferred until the Council's study
is completed and Its report is submitted.

Before any amendments are adopted, we believe that common agreement
should be secured on the basic purposes of the social security system.

If these objectives can be accepted and understood, the program will beconw
more stable, will more adequately meet true group needs and will help Individuals
and employers in planning supplementary security protection.

OONCLUSION

The House Ways and Means Committee report goes to great length attempting
to disprove the statement which has been made many times that the fluancint
of the whole social security program is actuarially unsound. It projects esti.
mates of costs of benefit payments, tax income, and other data up to te year
2020. But all of these data are based upon the benefit amounts and tax schedule
which are contained in 17. It 18849. Does this assume that there will be no
further amendments to the act between now and 3020? In one estimate the trust
fund will be exhausted in 2010. That is only 582 yearn from now. Then what?

There is no need for sweeping changes in the law every 2 years. We believe
that the situation is getting out of hand. We are alarmed when we envision
the end product of these intermittent and piecemeal changes. The insidious step.
by-step growth and extension of the social security program on many different
fronts, and the further pyramidinx of the costs must be stopped, or it will pose
a serious threat to both the Nation's economy and the morale of the people.
This has been proven in other countries, especially in England and Germany.

We feel that the oeial security program in rapidly snowballing into a gigantic
giveaway without due regard to the Impact on the future economy of the Nation.

Continuing liberalization of this program can only lead to the saddlitn of our
children and grandchildren with an excessive tax burden which they may not be
able to bear, We fear that the continued extension of benefits and higher taxes

207434-WS-
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wil reach the point where the resultant Ainaunlal burden on both Individuals and
the economy will nullity any benefits which the welfare of the country may be
expected to celve from the social security program.

millions of people In the United States, the social security system repre-
sents the basic foundation for their own retirement security, as well as for the
protection of their dependents. Almost every American has a stake in the sound.
ness and stability of this program. As we have previously pointed out, the pro.
powls contained in R. . 18549 will have a substantial and far-reaching impact
on the entire old-age and survivors Insurance program. Such a program can
only be instituted after a comprehensive study of all of the factors involved,
and should not be initiated unless it can be soundly financed and administered.

The provisions of this bill, If enacted, would have far-reaching adverse effects
on the well-being of our economy and on the long-run financial soundness of the
social security benefit program for the aged and their dependents and survivors,
and disabled workers.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on this serious matter.
Senator LoN. Mr. James J. Maher.

STATEMENT OF JAMES L MAHER, CHAIRMAN, SOCIAL SECURITY
COMMITTEE, COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW
YORK, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY MARLON Z. EUBANK, COUNSEL,
SOCIAL SECUIY DEPARTMENT, COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY,
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.

Mr. Mrm. My name is James J. Maher. I appear here as chair-
man of the social security committee of the Commerce and Industry
Association of New York. I am accompanied by Mahlon Z. Eubank,
who is counsel to the social security department of that association.

Mr. Chairman, I realize the time that has been taken up of your
committee by reading prepared statements. I have a prepared state-
ment which I would like to have entered into the record.

Senator LoNo. That may be done.
Mr. MAmum With your permission, I would like to make some com-

ments on the high spots of itZ.
As our statment indicates, we are most concerned over the. fact there

have been many major changes in our social security system in every-
well, we have had a pattern of every 9 years since 1950. I think there
were four changes in all, and it has now become a fairly regular pat-
tern.

It is not unfair to say that under this pattern, many changes could
be made in-the future which may not always be in the best interest of
a sound program.

'As was indicated in the House committee report, revisions which
are not always the result of a sound study or'an orderly study could
jeopardize the soundness of the system; and in that connection, Mr.
Chairman, I know this report is familiar to you, but I would just like
to mention that the report does indicate, as was considered there, that-
the latest long-range estimates prepared by the Chief Actuary of the Social
Security Administration show that the old-age and survivors part of the pro-
gram (as distinct from the disability part) Is further out of actuarial balance
than your committee considers it prudent for the program to be.

In addition, It points out:
In addition to the need for action to reduce the Insufficiency in the financing of

old-age and survivors insurance over the long range, there is need for action to
improve the condition of the system over the next few years. This year, for the
first time in the 18 years since benefits were first paid, the income to the old-
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a and survivors insurance trust fund Is slightly less than the expenditures
from the fund.

Senator Loze. Of course, as you know, sir there are some of us
who have felt that tile program should not b; put on the funded
basis in any event, For example, some of us feel that this program
should have been on more of a pay-as.you-go basis in order that we
might provide more liberally for those who retired now, and those in
the future should carry the cost and will perhaps be better able to do
so than the present taxpayers.

The chamber of commerce position has been, incidentally, that it
should be on a pay-its-you-go basis. So while it is true we are not in
an actuarial balance there are some of us who never felt that we
should be that way, that we should never try to accumulate a tremen-
dous trust fund.

Mr. MAIER. Yes, sir. My concern would be, and it is probably some-
what old-fashioned, in the sense that I think we have to think of the
future younger generation and not consider that we have passed on to
them a tremendous load which they may regard as our present genera-
tion having ridden piggy-back on them.

SenatorLoNo. Of course, my general feeling is if we take too much
from thoog who are workingtoday to accumulate these huge funds, in
many instances we might have tie effect of forcing them to deny
their children the opportunity to have a better education or better
chance in life, and this might actually take more from the subsequent
generation than we would have taken if we had given them a better
education and better start in life.

Mr. MAitsit. Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, I should say in talking about
the point of financial soundness, our organization does favor the
principle of pay-as-you-go. We are concerned, of course, when these
changes, are made and benefit increases are provided, that-there should
be correponding increases in the tax structure of the act. We feel,
however, that that change might be best made in the form of an in-
creased rate.

Senator LONG. I am frank to say what I have never been able to
understand is why the American F ederation of Labor and their af-
filiates have always insisted that the pay-as-you-go approach should
not be used. The chamber of commerce has favored it. You tell me
your association of commerce and industry favor it.

This so-called funding approach is just a matter of retiring the
public debt with payrol [taxes, because eventually we will reach the
fa when the Federal Government will hold $250 billion or $800

billion of funds in one fund, and the public debt in the other, and it
simply will be a transfer of paymentback and forth, the obligation
of t1e Federal Government being the same, to make these payments
as pople retired. I do not know of anyone who contends that funds
shoud'ever be reduced; they should, always be incread.. .

Mr. MAHIR. Yes, sir. I think that our concern is idcated more
by the experience this year or the indications in 1959 of the deficiency
between the income and contributions as against the estimates which
were made some years ago) and that bears on another point in our
statement, Mr. Chairman. '

I do not wish to imiply that we, in our statement, think that all of
the Members of this Congress are sensitive to political pressures in
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terms of what has.happened, but we do feel- myself have had a
9eAt deal of experience with pension planning and programing, and

know when you make a change wit so many complex factors In.
volved, that everyone may not be a specialist In this field, with all
due respect to Members of Con ross, who are very able men in their re
speotive fields, and that sometime, It can be important to have the
bene/, of long-range, competent study.

I think that was contemplated in th 966 amendments which pro-
vided for the appointment by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare of an Advisory council , and that Council was, I believe,
scheduled to report its findings by the end of this year, and apparently
tie legislation you now have be fore you, which Is the subject of this
hearing, was conceived in the House, as all tax legislation is, and we
do not feel this has had the benefit of the full, long-range study, the
benefit of the results of a study that would have been made by the
Advisory Council.

We think that that, in a way, is better than the piecemeal kind of
adjustments we may get which may be conceived rather hastily, and
there are many, many changes in this bill, many aspects of the social
security system are affected by iL

Thatis why we prefer and recommend that the committee coin-
posed of the Secretaries of Labor, Health, Education, and Welfare,

treasury, and Comnniere , be set up to make a study every 2 years, real-
izing it is important to review the system in the light of changing eco-
noinic factors.

That committee, however, could do this in a very competent and
very orderly system of study, and then the Congress would certainly
have the benefit of It.

And I think, too, that if the Congress was in a position to make
them changes on the basis of a study of that kind,.they could insure
the soundness of the system over the long-range point of view.

There are a few other things, Mr. Chairman, I would like to com-
ment on in relation to our report and if Congress considers it neces-
sary to enact this legislation, with the Incease benefits provided of
approximately 7 percent, that no increase be made in the tax wage
bass, but rather that if It is neossary i1 the interests of sound flnan-
oing to provide for additional income, that that be done through a
tax rate adjustment on the existing wage base.,

There is one thing that has been laiuussed here Mr. Chairman, and
that is this disability offset provision, and I wouid like to speak to that
with reference, first of all, to the exoellelat work which has been done
in New York under our various rehabilitation programs related to our
workmen's compensation laws, and also under the Social Securit At,
and I would lust like to give you the example of a situation whre a
married man in New Yorl earning $4 a month, who becomes totally
disabled due to an occupational accident, would receive, under the
workmen's compensation law, $0 a week or $186 a month for the
rest of his life, assuming it was that tm of dsbility

Senator LAie. For the rest of his life!
Mr. MApaR. Workmens compensation.
Senator Lose. That is the New York law?
Mr. MAOLS. Yes, sir.
Senator Bxm-mzr. I think that is the law in other States where the

disability is of such a nature that it can be presumed to last for the

8W8
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rest of a person's life. I have a friend who was a nurse who acquired
TB in a hospital serving a patient and the State of California
awarded her disability for the rest of er life. She has overcome the
TD, but the payments run on, on the basis that TB is supposed to be
a serious condition. She will get it for the rest of her lifi.

Senator Lose. It has never been that liberal in Louisiana. It lasted
over a period, I was trying to recall, about 8 years, or something,
perhaps slightly longer than that, but after that i tone then that is
the end of it, and it is only a maximum of $30 a wee for that period
of time.

Senator BhNN,'r. There are some States where, by the nature of
the disability, the compensation is lifelong.

Mr. Miuxu. Well that certainly is true in New York. I am not
familiar with the other States, but I am sure it could be so in other
States.

Under this bill, if it is enacted that same worker, if he is age 50, of
course, and over, in 1059, and taking the benefit just for him and his
wife, would receive $174, or in other words, a total of $360 a month.
That is the $186 plus $174.

All of this would be entirely tax free. And this same individual,
when he worked in active employment and earned $400, and assuming
an exemption only for him and his wife, would be subject to a straight
maximum withholding of $53.860, leaving him a net monthly income
of $846.20.

Actually he would be better off with the disability income, that is,
the combined disability income, if these changes are enacted, combined
with the workmen's compensation benefit, than when he wa actively
working.

Senator LoNe. Is your objection to that the fact that his income
would then exceed by $4 what lie was making, or the fact that it would
provide an incentive for someone to malinger and to decline to
rehabilitate himself I

Mr. M ui i. Mr. Chairman, we have found with regard to our New
York experience, and I think some of our investigations have shown
that, we have had a number of Moreland Act investigations in New
York, that there is a natural inclination to offset the efforts made to re
habilitate if there is a financial incentive, depending upon, of course,
the nature of the disability and the circumstances of The disability.

I do not know how many situations we would have where that
would be so, but there are always those borderline cases where con-
tinuing efforts are made at rehabilitation, with some measure of
success, and I think that is also true of the measures set up under
the social security system.

Now there is one other point in our report Mr. Chairman, I would
like to comment on, and that is- -

Senator Loso. There Is this point2 too, which occurs to me, how.
ever, where a person is genuinely disabled, and I am not speaking
of malingering, I am seing of a person whem the medical evidence
is all there to show he had Ien completely disabled. Suppose he is
working in a plant and acid flies in his eyes and blinds him com-
pletely. Generally speaking, you regrd a blind man as compleWtly
disabled. Even though you could find something for him to do, in a
ease of that sort he does lose the opportunity to advance and to go ahead
and earn more than he had been earnigin the past.
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Mr. MAu=. Y, ir.
Senator Loeo. If he is disabled at an age, particularly right now-

this only applies to age 50 now, but if it should be applied toa younger
igs, If he ls disabled atia stage i lfe where he had the opportumt to
advance and he looe that,.te disability payments, of course, if they
exceed somewhat his earnings, could never give him what he might
have achieved had he been able to advance.

Mr. MAul. No, sir. In a normal advancement of a man's active
career, which is a factor you cannot disregard, he certainly has been
deprived of all opportunity to advance careerwise or to advance in
terms of income. That would certainly be true, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Loio. In other words, as far as a worthy person is con-
cerned, he would not trade you an additional $4 of income for being
disabled and confined to his home for the rest of his life.

Mr. MAu . I do not think in the majority of cases that would be
true.

Senator LONG. Of course, your point is that the income should not
exceed what the man was earning at the time he was disabled.

Mr. MAJuF. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Loxo. Yes.
Mr. MAtr. Mr. Chairman, on the subject of annual reporting, this

is something, again, I am sure you are aware of.
It is not just a matter of what this means to business in terms of

millions of dollars of costs, but certainly it also adds a great deal of
expense to the Government. On the Federal side, it seemsthat millions
of dollars could be saved annually by eliminating the need for the vast
machinery and processing of these records.

I think Secretary Folsom or former Secretary Folsom pointed that
upin his testimony before the House, to some degree.

We certainly recognize it in business, and it does cost business many
millions of dollars.

Now, at a time where the Government certainly, I am sure, is anxious
to find ways to reduce expeaises, it seems to me this could result in a
substantial savings to the Government if we had annual reporting
in r lace of the present quarterly reporting.

'ihe W-2 form or the procedure that we use for reporting income
taxes to the Government on the informational basis could be combined
with this reporting for social security.

Senator Log. Is that in the bill at the present timeI
Mr. MAuls. It was discussed before the House in the hearing, but

there is no provision in the bill covering this matter.
Senator LoxG. In other words, you would like annual reporting in

payment of the social-security tax ?
Mr. MAm. Yes, sir. Means could be set up as it is now for the

remitting of the funds so there could be protection against defalca-
tion or ihe actual withholding of the employees' contributions, but
the reporting aspect in detail to be on an annual basis instead of the
present quarterly basis of reporting the detailed earnings for each
separate employee and the tax with ld.

I understand, I think, former Secretary Folsom pointed out---
Senator L*o. As a matter of fact, we have the averagin1g process

in this bill, so far as the welfare payments are concerned, and that
would help the Department to ahinister a welfare program rather

Ann
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than trying to check how much each individual payngt was, and set
It up on a case-by-caae basis, 10,000 cass for a single State, for
example.

Mr. MAnn. Yes, sir.
Senator Loo. Administrtively, that would relieve them of a great

burden. If we could ever work out something to relieve you employers
of all the detailed bookkeeping and let you average out your remit.
tances based on social security and unemployment payment, it cer-
tainly would ease your burden.
Mr, MAT=. It certainly would be a great improvement over the

present rocedure Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, hat is all I have to offer or comment on with respect

to our statement or this bill.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee and

present our views on this bill.
Senator LoNe. Thank you very much.
(M-, Maher's prepared statement follows:)

S ATR.MNT or TUB CIOMMaCI & INDUSTRa ASSOCIATION or N w YoaK, INc.,
Cozranwto LZaOSLATiON AMinU1O TnJX SocwA, Sucuuzv Aor

Presented by James J. Maher, chairman of the social security committee of
Commerce & Industry Association of New York, Inc., and assistant vice
president of Chase Manhattan Bank
Commerce & Industry Association of New York, Inc., the largest service

chamber of commerce in the E ast, represents approximately 8,500 employers.
large and small, In all branches of industrial and commercial activity, Including
many corporations headquartered in New York but engaged In multistate activi-
itles Through its social-security committee, which Includes many of the Nation's

leading tax and personnel executives, and its social-security department, the
association studies and actively represents management thinking on legislation
involving the Poelal Security Act. The Commerce & Industry Association
appreciates the opportunity to appear before your committee for testimony on
this important proposed legislation.

The principal subject of this hearing is the Mills bill, ]7. R. 18&49, recently
passed by the House of Representatives. At the hearing before the House Ways
and Means Committee when legislation on this subject was being considered, the
Commerce & Industry Association submitted a statement dealing with the
broad issues of social-security legislation. In effect this statement pointed up
the policies adopted by the association in the field of old-age and disability
Insurance. Since they are pertinent to the subject of this hearing, we hereby
submit them to your cOmwittee and ask that they be considered in connection
with any social-security legislation that may be enacted.

OOV&oa
We favor broad extension of coverage since this forms the basis for the

soundest kind of program.
The coverage of substantially all gainfully employed persons (to the extent

administratively feasible) is an essential requirement of a sound social Insurance
system. Such a system should be developed to give a basic minimum of economic
protection. Special exemptions have progressively harmful effects on the benefits
of those persons who move from covered employment to employment left uncov-
ered by the act

Integration of railroad retirement and Federal civil service programs with
OASI would be highly desirable. Today 1.9 million Federal employees are under
civil service and 1.2 million railroad employees are covered under the railroad
retirement program. These employees should be covered by the base social-
security system with the present special systems for them modified so as to
produce results comparable to the overall benefits provided from private Industr
pension plans and OASL
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Another e re In which Covern should b extended Involvea United stat
ttems emploTed bytelg suheIdlarle. of American companies At the pre*

WA tIs uieh 0w0oe1s my, lot b eo"A anli 9401% itid every one Is tovered.
We reonmwmad Aeind£ be0 law to permit the oovorle of saiy number of suab
maployes with the provio that AU Uow employees subsequotly hired would

be auto ttqlld y mvered,

We lot # Myst"ll of fluouclag votudtoply oup4)orted by Wroll tWell and
baed on the y.aeyou-!lo principle. The payrol| taes should be contributed
4qtumly by employer and employes.

A true Pity-aA.ou-o system makve the taxpayer conselous of the actual oost
Ot o11-1e proteIons balancing whtat might be utwidered desirable on the one
Mand agalst the ost of financial the program on the other hand.

r teal% "1oal security taxes (not inelldlR1 taxes tOr the 1lOW, selarate
dtsahllIty prosrrcn) 71aided approximately $0.0-illion while benefit payments
totaled 9YT,1 bllo It wasn tie first year snlve the IntetLion of the program In
Whicl eotitrtbutlons failed to cover benefit payments. li elstratlve expenses
eme to 10W million, hut Interest eartned on the $142,4 billion fund totaled slightly
over WiT milliot1. 'hus the system Just above broke even, It was not expected
to need the interout ilcouie to break even before 100.

lPor 1911A the likollhood of a deillet contrasts with a previous prediction of a
(KE) million surplus during the year, It is now ostlnatelthat Irl coutributlons

will bring [i V-8f billion anl! Interest earnlusl will be about 4WH) million, Indl.
eating a deficit of $fiOO million.

lt-or IVA prtwuet eXlxtatiotis tre that the ful will run $Wl( million fit ti
rd comiarot with ant earlier exieeted lonroaso of $M Imillion, ,ontrlbutioic
*"e due to bring In *t.0 billion and Interost $l307 million. lenuills may lib to
$9.15 billion, while idiintetrative exittwli stay at $1 0 million,.

To the extit that the (lovorutueut IN miakicig iaymetts iti the form of Intorest
o the debt. the (loveruenit Is making a sbtntlM1all contribution to the st-lll-
security ttnanellun. Rueh interest paymputs imult I* wuado out tif the tax rvoinuees
of the tw erl CoverInlent. Plikellil the sy i oU l trite IMy-.li4you-o bIMl
would elintnatn ouch 0overinieont contributions, leav1ig the reserve fund avail.
able tor contlngulie an explaied littor.

As a Setit hMnpleenenlogli the IpAY-46.youc lo Mmeopt, We favor a perlodle
$y-:r review of tax nodl to irovile the bwleflts. Under oueh a plan we pro-
tlpo that in each odd-numbered yor a ottitUtew, c)luiposd ot te Mttwretoriv* of
the Treasury. ("onututerv, dlAbo. and Ilaltit, lt dun'tloln, and Wolfarpe, rely ad.
vise the Oongree oi the extilated beuefits to be imid during lthe next 2 ralodmr
years based 1mpon the then eximtilgl benefit nleliiles andi, further, advice thov
Oeugr~w of the contributions netssary to flUanve these bwillt. It It Is found
that tMe benefit cists would exceed the amounts eolletled through iyroll taxes,
we recocuned that the additional antotnt Ie aid out of the reserve. F1rthr,
If during the 2-year period Congress Increases the benefits under the law or
*oned the law In any mianier that wYmuld serloinly affect the committee's bene.
ft estimtes. then the committee wild be obligated to recoimen d i now tax
rate to the COngr#sw which would thon enact leislation making the new rate
#AMcIve for the sueveedlnlg calendar year or year.

Under such a prolvosl there would be no ned for automate !raduated rates
as pr sntly provided under the law, lnce, an we have seen In the past, no one
<* pcediet with amiiraoy the tax needs for any extended future period. Th
veriew by thl romndttee would cover the pension and urvivorshlp tund and
the fmnd fir disability beneflts. The two tunds should be maintained separately
se as to lndicate the cot of each programs.

AX O$ SUJ'.IAUPOIM
The coetritution rate for the se'f-employed should be equivalent to the coutri.

ulbokm rats of the employs and employee combined.
We eannwo agre with any propmal that self-employed Individuals should pay

fair 1% ON" the employee contri untion rate and be subaldised in relation to the
eWeests requIred for n employee in covered employment.

Tie *W4afployed ebould pay the vombtned rate of both the employer and em.
pq, and It t our re-eadtion that at least onehalf of such combined tax
be lltttn as a baeis expense on the selfecnploved a Incioe tax* reurn.

Whe deAlotke would conftrm with the deduction of OAST tat now permitted
to a boem espm to m-loyAvs
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We do not favor permitlnij the deduction ot OASI contributions on person
nome.tax roMturS whi, coontnulng the exclualson of soelal.seouritj IeMlls from

taxable i"CInt.
We reeMsinmeati that Atuty be given to the feasibility of permitting the dedue.

tion of OA141 eontrilutionas on prwnal loe'.moe-tax returns while at the sum
time eitilring that heeufiits rm .ivet be trmte'd iet taxable Isa'nwl . With an
iswresing nIumer of Iersious eolleting 04141 beitefitt, !iaoy belealelarlies are
given an Unloeeod andIlot"slltalte ta uallfnitag will discrlllnalory efftct in
rlations to the taxable status of insurance annutlies and Privat., pension#,
Making OAN IteWOfls taxable would not stffYet those whose principal income on
rItireolnlt Is derlved front OA$I bonefitso Wisnc those over age 06 have the benefit
of double Oxenptiolls,

TAX-aAN 5I.TMATION

We strongly urge rteotlion of tie existing tax bass with $44NIO na the Inmxl.
niuln amount of wages subject to contribution and uxl In the eomputation of

It the system Is placed oit a py.as-you-o basds we rerommnmmd that the ad.,
ditlonl revenues requitrad to cover ties4 ovt of existing or ineessed Wine lts 10
snot through an inerese In the rate of contrlbutiont rather than ,y Inormesin tim
wage base,

oelal security benotits should lie related to wage sot should provide boew
fits which reprusnt a hassle door of protection.
It was nIever coutmplatiol theat Iliolits should be ot at the level of comfortable

living. it otr prosnt siitl order a tatmntial numwvr tit employed Indi.
viduals are provided4 with private penlons anad those I the proteslonal and Self-
etulnlyodi eoulfemorlois are exim'tmUl to provhae, In addition to) this basie old-age
Inattran( protection, som part of the financial provision for their old age.

lhotiflit lnerea es live beii imetle avor tle y enr. Hieaee It5 the N-noetsN have
Int-reeail by mire titan 100M lmircent. DIurlng this Iperil th metxls/ins.l primary
benelt has gotei from $42 2) a ImOth to $1l&(AM. The lallximum snnr )vorship
benefit roe from $00.40 to $20).

It Is recgulmAd thnt 1to Icr-pvilo a nuidniu nt tmsr of protetion It io nsves-
snary to prolet il pret Ibitoflihtirle and prosqwetive benotielarhoei from the In.
roads of inflation and linure that benefits are rviwewod from time to time In
the light of chnging econoile conditions,

Ti eommlttec which we have prolto to conduct perlod , reviews of the
system could als be charged with the repasmsibility of advising the (ongraw
of the lteed for chang In the act to meet imvonomle tluctuations,

MRDUCIrTON IN AOa

We aio not favor a relduction In the ellibility age of retiretl male worker
front the present age 00 and for the female workers or widows below the present
age of 02.

Congress should take no nation which would dlscourage the hiring of older
workers. To maintain our favorable economic position In competitlve world
markets ant keep abroast of the needs of a rising population, the sklls of the
older worker must be usl. It would not be sound or fair for the younger
worker, through an ever-inereasing tax rote on his alary paid by himself and
his employer, to pay for the retirement of a substantial segment of our popu-
lation who could work and are available for employment.

We believe that any reduction In the retirement age would be undealrable
for the following reasons:

1, The present retirement awe of 02 for women already dlaerimimatm
against the men. To lower this age further will Increase, sb dst eriMniusti
and may cause a commensurate reduction In the retirement age for meet.

2. company , industrial, voluntary, or Oovernnent peaso pa=s bae
grown at an accelerating rate. They ar geared to the Iial S eurity Act
as to the age of retirement. fPurther lowering the ae would cmlct with
and greatly complicate the administration of 'be auOr ii pfiate Ip
ien plans which set tbe normal r#tremet age at 65.
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B. Thom private peusloo plans plus molat securityt have reulted In a
eo1tanl0 lfterseulng number of workers retiring at the alg of l and
at i ti hen lift eclm-taney is 1iucreasln, twertngl the ag* for social
00061t I*et will /Acltltate eonpulsory retirement under private Pen
sion plans, thereby inducinu tur iet rent at an age that would be
eonttry to the national Interst,

WORK Toot

W* do not vo a k lay ilberlizatlon in the work toot and revommond that
t~to work teat appliable for both the employed and slt.ewployed be made
equitable In deteralnlng entItlemont to benefits,

Slet the present law the work tost i oo an annual basis, In any year before
the l*Acaty reaches It aind earns iore than I1,1100, the number of monthly
!onelt checks dloe him tor the year will lelieud on the amount of his total
earnings and on how mnuch work he dId In o1et tmith. In general, the lien.-
Setary lofes his right to I month's benefit check for each $$0 (or fraction of
W) of earnlgs over $lIAO0 in the year* No matter how much the bneuoaelar

earns in a year, however, ho "in retive the m1othly tnysent for aly month
In which he neither earns wagee of more than $M or renders substantial service
In e*W-uelpiloyntim t. After the benioelary reaches age TV this earulns test
does not a4Ply.

The present proillona dlocritmlato In favor of the selt..eimployed because
of the test of sulstantial oarings i in i given month. It loads to discrimination
where an Individual can earn In I1 month a large sum of money and still be
entitled to the colletiom of monthly benefit chocks even though the $1,200 lhlt

aia been exceeded. We ellove that to make the work tPst equitable, the $1,200
limit should arpply to both the muptoye! and the solf-omnployed without the test
of substantial service In the latter eane, and that 1 month's benoit le timponlted
ftt aCt $M) earned In e a Of $lltlhT

We do not favor liberalisatlon or extension of ti disability features of th
pmranm, but recotnnwd that provision be made for the Inclusion of dependents
of disabled persons in the determination of benefits Juust as Is presently done In
th old-M and survivors insurance,

In line with this Isitim we are opposl to.-
(*) lurther liberaliatton of the dslihility bnoflt treee provision s;
(6) Lowering the age for disability Inetlt entitlement under rO ,
(0) Inclusion of hospltalisation or any other benefits not presently In the

program and not connected with the Wace loss concept of the program,

ANNUAL RNPORTINO

Wo favor the elimination of quarterly wage listings and the adoption of annual
Vee, uig for social security purposes.

1 is no justitlietion for continuing the quarterly reports, Quarterly re.
complicate the payroll and acounting procedures of every business firm,
add grsatly to the operating expenses and they are a complete economic

me. There Is no reamn why mcial security wage information for an uncor.
~ calemdar ear could not be secured on a request basis when necessary. As

a matter of fat, te records themselves are usually 8 months late in being posted,
s that when current wage information is necessary in connection with a our-
tvors claim tot benefits It It necessary for the social security agency to seure

conent information from the employer.
O the * sid% nmllloas of dollars could be saved annually by eliminating

te wed fr processing thes records. At a time when the Government in search.
tar woo to redue pripditurm by billions the saving of millions will help.

"o W-2 torm ft income tax purposes and form 941 should be combined In a

It W3614 be wel to point out that rewr of wage for the self-omployed
bas bass s am ammal bais and worked well. In the same manner a with the
Mettmud.1-, tom quarters of oe can be credited ft each year in which
UsM teVYsa had earmi of $w or motm
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With respect to tle provisions (it 11 II. M1114 isseed by the Uowe0 we sub.
wit for your counidera iou these osesrvltionS I

This bill liberallaed tite benefit and also makes provision for Inereae taxes
to fn141(0 tile beltflt1. On pie 8 of the report tit the House Ways and Means
Oonswittee oil this bill, the following statement sears I

"In addition to the need for action to reduce the l4411 en10 In te financ1ing
of old-use and survives inuUranco over the Iona range, there Is need for motion
to improve the condition of the system over the nest few years. This year,
for the first to. In the 18 yurs since benefts were first pllt the Income to the
old-ise and survivors Insurunce trust fund Is slight less than the expesdltures
from the fund, It no changes are made, outgo wilt continue to exceed Income
in each year until 100. Your committee believes that a situation where outgo
exceeds income for I or 8 years Is one that should not be permitted to continue,
We believe that public vonidePo in the eywmn-o nesOsaareV I t 41 to provled
real sewur yt for tho pooplW-may be Impalred if the triet fund eoolle";e# to
dertine." I Indmis eupliled.+

We conind the Ileuos committee for evidencing concern that public on.
lfdenco fit tie stsystens cld lie Inpired If tie fPasa stability of the fund is

weaketml. Our association Is also concerned shout the financial soundnee of
the mytem and urges that no measures be enacted which will In lls way Impair
Its soUnll"le.

lit 1101 the Congress evidenevl the *ame concern and granted to Mocretary
lPolsons the authority to appoint top experts In the field of labor management
and edueaition to serve as members of an Advisory Counel! on "o'Mi Security
VInuneing with Instructions to report the results of their findings and make
rewosnendtions to the 0ongres by the end of 19M6. We therefore strongly
slrge that in the Interest of a sound social security program no action be taken
by (Alngreesa to amend the net until It has had the houeflt of the Advisory (Omni.
ei's study. changege that are the result of a competent and thorough Study
will prove more beneficial to the people of this Nation than those which are hast
I onceived and cnanted wider asy kind of pressure or for reason sf eOpe-
(Iency.

We rectgllgnle, however, that Congress tray consider it necesary to enat some
loglslation at this ussion. to that event we would prefer that-

NXXWEIT IOUSSr- AX SANS

The 7 percent beielt Increase he applied to existing and future beoeolarles,
This wold result Il the present maximum of $108M being Increased to $110
without any change In the S4,2) tax base.

At this time there Is no nml for hoats to Increase benefits beyond what would
he available under the $4,200 base because on page 11 of the report of the
House Ways and Means Committee It Is pointed out that-

"For those coming on the rolls In the future, the range of benefit Psyments.
taking Into a(,count tise Increased earnings bae, would be from $5 to 9197#
although jf will be many years before enrne wfl ba able to 00 the metlmum
amount." (Jmphs supplied,)

In fact the vast majority of workers who are credited with $4,200 (the mact-
mum) In 1950, 1067, and 198 for the purpose of determining thir average
monthly wage when they retire will never qualify for the maximum primary
benefit of $127 under H. It 18549. In fact, under this bill no omt who retires
In 1960 will be able to obtain a primary benefit of more tha $119. There would
be very few who could achieve a primary benefit over $110.

veI !NCRI5A

We acknowledge that If Congress at this time makes only a 7 pmmat Inerease
In benefits with a maximum primary benefit of $116, an appropriate nerese I
the tax rate may be necessary, In that event we would not favor 1n1reasing
the wage base to provide additional revenue but believe this might be
pilshed by Increasing the tax rate on the existing wae bese.
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In our opilion the maJor changes i the social-secutly structure provided for
In IL R. IAU4 were not the result of adequate study,

AN illuutrailoa of this lack of stud, Ia the elimination of the disability benefit
0"t provisions. Undee these provisions workmen'sa compensation will no longer
be deducted from disability imameutw. Obtaining both liability payments and
workmen's compensation wil I mult In many eases of the individual re-olviug
more in benefits for both progras than he would receive while working. Take,
for example, a married man In New York earning $400 a month who becomes
totally disabled due to an ocoulational accident. He would receive under the
workmen's compensation law $45 a week or $1M a month for the rest of his
life !Inder this bill It the ine worker is ap M10 or over In 19M1) he and his
Wife would reeie $114 In addition ($110 plus $i$) in disability benefits, This
would provide a eomblned monthly Income of $800 ($186 plus $1?4), il of which
Would be entirely tax free While this same Individual worked, however, thle,
$4 he earned in wage was mbject to income tax and, more slpecfically, a
monthly h'reeral income tax withholding of $ .0, leaving him with a not it.
some ot $ 1420. This mould hve the effect of comunteractlng the excellent re-
babilitation ptograms that have been set up to help these Individuals.

CONMLUMION

Many authorities concerned with the long-rmnge soundness of the socidI so-
curit, program do not feel that there has been ample opportunity to determine
whether tb mauy major changes i IL .R 18540 are sound from every point of
view,

The gneral welfare of our Nation and its economy Is closely Integrated with
our wocial-security system, It should be properly balanced with th needs of the
aSed, the general welfare of the common Ity anti the beat Itterest oV our tWOUoy,

For these and other reasons we have stated we urge that no changes be made
tn the Social 8ocurity Act until Congress ban had the benefit of an adequate study
to stulde it In detorming what revisions would be in the Interest of a soundsystem

Senator LoNo. This conoludes the hearing tio far n. the public wit.
nosS" are concerned.

Tomorrow morning, Secretary Flenuming will return for a short
period of questioning at 10 o'clock.

(By di't ion of the Chairmanf, the following is made a part of thereord:)
XutW Yoax STATa OATHOrUo W PAurXs COM ItTTurW

Aibesy, N. V., A iops 8, 198.flon. HtARR F, I'van ,
aeirmee*, Adtosoew Commiltee,

~ttr,4 8106et8 acete, W#e8degtQoe D. '.
DWAIa Sx.NArR Mn: There is before your committee for consideration II. It.

V"04e by Mr, Mill., introduced in the Houso of Representatives on July 28,
19W I have bee advised that your committee has provided for hearings
tbomrn to be bold on Atuguat $ and It. I retet that circumstances prevent iny
arramilug to aper at the hearings so fixed. I &a, therefore, submitting
beewaith for the consideration of the committee our views with respect to one
portion of the bill.

On behalf of the many voluntary charitable endeavors of the Catholic Church
it New York. our committee has participated with continued interest in the
de.elopint and growth of program in the field of social welfare, and In partlc-
nlar in the field of maternal and child welfare. For this reason, we have a deep
and abiding Interest in the program established by the federal Government un-
Or ttle V of the Social Security AcL

We have not had the opportunlt.v to #Ire consideration to the many and varied
provisos of the bill under discussion, and, therefore, confine our comment to
sectia 001 thOre, pae 9? , f i. 1U . 18549.

TWs soo of the bill before your committee, H. H. 18549, propose a major and
gaifc mat daa git the structure of the program provided by title V, part 8, of
tde Socal Security Art in that It proposes that the funds thereunder be made
avaiabl for am program in t field of child welfare in place of the present
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sou1d limitation that Frederal participation be ued in predominated rural arems
awl areas of special need.

In out conidered view, the present provisions of the law defining the scope
of utlliution of part 8, title V. funds has a sound historical and effective bass
It Is intended to foster and encouftge the development of adequate programs In
the 5.14 of child welfare by rubilo and voluntary agencies. It is stimulant to
hwal enuavor which is one of he highest purpose for the expenditure of Federal
tuuds.

The proposal change would opin up to to Federal program and the subsidisa
tion of any programs in the field of child welfre and would become a primary
program, In ustitut tw of leal effort, both public and private# rather than a
stimulant It special areas of need.

The particular concern wieich the proponents of this change haye exprose can
be effectively met by appropriate administrative dischlrge of the statutory man.
date. The defnltion of "trea of special ned" ay en'onIpmAs, it Justified, many
of the programs for wbic h suiort ts sought through the rhaep In the statute.
tndemd, a more forthright approach to the Implinwtation of the congressional
sntialate, particularly with respect to the utftlsaon of existing voluntary sew
les, and their participation In planning, would have a more salutary effwt than

the proposed removal of the statutory limitation.
IU expreoiltg our opposition to this portion of the bill under discussion, we

urge that the proposed change be deleted from the bill and that the general sub.
Je.t be given further study at the nest seslon of congress . At that time, It would
*e helpful to) know more of what has been done to carry out the present provI.

.slons or the law,
iht i tfully submitted. (Cnu~aJu 3. Tomen, Jr. UcoreisrV.,

l1011. lIAsT F. tiTN, Naw Yos, S. T, AugucE , 100,

Qhairmrn, Smoate flrnte (ommtlee,
Hinmal Offoo Building, Washinkgoo, D. 1.

Ho dal boeurlty Act as amended bi IL. R. 1384 provides that totally and per,
maently disabled ewplev:,si, 50 years of age or more could collect both work-
muoc's 'omnixolltioni and iull social seurity benefits at the same time.

In Now York State this would mean that a married man could collft over
4800 tax free Income. This Is extremely objectionable because It destroys In-

nlve for injuriod employee to becomuo rehablllitted and return to work thus
lnareaslng the egt of workmen's compensation Insurance. It destroys the dee.
tiveneuw of inouran(* compiani rehabilitation programs.

It is reqeusted that IL It. 18649 be amended by striking out the provision that
w(Jild repeal the deduction of workmen's compensation from social security dis-
ability benefits.

I would like to have this wire read into the record at the hearing next week.
Ros J. sA1, MOO,# VWS N. r,

Neo York N. Yo, Avon* Sot 51"&
lion. HARRY F. HiraU,

Senato Office Bsnding, Washktav D. (7.
Mr DKA.s iSxxTos lflmo: This letter is written to ask your tbughtful con-

sideration of all of the implications of U. IL 13549, liberalising OAtI benefits and
changing fundamentally the matching formula for grants to atest for public
assistance. The overwhelming majority by which this measure piied the House
testifies to the political appeal social-security liberalisation has during an elec-
tion year. The writer has followed closely legislation In this field for Many
years, and it is his considered opinion that H. R. 18549 Is against the Puble
Interest. It should be killed by courageous statemsenahip In the fenate.

The company for which the writer administers benefit programs, Stanuer,
operates a I)lant at Bentonville. This Is why be presumes to write you.

The report of the House Was and Means Committee stated that benefits wulid
be Increased by 7 percent. Actually benefits would be increased by betwe
7 peor t and 17 percent. It tMtes that the increased reveeS (fmIS raising
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te w e ba e from " 00 to %4am00) will be ample to take care Of the Increased
future viots, But the actuaries who made this estimate also told the (ongress
when the law wai, amended in 19M tgot the trust fund would inares each
yMtr tot the noxt three detide. In Ik itan years these actuaries were proved
whi-.trust rued ino me to now less that& trust fund dlisbursements, It would
be W4"Lr to asvpt these actuarial estimates sageln without careful eheklng byother qualified etuarie,

T%6 prowe d chatiim In the formula for watching Pederal dollars for Mots
public as stance ar the most serious of all, Limitations tf time and space
irmlt only the observation that they will orodo away $itet's rights to a degree

"ter than any Other I Islation in many Years.
.J4 the pattern of liberafline social security ery a years permits where will

It ever stop It it asking too much of today's Congressmen to be coneemed
abUt the Intncial !labilitlie of future generations when they ar* elected by
the votes tf this generation? The writer sincerely believes noa and so he urges
your V us opposition to the measure before I"o.V~,truly yuut Ur. T, trollsp,

Matager, Nmploveo Rtutlout,

Oattaiv TAPA CUAiNus Of MMKKO4,

SOutor hARY PMWo JRu41
8~0w 0"AtW flfng, W0A1# 4t0, ,).

DeAm 8UNA U1 hItan: It has been evident, for some years, that an actuarial
dflicleucy exists in the rsttt sowial.,c uriLypro ram. An Advisory Council on
8ealol security Mnancln was established in 10, to study andreommend a
new program
Tie board of governors of the Oreater Tampa Chamber of Commerce has

Adopted a reowution requetin no legislative action be taken In the fieid of social
security until the ftinns of Is icoumcil are presented and a sound, long-range
Proram fan be develotel.

We roqxetftIlly submit that consideration of social-security legislation would
be premature until a Cull study by the Advisory Council ti available.

SlitrKety yours,,Sinc-Ly ur ,IL L. Osowna, Preeet,

MW5OLUTZON

14* reitnsoh by the board of vtoctv'rno o the G}reat& Tampa Chamber of
Cowwm-rt, That legislation In the field of social security should not be considered
during this Se4wion of 0ongrem

The board of govr,.,more has taken this ation becatuS:
1. There is a study pending by the advisory council on socIal-security

financing, which was established by Congress In 190, pursuant to the on-
dorsesmst by business and labor. Consideration of any changes in the
toeial-security law Involving new costs and thus requiring additional taxes
should be postponed until this study Is completed In 1080.

2. The present actuarial deficiency in the social-security system should be
corrected before any change is made which would Increase costs.
& To maintain a sound and equitable social-security system, the actuarial

deftency should be corrected by an Increase In socIal-security tax rate.
4, An Increase in the taxable wage base I undesirable because it deviates

from the basic floor-of-protection principle of the social-security plan. Con.
grea clearly iatended that workers should have the responsibility to build up
aid-age Income for themwelvee. It did not intend that social security should
bcame a complete support plan for most workers in their old age

5. It 0onrms should raise social-security benefits now or at any future
time, the added costi should be Immediately and fully met by an Increase Io
the tax rate on the provaling wage base set out in the law.

Adqod this 25th day of July 198
Tbe BoA or ciGov ossa,
The GoBm eTAmPA CoAmon or Couuxam

By IL , QeowMaM, P"W t.
Attest:
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ftA*I DVAXTwXM aT w PVuO WxLVANU,

Ji 1M X Baltmore, Mde, AmpoO a, 1048,

Aaimn, Nona$#n POM Oofe CnmEee, ' 1
Senate Oloo UIvldtng, Wu.hingt^, . ,

PAa NaIATON Ilvan: Iometly I had the prlvllego of appearing before your
coluwittee to discuss the relationship of the Pederal Uovernuetut and the oIal
5I.urity Act to the publloasslstance program throughout the country.

Its n, 1840, carrying amendweuta to the soclalecurlty bill, has POsNd the
hoUim, and, with iany others, I am urging favorable (onsideraton by your
CoWaitto. This mosure makes extrmoley important additions to the VOie.
010e0l0tane iWtllond of the ftloral act, It proposes amendments which have been
ponoored by the public-welfare administrators of the country oer a lown

P!rlod of years, spelflcally, it I
1, ltecognuia the Impo0ance of equalization by making more money available

to the States that have the least tax raouros. I might point out that my own
Stte of Maryland Ia one of the rich tates of the union, with a high w capita
Iitncolew, and would not be one of the Statos to benefit by this equalization te.
tunr. However, theory can be no doubt but what this Is a real advance In the
baste projran and one which, In turn, should moan a good deal to many thou.
sinds of Anierican. in the Ntates with the lWast taxable resource. This variable
Inatthlngl formula of from 50 percent minimum to TO percent maximum after the
tlrot $80 in old-age naulstance, aid to the permanently disabled, ad pubile
assistance to the neey blid, and (or aid to dependent children after the OrW
$18 r)sents a notable lli, Nonce,

."To Maryland and to many other States, the great advantage will be the
I rovislon that matching shall be on the average grant, including both momy and
ndlvidual payments, and not on Individual grants. This should make not only

for sounder bookkeeping, but repreamts an infinitely bettor base for matching.
8. The new matching Is, In a sense, simply putting the present matching and

adding to It the snatching for medical care, which Is now separate, Medical
costs are expanding rapidly, and this is a recognition that the cost of mtedieal
services are as necessary as food and clothdng, etc., and should be Included In the
A1#111 Ogrant.

Lot me say one further word amt the suggested irea in the sum to be
authorized for child.welfare servIesm. It has always senmd to me that child
welfare he been the sorlve about which we do the most talking, but It has been
the least recognized by the federal Government. America badly nseed addi.
tional services In the field of working with children, and even this small odd.
tIonal amount should result In many gool things.

We stand ready in the Maryland State J)epurtment of Public Welfare to do
anything we can to forward thee amendments, and would be glad to make
avalltibie to your committee any factual material that you way desire.

Iteeapectfully submitted. toua . . W xTm Dketor.

P. 8. Incidentally, the pasage of tl act would permit the various States in
the Union to submit their budgets for next year with sono docro of saurity.
As you know, the McFarland amendment terminates a of September 80, 1N,
which makes budgeting for that year with any degree of eortaltyo Wipuolbl
at the moment.
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AUSNAA VARM I1UAIU asAToei,
Wasfitoe, D. V., August 8, 1958.

Its social security amendmentsI. It. 18n49.
Sector IIAuMY It, UaAI

OW"Ai1 0e0 DoommW. Asgfo, 11, (7.
115Am NuIuATON IlVAD IL 14. 1849 now under consideration by the linance

Committee Increases the benefit amounts under the old-age anti survivors and
disability Insurance programs. It also increases the rate of tax, and at the
santa tints Increass the amount of earnlui to be taxed. The American Varm
Bureau Federation Is opposed to further liberallistion of the old-ae and ar.
Tivors Insurance program.

The amendments adopted by Oonress In 190 eutabltishod an Advisory Council
on Social Security [inancing for tho purpose of making a thorough study of the
financial condition of the trust funds In relation to the Iong-run comnitments
of tile program, It the work of this Council Is to be respected, and we certainly
think It should, It would seem that further amendments should await the results
of their studies.

Farmers have not asked for Increased benefits under the program, and will
certainly find It inereaslngly difficult to meet the tax requirotuouts imposed by
this lgislation.

The Senate Finance Committee it urged to postpone further consideration of
this bill at this seton of the Congress.

We r uest these views be made a part of the hearings on I. R. 18849.
Sincerely yours JOtf .Lyn n o ,eiskatve Dfrotor,

DIUrNee (tAMeaI oP COMMw!
Bt l ?.sW . Mont., Auguat 8, 11158.tStor lAORT r. H, ON

Bneste PFMaoe (7ommOt ee,
Wahltwetio, . 0,

DRaS 8RN1w'r: Last tail the lliling Chamber of Commerce wont on record
as oplxing expansion of the soclal-security program.

Chamber action August 1 resulted in reaffirming of this policy and also put the
Billings chamber on reword as opposing the amendment now before Congress
(pamed by the House of Representatives July 81) to liberalise benefits. We
realize the average monthly Inereatt% of $4.1% and the $1,8l.000 Increase In
monthly benefits to Montana residents has a great appeal in an election year.

However, only benefits to recipients have been given publicity. Neither direct
coats to the millions of workers who pay social-security taxes nor the slpeding
up of the schedule tn ralpe rate further with further costs to both employees
and employers Is explained fully in publicity.

Increase in payment in 1WO from 2% percent to 2% percent sounds neallgible.
However, with increase in wage base from $4200 to $4.800, this represents an
Inreape in payment for both employer and employee of 2? percent. Additional
Increases wouid be accumnlstlve, ranging from 94.? percent increase In 1960
to Rf2 percent increase in 190.

Direct tax mot to county residents In 19M, through Pavment of public em-
ployeet, would e $17.021.11, Including an addiUonal $10,432.57 for school dis.
triot No. 2 employees alone.

The amendment would increase payments an average of $46.80 for employees
(Wnn employer) esth year for the next 20 years, an average annual Increase of
$1'?W.20 for 20 years for *elf-employed person. Reaching a maximum paymer t of
$216 in 19%, rather than a maximum of $178 0 Per year In 19781, will add con-
slderably to the cat of doing business and will cut deeply Into Income of
wo'kin: people,

We hope that you will consider this ard oppose liberalisation of the sial-
se-rlty program under this amendment. We will make every effort to publicise

e cot of this pronomed change.
A poll of employees In our building shows them 100 percent opposed to

ai aeerell-security tax.,
lacerey yorHOWARD 0. POWM11 Pretdst.
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l141n. JOHN~ HAKMANt XOtoxmuzaY, ALA., Atugust 6i, /48.
Senate Office IuitdnU, Waehifrttw). C.:

It. It, 18510U, its passed the' Honuse, would materially benefit the aged, blind,
dllsibled, mid di'ps'uslnt .hilldrea rereIving public amsistance In Alabama an well
itm incretming socil-lawurity payments bfy about 7 liorcent. We appreciate your
support (it Ither41isin" amndwna to tUse $Ow-ll $eftiirlty Art. Know you will
confer with Seneator Ityrd and use your InflUenCe tOWard gMON890 of this bill
by Hftnatc%

JAMU E. IPOLOX
Oovernar, filate of Alabama.,

Chalrmwnt State Board of Pea. to,. and Reeurity.

81$'AWcia, N. DAKM.* August UU DJ.
11o0. WILLIAM LANOMS

Senate Offift Building, W~ashington, D. 0.:
Recent steel prico hike, Middle East tension, and trouble make sure steady

rise In cost of living. State welfare board recent food study made showed 7.A
percent rise In I yeur. Savage decimation of fixed income as public amxist-
ne recipients not only requires, but demands, treatment by Government. In-

eresises will only fill pap caused by brutal living costs rise. Would appreciate
vigorous and zealous support of IL Rt. 1N649, now, wo uad~rtan4 Ilk Senat
F'lnance Oomlttee.

Sincrescramr=& D. Oxm

(lam parlson.
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041IMMORMALTH 00 I'V*NRTLYAWIAt
UWAsMsnV OV PSUMLW WIYAM~

8esllet o/ the~ (hfed Htotes a, ifeeAI0glos 1. 0J.
011AN tANrATON CIAUK9. I Understautt that It. It, 11154i) Is before the Mtiato, andl

that hearings will be hold beitioua iit by tile $einto IFinim ommianwttee.
I will appreciate your efforts In Uhatf of the passage of this Ieglitltoit, jior

ticethrly beealuse:
1. An "timiated additional $0 million would be avetiiablo under tMill bill annull

ally froin the P'edersl (1overntiout to niatch $title funds for litilititNisttlnleP
sat.This wouldit be very hepfuttl to the people who tire on our assistance~ rolls

lint VesUN0tegOties. Our grUMt tda4Y fire now froin 861 to 60 tiereent below
minimumn standards of huitite dt'euy.

U. OARI benefits wouldI be Itncreased by I Itere'it, which would decretise tho
Amount of 111u111ientary public ANsilleue which thle Mate In nlow grolntingi
1rencts of sniil benefits anud wouldt ake the deiseasd atuotnt aivailable fova
addtitioatl dint riliution lit other categories of etssixttitie.

3. The depietitetits tit rciients of disability bimnefits on our rudiM will liswuim
eligible fore Ienefits, wlieh would rmuc Ite h aontitit o our pbi-sitni
guoats to these deltentlents and manke this savinaN available lin other categoiries,

4. Atcountig details would be osiipilied. This would result in Patving lit titl
tuninstrativo costs, becauso Voileral grant. would he ndma ider tit bill o)11 iker-
agom rather that% Individual ca"e.

N Tito oultoed restriction sif elilld-welfare funds~ tit rurtil areos would Isi
eliminated andl would permit the funds ito be tased lit urbiut aretim ax wisll. Thin
would enable tin toit take allottationso for vhIldecare programs lin crowded eitifos
now Inellitible for these Federal fund",

&L More tNederail child-weinre funds would beo avalable and woltul thus0 allow
us to increase the Htstp'm contribution tot local child-veifare programso through
our progran of einusnntt counties,

7. This bill extends the slis'iai provision resgardingl tile ndt~h..in i
gratn to Juniek $10 01. Unless thin provision io extended, Penns11ylvanlia will re.
coiv tio INederal fundsv for Its State biltlnit'nsloti proicriov. It wold he m'efit
desirable If thiis provisiont -ouild be mallde i144i'iiutuiiiiit no kin it) avoid thle ullver,'
dainty which attends our budget making each bieiitin expiration date of this
Ptderal ftmnds appropiriation. However, If It is impossible to aent-ihili this,4
It Is essential to at least provide for the extension well litnadvance so that projier
platnig and budgetingl can be mode for the welfare of the needy blid lit-rmins
t istiensylvania.

The pirovisios, oft this bill have been advocated for years by 1aany privativ
rniups The provisions will greatly assist the State lin its efforts to Improve tie

ptuhik"*swtauce atil child-weitare progranis.
SKincerely yours.

MmtIY SnAristo,

AVAIQAMATFO MEAT CTTNE
AND1 MmiUTCI WVoaxrKMN OF NOflTi AlaKI~CA.

lion, HAnUT F'. )RTmn
Cheirmas, Resate ('omnitlee onu f'iasieo'

frafted State* 8oplateo W~ash lngton, I). (0.
MANL~ 8iKxAvo Wrao: To conserve thle very valuable time oft the (1ouilttee

on Finantce, we are taking the opportunity of presenting our views cnerning
11. M . 304A the Si-al Secturity Amuendments of 1),'t8 In this letter, rather thtan
In oral t". tintony. Tito nearness of the a'ljournnient of Congress requires
that the couittt give speedy consideration to this hill, aind in this we wish
to cooperate.

On behalf of out tuion's 8I.000 members, we strongly urge that the coi-
maittee report IL It M349 favorably. This measure, we belleve, Is a minimum
impoemwn ncessary for the Social Security Act.

Flrankly our union had hoped for a more widespread amendment of the
Racial Security Act. We bad hoped for permanent Federal standards for un-

smplut e~p~Mlou.We had hoped for a program of hospttAllationo
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nursing, and1( surgicalI care for the used. And we had hoped for sanuch gr(uter
ltijoroveniieuto fit the boetto piaid tinder tho oid-isgo, xurvivor, itil dlialility
luisituce )proi.n

However, tihe realities of congressional adijournmenat face uts, Altl,'ugh the
prvs1i0of titf It. UND t4U d not go far eoUugh) In taking care tot the problems
oft the agted, the d4Ildstl attil survivors*,I iti toeet stiue tit their neods. 'The
itveratgi iil'*4)45of ti pereenut 11) lvelrlim Iaid tinder the (lAME will hee belpfuil.

IwiIneeut nonw1-although not WI-o[ tiif 1*inreai fit thoG rtmt tit lliig, wlileb
have taken place since the last change In Itso benelit xtrueture unit contri but lion
scheilule of OANIf In 195.

We, therefore, istrougly org. quick opprovusi by the eoninsitte. tit1 I t, 13U64t
and by the howitto.

Voeay truly your*,
Tr. J. idA)UI,

Interational Presid~ent.
i'ATUhKM, 0 (oMANv,

1VaovtvuKvz, It, 1,0 A ugat$4 R,8.

tlated Ita~es klenalor, Waesfrngtont D. 0.
lexA% I4KRA?"R (4m4h # If. It. 18540, the 1110lui1soCUrity bi11, ban passed the

lotise, This bill provides. tor increases In the public-awlittance progrsun witeli
will be benelidal to the 24,217 Indlhuui# affected by tWe F~ederal-State pro.
grants on well is tht' State flimuuwla.1 picture, TIhe bill also contains couutructivo
('liltlgem fi oldage aaud survivors Inhluran(P. It is estimated Jthmle Island
will receive n uddltlonai $1.478,0001 In I4euleral funds., The Fedleral (loverut-
uitent Is now xharingc In 41 tottrcent of t1*0 overall cos of pulicl ssIstance In
Ifloele Islond, IncludIngs ton-Federnl 1na1hehd general publc-assixtance progcramn.
'l'lhe Increase In Fed~eral miatchtIng would enablie a more resonable sharing of
(.x~Mioeitires with the federal (Oovernuuent and would Influence the budget
allotmentsi wic(h tire niade to Individual faitilles. I urgently re mest your
miuoport o~f this bill which ig IIn th# S~euate Finance Conmittee. We are all
awitro of the conviction which you have shown in social legIislation throughout
your public life anti tbelieve that this bill merit your support anti that Its
passhsgo will result In considerable benefit to the clixens of Uhbode Island.

JAM..i It. RtULLY,
Publia Asuistance Admlixft rotor.

L~svza Co.,August 8$ 1048.
$bdVAlM INANW: 0oh*MvrrLc

Sen ate Office Biuilding, Waehimpton, D. 0.:
Millions of serilor elulrzsis, Including members of organization I represent,

loo~k to Senate Flnanice CommInttee for realistic socil-woecrity measure this year.
My orgsmixatkun strongly urges at least 20percent Increase In beuetitr, !nwerlus
tof age eligibility to 00 for both nien and women, complete disability prote"Alon
regardless of age its mInlinui changes necessary to salvage bIll, passed by lion$e*

JLs Fs~scs M. Towasasia

STArICbUzNT BY SICATOX JOHNs W. KXXJ0usv OX SOCIAL 19CwUrrT Dimu 4 IL IL 3MD)

Mr. Chairman, the socIal-security bill spending before you today contains a nutu-
her of important improvements. The bill as passed by the House of Rtepresenta-
tives Is designed to adjust benefit levels to mneet the high cost of living. Whie
the bill does not contain all the basic changes which are necessary, It does make
many changes which should be promptly enatd for the benefit of our people
and our economy.

I have submitted three amendments to the bill which I urge the committee to
hwhude In the bill:
/. I0so etow soota1 eeosrffy beue$*e 8 ,ercoot-to sot*h Wh Aw"Saa oew of

Uvinog (ooqpousord by Senator (7et of New Jer~ey)
The sociai-security bill Increases benefits I percent This is tot enough. At

the vfty. least, our older citizens should rfceiv an Iicrase to bemeta town
maosunts with the tncrowu in the to* at 11vtza The b I 18~ ms do-unly4
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scribed as an adjustment to meet the Increase In the cost of living. But since
benefit levels were last amended in 1954 the cost of living has Increased by 8
percent, not 7 percent. The amendment I have Introduced would raise benefit
levels 8 percent. While the difference may seem small on paper, and Indeed
costs very little in terms of the total program, It Is a vital dorJars-and-cents dif-
terence to our retired workers and their families.

The House Committee on Ways and Means recognized that the 1-percent In-
crease Is inadequate, stating in Its report that a higher level "would be Justified
It one considered solely the need for this protection. The increase of approxi-
mately 7 percent provided by the bill is actually somewhat short of te rise
In the cost of living that has taken place since 1954."

The impact of cost-of-living increases is felt perhaps more keenly by our older
citizens than by any other group. They have no union to protect them*; they
are unable to raise prices like businessmen; and they are In most instances with.
out investment income. It Is our obligation and our responsibility to see that
they do not suffer because of fluctuations In the economy beyond their co, ,ol.

The benefit changes made In the House bill are much more than fully financed.
They substantially Improve the actuarial status of the present program, which
Secretary Folsom advised the Committee on Ways and Means Is In essentially
sound condition for the foreseeable future. The cost of less than one-tenth of 1
percent of payroll that would result from the amendment I propose would still
leave the bill considerably more than fully financed and would still leave the
program In a stronger position than It Is at present.

R. Inorcasing lump-tum death paymets--to meet the increased "cost of dying"
(oouponsored by Senat or Smat hers, of Florida)

My second amendment removes the outmoded arbitrary dollar ceiling of $255
which now limits what is known as the lump-sum death payment In the old-age
and survivors insurance program. This payment was designed to help tide the
widow, children, and other survivors over during the expensive days of the
funeral and other final arrangements.

Congress Intended that this lump-sum payment be three times the regular
monthly benefit-and In the 1952 amendments Congress set the maximum
monthly benefit at $85 and thus the lump-sum death payment at $255. Unfor-
tunately, In 1054, when Congress Licrease the primary insurance benefit, the
old dollar ceiling on death payments was retained. Again no change was made
In the 1O0 amendments. Now, in 1958, the bill as passed by the House again In.
creases the regular monthly benefit for the retired worker but for almost one.
halt of all death cases does nothing about the heavy expenses his family must
suddenly bear upon his death.

My amendment would remove the old dollar maximum so that all families
instead of some, would receive a lump-sum death payment of three times the pri-
mary benefit, as Congress Intended. This would mean a maximum of $8 under
the House bill, Instead of $255. Payments could still be as low as $99.

This amendment-to restore the 8-1 ratio in all cases-was approved by the
Senate Finance Committee and passed the Senate in 1954. I hope It will be ap.
proved again this year, when the need is even more pressing, and remain In the
final bill.

The entire cost of removing the meaningless 4M ceiling, under the new over-
all benefit Increase In the House bill, would be only two one-hundreths of 1 per-
cent of payroll taxable under the social security program, so negligible as to be
meaningless In a 50-year actuarial projection.

Can we neglect for this small cost to provide the Increased equity and Justice
that the change would bring? Can it be seriously contended that the program
cannot afford to provide this limited amount of additional help to some 800,000
widows, orphans, and parents each year-about two-thirds of them widows--
in meeting the often crushing expenses that accompany the death of a husband,
father, or son?

The meager lump-sum payments now provided will not take care of even a very
modest funeral, to say nothing of helping to defray last Illness expenses. A
1957 study In New York State glves an average cost of funerals of $875. Thas,
a payment of $255 covers less than one-third of the funeral expenses in the aver-
age case.

It is not pleasant to contemplate the plight of a deceased worker's family
who, in the face of their bereavement, must use their desperately needed monthly
social se"curity benefits to pay the costs of the last Illness and burial
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More and more families are worried about meeting this burden in the near
future-and I botm that this Congress will do something about "the high cost
of dying."
3. Broadening aid to dependent children to include children of uemploged parents

My third amendment provides for eliminating one of the restrictive provisions
in the Federal law making grants to the States for aid to dependent children
(title IV of the Social Security Act).

At the present time the Federal law provides that Federal funds are available
to the States only when the children are needy due to the death, disability, or
desertion of a parent. When the father becomes unemployed, the family can.
not receive aid to dependent children unless the father deserts. The Federal
law thus puts a premium on desertion. I believe this is immoral and unsoundL

My amendment would give each State the choice of broadening its law to
permit "unemployment" to be considered as a basis for receipt of assistance for
needy children. On the basis of past experience, since it would take some time
before all States would take advantage of any such amendment, it is etimated
that this amendment would coat about $N million a year for the next year or
two.

I urge support for this amendment which is designed to help preserve family
life.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a. m., Wednesday, August 13,1958.)
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The committee nmet, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a..mn. in room 812,
Senate Office Buildin, Smator Robert S. Kerr, presidin.

-p'resent 0 Senatorso yrd chapmann), Kerr (presiding), rear, Long,
Anderson, Douglas, Martin, Wiliams, Flanders, Carleon, Bennett,
and Jenner.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
Senator Kin. Mr. Schottand, will you come around I

STATEMENT OF CHARM OMMISSIONER, A00OM.
PAN=E BY ROD , 1, mist CHEP RY, 800m4 SECU
RITY ADM RATION.-PIsumed,
SenatorK t. I wouldli for ' i rev to show tha e Secretary

advised tka it would be ) ible or hun tb here today and rather
than to tin s toteo
bill anot r A A . Sottlnd i/ appease r him.

I ha d the S lve e co itt what the attitude
of the partmnentwould ven the na Commi to saw
fit to at sell H. R. 5561, is it, r. So t

Mr. cior. - hat i rr
Sena r KErI. Tot bi 1.
Sena r Bxx . Wh 8tha~1t~ an?1,enat r Km id u s n
Mr.S ,,riYrtA x I sa oat ee0 ryto
Senat* DOVOLA 4V a i R. 5551 so
Senate ziw.. Yes. Will yo ti ltf .R. 55 rtemita

anidgiveou the benefit of .le ninf's p
Mr. Sclul * LAND. I uld be very ad o nator.

ay, wia your ft atretarytate Ith yu enl ~ perbf h committee
stated that he uld be very happy to aa befoithe

in its proceding, should the tte i it
desirable.

S nator KE.RR. Thank o '
Mr. SC TMLAND. PerC Senator, the best way to tell you what

the hill does is just to read , !tter.-
Senator Kxmt. All right.
Senator Iorms. May copies of this bill be distributed to, the

members
Senator Knit. You know what it is when he identifes it.
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Mr. Socwrn~m . (reading):
DEM S&vRvoa Kmaa: This letter is in response to your personal request for my

views on the amendment of H. R. 13549 to Include the provisions of H. R. 551
as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means, a bill to exclude from taxable
Income taxes imposed upon employees under tMe social security, railroad retire.
meat, and civil service retirement systems.

The bill as reported----
Senator Krit. Just a minute. Does that identify the bill I
Senator DouoL. Yes.
Senator Bzxxzwi. Do it again. I am sorry, I was reading.
Mr. SoUOrMAD. It is a bl to exclude from taxable income taxes

msed wUn employees.
nator Dzwxm. A11l right. That straightens it out for me.

Mr. SmonA" (reading):
The bill as reported is limited to contributions made under the railroad

retirement system in excess of 8 percent of employee's income and to an amount
not exceedlng $200 per year. By these limitations, the bill's estimated cost was
reduced from an estimate of the magnitude of $1 billion per year to $3 million
per year.

The extreme difference In these two figures suggests the potential cost of the
precedent that enactment of such legislation would establish.

Apart from the question of general tax policy, on which we defer to the Treas-
ury Department, the bill i clearly discriminatory in that it favors one rela-
tively small group of employees as compared with other employees in similar
situations.

Not only railroad employees, but self-employed persons covered by old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance and Federal employees under the civil service
retirement system now pay In more than 8 percent of their earnings.

Ultimately, all employees under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
will do so. Similarly, most persons under State and local retirement systems and
private staff retirement systems do so.

Moreover, the bill when coupled with existing law would provide for the
exemption of income from taxation at the point it is paid into a retirement fund
and at the time benefits are ultimately received.

For these reasons enactment of the bill has been strongly opposed by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. In my judgment, the principles
embodied in the bill are so objectionable that their Inclusion in II. R. 13.449
would be seriously prejudicial to the consideration of that legislation on its own
merits.

Sincerely yours,
Signed by the Secretary.

Senator Kw. Thank you, Mr. Schottland.
Now the Secretary told us the other day that if the assistance section

of this bill were included in it and the entire bill reported out and
passed, that while he either favored or was willing to accept the sec-
tion of the bill increasing benefits for old-age and survivors insurance,
social security groups, he would have to recommend a veto because
of the inclusion of the assistance provisions of the bill, and then I
believe yesterday that Senator Knowland, after having been to the
White House, give out a statement on that.

Are you familiar with that statement I
Mr. SCourriAw. I saw the press dispatch.
Senator Kna.- You recall generally what was the tenor of it f
Mr. Sonorz..z. Are you asking what the tenor is ?
Senator Kam Yes.
Mr. S orA i. As I read the statement, the tenor was that the

Secretary in issuing the statement, in the understanding of Senator
Knowland, poke .in &grmoment with the desires of the President.



Senator Kzw Feeling, therefore, that that environment might be
extrqmely prejudicial to favorable action on the bill, I asked the Secr.
tary to be prepared to, give the committee the benefit of the effect of
certain sugested changes in the bill, in the assistance provisions, in
the hope ist, on my part, that if some concessions were made, it might
be possible to have a different attitude, and I am not going to ask you
nor would I have asked him if these suggested changes would have
changed the position of the President.

I would like, however, if you feel disposed to do so, to tell the corn.
mittee whether in your judgment, these changes or these sugsd
changes, if made, mi ht be of such a nature as to justify the'eeling
that t is bill, as modifed if so modified, would at least be conidered by
the administration with reference to their viewpoint

Now, the fist one was to reduce the maximum average monthly pay.
ment from $66 for adults and $38 for chldren, to $65 for adults and
$30 for children.

Can you tell us what that change would approximately save or
what the approximate amount would be that would be saved by that?

Mr. Scuot'vzrw. The suggestion, I take it, is that the $66 average
now in the bill be reduced to $65?

Senator KaR. The maximum average, yes.
Mr. Son flAND. The maximum average, and the $33 for children

reduced to 30 1
Senator Kti Yes sir
Mr. ScHum.AWD. This would save approximately $89 million from

the full annual cost of the bill of $288 million, on the public as.
distance features.

Senator K=. If the maximum Federal matcldng percentage were
reduced from 70 percent to 67 percent, approximately, what would
that save?

Mr. Scuomrnr. From 70 percent to 67 percent would be $17
million.

Senator KmR. Per year I
Mr. ScIxrrLAND. Per year.
Senator Kami. Now the bill as before you would become effective

October 1,1958, is that orrect? '
Mr. SouJwr AND. That is correct, the public assistance features,

Senator.
Senator Kz. Yes. 'If that were change to become effective Janu-

ary 1, on the basis of reducing the $288 million by .$56 million, being
the total of the two suggestions made would reduce 'the cost of the
bill in the first fiscal yar by, what is necessary to take care of one
quarter, which would 'be about $5811, million or would leave the bill
to where it would cost in the first fiscal year approximately $116%
million is that approximately correct?

Senator BaNN r. $170 million.
Mr. Soiwr hAx. LtA see if I get your question, Senator. ,If y ou

adopt the first suggestion of saving tie $89 million by reducing the
average, and your second suggestion of $17 million, which would
make a total of, $8 million, that would reduce the cost of thebll on
a full antial basis to $22. million.

SenatorX=& 02 million or 4 ominiWonu ''
Mr. Sonvrnuw. $B8Mngillqnf
Senator X=& Ye&. And a half of that would be $116 million.$

24-5--28
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Mr. SocROMA3. -That is correct.
Senator KLx. And if ou made it effective January 1, 1959, there

would only be one-half ol year chargeable against the current fiscal

Mr. SornAw. Yes, that would be $118 million cost for-
Senator KaRL Fiscal 1969.
Mr. &SWOMA . Fisc 1959.
Senator K=R. The Secretary, as I recall, made two basic objections

to the asistance provisions in the bill, No 1 that it would be infla.
tionary, No. 2, that it would be a substantial departure or a radical
.departre from the objective which he said he had in mind which was
to increase the participation of the States in the program lesnig the
requirements on the Federal Government.

Would like to ask you a question or two about the first objection
and then one or two about the second objection.

How much would the social security benefit increase in the bill cost I
Mr. SmoTxww. About $70 million, Senator.
Senator Kx. $700 million I
Mr. Sc&mo rAD. I think that is correct. The increase in benefits

for the flit year, about $700 million.
Senator Kzm How is that $700 million to be raised I
Mr. Sviirxuio Well, this bill provides for an increase in the tax

rate beginning in calendar 1959 of a half percent of payroll.
Senator Kmm. Payable by
Mr. Smozne. *w. Payable by the employers and employees
Sentor K!s To whom would the $700 million go I
Mr. SeurrxnxD. It would go to the 12 million neficiaries now on

the roll&
Senator Kri. Present beneficiaries ?
Mr. S&oWu D. Plus those that would come on during the

next----
Senator Kizs. I know, but this $700 million would go to the present

beneficiaries, plus those that came on during the firs fiscal year.
Mr. ScHaorm&iw. That is correct.
Senator Kz. Which would not be very many percentagewie8
Mr. ScHorim. Well, during the next-during this fiscal year

we would have an increase as of now of about somewhat over a mil-
lion additional beneficiaries.

Senator Kum Somewhat over a million and the present numb r is
how many million ?

Mr. SoHmLA". 12 million.
Senator Km. 19 million. But primarily the benefit would go to

current beneficiaries
Mr. Soxiarruxv That is correct,.
Senator Km. None of whom make any contribution to the fund.
Mr. ScnCm~ tND. That is correct. Well there might be some, those

over 72, who are working, who may be contributing to the fund at the
same time as drawing benefits.

Senator Kz. That wouldn't be much cf- an item.
Mr. SHTTu a. It wouldn't be very substantial, no6
Senator Kum. Therefore, the proposal would work in this manner,

that a limited number of taxpayers would pay an additional, how
muchwould that one half of 1 percent produ e

420
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Mr. Ms. That will produe-along with the increase in the earn.ino base to $4,800 that will produce $1.1 billion in calendar year 1959.Senator KZ. kii right. It would be a billion, a hundred milliondollars .additional taxes on a lined permtage of the current tax.p years in order to provide $200 million additional benefits to 19 mil-lion people who for all intents and purposes are a limited group ofbeneficiaries, ana who would make no contribution, as a general mat-tor, to the billion one hundred million dollars, which wouid be raisedfor the purposefirst, of paying that $700 million additional beneftdiand seVnd, adding $400 million to the trust fund.dr. SvornA". That is correct, in general term.Senator K=R. Now if the assistance provisions through the basisthat we have sugged here, it would cost $116 million in 109.Mr. Saonrm4i. That is correct, sir.Senator Kzu. And it would go to everybody In the Nation eliibleunder the specifications of the assistance programs, would it not?-Mr. .,owuz.&n It would go to the Stats, and the States woulddetermine just how the funds would be used since the determination ofeligibility is their determination.
Senator Kam. I know it i but-.Mr. Sr ioTruxtD. It would be available for such persons.Senator Kz.m It would be available to be expended without die.crimination to every individual within the states and generally speak.ing, within the Nation, eligible under the eligibility requirement. ofthe rorm.

Mr. I A"r . That is correct.Senator Kim,. And it would be contributed by taxation on evcytaxpayer in the nation without discrimination except such as exist ithe current tax structure,
Mr. Sci(rmmtv. That is correct, sir.Senator Kzsu. What I would like to have you do, if you care to,is to tell the committee how 700 million received in the manner wehave desi gated for a limited group would be less inflationary than$11 8 illion obtained in the manner we have designated to be madeavailable without discrimination.

Mr. SVHOITLND. Senator, I should first like to make it very clearthat when Secretary Flemming testified and mentioned that any in.crea in the Federal ebt, in his opinion, had an inflationary tenden-cy, that he made it quite clear that this was not the fundamental ob-jection to the bill.He mentioned this was one item, but the fundamental objection wasthe increase in the Federal share and although he did mention M a.tion as a factor, he did minimize the thing, asI recall his testi-nn.So that I think that the position of the Secretary would be prima.rily basd on the scond reason which you gave, and not on this ln.la.
tionary factor.His p9ition was that any increase in the Federal debt does haveaninflationary factor in it.Senator Kia. Well, then, let's go to the second factor: Supposethat an amendment were made to this bill which would provide thatthe ec fig-rs contained in the bill, would be re.duoed h icorance with+ the scale of 1 percent aoh 2 years until
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1h watching formula reached, for all intents and purposes a 0

Do you understand the question I am asking 1,
Mr. ScXOU.AM. 1*1 undertad it the second pert of the match.

mir formula which under the present bill runs froia 50 to To pect
ra fund, youth ggestion is that if that is pwd--+--
Senator K . If it were amended to be from 0 to 6T t
Mr. Sea--m). Yes, from 50 to 8T. Then you would take this

07 and you would reduce this I percent?
Senator Kmn. Each biennium.
Mr. SoUO~rXAwr. Yes.
Senator Kn. That is, if this bill became effective January 1, 1959,

it would provide in January 1 1981, the formula--the matWilng for;
mula would be from 50 to 65, and on January 1, 1988, it be
from 60 to 84, and so on until the 0 objective would be obtained.

Mr. SCmXOLAND. I can't quickly give you figures on this unless some
of the boys here would figure it out butl take it that that would mean
that at 1% percent every 2 years, it would get down to 50 percent
in about-

Senator BaNxmrr. Nearly 12 years.
Mr. SCnmHTAWO. 12 years.
Senator Kna. I believe it will take longer than th".
Senator Bxw"rw . Are you taking a cumulative 1 percent
Senator Kim. It would come down 8 percent each 4 years; would

Itnot?
Senator BziNmr. Yes.
Senator Kx=- Now coming down percent each 4 years, how long

will it take to come down 17 percentI It will be about 20 years
Mr. ScuirriA". About 28 years.
Senator BzNxwr. Yes.
Mr. Somriww. Well, Senator, if you are asking for reactions,

all I can say i that the administration will eril gve careful
consideration to any.epactment of the Congress.

I am not in a position to enlarge upon the statement of the Secre-
tary with reference to the principle that the administration is opposed
to any increase in the Federal shae
I do re' oIe that this does get toward the objective of 50.50

matching inh second part of the-formula, and we will certainly give
the matter consideration and study. . .

Senator Kz. Now, we have a commission now at work, advisory
council studying the soial security. . .. • _

cour. n M. That st.dtm the financing sad fl aspect of
the social.security system.

Senator Kni Tax structur and financing of the social-seuarity

Mr, Scxovnzii. That is correct.
Senatt KAw, When does that council make its report?
Mr. Sonoi'rtA.. That report is due to be made prior to the opening

of the next session of Congrmes# and probably w be available in
December of this year.

Sehator KUR The neit suggestion that I id hoped the Seem
ary would e able to dis s wol be n amendf mt o thia bill that
wold provide for the creation of an Advisory Council to study the
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financing and fisal elements of the proga and to report
prior to the op session of the or m in ng.

Would you-give te committee thetion of the A4vIsory
Council for theSocial Securit Pro fI

Mr. So ~ We put tt in record lat time.
Senator LUR. I know YOU did.
Mr. ScuovrwLw. Would you like that again I
Senator Ku. Yes. I bieve you are the Chairman of it.
Mr. SouOTrLm. B law the ommisoner of Social Security

is the Chairman, and tCommittee consists of 12 persons appointed
by the Secretary.

Senator K Inoludh the C"airan or other than the Chair-

man
Mr. SowWw,. Other than the Chairman.
Senator Kxus Yes .
Mr. Sonoin'rw . Appointed by the Secretary. There are 8 repre.

sentatives of employee, 3 representatives of employees, and 6 of thegeneral public.
eeeeploye representatives are Elliot Bll-

Senator Knit. I am not interested in their names, I just wanted--
the law speciOied they should come from certain groups and identities;
did it not-I

Mr. Soorww. The law says an equal number of representatives
of employers and employees and thon representatives from the self.
employed and thefenra! public.Senator Kux.Ye

Would you feel that it this bill further made provision for the
appointment of such an advisory council in connection with the
financing and fiscal elements of the assistance program, that that
might be of such significance that it also could Ie considered by the
administration as it looked at the overall features of the bill, if it
were to come to them with that in it ?

Mr. SornD v. Again, Senator, I think all I can say at this point
Is that we will certainl-y ive such a matter serious conmderation.

Senator Kma. Thank you, very much, Mr. Schottland.
I deeply regret that the Secretirywas not able to be here today, but

in ",iew of the fact that he couldn't here personally, I am very grate-
ful to you for coming and giving the oommittee th benefit of this
testimony.

Are there other questions?
Senator CABmU. I have some.
Senator MAiaw. Mr. Chairman, I don't care to ak any questions,

but I talked to the secretary this morning and he will W very glad
ofoour"-

Senator Kuza. He made that quite clear. The thought I had about
It was that in view of the great rush or urge to t action on this bill,
that I felt it was bettor for us to have Mr. Schottland come today than
for us to postpone the matter until another day for the Secretary.

Senator Mi tm. I think your decision is entirely correct, but I
wanted it to be fully unders6od that the Seetary Will come, if we
want him to come.

8enator Kam. He made that abundantly plain.
8entorMV~., Yes; tb islnAm
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Snatr Kzaz Senator Carison.
Senator CAKsox. Mr. Chairman, it is with some hesitation I tried

to get into this proposed new formula we are going to have on Fed-
eral-State matching. I have tried to analyze it and as I do analyze it,
I think the way it is written, it would be to the distinct advantage of
Kansas, so I am ce y not approaching it from the angle that our
State would lose on it.

But there are some questions about this that I am concerned about
for the future of the pro am. orei Ien.i tt,'" 1

As I understand It number of recipients in a State,rMg [o
of what their pa providing they have a certain average, the Fed-
eral Government will contribute for the number of recipients; is that
correct?

Mr. SmoaoizwA. That is correct. The Federal Government makes
its reimbursement to the State under this bill on the average expendi-
ture.
Senator Camoxr. Well, would that mean then by simply adding

persons to the roll, our State, could increase its grants up to 50 per-
cent providing they had a $49 average ?

Senator JNNx. I can answer tlt.
Mr. SortorILAND. Well, if I understand your' question, in effect,

States can do that now.
Senator CamzsoN. Let's just put it this way now: Suppose a State,

so long as the overall average is not reduced below i,$ that State
can increase its grant by $Q by adding a person to its cash benefit rolls
or by providing him just medical care, regardless of the size of this
cash benefit or the cost of medical care; is that right ?

Mr. Scuo=ANi . Yes, that would be correct. I would like, how-
ever, to point out that no State under the present law or proposed
law could just take one individual or any number of individuals and
put them on without regard to an overall State plan.

In other words, every individual in the State, in the same circmn
stances, would have to be eligible so that it would not be ible to
pick out a few individuals and put them on without making every
person in the same situation eligible.

In other words to take your example of medical care, no State
could sy, "We will pick out 50 people that need medical care." They
would have to have all people hooding medical in the same circum-
stances eligible.

So that don't think this changes fundamentally what the States
can do now. The States now, for example, particularly those in the
lost-cost States where we average the first 0, cold put on a per-
son for $10 or $15 and would be reimbursement in that $80 averaging.

But, I do think that our history has shown that States are very
careful about putting on classes of people because they have to include
substantial State moneys.

Senator CAsoN Well, of course I understand, that too, but I know
there is a temptation on the part of a State to get as much Federal
money--and I can speak as a former governor of a State; I have had
something to do with these programs, and I want to just give you an
illustrative now. I

I am going to use this as an example: If a State added an individual
now at an average cost of $26, the Federal Govemment would lh-
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creae its grant by $2 for an added recipient, and the State would have
a profit of $16 per added recipient.

Thus, if a State had a hundred thousand recipients and increased
these by 50 percent to 150,000 the profit to the Stat would be 60,000
times $16 or $800,000 per month.

Now is that situation possible I
Mr. So im . You see the difficulty there, Senator, the average

would have to stay much above $66 for a State to take advantage of it.
Senator CAs o. Well you have States that are much abov-e them.

We have them over $80 ana $00. . I

Mr. Souon=. This would be true only if a State were spending
out of its own fund substantially above $66.

Although the administration is opposed the public assistance pro-
visions of-the bill, the Secretary made it quits clear we were in favor
of the principle of averaging, and the variable grant principle in the
bill.

The reason we favor the pr~ciple of averaging and the reason I
think all the States favor it, is thatthe present formula is inequitable
with reference to State expenditures as a Whole.

The present formula works something as follows:
Take two States side by side and eac has, each of them has 2 AAe

and 1 spends $30 on 1 case and $200 on the second case, because maybe
it is a hospital case.

Now the $80 under the present formula gets $24 reimbursement, and
the large rant mets only $39 because that is the maximum.

Welg $24 and $39 would be $63, so that that State, which has spent
$230, gets only $68 reimbursement.

On the other hand, the next State has two cases that they are spend-
ing $60 on each case In other words, they are s ding $120; they
oet $39 reimbursement for each case or a total of $78, so etate that
is spending only $120 gets $78 Federal funds.

The Sta. .spending $280 gets $63 Federal funds. So it would just
seem that this method of trying to reimburse on thi basis o. the in.
dvidual case up to a maximum has not been equitable among the
States, and the average does make it possible to take the total State
expenditures and reimburse against the total state expenditures.

It is true that in any averaging primciple a Sta. if they had
50,000 cases, and added one case at .,and their average is way above
$66, would get more in Federal reimbursement than the total cost of
that case.

But that is true at the present time, and it is true in any averaging
principle, but I think you have to remember that the State is spendiug
is own money and that is the reason it gets the averagmg

Senator CmaUso. Maybe I don't understand I but I understand
It correctly, our State-and I believe I have anyzed our State cor-
rectly--will benefit under this formula but I wouldn't even want to
get our. State in a position where we could put some person on for
medical care or some small item less than the $2 average and then
make a profit on it.I

I woud be opposed to that even for Kansas. I think this Is a pro.
gram now we want to get out for people and not for States to k
a profit on.

SenAtor Jmm. Senator, your Increase is'108.2 percent under thde
new variable formula.
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Senator Cauz.I )iavegn into it and it is very complicatedThe old formula ia bad e and this isa new one.
Senator KI, Will the Siwatoryied? 1

Senator Rm. Will you field
Senator Cuaox. I will yield; I am through.
Senator Kza I want to say I am in the throes of the same difficulty

ut has described, but I have arrived at the conclusion that this formula
is more eily understood than the other,, but in view of the fact that
it is new, I can continue to understand the old one easier than I can
become acquainted with the new, but, having done so, in my Judgement
it is less complicated.

Senator Jar11uz. Mr. Chairman, I have to go to Judiciary and
Senator Bennett said he would pass to me.

I just iave a question or two on this formula thing. I would like
to put in the record a table, the increases in Federal welfare grants to
States under this bill compared with the estimated cost to taxpayers
of such increases, and I would like this to go Into our public record.

The CuAniws. Without ob etion.
Senator Jrzws. It shows, for example, we will take the State of-

well, let' take the State of Kansas the Senator has been talking about,
if I can find it here. The increase--percentage amount of increase--
i of course--it is 108.2 percent to the State of Kansa, and you have
mne State.s run as high as 908 percent increase.
Mr. Chairman, I think this table should be studied by every mem-

ber of this committee.
There is really nothing new about this new variable formula. It's

been proposed before, and fought hard for, but it was rejected by the
Roosivelt administration, by the Truman administration, and up to
the present time this new variable formula ham never gone into effet.

I would like to ask the witness this, for example: The feature is the
rather deeply hidden charge in the formula for welfare grants to
the States under which for the first tine the Idea of so-called variable
grants will be injected.,

In other words, the ratio of Federal grants to State welfare expendi-
tures wil be gradu acted or varying so as to gve higher ratios to States
r47ere the per-capita income is below the national average, and a loi er
ratio to the States where the per-capita income is above the national
average, is that true, sir?

Mr. ScumwAN . It is correct, Senator, that is--the latter part of
your statement, that those below the national average would got a
higher percentage.

enator JWmiKI Certainly.
Mr. SCHO'Mr . Ye&
Senator J.,z.ui. It is my information this is just a starter obvi-

ously. But it is thought that it is a very dangerous one. The Idea of
* vaiiable grant has b shed very strongly, and it's been rested
suesMfully, under the Roosvelt administraton, the Truman ad*
ministration, and so forth. .

During the House committee and floor action nothing was said about
variable grants in the publicity put out on the bill. I would -gues
that many House Mhfi were unaware of that feature.
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Now, here is what it does, in fact, ax I understand it, gentlemen of
the committee: From this table that I am going to put in the record,
you will note at one extreme New Jersey would get back 163 per.
cent of its costs, and that at the other extremes, you have States that
would get back as high as 735 percent and 908 percent of costs to the
taxpayers within the respective States.
For my State, for example, our score would be 52.9 percent or

roughly we get' I back for eioh $2 spent.
Nbw the variable grant features of the social-secunity bill are not

entirely responsible Tor the wide spread between the 1 percent for
New Jersey and a 900 percent for certain other States I am not mak-
ing a poin, I am not picking on any States, I just think we have got a
bear by the tail here. .

A few of these Statcs have been running their welfare programs
and then been very liberal with them, in other words, put anybody
and ever;'ody on them.

The welfare program in other States, they have tried to be con.
servative. For exnple, the State of Virginia, and the State of New
Jersey and my State have been rather conservative, and that is what
the fight came about a few years ago when we found out that there
were people getting old-age assistance and welfare in our State that
had $100,000 in the bankN and we found out that the wealthy people
were drawing old-age assistance, and we found out that big strong
able-bodied men would come in and make an affidavit that they wore
paupers in order for their father and mother to qualify under this
ting.

Itbecome a racket in our State, and that is when we had the falling
out with the Federal Government. Ad we passed a law saying we
are going to make these rolls open to the pubic so that the neighbors
can take a look and see if somebody is getting welfare assistance who
is not entitled to it, that can be taken care of by their families, and
so forth. And this department took away our own money and
said, "If you do that with $20 million, we are going on withholding
every year from your pro gam." And we ut an amendment through
Congress, and I introduce it, and it was adopted and it's been adopted
since by other States saying--the Federal Government can't withhold
because we were trying to act conservatively. What is the sense of
giving money to people who are wealthy I And under this now vari-
able formula, gentlemen, I am goin K to tell you what little I have gone
into it; and we are all rushed or time. According to this table you
are going to take a State that is trying to do a decent job for its own
peo pe, and you keep the grafters and the cheats off the rolls, and you
are going to give thom premiums to the fters and cheats and the
States to just put anybody and every on..And you are going
to penalize states like Virginia nd N ew Jersey and Indana and mans
others who have tried to run their program square and fair and
honestly, and I just don't understand why, after the Roosevelt ad.
ministration oppsd this thing successfully, and the Truman ad.
ministration and now we come iAons under the Fiwhower adminias
tration and advocate such a prooiton as ths.

There is nothing new about thi ormmla; the havebeen t toget it for years
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Now all these thins would be wonderful, but I just come backainto the uaertion,- -. Chairman, where arn we going to get themoney to do S ' thew tbing for all aese people ell over our country

and all over the rest of the world without bnkrupting ourselves or
going into inflation and destroyig this country I And wben we go
down the drain there g the last best hope ol freedom and liberty
and security and peace and everyth"ng else. And if we go and do these
kind of things, we are going-it doesn't matter what you give people
for old-age assistance, you can raise them up to $500 a month, if we
keep doing this--you are going to bring about a chaotic situation
under inflation that the $500 a month wouldn't help them any more
than they are being helped today; you couldn't feed a dog on it and
that is true in a lot of cases even under this program.

And I want this to go into the record. I hope it is true, it is not
my study, it's been thArougldy worked out.

I understand these figures are available. I think the Department
originally furnished them, but there has been no publicity on this
put out all over the country.

People don't know what it means and what it is going to do,
That is about all I have to say. I have to go to another committee.
(The table referred to by Mr. Jenner is as follows:)
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Mr. Scnorrww. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to point out that,
two thing:

SFin tat the variable principle is not new, that it is used in many
other Federal programs and has been consistently sutported bythe
Department m connection with other programs such as the Hill.

8Qq 8BURTY
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Burton Act for hospital construction and vocational rehabilitation
funds.

These are all distributed on a variable grant basis.
Also the present formula in and of itself, is a variable grant. The

present formula results in a variable grant with some States getting
over 70 pr nt Federal reimbursement and others getting as little
as 85, with the States that have low grants, getting a large propor-
tion of their total payments because they. get 80 percent of te first
$30, so that in effect, we now have a variable grant, but it is not a
variable grant that is equitable and our whole push in the Department
in all these grant programs, ill-Burton and vocational relabilita-
tion, and children's program h been to have a variable grant which
makes some sense and which does some equity as among the State.

Senator Kan. Isn't it a fact that the last raise that was put into
effect in 1956 moved it from whato as I recall, 75 percent--what was
that last oneI

Mr. ScxmrrLam. It was four-fifths of $25 and went to four-fifths
of $8N0

Senator Kz= Yes. Well isn't it a fact that some States took that
additional amount and actually passed on less than the full amount to
the beneficiaries I

Mr. Souorn mxp. Yes; some States did that
Senator Kzwt So that if you want to find examples which would be

hard to justify, actually, there is more in the present formula than
in the formula you have recommended.

Mr. ScorJ7AND. That is what we think, Senator.
Senator K=. That is one basis of the recommendation.
Mr. Soumri. That is correct.
Senator AxnzsRoit. I only wanted to ask one question: What is the

origin of section 510, that repeals the assistance provisions in the
Navaho Rehabilitation Act ?

Mr. ScaoHrrrAT. The history of that, Senator is this: There has
been in the law something which we have oppose from time to tune,
whenever the matter has come up.. Therehas been a provision that
where the States grant public assistance to the Navaho and Hopi
Indians, that mi sadition to the formula now in the law, that the
Federal Government will pay 80 percent of the State's share.

In other words, if th State grants $80, they now get 80 percent
Federal reimbursement.

Senator jUm If it 'ges to a member of one of those tribes I
Mr. SmorLA=. N; anybody, if the State grants $80 we now give

$24. The State would pay $8.
Now, under the present, this present provision of the law, instead

of a State paying $8, the Federal Government will pay 80 percent of
that$8.

Senator Kom Under present law ?
Mr. SOcR MA . Under present law. So that-

- Senator Kin... If it goes to a member of one of those tribes ?
Mr. SoHorIAm. That Is right, if it goes to a member of one of

those tribes, and it seemed to us, if the bill as written, with this varia-
ble grant which makes a concession to the low-income States which are

'the States generally that have these tribes and there is such large
reimbursement that to have an additional 80 percent of whatever their
share is-it is small anyway-seemed to us inequitable. This variable
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giant in the ebill to some extent does reflect a higher payment to tb e
Stt that are taking care of the Indians
Senator Ax swoi. Well, It Is not of real significance in my own

8tte although wehave 90,000 Navahos, It is a r oble i Aizona,
where th e have 60,000 Navahos. The State receives no revenue from
these Indman, they do not pay State taxes. Yet the State has to put up
money for their maintenance, and the inevitable reaction is when a
caseworker works on one of those: the tendency would have to be,
naturally, to refuse assistance to this Indian because the State gets no
revenue from the reservation.

It occuie, as you know, an area larger than a gneat many of our
States riht inside the State of Arizona.

The chairman of the Appropriations Committee Senator Hayden,
brought this---

The ONxmw A., I gave the letter to him, Senator.
Senator ANDEzaONr. Brought this to our attention and I thought it

might be well to have comment on it for the record.
. gave the memorandum this morning to the Chair. I will grant

the State of Arizona is better off for the variable payments witl this
exclusion than it would be without the variable payment, but this
was a matter that would sem to be a question of justice and the Con-
are" has o taken the position.,

I:btlieve that Senator O'Mahoney's name was the first name on the
Navaho rehabilitation bill but I khow from whose office it came. I
am chairman of that committee, the Navajo Hopi Rehabilitation Com-
mittee, and I worked on the problem pretty consistently. I just
wondered if there was a great deal of, bought devoted to this or
whether somebody said "Well, this is a sp~vial favor to Arizona,
we have to take that out.'

Mr. S0mH0rTLAzD. I think, Senator, the figures will demonstrate why
we sugge:t it be taken out.,

Sentor ANDJWzoN. That is what I wanted to have.
Mr. Svanrr ~n. Most of your Navaho and Hopi Indiana are in

Arizona and New Mexico.
Senator Awnuoi. Well$ there ar few in 'Utah, as the Senator

from Utsh knows.
Senator BRZNrr. That is right. 0 . .
Senator Awnrsoi. But 650,(0 of the 80000 ar i Arizona.
Mr. SouoTLA. Ye. These are the involved. Arizona

now gets an average reimbursement from te Federal Government
of $86.51 per case per month.

Under this Rouse bil, Arizona, average would be inoreamd to
$45.60 per case per month. .

Senator Wrum. At that point, I didn't quite get those fgr.
Mr. Sonomrrurw. $85.51 at the present time to be increased to W5A,so that in effect this variable reflects the need, dug to the Indans

because generally they arn a fairly low-inoome group.o
Senator Wu xs. What would the Stat ontributin oe m each

instance with those payments I
Mr. Som'iwr TheState contribution in Arisona under those

payments would be-just a second, Senator, we will loo it up in the
table--.we will get that in a moment for you*
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Senator AzNDwsoN. May I wlain Mr Chairman, MY primary inw.teresa is not in thetraury of the mta " ofArizn-I I n &

Indians who are going to have eventually a substantial amount ofmoney.
They eventually are goim to be a rich tribe, but it isn't there yet.

They will have in time, I hope, a hundred million dollars in theirtrust fund from oil which is t now ta to develop.
They are goinz to have eventually a lot o money from uranium and

a lot of moneyfrom helium, but it is in the future. The situation
that arises in the individual family is not too pod if the State of

* Arizona receives no income from them, but is ompelled to contribute
a portion to these cases.

The tendency Is to say, "Well, the Navaho has got plenty of moneycoming someday, we just won't take care of this case." I am not
tring to be critical of the people of Arizona. They have a real probw
le tple livin in one corne of the Stat.
who pay no taxes to the State. .

An d he House of presentativei I am happy to s.ijutytday
followed the lead of the Senate and p*aed a special bill for the con.
struction of Highways 1 and 8, which crow the Navaho Reservation.

They have never bien able to build a road because the highway oom.0
missioner of Arizona would not build it, that is all. They are elected
in the other areas and they never would vote a dollar for that rwr.
nation.

Agsan- Iam not critical of them. I have discumd it with the Ari-
zona highway people and we put through a special bill which I hope
the'Prident wil-now sip that gives them some relief there.

I am only using that as an illustration that this is a very difcult
problem for the Indians. It is no problem at all ordinary to the
people of Arizeta, but a v'ry difcult problem to the Indians I
have been on the AZ rvition a good deal, and I think I know prtty
nearly every tribal council member.
I oertaqy know all the top members of it very well personally. I

have been in some of their homes, and even in some of the hoga, and.
i wondered ow much thoUht had been given to it.
Did you a~k for any testimony on ths before you made the room-

mendatlon t
Mr. &momrnan. No, Senator, there was none, but our fqeln was

that both the States ganed so much under this formula-
Senator Atnamom. It is not a problem in New Mexico. We have

taken care of the Navaho Indians in New Mexico.
Mr. ScOrcr.xw Well in Arizona, it was our feeling that with the

tremendous inease in Federal funds that would be available, that
there didn't seem to be continued justification for special treunmt
of this particular group. WI.

Senator AmsoNnl.n g th t wi m th b
tion of Indians from the reli romll!

Mr. Sm A". WAn, we didn thin o a t b a th
Stat -.

Senator Awisow. Were you around when we had the lat bttie
over thereI

Mr. Sq vzumr ' I was not hr., but Irmmber It
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Senator AwNmaso. Not here, I didn't say in this room but you
reeber itt All right. I just wanted to find out whethr there
had been any special consideration given to it.

As I say, I am not here pleading in any way for the State of New
Mexico, or Arizona, but I am somewhat interested in these Indians
and the Navaho-Hopi rehabilitation committee the so-called watch-
dog committee, which is their only avenue of dealing with the Con-
gess. I happen to be chairman of it and that is why I am interested
Ua it.

Mr. SCuoniAD. Senator Williams, the State would put up $21 in
the case of Arizona. Both under the present formula to get $35.51
reimbursed, and $21 under the proposed bill to get $45.0 reimbursed.

Senator ANDErsoN. I thought we now took care of 80 percent of it.
Mr. S&moTrLD. This is the general situation for Aiizona in re-

sponse to Senator Williams' question.
Senator WmLuxs. No, I was asking in response to the same ques-

tion he was asking.
Senator ADjJiSON. Yes. Wouldn't this greatly change the situa-

tion with reference to Indians in Arizona
Mr. Sorjzw . Yes; it would because in this situation at the

present time, the State would get 86 percent of the $21 reimbursed, so
that the State actually would be putting up roughly about $4.

Senator Anmtsox. $4.201
Mr. Socnar ,. Yes, they would put up $4 for an expenditure

of $56.61, if my figures are correct. They are now putting up $4.
Under this bill, they would be putting up $10 or $11.

Senator AmimnsoN. $21 wouldn't they? Wouldn't they be putting
up $1 against $45.60 1 Sure they would.

Mr. SoHrn D. Yes, that Is corTect.
Senator AmxzsN. What you do in effect by this is say that as far

as the Indian cases are concerned, where the State of Arizona now
puts up $4.20, against $85.51, it would now have to put up $21
ainst $48.60.

You increase the benefit $10 and increase the Arizona payment $15.
You and I know what is going to happen in Arzona, don't we?

Mr. &wo=AL . Of course----
Senator AwnmoN Well don't we? II am interested in the In-

dians and I think this is a bad thing. I think you are putting this
provision in the bill without any warning to the Navahos whatever
of what you are doing to them. a

Hopis are a small group and they pare not
as numerous as the Navaho.. So far as I know, Mr. Chairman, no
warning whatever was given either the Navaho Tribal Council or the
Hoi ritl Council that this provision was here.

It was going to be put through almost under cover of darkness. I
don't think it is quite fair to the Indians who do not have any par-
ticular spokesman assisting them in their unusual problem.

Senator WtAuxs. It just further emphasizes the problem of try-
ing to rush bill like this through in 8 days.

Senator AxDwsoN. I am frank to say that I suppose I should have
read the bill carefully and recognized the danger when it said repeal
section 9 of the law of 1950. Should have remembered that my name
was on that law and, therefore, ask "What are they doing with it I"
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But I didn't, and It wasn't until I just happened to find out that this
was involving the Indians that this question came up.

I really do believe that you should have notified the Navaho Tribal
Council that you are proposing to do this to them because this is bad.
The day will come when the Navahos I hope will be off relief. The
Laguna Indians, where they have a similar situation, have been able
to go off relief rolls. There are only 450 able-bodied men in the whole
Laguna group. Every one of them is in the employ of Anaconda
Co er in that company's uranium development.

They are in fine shape; they are improving their homes; they are
buying life insurance, and automobiles. They are accumulating what
promises to be at least an $18 million trust ftnd out of their royalties
in uranium.

They are going to be all right.
The Navahos are going to be in time, but it is going to come at a

later time. I believe for the next 2 or 8 years it will be unfortunate if
this happens.

Senator WxzuAxs. For one not familiar with it, let me ask you,
you said they would not be taxable.

Would not their income on this $100 million be taxable I
Senator ANDmmoN. Not if it is received as a tribal fund, and that is

the way they received it.
The first $30 million they got from the oil royalties, it was for the

tribe.
Senator WUAMs. I thought we made American citizens out of

them and eliminated all distinctions.
Senator AwDamxso. They received it as a tribe.
Senator KUR- It is not taxable if it comes from restricted prop-arty..senator ANDRSON. I will just say to you we had a nice battle in

the Interior Committee a few days ago wita which the members of
this committee are familiar. It happened because the Indians wanted
to get something given to them as a tribe, and I insisted we give it to
them so it went on the tax rolls.

You are caught constantly ni these squabbles. All that you do Is
try to do the best you know how. This is an instance when I am on
the Indians' side. I feel that this would not cripple Arizona too
much, but I think it will cripple the Indians substantially, and I
don't believe you are going to gain enough out of it.

How many Indians are you giving assistance to now in Arizona I
Mr. ScOImrrND. It is just a little handful.
Senator A mxn. I know it. Why stir them up for a little

handful?
Mr. SciixrrLAN. Well, our feel, was with a State gettingso much

more money, that the State ought to"be able to take care of this hand.
ful without a special Federal law to take good care of the total bill,
just for this group.

Senator AxwhasoN. I don't wish to take up the time, Mr. Chair-man, but that is the very theory upon which they said "Don't passVO po whc,-y ad Do'~s

my_ highway bill. The State of Arizona ought totbuild that roa" .
It is true. I wasted a lot of time trying to persuade the State of

Arizona to build Highways 1 and 8. They didn't do it.
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Their highway commissioner are elected in Phoenix,.Tucson, and
0ogaes any a strange quirk, they paid same attet to hr

thev camefromo
No.i around this table would do that but the highway commis-

aion did, and perfectly naturally, the road did not get built.
You have the same problem in connection with this. I want to say

to you since it is only a handful, and ainc. these Navahos are wo~rkg
more and more, wit Z fewer and fewer going on the relief rolls, I hato
to have them all btir'ed up over what may not save the Federal Gov-
ernment any real money, but makes it necessary for those of us who
have been trying to carry this burden to go out and try to explain
to a tribal council meeting on September 18 and 14, why you did it.,
I had planned to go out there.

If thi passes, I am going to let mInbody els go out there
(Lug ter.J
Mr. S rn4&N. Our only feel , Senator, was that this kind of

legislation does keep the door open or other special groups.
TheQCIzMA. How many are mvqlved in the Indi ns
Mr. SzorrAik. I don't have th, figures ogflnd, but it is very,"Te few.# ..

,.eator Ai-usoN.' Could I ask that the figures be supplied?
Senator Kx= Would there be a way for you tq suppqt figures
Mr. ScuarrmAN. Yes, it is a few,
Senator Awmsor, It is a relatively small number. The Navahos

themselves have been careful about thi They have used their money
constructively. The first $30 million coming out of the oil royalties,
they took $5 million and set it up for echolarships for their young
Navaho girls and boys to go to e and not b dependent on the
Government.

They are tryinP to do, a .big job and.some of us are trying to an-
courage them to -andle it in that way instead of being wards of the
Government. I don't say the position taken by the Department is
wrong. I simply say it poses a whole brand new problem for us when
in relty very few dollars will be saved While it might, as you say,
open the door to other groups, there are not too many groups in Just
this sort of a situation.

The Navaho Nation is larger than any number of States you could
mention. It is a tremendous area. But only now, beca ui* of the de
velopment of oil and gasa which years ago nobody ut existed
and development of umnium, which nobw(cared ahout only a few
years ago, they now are about to get on their feet.
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Senator Dou s. They have got to look out for their lands or
those will be taken from them.

Senator Aimpzao-. Well it just so happens that nobody has been
able to get a foot of their land recently, except for the construction
of the Grand Canyon Dam and in that instance, a trade highly satis-
factory to the Navahos was made. I don't think it was too unsatis.
factory to the Federal Government, as I think the Senator from Utah
will admit.

Senator BzN'm'r. But creating some serious problems for a few of
the white people who were told by the Federal Government in a definite
statement 20 years ago, no more Utah land would be taken for the
Navaho reservation, but now we take it.

Don't worry about the Navahos, they have many powerful friends
at court.

Senator Awxzsox. I hope I was one of them.
Senator BtzNwrr. Yes, I think I am, too. But strike the word,

"powerful" with respect to m.
Senator AMuso*. I have stated what I hoped to state, Mr. Chair.

man. I appreciate your giving me a chance to express myelf. I hope
we may get from the rup of proper government officials the amount
of money that mightbe saved by putting through this provision and
let the committee consider it.

I only say, Mr. Chairman, if the Government wants to recommend a
pradual selling down of this 80 percent, it might be possible to so do
ft. That would help you with your other problem of special groups.

The CuAnmii. Please furnish that as promptly as possible.
Mr. Swmorrmn. We will do that.
The CHnAMAN. And we would like to get information relative to

the letter from Senator Hayden.
(The letter, enclosures, and the information requested follows:)

Uwrrz STAT. ftVATD,
OoMMrrrvm ON FANOU,

Aumgu A, 1058.
Memorandum.
To: Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
From: Clinton P. Anderson.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to invite your attention to a letter and telegram
handed to me by the distinguished .:enior Senator from Arizona. These com-
munications relate the concern felt by the State of Arizona over inclusion of
section 510 in the social-security bill, H. IL 18549, which is now under con-
sideration by the Finance Committee.

Section 010 of the bill repeals section 9 of the Navaho-Hopi Rehabilitation
Act. This provision of the act recognizes the unique Federal responsibility
involved in caring for those Indians who are dibtressed. It requires a special
matching formula of Federal aid to the States for amounts paid by the States
for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, and aid to the needy blind for
Navaho and Hopi Indians residing on reservations or on allotted and trust lands.
Congress recognized by the enactment of this act that the burden of looking after
these Indians continues to be a Federal burden and not one which should be
placed upon a single or a few States. I can find no explanation why this section
which attempts to repeal this Federal responsibility was inserted in the present
legislation. The House report gives no enlight, nment on this whatsoever. I
feel that this attempt is beyond the scope of the present legislation, and I hope
that the committee will act to delete It from the bill.

I am attaching copies of the letter and telegram received by Senator Hayden
from the Department of Public Welfare of the State of Arizona.
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STATE or ANZONA,
"DxPAxrMmzor PuBLso WLrAR,

STAT2 OrvicE BuniRGa,
PHo.eCW, MA$ P, 1958.Hon. Oinz, H&YDRmr,

United States Senator,
Wahtington, D. 0.

DtAR SEATOR HAYDNZN: This letter Is to provide you with additional Informa-
tion in regard to the social-security amendments and Is a followup of our tele-
gram of yesterday.

The Arizona State Department of Welfare has historically taken the position
that the Navahos and Hopis have treaties through the Federal Government with
all of the 48 States. This indicates a sharing of responsibilities and duties with
all of the States. With this as a premise, It is our thinking that a special
formula for matching of assistance grants is only Just.

The Navahos and Hopls represent 10 percent of our federally matched case
load. This, as you can see, is a hea y percentage particularly In relation to
their population.

The best interest of the State of Arizona would be served by:
1. Continuation of the present Navaho-Hopi formula; and If at all possible,

its extension to aid to the permanently and totally disabled and any other
federally matched assistance program that may conceivably develop in the
future.

2 Adoption of a variable grant formula In addition to the above for the
rest of the caseload. Arizona still falls In the category of a "have-not"
State.

Thank you so very much for your vigilant efforts In our behalf. Reader's
Digest may refer to you as the "Silent Senator," but we prefer to refer to you
as the "Got It Done Senator,

With very best wishes to you and a hope that you adjourn in the near future
so that we can have the pleasure of your company in Ariona once again.

Sincerely yours, Waw~ H Jawl, C7onw.n.utoer,
PA: WLP: MS

ROD. CUL HAT tPorx, A i., uguet 8,1 W&

U7tte4 State* Senator,
Wa 4ngton, D. 0.:

Using the proposed variable formula on the federally matched Navaho and
Hopi caseload in place of the present special formula will increase the annual
State cost for Navaho and Hopi Reservation cases by the following amounts:
Old-ageasIstance, 101,6384; aid to dependent children, #127,890.92; aid to
the blind, $13J5=3.76. However, there is indication that the application of the
variable formula to the entire caseload including the Navaho and Hopi Reaerva.
tion cases would decrease the annual State cost. It would be to Ariona's
advantage In terms of saving State money to have the propo#A variable formula.
It would be even to greater advantage to have the new variable formula plus-.
I repeat, plus-the present special Navaho-Hopi formula. In addition, on philo.
sophical grounds we would dislike to see the abrogation of Federal responsibility
for the special needs on the Navaho and Hopi Reservation. Your efforts are
appreciated.

Fm HJLnUrm,
Oommletoner, Artoons Ota$e Departme" t of Pubhdo Weleare.

(The information submitted by Mr. Schottland follows :)
Mr. Hildreth has described correctly the position which the State of Arizona

has historically taken with reference to the responsibility of the Federal Govern.
meant for the Navaho-Hopi Indians. There Is a difference of opinion between
some of the States such as Arizona and New Mexico and the Federal Govern.
ment concerning the role of the Federal Government in meeting the needs for
public assistant of Indians residing on reservations. -



The Department of Healtb, Sdlucation, and Welfare has always had serous
Neervations about-the desirability of special ptvalous singling out one needy
group Such s the Navaho and Hopi Indians residing oa reservations for special
treatmeInt., I amwst, Stgttk responsibility for all eligible persons is accepte.
Arsona and New Mexico, however, have accepted only limited Gnancial respoasi
bllity for caring for the needy Navaho and Hopi Indlans and meon 9 of the
Navaho-Hopi Rehabilitation Act reflects their positon In this matter,

Senator DouGLAs. Mr. Chairman.
The CR.amMx. Senator Douglas.
Senator Douomms. Mr. Shottland, the last increase of public as-

sistanoe was in 19561
Mr. Smoarn~,. That is oorreqt Senator.Senator Douoisw. flow much has the increase or the cost of living

been since that date I
Mr, S=="r. About pert L
Senator Douor s. During tKat time, the basis of Federal reimburse.

ment has not been increased; is that correct I
Mr. S(M rwAw. That is correct, . . I
Senator .DouoAs. Have not the r.mpients of old a assisance

therefo suffered a reduction in their already meger incomesI
Mr. SOkAw . The average psymente in old age a 0s nc have

beenincreasinin the States.
Of cw0e, s does increase the Federal share when it does. In

the last 2 years, the average has in asmmd-let's me if I can give it
to you--the last year it's increased a little over 8.1 percent.

Senator DoUoLA& Isn't it sort of a delayed rxeasti which comes
because of the increased Federal share ?

That is when we grant reimbursement to the States for the first
year or so, doesn't it tend to be aid to the States rather thin aid' to

Mr. SonoIrWn. The general history of Federal increase is that
some States pass it on immediately. Some States delay paying it on,
so it i grdual.

Senstor DOuoLA. And some probably never fully psiton.
Mr. Smaow. That Is correct particularly thos States that

already have very liberal standards, bu ely speaking, the thing
is passed on, and just to indicate th the price level mne 1054 hu
increased about 8 percent, but durm the same perioA, the average old,
ag assistance payment has nread over perce .nt.

Snatoj Dougoas. Yes, but I mean prior to 1964, did you have the
actual payment to the aged increasing ,

If you go back to 1960, from 1950 o 1954 did average payment m-
crease a rapidly as the cost of living? fine cost of livmNgu urging
that period probably roes by about 18 percent, 13 or 14 percent.

Mr. SkrmoraxD. Well, in presenting thmi I would like it clearly
understood we are not stating that we ft he ave I high.

Senator DouoLAS. No; butwe are trying to establish the fact. Isn't
it true there was a delayed movement from1950 to 195 4?

Mr. SCiorr. . Generally speaking, on the basis of the pUrChas.
eng power, the, average in old6 -a sstanoe has in=crea faste
over all-

Senator Douo"s. Was that true from 1950 to 1954?
Mr. S&00"7A"r. Yesh the average grant in 1950 was $48.86.
The purchasing power, on the bas of the 15 dollar being oon-

sidered as 100, was $8.80.
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In 1054, the dollar amount $as $1.45 . The comparable purcheinj
power wAS$8&55.

Senator DOuos. What had it been 1 .
Mr. Scmnww". In 1O50 it was $8.80, so it had gone up.
Senator DouotAs. About 4 ereent 1 7
Mr. 8cnxwr About 8 percent
Senator ooOLt. Two percent.
So you thibk the incresis have been adeuate,
Mr. Smora xv. No, tSeator, I would not say that, I just am

merely responding to your question in reference to average m dollar
amounts mp insower.

I think the Secretary has always been our position that
Many States have much too low grnts in this end other programs.

Senator DoaG o. But may I rais this question: Haven't medical
costs increased about twice the rate as the increse, in the cost of livingf

Mr. S aMwP I am not sure exactly *hat the percent ^ bu
it has been much more substantial

Senator Douas. Hasn'tIteateA away mnderable portion of the
*P rnt inctuse in real income I

r.n. I think i some States, if their dollar amounts
ran about the same, and their medical cam costs increase, obviously
this would result W some decree

I am under the impression this has not been generally the case,
however,

Senator DovaA, Isn't it true that in all this discussion we start
from an e y low levelI The original old-age a grant
or, as I would ke call them old-ag pensions, started in the thira,
when we were in the midst o a depr~ion and the localities and th
States lacked financial resources and had acute financial problems
and, therefore, they had to keep the amistance and pension payments
down. As the country has be6me more prosperous, merely o hold
our own to the standard of the thirties, is not very much of an achieve.nzatisitt ? ,

We should make very larg gains over the thirties, should we not?
M(r. Saorn~Awn S"aIng rpersonaly, Senator, I arm with you.

I think that in many States the grts have bee unconscionably ai.
Senator Douo.#e, And, really, th grants in many cases ha bn

less than necesmry to maintain a biological standard of life; isn't
that true? I I -

Mr. SQRO~t~rAD. I think the States making, the. low grant. ha"
all agreed, or most of them certain] , agree.

Senator DoGas, So tretealy has been a failure to meet the
human budgets of these people, their* has been a depletion of energy
and strength in theMope. &.

MrA, Smo*meim., TInan caWses.
Senator Dovoi s. These are onsideraions which tqently do not

got expressed In hiearings.
People are thinking of the monetary cost to the Federal Govern-

ment, but the impo able bIut kW cost of the vitality of our old
e is also ret ahid the tend to be ignored, isn't that true.

Mr.Sommriw . I didn't getthawLkt.

1430
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Senator DouotAs Is it not easy to fort the fact that the stand.
ards of aid given to the aged were originally grossly inadequate, are
still grossly inadequate in a large percentage of the cases, and are
such that the physiol vitality othe aged is depleted because of the
lack of adequate care I Isn't that true?

Mr. Sco riAN. I think it is hard to make a generalization, Sena-
tor. Many States have-

Senator DouoLas. I understand but isn't this true of a very large
percentage of aged It might not be true of Colorado, it might not be
true of Cialiforfia, it may not be true of Massachusetts, it may not be
true of the high-benefit States, but isn't it true of the vast majority of
States in the Union I

Mr. ScOBYTANo. I wouldn't want to pas judgment on whether
or not they had been forgotten in those States.

Senator Douoxas. I-don't say they are forgotten but I say, are
not the amounts so inadequate that their energies o# the old people
are depleted

Mr. SomnrLawo. I think the amounts an inadequate, quite def-
initely.

Senator DouLas. Well, now then, I know you are not the policy-
maker for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, or for
the administration. I think you are a very efficient administrator,
and I think you are a humane man, but I must say I was shocked'at
the attitude of the administration that it would oppose the measure
because of the increase in benefits and that the Secretary he would
recommend a veto, and my own feeling is that the Congress and the
country should not accept that as a guiding piciple-that we should
consider the human costs and not merely the financial costs.

Now, may I ask a question about the formulaI Do I understand
that the formula, the new formula, is not only variable in nature but
that it proceeds on the basis of the average payment?

Mr. SCOWMAND. That is correct.
Senator DouotAs. Rather than taking each individual case I
Mr. Scvr0r ND. That is correct.
Senator DouoLas. This will save an enormous amount of administra-

tive work; will it not ?
Mr. ScHOoTLaNo. Yes, it will simplify administration both for the

Federal Government and for the States.
Senator DouoLAse May it lead to an upward movement in the assist-

ance because then if there are some cases where appreciably less than
$60 were paid or needed and in other cases where more than $60 is
needed and not paid, will this not permit them to take on more cases
above$60?

Mr. Sowrrrim. Generally speaking, it is our feeling that such a
variable grant does give the State*-

Senator DouoLas. This is not variable.
Mr. SouHorAN. I mean such an averaging does give the State more

flexibility and makes it possible for them to take on cases or makes
it possible for them to make payments of a higher amount and get
the maximum reimbursement for it.

Senator DouoLAs. So that this will have something of an immediate
influence for the cases where there are special needs ?

Mr. ScnorAzm We would think so, ye.

440n
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Senator Dou.aA Now, I have always felt that since the insurance
system was self-supporting and since it was contributory, the benefits
are right and that the income limitation-that one should not earn
more than a hundred dollars a month-is excessively rigid. If these
people have contributed to the fund out of which benefits are paid,
contributing half, and perhaps indirectly contributing more in hanig
the costs shifted back to them in the form of reduced wages and,
shifted for them in the form of increased prices, they should not
have a rigid income limit.

Senator Smathers and some of us have prepared an amendment to
strike out the $10 and increase the amount by $50 a month, or to
$1,800 a year. We intend to present this as an amendment to this billand we would like to g your attitude on it.

It raises the amount of private income a person can receive from a
hundred dollars a month to $150 a month, $1,800 a year, and still be
eligible to the benefits under old-age insurance.

Mr. Scano'rwrn. We reported on this bill, Senator. As you know,
we do oppose it. I might state with reference to all these bills that
increase the retirement test, it seems to us that there are two ques-
tions involved: First, what do we want to insure against, and, second,
the theory behind the social security program has been that we are
Insuring against loss of earned income.

Now, that is loss of inepme from earnings., There is no question
that we could do away with'the retirement test, but the pro lem is,
What are the prionties in terms of increased taxes? Is this the best
way to use a substantial increase in the tax I

Do workers want to pay this increased tax I
0 In other words, do all of the workers now working want to pay an
increased tax in order that some persons over 65 who are also work-
ing and having considerable earned income shall receive benefits? It
has been our feeling and the feeling, I think, of the administrators
of this program from the beinning, that in terms of the tremendous
costs on the rank and file of- the 70 mill ion covered workers, to take
care of a few persons who are also earning, this is not a justifiable
tax.

The cost of this bill would be three-tenths of a percent of payroll for
all of the workers.

Senator DouoLA That raises another question. Isn't your pro-
jected rate of contributions really -xcessivefy high Mr. Richardson
gave some figures the other day that we could have a reserve of 153
billions of dollars around the year 2000, and you do this in order to
make your system self-supporting up to 2050, or almost a century
from now.

Now, I think this is an excessively rigid thing. I can remember
when the original social security system went into effect and that
would have provided, I believe, for a reserve of something like $44 bil-
lion in 1970, and the members of the Republican Party went out on
the stump in 1986 and Ottacked the hugeness of this projected future
reserve, and I thought that there was some merit to that criticism that
social insurance is different from private insurance, because you are
certain of sources of income which an insurance company is not cer-
tam of, when it sells actuarial policies to individuals, since that is £
voluntary act,.

4"1
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My own feeling is that this system is overfinanced in the bill as it
comes from the Houe and the rates of contributions for both- emra
ployer and employee should be slowed up or dampened down.

Now we are faced with the fact that this comes to us in the con-
eluding days of the session and if we wrangle too much about formula
and so forth we may not get any bill at all, and perhaps there are some
who would hke to see us trip our feet in just that fashion. So perhaps
this is not something that should be immediately considered, but I
hope that before we are permanently committed to this new contribu-
tion this whole matter will be considered much more thoroughly than
it has been and that there will be much more public discussion of it.

To me, a reserve of $158 billion invested in Government bonds in
the year 2000 presents some very formidable economic problems, and
1 am not certain that the game is worth the candle.

Senator Amli xN. Can I just thank the Senator from Illinois for
bringing that up I mentioned it the first day and I still think a
trust fund of $150 billion is theoretically necessary, but practically not
needed. When you get $50 billion anl go on to $100 billon, you are
surely up to a point where you had better have a big demonstration
of the need for it.

The CHAUMAx. That is all very conjectural.
Senator Awmnsox. What is that ?
The CAvwAtf. It is very conjectural. It is in the future.
Senator Axnmwow. Yes.
The CHuAxAN. They are going to increase the benefits, and we will

never see the day we will have a surplus of that kind.
Senator DoUoiAs. I wanted to mention this before. While it is

true you are increasing benefits by legislative action, it is also true that
the upward drift of the earnings provides an offsetting safety factor
on the other side.

For instance, we have been increasing benefits. We increased bene-
fits after the 1935 act without increasing contributions; in fact, we
slowed up contributions for, as I remember it, about 20 years. We
didn't reach our maximum as quickly as the original act specified,
and yet the reserves of the Social Security system kept mounting.

It kept mounting because wages kept rising and wages kept rising
because productivity kept increasing.

Now, as I "y, I th'k Mr Myers is an admirable actuary, one of
the very beet in the country, and he has to proceed on these rigid
assumptions, and that is what an actuary should do, but that need not
be controlling upon'the Nation or tontrolling upon the Congress, and
I hope that this matter is given consideration, not merely by your
advisory committee.

I once served on those advisory committees and they are valuable,
but also given. very deep consideration by Congress and by the gen,
eral public beeausthis ue is extremely ilmportint.

Senator Bnn T. Mr. Chairman, I wouldjust like to make the
comment that the time to- slow up the rate of contribution payable
is the time when the fund, in fact beis to linb sharply.Thus far, it has not begun to olimwi, At the moment, the last year
or o, it has dropped sHjgktly, and maybe we should give our children
and oult gtandcbldren a bi.ak in te ofnuslowing up the contribu-
tions, rather than trying to take it all ourselves.

4"0
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The (~ai.Mr. S0hotl4UN4, how, many w~e dnwawing out -of thesocial purity fund now I .
Mr. SmoriOFLND. Approximately -1 2 million. persons are draw10gbenefit, at the presnt tune.
The CHAmmnx. What are your estimates on the maximum number

who would draw in future years I ?.Mr. 80mwIN). Well, we would have to take that at some partic-
ular point in time.
The CiuAiiwu. We have 75 million paying in, have we not?
Mr. Somarnm>tm. Yes. Our estimates or future contributors arbased on population increase and, therefore, a labor force increase.

Would you mention that, Mr. Myers? f
Mr. M.ntm. We estimate that in 1965, for example, there will be16.6 million beneficiaries as compared with the present 12 million.
And in 1970, there will be 19.8 million. ?Senator Axxn, wo.Could I ask right there if in 1985 you made any

estimates of what the picture would be in 19551
Mr. Mym. Yes, we did.
Senator Aw nuoN. How did they work out?
Mr. MzRs Well, of course the-
Senator Aiwuaw. How did they work outI Ishare with Senator

Douglas-4.."
Senator DorowAs. What reserve did you estimate in 1985 that you

would have?
Mr. ScHo1rnAo. May I explain thatyou ca't-0
Senator.Amw. I know you can't.Senator Douois. We are going g to roll back himtry. In 1985 whatdid you estimate the reserve would in 1955
Senator Bwm=T. We are talking about number of e lSenator Do oLts No; I am speak'g about the sis. of the es -erve.$mator Aximsox. I want to have both.
Senator MAmvw. Let's have both.
Mr. Soixirn&m". I want to state you have got to consider it inrelation to what the 1985 law was without the changes by Congress.
If you are talking about--
Senator Axamm so, I know thatstory. 'I know if the life-insuranecompanies had any idea what would ave happened to the span in'human life they might have had a different rato IM 1902 from I959.Senator DouWALe They traveled a lon time on the 1867 mortality

table and they traveling now on the 1 mortality tables.SenatorAi6mmms. oly want to VaV ti Theiv was great dis.cushion in 1985 when this law was being drafted a to what theprobabilitie of unemployment,, due to population' growth and so
ethig in 195

I think it would be useful to find out how those worked out in ordertoiudge what prediction-how the prediction you ar now musking
i 8ofw work out by the year £000.
New factors constantly come in. There was a book called Gentle.men Prefer Blondes, that I suppose nobody should. hare read.Senator, DLojw.B ut which eve.ryoe di, I t. , , -SenatorAxinuox. When she tried to explain how she drifted from

onepeiwon to another, she said, 'Tate keeps onhappening."
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That is true of social security, "Fate keeps on happening." You
get more eoDle In the labor market, but something so they

Aont need'social security. g h.pen
Mr. Smb r mAz). Senator, I am not referring to that kind of state-merit.
Senator DouoLAs. In 1985 or the period shortly after 1985, what did

you estimate the reserve of the old age insurance fund would be in
1055

Mr. Mrus. The original estimate for the end of the year 195T was
$25.8 billion.

Senator DouorAs. Exactly, and how much is It now I
Mr. M-uss. It is now $2.8 billion.
Senator DouosAs. Exactly. You come out to about where you

estimated in spite of the fact that the benefits have been increased
because of the fact that the average earnings have been increased and
your receipts have been much greaer than you expected.

In other words, thi--
Mr. Mnws. But, of course, there is another important factor. As

you know, Senator Douglas, the tax rates did not go up as originally
scheduled.

Senator DoUoLAs. Well that makes it still more remarkable that
we reach about the $26 billion mark in spite of the fact we did not
increase the premium rates as had been originally provided in the
1985 act. In spite of not doing thatt you reached a reserve approxl-
mately what you had estimated originally,

Mr. Mym. There is one other remarkable coincidence along those
lines, that I think the Senator may be interested in.

The cost of the benefits sa peentage of the taxable payroll is now
very close to what the original estimate was for 1957 for the origia
syst m which of course, was entirely different from what we have
now. Thus, the cost for the OASDI system was 4.02 percent of pay-
roll in 1957, while the estimate for 1957 for the 1985 act was 8.85 per-
cent.

Thus, the relative costs in terms of percentage of payroll have been,
by chance, about what were originally estimated.

Senator A.nmmo. May I say, Mr. Chairman, my reason for rais-
ing the question was that I had participated in some discussion when
some of this work was originally set up. I did take on the job of
trying to set up a system i m home Stte. I mean as to unemploy-
ment compensation. We made calculations as to what was going to
happen in unemployment compensation and what we wouldhave in
the way of funds.

Those calculations went just as wrong as they could be, because we
didn't have any experience at all. I am only trying to say, I think if
we had applie the rate increases that wore scheduled to take place
and had followed out what was originally put in that law we would
have tad many many billions in the trust fund far beyond what had
been antici at .

Senator £)ouoL#. That is right.
Senator ArrDumor. We di&'t collect as much. We let it go a

little easier, and we still endel up about where it had been coniem-
plated we would be eVen if we ha([collected these huge sums of money.

I am only sayingt we might. I know some of us aren't going to live
to the year 2000. -Theodore Francis Green will probably be the only
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man alive at that time. However it might be possible when we get
to the year 9000 that we would have a similar experience to this. I
hoped that If you could, I would like to see a little study made as to
how these appraisals work out.

I am not nearly as worried about that year 2050 as those people ar
who want a surplus of $150 billion which I think Is an awful lot of
money.

The CaAImMmc. It will be used up. (Laughter.]Don't worry about that. That is one of the worries this Congress
or future Congresses will not have, there will not be any surpluses.

Senator ANmmsoir. It will never accumulate. We will never put
it in operation in tax increase&

The CIKAIMANr. I agree with that. That is why it didn't Impress
the committee when somebody said there would be $150 billion In the
year 2000.

Mr. Sohottland, do you mind giving the committee your prediction
as to how many will be getting benefit payments, in future years,
as far as you can go, showing also the percentage of the population?

I would like to know about what percentage of the population will
get social security payments.

Mr. SoincornDAk. We will do that.
The CRAJRUAN. Will you furnish that by tomorrow morning before

we act on the bill f
Mr. SonoTrri.n. We will do that.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

l ejifolariee un4er the old-age, urviwr, and d abiftlty ineurooe evtem
ft would be modtled by I. 8. IM4D to rhaton to total Us7ied IVtat populd.
tfop* interm"diate 0o80 etf01#e

ThOW) Pnitd 30"WN16rl
Yom I b~oOclaks~ Hitatu 0 Uol

poPUlwou I o pooul

100.................................................. 4,111,0o0 I116,o,0.0........................... a!, ooo ws
197...............................................3t,7,000o xi oo.. . . .. .... 4.0.0000

00 ........................................... ............. 1 w ow,10000

I Includln bonsftleariee under nil Ifromont sp tmn who would ban been boasolv* under
ohdom0 surivors, and diaeblltm1 uumWI m U0 r md em6loymeu1 were voverqd (os bnanolW Inter.
n0 I twovi l mumsu.eI ael pngonshmit Moid 8164K. Rawaii. Putio Jo.sdteVrt lnneu Woo ad 0*dl 0t Waft.

Senator MAnx. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question or make a
comment In the old-age assistance, are you taking into consideration
unemployment by reason of mechanization ? Take, for example, in
the coal imines, a machine now, 9 men do the work of 10, and that IS
causing an unemployment among a seat number of able-bodied wn
byno fault of their own.

It is just an improvement that we have been accepting, but still
there is a group of very unfortunate men and famiHles.

Have you been taking In your estimates, things of that kind into
considerations
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Mr. S voMMAK.. Wall, the estimates onold.age and survivors in.
rauo,, that Js what you are referring to, Senator, do take into con.
sideraaon the. factor of the average retirement ge.

That has been dereasmg in recent years. T ere are a number of
reasons as to why the average retirement a has become lower, end
one factor undoubtey is the fact that with increasing mechanization,
many older people find it difficult to stay on the job.

How much is weighted for that particular factor, I wouldn't be in
a position to state, but it does affect the average retirement age.

Senator A= N, Have you taken into consideration, I think the
present law what is it, a man on social security can receive $1,000
or is it $1,06?

Mr. f :. $1,200 a year and still receive all his benefits for
the year.

Senator MAR=. Have.you taken into consideration that a great
number of those men are in a physical and mental condition to earn
considerably more and whether or not that would permit them to do
that, if that would permit them to do that, that would strengthen theeconomy I

Mr. SonorrltAo. Well, if the import of your question is, does the
limitation keep people fim actually working, we have consideredthis factor in some detail, and it is a coaplicted~thin

We certainly are under the impression that this limitation has not
been the only factor in making a man decide whether he is going to
work or not, particularly considering the relatively small amount
which he gets in social security as against present wages of $800 or
more a month.

We think, although it may be a slight factor, that the fact thatsocial security is available, may cause people to retire a little earlier.
Generally speaking, we don't think this retirement test is an im.

portant factor in the person's decision to retire.
Senator MAhnx. Have you in the amounts you contemplate pay.

ing, have you taken into consideration inflation, because infation has
been upward since 1930 a little more in certain periods, but it has been
general since 1989 until the dollar has decreased in value practically
a half.

Has that been taken into consideration?
Mr. ScrmuoxD. As I understand it, Senator, and Mr. Myers

could answer more directly on this our estimates are always made on
an assumption of level wages and a fixed set of benefit provision
this time on the basis of the 1956 payrolls and 1956 benefit.

Now the theory behind that is that if wages do rise and if there
is an inflationary situation, then undoubtedly there wilT be some ad.
justment, an increase, in the benefits also.

Congress certainly has in the past increased benefits, so that these
factors may atcel each other out; that is, the increased income from
increased earnings and the increased benefits may cancel each other
out. The only way we have of making the cost estimates which we
think is an appropriate way, is to assume for purPoses of the pro-
jection a static wage level-.now we use 1956, but this will be revised
as later figures are available. # r t t

Senator MAsoN. Mr. Chairman, while r realize that this Depart-
ment probably doesn't have the responsibility, considering the gen.
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eral economic condition of the country, I think the time has come
when every department must give consideration to the overall
economy.

Now we have just gotten through with the reciprocal trade agree-
ment bill, where a great number of industries in America have been
damaged to a great extent, but now when we take out of production
9 percent that is an additional cost, and I think all of us ought to be
giving things of that kind consideration.

I am not criticizing the Department at hll, but I do think that all
departments ought tO give matters of this kind serious consideration,
because in a form of Government like we have, our economy must
be sound and we must be in the position to compete with other coun.
tries of the world.

I will not go into that further, Mr. Chairman, but I do think it is a
matter that all of us in our country ought to give very serious con-
sideration, and it is not fair that, as we say in the military game, we
pass the buck.

That is all.
Senator DOvoLAS. I would like to have you make in the next few

months an estimate as to what the reserve would have been for 1955
if the rates of taxation or premium rates, provided for under the 1935
act had actually been put into effect.

Mr. SoHf6 tAND. We can give you that right away.
Mr. Myzs. I have made that calculation; as I recall the figure was

somewhere around $60 billion to $65 billion. I will put the exact
figures in the record.

Senator DouGLAs. I want to point out this indicates the fact that
the system was originally overfinanced, and that there is grave danger
that it continues to be overfinanced.

Thank you, Mr. Schottland and Mr. Myers.
(The figures requested by Senator Douglas is as follows:)

AUovUs 15, 195&

Subject: Estimated progress of OASI trust fund under original contribution
schedule.

The following table gives the estimated approximate sie of the OASJ trust
fund under the assumption that the contribution schedule In the 1985 act had
been followed (but considering all the benefit and coverage changes made by
smbsequent amendments). The original contribution schedule was a combined
employer-employee rate of 2 percent for 1987-80, rising by 1 percent every 8
years to an ultimate rate of 6 percent in 1949 and thereafter, whereas the actual
rates were 2 percent for 1987-49, 8 percent for 1960-5 and 4 percent for
195"7.

TOW fund at emd of vear
[In inllu oL doIlars

Calendar Actual OrgnlCalendar Actual =0gia Calendar Actual Oiia
yar sobedule schdule yeMr eobeduls e loe edl

197.. . ..... 7 9.751 1081 ...... .1,84 58,88_
ImL ....... 11,18 1 ....... . ,121 tg4 195 2....... .... 17.442 44o
196.....1,7m 3,714 3948........5I18 15,83? 1 4~----570? 818
1W4........ .031 Igo 147 ........ 8W 19042 19U4........ 187 90
1.41..........76238881 1948... .... . .0722 I 1985I.......21 W ,kO61948 ........ 8,6 an 78 1949....1,6 2781 A 1966N.......35,191MM
3948........ 4,1W 7ISO IOm----1.... 1 8270 196?........2%,06 65o0
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It Is Interesting to note that at the end of 1957 the trust fund would have been
about $70 billion according to the original contribution schedule, or well In excess
of the far-famed estimate ultimate $47 billion In 1980 according to the original
estimates made for the 1985 act. It should be noted that the above figure do not
Include the effect of the railroad retirement financial interchange provision; If
this we.e done, the original schedule figures would be substantially higher (oon-
slderins the effect of any- balance held by the railroad retirement account).

3RoB31 ;. MTZ.
The CAIRIN. The Chair wants to thank the witnesses for the

very clear and prompt answers made to the questions propounded,
and unless there are other questions we will adjourn.

(Whereupon, at 11:00 a. m., the committee adjourned.)

x


